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WORMHOLING
IN
CYBURBIA,
AND OTHER
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By Roy Ascott
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The “wormhole” is one of the more potent metaphors to
have come from the new physics, a science which has been conspicuous in its relevance to the developing aesthetic of interactive art, and most notably in issues concerning the relationship
between the artwork and the viewing subject in the negotiation
and creation of meaning. Wormholes are found tunnelling in
quantum foam. Technically, as Rip Thorne (I) of Caltech describes it, a wormhole is a “handle” in the topology of space,
connecting two widely separated locations in our universe. The
wormhole promises the rapid transit of particles and also - if
recent proposals published by the Royal Astronomical Society
of Great Britain are to be believed - people, from one layer of
reality to another, from one time frame to another, from one
galaxy to another, in micro seconds or virtually within no time
at all. Certainly this metaphor commands attention in any account of the direction in which we are now moving culturally.
artistically, and perhaps spiritually . Quantum foam may not
mean much to us on an everyday level of experience, but tunnelling through what might be called “datafoam” from one
hyperlinked layer to another, shooting the wormholes from one
telepresence to another, from one website to another, actually
zapping from one mind to another, and faster than light should
allow, is a perfectly reasonable aspiration of all of us living and
working in the telematic, post-biological universe. For the artist it is becoming a creative necessity.
Transformation is the commanding concept of interactive,
virtual, networked, multimedia art - the transformation, that is,
of meanings, images, forms, and perhaps of oneself and even
the world - and it is the rapidity of transfer, the speed of shift
between states that we value most. Overarching this constant
flux, which is both semantic and psychic, are the two great infinities that frame our consciousness: the mind of the universe
and the universe of our mind. These are the two classic
undecidables which we are increasingly coming to apprehend
as one, as a unity of consciousness, even maybe of self, and of
whose universal connectivity we are indivisible parts. As artists
voyaging into the 21st century, we are simultaneously facing
out toward the galaxies and inwards to the deepest recesses of
the brain.

The Royal Astronomical Society’s 1995 publication
of Some thoughts on the implications of faster than light travel
by Ian Crawford gives credence to the idea that wormholes could
be stabilised and manipulated to create short cuts for humans
between any two points in space. This publication coincides
with the founding of the Interstellar Propulsion Society whose
goal is to get us to the stars. Crawford contradicts Einstein’s
assertion that because bodies have infinite mass at the speed of
light, no amount of energy can make them go faster, arguing
that one way is for them to pass through wormholes, rifts in the
fabric of space caused by intense gravitational fields such as
those found around the collapsed stars known as black holes.
He is opening the theoretical possibility of us entering a wormhole from one point and leaving it at another, possibly thousands of light years away. Rapid transition, instant transformation and total teleportation are equally the goals of our telematic,
hypermediated culture.
Roger Penrose argues that the mechanism for consciousness and cognition may involve quantum gravitational phenomena, acting through microtubules in neurons. He is not without
powerful detractors such as Patricia Churchland who can find
no evidence that quantum coherence involving super radiance
occurs in microtubules. But Penrose sees them to have properties that could make certain quantum-mechanical phenomena
possible. Microtubules, because they involve both quantum
mechanics and conscious thought, provide the opportunity for
noncomputationality - intuition - in human cognition. In the view
of Penrose, quantum gravity may provide a an adequate theory
of the collapse of the quantum-mechanical wave function, which
via microtubules must play a key role in consciousness. For the
artist, Penrose is preferred over Churchland for the aesthetic
simplicity of his model which can be visualised as combining
an elegant biotechnical form, the tube, with a richly metaphysical concept, the collapse of the wavefront.
It seems that tunnelling through wormholes can describe
behaviour at both macro and micro levels of our universe and
of our consciousness. In this broader definition, to wormhole is
a verb whose use value can be found in all of the interactive
arts. What we are doing as we dig deep into richly layered
datafields is wormholing, what we do as we penetrate deep into
the Web is wormholing. We wormhole in the brain as we search
for new associations, new connections, new meanings. It’s a kind
of cognitive tunnelling. It’s the subtly of our capacity to wormhole artistically and intellectually that gives us our identity as creative individuals, just as it will be our capacity to wormhole in the
quantum foam that will allow us to emerge as players in the galactic scheme of things. The telematic culture weaves its global webs
so densely that tunnelling between disparate sites, a kind of worldwide wormholing, is an inevitable consequence.
We wormhole too, telepathically. We always have done
so. Science holds back its formal recognition of the fact as obstinately as it held back from acknowledging the paradoxes of
2

the quantum world. But increasingly the paradigm is changing.
This is reflected in the remarks of Isao Karube, a leading-edge
technologist of Tokyo University. “Kiko-jutsu is now in fashion (an Asian discipline which develops the inner energy called
Ki) Even I could move a static piece of paper with my force,
like this! This energy might possibly be measured by a sensor,
perhaps a quantum wave sensor that works on a completely different theoretical basis. Now that people’s attention is turning
towards the inner world, in the developed countries where materialism has reached saturation point, the future of electronics
depends on the problem of what sort of approach to take towards the brain, the neurons, and the mind” (2). And at Qinghan
University in Peking, research into “qigong” seeks to apply extra sensory perception, X-ray vision and telekinesis to the control of molecular structure, to horticulture , medicine and the
exploration of space.
Just as the electronics revolution, which led from telecommunications to the computer, is now taking place in the human
brain and extending our conception of mind, so artistically we
are moving towards a culture of bioelectronics, cyberspirituality,
intelligent architecture and the self-organising, self-referential,
self-aware systems of artificial life. We have entered the noetic
domain, and consciousness is at the top of our agenda. Electronic art is soon to become bio-electronic art, just as the primary element of its practice, the microchip is about to become
the molecular bio chip, and the digital computer is giving way
to the neural network. We are moving towards the spiritual in
art in ways that Kandinsky could hardly have imagined, such
that telepresence will be accompanied by teleprescience, and
cybernetic systems will integrate with psychic systems, mutating into what could be called psybemetics.
A noetic infrastructure is forming within the Net which
could lead to a spiritual awakening. The artist could be the first
to take an important evolutionary step, leading us through art to
the transcendent state of collective intelligence and the distributed mind of the telematic domain. The activity of the
hypercortex - networked mind - is creating what in eastern philosophy would be called a ‘subtle body’, a psychic envelop for
the planet, Gaia attaining a new level of consciousness. We may
see the emergence of some kind of shamanic system within the
global Net, rooted in this interactivity between minds, stimulating the visionary powers of the hypercortex. Such a system will
be consulted for knowledge as much as the encyclopaedia was
consulted in the past. But whereas the dream of Diderot,
planetised into the Xanadu of Ted Nelson , and now being
realised in the hypermedia of Web sites and CD ROM online,
dealt with existing knowledge and events, this system would be
an engine of intuition - futures oriented, generating visions,
constructive scenarios, creating new knowledge in unforeseen
and unimagined ways.
This visionary system would relate to knowledge as art
relates to its new media, within the canon of apparition, emer-

“a danger of them receding even further from the consciousness of the comfortable”, it is expressly a spirit of inchrsiveness,collaborationand social involvementwhich not only marks
out the ambitions, projects and protocols of artists working in
cyberspacebut it is inherentin the very connectivity of the technology itself. What most of theseold-media theorists,living off
the back of our artistic innovation and exploration, fail to grasp
is that interactive art is not some kind of extension of televiThe emerging human faculty of cyberception (3) is en- sion, and that their old discoursesand diatribes are completely
abling us to enter into both inner and outer worlds more deeply redundant if not perniciously irrelevant. You can only recycle
and more richly than our unaided natural senseshitherto per- Walter Benjamin a limited number of times before those inmitted. This evolving symbiosisof mind, technologyand living sights which were so perspicaciousin the era of “silver” reprosystemsconfers upon us a great responsibility for the kind of duction becomequite leadenand dull in the silicon age.
worlds we construct. The artist, after being suspendedfor the
Knowledge is escapingfrom books and from those who
last thirty yearsin a stateof post-modemmoral weightlessness,
is now subjectto the gravity of ethics, and must find new values exercisecultural control through and by their production. It is
and a new morality
this fact more than perhapsany other which is causing the fear
and loathing that so many academicsexhibit towardscyberspace
The primary issuein art of the next thirty yearswill be that and the telematic culture. The plight of the third world as a preof consciousness;bioelectronics,intelligent molecules,the “chip sumed exclusion zone of the global networks is nothing as far
in the brain”, will determine the precise nature of our cultural as they are concernedcomparedto the lost preeminenceof the
translation to the noetic culture. Once the interface moves into Word whose power they have scrabbledso assiduouslyto masthe brain, once electronic sensorsroutinely utilise biological ter.
elements,once semiconductordevicesuse living micro-organisms, the artificial neural networks will join with our own bio- Cyburban living
logical neural networks into a seamlesscognitive whole. The
The wormhole, in the fullness of its metaphorical reach,
Net has the effect of releasing mind, distributing intelligence, identifies the next great challenge for urban design. With the
collectivising thought, allowing for a kind of collaborativecon- advent of smart materials and self-regulating systemspromissciousness.The Net also has the effect of extending itself, of ing the emergenceof an intelligent architecture,urban designis
reaching out, finding new nodes and niches to spreadto. The becoming cyburban design, and it is there in the cyburbs that
economy of networks both regional and global, activated by we shall needto be able to wormhole effortlessly betweenreal
both baddies (transnational corporations) and goodies (local and virtual locations,meetingwith real bodiesand telepresences
cooperatives),is a growing economy.No part of the planet ulti- in the samecontinuum.
mately will be excluded. Far from being a grid of solipsistic
indulgence, it sets out vital pathways of information between
It is wormholes, too, which will bring virtual goods into
individuals, cultures and economiesin ways that no other tech- the real kitchen, or virtual clothesonto our real backs.The unity
nology or ideology has been able to achieve.It will not ceaseto of the domestichousewith its fixed functional areas,is aboutto
spreaduntil the whole planet is in a state of total connectivity. be exploded and fragmentedjust as the unitary nuclear family
This is not simply a strategy of late-capitalistmarketeeringbut is becomingnonlinearandmulti relational.Walls no longer sepaa spiritual aspiration such asTeilhard de Chardin hasdescribed. rate and privatise but, as datascreens,open out onto dataspace;
doorways areeither reahimeor wormtime, our passageis either
The finger wagging of such well meaning but confused continuousanddiscreteor discontinuousanddispersed.We walk
moral arbiters as Julian Stallabrasin the New Left Review over or wormhole. We can be at home and itinerant, grounded and
the “wondrous but specioustechnology [which] threatensto act displaced both at the sametime.
as anothercurtain between those who consumeit and the condition of the world” (4) servesonly to mask a lack of construcEven the simplest of things are losing their place, slipping
tive thought and creativity in the face of the realities of post- from the domestic repertoire.Think of the table. Our relationbiological life. The cyberphobesof academiacompletely mis- ship to the transfer and creation of energy from a variety of
understandthe positive social implications of interactive sys- substancesboth natural and engineeredcalls for new forms of
tems. Like the old ideological art, whose dystopian despair ingestion and consumption, new methods of preparation and
merely provided ballast to late post modernistmisery,they miss presentation,and new social rituals to contain them. The table
the point entirely. Democracy, as Marilyn Fergusononce re- too much identifies with the old unitary family, living and workminded us, is not a political state but a spiritual condition. Far ing within a unified frame of time and place. The domestic
from “excluding the poor” and preventing them from appearing hearth, always the focus of conversation,dreams and kinship,
“as subjectswith their own voices”, and rather than therebeing is being replacedby a telematic matrix whose capacity to progence,coming-into-being. We shall leave behind the aesthetic
of appearance,the surfacelook of the world, , materialist objectivity and expressiverepresentation.Both knowledge-workand
art-work will commonly constitute an interstitial practice, that
is work located at the intersections of biology, art, cognitive
science, engineering, mysticism and electronics, mediated by
the global Net.

vide a spacefor reflection and social solidarity, as well as leaming and recreation,albeit on a more global scale,will be no less
human. Where once the domestic environment embracedand
supportedall our closestrelationships,our companionship,our
hospitality, our celebrations, now increasingly we make our
home in the interspacebetweenthe virtual and the real, tunnelling between the interstices of the Net.

fore this becomesthe demandin the physical, geographicaldomain of packagedvacations.Although it may never become a
commercial reality, the wormhole will certainly survive as an
overworked metaphor.
The Hopi have in the floor of each of their kivas a ritual
hole called the sipapuni, which representsthe place of emergence from the previous world into this fourth world. The entire architecture,one could say the entire culture, is built round
this point of emergence,around the concept of emergenceand
creation.It could be called, in our presentterms, a wormhole, a
passageof paradigmatic transition. Where shall we locate the
sipapuni which brings us into the fifth world, the paranatural,
post-biological domain?This is as important a question for urban design as it was for the Hopi.

The domestic environment is becoming the reticulate environment with all the protection, pleasureand pursuit of happinessthat the home was intendedto sustain:from the safecontainment of the Dome, to the supportive embrace of the Net.
And just as, historically a fixed, permanentbase, forced upon
itinerant peoplesby the exigenciesof a changingecology,or by
the economy of climate, could bring traumatic changesto the
society and to the senseof self, so too can we expect that the
transition from domestic life to reticulate living will bring great
Wormholes,quantumtunnelling,spiritual channelling,teleproblems as well as great possibilities. We are at that turning pathic connectivity, microtubular quantum wave collapse - in
point in our evolution where we can contemplatethe redesign every casewe are dealing with metaphorsof the transformation
of ourselvesand of our mode of living.
and transplantationof mind, matter and energy.Our increasing
understandingand utilisation of bio electronics means that we
Similarly, the city must gather up its suburbs,dislocate its have now not simply the ability but the obligation to investigate
centre, redesignateand redistribute its functional parts. If Ar- the psychic and spiritual spheres.For much of this century, art
chitecture cannot respondradically to the advent of smart ma- discoursehas scornedany mention of the spirit, just as science
terials, intelligent systems,and nano-engineering,then we shall had left the mind well alone, apart from dancing to the tune of
be unable to realise the vision of a sensuouscity to complement the Freudian fantastic. Cognitive scienceis relatively new and
our post-biologicalcondition. How then shall we accommodate its studiesin consciousnessare setting up quite radical trajectothe technology of consciousness,house the cybemaut, service ries of research.Just as the electronics revolution, which led
the telemadictraveller, or farm artificial life? In this respectit is from telecommunicationsto the computer, is now taking place
not simply cyburban design which is on the line but our own in the human brain and extending our conception of mind, so
bionic evolution. Our children move effortlessly through artistically we are moving towards a culture of bioelectronics,
cyberspace,networking with their peers as they navigate the cyberspirituality,intelligent architectureand the self-organising,
world’s knowledge. Wtth bio- technologyas the context of their self-referential, self-awaresystemsof paranatural life. We are
personal growth and telematic interactivity as their sense of witnessingthe advent of noetic culture.
community, what structures will they see fit to inhabit, what
conception of the city can we preparefor them?
The artist has always approachedthe mind from the outside in. In the West we have attemptedto understandmind as a
In so far as the psychology of architecture is concerned, discreteentity, as a finite whole. But telematically mind is withpsycho-therapyfor intelligent buildings may be more appropri- out boundaries, it is infinite and dimensionless. We are just
ate than putting ourselvesin analysis.It is enoughto think of all emergingfrom a kind of psychologicalpolice statein which the
the psychotic and schizophrenicplaces we know: maladjusted unified mind, the singularpersonality was the ideological norm.
buildings, dysfunctional apartment blocks, overbearing high
rises,passagewaysand bridges lacking in self confidence,para- Paranatural pleasures
noid parking lots, depressedelevatorsand over excited exits.
Pamnatureis Nature II (5), the new nature with which we
are bionic&y co-evolving. Paranaturedoes not exist alongside
As for the economy of leisure, we have so exhaustedthe nature proper but absorbsits, recontextualisesit. Nature hithimaginative potential of theme parks, quaint villages, and sites erto hasalways beenthe a priori context within which or against
of the simulatedpast, and tourism hasso saturatedthe imagina- which creative work in art, scienceand engineeringhas always
tion of the inflight couch potato, the vacation voyeur, that new beenset. Paranatureis growing beyond nature, technologically
initiatives will be sought.This will call for the creation of rapid assistingin nature’smany inadequacies.Living systemsdo not
transition zones,urban wormholes, that allow us to move rap- always provide the best solution to human needs.And a part of
idly between recreational fantasies,between new architectural Paranatureis the bio electronic body. What precisely this body
hypotheses,in the spirit of open-endedplay. Being there in- will be and how preciselyit might be defined is a questionwhich
stantly, wherever there is, no matter how far, is the Internet’s falls as much in the province of art as it does in those of biocontribution to the idea of foreign travel. It will not belong be- engineering or ethics. We know already that it is not easy to
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discriminate between where the body ends and where the envi- ated from the artificial intelligence which surrounds us. The
ronment begins, particularly when the environment is both vir- development of our paranatural abilities is such that we are betual and actual, non-linear and telematic. The location of the coming as unlike our biological forebears as they were unlike
instruments of mind is fuzzy, lying both inside and outside of the apes. This evolutionary gap can be expected to widen expothe brain. The faculty of cyberception which is superseding our nentially as the technology of cyberception and artificial connatural cognitive and perceptual abilities is as much the prod- sciousness develops.
uct of the artificial environment as of our own internal restrucParanature is producing an environment in which many
turing. As we engage in personal transformation, self-creation,
and the flexibility of identity, the boundaries of gender are erod- cherished institutions, practices and perceptions are feeling challenged, threatened, or just plain redundant. The cyberstress that
ing. The decline of the modem world, with its relentless fixation on materialism, which in art was translated as an endless the new technologies and new media exert upon the Culture of
preoccupation with surface and appearance, is bringing about a Representation is felt as much at the larger political level as it is
renewed interest in the spirit, an interest in what moves living
in individual, personal experience. The impact of telepresence,
things, in process, in coming-into-being, in what the Japanese bionic diversity, distributed knowledge, collaborative creativcall “ki”. Paranature also leads us to reconsider the paranormal ity, and paranatural life on our sense of self, what it is to b-e
and parapsychological, aspects of experience which were largely human, indeed of the status and legitimacy of every day reality,
suppressed or denied in industrial society. Databasing in the is more than most traditional discourses can bear. The breaking
telepathic ganzfield may yet become a viable option in our pur- point however need not mean the death of culture or the incosuit of rapid information processing. We know, from recent herence of consciousness but the revitalisation of our whole state
CIA disclosures if nothing else, that remote viewing can be both of being and a renewal of the conditions and construction of
efficacious and quite reliable. Our aim is to see that artificial
what we choose to call reality.
systems, machines and finally architecture not only acquire consciousness but participate in some sense in paranormal life. If
Telematic culture concerns the global connectivity of perour paranatural environment is to display the intelligence that sons, of places, but above all, of mind. The Internet is the crude
can anticipate our desires as much as it responds to them, then infrastructure of an emergent consciousness, a kind of global
intuition must become as much a part of its constituent systems brain. The Net is prodigious in its empowerment of associative
as cognition. An artificial environment displaying intuitive
thought - the thought of the artist - that aspect of cognition which
behaviour is likely to be a creative environment. We may see leads most often to creativity. It is the intelligence of neural
the day when an aesthetics of self-organisation can be proposed. networks. It is leading us to the collective intelligence of a planetary hypercortex. Art is always first a matter of consciousness,
For artificial intelligence to acquire consciousness it must without a spiritual dimension it atrophies. The artist working
attain quantum uncertainty; creative possibilities could arise out with digital technologies must always be asking the question
of the indeterminacy of neural networking. Now that we can “is there love in the telematic embrace?” (6). Our focus shifts
not only get single electrons to store information but, with single- from the plastic arts to the xenoplastic arts, the arts of connecelectron logic, to process information as well, and now that the tivity and interaction. It not only brings people together across
age of the single electron device is near, neuronal modelling of great distances, it brings ideas together across great differences.
the human brain is feasible. For the artist this is less a matter of
performing a more profound analysis of brain behaviour as openThere are three orders of art within the paranatural world.
ing up new regions of intuition and associative thought. It sug- The first is translational, storing existing material artworks in
gests the possibility of a kind of nano-navigation where our digital space; the second concerns the production of art in digimultimedia explorations will go deep into the nano-field of par- &l space; the third is transformational, where the observer beticle consciousness. Our bodies will host the molecular chips comes an integral part of the creative system. Art of the third
which process these navigations. Nanotechnology will give us order, be it digital, paranatural, technological, online, virtual,
the tools to re-materialise art from screen-based media to world- or unequivocally post-biological, will be intrinsically interacbased paranatural life.
tive. In this context, the art object cannot be understood as a
thing-in-itself any more than a quantum state can be indepenOur understanding of our environment largely depends on dent of our observation of it.
our sensory systems, and inversely the very environment that
we wish apprehend is constructed by us, notably by the devices
First order art, however concrete and materially substanwe set up in order to interrogate it . These devices are largely tial in its origin, cannot be immune to the global telematisation
digitally equipped to process vast quantities of data captured by of culture. What ever its physical makeup or material disposiartificial sensing systems which far exceed the limitations of tion, it will henceforth find itself at some stage of its history in
our own sensorium and our powers of cognition. Without
the Net. Its function there is largely referential. There will alcyberception to navigate our paranatural environment and to ways be a loss in translation since no digiral simulation can
negotiate for new meanings we should be isolated and alien- wholly reproduce the tactility of a surface or the precise resolu-

tion of fotm. The gain, for some, is that the backlit image is
often more compelling than a light reflecting surface.
Art of the second order does not originate in pigment, canvas, or steel, but from its inception is composed of pixels, digitally destined from the start for the computer screen and to slip
easily into the Net for instant world wide consumption. Aesthetically it mirrors painting or drawing in the traditional sense:
a picture is rendered, forms are composed, a work of aesthetic
finality is created. You may navigate it but it is basically a closed
world. In both cases the Net remains a delivery system, an archival source, a catalogue of holdings. Contrary to its frequent
claims to do so, this second order art neither challenges the traditional plastic arts nor renders them redundant. It simply extends the repertoire of artistic images and ideas, reaching those
parts of the globe that other gallery mechanisms cannot reach.
There is an art which exists only in the Net, for the Net and
by the Net alone. This is integral to art of the third order. It uses
the computer not as a video terminal, through which you view
objects of art, as a kind of digital carousel projector, and not as
an electronic paintbrush, but as a screen of operations, an interface, which enables you to enter into a process of manipulation
and transformation of images, texts and sound. It deals not so
much with the behaviour of forms and the aesthetic of appearance, as with forms of behaviour and the aesthetic of apparition, of coming-into-being. Our interaction is with its multimediated form and its many layered meanings. The viewer is
active in the creation of art and with the creation of meaning. In
this context ownership of ideas and images is not so much a
problem for the artist as a possibility for the viewer. In the Net,
to see is to own! To receive is to possess. It’s not just that whatever arrives at your particular interface from wherever on the
Net is yours to keep but that it is yours to transform. The capacity to transform and be transformed is a primary functional determinant of art of the third kind.
Virtual Reality has long been heralded as the prescription
for the art of the 21st. century. The present state of the art is arid
and dry. Art in the post-biological culture will be moist. It is
from here with its nanotechnology of molecules, its bio electronic systems and its artificial genetic structures, that the
paranatural world will emerge. We shall work with forces never
worked with before, and sense things which have never been
sensed before. This is the phase in our culture where art , science and engineering will most truly converge, where as artists
we may finally become partners in evolutionary change rather
than simply expressive or analytical bystanders.
Paranatural practices both electrify the classical pleasures
of nature and extend them onto another plane. We continue to
explore, navigate, surf and play. But we can also distribute ourselves in space and in time. We can enjoy a loved-one’s
telepresence as much as we once feared their absence. We no
longer hold a mirror up to nature but have it reflect what we
6

want it to be. The artistic pleasures of expression and representation of what we have seen and felt give way to those of the
construction and co-evolution of what we envision and wish to
experience. The seasons remain but the cycles of transformation multiply. The poverty and disease of the old nature (which
included of course human nature) will not disappear. But the
consciousness and culture that can arise in a paranatural world,
founded as it is in a context of connectivity, reciprocity, interaction and amelioration, is more likely to embody love and compassion than the societies constrained by tradition, non-communication and fear that those in the natural world have had for
so long to endure.

Q Roy Ascott, August 1995
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e seem to have a difficulty dealing with our past,
mostly we ignore it, certainly no one has written a
historical/critical textbook that I can use in my art history class.
If anyone knows of one please tell me.
We seem to have adopted this future perfect/past imperfect stance from the people that engineer our tools for us.
This medium, the computer medium and the people that
use it seem to be mesmerized by the future potential of it, it is
rarely backwards looking and thus rarely reflective. A medium
totally numbed out by it’s own reflection and of course apolitical. Being apolitical is a choice but it is difficult to have freedom without a history to reflect upon.
We have come along way since the mid 70’s when the field
was totally open and untainted by the territorial markings of
other artists and the dogma of other media. So surely we should
have, by now, come to terms with our present condition. But
no, we seem to be stuck in some future place were everything
about technology is OK.
This seems to born out in the relationship we have with
our audience,
I’m sure we have all had the experience in which a person
at an opening takes you aside to inform you that you could make
a lot of money off your product if only you would make certain
changes to your piece. Or in your piece they see a brave new
world, rarely do they see the work itself. But somehow the work
is a point of departure into the near future. Even our public refuses to concentrate on that which is in front of them.
Where did this attitude come from? It would seem to be
born into the technology at its earliest roots with Charles
Babbage, who was awarded the first government grant to produce the first computer in the 1890’s because the hand calculated logarithmic tables, in which the Industrial Revolution was
to depend on, were full of mistakes. The navigation tables had
ships running aground and the tables on iron plate stresses were
blowing up steam engines.
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His accepted proposal defined the difference engine, the
first programmable calculator, but he abandoned it because he
envisioned the analytical engine. Which would have been, although mechanica and steam powered, a true computer.
He felt very hard done by that he was being held to his
original proposal. He did however advance the state of machine

tools which gave England a technological edge at the beginning of the Industrial revolution. The government was happy
with this, so the pattern was set for technological development
of the computer.
The Babbage disease runs rampant in our electronic consumer products even today, it seems that when ever I visit someone they ask me to program some part of their house, be it a
thermostat, a VCR, Microwave oven, a digital voice answering
machine.
The technicians and engineers that design these products
have the Babbage disease, their focus is on chasing new gizmos
not producing usable products. The products are abandoned with
out a human interface because they come up with a better way
to do it during the construction of the current project. The current project becomes unchallenging, uninteresting, part of the
drab here and now. They finish it only because the company
they work for must have something to put on the market. They
are not very helpful to the poor technical writer.
My neighbour was just telling me about his new Vista 100
phone and all the features on it. I wondered why he bought it
since many of the features are not available where we live in
the country. I could see the Babbage disease at work in the consumer.
I my self am indeed guilty of building tools and systems. I
don’t believe that Lotus SmartSuite or some other product will
be everything I need to use my computer to the maximum, I
haven’t really been effected by any computer technology since
I saw the ad for theAhair. I am guilt of abandoning many pieces
of technology just as I was getting to know how to use them
really well. Only as I get older do I begin to dig in my heels and
surf As Norman White puts it on the trailing edge of technol-

Just for fun I will trace the rise and fall of electronic art movements as they relate to various wars both hot and cold.
The frost modem phase of technologically based art works
was the short lived Futurist Movement in Pre World War one
Italy. Technology and war, was thought of by these artists, as
some kind of giant enema which would rid the world of priests
and art galleries and pull Europe screaming into the twentieth
century.
Unfortunately the mechanization of death by military technology was perfected in this war and the moral implications
produced a rather infertile ground for public acceptance of technologically based art works. And besides many of the Futurists,
who were among the first volunteers, died in the trenches.
This Luddism was broken after the Second World War,
where the technological superiority of the United States was
the seen as the reason for good triumphing over evil and saving
the entire world. Immediately after the war, technology was put
to work luring women out of the work force and back into the
home via time saving appliances.
The cold war spawned the Internet and computer technologies. The Experiments in Art and Technology or EAT was instigated during this period. In it a large numbers of artists were
directing the resources of the military/industrial complex to produce art works.

The Vietnam War which showed nightly, examples of a
technologically illiterate people being annihilated by computer
controlled bombers crushed this movement with only a few artists like Norman White and John Whitney Sr. ( who had learned
to use the technology on their own rather than direct engineers,
surviving the moral backlash against technology.

ogy.
Interactive technology and much of its terminology comes
from the militaries inability to couple competent computer recognition systems to their very effective weapons platforms.
There many distressing photos taken in the early interactive labs,
A particularly hideous image from the early sixties, is of a
cat strapped into the nose cone of nuclear missile, doing its best
to avoid electrical shocks by pressing switch pads that keep a
dot of light centered on the cross hairs of the guidance Cathode
Ray Tube. This is an image I try to recall before I convince
myself to buy a new computer.
The latest airborne computers still have difficulty telling
the tanks from the trees. So most modem weapons need a person crammed into it somewhere as an analog image processor.
High-tech weapons are made for war and as always to lull
the public into a sense of security. Rather than follow a dry and
well tread man-machine interface talk. I would like to talk about
war and its relationship with the public perception of the moral.
a

The active portion of the cold war, the space race, and a
number of renegade engineers brought about the microprocessor. A third wave of artists, full of McLuhan, Ted Nelson and
technologically competent came out of the closet along with
the miracle of the micro-computer.
In the present day the gulf war, who’s heroes were patriot
missiles and A- IO tank destroying airplanes has brought us to
the current surge in popularity for artists working with technology.
There is a picture of Konrad Zuze building the Z-l computer in his parents Berlin Apartment. Zuze is arguably the first
person to build a working computer. The picture is dated 1939.
While Zuze works totally absorbed on his machine, out on the
streets the Brown Shirts are goose stepping down the roads and
kicking in windows. This unwillingness to be engaged in the
real world is something the electronic arts community is frequently accused of.

Before I dig a hole and bury the interactive art movement,
I will leave us an possible out;
The last vestments of European colonial power reside
within the languageof academiaand high art.
The new, world colonizing power is the culture of technology. Perhapsthis is why art talk does not properly map onto
“technological” art and why interactive artists have somediffrculty engagingin a wider art dialogue.It could very well be that
we just have to develop our own critical language,write our
own historical texts and pray for some new colonial curators
and critics.
0 Doug Back 1995
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rtists have always used new technologies... the first
person that blew paint through a hollow stick to reproduce an image of their hand on a cave wall was using technology. As Jean Picht has said “a flute is a machine and a piano
is a very complex machine”.
I was looking at a Windsor Newton painting products catalog recently and the photographs in it show hands mixing paint
with a mortar and pedestal, no where in it is any hint of a production line or the large powerful computers this company must
own, certainly much more powerful than anything I could afford. The painting crowd is still in denial.
The arguments about whether artists should engage with
computer technology or not, are dead. Affordable computer technology has been in the hands of the general public and artists
for fifteen years. Computers are old tech.
The discussion about whether artists should engage with
high technologies or not are now in the hands of those artists
dealing with bio/medical art, Orlan, Joe Davis and Stelarc.
The only determining factor on the popularity of electronic
art is whether electronic technology is in current public moral
favour, and the coverage of the gulf war certainly has put computer technology in a favourable light in the west.
Now that our field has aged significantly and we are secure in our place in art history we can look forwards to openly
discussing the factions within eIectronic art, the In Your face
artists and... I guess we would have to call them the In Your
Machine artists, the political artists and the apolitical artists.
One thing that this field has sorely lacked is critical friction and critical friction is what will make or break technologically based art works.
The other is a bit of perspective in relation to art, in the
holistic sense.
I have brought with me slides of the works of two artists
which influenced me tremendously as a young art student...,
way back in the late 70’s. As a matter of fact they started me in
electronic art. One could be labeled as In Your Face, the other
as In A Machine artist.
We will start with Bruegel’s “Hunters in the Snow” also
known as “Return of the Hunters” circa 1565, because it is my
favourite interactive audio installation work. I have a special
affinity for this piece probably because I was born in rural/suburban Canada.

This painting is made specifically to trigger auditory
memory responses in the brain through visual clues. Auditory
memories seem to be rather good at retrieving bodily experiences.
The triggers, for me, often start with the sound of the creaking sign by the bonfire, because I have experienced and have
very fond memories being around bon fires when it is very cold
out. It reminds me of the feeling of freezing on one side and
being toasty on the other, the feeling of turning around to keep
the warmth moving through the body.
Or I may enter the piece off in the distance with the sound,
very familiar to me, of people skating on a pond.
The next time I enter the painting I may begin with the
group of hunters and that special sound that your feet make
trudging through snow, in the woods, at minus 10 degrees. I
may hang around with the hunters because I have done that,
and I like remembering the sound dogs make when they are
travelling in a group. I have also really enjoyed the sound of
crows as you disturb their territory. I have also laboured carrying heavy objects over ice.
As an interactive piece it is truly seamless. Problems with
data access are only limited by my own internal retrieval speeds.
But then again any truly good piece of art is truly interactive.
As I pondered Bruegel as a young art student it occurred
to me that it doesn’t matter which medium you use to make art,
all you are really doing is pulling up memories in the viewers
brain. This is the only media available to you as an artist.
I found this thought very liberating because at the time I
was a painter.
Before you think I am a total, romantic flake, I would like
to introduce you to the other artist which has had profound effects on me. Paulo Uccello was more of the ilk of a tool or
system builder/user. If this was done on a VAX in the 70’s this
piece would be even more of a historical landmark.
My favourite Uccello painting is his “Battle of San
Romano” executed in 1455, Uccello was trained as an Gothic
artist and was kind of born again when he got into the new technology of perspective. What I admire about his paintings is his
obvious utter failure to marry gothic art and perspective. It is
the friction of these two incompatible belief systems that make
his paintings work.
I do not, however, engage in the content of this painting
like I do that of Bruegel. Uccello’s work is very different investigation than Bruegel’s, as different as hardware and software.
Uccello, I think, would have been a VR artist were he alive
today. Working on building tools and systems. The content of
the work voyeuristic and a show piece for the technology.

our world is in such a mess is that we educate scientists and
artists as two separate cultures and don’t provide them with a
common language or meeting ground.
In my piece entitled “Dummer Weather” which duplicates
the weather conditions at my home in a remote location via a
modem and a large servo-motor controlled fan, I was working
in the vein of Uccello.
When my body temperature is recorded and played back
through the seat of a chair as in “Brain Bag” I am working in
the vein of Bruegel. I play both sides of the street.
I started when this field was pretty much unclaimed territory, at the third wave of modern techno-art that came with the
introduction of the microprocessor.
I wire-wrapped my own computer, have learned several
languages, and gone through several operating systems in that
time. Each and every one of these changes came with the requisite 530 in the morning hack sessions. At the end of each session a new gizmo or language would come out. I would panic at
falling behind and losing the respect our culture has for the technical wizard. It certainly seems that curators of techno-art want
those artists that deal with the leading edge. The Uccellos of the
twentieth century.
But there comes a time when an artist just has to dig in
their heels, things get in the way like relationships, children etc.
The appeal of staying up till 5 in the morning night after night
learning a new language when you have not exhausted the potential of an older language seems to dissipate with age.
I no longer learn tech for the glory of the edge, just enough
to be familiar with the materials I use. I don’t build art through
technicians or electronic kits because for me I would be losing
the ability make my materials do something beyond the constraints of the manufacturer. It takes 5 - 10 years to become a
proficient writer, dancer, painter or interactive artist and there
is no application software out there to make you one any faster.
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Uccello taught me that art and science or technology can
and should co-exist in one place. That part of the reason that
II
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s “race” corporeal? Is that all there is to one of the
1 most complex and contested discourses of the modem era - skin, eyes, lips and hair? Clearly not. Most theories
of race reject a biological basis altogether in favour of a tangle
of social, political and psychic forces that work their strange
and funky work on each one of us every day. ‘D-ratshow it goes
in the real world.
But what about cyberspace - and here I’m concentrating
on online communication: the Internet, commercia1 online services, bulletin board systems. Do the same laws apply? Recent
writing on electronic communication systems insist that despite
its disembodied nature, cyberspace remains what Michael
Benedikt calls a familiar social construct ‘with the ballast of
materiality cast away’ (4). That means race may function in
much the same way that it does in the world where we are more
directly accountable to our bodies. It may mean that, but it’s
hard to tell, because very few of the thinkers currently probing
into cyberspace have said a word about race.
Faced with the delirious prospect of leaving our bodies
behind for the cool swoon of digital communication, the leading theorists of cyberspace have addressed the philosophical
implications of a new technology by retreating to old ground.
In a landscape of contemporary cultural criticism in which the
discourses of race, gender, class and sexuality have often led to
the next leap in understanding-where,
in fact, they have been
so thoroughly used as to turn sometimes into mantra - these
interpretive tools have come curiously late to the debate around
cyberspace. It may be that the prevailing discussion of digitally
assisted subjectivity has focused not on the culture of cyberspace
as it exists today, but on the potential of cyberspace, on utopian
or dystopic visions for tomorrow. Since we never reveal ourselves so much as when we dream, it’s worth noting that most
speculations on the future of cyberspace return questions of race
to the margins. Volumes such as Michael Benedikt’s Cyberspace:
First Steps and Scott Bukatman’s Terminal Identity barely mention the subject at all; only writers like Donna Haraway and
Vivian Sobchack have taken the question of cybernetic identity
beyond a direct relationship between technology and a unified,
representative, obvious human subjectivity.
But does race matter? Can it sustain itself in the shifting
space of virtual communities? It would seem clear that the safety
of binary oppositions -self/other, black/white, male/female,
straight/gay, writer/reader - would evaporate in the forcefully

uncertain world of eIectronic discourse. A message comes and
goes without a face, communication takes place without bodies
to ground it, to provide the deeper layers of meaning below the
surface upon which we all depend. This is especially important
given the extent to which social interaction depends on embodied communication, on stable, known genders, sexualities, races
and classes being somewhere present in the communicative act.
Without this there would be no power flowing through communication, and without the flow of power, what would we have to
say to one another?
Cyberspace communication challenges all that. In the
online world, identity is often chosen, played with, subverted
or foregrounded as a construct. There appears to be in this a
demonstration of the freedom provided by disembodied communication, the ludic element that is central to cyberspace activity in general, as well as the influence of 25 years of
postmodernity. What makes cyberspace so interesting as a public sphere is how none of the usual landmarks can be trusted.
Also, the old economy of readers and writers, speakers and listeners is turned sideways; with the simultaneity
and
multidirectionality of online communication, authority is won
and lost with such frequency that it becomes nearly irrelevant.
But online interaction is anything but a utopia of democratic communication. Feminist critics have pointed out how
cyberspace is gendered to reproduce boring phallocratic limits
on expression. Many have noted that the ideal of unfettered
democracy touted by so many champions of the Internet contains its own ideological dead weight. Like the democracy of
the ancient Greeks, todays digital democracy is reserved for an
elite with the means to enjoy it. So it is with race. Existing racial discourses find their way into cyberspace, not simply as
content, but as part of the shaping structure of the place. As
with any other arena where identities are produced and exchanged, this aspect of cyberspace rests on the question of representation.
I want to look at issues of representation at both the social
and personal level, to distinguish between what Kobena Mercer and Isaac Julien call representation as delegation and representation as depiction, In social terms, it’s necessary to examine how variant communities are constructed online, as well as
the access that different communities have to communication
technology. In the United States, for instance, there is a growing movement among African Americans to resist being excluded by those corporations getting ready to wire the suburbs
for the forthcoming ideology - aka information - superhighway. While this is primarily a consumer issue that only grazes
deeper questions of engagement with the apparatus, there comes
with this mobilization a push for greater technological literacy
among blacks and other disenfranchised people.
In personal terms, we need to explore what it means to
construct identity without the aid of racial and cultural markers

like physical appearance, accent, and so on. Here, I will be dealing exclusively with those forms of electronic communication
that depend on text instead of any figurative representation of
the physical body - i.e. Internet newsgroups, online forums,
e-mail, and text-based environments like Multi-User Dungeons
(MUDS). On the surface it would seem that these are literary
domains similar to an exchange of correspondence or the letters page of a newspaper. One presents oneself in language as is
done in all forms of writing, which requires all the acts of identity construction, selective editing and lies committed by anybody who has ever written anything. But online communication adds something more - speed and uncertainty. MUDS
operate in close-to-real time, providing an instantaneity that
remains disembodied like writing but is nonetheless immediate
like the telephone. And the literary contract between writer and
readers becomes blurred. In the world of Internet newsgroups,
mailing lists and electronic bulletin board systems (BBSs), writers post messages simultaneously to individuals and to groups
sharing a similar interest. The question of address becomes more
complex. Also, the way in which these messages are retrieved
and read gives the reader a power akin to the hiphop sampler’s
authority over source music - it’s a consumer’s market. All of
this uproots the online writers sense of his or her centred self. If
identity is created solely through text and the text is as fluid as
this, things fall apart in interesting ways.
My own first experience of virtual community came in
Rock Dundo, Barbados, 1969, when I first jacked in to a smooth,
plastic, khaki-coloured View MasterTM. My mother, thousands
of kilometers away in Canada, sent me both the machine and its
software - disks that brought to life before my eyes images I
had never seen before: Niagara Falls and Flowerpot Island and
Toronto City Hall in stereoscopic vision. It would be two decades before I tried on a VR helmet, but I knew the thrill of
virtual reality right then. I was transported. Every time I returned to that machine I left the postcolonial sunshine behind
for the marvels of Canada. Immersed in the depth, resolution
and brightness of those images I became a part of Canada, sharing an experience with every tourist who had paused to get a
good look at new City Hall, who had marveled at the Falls.
More importantly, by entering these images, I could share the
desire for the spectacle of Canada with my mother, who had
recently immigrated there. What’s interesting is that this period, from the late 60s to the late 7Os, saw both the rapid disintegration of first-world national-ethnic boundaries, as more and
more immigrants arrived in western metropoles from Asia, the
Caribbean, Africa and Latin America, and the beginnings of the
Internet and other online networks.
Now, as I produce these words on a newer piece of fetish
hardware - a matte-black IBM ThinkPadTM - I can extend
into comers of cyberspace, remaking myself by will and accident, reading and misreading others. It’s exhilarating at first,
but it’s not new. As Stuart Hall and others have pointed out,
migration is central a part of the postcolonial experience, and it
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necessarily involves shifting identity. It’s the nature of Asian
and African new-worlders to pass through different allegiances,
belief systems and accents - for me it was Wembley, Rock
Dundo and now Toronto - as a common part of life. At the
same time, one develops a hyper-awareness of the relationship
between physicality and identity. Like women, like lesbians and
gays, people of colour living in Western metropoles live a crucial part of their existence as body-people, as subjects named
and identified through their flesh. One need only hear “Monkey!” or “Water-buffalo!” screamed at you on the street every
once in a while to be reminded of that.
Much of this begins with Rene Descartes, who has caught
unimagined hell from countless thinkers for dividing the self
into mind and body functions so cleanly. Cyber-theorists return
to his work not only for its mapping of space, but also for its
notion of the split subject, consciousness split from flesh. In
selected bits, Descartes does indeed appear binary. However, in
the process of his argument one finds a struggle to name the
differences between mind and body, a struggle that belies his
more definitive conclusions. What remains important is that
indeterminacy. Consciousness meets corporeality in countless
guises; sometimes they swap clothes.
What’s come to be called Cartesian space,however, is much
more fixed. As Sally Pryor and Jill Scott note, the cybersubject
within Cartesian space remains distinct and apart from his or
her virtual environment, because Cartesian space requires a
vantage point outside of the spatial field, and gives a primacy to
looking at and moving forward. This is the principle of the most
popular video games, and it is a way of being in the world to
which boys respond with a particular glee.
The cybersubject as defined by most current theorizing is
not only gendered, but also has a clear cultural specificity that
derives from a calcification of the questions that run through
Cartesian thought. Steven Whittaker defines the typical
cyberspace enthusiast as someone who desires embodiment and
disembodiment in the same instant. His ideal machine would
address itself to his senses, yet free him from his body. His is a
vision which loves sensorial possibility while hating bodily limits. He loves his senses and hates his body! (45)
It sounds as lurid as I Was A Teenage Cyborg, though not
so innocent. Pryor and Scott remind us of the link between this
mind-body split and related oppositions like self-other, subjectobject and male-female; they also insist on remembering the
power that inheres in these oppositions - one side desirable,
the other a threat.
So, taking the preferred side of the handful of primary couplets of identification, the cybersubject as currently figured is
male, white, straight, able-bodied and ruling class. So what?
Any identity that occupies the shadow half of these categories
(i.e. female, black, queer...) remains lashed to his or her body.
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Whole libraries of feminist thought tell us that a woman’s identity has historically been defined and maintained through the
body. The same holds true for Africans in the West, Aboriginal
people, and so on. Biology is destiny. Physiology is law.
Subjecthood lies over the horizon. This becomes especially interesting in a domain which privileges giving up the body so
eagerly. That process is neither universally simple or universally desirable.
It’s important to distinguish here between the cybersubject
as a figure produced by current thought about cyberspace, and
the actual people who enter cyberspace every day. In the same
way that film theory distinguishes between the cinematic spectator as a function of the cinematic text, and so-called “realworld” viewers of movies, we must note that the cybersubject
defined above is produced by still limited notions of the experience of cyberspace, and has a relationship to, but is in no way
co-extensive with, the millions who communicate online or enter
virtual reality. Cyberspace is built for that unified subject, but
inhabited by a happily chaotic range of subjectivities.
Freeing up movement, communication and sensation from
the limitations of the flesh might be the promise of digital experience, but the body will not be abandoned so easily. We have
said that the quality of imagination is what allows all manner of
disembodied experience, from being “immersed” in narrative
to the spatial metaphors of cyberspace. Returning to Descartes,
his notion of imagination appears suddenly pertinent: an “application of the cognitive faculty to a body intimately present to
it - a body, therefore, that exists” (109). An awareness of the
physical, “real” body is crucial to the disembodied projections
of cyberspace. The physical body remains as a referent.
Cyberspace wouldn’t make sense without it. Here lies the connection between race and cyberspace. Western racial discourse
began in a scientistic attempt to account for physical differences
among people. Even when its meaning had left any pretense at
science behind and extended into social and political spheres,
the fact of the body remained. Skin, eyes, lips and hair endured
as a powerful referent, ready to be drawn upon as evidence. At
its most abstract, racial discourse still involves an imaginative
act that relies on the physical body. Habeas corpus, or there’s
nothing to discuss.
I want to turn now to the notion of a cyberspace community. There’s a Bantu proverb that’s relevant, which says, quite
plainly, that a human being is a person through (other) people.”
With its mail, discussion groups, bulletin boards and
shareware, with its geography and its idiom, cyberspace simulates community, a community more dependent on imagination
than most. In Benedict Anderson’s schema, a nation coheres
around three principles: to be limited, to be sovereign, and to be
a community. “Regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each,” he says, “the nation is always
conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship”.

So what is the nature of the online community? First, the
economics of online communication require that participants
have accessto a computer,a modem and a telephoneline. Cancel tens of millions of North Americans.Until recently,Internet
accessrequired membershipin an elite institution - a university, governmentdepartmentor major corporation.Millions more
gone, but not evenly acrossthe board. In the United States,African Americansand Hispanicsareoverrepresentedamongthose
without Net access,as are Aboriginal people in Canada.Owning the means of participation is a class issue, and anotherexample of how class is racialized in North America.

clusions), that have the effect of shunting aside certain voices,
Ianguagesand vernaculars.However, this historical condition
is now in tremendousflux as the online world grows to become
a collection of communities. Time magazine has shrieked that
“now that the population of the Net is larger than that of most
countries in the world... the Internet is becoming Balkanized”
(43). I prefer to see the change as more in keeping with the
established,decentralizing spirit of the Net. Now at a transitional stage before commerce stomps in, cyberspaceis more
open to the free play of subculturesthan it ever was. Someexamples:

Beyond economics, there is a somewhatharder to quantify culture of cyberspace.The Net nation deployssharedknowledge and language to unite against outsiders: Net jargon extendsbeyondtechnicallanguageto acronymsboth benign(BTW
for “By the way”) and snippy (RTFM for “Read the fucking
manual”). It includes neologisms, the text-graphical hybrids
called emoticons,and a thoroughgoinganti-“newbie”snobbery.
Like any other community, it useslanguageto erect barriersto
membership.It’s worth noting thatAndersonsuggestsprint culture is crucial to the formation of nations.The Internet is nothing if not a riot of publishing, often about and on top of itself.
Popular guides like Brendan Kehoe’s Zen and the Art of the
Internet, as well as the countlesslists of FrequentlyAsked Questions serveto provide a body of common knowledge and therefore enforce order on the Net. There is in these codes of language, and in the very concept of “netiquette”, something of
the culture of suburbanAmerica; one gets the sensethat these
structures are in place not simply to order cyberspace,but to
keep chaos (the urban sphere)out. It’s no stretch to suggestthat
in the turn to cyberspace,the white middle-classmen who first
populated it sought refuge from the hostile forces in physical,
urban space- crime, poor people, desperateneighborhoods,
and black and brown folks. In writing about a BBS called New
York Online, Noah Green comparesthe hermetic concernsof
most BBSs to white flight from urbanreality. New York Online,
he says,promises“a virtual community that’s a complementto,
not an escapefrom, an existing physical one.”Most of its membership - “50 per cent minority and 40 per cent female” lives in Brooklyn. The norm, however,remainscloserto Michael
Heim’s vision of the alienatedsubject-under-siege,where “our
communities grow more fragile, airy, and ephemeral,even as
our connectionsmultiply.”

Soc.culture.african.american is one of the busiest of
Usenetnewsgroups,accumulatinghundredsof postsevery few
hours.
Dozensof other newsgroupsare devoted to a variety of
self-defined cultural communities. The speed, anonymity and
diffusion of newsgroupdebatemean that subjectsusually confined to safe, private conversationamong friends or family are
given semi-public airing on Usenet. Genocide theoriesand interracial dating are perennials in soc.culture.african.american;
everything from assimilation to eating dogs comes up in
soc.cuIture.asian.american.”
In addition to this kind of debate,
Aboriginal activists use alt.native and soc.culture.nativeto get
the word out on local struggles and call for support from the
online community.
African American cyberspaceactivist Art McGee compiles and distributesregularsurveysof mailing lists, newsgroups
and BBSs of interest to African Americans. The catalogueof
mailing lists numbersmore than 60, including lists devoted to
the Association of Black Sociologist, Cameroonian students
studying in London, and departedjazz guru Sun Ra. McGee’s
signatureline is: “The revolution will not be televised, but the
proceedingswill be available online.”
NativeNet, an online network organized in part by Aboriginal artists working through the Banff Centre For the Arts,
spansNorth America.
The saIe and exchangeof digitized porn images caters
increasingly to racial fetishes, with white and Asian women
carrying the highest currency.The narratives of interracial desire remain popular on porn BBSs, and even on African American porn BBSs like Ebony Shack, imagesof black male-white
femalescenariossometimesoutnumberall other configurations.
As Aboriginal people and people of colour organize
online, so do far-right, white-power organizations.
Alt.politics.nationalism.whiterivals soc.culture.african.american
in popularity - andboth are riddled with ridiculous junk posts.

So the suburbanideal of postwarNorth America returnsin
virtual form: communicationat a safedistance,community without contact. Is it any wonder that when movies visualize the
Net’s matrix of communication, it so often resemblesthe cool,
aerial patterns of a suburb at night?
Following from Benedict Anderson, we can say that the
online nation has constructeditself as a community that is not
by stated principles racist, but, becauseof the way nations are
always constructed,has built affinities (and by definition, ex-
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To sum up here, the discourseof race is, by history and by
design, rooted in the body. Cybersubjectivity promisesthe fantasy of disembodiedcommunication, and yet it remains firmly
connected to bodies through the imaginative act required to
project into cyberspace.What cybersubjectivity actually offers
is re-embodied communication. So how should I re-embody
myself amidst the Net’s possibilities for self-presentation?

Should I announcemyself racially, give myself a secureracial
identity? As an experiment,I conducteda poll in a mainstream
cyberspacevenue - CompuServe’sAfrican American forum,
asking how participants situated themselvesonline.
What was most interesting about the responsewas how
quickly the thread moved away from the question of how one
identifies oneself to a more manageabledebateabout racism.
From what I’ve been able to glean in this and other online conversations,many African Americans (my survey was limited in
sample) are unwilling to probe too deeply into what part racial
identity plays in their conceptionof themselves,on what part of
them stays black when they present no “evidence” of blackness.Race is either “taken for granted”or deliberately left unspoken. It seemsthat the prevailing view among the people of
colour who communicateregularly online is that racial anonymity, even if it’s a pretense, is a practical pretense.Given that
cyberspaceis already a racialized domain, this sort of virtual
transvestismis by no meansneutral. In an anotherera it usedto
be called passing.
There is another option. Taking a cue from the adolescent
white boys who invented so much of cyberculture,I could play.
I could also try to extend my engagementwith cyberspacebeyond the ludic economies of North American teenagersto include trickster traditions, signifying, and elementsof spirituality that lie outside Western rationalism. That way subjectivity
neednot be a fixed racial assertionnor a calculatedtransvestism;
it could be more fluid, more strategic.
Even better, I could go all the way back to that View
MasterTM, holding it up to the bright Barbadossun so I could
seeCanadabetter.This might be somekind of an answer:maybe
I can reach for the ecstasy of projected community and
irresolvable difference, and claim them both in the very same
moment.

0 Cameron Bailey 1995
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La discipline de la Vie ArtificieIle a Ctt officiellement
fondee lors d’un workshop organist par Ie Centre d’6tudes Non
LinCaires de Santa Fe, en 1987, au Laboratoire National de Los
Alamos.
Elle a ttC defini comme un champ tres large d’investigation
associant de nombreux domaines de recherche, de connaissance
et d’expression.
Quelques anntes apres, i1 semble que, pour un grand
nombre de chercheurs, les modelisations d’organismes artificiels
et de mondes synthetiques, ne peuvent trouver d’autres justifications que dans le cadre des protocoles scientifiques Cprouves.
Or si, pour la validit de ses fondements, il a CtC decisif
que la Vie Artificielle se developpe a partir des sciences du vivant et des technosciences, en s’appuyant SW les theories
biologiques les plus actuelles, elle ne peut se dCpart.ir,sous peine
de reduction graves, des apports artistiques, Cthiques, esthetiques
et Cpistemologiques qui la travaillent a differems niveaux et qui
lui donnent une pertinence accrue.
Ces apports, en temoignant d’un impact de plus en plus
fort sur la societt, proposent, eux aussi, des Cvaluations
probantes, parce qu’ils participent a l’elaboration
d’un
imaginaire collectif et tclairent par la m&me une part des
positionnements
psychosociologiques,
ideologiques,
economiques et industrielles’
Ainsi en s’efforcant d’apprehender les mtcanismes du vivant par une modtlisation analogique, ii semble que les
chercheurs en le confisquant quelque peu, amoindrissent de
facon significative le champ prospectif de la vie artificielle, en
accordant au discours scientifique une valeur exclusive de
verification. Celui-ci, tout en demeurant operatoire pour les
elements biologiques du donne, ne se justifient plus en regard
d’artefacts heuristiques construits comme “du presque vivant”.
Ainsi les grandes sires d’exploration de formes de vie
differentes qui nous etaient promises, de biologies aventurtes
hors des chdnes carbontes, d’organismes Cvoluant dans des
milieux paradoxaux, extrtmes et communicatoires, hostiles ou
fictionels, sont abandonnees au profit de ligne de recherche
classique s’appuyant sur les origines de la vie, les theories de
l’evolution, l’ethologie ou les algorithmes genetiques. On voit
clairement que la vie artificielle peut se definir comme une
methodologie limitee aux dechiffrements des phCnom5nes d’une
biologie paroissiale2.
II apparalt t&s vite, que cette reduction confortablement
“scientifique”est, en fait une entorse kpistkmologique qui tend
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a s’inscrire de facon durablement inquietante dans les
fondementsde la Vie Artificielle. Elle tourne notammentle dos
a la revolution decisive des modes de communication lies au
numerique,qui seradeterminantepour son futur.

Elle doit s’efforcer d’dclaircir et d’affirmer au contraire sa
position et sesprojections au sein d’un socle 6pist6mologique
coustructiviste, a partir dessciencesde I’artificiel, des sciences
de la cognition, des sciencesdu signal et de la communication,
des technologieset des entreprisesexp&imentales artistiques
les plus avancees.

Ses enjeux et l’ttendue de son activite ne cadrent plus
exactementavecle site tpistemologique et esthttique qui devrait
Reconduire la &sure qui s’est developpee entre les
&tre son site originel, c’est pourquoi au lieu d’Ctre prospectif,
son developpements’incurve et se boucle. I1 tend It revisiter de methodologies scientifiques, la conception et l’imagination,
fason recursive, l’ensemble des theories habituelles de la constitueraitun recul inconcevable,en regarddu role que la vie
biologie.
artificielle est appeleea jouer en tant qu’outil d’adaptation inventive et symbolique dans l’avenir de nos societes.
Cette tendancea une verification normee,s’appuie sur un
Se couper desexplorationsartistiquesnovatrices,des proconcept dCpassCde simulation qui laisse entendreque ne peut jections esthetiques. des considerations ethiques et
btre simule, que ce qui existe deja dans le donne.
economiques...serait contraire a cet esprit de synthbseindisC’est pourquoi la question de son site de dtveloppement pensable pour dechiffrer none bpoque.
tpistemologique ti partir duquel les theories et les pratiquesde
Ce serait,de plus pour sonavenir scientifique,une profonde
la Vie Artificielle se deploient, est primordiale.
erreur qui la renverrait a un gadget de plus, dans la panoplie
Heureusement,les mutations qui s’annoncent,permettent positiviste et mekanistedes sciencesdu vivant.
deja de rep&er d’autresmodesd’expressionnotammenth h-avers
la colonisationdu Cyberspacepar inseminationdansles reseaux
ou par les nouvelles formes de chimerisationsentrele vivant et
La vie artificielle comme biomim6tique
l’artificiel.
La vie artiticielle se constitue autour de deux approches
Hors les artefacts de la vie artificielle ne sont pas differentes.
condamnts fatalement ?I&tre biomim6tiques3.
La premiere a pour objectif de construire des artefacts du
Parce qu’ils resultent avant tout d’une activite cognitive.
vivant a partir de substancesnon organiques sur des supports numeriquesou robotiques...
Et cette activitt cognitive resulte elle, du lent travail de
La secondetend a elaborer des “creatures biologiques” a
cephalisation qui s’est opkrt ZItravers des phasesevolutives,
partir de substancesorganiques en intervenant dans les
adaptativeset techniquesdu vivant. Celle-ci se sont organisees
processus metaboliques, comme pour les chimeres
au tours de l’hominisation a park descapacitesproprioceptives
xtnoplastiques ou les organismestransgeniques...
jusqu’a l’avenementdesniveauxsymboliquessup&ieursactuels.
C’est bien par ce qu’il existe, a la pointe d’un des
Ces deux grandes orientations appartiennent B des niveaux
embranchementsdesclassifications,un site cognitif de cet ordre de conscience,de connaissanceet d’imagination differents.
de complexite, implant6 dans le support de la mat&e vivante
Si elles se rejoignent dans certaines disciplines comme,
dont le projet, dans une bien curieuselogique du vivant, est de par exemple, les disciplines qui traitent des organes artificiels
l

l

transferer

du biologique

cognitif

dans du dispositif

ou qui proposent des hybridations du vivant avec des dispositifs

technologique,que la vie artifrcielle est une entrepriserendue technologiquesinteractifs...ellesn’en conserventpasmoins leurs
possible.
propres specifkite.
Elle ne peut btre en aucun cas une voie mineure de la
biologie, mais au contraire une excroissanceproliferante du vivant.

11est evident que les chimtrisations organiques,les manipulations gCnCtiques,ou les interventions artistiques sur et
dans la mat&e vivante elle-m&me5, necessitent une stricte
soumissionaux lois du vivant.
La reussitede l’exp&ience &ant hypothequeepar la survie

C’est parce que les tendances prospectives de la vie
artificielle developpentune Ctonnantetrajectoire,une trajectoire mttabolique du modtle, la biomimttique est done inevitable.
d’exteriorisation des principes de viabilite, de foisonnementet
d’exploration du vivant, que peuvents’envisager,presentement
Par contre,la constructiond’artefactstechniquesest moins
des biodiversitb
technologiques et la creation possible de infeodee matdriellement aux conditions fonctionnelles du vi-
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formes de vie inedites et d’univers virtuels, comme une amorce

vant. Elle s’est 6difiCe sur une relative abstraction des proprietes

possible pour une seconderevolution danvinienne.
Ainsi la vie artificielle doit se degager progressivement
des modes de penser et des methodologies elabores dans un
socle epistemologique naturaliste inadtquat, base sur un
presupposepositiviste, a savoir la preponderanceaccordeea
l’etude d’une nature donnee.

g&kales qui le caracterisent,en mettant en avant des aspects
systCmiques,structurels et comportementaux. Puis elle s’est
ingenite a les “porter” sur des supports numtriques ou des
construits technologiquescomme les robots.

C’est pourquoi, d’autres parameues “vitaux” devraient
pouvoir Btre envisagees.
Ils pourraient deborder l’etude de la vie telle qu’elle est,
pour mettre en projet des vies telles qu’elles pourraient 6tre.
Cela entrainera vraisemblablement une redefinition extensive du vivant et de ses d&erminants qui seraient elargis au
“presque vivant”. Il faudra, tout comme il existe des facteurs
d’iconicite de la representation, etablir des facteurs d’artificialite
du vivant qui permettront de mieux modeliser les limites de ses
nouveaux tenitoires.
L’analyse de certains “postulats” modelisateurs fournit un
bon materiel pour tvaluer l’importance et les limites de la derive
biomimttique.
Bien qu’en considtrant la vie comme une proprittt de
certaine forme d’organisation et non pas comme une propritte
intrinstque de la matitre, la Vie Artificielle n’a pu totalement
se degager du substrat theorique et methodologique propre a la
biologie et aux epistemologies positivistes et realistes.
Elle s’est appuyee sur trois types de fonctions
fondamentales du vivant pour les inscrire en tant qu’opbrateurs
centraux dans ses modelisations et dont on peut observer les
applications a travers les automates cellulaires ou algorithmes
gtnkiques...
l

l

l

L’autortgulation
qui pen-net de gCrer les fonctions de
l’organisme par contrble.
L’autoconservation qui a pour objectif le maintient en vie,
par l’apport Cnergetiques et les reactions biochimiques.
L’autoreproduction
qui s’affirme par la capacitt de
proliferation de la vie.

La caracterisation des propriCtts du vivant est importante
pour la vie attificielle.
Aussi de nombreux criteres ont ttt avances pour permettre
de determiner si un systkme nature1 ou artificiel est vivant ou
non. Ceux de Belin et FarmeP qui sont les plus complets,
demeurent rkanmoins ambigus.
11s ont et6 ttabli a partir de l’observation d’organismes
terrestres et ne peuvent bien sur, se debarrasser de cet ascendant.
Le manque de precision ou la trop grande generalisation
de la definition des proprietes du vivant applicables a de
nombreux objets, tend B renforcer l’appareillage rtfcrentiel au
desavantage d’une approche mieux cemde de l’artificialit6 de
la vie.
11en va de mCme pour la modelisation des milieux ou des
univers virtuels.
On sait la place determinante que tiennent ceux-ci dans les
diverses interactions qui s’ttablissent d’une part entre le milieu
lui-mCme et les organismes et, d’autre part entre les organismes
entre eux.
Le plus souvent, les modelisations de la vie artificielle
impltmentent
des situations qui sont triviales pour des
biologistes, des physiciens, des Cthologistes.

Elles simulent des univers souvent consider& comme
virtuels dans lesquels les phenomenes du vivant se developpent
a partir des param&res renconues dans les milieux marins,
a&ens, les milieux extr2mes ou hostiles et dans l’espace.
La pesanteur, la pression, la temperature, l’humidite, la
viscositt, ladensite, 1aluminositC etc... demeurent comme autant
d’elements qui foumissent a des niveaux divers des donnees
pour ces simulations.
11s modifient
les phenombnes d’adaptation,
les
comportements, la motilitt ou la motricitt, les facteurs
d’evolution,
de co-evolution,
d’apprentissage,
de
reproduction...et done biomimetisent inevitablement les
modelisations proposees.
Les artefacts n’tchappent pas eux non plus aux tendances
biomimetiques.
Pout-taml’elaboration dune typologie Ctablie SUTune population de plus en plus conskquente d’artefacts que la vie
artificielle realise, peut s’avtrer interessante.
Elle peut rendre compte non seulement de l’evolution de celleci, mais aussi decertaines tendances,qui sous l’action de differents
facteurs, montre qu’un t&art se creuse entre une grande partie des
modelisations actuelles et les imptkatifs de la biomimetique.
Les prolcgomenes de cette typologie qui devrait dtboucher
sur une taxonomie, font apparaitre plusieurs phases d’evolution.
11existe a partir des tendances biomimttiques premieres,
une voie qui s’ouvre a des formes d’autonomie et d’autoorganisation de plus en plus complexes.
Deux grandes directions semblent s’affirmer plus
precidment.
La premiere intiltre et colonise le Cyberspace. Elle vise a
promouvoir une proliferation d’organismes bio-culturels
dans les reseaux de communication’.
La seconde suscite diverses procedures d’artifkialisation du
vivant a travers des dispositifs interactifs, elle tend 2
ench%ser la mat&e vivante au coeur d’agencements
technologiques complexes, pour lui confcrer un statut “de
mode d’expression Cnergttique” 2 par entiere.
Les artefacts produits sous regime biomimttiques sont des
ANIMATS et des ADAPTATS.
Ceux qui emergent actuellement peuvent Ctre classes sous
les noms d’AMPUTATS, d’INFILTRATS, d’ONDULATS ou
de PROLIFERATS .
Les ANIMATS, du terme propose par Stewart W. Wilson
pour designer des artefacts repondent aux attributs
conventionnels du vivant : la mobilit et le mouvement.
11s sont capables de comportements de divers niveaux
d’autonomies et d’auto-organisation.
Les ADAPTATS interagissant avec les paramttres du milieu. 11s sont capables de repondre aux diffkents stimuli, en
developpant des paliers graduels d’apprentissage,
des
comportements d’intelligence collective et des structures
dynamiques par les algorithmes gCnCtiques.
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Ce binbme ANIMAT/ADAPTAT
est symptomatique de
l’entreprise qui s’est donnee pour objectif l’etude de faGon
orthodoxe de la vie telle qu’elle est.
11est compose de modelisations :
d’automates cellulaires qui sont en fait des univers
synthbtiques, gouvemQ par des regles simples et qui s’autoreproduisent. Il y a plusieurs classe d’automates :
1. Les automates cellulaires qui Cvoluent vers des Ctatsfixes et
homogenes.
2. Les automates cellulaires qui aboutissent & des structures
periodiques simples.
3. Les automates cellulaires
qui Cvoluent vers des
comportements chaotiques, cat-act&is& par des attracteurs
&ranges et des structures aptriodiques.
4. Les automates cellulaires d’ol emergent des motifs globaux
complexes.
l

l

l

l

l

d’algorithmes genetiques, qui sont des programmes qui
evoluent de faGon analogue a la selection naturelle. 11s
associent la diversite du hasard avec une survie adapt&e :
11sne se limitent pas a une simple exploration aleatoire. 11s
tirent parti de l’historique des recherches par le biais de la
transmission de solution les mieux adapteesd’une generation
de solution ?I une autre.
Les algorithmes gtn&iques travaillent sur la structure des
solutions et non sur les solutions elles-mCmes.
d’intelligence
collective dont le modele est l’essaim
d’abeille. 11est base sur une modelisation qui permet 2 des
agents simples possedant une information minimum, de
rtsoudre des problemes complexes par des comportements
qui emergent des interactions entre les agents.

La vie artificielle comme niche technobiomologiques
.

l

l

l

de morphogenZtses dynamiques, qui simulent le processus
appele morphogenese par lequel un Ctre vivant modtle sa
forme et acquiert ses caracttristiques, autrement dit comment il developpe son phenotype ti partir de son genotype.
Les fractals, les L-systems, croissance des plantes, les
biomorphs... en sont autant d’exemples.
de robotique dont certains types de robots sont munis de
systemes qui permettent des adaptation 2 des situations
nouvelles, des modifications de la structure syntaxique et
de systemes Cvolutifs apprentissage, adaptation, autonomie.
R.Brooks : robot utilisant des algorithmes genttiques dont
les codages evoluent dans le temps.

Le poids d’une Cpistemologie positiviste et rtaliste a pese
fortement sur les orientations de la vie artiticielle.
La connaissance que s’est don&e pour but de constituer
progressivement la science, est une connaissance de la realitt
consideree comme independante des observateurs ou des
modelisateurs.
Elle est sous-tendue par le fait qu’il existe une rtalitt qui
presente des formes de permanence independante et anttrieure
B son observation,
Cette connaissance n’est connaissance que si elle reflete
le monde tel qu’il est.
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Or ces postulats sont conuaires a ceux de la vie artiticieIIe.
Ils se construisent autour d’un projet de connaissance et non
pas d’un objet, 11s operent a partir des constructions et des
representations de l’experience cognitive. 11svisent bien plus ti
une modelisation de la coherence plutbt qu’a une modtlisation
de la correspondance.

l

La vie artificielle est en train d’operer un glissement
Cpistemologie qui devrait lui garantir une vocation legitime
d’exploration, de colonisation et de propagation.
Apres s’etre adonnee, durant un temps, tt des activitCs
theoriques et pratiques de modelisations fondatrices sur des
bases biomimetiques et tout en poursuivant ses recherches
prec&lentes, elle s’insinue maintenant dans un nouvel espace
plus adequat, enfin totalement et reellement artificiel, celui
des rtseaux de communication numerique.
C’est done pour une part, dans cet environnement
technobiomologique,
compose de niches techno6cosystCmiques et de trajectographies zoologiques, qu’elle
entend instaurer son site d’dpistemologie constructiviste et
fourbir ses instruments heuristiques pour d’autres extrapolations du vivant.
Ce nouvel environnement posskde une couche physique
constituee de cables, de circuits hertzien, de fibres optiques,
de satellites, d’ordinateurs, de puces, etc...
Dans cet environnement, les machines sont reliees aux machines, les puces de silicium sont interconnectees,
l’information est d’abord traitee dans un minuscule reseau
interne puis transmise dans un immense rtseau de
connexions, selon des procedures diverses.
Elle circule sous forme d’impulsion
lumineuses et
tlectriques.
Cet espace artificiel est devenu maintenant plan&ire. Son
&endue et son volume sont determines par l’energie qui le
traverse, le nombre, la vitesse et les proprittes physiques
des messages qu’il transmet, par la propagation des ondes
lumineuses...
Il est “encast& dans I’espace “nature]” qu’il modifie et
artificialise fortement. Il est contigu et tangent aux milieux
extremes de cet espace, qu’il prolonge
en Ies
surdimensionnant.
11 peut favoriser I’emergence de vies binaires inedites,
constituant en quelque sorte une hypotechnozoologie capable apparaitre dans tous les terminaux de visualisation
du reseau . 11peut &tre consider6 comme un pourvoyeur
virtue1 de definitions Clargies du vivant.
11peut en modeler les comportements, mettre en evidence
d’autre types de capacite adaptative, etablir une
technozoosemiotique du codage, de la cryptographic, ou
incuber des colonies d’intelligence distribuee, se multipliant
dans toutes les dimensions et la complexit du reseau.

I

composants d’ordinateurs,
qui par un deplacement
intramolCculaire occasion& par la lunGYe, pourraient servir
de commutateur.

11peut engendrer des activitis duplicatives par des artefacts
techniques d’autor6plication, gCnCrer des morphog&nbses
dynamiques non lineaires, mCmorisants des sequences
num&iques propres aux protocoles de communication ou
“teratologiser” des biomorphs par mutations provoquCes par
des ensembles de convention qui stipulent comment
l’information
numCrique doit &tre CchangCe entre les
programmes, etc...
.

Car, non seulement il est soumis aux procCdures numCriques
et done peut h&erger tout type de modClisations interactives,
compatibles avec les conditions du milieu, mais encore, ses
potentialitts
de transmissions
Clectroniques
et
opto6lectroniques, lui permettent d’offrir B une technoambulobiomologie inaugurale, un espace de circulation et
d’tchanges permanents pour des formes “locomotions”
intiites.
En plus des aspects matCriels, cet environnement poss2de
une multitude de strates9 qui assurent les fonctions
diffkrentes et importantes ?I l’inttrieur du riseau. Elles
peuvent toutes jouer un rBle primordial dans les conditions
d’kmergence de formes de vies technologiques.
Mais li travers ces potentialit&, ces spCcificitCs, cette
variabilitk, cette ubiquitC, quelles morphogCnbses peuvent
tmerger et se d&elopper?
Dans cet environnement parcouru de flux, de symboles’“,
de signaux tlectriques se propageant &la moitit de la vitesse
de la lumibre, quel type de vie peuvent apparaitre?
L’ensemble de ces opCrations s’exersant sur les
modtlisations du vivant, entralne nCcessairement des mutations structurelles, textuelles, texturelles, comportementales,
par codage-d&&age, par cryptographic, par compression/
dt%ompression/d6pression des “transform~es”ll , c’est B dire
des reprCsentations et de leurs interpretations.
Quelle
morphogCntse
hypophanique’*,
quelle
ambulobiomologie peut se constituer, si les formes nouvelles
qui Cmergent, n’&ant contenu ni dans un prograrnme inteme,
ni dans un programme externe, sont de pures crCation
rCsultants du jeu des perturbations
alCatoires de
l’environnement sur les mtcanismes de l’auto-organisation?
Quel “mCtabolisme” pour des organismes modClis&,
decomposees selon des protocoles de communication,
circulant entre les ordinateurs, segment& en paquet par
multiplexage et orient& par des routeurs, les knowbots13.

.

l

l

Le vivant est aussi prCsent dans cet environnement, d’une
autre fagon.
A cot6 des nanotechnologies implantCes au sein des
organismes, des corps appareil16s et des assistances aux
ddficiences corporelles et mentales par des organes artificiels,
les nouvelles entreprises d’hybridation du vivant et de
l’artificiel s’inscrivent aussi dans le rCseaupar le biais m&me
des computers .
Un certain nombre de laboratoires14 testent les propri&s
des moldcules biologiques, notamment des protCines issues
d’une bacttrie, la bacteriorhodopsine, pour construire des

l

l

l

.
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Avec des moMcu1esposddant des Ctatsstables, on peut coder
des chiffres binaires et fabriquer des composants plus petits
et mille fois plus rapides. On utilise des techniques hybrides
de liaisons biomoltculaires avec des semi-conducteurs
(chim&isation au premier niveau) pour fabriquer des portes
logiques. Cela perrnet une flexibilitt
des dispositifs
Clectroniques par la mise en place d’architectures parallkles
pouvant effectuer plusieurs traitements simultanCs et
augmenter les capacites de stockage des informations en trois
dimensions.
Ce qui est recherch6 implicitement peutCtre, c’est la reproduction des possibilids d’apprentissage du vivant et plus
particulitrement
humaines, afin d’obtenir un syst&me
d’intelligence artificielle plus pertinent.
Curieux retour des chases, la rhodopsine est pr&ente dans
la ritine des mammif&es et contient un chromophore qui
absorbe la lumi2re. Elle engendre un signal que les fibres
nerveuses propagent vers le cerveau.
Celui-ci, en fait procCdera, en aval, grlce 2 la rhodopsine, 2
l’interpr6tation des signaux transmis et des images restaurkes,
qu’elIe aura cod.4 numinquement en amont.
Ainsi, du “modClisateur vivant” comme agent concepteur,
capteur et transmetteur, & travers du vivant hybrid6 par
prot&nes/semi-conducteur, comme agent codeur, et du vivant technologique comme agents Cmergeants du r&eau
num&-ique, jusqu’8 l’agent vivant r&epteur qui inter-p&e
les dkterminants apparents du vivant contenus dans les informations, en s’artificialisant
lui-mCme, une boucle
d’artificialisation
du vivant, se boucle.
Elle associe les artefacts et les modClisateurs dans une Ctroite
co-tvolution. Nous nous trouvons face B une entreprise
gCntraliste de chimbrisation qui dipasse l’objet scientifique
biologique initial.
Le d6fi est bien 1%Est-ce qu’une espkce symbolique comme
la notre, issue d’une longue phylogen&e et placte dans le
site Cpist6mologique constructiviste qui est le sien, peut cr6er
un tel &art cognitif, qu’elle serait en mesure de proposer
des syst&mescoh&rents de forme de vie Clargies, n’ob6issant
pas aux principes de vie qui sont les siens et qu’elle pourrait
de plus considCrer comme vivant ? sans se transformer ellem&me?
Dans tous ces cas, l’identification et la d&nomination sont
in&parables de la rtalisation d’un systkme de rCft5rence.I1
s’agira, comme aurait pu le dire Adamson, de chercher dans
ce nouvel environnement la cohkrence d’une systtmatique
et d’organiser ses g&?ralisations dans un cadre de concepts
qui 6tablissent les bases d’une future taxonomie numtrique
d’organismes du “presque vivant”.
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L’identification
et la denomination ont B voir avec la
memorisation des phenomenes, dans leurs disparitions et
dans leurs reapparitions modifiees. De plus il n’est pas possible d’apprehender un ensemble aussi vaste de phenomenes,
qui n’occupe pas d’espace formel, qui se dkcemente en partie
ou en globalite.
Comment classifier I’asymptomatique, le metamorphique,
le fugace?
11est possible de tenter une premiere approche de clarification g par-or de certains aspects qualitatifs de artefacts. En
voici quelques exemples.
l

l

l

Les Amputatst5 peuvent ttre definis comme des organismes
qui a des fin de viabilitt et d’adaptation s’amputent
strategiquement d’une ou de plusieurs de leurs proprietes.
Dans un environnement de rtseaux les amputats sont des
artefacts du vivant qui obkissent a differents traitements du
signal, le plus souvent de compressions d’images et de
donntes qui peuvent Ctre considerees comme des amputations opCrCspar des techniques de codage, de compression
et de confidentialit cryptographique.
Les Infiltrats sont des artefacts qui possbdent la capacite de
circuler de facon autonome dans les rtseaux de communications.
Les Proliferats sont des artefacts qui possedent la capacitC
de coloniser les milieux et de creer des niches techno&osyst&mique, des zoosystbmes qui, comme des fermes font
des tlevages de toutes sortes d’organismes virtuels, stoque’s
dans des &ables-memoires supervist?espar une corporation
intemationale de zoosystemiciens, soit comme des marres
de soupes technoprebiotiques font des preparations pour
des coacervats16 artificiels ou se constituent en immenses
rtserves pour des organismes latents et fluctuants
qui
surgiront comme des diables, dans les pieges des interfaces,
en traces fulgurantes ou en agregats auto-organises.
0 Louis Bet 1995
Zoosysttmicien
Notes
’” L’arrivee de “I’Artiftcial Life” sera l’evenement historique le plus
significatif depuis I’apparition de I’homme.
L’impact sur l’humanitt et la biosphere pounait 3t-e Cnorme, bien plus
grand que la revolution industrielle, les armes nucl&ires et la pollution
de I’environnement. Nous devons nous engager clansI’tmergence des
organismes artificiels. ils peuvent &e soit un ddsastre terrible pour la
term, soit Ctre la plus belle creation de l’humanitt...” Doyne Farmer (
Artificial Life II Santa Fe 87).
2 Ce terme est employ6 par cettains chercheurspour designer le domaine
restreint de la biologic terrestre.
3 La biomimetique designe tout ce qui tend a mimer les elements du
vivant.
’ Chimtres zoologiques r&tnissant des parties d’organismes differents.
5 Le travail artistique de chirurgie esthltique et de modelisation du
vtvant d’Orlan.
6La vie est une sttwture dans un espace temps, plutBt qu’un objet
materiel specifique.

- La vie implique un m&anisme d’autoreproduction.
- Un etre vivant comprend une description de lui-&me qu’il utilise
pour se reproduire.
- Un Ctre vivant poss&Ie un m&abolisme qui convertit la mat&e ou 1’
enewe de I’environnement dans les formes et les fonctions utiles a
I’Org~lStM.

- Un cue vivant interagit fonctionnellement avec son environnement.
- Un Ztre vivant est compost d’un ensemble de structures
interdtpendantes qui constituent son identite.
- Une forme vivante est stable malgr6les perturbations
de sonmilieu.
- Les etres vivants ont une capacitt d’evolution au niveau des
gtntrations successivesde I’esfice.
’ Le travail de Thomas Ray et son projet Tiet-ra.
* Les technobiomes sont des espaces oh le vivant et les technologies
sont droitement intriqub
Touche physique (Able, circuit hertzien. fibre optique. ordinateur.
puce....)
- Couche de protocole (comment les bits doivent &tre matCrialis6s darts
les ordinateurs, darts les syst&mesde transmissions).
- Couche de liaiso~r&eau/transport ( emission. reception, transmission, compression, formation de paquet d’infonnation( cryptogmphie,
autonomie du dtplacement, routeur...).
- Couche de gestion (gestion des connections, association de dialogue,
encombrement, vitesse, flux).
- Couche de representation ( representation des informations et des
don&es).
- Couche r&eaux des mseaux (interconnexion. routeurs. transcodage).
lo” Biologistes et linguistes ont observe un nombre impressionnant de
proprietb communes a la vie et au langage depuis leur emergence
consecutive. Ce soot deux systtmes porteurs d’informations et orient&
vers un but. 11srequierent tous les deux la presence de messagessousjacents. Depuis la premiere apparition d’un minimum vital, le statut
sp&ciaJattribue aux organismes vivant en venu de leur origine et de
leur dessein repose sur l’existence de messages co&s qui specifient
les structures moltculaires et jouent le role d’instructions transmises
de generation en generation. Les analyses du code gendique, dtcouvett
et dCchtfW a nome epoque par la biologic molCculaire et celle du code
verbal. scrupuleusement Ctudit par des generations de linguistes ont
r&e16 une serie d’analogies de contiguration remarquable.
R Jakobson. “Vie et langage” Dialecrique no 7. 1974.
‘I Nom donnt aux images compresses
I2Ce termc designe la capacitts des morphogeneses num&iques g surgir
du dcssous des apparences.
I3 Les knowbots sont des robots logiciels qui &rent les calculs effecruts
en parallele surdiffetents sites etcommunquenr les uns avec les autres.
” Centre Keck d’electronique moleculaire Centre d’infonnation de
I’UniversitC de Syracuse
r’Pour les questions d’esthetique sur l’autonomie et les systemes
modtlises cf. “Du RenflouC” texte integral du cinquieme cows donne
par le Professeur Louis BEC, durant la 4 eme Universitt d’ett de
ZOOSYSTEMIQUE de Sorgues. Juillet 91 ).
‘Terme utilists par Oparine pour designer ses premieres molecules
artificielles darts ses recherches de l’origine de la vie. cf “Artificial
Life and Russian Biologists of the early 2Gth C’. Conference Louis
Bet , Mtdialogie Moscou 94
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Digital space is an electronic medium that serves as an
artificial environment for architectural work. At least two different architectural conceptualizations of this electronic world
are available:
1, digital space is a studio for the development and testing
of architectural products aimed at classical reality. Classical reality is understood as the natural and sociophysical world
wherein we carry on our lives. In this interpretation, digital space
depends on the rules and laws of the physical world and its
value is tied to being a (representational) instrument for worryfree experiments and simulations. Utilizing digital space as a
studio continues the historical tradition of using depictions to
design, describe, reflect, or document buildings aimed for classical reality.
2. digital space, a reality of representations, is also a virtual place with nature, functions, aesthetics, order, etc., not necessarily following or referring to classical reality. In this immaterial world, people may work, meet other people, seek entertainment, find and generate information, etc. According to this
interpretation, architecture should play a major role in the
conceptualization, organization, and design of such an alternative reality. In other words, digital space is an environment in
its own right that has no other justification than offering alternative experiences, structures and events to those of classical
reality.
In this presentation we will investigate the potential of architecture within a digital space understood in the last sense.

H

Introduction
Producing architecture for.digital space suffers from the
conscious and unconscious preconceptions of what architecture
has been and is in classical reality. At first sight, it would seem
reasonable to think that the best way to study the emerging architectures of/for virtuality is to challeqge the most basic tenets
of traditional architecture. For instance, developing physically
impossible architectures (i.e., totally unbuildable) might help
us to liberate from imported constrains and thus open the true
possibilities of a cyber-architecture.
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Such an approach, however, would repeat experiences already available in the field (e.g., the works of Ledoux, Piranesi,
Woods, etc.) and, what might be worse, may divert us from considering/studying the true architectural potential of the digital
(due to its anti-reality stand).
Traditional architecture has had to conform to the inexorable laws of nature. The unavoidable infrastructure of classical
reality has caused architecture to develop as a physical, stable,
containing and inert object. In other words, there exists an apriori relationship between the basic infrastructural constrains
of an environment and the type of architecture that may evolve
there. As digital space need not follow the rides of reality, it
appears acceptable to reflect on the potential of cyber-architecture by investigating the digital rules that are ultimately alien to
those governing the world wherein architecture has developed.
We call these new digital laws the laws of potential.
Concentrating in what is infiastructurally unique to the
cyber and its impacts in the act of architectural thinking and
making (and in part to avoid the innate conditioning of classical
reality) requires the analysis of those normal laws of the digital
world that go against the natural laws of classical reality to offer a more useful methodology.
Our questions then are what are the laws of the Cyber, and
how does architecture respond to these? The approach will be
as direct, simple and conceptual as possible. There will be two
parts to this presentation. The first one will focus on the ontology of construction in cyberspace and how it challenges our
most traditional conceptions of architecture. The second part
will explore the necessity of architecture to organize the cyberexperience and its implications in the development of a new
architecture.
Part 1: The infrastructural

laws of potential

We have grown accustomed to electronic operations that
defy the laws of the natural world. These days any software
includes commands such as “save”, “undo”, “copy”, “erase”,
“find”, etc., whose implications we rarely reflect upon but nonetheless are remarkably puzzling. First, one must realize that it is
these simple commands that mark, establish and sustain virtual
existence within the cyber. For they create the operational realm
or basic infrastructural order. Second, these commands cannot
be performed in classical reality (at the very least not with the
same degree of perfection and/or ease). Third and most importantly, these digital actions generate ontological and architectural potentials of unprecedented kinds.
It is intriguing that few philosophers and intellectuals have
taken on these issues as subjects of investigation. If on one hand,
ontological questions are somewhat out of date in late 20th century discourse (pushed aside by epistemology, linguistics-logic,
and ethics), on the other hand it would seem pertinent that some
attention should be placed in events and situations never before

encountered and which characterize a large part of what drives
our civilization.
It is particularly interesting to use architecture to conduct
such a study. After all, traditional architecture has been the discipline associated with visions of reality based on classical ontologies of stability and materiality. Perhaps, for this very reason, architecture appears as the perfect platform from which
one may question the ontological status of matter upon which
most of our Western civilization has been built since the time of
Aristotle. If architecture can let go of the idea of being as a
permanent and independent entity, then any discipline can.
We will first analyze the laws of potential by studying the
infrastructure of the cyber as represented by ordinary digital
commands such as “save”, “undo”, “erase”, “copy” and “find/
go to”. These commands will help us explore what architecture
could be like in cyberspace.
The saving command is perhaps the most puzzling of all
the ordinarily available digital actions. Saving generates ontological and architectural states that are inconceivable in classical reality:
The RAM state (that which is in progress and not yet saved).
RAM allows that two different states of reality coexist very much
like those described in the Shrodinger’s cat paradox of quantum physics. There is that which is already saved (i.e., original
state) and there is that which is in the process of being changed
(new state). The nature of such an in-progress production/entity
not yet saved is quite remarkable. Which one is the true entity/
event? Is it the one that was saved earlier and thus is secured
and stable, or is it the new one being built but not yet saved?
The progressive digital doing-undoing-saving creates a
field of action in which fields of continuity (defined by that
which is stable throughout the changes) and fields of discontinuity (that which is not) begin to form. The field of continuity
is the only stable digital area and the closest it comes to the
traditional notion of architecture. As the latest moves continue
to unfold, there is an increasing ontological difference between
the first and late states. The more a particular event/entity endures in RAM, the more its likelihood of becoming saved, thus
existing in a stable form.
In other words, the RAM state creates the conception of
architecture as a fuzzy cloud with a more or less stable center
and whose ultimate manifestation awaits the act of saving. RAM
architecture thus acquires aquantum formal existence that goes
beyond the concept of liquidity advanced by Novak. It seems
that the metaphor of gaseousity (something quite alien to the
traditional idea of architecture) is a more appropriate model to
conceive the impact of the laws of potential in architecture. This
is a new, highly challenging proposition that is only possible in
digital space.

The limbo state (that which is in process of being saved).
The act of saving or not saving is the mechanism by which coexisting (defined and undefined) states of architectural reality
are collapsed into one. At one point (while the RAM content is
being recorded) there exists a period in which the entity exists
nowhere and yet it does. As it becomes real in the digital world,
it also becomes crystallized in a constructive albeit immaterial
act. Issues of replacing the pre-existing saved versions or creating new versions are relevant (see below).
Considering the lack of security and stability (i.e.,
looseability) of the RAM state, it is understandable that the saving command is called as such. To save means (1) to rescue
(free, release, liberate), (2) to keep (protect, safeguard, conserve,
preserve, maintain), and (3) to srore (accumulate, gather, collect, reserve, amass). At the same time, saving also brings issues of frugality and economical thrift. All these meanings are
quite common to the practice of architecture and life in general,
and suggest intriguing design potential when associated with
the other dimensions of cyberspace.
That which is saved (the stable construct secured in
memory). Traditional architecture could be clearly associated
with this digital (saved) state, of unchangeable quality. However, there exist significant differences. First, a saved digital
entity is in theory eternal (assuming a continuous availability
of energy). Second, saving, as memory, is a magnetic disturbance and not a clearance of disorder. The save command allows for alternative constructions. As in quantum reality, different versions of the world may be generated, saved, and interfaced with.
The undo command is also fascinating. The temporal direction of classical reality (entropy) precludes the full reversion
of an action once it has been carried out. There is always some
mark (memory) and cost involved in such operation. However,
in digital space, one can always undo. This implies a reality of
certain temporal symmetry (unlike classical reality). In order to
allow the undo, digital reality must keep in RAM the previous
state(s), thus creating various realities at once. As a result, what
is being made partakes with what was before such an action,
thus creating a quantum field of multiple existences. An architecture of uncareness and of true (im)possibilities are its results.
Having to pay little or no cost for making errors, the law of
undo also creates low levels of pressures at the time of action
which allows for high levels of exploration (positive) or a lack
of attention and commitment (negative).
Architecture has always been about doing. In a way, an
architecture of undo is antiarchitecture. Architecture cannot be
undone except by demolition. To undo architecture is to tear it
apart, it is to challenge the very character of construction. It is
not deconstruction but rather unconsttuction. The concept of
unconstruction is strange as it implies an almost careful removal
or erasure of the constructed.

Undo and erase are very much alike although the former
eliminate an entity forever whereas the latter restores the previous state, hence implying a selective, controlled erasure. To erase
is to delete memory. To erase is death in digital space but even
the erasure may be undone. In addition, as one can always select areas to erase, the careful erasure or undo may create inconceivable alternative states/entities. Finally, the undo command challenges saving. To “undo” means to (1) cancel, omit,
obliterate, erase something, or (2) eliminate, drop, leave out. In
other words, undo is the opposite of saving.
The copying command challenges the concept of the original and special quality of architectural artifacts. What Benjamin
advanced so long ago has gone to its ultimate result: the original and the copy are identical, hence it is meaningless to talk
about identity. The copying command destroys the effort associated with physical construction. In physical reaIity, copying
is a painful process even when highly industrialized and informed systems are employed. The most interesting issue that
an architecture of digital copying brings about is not the art of
skillful reproduction but instead the concept of the hybrid and
the eclectic. By the selective copying/cutting and pasting of parts
from a (original or other) source, architecture becomes the ultimate collage.
The potential of the command copy is due to the representational character of the cyber. Every digital event and being is
representational and subject to the laws of representation, that
is, to the whims of the designer, the software logic, and the power
of the electronic engine that generates and supports the digital
becoming. Electronic media may be the most delusive of all
media. The rules of the cyber may purposely distort, bend, subvert to make appear that which cannot be, or is not in classical
reality.
The traveling commands such as - find -, - go to and -search - define the spatial infrastructure of the digital
as they connect and communicate areas comprising electronic
reality.
The resulting spatial structure is difficult to conceive both
ontologically and structurally. In contrast to the real world, digital
environments tend to be discontinuous, non-linear and hyperdimensional. For instance, entities and users may not only be
present in two places at once but also occupy the same space at
the same time. Digital environments can also reverse interiority-exteriority, destroy the concept of materiality and stability,
allow for infinite regressive or progressive scale and dimensional changes, and jump from digital site to digital site almost
instantaneously. Cyberspace is closer to a quantum than to a
Newtonian conception of space.
Part 11 : The experiental laws of potential
Grasping the laws of potential also means to study the laws
of the digital at an experiential level, represented by ordinary
2

events of entry (orientation), circulation (access), and shelter
(assessment). We will look at these events and how the present
day vernacular of the digital coupled with kinetic changes necessitate architectural form in virtual environments.
The first experiential law of potential involves the event
of entry into an environment. One must construct the context of
the new environment in order to fulfill the purpose of entry.
This orientation traditionally develops from our empirical knowledge of the place we are entering, as well as from the physical
act of entry as procession. We conceptualize organization and
purpose of a place based on our understanding of area site development, cultural traditions, regional geography and climatic
conditions. We also visualize the order of space during approach.
The passage of time and traveling of distance allows for acclimation. In traditional environments, our entry into a new place
is prefaced within the context of similarity. We move through
space that is adjacent to the one we are about to enter and therefore they share some environmental conditions.
In a virtual environment, entry consists of turning on, plugging in, double clicking, -jacking
in,- lowering the HMD,
etc. The plane of passage now becomes a switch or an icon or
an opening of the eyes through new lenses. We no longer have,
or have to have the opportunity for acclimation to the preluding
contextual shift through voyage.
However, we still have the need for orientation to our environment. Our abrupt and non-contiguous entry into virtual
worlds must be balanced by a quick location assurance. Here
we can take advantage of the physiological shift and provide
unique means of movement and sight that seek to orient the
inhabitant. A global vantage point similar to an aerial view of a
three-dimensional place can yield two-dimensional pattern recognition. One can learn much about the planning of Paris from
the top of the Eiffel Tower. From the exaggerated Y dimension,
the space flattens into two-dimensional patterns. But this is only
one level of understanding. One must also walk the streets of
Paris, listen to the traffic and conversation, smell the breeze
and feel the sun to understand ones location within the city.
Multiple and instantaneous global vantage points could
yield three-dimensional patterns and orders. Skeletal overlays
(wire frame mode) against volumes (solid), an -x-ray vision,could provide an understanding of the intended qualities of
spaces.Mapping places through languages of text, color or symbols could also aid in orientation. Surfaces could become animate with sketches, advertising spaces within; the envelope as
billboard. An augmented help overlay could exist for inhabitants with hotspots that roll-over information when activated.
Another experiential law of potential involves circulation.
Circulation as an event is understood as accessing information
within an environment. This is accomplished by movement or
change of position (eye point or view point) in space. Tradi26

tionally, we circulate around and through structures to gather
information. We change our position in space (eye point) to
change our focus of study (view point). This circulation is based
upon our physical scale and bodily needs. There is a ground
plane that accommodates the size of our feet (or the treads of
our tires, etc.). The ground plane is mainly horizontal to accommodate our mainly two-dimensional means of movement. The
plane is of a certain texture and material to both comfort and
support our passage.
In virtual environments, the change of position can be accomplished by flying, walking, skipping, flapping, singing,
pointing, clicking, clucking, nose-twitching, or any other desirable action. This shift in kinesiology, no longer using our limbs
to move through space, informs a new architecture of circulation. Surfaces for travel are no longer necessary, we can move
freely, suspended in all dimensions. Spatial voids for passage
are no longer necessary, we can move through planes and volumes.
We have always understood circulation as moving in time
through continuous spaces. Hyper portals collapse the factor of
time and the need for continuity. Circulation through spaces
can now be a matter of activating the portal. No approach, no
need for a path, only instantaneous entry.
However, surfaces for travel and spatial voids, these passages and entries imply movement and inform direction. Virtual architecture still needs to infer where and how we can access information. Digital vernacular may suggest the traveling
commands (find, go to, search) as a method for access. Also,
changes in appearance (typically of interface tools) imply movement or action such as the hour glass and blinking cursor.
This is lending towards dynamic architectures that are capable of transformation depending on the information they contain and the needs of the inhabitant. The change of position does
not have to instigate with the inhabitant, the environment can
actively circulate.- Here the eye point remains stable and the
view point is dynamic. The circulation is now based upon the
goals of the environment, or the goals of those accessing the
information. The kinetic shift reverses the notion of formal circulation and stable information. The architecture is animate. Its
form and animation are derived from the information it contains or is queried for.
Rather than serve as backdrop for activity, planes come
into the foreground, animated with information. Smart agents
or search mechanisms form space, visioning the desired information. The environment filters out all space not corresponding to the formal inquiry. The resulting spaces relate to the level
of detail in the quest.
Shelter as an experiential law of potential depicts critical
assessment of information within an environment. Tradition-

ally, walls, floors, and roofs combine to provide an envelopeof
shelter, an environmental, sensorial and physical protection.
Overheadplanesrestrict environmentalfactors,underfootplanes
provide ground that supportsall activity. Vertical planesrestrict
and moderate environmental factors, and serve to restrict and
direct inhabitant access.

ity but intangible information. Physical presenceis replacedby
mental or other sensualpresence.
Conclusion

The fuzzy ontological statesdescribedin the first part were
literally unimaginablebefore the arrival of electronic realities.
From gaseousarchitecturesto the conceptsof unconstruction,
Environmental factors,which we may know as snow,bugs, the hyper and the eclectic-hybrid, these defy a11our age old
cold, etc., are not an assumedpart of a virtual environment. conceptualizationof architecture. They createthe potential of a
Inclusion of sensorialfactors, sight, hearing,smell, touch, taste, new architecture.
in virtual environmentsare dependenton the sophisticationof
The digital medium makesit possibleto imagine and realthe human-computerinterface.Inhabitantsphysicality createthe
need to provide barriers from physical entry and, dependingon ize emergingarchitecturesof common experiencedescribedin
object detection, may or may not be a part of the virtual envi- the secondpart. The processof entry, circulation and shelter are
exposedto kinesthetic shifts and boundlesslaws that make anironment.
mate architecture whose structure is information rather than
An architecture that allows for assessmentis still one of structuring spaceto contain information.
filters, but now what we are filtering has changed.EnvironHence, we can conclude that the only constant in
mental factors may exist but they are more akin to Neal
Stephenson’s- Snow Crash - where what we need protec- cyberspaceis the constancyof potential. Everything, exceptthe
tion from are viruses.Environmental factorscan also be thought common senseimported from classicalreality, is possible.Jackof as an influx of information. Now that we have accessedthe ing into the digital means to switch our ontological/architecinformation, we needto critically assessit, meaningwe needto tural paradigmsfrom the concept of object permanencyto the
isolate it from other information.
concept of permanencyof potential.
Typically, what we do now for shelter in these terms is
capture the information (copy, save, download, or print to our
own computer) and assessit at a later time. In a MUD, this
shelter is accomplished by going to another room- or inside
an object. In a 3-D virtual environment, it can be accomplished
by providing assessmentharbors,perhapspersonalarchitectures
that each inhabitant carries with them and expandsor changes
physicality in order to enter. These personal building blocks
define architecture as a dynamic tool for shaping and creating
environments.

0 Julio Bermudez & DebraGondeck-Becker1995

“Assessment Harbors” will need to change the way we
filter and restrict access.Assuming a visual human-computer
interface, it will still be necessaryto restrict vision of thoseoutside and focus vision of those inside. Due to multi-dimensional
travel, it will he necessaryto provide multi-dimensional filters.
A simple change from two-dimensional filters to three-dimensional will aid in assessment.

Traditionally we could get by with location as a filter, sheltering through distance,changesin vertical level, difficult egress,
etc., but potentialIy instantaneoustrave1makes this obsolete.
Instead, we may infer traditionally non-architecturalfilters to
restrict access.Keys that could be codes, identities, or forms
would allow access.Entry to thesesheltersis a commandprompt,
an intelligent mirror, or a keyhole. Once in, we are enveloped
with the architecture.
We also have a potential shift in what we are shelteringor
assessing.Virtual environmentsmay neednot shelterphysical27

CENTRE FOR IMAGE AND
SOUND RESEARCH
By Justine Bizzocchi
justineQcisr.bc.ca
he mission of the Centre for Image and Sound Research is to support applied research in the technological and artistic aspects of image and sound, contributing to
product development and to the evolution of Canadian art and
culture.
CI*SR was originally conceived at the School for Contemporary Arts, Simon Fraser University, and developed through
the efforts of a founding group of individuals which included
Tom Sherman (former head of the Media Arts Section of the
Canada Council), Joy Leach (then with SFU’s Development
Office), Dr. Tom Calvert (then VP-Research at SFU), Grant
Strate and Martin Gotfrit (Professors in Contemporary Arts,
SFU).
CI*SR is now an independent, non-profit organization.
With original funding from Rogers Cablesystems, Inc., the
Federal Department of Communications and the BC Ministry
of Regional and Economic Development, and then a multi-year
commitment from Industry Canada (through the Centre for Information Technology Innovation), CI*SR was able to establish
a research laboratory equipped with computer workstations as
well as audio and video processing facilities. In addition the
lab has been tied to a presentation area with high-resolution
display and multichannel sound.
The organization initiated a Research Program to support
a variety of initiatives from industry, universities, and artists.
Among current and recent projects are the following:
Archive

Interface

Design Pmject

Many performing arts organizations maintain historical
records in multimedia archives. Imagine that this material could
be digitized and made available through an interactive computer system, but instead of a simple cataloguing and searching
device you are invited to explore the material in multiple modes
using a graphical user interface that is an artform in itself. This
is the ambition of Artistic Director Thecla Schiphorst who has
created an interactive prototype which utilizes content elements
provided by Cunningham Dance Foundation in New York.
Choreographer Merce Cunningham’sbody of work now spans
over fifty years, and the impressive cohection of multimedia
material which comprises the Cunningham Dance Foundation
Archive provided initial inspiration for the interactive system
design.

H
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Digital Optical Printer
The motion picture entertainment industry is increasingly
relying on digital image processing to create the special effects
audiences now expect in all major films. Pthalo Systems, Inc.,
has developed a high speed, high resolution technique for transferring images between motion picture film and digital post production systems. Key features of the system include film quality resolution (up to 200 lines per millimeter) and frame rates of
5 seconds per frame. The Digital Optical Printer performs op
erations previously done by optical printers and provides both
scanning and recording in a single machine.
iCube

A small but growing number of performing and visual artists have been exploring the use of computer technology to enhance their multimedia works. iCube is a tool which has been
developed by Axe1 Mulder specifically to address the needs of
artists working with sensors as devices to drive the computerbased media in their work. The device will translate the sensor
data to midi signals in a manner which can be programmed
through a user-friendly software interface. The goal is to create
a product which is both affordable and usable by non-technical
artists.
Yuan Ming Garden
The building of this fabulous Chinese Imperial Garden
began in 1709 and continued under six generations of Emperors until it was destroyed by the Western Army in 1860. Xing
Xing Computer Consultants has undertaken the ambitious goal
of reconstructing the garden - not in plant and stone, but with
the latest in 3-D modelling and animation techniques. The significance of the garden for Chinese history, culture, literature
and art make this project ideal as the basis for development of
educational and cultural interactive products,
Cutbacks in the Federal budget of February 1995 resulted
in the cancellation of CI*SR’s multi-year contract with CITl
and necessitated a suspension of new research initiatives by the
organization. Efforts are currently under way to identify new
sources of support to allow continuation of the Research Program.

0 JustineBizzocchi1995
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‘KRACHTGEVER’
(1993/94)
&

ELECTRIC SWAYING
ORCHESTRA’
(199Jf92)
MACHINES WITH CERTAIN
CREATIVE POWERS
By Peter Bosch & Simone Simons
specially over the last five years, our main interest has
been shifting more and more from a wide range of
activities to the development of “music machines” with certain
creative powers.
This is realized by the introduction of unpredictable factors, which play a central role in the concept. These unpredictable phenomena can be created either in the real world ( e.g. the
parametrically forced pendulums of the ‘Electric Swaying Orchestra’ ), or in software ( e.g. the use of “cellular automata” as
decision-makers in ‘Was der Wind zum Klingen bringt’, 19891
90 ). This paper deals primarily with two of our machines:
The ‘Electric Swaying Orchestra’ ( 1991/92 ) and the
‘Krachtgever’ ( Eng: “Invigorator”, 1993/94 ).
Two themes that are of extreme importance to both projects
are “resonance” and “order and chaos”.

H
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In 1896, NikolaTesla, one of the great geniuses of the electrical age, demonstrated the power of resonance, by strapping a
small oscillating motor to the central beam in his Manhattan
laboratory. He built up a powerful physical resonance that conducted through the building and into the earth to cause an earthquake in which buildings shook, panes of glass broke and steam
pipes ruptured over a twelve block area. He was forced to stop
the motor with a blow from a sledge hammer 111.These ‘resonances, stimulated by mechanical vibrations’, play a central role
in our work the ‘Krachtgever’. However our main interest is
not to amplify just one existing frequency, but to create a complex system in which various frequencies influence each other.
As in the ‘Electric Swaying Orchestra’ forced and natural frequencies of objects, then pendulums now sprung constructions,
are so attuned to each other that the movements and sounds
created by the installations can change almost imperceptibily
from order into chaos and vice versa. In both projects the role
of the computer is paradoxical: although it has power over the
mechanics (electro-motors), it can foresee only partly the physical outcome of its decisions. Alongside unstable balances and
order and chaos, another element is sound. The pure power of
sound and the subtlety of timbres remains an integral part of all
our installations.

the ‘Electric

Swaying

Historically, the pendulum was used to create order; in the
Electric Swaying Orchestra they bring chaos. This is realized
by the use of parametrically forced pendulums, a well-known
subject that has thoroughly been researched and documented
by physicists within the cadre of order and chaos theories [2].
Parametrically forced pendulums are activated by the up and
down movement of their hanging mounts. Since the behaviour
of these pendulums depends on the oscillating frequency of these
mounts, the use of a vari-speed electro-motor is essential. As a
consequence the pendulums command an exceptionally wide
range of movement; what can start off as a traditional to and fro
swing can become an unpredictable and irregular motion leading to a startlingly vigorous full circumrotation.
The ‘Electric Swaying Orchestra consists of six parametrically forced pendulums, with a length of 1.50 meters. A microphone or loudspeaker is attached to the end of each pendulum.
From the loudspeakers can be heard electronic music (sampled
brass instruments). A computer controls the electro-motors and
the musical process. However it has no exact control over the
consequences of its decisions. Although the movements of the
pendulums are related to the oscillating frequency of their hanging mounts, there comes a point that the exact behaviour of the
pendulums becomes unpredictable and therefore also the musical outcome. The computer interprets the sounds received from
the three swaying microphones and responds by playing new
notes over the three swaying speakers. It is a process which
repeats itself endlessly. The computer is in fact listening constantly to itself. The main determining factors for this live improvised music are the unpredictable movement of the pendulums and listen and composition rules executed by the com-

Orchestra’

( 1991/92 )

puter. The complexity and unpredictability of the system cnsures that each performance is unique in both movement and
sound.
About

the electronics

and software

involved:

An Atari 1040 ST computer controls motor-frequencies
and the muslcal process. For all communication between devices midi code IS used. Midi-numbers are translated into CVs
for the electro-motors by a Doepfer MCV-8. The elapse in time
of the motor-frequencies is always the same. All motors start at
the same speed, imperceptibily slow down during three minutes and stop. After a short break they continue at the final speed
of part one and slow down further for another three minutes.
During this process the behaviour of the pendulums changes
from periodical to quasi-periodical and chaotic. Audio-information that is coming in through the three swaying microphones
is translated into midi-code by an Ibanez MCI audio-to-midi
converter. Part of the musical outcome is determined by specific properties of the used audio-to-midi converter. The software transforms only pitch and velocity numbers. After these
two transformations on the incoming numbers, received from
the Ibanez MC 1, it sends the new numbers at once to a sampler.
It does no transformations within the time domain. The software is written by Peter Bosch in Forth, using a midi-handler,
developed at STEIM, Amsterdam.
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3. The ‘Krachtgever’ ( 1993/94 )

The first version of the Krachtgever’ ( ‘Invigorator’ ) was
developed within the framework of the Technique and Art Festival ‘93 ( TARt’93 ) in co-operation with students from the
faculty of mechanical engineering of the University of Twente
in Enschede, Holland. Three seven feet high towers of three
steel boxes each are joined together vertically with metal springs.
An oscillating motor is attached to each middle box of each
tower. These motors are driven by a computer that by varying
the speed at which the motors rotate causes interesting interferences between the stimulated vibratory and resonant frequencies of the towers. Depending on the chosen frequency each
box can be vibrated independently, while also one complete
tower can be brought into one periodical movement. Even a
combination of vibrations can be generated to occur simultaneously at different levels of each tower. Our co-operation with
the students was aimed at the development of a computer model,
able of reliable predictions concerning the movements of the
boxes. This way we could examine different combinations of
springs, simply by changing the stiffness coefficients in the computer model, without actually buying and trying all these springs.
The computer model was indeed reliable concerning rough predictions, but could not predict the details of the behaviour of
the “real” Krachtgever, partly due to slight differences in dimensions and masses of the boxes and to small variations in the
stiffness coefficients of the real springs. However most important deficiency of the model was the absence of the objects
(“rattles”O), that move around in the boxes, not only the sound
sources of the work, but also affecting the movements of the
boxes. At its first presentation, November 1993, we showed the
Krachtgever together with a computer animation of a vibrating
virtual tower.
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The complexity of the behaviour of the system depends on
the number of inter-sprung boxes, the greater the number of
boxes, the greater the complexity. This brought us in 1994 to
the development of the version as shown at ISEA
MontrCal,
consisting of seven 2.50 meters high stacks of four wooden boxes
each. The boxes are joined together with metal springs, both
horizontally and vertically. The total number of boxes can be
extended up to 56. An oscillating motor is attached to each second box from below of each stack. The computer cannot only
control motor- frequencies, but can also choose different combinations of motors. Each box or complete stacks can be vibrated independently, as was the case in the first Krachtgever.
Totally new are the numerous combinations of vibrations that
can be generated to occur simultaneously at different positions
within the system. Each box contains different materials. These
“rattles”, varying in volume, weight and sound possess there
own resonating characteristics. When stimulated by an oscillating motor the combined vibrations from all the elements - the
springs, the boxes, the various rattles in the boxes, etc. - produces an extraordinary complex whole. In spite of this complexity, the relationship between all visual and auditive elements
of the installation is unambigious. The sounds are pure,
unamplified and rich in detail - in the tradition of our installation ‘Was der Wind zum klingen bringt’ ( 1989190 ). The concept of ‘live’ musical outcome influenced by movement, can
also be found in the ‘Electric Swaying Orchestra’. There, however, all sounds are generated by a computer and a sampler.
This digitalization permits melodic structures to play a large
role in its music. The repertoire of the ‘Krachtgever’ by contrast can be best described as stacks of sound varying in strength,
timbre and rhythm from the subtle to the powerful, from the
ordered to the chaotic.

About the electronics and software involved:
An Atari 1040 ST computer controls the frequenciesof
the oscillating motors by sendingmidi-notes and pitch-bendinformation to a Doepfer MCV-8, which translatesthesedatainto
CVs. The computer program is structuredas phrases.A phrase
simply consistsof three variables:
1. Which of the sevenmotors take part in the phrase?
2. Start and end frequencies for each motor used in the
phrase.
3. Total time used while going gradually from start to end
frequencies.
Combinations of motors are fixed in somephrases,in others the computer choosesmotors at random.The elapsein time
of the motor-frequenciescan be synchronousor a-synchronous,
also dependingof the chosenphrase:There are a kind of presetphrases,where almost everything is fixed, while others are defined rather freely. The phrasesare divided into three categories: Quiet, medium and rough ( loud ) behaviours.The program only remembersto which category belongedthe last chosen phrase. After finishing this phrase only phrasesfrom the
other two categoriescan be chosen.The software is written in
Forth by Peter Bosch.
The Electric Swaying Orchestra and the Krachtgever were
developed in co-operation with the University of Twente,
Enschede, Holland. Additional suppoti in the form of a grant
was made available by the Fonds voor Beeldende Kunsten,
Vormgeving en Bouwkunst, Amsterdam.
0 Peter Bosch & Simone Simons 1995
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[I] from: ‘The sound of one line scanning’ by Bill Viola in ‘Sound by
and Micah Lexier (eds.). Art Metropole, Toronto
and Walter Phillips Gallery, Banff, Canada 1990, p.43.
origin: ‘Prodigal genius: The life of Nikola Tesla’ by John I. O’Neill.
New York: Ives Washburn Inc. 1944, pp. 159-62.

Artists’,Dan Lander

[2] e.g.: ‘Nonlinear oscillations’, by Ali H.Nayfeh and Dean T.Mook.
New York: John Wiley & Sons 1979. pp, 258-261.
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Nouvelles perspectives pour l’image de synthkse
VCronique Bourgoin

Marc Roelens

Ecole Nationale

Suphieure des Mines de Saint-Etienne
158 Cours Fauriel
F.42023 Saint- Et ienne CEDEX 2
Te’l : (33) 77 42 01 73
E-mail : { roelensl bourgoin} @emse.fr

Le rkalisme occidental utilise le point de vue unique et fixe qui ne semble repondre qu’b
une convention culturelle mise en place au XVeme sikle, aprks plusieurs sikcles de perspective
antique. Le Cubisme utilise une autre notion du rklisme, en reprenant I’idCe du regard balayant
la scene avec deux yeux.
L’image de synthkse ne pose pas la question du r&Jisme expCrimental humain : elle se &k-e
au r&&me
photographique. Nous avons introdtit
dans la synthbe d’image ces concepts de
rCahsme plastique, en dCfinissant de nouveaux modeles de projection, que l’on peut classer en
trois familles : les projections B oeil mobile (perspective antique), les projections 5 grand angle
et les projections convergentes (Cubisme).
Ces projections ont CtC utili&es dans un environnement de synthese d’images comportant
une modelisation par arbre de construction et une visualisation par lancer de rayons.

1
1.1

Introduction
Expos6

de la problimatique

De nombreuses perspectives ont kte et sont utihskes dans le monde de la representation.
Choisir l’une d’elles reflhte une certaine facon de percevoir le monde. Dans l’abstraction
repr&entationnelle
occidentale, le spectateur, en tant que corps, est redtit B un ceil, luj-mDme
compress6 en un point.
L-s questionnement sur le rk!.isme de I’image s’impose. L’image dite reahste renvoie-t-ehe 2
une r6alite en tant que telle, existant dans le monde de facon absolue et directement accessible
B I’exdusion de tout code transcriptif, ou B un concept culturellement acquis comme rkaliste et
qui ne renvoie qu’a lui-m2me [Bou94]?
Cette recherche ne s’inscrit pas dams le cadre d’une recherche scientifique dont I’objectif serait
de construire des modkles dont les regles de fonctionnement correspondrait 8 des lois absolues
de la nature. Nous nous trouvons en presence de modeles issus des seules sciences humaines et
d’interpr&tations
sensorielles. L’objectif de ce travail se resume done B extraire les concepts qti
&&sent chaque style de representation. En essayant de rester fid&Ie B ces concepts de base, nous
d6fmissons des fonctions de projection, et dans le cadre de nos rkultats, nous ne conservons que
les images dont l’esthetique nous semble radicalement nouvehe. L’enjeu n’est done pas de faire
de la perspective naturalis de faGon radicale et ressemblante, ni de systkmatiser les principes du
Cubisme pour rdaliser nn modeleur cubiste, mais B partir de differentes idkes sur le II rCalisme *,
de crker de nouvelles images propres a surprendre dans leur organisation formelle.

1.2

Approche

informatique

Le probleme de la perspective (ou de la projection) est le suivant : comment passer d’une
representation du monde qui est tridimensionnelle B une representation de l’image qui n’est que
bidimensionnelle?

11est tres traditionnel d’utiliser en synthbe d’images une perspective classique conique. NOUS
avons essay6 des perspectives qui nous ont semble int6ressantes soit par leur aspect historique,
soit par leurs propri&&
gCom&riques.
Des travaux ont deja CtC men& en utilisant ces principes. A park d’un modele a base de
systkmes de particules, une visualisation est possible en modifiant lkgkrement l’algorithme du
z-buffer [BB92]. Cependant, ces techniques ne permettent que clifficilement de rendre compte du
volume des objets. Aussi nous sommes nous town& vers une modelisation volumique de type
arbre de construction avec visualisation par algorithme de track de rayons [Roe93].

2

Perspective

2.1

classique

Un peu d’histoire

Bappelons tout d’abord les origines de la perspective que nous nommons chssique, B savoir
la perspective conique. Son objectif est le re’alisme, c’est-a-dire la volontk de restituer des images
planes aussi fi&les que possible a la r&lit6 physique.
Cette technique n’a rien de neuf puisqu’elle provient de la technique dlte camera o&cum
(la chambre noire). Une pike sombre possede l’un de ses murs per& d’un trou permettant le
passage de la lumikre. Alors, sur le mur oppo& au percage se forme une image (inverke) de ce
qui est visible par le per-cage.
On obtient une perspective comparable en utilisant un miroir et en toumant le dos B la
direction dans laquelle se trouve la scene B visualiser : il se forme sur le miroir une image plane
par refiexio~n de la s&e. Dans ce cas, la scene subit une inversion de sens gauche-droite.
AU XVeme sikle, Brunelleschi utilisa la technique du miroir, tandis qu’Alberti
[Alb35] se
servit de la camera obscurapour for-maker la trajectoire de la lumiere et la formation de l’image.
On peut d’ailleurs considkrer que cette formalisation est la premikre description de I’algorithme
du track de rayons ‘..
A la fin du XVIeme siecle, Giambattista della Porta amkliore la technique en installant des
lentilles dans le percage. L’utilisation
de ces lentilles s’amkliorera au fil des sikcles. Ensuite,
au XVIIIeme sikle, la camera obscura va devenir portable et done permettre la saisie de plus
nombreuses scenes. Puis, en 1822, Nicephore Niepce introduira une plaque sensible, inventant
la photographie. Enfin, la synthke d’images actuelle perpCtue cette notion de rkalisme photographique.

2.2

Principe

de projection

Ceci n&essite la dChnition d’un certain nombre de paramktres

qui sont par exemple :

- la position de l’oeil
- la position
- la direction

d’un point vi&
du haut de l’image

- le demi-angle d’ouverture

en k-gem

a

- le demi-angle d’ouverture

en hauteur B

Les deux angles doivent Etre positifs et strictement inf&ieurs B $.
La figure 1 indique comment sont utilisks ces paramktres. L’kcran est dans un plan ortho
gonal B la direction de vi&e (joignant l’oeil et Ie point vise), la direction du haut de l’image
indique la rotation B effectuer autour de cet axe et les deux angles limitent ce plan a une portion rectangulaire. Afln d’eviter des artefacts (spheres apparaissant comme des eUipsoTdes), la
r&solution de l’image doit respecter les proportions des angles d’ouverture.

2.3

Lignes

de fuite

Cette notion est importante dans l’analyse des peintures. EUe traduit une technique de
construction picturale de la perspective.
Dams la rkalisation d’un dessin en perspective, on commence par tracer une ligne d’horizon.
Sur cette ligne d’horizon va se positionner ce que l’on nomme un point de fuite, vers lequel vont
1. Certain9 historiens

de I’art estiment que la camera obscura fut dGjjButilisie dam I’Antiquitk
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Oeil
FIG. 1 - Perspective

converger toutes les lignes orthogonaks
les lignes de fuite.

3
3.1

Perspectives
Analyse

classigue

au plan de projection.

Ce sont ces lignes qui constituent

B oeil mobile

picturale

Ce type de perspective ddcoule de l’analyse de la perspective en arite de Poisson, perspective
antique appelee perspectiua naturalis. Cette analyse a CtC faite a partir de peintures ou l’espace
se dkoupe de facon mesurable et rkguhere, par des poutres ou des carrelages orthogonaux au
plan de projection.
Sur certaines de ces peintures, les lignes de !irite ne convergent pas vers un point de fuite
unique mais vers un axe de fuite vertical occupant le centre de l’image. Selon les peintures, elks
aont organisdes sur cet axe de fuite de facon r&here
ou irr&uliere. On voit nkanmoins toujours
apparaitre l’epine dorsale de I’arite de Poisson [Pan87).
Nous avons retenu comme prindpe la mobilite verticale de l’oeil pour voir se dessiner cette
Bpine dorsale. Ce deplacement de l’oeil est fonction de la position latkrale du point de projection
(tous les points de l’image situ& sur une mEme colonne utilisent la mEme position de I’oeil).

3.2

Perspective

en ar$te de Poisson

Le deplacement vertical de l’oeil est ici proportionnel a l’ecartement du point de l’image par
rapport B I’axe central de f&e.
On constate que dans ce type de projection, une ligne horizontale est projetee SOUS forme
d’un chevron, soit deux segments de droite symktriques par rapport B l’axe median de l’kcran.
La constante de proportionalite
peut ttre choisie arbitrairement ; dans la plupart de.s C~S,
nous avons choisi une constante teUe qu’une ligne occupant en perspective classique le milieu de
I’kcran (dans le sens horizontal) soit projetee en un chevron passant par les deux coins infkieurs
de l’image.
Un autre type de perspective appelee perspective B faisceaux croisCs utilise un principe
similaire, B la difference prb que les points se projetant en un point de 1’6cw.n constituent
deux droites, symCtriques par rapport au plan m&&n horizontal de l’icran : nous n’avons pas
implantC cette perspective pour le moment.

3.3

Perspective

hyperbolique

Dans ce cas, le deplacement
central de f&e.
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est proportionnel

B l’inverse de 1’Ccartement par rapport

A l’axe

Dans ce type de projection, une ligne horizontale se trouve projetke sous forme de deux
branches d’hyperbole symktriques par rapport B l’axe central de l’image.
Afin d’eviter les d&passements de capacitC informatiques, nous u&sons en fait la technique
suivante: dans une zone voisine de I’axe central, les branches d’hyperbole sont join&
par un
morceau de parabole. Ce raccordement est fait de facon continfiment d&Sable pour kviter les
artefacts.

4

Perspectives

& grand

angle

Ainsi que ceci a 6th note pour la perspective classique (et il en est de m2me pour les perspectives b oeil mobile), on ne peut utiliser une ouverture horizontale ou verticale supkrieure B
$, ce qui veut dire que le champ de vision est limit6 a un demi-espace.
Encore convient-il de noter que pour des valeurs d’angles importantes, on obtient des distorsions visuelles importantes. En particnher, les objets places vers les bards de la pyramide de
vision se trouvent artificiellement grandis.
I1 nous est alors appanr interessant de rechercher des modkles de projection qui permettent
de reptisenter sur une vue plane une portion importante (voir totale) de l’espace.

4.1

Perspective

stMographique

La projection stkr6ographique pennet de projeter une sphere privee de l’un de ses points
un plan diamktral orthogonal a la droite joignant le point au centre de la sphere. Par
analogie avec la sphere terrestre, on appelle p61e nordle point choisi et plan Equatorial le plan
de projection. Le principe est alors le suivant : soit S la sphere, N le pole et PE le plan equatorial,
alors a tout point P de S\(N) est associe le point de PE qui est I’intersection de la droite NP
et du plan PE (voir figure 2). Ainsi, dans une telle perspective, le pole oppose (ou pdle std)
SUT

PE

FIG. 2 - Projection

ste’re’ogmphique

se projette B l’origine du plan Cquatorial, les points de l’equateur sont invariants, les points de
l’hdmisphkre nord (Pz par exemple) se projettent B l’exterieur du cercle 6quatorial (en Pi), les
points de l’hkmisphke sud se projettent a l’intkrieur de ce cercle (voir PI et Pi). D’autre part,
les parahtles de la sphere se projettent sur des cercles, les mkridiens se projettent sur des droites
passant par l’origine du plan.
Une autre prop&k6 intkressante de cette perspective est la conservation des angles: deux
courbes tracks sur la sphke et s’intersectant en faknt
un angle a sont projetdes en deux
courbes sur le plan s’intersectant avec le mGme angle a. Ceci se retrouve en particulier sur les
paralkles et mCridiens qui s’intersectent orthogonalement.
Le principe de la perspective st&ographique
est alors le suivant : I’oeil se trouve au centre
d’une sphere unitaire et la direction de vi&e d&ermine la position du pole sud. Aiii,
le p6le
nord se trouve “derri&re” l’oeil. Tout rayon issu de l’oeil intersecte la sph&re en un point I, et
on projette ce point I stfkeographiquement sur le plan 6quatorial en I’.
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Ainsi, l’espace visible est l’espace entier prive de la direction du pole nord. Dans la pratique,
on inter&
les directions dont l’angle avec la direction du file nord est supkieur B une valeur
limite 6,,,.
L’image obtenue par cette perspective est alors un disque, le centre de ce disque &ant ce
que l’on voit dans la direction principale de vi&e, et le cercle limite itant ce que l’on voit
dans les directions limites. Comme nous calculons des images rectangulaires, nous avons pris la
convention de centrer le disque representant l’image dans ce rectangle, et de l’y rendre tangent.
Les pixels se trouvant dans le rectangle en dehors du disque prennent par convention la couleur
noire.

4.2

Perspective

sph&ique

La perspective sttkeographique d&rite au paragraphe pr&dent,
ne permet pas la vue de
l’espace entier. De plus, lorsque l’on prend des valeurs faibks de l’angle limite, le disque projet
prend des valeurs importantes de rayon, et les changements d’echelle nCcessaires pour intkgrer
cette projection dans une image rectangulaire “compriment” les directions proches de la direction
principale.
Nous avons done essay6 de remkdier a ce phknomkne en introduisant une perspective, dite
sphkrique, qui per-met de projeter tout I’espace en limitant les compressions. Cette technique est
d’ailleurs utilis6e dans le domaine de l’architecture [BonSS], ainsi que par les Esquimaus pour
effectuer la decoration intkrieure des igloos. Le pro&de OHNIk!AXutilise une technique similaire
pour effectuer des projections cinkmatographiques sur un &ran hkisphkrique
(comme B la
Ge’ode de Paris) [Max8.3]. C e p rincipe est Cgalement connu dans le domaine de la photographie,
puisque les objectifs de type fish-eye r&&sent optiquement cette perspective spherique (avec
perception d’un demi-espace).
Le principe en est le suivant : l’oeil est encore sit& au centre de la sphere S, et le plan de
projection est tangent h cette sphere, orthogonal B la direction principale de vi&e. Le point de
tangence est A, le point vise. Par tout point P de la sphere, on peut faire passer un plan IT
contenant Cgalement le centre de la sphere (l’oeil) et le point A. Ce plan ll intersecte la sphere
selon un arc de cercle C et le plan de projection selon une droite A (en fait, on ne retient que la
demi-droite sit&e du mBme cot6 que le point P). Alors, tous les points de la demi-droite [S, P)
se projettent au point p de A dont la distance B A est kgale B la longueur de l’arc de cercle C. Le

&an

FIG. 3 - Perspective sphe’rique
principe ci-dessus est applicable pour un &ran inflni, mais dans la pratique, nous utilisons un
&ran fini. En fait, on utilise un angle d’ouverture 6,,,, tel que le diametre de 1’Ccran soit Cgal
86 matr. Notons d’ailleurs que rien n’interdit d’avoir un angle d’ouverture supkeur
a x. Dans
ce cas, on trouve sur l’image une sCrie de cercles cent& sur le centre de 1’Ccran correspondant
B ce qui est vu dans la direction opposee B la direction de vi&e (la distance au centre de I’Ccran

est alors un multiple impair de Rr), et kventuellement une serie de cercles correspondant
qui est vu dans la direction de vi&e (la distance est alors un multiple pair de xr).

Perspectives

5
5.1

Approche

B ce

convergentes

cubiste

Le Cubisme fut I’une des grandes ruptures de I’histoire de Part dans les mod&s de rep&
sentation depuis le Quattrocento. Braque et Picasso ont introduit dans le tableau l’equation
espace-temps, attribuant B l’image le statut de surface demonstratrice de l’espace et du volume.
La r&lit6 expkimentale du volume, perceptible uniquement par le mouvement, est traduite
par le regroupement sur une mEme image d’une somme de points de vue difftkents. Le peintre
tourne autour de son modkle et rend sur la toile la somme de ses impressions [PauSO].
I1 est important de noter que Braque et Picasso refusaient de signer leurs toiles dans 1’idCe
d’automatiser ce concept de representation de l’espace. La vision cubiste devait acceder a une
autonomie propre comme le mod& brunelleschien s’est affranchi de Brunelleschi et d’Alberti
pour devenir une kvidence en soi.
Du cubisme, nous avons retenu les principes suivant :
- l’oeil toume autour de l’objet,
- l’image rendue regroupe la somme des points de vue.
Notons enfin que les perspectives dites “a oeil mobilen citees preckdemment (perspective en
a&e de Poisson et perspective hyperboiique) ne sont pas consider&s comme appartenant a
cette farnille car il n’y a pas convergence des rayons en un point vi& unique.

5.2

Perspective

boulique

Dans ce type de perspective, c’est maintenant le point vise A qui se situe au centre d’une
sphere S, et l’ecran de projection est dkvelopph: sur cette sphere.
On utilise un systeme de projection en latitude et longitude. Plus preciskment, on associe a
tout point de l’image une latitude et une longitude. Par convention, le centre de I’Ccran a une
latitude et une longitude nulle, le bord droit de l’ecran correspond a une longitude maximale, le
bord gauche a 1’opposC de cette longitude maximale, le bord supdrieur B une latitude maximale
et le bord infkieur B l’oppose de cette latitude maximale. Les angles de latitude et de longitude
limites sont des parametres de la projection.
Ensuite, pour un point de l’kcran de projection, on calcule sa longitude et sa latitude par
simple interpolation
tin&ire entre les longitudes et latitudes limites d%inies sur les bords de
1’Ccran. L’oeil est alors place sur la sphere au point de&i par ces longitude et latitude. Les lignes
horizontales de l’ecran correspondent alors aux paralkles, les lignes verticales correspondant
quant B elks aux mk-idiens.
On peut ainsi noter que ce type de perspective permet de voir un objet sous toutes ces faces
sur une seule vue. Dans le cas oti la latitude limite est supkrieure a 90 degres, on obtient des
lignes horizontales de couleur uniforme, correspondant a la couleur vue en regardant d’un des
poles : en effet, pour une latitude multiple de 90 degres, l’oeil est place au pBle queue que soit
la longitude (la longitude n’est pas dCfinie aux pSIes).
Notons enfm un phenomene curieux avec cette perspective : si un objet est sit& derrike le
point vise (le centre de la sphere), il est vu B l’envers sur I’image. De mEme, si un objet est
present exactement au centre de la sphere, il est potentiehement visible sur tous les pixels de
l’image (si aucun autre objet ne vient le masquer).

5.3

Perspective

circulaire

Dans ce cas, l’oeil est mobile sur un arc de cercle et 1’Ccran est dkveloppk sur une portion
de cylindre coaldale de cet arc. Deux angles servent B determiner completement cette perspective, un angle d’ouverture en largeur (Y (similaire B celui utilisC en perspective classique ou
hyperbolique), et un angle d’enroulement 6,,,.
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FIG.

4 - Perspective

circulaire

Notons que pour des valeurs d’angle d’enroulement supk-ieures B 180 degrks, on observe une
pkiodicitk
entre les lignes de l’image. D’autre part, de la m2me faGon que pour la perspective
boulique, un objet situ.4 derriere le point vi& apparait inversC.

6

Implant at ion

D’un point de vue informatique, les diverses perspectives d&rites prkcCdemment sont implant&s dans le logiciel de tracC de rayons yart d&eloppk B 1’Ecole Nationale Sup&ewe
des
Mines de Saint-Etienne.
Ce logiciel, dCvelopp.4 sur stations de travail UNIX, fait partie de l’environnement
de synthbe d’image Illumines [BP89]. La base de cet environnement est un modeleur de type arbre
de construction. On peut ainsi dCflnir des primitives, des opkrations boolkennes entre objets
(rkmion, intersection ou diff&ence) ainsi que des transformations affines appliqukes sur les objets.
Ce logiciel est paramktrable
de multiples faFons. En particulier, il est possible d’utiliser
n’importe lequel des principes de projection dCfinis pr&Cdemment.
Notons que le modeleur
permet kgalement de rCalker des interpolations entre les diverses perspectives, ceci permettant
des effets d’animation.
Notons enfln que le logiciel de track de rayons ne doit utiliser aucune technique d’accC1Cration
bas6e sur Ia projection sur le plan de 1’Ccran. En effet, les perspectives que nous utilisons rendent
trks difficile (voire impossible) la dktition
de projections de formes complexes sur l’kcran. Notre
logiciel utilise done une technique ba&e sur la notion d’englobants, qui est plus g&kale.
Ces effets (perspectives multiples et interpolations)
ont CtC utili&s pour la rkalisation du
film d’animation en images de synthke “Castorexion”. Pour illuster ces peIsjpectives, nous avons
c&G
des images en utilisant la mtme scbne, visualike par trace de rayons avec les perspectives
d&rites dans ce papier. La scene est composke de tores reconstituant les paralkles et m&-liens
terrestres. Dans le cas des perspectives B grand angle, I’oeil est placC au centre de la sphkre.
Pour les perspectives convergentes, c’est le point vi& qui est au centre de la sphkre.
Les photograph&
1 et 2 montrent ces diffbrentes images :
- photographie

n” I

- en haut, B gauche : perspective dassique
- en haut, B droite : perspective en a&e de Poisson
- en has, B gauche : perspective hyperbolique

- en bas, a droite : perspective spherique
- photographie

no 2

- en haut, a gauche : perspective stereographique
- en haut, a droite : perspective stereographique
torial)
- en has, a gauche : perspective circulaire
- en bas, B droite : perspective boulique

(direction de vi&e selon l’axe polaire)
(direction de vi&e selon un axe kqua-
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THE FUTURE OF ART ON
THE INTERNET
USING A GENETIC

METAPHOR
By Anita Cheng

acheng@alize.msh-paris.fr

he challenge of the unready and the unforeseen. The
omnipresence of technology dares artists to find their
voices using new media.
While there is plenty of discussion about ease of artwork
distribution, the reproduction of existent art in 256 colors and
the economic implications of digital copyright, the crucial question remains the nature of art.
As a practicing artist and interested spectator of biology, I’ve found the metaphor of artistic development as a genetic development intriguing and practical. Often, a change in
the our angle of thought allows us to capitalize on the unexpected.
Art, like all other human activities will develop by trial,
error, and inexorable serendipity independent of analysis. Yet
reflection in situ offers an orienting chronicle of our hopes and
fears. The questions raised by this paper are equivalent to the
inscriptions of ancient cartographers who wrote, “Here be monsters” on the seductive blank spaces bordering their known world.
Facing a new technology can be disorienting for artists
who have the habit of entrenching themselves in a medium to
perfect it. Role models for approaching new technology include Marcel Duchamp and Andy Warhol. Along with the Bauhaus movement aligned towards the machine, Duchamp appropriated the ready-made and Warhol, the commercialized mass
production of objects. They responded to the technology of production by kidnapping it and calling it art. Following their appropriating precedent, artists can sleep well, to paraphrase
Duchamp: as artists, we define art.
Nam June Paik has also pioneered efforts to synthesize
artistic and technological creativity. By presuming an interaction between viewer and work, he has highlighted the importance of interactively for the artist and audience alike. His optimistic view of technology tames the specter of machines to a
friendly means of expression for everyone. New media requires
a unique process of constant learning the latest developments
and forgetting the obsolete. Everyday, artists exploring with technology glean anew what is useful to their work from past, present
and future alike.

The metaphor of biological development for artistic development interests us on two levels: the first, recontextualizing the
history of art, and the second, a different level, extrapolating the
Internet as an organism. In conclusion we use this metaphor as a
method to help us understand the topography of the present.
I. A Biological Metaphor for Art History
The activity of the world’s artists can be compared with
the activity of human genes. The development of aesthetics
(ideals of beauty and interest) can be understood as localized
specialization. Creative ideas can be thought of as mutations:
constant, random, and essential for survival. Even genetic algorithms can be employed to analyze artistic processes.
” Localized specialization”, as explained by Stephen Jay
Gould in his book Ever Since Darwin, is the original term Darwin used to describe his theory of “descent with modification”
(meaning progeny with adaptations). Darwin never accepted the
theory of Social Darwinism (which coined the popular term and
understanding of “evolution”), and insisted upon his theory of
“descent with modification”, which implies not an ascent from
cellular simplicity towards a complex, super-organism, but an
across-the-board genetic jerry-rigging for tactical survival,
(jet-r-y-rigging is a familiar concept for artists of new media).
As suggested by Darwin’s genetic theory, localization is
key to the development of dominance. An example is the unique,
high incidence of porphyria in South Africa. This disease is
thought to have driven King George III of England to madness
and is possibly the root of the werewolf legend. According to
Steve Jones in The Language of the Genes, “Porphyria is rare
in Europe, but thirty thousand Afrikaners carry it. In
Johannesburg, there are more carriers than in the whole of Holland. All descend from a single member of the small founding
population which grew in numbers to produce today’s
Afrikaners.“(2)Another illustration is Queen Victoria’s descendants afflicted with hemophilia, which was inbred into European royalty. These are results of limiting the chromosomal
variability in a population.
Such genetic localization is analogous to art on a local level.
For all the diversity within a community, there usually emerges
a gradual dominance of an artistic consensus defining a distinct
style. Examples are: Florence in the 15th century Renaissance,
Paris during the Impressionist movement, Vienna at the turn of
the century, Berlin in the 1920’s. and New York Abstract Expressionists from the 1940’s to the 50’s. An urban phenomenon,
a concentration of working artists, a dominant aesthetic emerges.
Art historians spend a lot of time tracing these influences
of individual artists and communities of artists as well as the
impact of entire meetings of cultures. With this scholammp, an
artistic family tree can look surprisingly similar to a tree traced
by biological anthropologists who study both genetic and cultural influences. Artistic influences, so multiple and fragmen-

tary, mirror the complexity of chromosomal possibilities with
an initial isolation necessary to develop uniqueness and the inexorable scattering revealing and creating diversity.
II. The Organism Internet
Employing the metaphor on another level, we assay the
idea of the Internet as a biological organism. For its users, the
development of Internet accelerates the redefinition of “local”.
Historically, aesthetic has been a local phenomenon-a cultural
consensus and specialization of individuals-an extract of artistic agreement. With the Internet, the sheer speed of dissemination will affect how aesthetic consensus is reached. While many
art historians remain interested in the connoisseurship of the
individual hand of an artist ( the “signature brush stroke” of
Raphael for example), now more and more delve into cultural
signifiers-art iconography-that is imbedded in the work of art
or vice versa, i.e. the social context of an artist’s work. Is a
particular work of art a comment on a particular time or just a
vehicle for that time? On the Internet, the artist’s social context
is redefined to include whomever he/she collaborates with, irrespective of geographic location.
The major danger associated with globalized, standardized
systems is over-homogenization. A good example is found in
the history of agricultural genetic engineering. Sophisticated
breeding and cloning of grains and vegetables optimizing for
marketable traits has developed into a loss of genetic diversity.
Many farms and even entire countries use genetic clones for
maximizing agricultural production. As described by Jones(3),
a crisis for American grain farmers in the 1970’s occurred when
a sixth of the grain crop was destroyed by a virulent fungus.
Because all the grain was of a single type, they shared a singular lack of resistance. After a frantic search, the farmers found a
more ancient species of grain to breed a more resistant plant.
As a result, there are now seed banks around the world to protect agricultural genetic diversity.
Being wary of homogenization, artists need to differentiate between the preservation of a unity of artistic ideals and the
conservation of the environment of diversity. In the present
day, artistic ideas are moving in synchronism with the rest of
the world, changing so quickly that no aesthetic can dominate
for very long. Instead of a traditional model in which an ar-tistic movement grows out of a local community and reaches ascendancy by which others are judged, the acceleration of information transfer offered by the Internet can lead to a weakening
diffusion and confusion of taste. The result could be a homogenous blandness, (American television, dubbed into many languages, is an example of global homogeneity in a creative form).
The solution is to recognize the necessity of diversity for
ensuring artistic well-being. Comparing off-line and on-line
art will reveal much about the personal meaning, apart from the
media hype, that people find in this media. What will artists on
the Internet look for: communicating without meeting people?
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anonymousart? game art? Their mutual influence is already fax, Internet. All is by proxy. We more and more rarely comfelt in many multi-media exhibits. In any form, once an artist municatedirectly andinternally,with the multiplicity and chance
presentshis/her work to the public (fairly easyon the Internet), of the sharedmoment.
it is placed in context, judged by what had beencreatedbefore,
and influences the criteria for what comes after.
Ironically, virtual reality hasfully arrived for the individual,
not for the environment, in that it has become easier than ever
The Internet also offers a re-evaluationof the place of the to fabricate our own personain relationships,personal and proindividual. Biologists have arguedthat genesare purely inter- fessional. In relationshipsby E-mail we are never betrayedby
estedin perpetuating more genes,thus the entire theory of sur- the subtletiesof tone of voice, expression,gesture,timing, apvival of the fittest, genetic success,etc.. From this viewpoint, pearance,touch or smell. We always get to finish what we say,
the organism itself is nearly inconsequentialexcept as a risky and every interaction is self-edited. Yet these can be poisoned
chromosomal repository. Yet genes survive for individuals gifts. The reality is that we are increasingly alone in front of
success(i.e. living long enoughto reproduce),and cannot look our terminals. We experiencedisengaged from the sources,
into the future to predict and adjust to environmentsthat do not which connotesa dependenceand trust on people several inforyet exist. All evolution, genetic and artistic, is fortuitous, with- mational generationsremoved from us: the few people actuout master plan. Artists working though the Internet have a ally experiencing,the translatorsinto disseminatingmedia and
chanceto work and create on a communal level, much as ants the digital catalogersandsuucturahsts.The facility of thesetypes
in a hive or beesin a colony. One exampleis JOE BLOW, whose of relationshipswill also affect artists.
“World’s Longest Sentence”invited anyone on the Internet to
contribute (as long as they didn’t place a period) to the piece
A promise inherent in the Internet is the potential that art
exhibited in a Soho gallery. The “World’s Longest Sentence” will be perceivedmore and more as its own medium, complete
introduces a new form of art, on a new scale of diffusion of in developmentof processand interactionratherthan as an elabocreation, that sublimates the individual contributions to a col- rate obsessionof objects.While modem art hasbeen freed from
lective work.
representationof the physical world, it has curiously remained
tied to physical existence. Acorporeality offers an alternative
Another crucial way to preserveheterogeneitybesidesdi- from the dogma of art for museumsand the concept of the hisversification is mutation. The key to artistic as well as genetic tory of art and the lives of artists existing merely to produce
successlies in such accidents. For laymen, the word mutation objectswith market value. Art has beenchained for too long to
conjuresvisions of arthritic, oversizedlizards eatingTokyo. But the idea of production.
this is really an artistic rather than scientific view. Genetically
speaking,mutations are minute, constant,potentially lethal and
But like currency,which has becomea phantom idea long
yet essential for survival. The majority of mutations have no untetheredfrom any basisin reality (i.e. the gold standard),and
discernibleeffect whatsoever,occurringasnaturalerrorsin DNA yet remainsan obsessionin our society, now, art has its chance
replication. Some of these copying mistakes have a great im- to flourish as the conjectural.
pact on the success(i.e. local environmental adaptability) of
the organism. Artistically speaking, creativity is mutation,
Art is most interesting when it has a profound connection
modifying old ideas, objects, techniquesand forms. To con- betweenits medium and its content. It is a better idea to explore
tinue the analogy: developmentis random,improvementis rela- time-basedart (consuming,using, and consciousof time), rather
tive, and successis basedon the environment. Major concepts than painting clocks. In that sense,what kind ofart will be cominherent in mutation theory are the primacy of chanceand the fortable on the net? Probably one that capitalizes on the nature
expediencyof existence-ideasalso important to struggling art- of the net. The scalebetweenindividual and forum will change.
ists everywhere.
No longer limited to the number of visitors to a museum, or
other traditional temporaland geographicalconstraints(the criThus, considering so many variableswhen we discussthe teria will be the ownership of computersand modems), the imfuture of art on the Internet, we can only considerthe structure pact of individual contribution will be recalibratedin direct proof digital transfer, not the variability and potential in individual portion to the numberof peoplecontributing. Conceivably,more
artists. The potential remains in the individual. We won’t want contributions, Iessindividual impact.
to follow the precedent of poor Dr. Frankensteinwho is now
confused with his creation.
By viewing art on the Internet as a gigantic network, as
wondrous, varied and uncontrollable as genetic activity, it can
III. Using the Metaphor
be seenas a global cadavreexquis (invented by the Surrealists,
Advances in technology have exploded the number of our one artist would begin drawing a fantastical animal and fold
indirect experiences. After the evening news we say that we over the paper, hiding all but the incomplete lines for the next
“saw” the event, but in our living rooms we are far too detached artist, who would continue drawing the animal without seeing
to claim actualexperience.We communicatethroughtelephone, what was drawn before, etc.. The animal finally revealedfrom
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head to foot was surely surreal). Digital art on the worldwide
scale can also be seen as a conglomerateof minute individual
contributions, too numerousfor any individual to know all (The
connecting lines will be software constraints and the strength
of precedent).
ProfessorDavid E. Goldberg, Director at the Illinois Genetic Algorithms Laboratory (IlliGAL) unwittingly provides an
idea for artists on their home web page by describing genetic
algorithms as using equationsand programmedproceduresto
mimic environ mental selectionon variablesgeneratedby computer from artistic ideas. Thus the artist retains specificity of
processwhile inviting chanceoperationsdone by the computer
to guide the results.
The accessibility of the Internet will allow artists to select
and recombine ideas in this way from many diverse sources.It
will also advancenon-linear learning and expression,advancing a democracyof collage, possibly redefining the hunting and
gathering of information from a processto the goal. This nonliner pattern (explained as the conceptof chanceby John Cage
and Merce Cunningham), representsour true daily experience
of visual and sound “bytes”. The popular use of “byte” taken
from computer terminology, now applied to the torrent of information we marinate in, highlights a changein our way of seeing equal to the revolution of photography’s arrest of the instant. As we channel surf in homes or surf on the Internet
(switching rapidly from place to place, we prove that we are all
experts in non-linear systems. We are connoisseursof chaos.
With this new medium, I imagine art as global as weather
patterns.A cadavreexquis beyond belief. Aestheticswill be as
untraceableand unenforceableas the sourceof thunderstorms.
A visual map of global artistic activity will resemblesatellite
footage of the world’s meteorological activity. Art critics will
function as weathermen. The content of art will be its medium
(a fascinating paradox), Weatherart.

Q Anita Cheng 1995
Many thanks lo: Chrisrophe MalbreL Diane Rosenblatt,
Ronaldo Kiel and Philippe Leca
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As technology and sciencecontinue to break down phenomenapreviously held to be whole, artists arepresentedwith
new methodsand conceptswith which to work. Life and intelligence, two areascurrently under the scientific gaze, are of
particular interest to the author. After giving a survey of his
work, the author respondsto criticism of the attempt to create
intelligent entities.
Creating Entities

For the last four yearsI have been creating works of art
which are aestheticexperimentsin autonomy. These experimentsinvestigate,or attemptto redefine,boundariesof humanity, nature,and technology.
The actual things I build, which I call either autonomous
entitiesor familiars, generallyhavesomesort of behaviorwithin
a particularcontext. It is in this relationshipof behaviorto context whereI situate my art. In order to work in the medium of
autonomousentities, I’ve beenfollowing and applying current
researchin such areasas artificial life, genetic algorithms, and
neuralnetworks.
I’m learning and using thesetools not becauseI’m fascinatedwith thesetopics and the debatesaroundthem - though
in fact I admit that I’m far more interestedin thesedebatesthan,
say, most literary or psychoanalytictheory. I’m not creating
pieces using these tools becauseof the tolls’ implications for
our species,althoughthey will have seriousimplications. I’m
doing it becauseI think people and animals, autonomousentities I havecontactwith, areby far the most interestingthings in
the world. Far more interestingthan Venice in threepoint perspective,than sculptedbodies without animus, than the interplay of abstractideaswithin culture. As I seeit, animalsare the
most interestingthings in the universe,and I’ll be lucky if I can
createsomethingwith the complexity of an animal.
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H

Of course,that’s impossiblenow. I’ve been gambling, so
far, five yearsof my life that certain developmentsin scientific
researchwill eventually allow me to build truly complex entities, or, rather,to allow them to emergefrom componentswhich
I build. Centralto this notion arethe strategiesof Brooks (Steels
& Brooks, 1995) and his ideas of emergentbehavior and behavior-basedrobotics.

Embodied Works

I have createdfour autonomousentities to date. The first,
I’ll just describequickly. It was initially intendedto be a hollow vesselfor varioustasks,for behaviors.It certainlysucceed
in the hollow part. I thoughtthat if I built a generalmanipulator, I could test many behaviorsand metaphoricalacts with it.
It had many degreesof freedom, half a dozen sensors,half a
dozenactuators,and lots, lots lots of inertia.

The final piece is a work in progress,in an early stageof
development. It is a product for an earth with drastically less
biodiversity. As specieslose both their sourceof food and their
naturalpredators,unpredictable,complexchangesoccurwithin
their genepool andpopulationlevels, usually leadingto further
changesin the environmentand evento extinction. What better
solution (ahem)than a technologywhich assuresboth natural
predationand a constantsupply of food?

This robot becameso complex,mechanicallyand in software, that I neverreally got a chanceto give it behaviors;it just
poseda lot. I also agreewith Simon Pennythat this approach,
form first and behaviorsecond,is wrong. After I realizedthat
form should follow behavior,I titIed the piece after a Kipling
verse: From coupler-flange to spindle guide I see thy hand o

This piecethat I’m starting works with a specific ant species living in a barrenartificial environment. It alternatesbetween both feeding and nurturing the ants at a rate similar to
what would occurin their naturalenvironment,and killing them
at the rate their predatorswould in a natural environment.

god, predestination in the stroke of yon connectin’ rod... John
Calvin might ha’ forged the same. I can personallyattestto

It shouldbe clear from theseworks that it is not the mechanism, the movement,or the pure physical form of thesepieces
which is important.

the fact that a long namecan spice up boring material.

Moving on, I’ve built threepiecesthat deal with the issue
What is importantto thesepiecesis their situationin a part
of technology and social control. They form a seriescalled of culture, their transformationof that part of culture, and the
“Products for a Dystopian Future.” I’m using theseimaginary behaviorsby which they make that transformation.
devicesin the sameway that Ridley Scott usedBladeRlotneror
George Orwell used 1984; as editorial extensionsof current Why bother?
cultural trends.
We are autonomousentities. The idea of creatingnew autonomousentities has beenfloating aroundfor millennia. The
The first in this series,hunter hunter, exploresan issue first self-regulating(cybernetic)systemson record, variations
of consciousnessand morality. In moral systemswhere even on the flush toilet, were createdin ancient Greece. The comthinking about a sin is actually sinful (as in many religions), plex automataof the 18thand 19thcenturies(simulatedducks,
true virtue lies in orthopraxy: Considerationand thought are chesspIaying Turks) expresseda desireto mimic living beings
really potentials for evil. hunter hunter, a virtuous autono- in four dimensions,Observersof thesedid not doubt that techmous entity, has a simple binary moral code which punishes nology could, eventually,simulateliving beings;many philosoaggressionwith aggression. Using a sensor-servoloop, it can phers viewed (and still do) animals as relatively simple matriangulate precisely on the location of a loud noise, process chines.Parallelingthesetechnologicalinvestigationsweremoral
that noise through a simple Adeline neural-networkto discern ones: The golem and Frankenstein’smonsterare two popular
if the noise is a gun shot, and if so, fire a bullet (9mm is the examplesof moral lessonswhich useartificial entities.
inner-city option), back that exact direction.
Critics of the notion of creating artificial entities fall into
Scopes Beacon is a site specific installationfor placement two camps. Thereare thosethat doubt it can be doneon a pracunderthe ClarenceDar-rowmemorialbridgeon Chicago’sSouth tical level, and those that object to the idea of even trying it.
Side. It’s a technologyfor a future whereevolution is no longer The former have their points, and I personally hope they are
allowedto be taught. It containsgeneticentities,stringsofASCII wrong. The latter are often trying to preservean organic or an
data, which are competing for survival in an environmentthat essentialistview of life; again, time will tell.
selectsthesetext bits for their similarity to successivelines from
Genesis. So, of forty or so initially random strings,the enviOne novel argumentagainsteventrying to createartificial
ronment seIectedtwo strings with the letters closestto “In the entities comesfrom JeanBaudriIlard,presentedin his treatise
beginningthe world was without form and....” Thesetwo strings “Xerox and Infinity” from “The Transparency of Evil.”
were genetically spliced, randomly, along their length, with a Baudtillard’soverall body of work is importantenoughthat it’s
tiny bit of randomchangeof characters,to createforty new text worth investigatingthis argument.
strings. Of theseforty offspring, the two which were closestto
the targetsentencewereselected,bred,etc. The sentencewould
Baudrillardattemptsto contextualizeeffortsat creatingarbe spelled within about sixty generations,typically. Then the tificial intelligence. He doesn’tpull his punches;the first senenvironmentwould changeto demand“and god did move....” tenceof “Xerox and Infinity” reads:
The results of eachgenerationwere “printed” to an FM digital
radio and an LCD screen,disseminatinga proof of the exist"If men create intelligent machines, orfantasize about them
enceof evolution.
if is either because they secretly despair of their own
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Baudrillard,who perceivesAI researchasan abdicationof
personalresponsibility to one’s own intelligence, ignores the
many useful and poetic functions artificial intelligencesmight
fulfill. The questionsof languageand meaning semioticians
wrestle with may be impossibleto solve becausewe have only
Later:
‘lf men dream of machines that are unique, that are one data set, one history. Artificial life, too, can be used to
endowed with genius, it is because theydespair of their own illuminate some of the central questionsof the human experiuniqueness, or because they prefer to do without it - to enjoy it ence. Questionsfrom biology like the origins of life, or the
by proxy, so to speak, thanks to machines. ” mechanismof autopoiesis,may well be impossibleto piece togetherfrom the fossil record. Surely a definition of life, lanIt is tempting to initially dismissthesearguments;we are, guage,or intelligencecanbe more easily generalizedfrom mulmostof us at ISEA, alreadyconverted.And, in fact, Baudrillard tiple examples?
works off of many false assumptions:He talks repeatedlyabout
Baudrillard says that “All kinds of spareparts are avail“the greatprogressthat his beenmadein artificial intelligence.”
I, for one, would like to know what he’sreferring to - perhaps ableto help humansachievegratification, but nonehasyet been
he’s beenreadingMinsky. He ignoresaspectsof emergentbe- devisedthat could takepleasurein their stead.”Why would an
havior or emergentcomputationwhen he says that ‘Even the autonomousintelligencetakepleasurein our stead? Is this like
most intelligent machinescan never be more than they are...” immigrantstakingjobs.7 Doeshe think thereis a limited amount
But his thesisdoesraisea new and importantquestion: Are we of pleasurein the universe?Is he somehowjealous of the possure that we are not attemptingto createartificial intelligence sibility that somethingelsecould achievepleasure?
so as to, in some way, yield the responsibilityfor our own?
In fact, Baudrillard’sargument,when zoomedout a little,
Luckily, we don’t haveto look far to find good reasonsfor is sweptaway by what Daniel Dennetcalls Darwin’s “universal
creatingintelligent entities that are not human. Baudrillardtac- acid”. To imagine that humansare the end of evolution is just
itly assumesthat such an intelligence would be human-like. If, plain uninformed. It is likely that within a century or two, intelon the other hand,intelligencesthat weredifferent from human ligenceswill be createdby human endeavor.I, for both moral
intelligencewere invented,we would havethe potentialto learn and aestheticreasons,want to ensurethat these intelligences
from them. In fact, we alreadydo - deceptivedolphins and arenot in the noseconeof a smartmissile, or usedto maximize
warringgorillasaretwo specieswe’ve alreadylearnedalot from. profit for a few corporations. Baudrillard thinks it’s silly to
There are thousandsmore on this planet, and potentially a lot attemptto add to the net amountof intelligenceon the planet.I
more to come.
think that intelligence, diverse intelligence, is somethingwe
could all use more of.
There’sanotherexampleof intelligent, autonomousentities which serve humansrather than dehumanizethem; monQ Christopher Csikszenlmih6lyi 1995
sters,as heardin myth, seenin painting, and sensedunderthe
University Of California San Diego
bed. As has often been said, monstersare cultural tools for
Visual Arts Department0327
9500 Gilman Drive
mappingthe boundarybetweenwhat a culture thinks is human
La Jolla, California 92093-0327
andwhat is not. Monstersde-monstrate.Ambroise Par6built a
taxonomy roughly divided between monsters and prodigies.
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A culture’s monstersare a test of what that culture hopes
to differentiateitself from. As DonnaHarawaypointsout, “The
CentaursandAmazonsof ancientGreeceestablishedthe limits
of the centeredpolis of the Greek male by their disruption of
marriageand boundarypollutions of the warrior with animality
and woman.”(Haraway, 1991) I doubt that angels,God, centaurs,rakshasas,and bodhisattvasdehumanizeus; In fact, it is
within the cracks of all theseartificial, if fictional, intelligent
entities that many definitions of our speciesmay be found.
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.,. through their “immensity” these two kinds of space
- the space of intimacy apld workI space-blend.
When human solitude deepens, then the two immensities
touch and become identical.
,..by changing space, by ieaving the space
of one’s usual sensibilities,
one enters into communication with a space
thaz is psychicaily innovating...
For we do not change place,
we change our nature.

GastonBachelard,
ThePoeticsofSpace, 1964

/TI

hesenoteshavebeendevelopedduring the processof
conceptualizingand realizing the immersive virtual
space,OSMOSE.As theory and practice, OSMOSE addresses
a numberof aspectsrelated to the medium of “virtual reality”
that are often overlooked:theseinvolve the very essenceof the
medium, in terms of immersive spatiality and the role of the
body within its domain. In OSMOSE, I have set out to createa
work which expressesan emotional and visionary content particular to my own practice as an artist, and in so doing demonstratethe medium’spotentialto enableus to experienceour place
in the world afresh,or to paraphraseBachelard,to changespace
in order change our nature. Now that OSMOSE is out in the
world, I have been able to incorporateinto thesenotes certain
insights gainedfrom public responseto the work.

to

OSMOSE / as technology and installation
OSMOSEis an interactiveimmersivevirtual environment.
utilizing 3D computergraphicsand spatializedsound.The core
experienceis that of the “immersant”, accessedvia a stereoscopic head mounted display and a motion capture vest with
breathingand balancesensors.A secondaryaspectof OSMOSE
is the audience’svicarious witnessingof eachimmersant’sjourney in real-time, via stereoscopicvideo projection anb headphones. The installation at the Mu& d’art contemporain(Aug.
19 - Oct. 1.1995) consistsof a dark quiet spaceand two largescale openingsof light facing each other, one horizontal, the
other vertical, one the stereoscopicvideo projection, the other a
shadow-silhouetteof the immersant.This silhouette servesto
poeticizethe immersant’sbody gestures(alongwith headmount,
cablesetc), allowing privacy while drawing the audience’sattention to the role of the immersant’sbody as a medium for
communicating experience. OSMOSE was created with
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Softimage 3D and custom VR software and runs on a Silicon
Graphics parallel processing Onyx computer. Information on
the creativeprocessand teammembersis included further along
in this text.

OSMOSE /as a visual and aural aesthetic

The visual aestheticof OSMOSE is soft, semi-transparent
and ambiguous,consisting of luminous particles and translucent textures. I have developedthis aestheticover years of my
own art practice, first through painting and then through makOSMOSE / as content
ing still imageswith Softimage 3D software. Most of the variSimply stated,OSMOSE is about “being-in-the-world” in ous world-spacesof OSMOSE are representedpoetically, in
its most profound sense,i.e. our subjective experienceas sen- terms of their implicit, interior qualities rather than phenomtient, embodied, incarnate, living beings embeddedin a spa- enaloutwardappearances.
Representation
fluctuatesbehveent&utially-enveloping living flowing world. Osmosis: a biological rationandabstraction,andfigure&roundrelationshipsareambiguprocessinvolving passagefrom one side of a membraneto an- ous to allow for open-endedemotionally-associativeinterpretaother.Osmosis as metaphor: transcendence of di$erence through tions, ratherthan superficialillustration.Temporaltransitionsbemutualabsorption, dissolution of boundaries between inner and tween world-spacesare long-lasting and subtle, creating fluid,
outel; intermingling of self and world, longing for the Other: spatially-complex,non-Cartesianrelationshipsbetween worlds.
OSMOSE as an artwork is motivated by the desire to heal the All of theseelementswork togetherto loosenthe mind’s rational
Cartesiansplit betweenmind andbody, subjectandobject,which hold, dissolvingthesubject/objectdichotomy,and in a dream-like
has shapedour cultural values and contributed to our dominat- way shifting the immersant’smodeof experiencefrom the everying and alienatedstancetowards life. In this context, OSMOSE day bias of eyesightto one that resonatesdeeperwithin the body.
seeksto re-sensitize,reconnectingmind, body and world.
There are a dozen virtual world-spaces‘within OSMOSE.
The sound in OSMOSE is spatialized and interactive in
Most of these, with the exception of an introductory Cartesian real-time, respondingto changesin the immersant’s location,
Grid, are basedon archetypal elementsof Nature: they include direction and speed.In a lay person’sterms (not being a musia Forest,Leaf, Clearing, Pond,Abyss, SubterraneanEarth, and cian) my goal was to have sound that was neither literal nor
Cloud. Two other worlds, Code (containing 40,000 lines of cus- illustrational, musical nor sound effect-like, but which was, in
tom software used to create the work) and Text (my own writ- equivalenceto the visual aesthetic,aurally ambiguous. I also
ings and excerptsof relevant philosophical and poetic texts on wanted the sound to be hauntingly emotional rather than abnature and technology) function as a substratum and stract or chaotic, which provided a challenge to the composer
superstratumparenthesizingthe work. All of theseworlds con- and designer working with me who were faced with the chalnect to one another in various ways. There is also a Lifeworld, lenge of spatially and temporally shaping a composition that
symbolizing life/Earth itself, which appearswhen it is time to would changein real-time according to the immersant’s interbring the immersive sessiongently to a close.
action. All the soundsin OSMOSE are derived from samplings
of a single male and female voice, a compositional decision
A simplified schematic of OSMOSE:
which subliminally re-affirms the presenceof the human body
within the work. The significanceof soundin the designand experienceof virtual spacesis often underestimated:in OSMOSE,
soundand imageryhavebecomeone, amplifying eachother.
Text
*
*
Cloud
*
CartesianGrid
>>> * Forest * Clearing * Tree * Leaf * >>>
Lifeworld
**
SubterraneanEarth Pond
**
*
Abyss
*

OSMOSE / as an interactive aesthetic

The interactive aestheticor user interface of OSMOSE is
body-centered.It is basedon the intuitive, instinctual, visceral
processes of breathing and balance. Through breath, the
immersant is able to rise and fall in space with subtlety and
precision. By altering the centre of balance, the immersant is
able to changedirection. The use of thesemethods,inspired by
my own experiencesof scuba diving, has many implications
for the work as a whole, both on an instrumental level and in
terms of metaphor.They are intended to re-affirm the role of
the living physical body in immersive virtual space,as subjective experiential ground. They are also intendedto act as channels of communion rather than tools of control. As in meditation, the practice of following one’s breath and being centered
in balance opens up a profound way of relating to the world
(Drew Leder, TheAbsent Body):
Breath is a potent tool of overcoming dualism. Physiologically, respiration standsat the very threshold of
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the ecstaticand visceral, the voluntary and the involuntary... inside and outside, self and Other are
relativized, porous, eachtime one takesa breath.The
air is constantly transgressingboundaries,sustaining
life through inter-connection. One may have spent
years studying the mystics on the unreality of dualism and this remain an abstractidea. But in following
breath, one begins to embody this truth. ~178
Balanceis a questionof centering.When we areproperly centered,our experienceof Being is in equilibrium. Being well-centered, we can encounter other
beings in a more open, receptive way. Finding our
center is a necessarystep in the developmentof our
ontological capacity to open ourselvesto the larger
measureof being and to encounterother beings with
a presencethat is deeply responsive.Coming home
to our true center of being, we can begin to relax our
egological defences,and begin to experiencethings
outside the subject/object polarization. Being wellcentered in Being is therefore at the very root of
Gelassenheil,that “way of being” in virtue of which
according to Heidegger, we are going to be most
favoured with a deeperexperienceof beings,and the
presenting of Being as such. ~274
OSMOSE / as a medium of expression

The desire to expressa particular contentprecededall else
in OSMOSE. The themes in OSMOSE, related to archetypal
aspectsof nature and the body and envelopingluminous space,
have been the focus of my artistic practice - through painting
and 3D software - for more than fifteen years.My background
as painter, i.e. thinking in terms of simultaneousrelationships
rather than linear narrative, of ambiguoussemi-transparentfigure/groundgestaltsratherthan literal illustration hasprofoundly
influenced OSMOSE’s visual aesthetic.In the mid-80’s I abandonedpainting when the two-dimensionalpicture planebecame
a limitation for expressingmy ideas,and becameinvolved with
3D computer graphics becauseof its potential for creation in
virtual three-dimensionalspace.Between 1990and 1993,I produced a seriesof still imageswith Softimage3D software,titled
The Interior Body series,comprisedof imagescalledLeaJ Root,
.SeerlBloom, Stream, etc, all metaphoricalthemeswhich recccur in OSMOSE. Although these images were created in 3D
spacethey were output as flat 2D stills. It was thereforea natural progressionfor me to move into VR or what I prefer to call
“immersive virtual space”(since the term VR is so overusedit
doesn’tmean anything anymore)becauseof its spatially-enveloping quality. The museuminstallation includesa painting from
1985 which was an attempt to representluminous enveloping
space.In OSMOSE, a decadelater, I have found the medium
capableof expressingmy artistic vision.

OSMOSE / as space
The medium of OSMOSE is immersive virtual space.This
is not merely a conceptualspacebut spacein the senseof being
extended,three-dimensional,and enveloping. At present, full
accessto this space is possible only via a stereoscopicheadmounted dispIay. Although such encumbermentis disparaged
by many, as a diver who dons a tank of air, mask, fins, weights
andbuoyancy-controlvest to accessoceanicspace,the wearing
of a Head Mount is to me a minor inconvenience becauseit
offers accessto anotherkind of space.Immersive virtual space
is a new spaceto which we now have bodily access.I think of it
as a spatial-temporalarena,where mental models or constructs
of the world can be given virtual form and then kinaesthetically,
synaestheticallyexplored through full-body immersion and interaction. No other spaceallows this, no other medium of human expression.As humans,we have accessto very few kinds
of physical space.I can think of only terrestrial spaceand oceanic space. (Outer space isn’t accessible to most of us, and
cyberspaceisn’t relevant to this discussion becauseit is not
bodily-accessibleunlessit takes on the qualities of immersive
virtual space.)
At present,most people rely on their everyday experience
of terrestrial spacewhen it comes to designing virtual environments. As a result, virtual worlds are filled with hard-edgedsolid-objects-in-empty-space,horizontal floors and walls, etc.
Similarly, interface/navigational methods are based on walking, bicycling, driving with joysticks etc. Not only does this
approachto the medium severelylimit its potential, but it tends
to uphold the statusquo, conveying dominant Westerncultural
values.
OSMOSE hasbeeninfluenced by my experienceas a diver
of deep oceanicspace.Oceanicspace,in comparison to terrestrial, is not empty but enveloping and sensuous,not horizontal
but vertical, often beyond measuring.At depths of 100-200 ft
of water over a 6000 ft abyss,the ocean takes on the quality of
pure limitless space,fluid, enveloping, interior, embryonic. Distinctions betweennear/far and inside/out becomeblurred: a luminous speck can be a distant pelagic or rod misfiring in the
retina of one’s own eye. Divers do not walk or drive or manipulate joysticks, but float, free from gravity, using subtleties of
breath and balanceto ascendand descend.Buoyancy control is
an essentialskill that enablesdivers to move subtlely and sensitively. When this skill is masteredand the diver is able to hover
motionlessly, suspended,it is an extraordinarily mind-altering
experience.Two yearsago I was diving abovea blue hole in the
Bahamas,floating between layers of lacy white cobweb-like
algae and warm ocbre gas-clouds: I lost all sense of where I
was, whether I was inside a dream, or was having a drug-induced hallucination, or whether I had become a bird flying
through heaven.Diving offers a meansof changing space.
There is another physical space,not exterior but interior,
which bears resemblanceand relevance to immersive virtual
space.This is the subjectively-felt spaceof the self, i.e. the interior spaceinto which our minds and visceral organs project the
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immaterial imagery of dreams.All human imagery arisesfrom
a single psycho-physiologicalsource,namely the human imagination groundedin the material body (seeCampbell).Although
our culture has drastically separatedexterior from interior, and
valuedthe objectiveoverthesubjective,poetssuchasRainerMaria
Rilke and the philosopherGastonBachelardspenttheir lives reaffiing the inter-relationship,the interplay between exterior
physical world-spaceand the interior spiritual spaceof self. The
BuddhistandNeoConfucian traditionsof”forming onebody with
all things”otherwiseknown as expansiveawarenessalsoexplore
this relationship.(seeLeder,and Callicon) My own desireto heal
the schismbetweenouter andinner is probablybasedon an experience I had twenty yearsago, in a field at dusk, when for an instantthe boundariesof my mind expandedto mergewith the horizon, creatingof senseof union betweenself and world that I have
been seekingever since. Both of these spaces,inner and outer,
mergeosmotically through the body.
OSMOSE / as body
It is impossible to speak of immersive virtual spaceor of
enveloping physical spacewithout speakingof the body, for the
very experienceof being spatially-envelopeddependson having a centre-of-being.And for us, as incarnatebeings, this centre is the body. It is only through the living organic body that we
can accessthe world. It is only through the body that we can
transcendthe body. My concernswith the body in immersive
virtual spaceare not with its objective representation,i.e. how
it is perceived by others, but rather how the immersant’s body
is subjectively-felt, how the immersant senseshis or her own
interior body as a centre-of-being within immersive space.By
its very nature, immersive virtual space invites full-body
kinaestheticexploration,leading to deeperengagementthan that
involving just the mind. Immersion in OSMOSE is deliberately
solitary for the goal is not to connect the immersant to other
people but to the depths of his or her own self.
The paradox of experiencing immersive virtual spaceis
that it feels both embodied and disembodiedat the sametime.
In OSMOSE, for a variety of reasons,this paradoxis amplified.
After a certain period of immersion (usually aboutten minutes),
various conditions related to imagery, luminosity, semi-transparency, spatial ambiguity, slow subtle transitions between
worlds, evocative resonant sounds, along with solitude, deep
breathing and maintaining a centre of balancewithin the space
all combine to create a suspended dreamlike state in the
immersant’s mind, which is experiencedas a distinct shift of
awarenessas he or she lets go and boundariesbetween inner,
outer, mind, body, spaceand time are dissolved.
I believe that it is only through the body, through bodycenteredinterfaces,that we can truly accessthis spaceand explore its potential. I am also awarethat recognition of the body’s
role in immersive virtual spacemay be inherently female. The
whole notion of space as enveloping and womblike around a
body at its centre is probably feminine rather than masculine,
as is the desire to usethis technology to re-sensitizerather than
de-sensitize,to re-affirm life itself.
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OSMOSE / as immateriality and temporality
Another key aspectof immersive virtual space is its immateriality. By this, I mean its capacity to contain immaterial
forms, i.e. within this spaceit is possible to createthree-dimensionally embodied forms which cannot exist physically in the
real world. This obviously differs from two-dimensional media
such as painting and photography,but also significantly from
sculpturein that theseforms, even when extending through virtual three-dimensionalspace,have no solidity, no materiality,
and it is possibleto float right through them. In OSMOSE, this
immaterial quality is pushedeven further through its visual aesthetic which relies on semi-transparencyto create spatial ambiguity. In addition, emphasishas been placed on representing
aspectsof Nature which we cannot normally seeinstead of mimetically reproducing surface appearancesof solid objects already existing in the real world.
OSMOSEalso encompasses
a temporaldimension.By this
I do not mean the obvious aspectsof reaLtime interaction or
movementwithin the spaceby the immersant or other entities,
but transformation.OSMOSE is concernedwith the transformative aspectof life or Nature, i.e. life as an irrepressiblecurrent, flowing through various phasesof life and death, and the
transformationof light to darknessthrough cycles of dawn, day,
dusk and night. This notion of fluidity is essential not onIy to
our subjectiveexperienceof being, but to life itself.
In OSMOSE,the effect of thesequalities on the immersant
is strangely euphoric, and increasesthe paradoxical sense of
embodiment/disembodiment.For me, the categoriesof immaterial and material, mind and matter, body and spirit are all osmotically interlinked: immersive virtual spaceseemsto be the
most effective medium for exploring their connections.
OSMOSE / as nature
It is important to addressherethe relationship in OSMOSE
between Nature and technology. In this context, by Nature I
mean that which is not-man-made,i.e. the living flowing world
around us, not the cement and pavement and plastic and steel
that surround us in cities but earth and rivers and forests and
fields. Thesehave a deeply life-affirming power, becausethey
are not-us and are the sourcefrom which we came and to which
(cyborgs excepted) we will return. As technoIogy, OSMOSE
doesnot seekto replaceNature. Immersion in OSMOSE is not
a replacementfor walking in the woods. What OSMOSE can
do however, like all art, is filter human experience of Nature
through an artjst’s vision, distilling or amplifying certain aspects,so that peoplewho experienceOSMOSE can seefreshly,
canbecomei-e-sensitized
so the next time they walk in the woods,
they may experienceit more fully, more openly. In reminding
peopleof the extraordinarinessof simply being alive, OSMOSE
may inspire peopleto protect those woods as well. OSMOSE is
not a replacementfor Nature, but a spatial-temporal arena we
can perhapsre-learn how to be.

OSMOSE / as creative process
The making of OSMOSE has been a team effort. It could
not have been createdby one person working alone.Although

of Cartesian desire, in that it enables us to create worlds where

working out the concept, the various worlds, the interactive
approach etc, before getting a team involved. Georges Mauro
who is responsible for the graphics in OSMOSE, is a classically trained animator who has worked with me and on
Softimage for many years and who has come to understand my
aesthetic and painterly approach to creation. John Harrison, who

be to seduce us to turn away en masse from our bodies and
Nature, enchanted and distracted while we continue wasting the
resources that sustain us and erasing the futures of countless
other-beings on the Earth. This desire to escape the body may
be symptomatic of pathological denial of our materiality and
mortality. For me, it is tempting to suggest that belief in artifi-

wrote all the custom virtual-reality software for OSMOSE,

cial intelligence and silicon as a meansof delivery into immor-

we have total control, where the presenceof aging mortal flesh
and animal-othersis denied, and where there is, to paraphrase
its themes and aesthetic have evolved over more than a decade Laurie Anderson,no ‘dirt”. Popular and media-hyped expectaof solitary painting and making images with Softimage soft- tions of “virtual reality” reflect a longing to transcend the limiware, I actually began writing about OSMOSE two years ago, tations of our physical surroundings.The long-term effect may

joined the Visual Research team a year anda half ago and brought
considerabIe expertise as well as a sincere desire to work towards an artist’s vision. Ground work and testing of various
techniques took place over a year, while actual world-building

tal omnipotence on some other Eden is a but testosterone-induced dream...
Many forms of digital media offer evidence of these dominant cultural values. In its most prevalent form, virtual reality
and immersion in the HMD beganonly six monthsago. In May, can be considered to be “a literal re-enactment of Cartesian onDorota Blaszczak came from Poland to design and program the toIogy” (see Coyne, Gigliotti) representing the human subject
sound. She was joined soon after by Rick Bidlack from Seattle as an omnipotent and isolated view-point, “an island of conwho composed and programmed all the music. They worked
sciousness in a sea of insensate matter” (see Leder) maneuverclosely together, with little time, lots of pressure and off-theing in empty space and probing objects with an acquisitive hand
shelf equipment, to translate my vision into[sound.
(see Tikka). Most 3D graphic techniques are laden with conOnce we were able to become immersed in the worlds, my ventions such as Cartesian space which have been inherited from
attempts at pre-scripting interactive possibilities were superseded the Western scientific and military paradigm. The conventional
by responding in situ to the work as it progressed. In this way, 3D computer graphic aesthetic relies on polygonal texturedthe creative process itself became very much like painting, a mapped models - “hard-edged solid objects in empty space” - a
combination of planning and serendipity, where a single change combination of low-level mimetic realism with emphasis on
affects everything else, and all world-spaces had to be constantly
surface appearance, Cartesian space and Renaissance perspecreworked in relation to each other, so that the entire work evolved tive, all of which reinforce a dualist way of seeing the world in
as a whole. I consider OSMOSE as a work-in-progress and we terms of mastery and control (see Jones, Wright). Commercial
have many uncharted areas to explore.
computer games approach interactivity as a means of empowering the human subject, most often male (see Cornwall). These
OSMOSE / in context
approaches to digital media reflect our culture’s Cartesian worldThe context in which OSMOSE is situated is of prime view, with its tendency to reduce the world and its myriad of
importance. Our culture’s privileging of mind over matter has inhabitants to “standing-reserve” for human consumption (see
contributed to devaluation of the body, as well as women and Heidegger). In this context, conventional use and consumption
various “others”. Historically, this world-view has contributed
of the technology is increasing our estrangement from Nature,
to the plundering of non-human beings and their habitats as and the de-sacralization of our world. OSMOSE approaches
objects for human use: the negative implications of this stance these issues by using immersive virtual space as a means of
are becoming ever more apparent as evidence of world-wide
resisting the trajectory described above, as a way of acting
environmental degradation increases. As “unspoiled” unmediagainst the increasing biological, ecological, and spiritual imated Nature recedes from our lives through urbanization of hu- poverishment of our age.
man populations and habitat destruction, there are signs that
while the biological consequences for many species (including
OSMOSE /in summary
ourselves) are devastating the effects may be psychologically
The desire to re-affirm our essential physical and spiritual
damaging as well. This premise known as the Biophilia Hy- inter-connectedness, to heal the estrangement between ourselves
pothesis (developed by the Harvard biologist Edward 0 Wiland Nature is the germinal force behind OSMOSE. If those who
son) suggests that the increasing loss of access to Nature - as a enter OSMOSE can experience, however fleetingly or ephemsource of human spirituality - may prove to be at the root of our erally, a deep embodied sense of self, of being alive in-fluidcollective psyche’s deepest wounds.
relationship with an enveloping world, returning to the real world
As a culture, we are on the cusp of a new technological
with greater serenity and sensitivity, then OSMOSE will have
paradigm: the emergence of cybcrspace as a means of global
achieved its most fundamental goal. Instrumentally, this goal
communication will alter our world significantly. We must howhas involved developing the visual, aural and interactive aesever be wary: as a realm ruled by mind, cyberspace is the epitome thetic capable of expressing these ideas, and in so doing, dem-

onstratethe potential of immersive virtual spaceas a medium
for kinaestheticexploration of ideasand feelings aboutour place
as embodied sentient beings in a living flowing world. Speaking now from experienceof otherpeople’sresponsesto the work,
it seemsthat in certain ways OSMOSE is succeeding:immersion within it is experienced as liberating and exhilarating, and

for some, even spiritual.

Q Char Davies 1995
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EAUX

D’IMAGES

Par Dominique de BardonrGche-Berghnd
QuandI’image (Cse met au pat$um..~~

lnl

ansle travail sur ordinateur,l’irnage, dCmat&ialide,
1 lest le r&&at d’un travail distancie,dune activite oh
le corps disparait.Sur une palette qui est rest.itutZe,
c’est un regard d’aveuglequeje pose.Comment,danscette dtpossession
par rapport3 la tradition, l’artiste peut-il retrouverune emotion?
Ce regarda perte& vue va mobiliser d’autres sensations,
faire appeli+&au&es sens,a une autresensualid, apportantune
dimensionqui n’estpaslacelle de la machine.Sansce glissement
des sens,l’image est oeuvremachinale.
De la palette faite d’&hantilIons de couleurs,au materiau
composed’extraits d’images, mes possibilites sont celles d’un
parfumeur: je teste et compare, je choisis, je combine et
synthetise...Travail abstrait,d’une mise en rapport d’elements
disparates,d’une alchimie, oh la mat&e sublimee de I’image,
donnepeut-ttre plus 2 sentir qu’8 voir.
rll y a une t?videncedu parfum qui est plus convaincante
que les mats et que l’apparence visuelle...u

Patick Siishd: u le Pa&m. Histoire d’un meurtrikn>
cclohnny got his gum,
Creer par l’intermt?diaired’une machine, et qui n’est pas
n’importe quelle machine,mais outil de calcul et de memoire,
une techno-logie,n’est pas sansfaire rupture avec le travail sur
la mat&e. Ici, il y a interpr&ation par les mathematiques,par le
chiff?e, ce nouvel alter ego de l’image.
Une creation distanciee,qui implique de nouveaux rap
ports avecle corps: plus d’impact avec la toile dans un espace
dtfini, plus de contact avec la mat&e, plus de pinceau pour
prolongerla main, mais deux cerveauxqui fusionnentpour se
completer.Dansun espacequi dissociel’oeil de la main, l’artiste
deja rendu muet par une machinequi lui p&e son langage,ne
peut agir directementet se trouve en quelquesorte privCde son
corps.
Au mutisme, s’ajoute done la privation du geste.Plus de
geste, mais une transmission par l’intermbdiaire de ce qui
pounait &re une machineit coudredes morceauxd’images, ou
du moms, un gestereduit au geste du conte de fees: frotter la
lampe,designerde sa baguettemagique,ordonnerpar quelque
c&same ouvre toi>>,faire un voeux et attendrele resultat,c’est
1 dire un geste en forme de vouloir, une volonte sans action
reelle qui se r6alisepar I’intermediaire d’une machinerie,d’un
pseudo-cerveau.
En bonne lampe merveilleuse, l’ordinateur permet ce
fantasmed’une vie magique. L’artiste realise son vieux r&e
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humainde paresseet laliaison traditionnellede l’art et de l’effort
semble s’estomperdans la seductionde la facilite. Mais cette
paresseest peut-dtreune paresseessentielle,cette privation du
corpsmobilisepeut-&treautrechose,uneBnergieailleurs,comme
dansle corps mutile de Johnny oh les sensse sont refugiesplus
loin en lui-m&me...
Quedevientcependantl’image danscetteamputation,dans
cette depossessionde I’artiste par rapport a la tradition?Comment, dans cette transfusionde penste, du cerveaude I’artiste
au cerveauelectronique,dansce qui pourrait &trepris pour une
magie,pour une operationintellectuelle, 00 sembles’abolir la
front&e entre idee pure et idee incamee, I’image peut-elle
exister,autrementque comme vision d’anachorete,c’est 21dire
comme faire? Que reste-t-i1de la sensibilitddanscetteactivite
artistiqueoh le corps disparait?
L’oeil en deuil
Le cerveau,pallie au geste ampud et chargel’oeil de la
tactilite perduede la main. Ainsi les manchotsgardentsouvent
consciencede leur bras. L’oeil contient la main et accordeune
valeurtactile aux couleurscommeaux formes,veloute,douceur,
rugosite... Mais il ne s’agit la pourtantque d’une restitution de
sensations,un monde r&cup& au traversde la machine,celui
de l’aveugle qui recreementalementson environnement.
L’artiste est malvoyant, aveugle par la machine parce
qu’elle mCmene voit rien, et ne fait que transformerdes informations, m’obligeant a une oeuvre 4 titans,. L’oeil perd, ici,
sa relation 2 une realit que lui dissimule l’ecran et ce manque
de realite, prive de la sensationvisuelle.

Comme la musiquequi n’a pas de relation avec des sons
de nature,l’image informatiqueposskdeson propremondedans
lequelelle noustransporteet sonpropreprincipe d’organisation
qui est essentiellementnumerique.
Sesconditionsde crbation sont prochesde la composition
musicale:l’usaged’un instrument,et m&med’un clavier,le droit
a l’erreur (que n’a jamais eu vraimentle plasticien),la matii?re
illusoire, la conventiondu langage,une ccpartition,soumise,en
quelquesorte,B desr&glesharmoniquesm,
car en effet le c&e pr&
constitukdu logiciel, Ctroitementdefini et non modifiable, pour
qui nesaitpasprogrammer,
soumetI’imagea descritks artistiques
p&is, provocantun heurtperp&relentretechniqueet imaginaim.
Et encorele jeu sur la variationdune &uase m&xlique*, d’un
theme,l’abstractiondu collage, le cbd rapsodique,coususensembledune imagefaitede lambeaux, ouvre B l’artiste un monde
de sensations,celui d’une Flyphonie visuelles.
I1 sembleraitdoneque cettecreation,prochede la composition, appellela confusiondessensau niveaudu travail.L’image
continuea faire appela l’oeil, au sens esthetiquede la peinture,
mais aussi B une activite qui reltve du sens intellectuel du
musicien,et pourquoipas 3 d’autresencore.En effleurant tous
les senset sansfaire appela aucunreellement,ce travail semble
mobiliser plutbt un complexe de sensations, que des sens
d’ailleurs artificiellement dissocies.
*Un argue B parfumw?

En fait, la creation d’images est ici un louvoiement entre
les differentesactivites artistiqueset qui accordela sensibilite
du peintreavec celle du sculpteurou du musicien.
Pour retrouverune emotion sur la paletterestitute, il faut
A l’univers labyrinthiquede I’image, correspondunecon- la regarderen aveugle,la rkimaginer,faire ainsi appel?Id’autres
struction qui n’est plus la projection d’un systbmede vision sur sens,donnerune nouvelle sensualid, une dimensionqui n’est
la toile (perspectivepar exemple),mais un parcoursd’aveugle pas la celle de la machine. Sans ce glissement, cette
dans des systemesconstitds. L’autre c&C de l’image est une ccdtlocalisatiom,des sens,l’image est oeuvremachinale.
constructionmentale qui relkve davantaged’une organisation
des donneesque de celle d’un espacevisuel.
Dans une epargne du travail manuel, le broyage des
L’oeil joue un role instrumental, il enregistre,transmet, couleursestremplacepar un nuancierdejapri3. Gammevisuelle,
mais perd son pouvoir d’organiser l’espace, qui n’est plus mais distanciee, ne demandantpas de trouver la nuance par
l’espacevide de la toile, donnedansson entier,mais un espace melangeprogressif, mais de choisir dans les 16 millions de
qui debordesans cessel’kran, indefini, complexe et chiffre, possibilites.
sanstotalin?.
Lapaletteestcelle du parfumeur,faite d’tchantillons, aussi
Est-il encorepossible,alors,de retrouverune &motiondans bien catalogue de couleurs, figures de notes, que repertoire
cet univers abstrait, cet univers restitut? Ce regardii pene de d’aromes,mettant en evidence une correspondancedes arts.
vue peut-il faire appel h d’autressensations?
Bchantillons de couleurs reduites 2 leur lumibre, mais
essentielles,essencesde couleurs,dont je peux prendreavec
Le chant des machines
unepipette virtuelle une nuancecomme une goutte.
L’espace de l’image est un espace multiplit par les
possibilites.11a la dimensiondu temps.L’image renoncea son
Le materiauest fait d’extraitsd’images.Rtalitt dejapassee
statutspatialanttrieurcommeB safor-medelinitive, pourdevenir parla photo,aseptiskepar numerisation.De l’herbier de la photo,
projet presquemusical. 11n’y a pas accumulationdansla m&me je rassembleen pots-pout+ aux senteurs imprevisibles les
image(commedansunepeinturede JcremeBosch,parexemple) p&ales ma&-es dans l’encre d’imprimerie. Le jardin des arts,
mais deploiementdes formes dans le temps des changements. me foumit les huiles essentiellespour de nouvelles creations.
Sortied’une sorted’orguede Barbariea images,commele chant Aura d’oeuvres, fine fleur d’images, digitales, exprimkes.
d’une machine.
bpuiseesdansl’alcool du chiffre pour de nouveauxbouquets.
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Les touches successivesapposeesSW la toile font place
ainsi a un travail d’extraction. d’emulsion, de fusion des essences d’images, des Bchantillons st6rilisBs par le scanneralambic, versesdans le tube a essai de 1’6cran,et que je compose, combine et synthetise.
Car il n’y a pas simple collage, non plus qu’articulation
autour d’une touche,d’une tache,dune tracecommela peinture
s’organise autour du premierjet de forme, de la premieretache
de couleur, ou comme le musicien fait un travail symphonique
autour de quelquesnotes,mais progressionpar une succession
d’essais et d’erreurs: ajouter, retirer, comparer,integrer, combiner, Ecunegoutte de $i, une goutte de caw
Par le tmitement des elements,la faGonde les tester,de les
mettre en rapport, de les melanger.le travail est plus proche de
celui du parfumeur, qui ne se fait pas en fonction de
l’environnement, que de celui du peintre qui organiseun espace
oh se rencontrent la toile, l’huile et le pinceau.Il y a recherche
d’une hannonie, dansune volonte de faire vivre ensemble,hors
lieu, des elements disparates,d’origines diverses,jusqu’a leur
totale capture par l’image. Un travail abstrait en somme,celui
d’une alchimie, oii la mat&e sublimeede l’image donneplus B
sentir qu’a voir. C’est dans un respectembaumeurdes oeuvres
du pass& un ccenfleuraged’images,, que je fais oeuvre de
Parfumeur.
Le pa&m oublie la fleur, les prCset les bois. I1 ne reste
rien des tpaisseurs tactiles, des densitts, des dimensions,des
dtlicates mat&es. De m&me les images, demin6raliseespar
numerisation, sont des extraits. des ddcoctionsd’images, des
essences,dont il est difficile de detecterl’origine, de dissocier
les differents apports, aussi bien que de les denombrer,de les
cataloguer, et qui sont finalement tellement mdleesdans leur
effluve continu, qu’un certain c6tB ad6jA vu, ne peut faire
qu’appel ?Ide lointaineset inidentifiablesexhalaisons.Capsules,
tioles et flaconsd’imagesaux pr6cieusesfragancesqui sollicitent
notre plus profonde memoire celle qui est faite d’oubli.

activite de chimiste, de ce travail de synthtse dont pro&de
I’image informatique, mais la comparaisonpour& se soutenir
encoreau niveau du produit et m&medu r6cepteur.
Dans la creation d’un parfum, le prcduit n’a pas un maximum de mat&ialit6 et on peut s’interrogersur sa r&litC. Quelle
est la r&lit& le spoidw d’un parfum, sinon la concentration
d’informations? L’odeur informe. L’evanescenced’un parfum,
dartssa dispersionprovisoire, garde assezde densitepour nous
convaincre.L’image n6e de l’ordinateur,de m6me,est une accumulationd’informations.Elle releved’un art du melting-pot,d’une
activiti qui fait usaged’un mixeur, remplit d’informations qui y
sont brass%, malax&s. Mais la plupart des &gr&lients~~ qui
entrent dans la composition de l’image ne sont pas n’importe
quellesdon&s. Ils ont ddjlt&&s6lectionn4e.s
dansle but de I’image
finale, comme sont s&ctionn&zs les basesd’un parfum, et ont
deja une connotation esth&ique.
ccuisines qui rend diffrcile l’accbs B desmondesvraiment
neufs,et donnela tentation d’un travail prepare,comme soufflB
parquelqueCyranode Bergerac,r&?lant ce qui, peut-Ctre,set-ah
rest6 dans l’ombre sanscette mediation...
Un travail, en tous cas, qui passepar la precision d’une
formulation,dune ccrecette>>
possibleet qui en permetle clonage.
Le parfum pas plus que I’image informatique ne possede
d’original, non plus que de matrice. 11sont pour baseune incorruptible formule garantede leur absence.L.‘un comme I’autre
sont mis en flacon, plies et invariables dans leur vie protegee
par le verre, se dtployant B volontt et reproductiblesa l’infmi.

Pourle spectateur,
il s’agitalorsd’acceptercesimagescomme
un nouvel art, de les 6valuer3 part3 d’elles-mCmespour Cviterla
frustrationdes comparaisons.Le spectateurse doit a une activite
compositepour ne pas regardercomme on regardedespeintures
et mettreen evidencece quecesimagesont perdu,ce qui seraitles
ravaler au rang d’huiles de machines,mais essayerde voir ce
qu’elles apportentde nouveau,par I’usage destechnologies,dans
un senspositif. Si tant est que l’image soit chargeeencorede significations,de qualitQ evocahices,et en souhaitantqu’elle puisse
eveillerd’autressensquelavue, ou, du moins,amenerle spectateur
Explication de la mhphore
<<Maisqu’elle est, dira-t-on, la signification de cette a une interactivitt?nouvelle,comme on s’active B partagerun sembtaphoreb2
cret dansl’exp&ience d’un pa&m. L’image est une image dans
De quelle fagon, le sensolfactif pourrait-il intervenir dans laquelle on peut p&trer et sa nouvelle dimension est celle du
cette creation? L’odorat est le plus diffus de nos sens,le plus melange.Elle appelle l’oeil multiple et combine d’un nouveau
anciensansdoute,le plus subjectif, le plus primitif, celui larvaire spectateur.
du b&6, et malgre les possibilids de mesureset d’amplifications
0 Dominique de Bardonnkhe-Berglund 1995
des autres sens,celui-ci ne se prolonge pas et 6chappeencore
aux prom&es. Il est base sur la memoire. Le parfum suggtre,
Notes
son messageest ailleurs dans une relation avec nousmeme.La
’ Dansce filmdeDalton Tmmbo (1971). Johnny,deretourdu viemam,
memoire est essentielledans le travail sur le parfum.
est gravement bless&.11a perdu bras, jambes et une partie du visage.
Or l’ordinateur n’est-il pas un voyageursansbagages,par
Mais maI@ un coma apparent,il continue ?ipenser.RCduit ?Ison esprit en quelque sorte, il trouve un moyen de communiquer avec son
sa memoire figee qui stocke et qui calcule. le contraire de la
infirm&.
memoire vivante? Que faire de cette amnCsieinformatique, de
2 Raymond Queneau: aSi tu t’imaginew
cette memoire foudroyte, sinon essayerde lui donnerun sens?
Cette metaphore,qui pose l’ordinateur comme c<orguea
parfumbbpeut done se faire au niveau de l’activite, de cette
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nowledge Adventure Worlds

KnowledgeAdventureWorldsest un site de r&alit6virtuelle
sur le World Wide Web qui vous permet d’occuper un mdme
espacevirtue1commun, en ternis r&l avec plusieurs dizaines
de participantssitu& partout dans le monde, et d’y converser
aveccespersonnesdont on peut voir les repr&entationstvoluer
sur 1’8cran.Pour entrerdansle jeu, il faut d’abord se choisir un
costumevirtue1parmi ceux qui sont exposCsdans une garderobe virtuelle et le placer quelquepart dansle d&or cornmun.
On peut fairejouer ce personnagesur cette scbne,2r.la rencontre
d’autresfigures qui repkentent les personnesavec qui on est
en train de correspondre A ce moment prkis. L’effet est
hallucinant.
Un imaginaire collectif

On a vkitablement affaire B un imaginaire partagt
collectivement. Saisissonsbien l’ensemble proposalpar une
vingtaine de personnesdisstmirkes sur de grandesaires de la
Terre, penchkes sur des 6crans OD elles apparaissent
simultantmentdansle m8med&or pour tout le monde,chacune
& une placequ’elle contr6leen tempsr&l et danslequel, a partir
du point de vue qu’elleschoisissent,elles peuventy voir Bvoluer
les homonculesqui, commedansnotrepropreimaginaireprid,
les reprdsentent.Cet irnaginaireest collectif, mais il n’appardt
nulle part ailleurs que sur les kcransdesparticipants(et ceux-ci
comprennentau mCmetitre les “voyeurs” qui ont choisi B ce
moment-18de regarderseulement,sans se mettre sur scbne).
Cet imaginaireest un objet de pen&e. sansaucundoute, mais
c’estaussien soi une “pens& collective-assist&-par-ordinate&.
Ce que le d&or virtue1y ajoute, c’est une nouvelle intkiorid
d’un type comparable,sinonCgal,& notre sentimentd’indrioritt
individuelle, mais 6tenduB la communaut6des participantsenligne. Le regard- et la pens& - de chaqueparticipant occupele
mbmelieu d’klaboration des significations, mais sansy perdre
sonidentid. Une nouvelleidentiti collectiveseconstitue.L’ttape
esthktique sera de lui donner un corps commun, un decor
commun,une int&ioritC coIIective.
Le corps paradoxal

Sans&trespkcifiquementsur rkseau,TelematicDreaming,
de PaulSermon,poseunequestioncompldmentaire:que devient
notre expkriencesensorielledans la tkllCpr&ence? Telematic
Dreamingpermet B deux personnesCloigntes de plus de mille
kilom&res. de se retrouveren tempsr6el “dans”le m&me&ran,
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avec un d&or commun et de se prendre dans les bras.Ce n’est
pas une oeuvre sur r6seau,mais rien n’empkhe de l’y realiser.
Son int&&t ici, c’est qu’elle proposel’inverse compl6mentaire
de Knowledge Adventure Worlds. Le lieu, mi-rdel, m&virtue1
est commun. Le figures ne sont pas des costumes,mais des
pr&ences r6elles sousleur apparenceanalogique,et, B causede
cela, se donnent et offrent le spectacle d’une sensorialit6
paradoxale.Les participantsne se touchentpas,mais ils peuvent
voir parfaitementbien qu’ils -ou plut6t leurs images- se tiennent
dansles bras.Imaginonsdeux amants&qui ce choix seraitoffert.
Peut-on dire qu’ils ne ressentiraientpas une expkriencede nature - mCmeparadoxalementtactile ?
L’tmergence des sens assist& par ordinateur, dans
l’interactivitt? (le tact), le multim6dia (vision, ou’ie), le virtue1
(synesth6sie)et la tCl6pr6senceprend une ampleur particuli&re
et cherche une nouvelle dbfinition dans les arts des r6seaux.
C’est & l’art, en effet, que revient & nouveaula tdchequi est la
sienne depuis l’origine - d’blucider, d’expliciter et de
communiquer une nouvelle sensorialik? encore & 1’Ctat
embryonnaire,mais capablede s’imposert&s rapidement.C’est
d’ailleurs & park d’une r&flexion sur les rkseauxplut6t que sur
la r6alit6 virtuelle ou l’interactivitk telle quelle qu’il est possible de resituer le pro&. de l’art dans la culture. La nouvelle
direction de la rechercheartistique va sejouer dansles r6seaux
parce que c’est dans les r6seauxque sejoue la nouvelle mutation du langage.

et au corpspropre.Du corps social, la lecture - comme Ie th&re
- ddtachaitle corps de l’individu. Pour lire, il faut se retirer du
groupe.Les liens sensorielsserrf5squi nagutre tressaientla participation du sujetau groupe(tribal) se sontpartiellementddfaits.
Un rapport nouveaud’objectivik? s’est 6tabli entrel’observation
et le sujet observant.Le sujet allait se ressaisircomme individu
autonome et son rapport au corps propre serait dtsormais
m&iiatisb par une “image du corps”. Les gens allaient commencerB s’imaginer, 2 se rep&enter a eux-m&mescomme des
images , pludt que de se ressentir comme situ& au sein d’un
milieu multisensoriel.Ce nouveauregardindrieur allait dCtr6ner
sinon remplacerla proprioceptioncomme mode premier d’autoperception.Le sujet occidental se poss&deencore aujourd’hui
comme une figure visuelle dans un univers soumis au regard.
Dans la sourcede Narcisse,ce qui s’khange, ce sont les sens
pour le sens,le corps pour l’image, la participation octanique
pour l’autonomisation de l’identik?.

C’est B ce moment critique de la naissanced’une nouvelle
identitk humaine,point de clivage entre I’Occident et I’Orient,
que l’art s’est invent6 pour rtcuptrer et spkialiser les sens
d&ormais Bvacugsdu langage, du pro& et du traitement de
l’information. Les diffkrentes catkgories de l’art, celles, par
exemple, des neuf muses, se sont regroupCesen fonction de
leur spkialisation sensorielle,musique, danse,thCBt.re,
pdsie,
architecture,peinture,sculpture,plus les arts mineurs du jardin,
des parfums, de la restaurationet autres genres isolts les uns
des autreset soudainCrig6ssoit en milieux professionnels,soit,
plus tard, en industries. Le groupe social, dBfait partiellement
Une question de sens
Toute la question, en effet, revient au langage, non pas de ses liens sensorielsinterpersonnels,va subir une crise de
parce que les arts ont ou se comportent comme des langages, puritanismeplus ou moins graveselonles ethnieset ira r6cupCrer
mais parce que c’est dans le langageque se jouent les rapports une sensorialitkrdprimte et contr6lCesous forme de spectacle.
entre les sens (esthCsis)et le sens(s6miosis).Les arts sont les
fragmentssensorielsdu langaged6sarticul6par l’kriture. Parce
Aujourd’hui cependant,nous sommescontemporainsd’un
que V&ape actuelledeI’Cvolution du langagecontinuel’histoire nouveau clivage CpistCmologique.La mutation de l’tcriture,
de l’kriture en la plasant sur rCseau,on peut prt5voir une annoncke depuis plus de vingt ans sur les kcrans de nos
reconfiguration de ce rapport des sensau sens.
ordinateurs,se diffuse d&ormais sur les r6seaux.

L’invention de la notion d’art est une des condquences
directesdu rapport de l’homme Bl’tcriture. Lors de l’apparition
de l’kzriture occidentale,le rapport entre les senset le sensa &6
profonddmentmodif%, pour ne pasdire bouleversk Du langage,
en effet, l’kcriture ne garde que le sens, mais elle Climine les
sens.L’tcriture poussele sensdans le silence de la penske.Par
l’kriture, le langage devient pen&e. Entre I’invention de
l’alphabet et celle de l’imprimerie et apr&s,le traitement de
l’information n’a pas cess6 de se dtplacer par l’tcriture de
l’espace externe des corps (kchangeoral) zi I’espaceinteme de
chaque corps (rkflexion, pen&e). Le texte, porteur de sens
(stmiosis), mais pas de sens (esthtsis), s’est rapidementhiss6
au sommet de la hikarchie des stratkgies de traitement
d’information. II s’est don& en Cchangedes sens(esthksis).

L’hypertexte,

nouvelle mutation du langage

A causede leur termecommun, on a tendance2 rapprocher
les notions de texte et d’hypertexte, alors que I’hypertexte est
une forme absolumentnouvelle du langage,situCeentre I’oralitt
et l’tcriture, au confluent de la pensCeet du geste.Nous avons
affaire, dansl’hypertexte en rkseau,3 une vkritable mutation de
l’kcriture en pen&e multisensorielle collective, ce qui es1la
nature profonde et le messagedes rbseaux. L’hypertexte se
presenteavec le caracttre immCdiatde l’oral, l’immtdiat de la
pen&e. Cette Ccritureest en suspens,toujours prBsentedans sa
virtualitb, comme la penske.Comme la penste, elle est c&e
sur le champspar une volont6 et un calcul. Elle est distribuke
selon une rhgle absoluede pertinenceparce qu’elle est appelte
par d’autres texteset sejoint 21eux dansune synergied’kritures
suspendues,occupkesau travail du sens.

L’bcriture, par voie de conskquence, a entrain6 une
redbfinition partielle du rapport de tout lecteur au corps social
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Le logiciel d’Hypermai1,parexemple,r&nit les proprietts
du courrier 6lectroniqueordinaire et celles de l’interconnectivid
de la distribution des contenus sur reseaux. Pour adresseraffkher - un messagesur Hypermail, on pro&de de la m&me
facon que pour envoyer un messageordinaire “en-ligne”. La
difference, le surplus “hyper”, c’est qu’il est possible de signaler ou de marquer certains mots pour les rendre
automatiquementet instantadment “connectifs” avec d’autres
mots, phrasesou paragraphessoumis par d’autres personnes
engagees dans la mdme conversation en ligne. L’avantage
immkliat, c’est que n’importe qui peut entrerdansla conversation en passantau travers de tous les propos 6changts a partir
de l’une ou l’autre expression pre-connect&e, sans devoir
remonter,de facon linCairetout le cows desechangesprecedents.
L’avantage plus profond, revolutionnaire sur le plan des
echangescolleetifs humains, c’est que Hypermail fonctionne
comme un index permanent ou les tet-mesconnect& donnent
un accesimmtdiat et auto-class56 it I’ttat presentde la pens&
collective sur le sujet. C’est comme si, d’un coup, n’importe
qui, en entrant dans la conversation,pouvait se situer, comme
au sein de sa propre pensee,a un point p&is de la reflexion,
toutefois, non plus seulementstir un plan strictement personnel, mais conune au sein d’une penseecollective en plein travail, en plein mouvement.
De cette facon, Hypermail reprend et isole une des
caractkistiques principales du World Wide Web qui tire ses
proprittts de l’interconnection des liens textuels, iconiques,et
numeriques.C’est cette interconnectivite qui permet de trailer
tour corpus semiotiquecomme mat&e vive, faite d’intelligence
et non plus seulement de memoire. 11s’agit Ia d’une forme
d’intelligence collective qui fonctionne prkistment en reseau
d’associations pertinentes, mais automatides. Entreposeeen
suitesbinaires sur rbeau, cette nouvelle Ccritureest sansautre
support,sansexistenceawe qu’au moment oh elle est evoqde.
L’interEt de sa nouvelle souplesse.de sa connectivite, ne reside
pas dans une sorte de dispositif de mentation individuelle
acceleree, mais dans le fait que l’hypertexte est adaptable
instantanCmentaux intentions et aux expressionssimultantes
de plusieurs personnesen mdme temps, en temps reel.

jamais dans le domaine de la pen&e. Mais c’est une pensee
collective, en temps reel, accessibleinstantanementB tous et B
chacun des participants. Nous n’avons jamais vu qa dans
l’histoire du monde .
Vers une esth&ique de l’intelligence

Aux arts traditionnels de la mtmoire, d’origine grecque,
“les enfants de Mnemosyne”, succhde l’bre des arts de
l’intelligence. L’accent n’est plus mis sur l’objet, mais sur son
traitement. L’idCe n’est plus de rep&enter le “deja pens&‘, le
“deja imaginb”, mais de promouvoir et de favor&r le travail
m6me de la pen&, la croissancemCmede l’imagination en
mouvement. Le travail esthetique Porte sur la creation de
logiciels qui peuvent gerer la synergie d’intelligences
individuelles.
Un modele d’intelligence collective est celui qui met en
sdrieou en parallelesles intelligencesindividuelles des participants. Dans ce type de fonctionnement c’est la subtilite du
logiciel de gestionqui assureIa qualite des effets. Idea Futures
vous permet d’afficher une idte, un projet, une hypothesesur
tcran et d’y investir (d’entree de jeu) jusqu’a concurrencede
$50 “num&iques”, c’est-klire de l’argent purementsymbolique
(comme tout argent d’ailleurs). Le lendemain, ou plus tard. si
votre id6e est bonne,intbressante,vous decouvrezque d’autres
personnes l’ont lue et y ont elles aussi investi de l’argent
symboliqueau gre de leur int&St, de leurs ressourceset du desir
de poursuivrele travail de recherche.Car il estPossible,en effet,
en plus d’investir en argent, mi?mesymbolique, d’ajouter des
raffnements a l’idee, la travailler, chacun, a son tour, pour
l’arntliorer. Au bout de quelquesjours, sinon quelquessemaines,
si l’idte tient toujours, elle auraattire l’attention et les precisions
de plusieurs centainesde personnes,et elle aura acquis non
seulement une valeur marchande, du fait de l’accumulation
d’investissementsdiiment catalog&, mais aussi un degre de
raffinement et de precisioncapable,danscertainesapplications
de devenirun v&itable projet realisable.Ace moment,on pourra
vouloir “‘essayer”l’idee, ou, au contraire la placer dans un
contextede valeurscomparables,de mtme qu’on investit dans
le march6 des bourses sur des estimations de croissance
potentielle de la valeur d’une action ou d’une devise &rang&e.
Un placement dans Idea Futures, m6me s’il ne rapporte rien
d’autre que de l’argent symbolique,est un investissementdans
l’intelligence collective en plein travail. Voila doneun hypertexte
destine2 la productioncollective d’idees,et 2 l’elaboration d’une
idCecollective par la collectivite du reseau.

L’hypertexte, done, n’est pas tout bonnement destine a
rendre l’tcriture interactive, mobile, reticulaire, mais plut6t a
lui pennettre de devenir un moyen d’elaboration mentale collective en temps reel. Le corpus hypertextuel, toujours en
mouvement, s’adaptantde soi-m&meen temps reel B toutes les
entreesde tous les participants, se constitue comme un milieu
de permanence,comme une forme psychiqueen suspens.
Une papille gustalive collective
Dansla foulte despro&s dessciencesde l’&chantillonnage
En ligne, la nature mCme de l’ecriture change.De tech- et des statistiques,il est possible d’entrevoir des systemesde
nique de memoire dansl’bcriture manuscriteou imprimee, elle sondagescollectifs instantanh, a partir du moment oh on disdevient techniqued’intelligence sur reseau.Elle se pare de tous posed’un reseaud’interconnectionsetendu.Le “Web” fait deja
les paradoxes.De purement &rite, elle passeB un statut quasi desessais- encoreprimitifs -de sensorialitecollective. HOMR
oral; d’individuelle et exclusive, elle devient collective et in- est un site qui vous aide a decouvrir et recommandedesoeuvres
clusive; en devenanthypertexte.le texte pen&e plus avant que musicales susceptibles de vous plaire g&e a un pro&de
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Dans cette experimentation comme dans d’autres, il est
possible de varier les critbres d’adaptation des unites ou des
groupesde creaturesvirtuelles, de leur donner plus ou moins
d’intelligence et de ressources,et mCme,comme le fait Richard
Bates,de doter cescreaturesd’tmotions. L’ttude des emotions
virtuelles, par ailleurs, n’est pas un projet de simulation futile,
dansla mesureou, comme le pensePatti Maes, c’est en dotant
les agentsnumeriquesd’tmotions simples comme le dtsir de
survie ou de simplescrittres d’attraction ou de repulsion qu’on
pourra, ?Il’avenir, s’assurerde leur collaboration efficace sur
reseau. Comme on pouvait s’y attendre, certains artistes et
A premiere vue ce systemen’est qu’une version acc6lWe chercheursen vie artificielle commencent B porter leur attendu genre d’information que l’on peut obtenir d’une etude de tion aux possibilites des reseaux,notammentavec Biodiversity
march& Mais, c’est justement I’acces instantane,la mise-a-jour Reserve, de Tom Ray. Ce projet, prime avant m$me sa pleine
immediate, la comprehensivitb des donnees recueillies, et realisation, au Prix du Festival desArts Interactifs 1995 a Los
l’interactivite libre de la consultation qui donnent a pensera un Angeles, permettra d’utiliser des cycles et des zones
organe perceptuel collectif ?al’ttat primitif, qui permettent provisoirement“libres” des reseauxpour y faire naitre, croitre
d’imaginer une sorte de “papille gustative collective”.
et Cvoluer,des creaturesnum6riques.
ingenieux. SW l’ecran apparaissentvingt titres de piecesmusicales courantes.11vow suffit, apresvous Ctreenregistrevousmbme sur le site, de graduervotre appreciationselonun bareme
de sept variables.Quandvous aurez lini, vow aurezdroit 2 une
secondeliste d’une vingtaine de morceaux choisis en fonction
de vos choix precedents.Si vous desire2 savoir combien de
personnes,parmi les autresmembresdu site, ont un golit musical rapprochedu v&e, vous pouvezinterrogerle site et recevoir
sur le champ une liste detaillee accompagned’un graphique
descriptif de votre milieu d’ecoute privilegie.

Un bouillon de cultures hales
Ce qu’on appelle les “agents numeriques” sont des
progiciels autonomesde gestion de donntes qui fournissentun
travail automatiqueet permanentde tiltrage, de classementet
de recombinaison. L’exemple le plus simple d’un agent
numtrique est un logiciel de filtrage de nouvelles pour votre
courrier Clectroniqueou pour le recensementdes nouvellesdans
les milliers de journaux en-ligne. L’agentpeut vous aiderB vous
debarrasserautomatiquementde counier sans int&t ou aller
teeher pr6cisCmentle type d’infotmation dont vousavezbesoii,
saisieexclusivementdartsles contextesqui sont pertinentspour
vous.Ce genred’op6rationcontribued’abordau perfectionnement
de la rechercheindividuelle, mais, suivantIes typesd’utilisation,
il peut contribuer& l’tlaboration et a la consolidationd’un travail
de penseecollective. De m&ne que nos cerveauxont besoinde
certainesroutines,de certainespratiquesd’auto-organisationpour
la mise en lumiere de nos id&s, les protocolesd’echangeset les
agents numdriquesservent 2 Blagueret 21mettre en forme les
pen&s collectives- toujoursen tempsreel.
Le modble d’intelligence collective correspondant
consistera, par exemple, a mettre en jeu differents agents
numtriques doues de proprietes t&s simples capables de
fonctionner en synergie et de contribuer, chacun selon ses
propriCtCsdistinctives a la survie de l’ensemble, un peu B la
manibre dont E.0 Wilson d&it l’intelligence collective des
societesd’insectes. Jusqu’a present, la rechercheartistique a
port6 surtout sur des logiciels plus ou moins interactifs de vie
artificielle. Ceux-ci ont donne lieu a d’etonnantesr&tlisations
par Michael Tolson, Christa Sommereret Laurent Mignonneau,
Richard Bates, StephenLankton, parmi d’autres. Sur le plan
esthetique,le plus reusside cesessaisestLas Meninasde Tolson
qui a cr& une vingtaine d’environnementsoccup& par despetites unites animeesqui “vivent” en communaute,naissent,se
reproduisent et meurent selon les deplacementsd’un faisceau
lumineux, action& par l’interacteur.

Le langage h l’intersection de l’organique
et du numhique
DBsormaisle langage, comme la vie, se partage entre le
binaire et l’organique. Au plus profond de la mutation, il y a la
reduction,la traductionde la mat&e memeen pulsionsbinaires.
La suite de p&ions binaires fait subir au corps, a tout corps, a
toute matiere, & tout texte le mbme processusd’atomisation et
d’homogtntisation que I’alphabet phonttique a impose a la
paroleorale.Mieux encorequele phonemealphabttique,le code
binaire proposele plus petit denominateurcommun de tous les
systemes,de tous les langages,de toutes les textures,de toutes
les formes, de toutes les composantes.Le code binaire donne
meme accesaux donntes infra ou ultrasensorielles,?Ila structure moleculaire et ses mouvements,a l’int&iorite des objets
les plus denses.Il enregistre et traduit “les sons, les parfums,
les couleurs” des chases inaudibles ou invisibles. On peut
desormaistout traduire en tout.
Un des points de rencontre les plus evidents du langage
entre I’organique et le numerique est dejjir.la synthesevocale .
Le logiciel le plus Clementairede synthtsevocalerealisela transmutation du Iangage&n-it en langageoral. Ce debut est encore
timide. Les travauxde synthesevocales’attachentde preference
a la relation inverse,celle qui permet 3 l’ordinateur d’entendre
et de “comprendre” la voix humaine. Ceci veut dire que
l’indgration numeriquedes valeurs sensoriellesdans Ie pro&s
des significations peut simuler d’assez pres l’intbgration
neurophysiologiquedes composantessensorielles(ton, intonation, gestuelle) dans la parole vive. La difference, c’est que le
numeriquedonne un contr6le absolu et permet d’innombrables
combinaisonset permutationsde valeurs sensorielles.On peut
deja s’attendreBce qu’une direction artistiquede pavenir essaie
d’indgrer des valeurs sensoriellesaux effets de la dictde orale.
Les experimentationsde Laurie Andersonet de Laetitia Sonami,
qui impriment desdistorsionsi la voix en temps reel sur scene,
font le tout premier pas dans ce sens. Sur reseau,a travers les
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pages du Web, capable d’etre illustrte comme jadis les
enluminures illustraient les manuscrits, dode de toutes leurs
ressources et seductions, la parole vive peut maintenant
s’enrichir du retour des sens(esthesis)dans la gestion du sew.
Dt?sormais,le langage sur reseauveut r&mir et combiner
les principaux attributs de l’ecriture, de l’oralitb, de la pende,
de l’individualid, du collectif, et y ajouter l’ubiquite et les extensionssensorielles.L’apparition et la proliferation fulgurante
desvaleurs sensoriellesdepuis l’invention du World Wide Web
et du langagehypertextuel/multimediasinvitent a considererla
nouvelle &ape dans l’histoire des formes d’6change humain
comme le moment d’une reconfiguration du langage mcme.
C’est un Iangagequi prend et donne corps. I1 est done dot16de
sens (esthesis).Il annonce la r&union des sens et du sens, le
retour du corps dans la creation du sens, un renouveau de
l’ancienne synergie collective et l’integration des valeurs
sensoriellesdansle pro&s dessignifications.On peut doneparler
d’une v&itable rt-emergence des sens dans le langage d’oh
1’Bcritureles avait chasses.

8 Derrick de Kerckhove 1995
McLuhan Program, Faculte des l%udesde I’Infonnation,
Universite de Toronto
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pilepsy is the most commonchronic neurologicaldisorder as there are around 40 different known kinds.
All forms of Epilepsy are inducedby a chemical imbalance,or
a structuralabnormality in the brain which couId be genetic,or
causedby physicaldamageat onestageof someone’slife. These
impairmentscan causeelectrical malfunctions sparkingoff uncontrolledand excessivedischargesthat spreadto other partsof
the brain, leading to temporallobe epilepsy seizures.When the
whole brain or large parts of it become involved in a raging
electricalstormof signals,the result is what is known asa tonicclonic seizure.Both types of seizurestrigger a range of symp
toms,suchasheadaches,
nausea,hallucinations,flashbacks,deja
vu, emotionaloutbursts,lack of awareness,limb jerking and so
on. They can make a personhearor seeimaginary things, have
strangefeelings and engagein involuntary actions which often
resemblethe symptomsof a psychiatric disease.Crude sensations of smell andtaste,epigastricsensations,rapid mood swings,
chewing movements,lip-smacking,spitting, and other forms of
uncoordinatedmovementsarenot unusual.As well, tonic-clonic
seizuresalso induce aimlessphysical wandering,followed by
periodsof total loss of consciousness,convulsionsand amongst
other consequences,more or less severefalls. A large number
of people diagnosed as epileptics experience some kind of
personalisedwarning sign previous to a seizure known as an
“aura”. Somedon’t.
The differencebetweena temporal lobe epilepsy seizure
and the beginningof a tonic clonic one can sometimesbe minimal anddifficult to notice, evenfor the personexperiencingthe
seizure.All the sensationsexperiencedin the context of temporal lobe epilepsyseizurescanconstitutethe auraof a tonic clonic
seizure.Epilepticfits am not thoughtto typically leavebraindamagebut candefinitely alter interrelatingneuronalconnections.
Epileptic activities havea definite physical, emotionaland
practical impact on the lives of people subject to epilepsy, as
well on the lives of thosesurroundingthem. Long term effects
include loss of self confidence,loss of trust from other people,
personality changes,multiple medication side effects, and so
on. There are as many types of seizuresas thereare individuals
living with epilepsy.For eachpersonsubject to some epileptic
activity, no one seizureis the sameasanother:mental andphysical environmentsalways differ.
The brain as the site of construction and control of consciousness,is the ultimate site of subjectivity. Basedon the vari65

On the consequencesof the processes
The actual realisationof this project startedin January‘92,
after 9 yearsof gestation.To start with, I wrote a text in English
named“Epileptograph: the internal journey”, aiming to depict
my sensations,or absencethereof, during the regaining of consciousness.It is rather ironic that I had to write a text in order to
describethis non linguistic episode but as I wanted to depict
inexpressibleaudio-visual sensations,it seemedappropriateto
be restrainedby a very basic vocabulary.As soon as this processbegan,it becamea constant interrogation of every aspect
of language and its social implications. It seemedthat every
appropriationof a word in order to describephysical sensations
could only be done by its juxtaposition to other words. Although
this work does not interfere with any medical knowledge, its
creation becamea metaphor for its subject. While I wanted to
describea loss of languageand the struggle to regain it, I was
coming acrossinstitutional and medicaljargons which required
somekind of objectivity. The sensationsand fears I am trying
to describeare not acknowledgedby the medical profession or
any supportiveorganisations.According to institutional belief,
when someoneis lying on the ground during and after a tonicclonic seizure,this personis not in pain. But emotions are only
addedto the internal turmoil affecting the physiological body,
and are not immobilised. For a witness viewing a tonic-clonic
seizurethe activity of the ‘physical envelop’of the body could
To me this totally non-linguistic event is at once the rich- be easily connectedto an annihilation of the mind due to the
est and the most painful of experiences.It is extremely valuable brain’s uncontrollable electrical activity. The appearanceof
to me as the emergenceof all sensestriggers the awarenessof physical chaosdoes not always lead to an emotional void. And
the unknown self. Beyond words and physicalcontrol, the doors the term black-out only increasesthe myth of the physical asof perceptionsopen to endlessprimary emotions that the intel- pect of an epileptic seizure.
lect could tend to instinctively denigrate. The processof explaining suchprimary sensationsusing words seemsimpossible,
To unwillingly lose control over one’s body can be trauso challengesone’s value of language.The apparentlimitation matic especially when the point of origin of the loss is a taboo
of each linguistic unit paradoxically offers infinite potential of area such as the brain. The most highly valued human organ,
understandingbasedon one’s own previous references.
the brain in a state of malfunction is feared and reviled I have
beenawareof extraordinarymental activity without being able
A complex schemeof sensationsfollows the black-outpro- to channelit and articulate it at the time. I have been aware of
voked by the seizure.It involves a slow and frightening recon- sensationsso intensethat languagecould only translatethem as
struction, done without any words, of any datainternal or exter- “fears”. These chaotic perceptions have made me extremely
nal to the body. This slow re-accumulatingof the self is based consciousof the inner turbulences of the body as well as its
on and activated by primal sensations,as there is at all times a limits and potential. The brain is as vibrant as a muscle, can
physical link betweenthe viscera and the brain activity. It is a hurt as much as bones breaking, can pulse, breathe and pump
processof awarenessof proceduresand sensationsover which like the lungs and heart.All physical pains start to emergeafter
the intellect has no control. During this time, the visual and a certain time laps in the processof regaining consciousness,as
auditory patterns of this chaotic experiencemap parts of the if a scaleof sensationswas madeout of previous physical referbody, including the brain, with different physical pains and re- ential pain. I considermy brain as a part of my body and every
sult in a coding system.The body resonatesand talks, becom- componentof my body as a tool of my consciousmind. But in
ing a very active mass of disconnectedlayers unable to com- an alteredstate,eachone of thesetools has a mind of its own. In
municate. Will-power is non-existent as the body has its own an awarenessmode, the individual lives and consciousnessof
agenda.Fear of not reaching a coherentlanguageis instinctive thesetools are a threatto the sanity of the recovering mind. The
and extremely physical. The progressiverecognition of some primal instinct in the reconstructionof the self is the awareness
audio-visual patterns allows language to re-surface, although of the absolute lack of communication tools. The body had a
mental confusion can be presentfor hours, even for days.
mind and consciousnessis a body of awarenessruled by an
instinctive language.
ous functions and so-called malfunctions of my brain,
‘Epileptograph: the internal journey” focuseson the unknown.
Regaining consciousnessafter a tonic-clonic seizure is a visceral and frightening experiencewhich leavesme onIy glimpses
of memory, In the context of this project, the use of the word
consciousnesscould seema misnomer as this work focuseson
the awarenessprocessprecedinglinguistic ability. Despitefeeling the processof life germinating in a chaotic way, the concept
of being someoneis non-existent.I associatethe word consciousness with the ability to articulate emotions and sensations.In
my case, having a tonic-clonic seizure meansthat all memory
has been temporally wiped out. Languagehas to be re-learntin
order to communicatewith the inner self, as well as the outside
world. All sensationsand resulting emotionsrevolve aroundthe
absenceof language and a time frame. The loss of language
implies a loss of time structure and affects all previous referencesin terms of knowledge. The inability to categorizeevents
in time causesa nearly total loss of specific references.The
awarenessof the chaos inhabiting the brain triggers a tremendous feeling of fear, which is compoundedby the instinctive
awarenessof a total lack of control. The powerlessobedience
to the body generatesan elusive environmentwithout any time
structure.Without the capacity to expressto oneself the reality
of a situation, Self-awarenessis a vacuum of loneliness.

Intuition as an experiential method of inquiry
In order to create“Epileptograph:the internaljourney”, I
had to lose control of my thoughtsand-physicalabilities by triggering visual and sonic sensationswith the technologicaltools
I have accessto. To do so, I relied entirely on my instincts with
no idea of the consequencesthis processwould have.Basically
I askedmy body to remembera statethat I couldn’t recall but
that my body lolew better than anyone.

Two main eventshave occurredin the past 2 months.First,
I was given accessto a faster machinethan the one I have been
using to make the visuals. Consequently,I am not able at this
stageto physically absorbthe pace of the animatedflip booksI
havebeencreating:their visual impact generatesextremefears
and very painful epigastricsensations.Real time visuaIisation
is too dangerousfor the time being. But as the main outcomeof
this 4 year processhas been a therapeuticeffect, I should be
able to cope with them over the next few years.

Corporeal intuition, physical emotions and body memories form the core of this project. They are basedon the numerous sensationsencounteredafter the black-out provokedby a
seizure.I didn’t expect this processwould provide me with an
insight into what is happeningduring the actual seizure,but in
fact it has. So far, my intuition has led me all the way, especially in the useof computertechnologyas thesetools allow me
greaterflexibility than other methods.They provide me with
the freedom of convolling the processonly at specific times.
Most important is the fact that machineshavethe power to surprise me, to take me further than physicalreality, to provokeme
emotionally,to reflect internal processesthat I cannotarticulate
verbally.

I do not know exactly if confronting thesefearsso graphically has changedmy epileptic sensitivity threshold or if it is
simply that the processhas affected my generalperceptionof
my epileptic reality. A mixture of the two is possibleas over the
pastyearsthe numberof seizureshasdecreasedand the process
of regainingconsciousnessseemsa bit less frightening. Actually it is not less traumatic, but in some ways it seemsmore
familiar. Before I wantedto escapefrom the experience,now I
want to investigateit. Now, on most occasions,I regainlinguistic faculties more quickly even if the resulting physical and
mental exhaustioncan still last for a day or two.

It could seem paradoxicalto use such a time basedmedium in order to realisea project which in essencedescribethe
loss of a time reference.To createthis Ioss of time, I wantedto
depict the sensationof being in a enclosedspacewhich had its
own life and its own ruIes as this is what I experienceon these
occasions.The processinvolved in the creation of the soundtrack hasbeenextremelyvisceral, thereforehighly emotional.I
construct soundscompletely intuitively as the only criteria for
their veracity is their ability to put me in a nearepileptic state.
As soonas my body is affectedby the soundsI becomesubject
to visceralfears,dizziness,sweat,deformedvision, alteredsense
of time, loss of balance,to name a few of the triggeredsymptoms. Thesesensationscan be combinedor perceivedindividually. At first I could not believe the impact of thesesoundson
my body asthe resultingsymptomsseemedso definiteandclear,
impossible to alter. It took me 2 years to complete the frost2
minutes of the audio part, the first reasonbeing my inexperiencewith soundsand the time consumingtechnicsthat I developed.The secondreasonbeing that I was searchingfor memories that reside in my body but not in my consciousness.I do
not have any recollection of a specific warning sign prior to a
tonic-clonic seizure,or at leastI do not rememberit. But I think
there must be one. When I tried to audio-visualisethis almost
imaginary time frame of a seizure, my body recognisedthe
soundsso well that a nearseizurestatewas a permanentcompanion in the soundstudio.This was my measureof success,to
undergotrauma,to retrievethe body memories.I am now able
to listen to this part of the soundtrack with lessanxiety,providing that I am in the right emotional state.The processof creating the visuals is similar in the sensethat it is totally empirical
and completely instinctive.

The other main event I would like to mention is a seizure
which happened3 weeksago.For the first time ever,I was conscious during a 15 mns seizure.The sensationswere frightening: life was escapingthrough my limbs; all sounds were decayed,distant.High pitcheswerecrampingmy visceraso painfully that I thought I was going to die. I was literally sucked
into a tunnelwhoseaxis was locatedin the centerof thesepains.
I could not talk, move or breatheproperly. I had a poor understanding of my surroundings.Although I was conscious, my
mind could not control my body. The most amazingthing was
that the visuals I havebeencreatingover the past years werein
front of me: I was inside them.The whole experiencemademe
think that the loss of consciousnessduring all previous epileptic seizureswas the naturalreactionof my body to prevent this
kind of pain. The body hasthe power to protectthe sanity of the
intellect by suppressingits connectionswith of all senseswhen
necessary.The intellect has the power to forget and to anticipate, the body has the power to rememberthings which will
stimulate the mind. Despite all physical pain encountered,this
seizurewas a major turning point and one of the most positive
stepstaken over the past 13 years.The feeling of having somehow loopedthe loop is providing me with a new base.A whole
new worId of internal questioningand possibleunderstanding
is therefor me to explore.
Regardingsharingsubjectivity, I thoughtfor yearsthat the
aim of “Epileptograph:The Internal Journey”was for epileptics, and non-epileptics,to experiencethe different stagesof
recoveringconsciousnessas undergoneby one individual. Of
course,no one will exactly be able to sharewhat I experience,
not even myself. What I experienceis changing,evolving and
my presentknowledgeof myself has nothing and everythingto
do with who I was when I startedthis project. My instincts are
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the first public of this work, my body is its interactive viewer,
my mind is its virtual space. The few people who have seenthis
work in progresshave expressedphysical sensationsleading to
very different emotions.All theseemotionsare theirs at the time
given, as subjectivity is far from static. What is most essential
to me is the processof this work and the resulting chain reaction which goesbeyond any expectations.In the future, the product of the process might even become irrelevant for me as it
will only reflect a precise time of a previous life. The process
itself keeps taking me further internally; its external life only
dependson other people’s subjectivity. This project hasfed me
with a multitude of information concerningmy own physiological identity and my mental and emotional functioning for the
time being and for the time past. It has also given me a broader
view of other peoples’internal processes.
The future implications in pursuing the process of
“Epileptograph: the internal journey” are limitless as all areas
of my life, without any exception,have alreadybeenshakenby
this work. Being brought back to animal instinct and primary
sensationshasgiven me an insight on the physicality of linguistic tools and provided me with anotherlanguage.The void that
words can provoke as well as their power of evocation feed
every individual according to their personal history and their
senseof future. But having no words doesnot meanbeing mute.

0 IsabelleDelmotte 1995
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rcheologyof a Mother Tongue,a virtual reality installation, was a collaboration with Michael Mackenzie
and was sponsoredby the Banff Centre for the Arts as part of
their Art and Virtual Environmentsseminar.It is an immersive
interactive narrative piece. It combines interactive computer
graphics,laserdisc video and slideswith interactivesound.The
work sampleis a compilation of short excerptsfrom the installation which takes approximatelyforty minutes to experience.
As a viewer you navigatethe piece with a small plastic camera
that allows you to “look” around the spacesand a glove that
allows you to start and stop and to touch objects. In the first
segment,a dreamsequence,touching an animatedfigure takes
you through a path in the architecturewhich has a narrative
segmentattachedto it. You arein the point of view of the Coroner, one of the two main characters.It is her dream - a memory
(forgotten in waking life) of being adoptedas a child from the
city to which she is returning to investigate the murder of a
child. There are three environments.The first (the dream) is
based on a Piranesi prison drawing, the second is a human
ribcage that functions as the transport plane which brings the
Coronerto the city. In this secondenvironmentorienting your
virtual body in the spacecausesyou to collide with invisible
planes.Thesebecomecloud banksthat trigger sectionsof narrative and bleedthroughmemoriesof a child, the violinist, who
hasbeenmurdered.The third environmentis a copperwire hand.
The handis a short term memoryconstructbuilt by the Pathologist, the other main character,who is overwhelmedby memory
and can’t function in the present.The objects in the hand are
memories- some are of forensic details of the autopsy of the
child and tell the story of her life in the city. The skull, with its
wireframe brain inside, is the Pathologist’slong-term memory.
When you touch these objects they grow large and you enter
them, moving aroundwhile you hearaccompanyingsectionsof
narrative.
The experienceof working on Archeology of a Mother
Tongueleft me with the desireto further explore certain interactive and immersive issues.
I was interestedin working with a more transparentinterface so that the viewer was free of the elaborateapparatususually identified with virtual reality. This apparatuscreatesa hermetic experienceand isolates the viewer from the real space
and from other people in the space.I wanted to see if I could
keep the sense of space and communal audienceexperience
without losing the viewers senseof immersion.
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I was interested in working with a more accessibletechnology for purposesof distribution. The high end technologies
used in the virtual reality installation made it very difftcult to
travel the piece or to exhibit it.
Finally, I wanted to use a different model for interactivity.
The logic tree as a structure was labor intensive, rather like
washing your kitchen floor with a q-tip, and createdan illusion
of choice that I felt was a dissimulation. Everything is preplanned and pre-programmed.It gave a false senseof agency
and empowerment to a viewer that was not a good mode1on
which to basea developing syntax. I was interestedin developing an environment with a responsivepersonality.If you pushed
on it, it would push back. A narrative would be based on an
accretionof characterinteractions.I wantedto experimentwith
ideasof body identification betweenthe viewer and the characters in the piece and to experiment with, or use as a point of
departure,ideas basedon synesthesia.

leads her to partial freedom from social convention. Zilith, a
polymorphously perverse multiple personality, plays out her
romanceon a network of electronically linked entities. The romance is here defined not by deception,but by projection. She
projectsher desireonto the object of her desire and he projects
onto her in a tango of misapprehensionand misconception.The
spheresof cultural influence havemoved from strategiesof discipline to thoseof a gaseousand mutable permeation.Her lover
re-usesthe technologiesof image projection that construct the
realities of their world like a contemporary DJ scratcheson
record albums. His performancesreroute existing technology
and lead to a collaboration that allows the two charactersto
physically connect. She then dreamsthe past, an 18th century
theater scene.The lights are on and verbal interactions with
performers and audiencebecome a reference or template for
the audiencebehavior of the interactive installation itself.

Woven through the piece are referencesto audience behavior and public life at different momentsin the development
This led to the piece I am currently working on: Artificial of spectacle- the 18th century theater scene;the 19th century
audience,in the dark, passive;a 21st century audiencewatchChangelings:the Boned Body, the Chaos of Flesh
ing a skilled “image-scratcher”/interactoras a performer in a
VR piece and a live video feed of the audiencefor the installa“Chaque kpoque r&e la suivante”
- Micbelet
tion. I would like to look at recipes of reception, to make them
self-consciousand perhapsdisrupt them or open some territoAn interactive laser disk and sound installation. The nar- ries for approachingthe social spaceof the installation with a
rative develops along two parallel threads,one set in Paris at fresh eye.
the turn of the century during the rise of the departmentstore,
and one set in a geographically undefined future. The character
The intrusion of capital into the sphere of relationships,
in the 19th century, Arathusa, is a kleptomaniac given to deli- how this pervertshuman connections and how they survive in
cate self-cutting, dreamsand flights of ecstasy.Her attemptsat the marginsof economictransactionin spite of this, becomes a
ecstatic transcendenceare juxtaposed against the restrictions centralthemeof the piece.It tracesthe changesin human interher body enduresin the form of corsets,stays,and the extremes action and the concomitant alterations in the construction of
of tight-lacing. These physical restrictions become metaphors spectacle,audiencebehavior and public spacefrom the indusfor the strategiesof social control which were part of the tactic trial revolutionto the technologicalrevolution.The pastbecomes
for the containment of women in that era and by extensiona model, an armature,a ruin and a continuum from which the
our own.
future is imagined and the presentcritiqued.
Arathusa dreams of a young girl in the future who is an
anarchistin searchof an enemy.This woman, Zilith, hasa prob
lem - her inability to find a target, a center of power, or something or someoneto blame. Power seemsto disperselike a gas.
Her researchis conductedon a computer which she carries on
her hips like 18th century panniers.The computer’s screenis a
“smoke screen”that projects information as well as providing a
protective cloud for her - figuratively like the octopus’scloud
of ink and literally as a shield to electronically block intrusive
surveillance.

Relationship of Content and Technology

I have always thought of narrative as a wandering accretion in a three-dimensionalcube. I have in the past used the
developmentof fictional metaphors for theoretical ideas as a
story basethat is driven by an escalationof emotional engagement. I am now, in addition, interestedin exploring an engine
that usescertaintechnicaldevices,such as virtual illusion based
on action and response,to createan emotional metaphorthat is
played out in the body’s memory - a type of synesthesia.The
viewer will receive different reactionsfrom the piece based on
body movementsand spatial positioning. As the author of the
Each woman is involved in a romance.Arathusa, who is narrativeandcharactersI am creatingvideo androidsthat gradualready having an affair with a departmentstore, becomesen- ally reveal themselvesto a user through somatic interaction,
tangled in a romance that evolves out of a battle of wits with a memories and speech. I am attempting to create a cinematic
man who is a gambler and an entrepreneurin chargeof display environmentwith a personalityor personalitiesthat accreteover
in the departmentstore. She becomeshis greatestdisplay as a time using a story engine or program based on the three act
performer of human emotions and her struggle for autonomy screenplay.This allows a developmentthrough time and the
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creation of certain plot points and crises that surround somatic
interaction with a narrative frame that fleshes out the experiencewith a richer content - a proliferation of detail that charges
the physical experience.I am not interestedin the metaphorof
choice - the viewer does not choose who gets the girl. I am
interestedin an immersive somatic experiencethat triggers certain feelings of engagementthat can be used to intensify narrative and critique. I am interested in attempting to “cube” the
narrative for an interactive viewer and in surrounding the installation with a social spacefor audienceparticipation and reflection. The piece can be presentedas a feature-lengthperformance event or in three segmentsas a serial.

in the idea of a somatically engagedconnection with a responsive machine that has been programmedby a person.There is
an interestingdislocation in this relationship, mediatedby technology, that echoesthe themesof the narrative of this piece: the
perversion of human connections and their reformations in a
continually changing context.

0 Toni Dove 1995

The installation consistsof a curved rear projection screen
suspendedin a room with some chairs in a semi-circle for an
audience.It shouldbe possibleto walk aroundor circulatefreely
in the room. Interspersedwith severalnon-interactivenarrative
sequencesthat frame the experienceare segmentsthat offer the
audience an opportunity to have a responsiveexperiencewith
the charactersand environment. A projected map appearson
the floor in front of the screen;the outline of a phrenologyscull
for the 19th century that dissolvesto an MFU brain map for the
2 1stcentury.When an audiencememberstepsinto a character’s
head there are labeled territories - memory, speech,body and
trance/dreamthat produce different imagesor soundsbasedon
movement.A video motion sensingsystemtranslates location,
speed and amount of movement into programmed behaviors
that produce sound and image on the screen.Movement close
to the screen will produce intimate revelations - close-up images and whispered sounds, movement away from the screen
will create memories clouded by layers of time - transparent
imagesand washesof sound.The charactersbecomelike mari, onetteswith unpredictablereactionsbasedon the movementof
the viewer on the map. In the body section, for instance,if the
viewer moves their body left and right it will move the
character’s body. If the viewer speedsup movementthe video
speedsup - if they slow down the charactermovesin slow motion.
There is the possibility of moving back and forth between
the centuries as if they were parallel realities suspendedin a
universe where time has no linear direction - the trance/dream
spacetakesyou through a time tunnel to the memory sectionof
the characterin the alternatecentury,The viewer doesnot change
the narrative events, but develops a more immersive relationship with the characters and environment based on physical
behavior. Different viewer responseswill producedifferent aspects of content, emotional tone and information.
I think there are within some of the current developing
technologiestrajectories that have possibly frightening yet fascinating ramifications. What does it mean when a machine respondsto you as a human being does,or seemsto? What doesit
mean when a machine producesa sensualengagementusually
reservedfor a relationship with anotherperson?I’m interested
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THE SURVEILLANCE
SERIES
By Wayne Draznin
ail 82 Qpo.cwru.edu

ata acquisition, fear, personallife, files, privacy, security, safety,freedom...amazeof contradictoryneeds
and desires. We know the world better than we ever have before; our fear and uneasegrow steadily.
As we enterthe Information Age, we find that much of the
databeing gatheredand tabulatedis aboutu. Fastercomputers
andcheaperstoragemakeit possibleto hold our lives in greater
and greaterdetail. Personalhistory becomesa primary commodity, completelyalienatedfrom its creator.
The omnipresentsecurity camerahas becomea key sign
of this knowledge and fear. From the parking lot, to the
entrancewayand through the corridors of public and private
buildings; on the streetcomer; in our schoolsand museums. It
representsa fundamentaltrade:The surrenderingof individual
spacefor protectiveenvironment.Information providesus with
both reality and illusion of safety.
Information even begins to take the place of the physical
maintenanceof law. In an experimentalprogramunder way in
the United Kingdom, the cop on the beat, that most venerable
symbol of order, is being replacedby sophisticatedcentrally
operatedstreetcameras,capableof isolating and tracking individuals a half-mile distant.
This mazeof contradictions,quietly bubbling beneaththe
surfaceof the information grid, becamea focus for my work.
My attempt has been to make visible that which is rendered
transparentby its very ubiquity. Through investigation of the
surveillancesystemas signifier, I soughtto develop greaterunderstandingof that which it signified.
The weight

The first piece in this “Surveillance Series”was an outdoor sculptural installation, The Weight,built in July 1993. It
took the form of a massive “surveillance camera” mounted on a
16’tower. At twilight, and through the night, the image of a
large eye was projected from the “camera”onto an adjacent
wall.

H
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The Weightwas installed in an empty lot behind a sculp
turegallery in a working classClevelandneighborhood.It could
easily be seenfrom the adjacentstreet. The sculpture was a
humorouscaricature,while the projectedimage was quite ominous. Through its extreme visibility, it shed light on its lessnoticeable,more use-oriented,brethren.

Surveillance iustadlatious
rescuetelevision shows. Frozen imagesfrom thesesceneswere
In November 1993,I presentedSurveillance Installation: projected into a “window” below.
East Side Componentand Surveillance Installation: WestSide
In our statementon this project, we cited television pioComponentconcurrently at two Cleveland galleries.
neerJohn Baird’s report on an experiment he performed FebruSurveillance Installation: East Side Componentwas sited ary 10, 1928:“The essentialimage for television passedthrough
in a mainstream commercial gallery on the East Side of town, the eye within half an hour from the operation. On the followin a popular gallery/restaurantdistrict. A window-mountedse- ing day, the sensitivenessof the eye’s visual nerve was gone.
curity camera’soutdoor observationswere fed into a computer. The optic was dead. Nothing was gainedfrom the experiment.”
Viewers in the gallery were brought into the processvia their
manipulation and saving of the resulting images. The viewers We continued:
The cameraspeer into our lives, stealing our private mothus built a “data base.” The “observed,”outside the gallery,
could watch theseimaging processesin a monitor, which peered ments. Our horrors,tragedies,humiliations becomepublic specout of the window from the pupil of a large eye.
tacle; we becomedetachedvoyeurs.
As the “data base”grew, I photographedthe images,along
with those generatedon the West Side, and rear-projectedthem
in an adjacent front window.

Our longing for reason,justice, salvation is fulfilled by the
sight of colored strobe lights, the sound of screaming sirens,
racing to restoreorder. We scana landscapeof strangely familiar fragments: the poor are punished, the privileged rescued,
The common-sensetragediesof things moving too fast, too high
are halted and brought to earth. Violence and disaster are no
longer so confusing, so uncontrollable.

Surveillance Installation: WestSide Componentwas sited
in an alternative gallery (and law office) on the West Side, in a
lower-working class district that has also becomea gentrifying
art “hot spot”. A large gray “security booth”partially obstructed
“Our collective senseof environmentshifts as thesebloody
the gallery entrance. On the booth, a monitor displayed the
image of those entering, as captured by a security camera sensibilitiesattemptto fulfill an overwhelming desire for social
mounted in the pupil of a large eye in the entrancewaywindow. meaning. The imagesare burned into our consciousness,deadening the complexitiesof discourse.The optic nerveshavebeen
The imagesgeneratedalso becamepart of the “data base,” severed;mute eyes wander aimlessly and loudly.”
which was rear-projectedinto a front window at this spaceas
well. Several of the images were mounted in small television- Watching
like light boxes and displayed on the wall.
In August 1994, Watching brought the “Surveillance Series”from the gallery to the street. It was installed unannounced
The Surveillance Installations spoketo the contradictions in a storefront window on a well-traveled shopping street in
betweenthesetwo sites,as well asto the broaderissuesof watch- downtown Cleveland. The street, popularly known, from its
ing and being watched. At the more atfluent East Sidelocation, primary businesses,as “Wig Street,”links the rundown, timethe viewers were brought into the process,highlighting its con- worn city center with the new splendor of Cleveland’s sports
tradictory character. Images generatedat this site were ma- arenas. Watching repeatedthe motif of large eyes observing
nipulated, and in color. At the West Side location, the viewers the passerby. The massive “camera” from The Weight, reinhad no accessto the process.The imagesfrom this site took the stalled at window level, dominated the street.
form of black and white video frames.
“Elastic visions”
Stolen moments
For the “Elastic Visions” exhibition (Zoller Gallery, PennThese investigations were further developedin the instal- sylvania State University, October 1994; scheduled to travel
lation Stolen Moments,createdin collaboration with Cleveland through 1996), I provided a documentation/summationof the
artists Beth Wolfe and Michael Loclerstedt. Stolen Moments “Surveillance Series.”
was presentedat the Cleveland State University Art Galley in
May 1994.
Images from the “data base”were built into a series of
television-like light boxes. The final box holds a monitor, disFor this piece, we reconfigured the gallery by enclosinga playing a distortedimage from a security camerawhich is aimed
space,building a balcony, and otherwiseimmersing the viewer at the viewer.
in the work. A feed from the university’s security cameraswas
The viewer becomesthe viewed.
mixed with video of the viewers as they entered;upon entering,
one was faced with a monumental projection of this video.
0 Wayne Draznin I995
Above, in a dark, industrial-like space,an array of monitors
Cleveland. OhioUSA
presenteda montage of scenesedited out of “real life” cop and
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DANSE
ET
APESANTEUR
Par Kitsou Dubois
r

/II

I

1n’y a rien de plus immediatementconcretque le corps
du danseur,et pounant il ne sert 1 rien. II n’a pas de
fonctionautrequele gesteet la forme. Sonapprentissage
consiste
ace qu’il arrive a faire correspondre,graceB une integrationde
toutes les sensationsintemes (kinesthesiqueset autres), les
mouvementsdu corpsB sessensationspures.II va done realiser
une unite du corps dans laquelle le r6le de la consciencedes
mouvementscollaborea un processusd’abstraction.
. Ce corps “abstrait”induit une approchede l’espaceet du
tempstout B fait particulierequi n’existequ’en prenanten compte
le mouvement.
Ce mouvementqui s’instre dansle corps du danseur.qui
a pris naissanceavant lui et qui se continue apreslui. 11est 3 la
fois-limit6 et illimite, fini et infini. I1 n’est rien d’autre qu’un
dtlsequilibre entretenu, ou un equilibre instable permanent,
puisqueson rapport au reel est un rapportde poids.
l

Le corpsabstrait-espace-temps
en dansedtveloppe la perception de soi et permet d’&tre present au moment m&me de
l’action. II s’inscrit dans un environnement culturel,
technologiqueet politique.Il contientla memoiredu corpspasse
et projette celle du corps h venir.
La prise de risque,que constitue le fait de se confronter a
un nouvel environnementest le mecanismede cr6ativitt qui est
a la base meme de ma recherche choregraphique.C’est
l’emergenced’une vhitable po&ie de l’exphience B park de
laquelle s’elaborentdes espaces,des qualitCsde mouvements
et une esthetiquepropre.Jepartkais done de cette experience
d’immersiondanscettenouvelletechnologiequ’estl’apesanteur,
pour tenter d’analyser la perception du mouvement en
apesanteur.
Je vais d’abord d&ire rapidementl’ttat d’apesanteur.tel
quele vivent les astronautes,
puis l’exp&iencede vol parabolique
v&u en “&at de danse”,pour dCfinir les relationsentre l’espace
du corps en apesanteur et I’espace du corps sur terreainsi que le
point de vue esthetiquesur la qualite des mouvementset Ies
imagesdu mouvement.
hat d’apesanteur

Dansles decenniesa venir,on integrerala presencede lieux
habit& sur desstationsinterplanetaires.Cette existencede lieux
nouveaux va devenir une dimension nouvelle de notre consciencecuhurelleet de notredimensionphilosophique.Le “r&e
de vol qui nous donne notre premiere,notre seule experience

aerienne”selon G. Bachelard se r6alise lors des vols spatiaux laboratoire de neurophysiologie sensorielle de CNRS(Paris)
sp&ialise dansl’homme dans l’espace.(Dubois,K. 1994)
en apesanteur.
Mais paradoxalementla r&lit6 de la vie en apesanteurpose
des probltmes qui viennent troubler le plaisir de se libkrer de la
gravite. Effectivement par cet &at d’apesanteur,les conditions
dynamiques de certains mouvements se trouvent modiflees.
Toute chose perd son poids et conservesa masse.Les sources
d’informations foumies par la force inertia-gravitationnelle
disparaissent,mais les structuresvisuelles de I’environnement
sont maintenues. Le schema corporel en est certainement
modifie.
C’est dansun univers sensori-moteuret perceptif different
de son milieu habitue1 de vie, et a travers leurs relations
reciproques,que l’individu va devoir s’adapter& cette nouvelle
condition.
L’astronaute s’adapte : il doit redefinir son monde propre
et constituerun ensemblede connaissancessur l’environnement
et les proceduresexpkrimentalesdestinees& l’exploiter. 11va
done &tre confront6 a la necessite d’executer une strategic
comportementaleadequateadapt6eaux circonstancesde l’instant
(Tafforin, C. 1993).
L’absencede gravite, est aussivdcuecomme une agression
d’origine sensorielle.L’astronauteest confront6 a desmessages
sensorielsqui ont deux caracteresparticuliers fondamentaux:
ils sont insolites et conflictuels. C’est ainsi qu’apparait “ le mal
de l’espace”, sorte de maladie de l’adaptation. Les manifestations de ce ma1sont un sentimentd’inquietude avec baissede
vigilance, sensationde fatigue et apathieque l’on rencontreau
cours des cinttoses.
Les hypothesesquand a l’origine de ce ma1sont :
Les conflits sensoriels : conflits intra-vestibulaires, visuovestibulaires,
reactualisationdu schemacorporel .
La modification de la repartition liquidienne.
La digestion, a cause de la non stimulation des mecanortcepteurs de la paroi gastrique.
Enfin, la fatigue et le stresspsychologiquepeuventjouer un
r6le favorisant.

G&e h cette relation d’tchange entre l’art de la danseet
les techniquesspatiales,j’ai participe a plusieurscampagnesde
vols paraboliques. La France possede une Caravelle
spkialement affr&?e pour d&ire des paraboles 2 haute altitude. Sur terre Ia gravite est de 9,8 m/s2 soit lg. pendant la
chute libre de I’avion, on obtient ZIl’interieur de la carlingue
une microgravit6 6gale ?I0,009 m/s2. En apesanteurla graviti
est tgale a zero.
Lors d’un vol, l’avion effectue 30 paraboles,soit 30 fois
25 secondesde microgravite.Une parabolesederoulede la facon
suivante :
lorsque l’avion se cabre il y a 20 secondesde gravitt 2
(2g), puis 25 secondesde microgravite. suivies de 20 secondes
de gravite 2 lorsque I’avion se r&cup&e.
Premihes

impressions

L’experience du vol est B la fois une experience
merveilleuseet melancoliqueC’est une experienceformidable
sur la presenced’un &at de danseparfait.
Les emotions:
Merveiileuseparcequ’on setrouve dansun &at qui correspond
acesquelquesmomentsmagiquesou moments“juster?quechaque
danseura pu vivre danssonexperiencemais apreslequel il court
toujours.
Mduncoiique parce que le r&e de vol est atteint, il devient
r&lid et qu’il faut diplacer les objectifs, aller toujoursplus loin.
L’Espace

Un travail de presencea ce nouvel espaceest necessaire:I1
s’agit de se mettre en “&at de danse”; c’est ?Idire se concentrer
sur I’espaceinteme de son corps et l’interaction avec l’espace
environnant,ainsi que sur l’imaginaire qui emergedirectement
de ce nouveaucorps-espace-temps.
Au niveau interne, une impression de dilatation, nos
organess’organisentcomplttement differemment et brouillent
les rep&es de notre propre espaceinteme.
Au niveauexteme : Apt& un premier reflexe de nagedans
le vide, Xl faut aborder la 3ieme dimension et la d&orientation
L’EXP$RIENCE
DU VOL
Paradoxalement ces difficult&
m’ont rev616 qui en dekoule comme autantde nouvelles possibilites d’&tre.
l’extraordinaire travail d’adaptation que representenotre traLe temps
vail de danseur.
I1y a modifications desrythmes intemes et des conflits de
Je travaille done avec le CNES (CentreNational d’Etudes temps a gerer dans l’instant :
Quandle corps est en “free floating” (c’est a dire qu’il n’y
SpatialesFran9ais)depuis 1990. C’est un mondetechnologique
et scientifique et il m’a fallu m’adapter B ce langagepour faire a aucun contact avec les parois de l’habitacle) la gestuelle est
comprendrela perception du corps du danseur.Je me suis done ralentie. Par contre, lorsqu’on se repousse, la poussee peut
appuye sur l’observation des astronautesen vol et 1esinforrna- provoquerune vitesset&s rapideet constantepuisquela gravite
n’est plus la pour la freiner. D’autre part, le tempsd’apesanteur
tions foumies par la recherchescientifique en apesanteur.
(25 secondes)est tres court et le deplacementde I’avion est tres
J’ai Claboreun entrainementdes astronautes3 partir des rapide.
Ces conflits de temps interviennent dans la difficulte 2
techniquesde danse.J’ai Bmis des hypotheses,mis en place un
Ctablir
une mtmoire du mouvement une fois revenu sur we.
protocole experimental et travail16 en collaboration avec le
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Le mouvement

Chaquemouvement induit un d&placement totalement
inattendu. C’est une gestuelleiI reinventer.Les mouvements

Conclusion : Point du vue esthhique
Qualitt de mouvement

La perception de cet “Espace Entre”, si prkgnante en
apesanteur,induit un point de vue esthttique de qualitd de
mouvementqui n’estpasbasesurla force musculairemais plut6t
sur le jeu constantentreles forcescontra&s et les transfertsde
poids,de faGona 1iWrerles “EspacesEntre”comme hitables
espaces virtuels ou s’exprimentla memoireet le devenir dtun
RELATIONS ENTRE L’ESPACE DU CORPS
mouvementainsi que l’imaginaire du danseur.C’est le lieu de
EN APESANTEUR ET SUR TERRE
du danseur.
Cette expkience en apesanteurm’a directementrenvoytSB la “‘pn%ence”
l’espace inteme du danseur et m’a permis d’isoler certains
tlCmentsqui me pat&sent essentielsautantpour s’adapterdans Images du mouvement
Les conflits de temps dont nous parlions pr&5demment,
un milieu inconnu que pour &apprehenderle mouvementsur
nkcessitentun supportd’imagespour rdactiver la mtmoire du
terre.
corpsen apesanteur.
La vue de l’image r6activeinstantanCment,
pour
ceux
qui
ont
v&u
I’expkience, la mdmoireperceptivedu
RCf&enciel subjectif
mouvement
vtcu,
et
pour
les spectateurs,ces images lib&ent
Dans un univers & trois dimensions,sanspoids, il faut se
un
imaginaire
qui
est
enfouit
t&s profondkmentdansla memoire
crderdesrdfkences tgocentrkessubjectivespuisqu’il n’y a plus
de centrede gravitt?. On peut se rep&enter une verticalesub- du corps humain.
jective ou un point situC sur cette verticale . I1 n’y a plus de
L’image n’illustre pas, elle est la mdmoire vivante d’une
rdftkent universel,tout est relatif et chaquepersonnea la libertk
de construire ses propres structuressur I’axe subjectif de la exp&ience v&e. Elle doit done s’intCgrerdans un mode de
verticalit& A partir de cette construction interne, on peut reprtsentationnon plus commeune prolongationde la perceg
tion, mais comme le partenaired’un mouvementA dinventer.
apprehenderI’espaceextemeet rdagir par rapporta lui.
C’est un v&itable duo qui surgit entre la qualitd du danseuret
Sur terre, chaquedanseurpeut aussi se crier sespropres I’image du mouvementv&u en apesanteur.
r6Mrences.LA rdfkrencede basene seraitdone pasabsolument
Mon projet de recherche chorbgraphique est done
de I’ordre d’une droite verticale mais plutdt d’un point ou le
d’
Cvoquer
cesEspacesEntre grdce:
haut et le has importe peu. L’important est de structurerson
- B unequalit de mouvementou les danseurssont toujours
espaceen fonction de ce rkfirent subjectif.
dans une situation d’experimentation done dans un &at
d’dquilibre instable.
La spirale
- A une interactivitk ou plutbt un duo entrecette qualitt! de
En danse,nous travaillons sur la spiralequi est la basede
mouvement
des danseurssur terre et les images des corps en
la recherched’un mouvementfluide. Sur ten-e,ce mouvement
apesanteur.
inteme de spirale a toujours une issuesur l’axe de la gravite .
-A une interactivitk entre cette qualid de mouvement et
’ En apesanteur,elle est totale et infinie. C’est B la fois le
r6v6lateurque tout est bien spiraledansle corps,c’est aussila des systi?mesd’apparition scCnographiquequi brouillent les
dkouverte de la fluidit extraordinairedesmouvements.C’est rep&es habituelssur l’axe de la gravit6 des spectateurseuxun mode de communicationde l’espaceinteme vers l’espace m&mes,et crte un phknombnede r&onance dansleurs propres
externe et vice versa. En effet, en apesanteur,on constate corps
l’eficacit6 de mouvementtels quedesrotationset destorsions,
Q KitsouDubois1995
pour retrouver son ‘ken&e subjectif de gravite”lorsqu’on est
(“)KI PRODUCTIONS d&orient6 ,
sont fluides et infinis. On est face A une page blanche,un vide
ou toute creation est possible.Quoi de plus merveilleux pour
une chor&raphe que d’dlaborerune gestuelleen apesanteur.

L’espace Entre

14 rue de l’tchiquier
Paris

750 IO

FIXICe

En apesanteur, cette confrontation directe entre le
rkfkrenciel subjectif et la spirale cr&e une interaction entre

I’espaceintemedu corpset I’espaceexteme.
Elle r&Ye “YEspace Ewe” : entre les corps, entre les
objets, entre les articulations, qui est le lieu du vide et de la
creation,qui est r&616 par la spiraleet le kfkrenciel subjectif.
Cet “EspaceEntre” est la mat&e m&mede la danseque
j’explore. C’est une vrai qualit d’adaptation,c’est un travail
de prdsencedansun universfluide qui puisesesracinesdansla
gravitC et qui s’en khappe A la fois. C’est une ouverturedu
corps et de I’esprit.
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INTERACTION
ARISING
FROM INSTALLATIONS
By Tessa Elliott
tessal

Q mdx.ac.uk

he ‘i =’ Series- Interactionas Improvisationnot Imposition The ‘i =* seriesof installationsandperformances
were intendedto explore the notion of ‘interactivity’and what
constitutes‘art’in the currenttechnologicalage. Central to the
work is a focuson human/humanand human/computercommunicationby a subversionof surveillanceandcontrol.
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At the outset of residencyat the CameraworkGallery January24th to February22nd 1995 the work for (i = 0001; i
<= 1001;i++); containedno imagesor sounds.It wasconstructed
and conceivedas a framework for interaction,an orchestration
for collaboration,an explorationof representationwithin a computer mediatedenvironment.The audio and visual forms that
were developedand displayedover the period of the residency
resultedfrom a seriesof ‘interactions’with the participants,the
public, the passers-byand the performers,all of whom were
necessaryfor the realisation of the work. The title of the residency refersto the structureand processby which the work was
created,declaringit’s statusas an algorithmic form, beginning
with the creationof the work 0001 by the first group of participantsand continuing until the ninth work, 1001 was complete.
The serieswas extendedfurther by performancesof i=lOlO; at
Sadler’sWells in June.Before this recent work is describedin
detail, it is necessaryto outline severalissuesarising out of previous computerinstallations.In 1990we beganto researchinto
the possibility of creating interactive environmentswhich respondto movement.The ability to control the computerby gesturing with hands,arms and legs, dispensingwith the need to
touch a mouseor keyboard,was initially of paramountimportance.We developeda programto utilise the signal from a video
camera,so that, when people walked into view, their image
would activate the projection of images and sounds.The first
installation Social Hair (1990) was intended to be an interactive narrative, influenced by Mallarme’s theories of guided
chance.By moving in the installation spacethe viewers’silhouetteswould activate brief, 1 second,animations.Therefore,
by shifting their position, people could chooseto re-sequence,
omit or emphasiseindividual elements,thus creating multiple
readingsof the narrative.
Tract, createdin 1991 continued this theme, however as
its namesuggests,the conceptwas one of navigation in an area
of indefinite extent.A videojournal,recordedon locationin North
Wales- at the site of a Lost Land legend- was condensed,and
digit&d into sixteen animations.The editing processpurposefully departedfrom mimicry and simulation,focusingon the essenceof movementthroughsurroundings.The piecewas initially
17

installedat the Sheffield Media Show,wherepeoplewere invited
to navigatethe virtual landscape,constructingtheir own legend.
On reflection it became evident that both these installations ‘reacted to’ rather than ‘interacted with’ the people who
moved in the space. The computer in these works was used
merely as a storing device, an ‘insertion box’. By performing
certainmovementsin the view of the video camerapeoplecould
select and control the output of their choice. Were these and
other ‘reactive’works merely indicative of art createdfor the
consumerage, “I chose,therefore I am”?
What would happen in an interactive spacewhere choice
was denied?How could a spacebe constructedby utilising the
algorithmic power of the computer so that the rules of production would changein responseto movements?
It became necessaryto explore in depth the notion of
interactivity within computer mediatedenvironments,to create
an installation in which peopleand computercode would ‘interact’, that is, have a reciprocaleffect on eachother.It took a year
devisetheprogramsandplansfor theinstallationEmergencewhich
was premieredin Australia at the Third InternationalSymposium
of ElectronicAns’92, and in Englandat Digital Dreams’93.
In Emergencethe viewers’interactionwith the installation
is mediatedthrougha setof transformationalrules,which not only
act on the audio and graphicaloutput but also continuallychange
the installation’sresponseto movement.The programwas structured so that the drawingsand soundswould ceaseto developif
movementin the spacehalted. Peopletherefore,neededto collaborateto perpetuatethe evolving forms and this they did with
warmth and gusto.The installation encouragedsociability rather
than individual isolation.The work deniedchoiceand insistedon
a dialogue,an ‘interaction’betweenhumanand human,between
humanand machine(code).This line of enquiry was extendedby
Hetrophonya site specificcommissionfor a MediaevalGreatHall
in Suffolk, England.The installationprovidedan immersionin a
continually evolving planar spacein which ripples track movement, radiating and gently perturbing the surface video image.
The work echoedthe duality of the politics andarchitectureof the
age whilst challengingthe English heritagevisitor.
The residencyat Cameraworkprovided the opportunity to
enquire further into interaction and collaborationwithin a computer mediatedenvironmentby combining ‘reactive’and ‘interactive’elementsof our previouswork. In for (i = 0001; i <= 1001;
i++); we utilised computertechnologyto enablediversegroupsof
participants,ranging from school children to architects,to input
images,soundsandinteractivestructuresinto theinstallation.These
sessionsde-mystifiedthe technologyofproductionandquestioned
the distinctionbetweenart, educationandaudience.The animated
worksproducedrangedfrom samplesof ‘skippinggamesandplayground chants’to ‘bodies making letter forms and their related
phoneticsounds’.During theperiodof theresidency,astheseworks

were produced,they could be activatedin the day by movement
in the gallery space.In the evening, they were projectedonto the
glass frontage of the gallery, making it a ‘reactive’focal plane
for passers-by,whosemovementwas monitored by a streetsurveillance camera.
Towardsthe end of the residencythe works createdby the
participants were placed into the ‘interactive’ structure of the
installation. To generatethis space we encoded the compositional technique of the composer Andrew Deakin and developed a ‘perspectival inversion’to translatethe video detection
of movement acrossa two dimensional plane into navigation
within an immersive three dimensional sound space.This dynamic ‘interactive’ structure surrounding the static ‘reactive’
animationscanbe likenedto a pool of waterwith steppingstones.
A movement from one steppingstone (animation) carries with
it trace elementsof that particular form, which are mixed, altered, amplified and modulated by the water (code) that surrounds it. The dynamic nature of this complex structure, which
conceptually permeated the gallery, ensured uncertainty and
improvisation, as the installation was made to resoundwith visual and acoustic tracesof physical presence.This was exemplified by RebeccaSkelton’s performancein the spaceon February 19th, when the dichotomousdialogue of human and machine was explored by poignant movementsof contorted control and surrender.The collaboration betweenSkelton, Deakin,
Jones-Morris and myself was continued when we were commissionedfor two performancesof the ‘i =‘sexiesat the Lillian
Baylis Theatre,Saddler’sWells.
We selectedseveralof the animations created during the
residency,refined the sounds to create a spectral aural space
and developeda simple neural network to enablethe systemto
identify certainmovementpatternsso that it would respondwith
a degree of learnt behaviour. Personally, I was apprehensive
about developing this work for a theatresetting, with the traditional trappings of audienceand performer. I was concerned
about the relevanceof an interactive installation on stage and
with the engagementand immersion of an audience that could
only observe.As it happensthe audiencehecome ‘active observersratherthan remoteparticipants’- a phraseI gleanedfrom
Michael Hill’s talk ISEA’ Sat in their chairs, comfortable,
freed from the imposition of being a performer, of making the
‘thing’ work or not, they could focus, focus an a person who
was skilled, who after yearsof training, and months of rehearsals could move with a degreeof control not available to anyone
else.The tensioncreatedby the improvisation betweenthe performer andthe system,the humanand the machinewas gripingly
intense, and beyond ail expectations.For us, as artists, computer interactive installation, will continue to be an art not concerned with a framework which allows choice, but rather the
choice/constructionof a framework which allows interaction.
Q Tessa Elliott 1995
Created in collaboration
with Jonathan Jones-Morris,
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
RUSTICITY
By Agwtin Fernandez

I/

agustin @dcolarts.demon.co.uk

n one respect you will probably find this paper rather
unlike other papers being read at ISEA95: I shall not
be speaking about recent technological developments. I would
like to outline an aesthetical phenomenon arising from the union
of two disparate musical media within the field of ‘high-art*
music: electroacoustic technology and folk instrumentsThis paper is a companion to the performance of music for charango
and tape on Tuesday evening at the Pollack Hall. Attendance to
that performance is necessary for full comprehension of the ideas
which I shall be developing. However, it is not my aim to offer
a programme note to that performance, nor do I intend to bore
you with a technical analysis of the pieces concerned. Rather,
my intention is to discuss the aesthetical background which gave
rise to the composition of that repertoire.
By way of preamble, I shall take a detour which in due
course will bring me back to my central topic.
Those familiar with Aldous Huxley’s final book, Literature and Science, will remember the distinction between the
two worlds referred to in the title. The man of letters, Huxley
reflects, ‘accepts the uniqueness of events...the radical incomprehensibility of existence’] and ‘addresses himself to the paradoxical task of rendering the randomness and shapelessness of
individual experience in highly organised and meaningful works
of art.‘* The scientist, on the other hand,
is the inhabitant of a radically d@erent universe -not the
world of given appearances but the world of infenzdjine
structures, not the experienced world of unique events and
diverse qualities, but the world of quantified regularities.J
Huxley goes on to explain the different approaches to language by the scientist and by the man of letters. It is when discussing language that Huxley’ argument fully comes into its
own, reaching impressive depths of clarity, acumen and penetration. It is also then, sadly, that his discourse stops being directly applicable to a music-related debate. The reason why I
refer to it nonetheless is that I am yet to encounter a clearer
summation of the difference between the scientific and the artistic outlook. Far from implying an irreconcilable opposition,
Huxley highlights the interdependence between the two. I quote:
The sciences of life have need of the artist’s intuitiorrs and
conversely, the artist has need of all that the sciences can offer
hint in the way of new materials on which to exercise his
creative powers.*
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Albeit in obvious needof updating- not least in the areaof
terminology - Huxley’s thoughts remain essentially relevant.
For instancehis assertionthat, whetherwe like it or not, we live
in the Age of Science,is now as true as ever, except that, in the
culture of the late twentieth century, scienceand technologyare
bound up in an indissolublepartnership.To what extentthe same
is true of art and technology is an issuewe are all hereto examine. Nonetheless,it is probably safe to say, without being too
contentious,that the answeris: to a much lesserextent.Art and
technology may have formed a recent alliance, but in the case
of music this alliance is not wholeheartedly supportedby the
majority of music practitioners. The reasonslie along the path
of Huxley’s reasoning. If it is true that we live in the Age of
Science,and that scienceand technology are now inextricably
bound up together,it is obvious that the arts occupy a marginal
position. To circumscribe the debateto music, let us recognize
that, unlike ancient Greece or that Utopian land describedin
Herman Hesse’s The Gluss Bead GameS, our societies treat
music as a minority interest.6As a profession,music must do as
all minorities: struggle to assertitself, in this caseagainst the
prevailing wave of scientific and technological advance.The
suggestionthat, rather than struggle, music shouldjoin forces
with science and technology and strive together towards now
unified aims is a thought which holds great appeal in certain
enlightened and progressive circles, but definitely not in the
majority of enlightened and progressivecircles within the musical world. A strong body of opinion would regard the prospect of such a partnershipas a form of capitulation, of betrayal
of what music should be about. Should we dismiss thesesceptics, branding them as reactionary and backward-looking?Or
should we, as supporters and practitioners of electroacoustic
music, take account of their reservations?

Huxley’s anxiety, and the anxiety of today’s sceptics, is
centredon alienation,on not recognizing in technology’s offerings one’s beliefs as to what the world or, in our case, music
ought to be. This anxiety stems from the desire to keep at least
some areasof human life free from the intrusion of automated
gadgets.For the musical techno-sceptics,obviously, music is
one such area.
For us, convertsor born believers,the so-called alienation
may be a figment of ill-informed imaginations, yet such possibility doesnot exemptus from addressinga real issue.The alienation is there and the sceptics,whether right or wrong, are legion. Their attitude to what we do affects the scopeof our work,
in a practical way when the scepticsare in positions of power to
grant or withhold opportunitiesand in an artistic way when our
audiencesdwindle to a handful of friends. Can we do anything
to eradicate,or at least to reduce the sceptics’indifference to
our work?
Those of you who have attendedpresentationsby composersbefore must have been waiting for the inevitable moment when the composerbeginsto talk about himself. Today is
no exceptionand I must reveal myself in my true colours. I am
a composerand, alas, I am a techno-sceptic.As a child of the
1960sI grew up steepedin Huxley and Hesse,and I sharevirtually all the reservationsI paraphrasedearlier. I converted in the
mid-eighties, while embarked on research at London’s City
University, and have renegedmany times since. My relationship with technology is one of love and hate.

This autobiographicaloutburst is only relevant in one respect: the steps which I took, upon conversion, to addressmy
own particular brand of alienation, has produced a certain type
When the scepticismcomesfrom indisputably enlightened of music which, judged againstthe context of computer music
sources,it is indeed rather hard to dismiss. Huxley himself, in as we know it, can throw a useful light on the vexed issueof the
spite of being one of the greatestpolymathsof our century,pro- role of technology in composition.
vides an early example of mistrust of technology-baseddevelopment in his novel Brave New World. Written in 1932, this
May I provide a few more autobiographical details, only
book already contains some of the basic critique that is com- the minimum required to frame this discussion.As a native of
mon currency today among the musical techno-sceptics.Where Bolivia, I first enteredthe world of music through the channel
music is private and intimate,technologyde-personalises.
Where of folk music, of the kind now known in the international cirmusic belongsto anyone,rich or poor, technologyrelies on capi- cuit as ‘Andean’music. The soundscapeI inhabited as a child
tal for production, marketing and acquisitionby the user.Where was primarily rural or small-town, and the first instrument I
music speaksof struggle and humanpassions,technology aims performed on was the charango.As a vocation for music asat creating ease,comfort and possibly an ultimate numbnessof serteditselfin my mind. it seemednaturalto progressinto higher
the spirit. Where music demandsmastery of complex, subtle, spheres,into studying classical and then contemporarymusic.
ages-old,painstakingly acquiredskills, technology reducesev- A concomitantdevelopment,the adoptionof classicalEuropean
erything to the push of a button or the turn of a knob. Where the instruments,aroseas a necessitywhich I did not then query.
tools of music are finely wrought, classical-looking wooden or
brassinstrumentswhich the playercaresseswith loving elegance,
The folk instruments which first awakened my musical
technologydisplaysunsightly cubesandparallelepipedsof taste- interestwere and still are limited in range, very sensitiveto cliless alloy metal. And, above all, where music speaksto us with mactic changes,mostly poorly constructed and therefore usuthe voice of those instrumentshistory hasconsecrated,technol- ally out of tune. Few players have reacheda standardof techniogy introduces,at best,all mannerof anonymousthuds,whistles cal proficiency and versatility comparable,say,to a professional
and clanks, and, at worst, cheap sampledor synthesizedcopies pianist.The vast majority amongsuch playersare unableto read
of soundswhich real instrumentswould play better.
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music, since it is in the nature of their practice to transmit their
repertoire orally. Above all, the greatest restriction with folk
instruments is the fact that they are not internationally available. It is the universality of classical instrumentsthat makesit
so natural for a composerof any backgroundto embracethem.
Pianos, string quartets, new music ensemblesand symphony
orchestrasare legal fender almost the world over. Charangos,
quenas,panpipes,tarkhasand suchlike are common around the
Andes only. If one’s music is to haveanything more than a local
audience,if it is to be judged and, with any luck, acceptedas a
contribution to the great and ongoing classical tradition, there
is no querying one fact: it must be available for the legal tender
of classical Europeaninstruments.

’

Another example of a similar kind of conversion can by
found in Stravinsky’s short opera Renard, in which the composer imagined the sound of a Russian guzla to lend a certain
colour to the orchestra,in keeping with the folk-tale origin of
the libretto. Given the minimal chancesof recruiting guzla players in the internationalcircuit, Stravinsky settled for the closest
resemblancehe could find: a cymbalom, still exotic, much more
widely available. More recently, the Japanesecomposer Toru
Takemitsu brought in a biwa and a shakuhachi to play in a
soloistic capacity in the midst of a symphony orchestrafor his
work NovemberSteps.

All the above examples represent efforts to addressthe
alienation I was discussing earlier. In Alb4niz.s Asturius, the
The need to adapt for Europeaninstrumentsone’s musi- alien is absent but evoked. In Stravinsky’s Renurd, the alien
cian thinking originally shapedwithin the environmentof folk finds a deputyin the form of a lessalien substitute.In Takemitsu’s
ensemblesis by no means necessarilya harmful imposition. November Steps, the aliens are actually presenton the concert
Personally I have derived immense pleasure from the search platform, exotic visitors partaking of a ritual in which they by
for ways of recreatingeffects or texturesfrom one medium with tradition do not belong. Needlessto say, a situation of this kind
the other. Instrumental piecesof mine such as Pbjuro negro or merely exacerbatesthe ahenness,highlighting the differences
Danza de la lonzaare riddled with examplesof this quest.Take, betweentwo musical traditions.
for example, a passagefrom Dunzu de la loma in which the
Technology,of course,opens up a new kind of universaltrumpets burst into a hectic figuration in accompanimentto a
ity whereby to a growing extent one can expect to find similar
shrill melody on woodwind.
or equivalent configurations in distant parts of the globe. Take
the simplest possible configuration for an electroacousticperEXAMPLE 1 @AT) Danza de la loma letter M
The origin of this is, perhapsimplausibly, in a pattern of formance: for instance,a sound system,a mixer, a DAT player,
possibly live musiciansand their microphones.This equipment
charangostrumming in Bolivian music:
is quite likely to be available in almost every city where a pubEXAMPLE 2 (LIVE) charango strumming
To pick anotherexample from the samepiece, a combina- lic concert might plausibly take place. In extreme cases,even
tion of instruments blown through superimposedto nor- the DAT player and the microphonescan be dispensedwith.
mal playing in the wind section produces the following
Needlessto say, not all electroacousticmusic can be pereffect:
formed with such a-simpleconfiguration, but there is a signifiEXAMPLE 3 @AT) Danza de la loma letter 0
This was one of my attemptsto reproduceorchestrallythe cant body of work which can. It is quite plain that, from the
breathy sound of Andean panpipes.I suspectthat no illus- viewpoint of universal availability, some types of music techtration is neededfor a sound which you are, do doubt, fa- nology are well on their way to matching classical instruments.
miliar thanks to the ubiquitous South American itinerant
buskers.
Since Stockhausen’sKontakte, the idea of exploring commonalities betweeninstrumentsand technologically generated ‘As theseexamplesshow, the resulting sonority can be far sounds (or, as Stockhausenputs it, ‘the known and the unremoved from the original sound which sparkedoff the idea. known”) hasheld tremendousappealfor composers.Works such
This, in my view, does not mean that the whole exerciseis a as Incenters by Jacob Druckman have explored the possibility
failure. The history of instrumentationis teemingwith instances of realising with an instrumentalensemblesome of the textures .
of cross-fertihsationbetweeninstrumentsand evenacrossfami- commonly associatedwith the electronic music of the 1960s
lies of instruments.The Spanishcomposer Isaac AU&z, for and 1970s.There is somethingheroic about live players locked
example, instituted a piano techniquewhich DebussyandRavel in unequalcontestwith the superior technical force of an elecwere quick to adopt. It consistedin rapidly playing single notes tronic system, whether this is presentas in Kontukte or absent
with alternating hands, a practice obviously derived from the as in Incenters. While exploring points of contact between live
rapid alternation betweenguitar strings in flamenco.The clas- and electroacousticforces, the ethos of thesepieces is still one
sic example of this is Asturius, a piece so guitar-like in texture of distinction - not to say confrontation - and therefore redolent
and in characterthat nowadayswe hear it much more often in of Orwell’s - and Huxley’s in Brave New World - vision ‘of man
guitar arrangementswhich have reclaimed what rightfully be- versusmachine.
longed to the guitar in the first place.
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A perceptible - audible, that is - reconciliation of these
opposites came about in the 198Os,in the wake of the advent
sampling technology. In Britain, the secondhalf of the decade
sparked off a spate of piecesfor various instrumentsand computer-realisedtape, investigating the idea of extending the sonority of the instrument by manipulating samplesof the same
instrument, playing on changing degreesof recognisability. In
this manner, the computer-controlledsampled soundsbecome
literally an extensionof the live instrument.
The aestheticpostulatebehind such exploration is appealing in the extreme. One can trace it back to Borges’sobsession
with the mirror and the othernessof the self, the repetition of
our being somewherein a different dimension, possibly in the
world of dreams,and the ultimate doubt whether reality is the
dream and vice versa. Julio d’Escrivan, composerof a prizewinning piece for flute and tape,8describedthe tape part of this
pie& in unwittingly Borgesian terms: the orher flute. It was
clear in the late 1980sthat a composer,whether techno-sceptical or not, had no better way of exploring this othernessthan by
creatively juxtaposing acousticto electroacousticsound.It was
on realising this fact that I embraced music technology.
Let us now return to the debate on the aliennessof nonWestern European instruments in the environment of intemational music-making. By doing so, we should also be able to
connectthe various contradictionsand oppositionswhich I have
’outlined today.
On one hand, it is clear that against music technology all
acousticinstruments,whetherclassicalor not, constitutea separate class. This shared aliennessengendersa new equality between European and non-European instruments, whereby con-

’ siderations of background and tradition disappearinto virtual
insignificance. On the other hand, the quest for an extended
identity for an acoustic instrument through electroacousticmedia constitutesa way of addressingthe Orwellian dichotomy of
man versus machine, enabling us to bridge this opposition and
to createa sonic world in which man is, momentarily at least,at
piece with the monsters he has created.After all, musical instruments and electroacousticsystemsrepresenttwo different
stagesof music technology, the former being an earlier contribution. Ultimately, they are all gadgetsof which we avail ourselves to explore the mystery human destiny through sounds.
In bringing a folk instrument onto the concert platform
and surrounding it with an electroacousticenvironment which
resembles it and extends it, one is merely enlarging the scope of
the technological communion, incorporating what in evolution-

ary terms representsan even earlier stageof music technology.
If the artistic approach is a convincing one, this can be a way of
putting to good use the inherent cultural statelessnessof new
technology.Whereasthe instrumentis laden with a cultural baggage, new technology is still relatively free. The extreme differencesof cost, craftsmanshipand sonic power betweena rus82

tic instrument and state-of-the art technology are, of course,

potentially comic. It is up to the composer to create a cogent
musical discourse that will enable these two stagesof technological advanceto put eachother in perspectiveand to throw on
one anotherthe salutary light of mutual irony.
Q Agustin Femandez 1995
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n an interview in 1981,the pianist Glenn Gould commented to his interviewer that one of the things he
found most moving about the final Contrapunctusin TheArrof
rhe Fugue was that J.S. Bach was writing this music against
everypossible tendencyofthe rime.’This rigorous observation
suggestssomethingat work in the way in which we now think
about music, and as a consequence.about sound,that bearsdirectly on the questionof art’s relation to technical processes,to
industry,to economy,and also,to thought.Raising the aesthetic
and political spectreof “the times,”Gould forces us to consider
the degreeto which our claims for, and fetishism of, the new
communicationsmedia as a revolution in art, and therefore,of
life, actually function to undermine the very possibility for
the invention of a radical art of sounds.

Bach wrote 7XeArt of the Fugue at the end of his life during a period whenthe structureof Baroquemusical thought was
undergoinga transformationfrom a polyphonic modal or hotizontal plane to the mechanical or orchestral imperatives of a
vertical harmonic order that saw the fugue as an increasingly
redundantform. It is of no surprisethen, that Bach should abandon, or withdraw from, the new musical order, proceedinginsteadwith, what might be called an “idealised world of uncompromising invention.“2 For, according to Gould, there was always “... a constant proximity of fugue in Bach’s technique.
Every texture he exploited seems ultimately destined for a
fugue.“3
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In writing a group of fuguesthat are in no way contemporaneouswith their time, that in their actual duration replaceevery tendencyof the time with an art of invention, Bach establishesa certaincollective temperament(and tempering),or what
the philosopherGilles Deleuzecalls a becoming, in the apprehensionof the technicalreality that constitutesthe Baroquestructures of expressiveform. The Art of the Fugue, if we develop
Gould’s line of thinking, is an explicit referenceto theframing
of sonorousmaterialas an art that is neither hound by the return
to a timelessor eternalstateof TranscendentArt (it is grounded
on a movementagainstthe times), nor is it an artistic revelation
of the present(the times) as the future condition of life. Instead,
it marks out the shapeof a contrapuntal composition that no
longerrevealsthe fugal techniquefor what it is, but re-assembles
the temperedscale as a giant modulating machine that is, in
Nietzsche’sphrase,untimely (...alwaysin time, inventing time).
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In thinking about the nature of “the times,” therefore, we
have to ask, at what point does the figure of Johann Sebastian
Bach crossover into Glenn Gould? This is not, however,a thematic consideration, nor even a question of identity, but one of
modulation (and by modulation I meanboth a transpositionand
a reconfiguration of an event) that involves Gould as a kind of
fugitive whose aim is to preserve,not himself, but a secret in
much the same way that a melody appearsas a motive within
another melody.4 In this sense,Gould’s description of The Art
ofthe Fugue seemsto me to be entirely consistentwith his own
concept of an art of sounds.The idea of inventing a contrapuntal form of radio documentarybasedon discretevoices andcontiguous sonic elements,according to the textural criteria of the
medium is also about a profound resistanceto the organisational
and bureaucratic tendenciesof a presentthat demandsa pure
stale of exchange through the deregulation of all (aesthetic)
forms?

music. Once everything is embued with the clarity of the microphone,the soundsof life, of all moving phenomena- voices,
static, the wind, music, enginesturning over, the buzz of electrical currents,brain waves - can be extractedfrom the circumscribedforms of musical expression(eg. the sonata,symphony,
popular song) and renderedexpressivein themselves.This is
what we might define, following Gilles Deleuze, as the ‘active
sound-frame.‘8

The tendency,though, of “the times” is towards the destruction of this soundframe into a pure acoustic replication of
the audible universe as the most natural thing of all - into a
natural soundpicture. It is a conceptionof an art of soundsthat
exercisesa morphologicalimperative in the nameof an increasing immersion of the listener in an undifferentiated or homogenoussonic landscape.We are well aware,however, of the limits of sound,the obvious incursionsthat take place in the name
of an enclosedlistening, of an ear that is completely immersed
So what would an art of soundsconsist of now? and how in sound.It has been noted elsewhere,this potential fascism of
is this perception of art related to “the times”? to the conceptof sound,9and it is important to resist calls for a sound state, to
music? to the rise of recording techniques?and to the field of question an electronic arts practice that grounds itself in the
cultural production in general?Strictly speaking, our concern idea of sound design, in the necessityfor sound as the sum or
with the organisation of sound, with how sound is organised totality of all experience.
along either aesthetic, political or scientific lines, necessarily
Even the nameof the first commercially available tape reinvolves thinking about music and implies a conceptof musical
thought.While the definition of music may have beenexpanded corder in the United States- the Sound 1%4irror’~- suggestsa
by composerssuch as Varese,Schaeffer and Cage, to include conceptof the sonic event as a reproductionof the natural order
all audible phenomena,this historical transition from the musi- of things that is completely of its time, that attemptsto become
cal object to the sound phenomena,from musicology to phe- the essenceof “the times,”and as suchamountsto nothing more
nomenology,is still bound by the expectationor anticipation of than a reinforcement,a sounding out, of the various modes of
musical resonance,by a melodic distribution of soundsacross capitalist distribution and exchange.After all, once soundsare
specific frequencies, across the total sound spectrum. In this interchangeableat the level of electronicprocessing,that is, once
sense,we are not interested in abandoningmusic, but asking all soundsare subjectedto codification, to a system of intelliinstead where musicality might lie within a mediated or gible equivalence(within the capitalist market and the militaryindustrial complex), it becomes increasingly difficult to proinformatic world?
duce asound that doesnot simply effect its code (and I’m thinkGould’s great insight is to realise, in the potentiality of ing hereof a lot of soundmontagesor computer generatedprosound recording, a cinematic condition that brings about a re- ductions) as the limit of a technocraticor informatic process.
newed relation of music to thought in that the visual image is
now saturated,drenched, with a dynamic musicality without
This desire, for the conflation of what is heard as sound
depth, or more specifically, an advanced microphony. This is with a mechanicalimage of our hearing, informs the very strucwhat I mean by a sound-image:that point at which the combi- ture of sonic eventsand points to an overwhelming tendencyof
nation of visual imagesand soundsand bodies affects the dura- “the times” to inscribe a compositional directive as the limit of
tion of the moment, of a series of moments; that inhabits and what can be heard, to simulate the very condition of audition.
exceedsthe internal organisationof soundsthrough a seriesof For Bach, it was the demandfor thematic control and harmonic
cuts,fades, dissolves,and zoomsin terms of a continuouscoun- continuity; for Glenn Gould it was the movement from a monoterpoint between the camera and the microphone.6From this phonic sound sourceto a stereophonicsound image; and more
contrapuntal movement between a mobile visual image and a recently,it’s beenthe ascendancyof the digital domain in relasoundtracking the possibility emergesof locating distinct zones tion to the composition of auditory spaceitself. In fact, the hisor fields of sonorities outside of the simple scientific identifica- tory of sound can now be posedas a seriesof problems of pertion or amplification of audible phenomena.
spectiveandprojection that increasinglyworks to combine what
is heard with the object of our hearing.
Gould argues,therefore, for an “intense molecular analysis”of soundsthrough a processof mobile microphonic dissection’, a microphony, that comes to embody the very reality of

The chimera of sound. In the current rush to confront and
embracemultimedia, digital and 3D sound possibilities, however, it’s not just a caseof arguing for, and manufacturing,new
aural experiencesin which the soundevent and the production
of sound are held to the same kind of formal or mechanical
properties that see all electronic productions in terms of their
generativepotential; that is, as energy to be harnessedin terms
of an assumedthreshold of audibility or visibility or productivity. Rather, if we think again of Gould’s untimely notion of
TheArt offhe Fugue, it is a caseof inventing a continual variation or thread that acts on our conception of the sonic event;
that makes it, in Deleuze’s and Guattari’s terms, “...necessary
for the non-musical sound of the human being to form a block
with the becoming music of sound...“‘r
In following this threadof Bach’s contrapunctus,the final
motive in this brief speculationaffects a certain transformation
or introduces a new compound, a new collectivity, into our
thinking about the invention of a sound image or sound tracking. The opening sound-image of Francois Girard’s film 32
Short Films About Glen Gould producesa remarkableconcept
of musicahty.The characterof Gould drifts from the rear of the
image acrossthe ice, pushing into the sound of the wind which,
mixed slightly back, becomesBach’s Aria from the Goldberg
Variations. This moment carries with it a complete transition
in the sound-imagealong a melodic line of composition; neither sound is privileged, nor is one sound establishedas prior
to, or originary of, the other one.
Rather, the soundsinhabit the force of the elemental(the
wind, the ice, the biological body) and the cybernetic(the mixture of sounds and music by way of a recording/editing process)through a third phaseor character;a solitary musicalmotif
that incorporatesthe untimely power of Bach’s final great inventions, the texture of Gould’s Idea of North, and the tracking
of the visual imagewith the melodic compoundof the Goldberg
Variations.*2 Girard’s film suggests,in this way, a profound
engagementwith the relation of a visual image - that of the
musician as a combination of different types and materials,
rhythms and resistances- to the texture of the recordedsounds
as they inflect on and transport the image in time. The combination of sound and visual image into the 32 short films about
Glen Gould forms a series of levels that transformsthe whole
force of infinity, creating a break with the expectationsof a
musical or creative life, through the melodic counterpoint of
this well-tempered sound-image.
So what is an art of sounds to do with “the times”? and
how is the artist to work againstevery possibletendencyof the
time? to resist the ideological imperatives of networks and
codes,of informatics, without falling into a naive naturalism?
Obviously, too much time is spent chasing echoes.Subtle manipulations that gather all that is felt and thought and desired
into an over-exposureto the times...Once what we hear and
apply to life as a rendering of soundis expandedIOincorporate

all audible phenomena,the real question is not what we have
heard? but how to compose in such a way that the life in the
sounds follows this modulation from sound image to visual
image and back again along a single musical line that extracts
from the audible world the actual audio-visual complexity of
an event.
An art of soundsmoves, in this case,along the twin peaks
of sonorousimpulsion and compulsion, producing itself as a
soundtracking or a modulation of the soundframe that no longer
accompaniesor inflects upon the structure of aestheticproduction, but rather imbues it with a melodic motive that never returns sound to itself. In this way we can dispensewith endless
reverberations, with desultory echoes, with the telephonic,
televisual, or radiophonic murmuring of voices that only ever
restore the power of informatics to itself as the essenceof a
sound picture.
No sound should be called, or considered,inherently musical, but neither is it a case of simply making the whole cosmos an effect of sound, a sound effect. Elsewhere, a melody
producesan audience,a crowd, a gathering and a band; it collects peopleand objectsand voices and throws them together as
a singular expressionof rhythm and precinct and motive to create an art of soundsthat abandonsthe technocratic and corporate structuresof “the times” (and its history) altogether;an art
of soundsthat is composedin the duration behveen a resonant
visual image and a melodic sound texture; that is, in the microphonic framing of an audio-visual moment, neither completely
heardnor seen,but collected and transposedin time through an
extensivemusicality.
0 Nicholas Gebhardt 1995
I would like to thank the Australia Foundufiunfor Culrure
forsupporting thispresentation.
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bstract

As a consequence of the Human Genome Project,
there has been an explosion of primary DNA sequencing data
available on CD ROM. This includes complete
genomes of viruses,partial genomes of bacterias,
and complete sequencesfor hundreds of human proteins.
Consequently, we began to envision a type of computergenerated music that would take cues for its musical
parameters directly from the physiological ones present in
DNA. A DNA sequence consists of a specified orderfor the
production of amino acids. The physical properties of amino
acids (dissociation constant, molecular weight, and chemical
class) combined with the properties of the individual bases
(melting temperatures) provide the basis for inheritance and
evolution and our musical compositions. The converted
results, one for each codon, represent distinct musical actions
in MIDI note events. Thusfan we have generated musical
compositions from several human, viral, and bacterial
sequences. This paper outlines our research.

H
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The geneticcode is an alphabetmadeup of four chemical
compoundswhich form the nucleotidebases-adenine (A), cytosine(C), guanine(G), and thymine (T). Thesebasesare linked
in a specific orderto form the doublehelical structureknown as
deoxyribonucleicacid, or DNA. Each individual living organism has a unique order of basesthat completely determinesits
physical structure.The four nucleotidesare arrangedin threeletter units known ascodons.Each codon specifiesone of nineteen amino acids. When they are grouped by chemical type,
there are eight such categories.The DNA template, located in
the nucleusof eachcell, acts as a blueprint that directs the pro
duction of proteins. DNA is translated into messengerribonucleic acid, or mRNA that is in turn serially scannedby ribosomes,organeileslocated in the cell’s cytoplasm. Ribosomes
usethe mRNA as a templateto direct the synthesisof proteins.
The initial programmingtask was to write an algorithm
that convertsthe list of sixty-four codons into distinct musical
events according to physical properties. A look-up table of
codonsand their correspondingamino acid types, followed by
the dissociationconstantor pK(a) and molecular weight, was
constructedas a data-base(Figure 1, below). There are eight

basicmusical timbres; one for eachof the eight classesof amino
acids.Each of the nineteenamino acids has a distinct pK(a) that
helps define pitch. Additional modifications involve physical
properties of the molecular bonding occurring in the codon itself, independentof what amino acid it codesfor. Using 7.0 as
the neutral point in acid/baseequilibrium point, pK(a)‘s below
7.0 are acidic while those above are basic.Hence,there are two
equationsfor eachcodon: one correlateshigher pitch with acidity, the other with base.The algorithm makes a binary choice
with each selection. Pitch bend commandsfor each note place
the music in just intonation.

where:
I and II are MIDI velocity levels
H is proportional to codon melting temperatureand Hy
drogen-bondstrength per codon.
(eachG=+8,C=+6,A=+4,T=+l)

The pK(a) and atomic weights of the amino acids
determine durations.
D = O.OlpM + O.I.Sk

where:
D = duration in clock ticks
P = pW4

f]=

((fp - 7.01) (4G +2T) +12) + k

M = molecular weight of amino acid
S = f (sum of hydrogen bonds per codon)
k = tempo constant(>O), higher number = slower tempo

where:
f & f I= MIDI pitches

All of the preliminary programming is scripted in
HyperCard.
The scripts prepare all the necessarydata, that is,
P = pW4
G=ZG+Cpercodon
the table of codons,and the genomesas collections for the MAX
T = z:A + Tper codon
object code language(Copyright by IRCAM and Opcode Sysk = Constant (Hydrogen Bonds):
tems).The initial table data contains the codon, followed by its
[AA=-2,?T=-I,CC=+I,CG=+2,GC=+3,
amino acid, pK(a), amino acid class numbers,and the molecuGG = +4]
lar weight of the amino acid (Figure I, first column). Eachcodon
is transformedinto a list in a collection (Figure 1, secondand
Intensities (velocity) are also adjusted according to the third columns). The list specifiesthe address,MIDI pitch, velcchydrogenbonding occurringin eachcodon.As with pitch, ity, channelnumber,pitch bend,and durationof the event for the
there are two correspondingequations for each codon correspondingcodon.A secondseriesof algorithmsreadsthe raw
and a binary choice is made with each selection.
DNA shings for a genome,searchesfor the startand stopcodons.
and then forms the three-lettercodon sequences(Figure 2, left
I=6H

column). Uncoded filler, ubiquitous extraneous material bearing

I] =109-I

no significanceto amino acid production,is ignored.In addition,
eachcodon from the genomeis checkedin the look-up table and
its codon index numberis put into anothercollection (Figure 2).

GAC,ASPj.122;5.1~;134
GAA,GLU,2.13,6.0,2,146
GAG,GLU,2.13,6.1,2,148
TCT,SER,2.186,7.3,1 ,l OS
TCA,SER,2.186,7.2,1,105
TM,SER,2.186,7.5,1
,lW

Figure 1: Partial Table of Codons
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Figure 2: Genome for Beta Globin

Actual genomesof human or bacterialproteins,or completevirusescan thenbe scannedby the DNA M ixer patch(Figure 3) so that each of the codonsis culled from the data-base
table and then played in real-time linear sequenceas M IDI
events.The m ixer can play up to five individual sequencesat
different starting points. This processis analogousto the scanning of the mRNA by the ribosomesas it adds amino acids
sequentiallyto makeproteins-a processnot unlike severalcars
(ribosomes)on a roller coasternegotiatingthe identical track
(mRNA), but at different locations,speeds,and spacings.Polyphonic voices can occurjust as multiple ribosomesrun along a
singlestrandof mRNA. At this point in our work, the computer
performsthe music on a YamahaTX802 digital synthesizeraccordingto a durationconstant(thegreaterthe constant,thelonger
eachrelative M IDI event).

Thus far, we have generatedmusical compositions for
blood andliver cells, the polio virus, botulinin toxin (botulism),
measles,rubella, four distinct common cold viruses, and the
HIV virus (we have presently avoided most human proteins
becauseof large amountsof uncodedfiller found in between
sequences).The next major goal is to realize the Smallpox
(Variola)Virus (now extinct save for two vials in Atlanta and
Moscow respectively).Becauseof its many distinct sequences
and extremelength (20,000basepairs), the MAX patch presently being usedwill requiresomemodifications.Future plans
also include the investigationof replacing M IDI events with
real-timesynthesisprogramming.
0 Peter Gena 1995
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Chicago, IL, 60603
0 Charles Strom 1995
Section of Medical Genetics
Illinois Masonic Medical Center
Chicago, IL,
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IMAGING

DIRECTLY ON
THE RETINA
A PROGRESS REPORT
By Elizabeth Goldring
goldring@mit.edu

y intention is to keepmy highly damagedvisual sense
alive by using the Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope
(SLO) as a seeingdevice to foster visual poetry as well as communicationover the Internet. In 1979I wrote:
Things are disappearing
Branches from frees
Pieces of words
Lines in faces1

As I beganto lose my eyesight I developedan increasing
appetitefor technologyincluding cameras,lensesand any available “seeing machine”. I used this technology both to bolster
my fading eyesightand to createnew kinds of visual sensations
that I could useto expressmyself.
At this time I was exceedingly lucky to be a Fellow at
MIT’s Centerfor AdvancedVisual Studies.CAVS was founded
by Gyorgy Kepes in 1967 as a workshop where artists could
encounterscientistsand engineers.It was at the forefront of a
global awakeningto art-science-technologyas a movement.Its
purposeswere ashumanistasthe traditional valuesof art rather
than military or industrial. New tools were being evolved that
were replacing “oils” and “the violin”; transmittability of imageswas becomingat least as important as expression.Artists
worked in groupson large-scaleinstallations as well as pursuing individual projects,with MIT as a candy storeand the large
collaborativeartistic projectsencouragedby its longtime director Otto Pieneas venues,CAVS artists working in diverse media were pioneering new genres of Art and Technology,e.g.
Harriet Casdin-Silver’ssolar tracked daylight hoIograms;Eric
Begleiter’s holographic candy; Jennifer Hall’s virtual reality
glove; Piotr Kowalski’s Time Machines; Shawn Brixey/Laura
Knott’s PhotonVoice (light and soundresponsiveparticleslevitated in a flask interactedwith the movement of a dancer).It
was an environmentchargedwith new materials,experimentation, poetry, magic where, among other things, artists were attempting to render the invisible visible. We sharedwork and
ideasat bimonthly Fellows meetings.It was herethat I first saw
somevideo synthesistechniquesemployedby Vin Grabill*, then
a graduatestudent in the Master of Science in Visual Studies
Programat CAVS. In the ensuingmonths we begana collaboration that has continuedfor 10 years.

a9

Terrified and mesmerizedby what I saw “from the inside “The Inner Eye: From the Inside Out” as harbingersof my conout “as my eyesight worsened,I was observing something re- cept for “retinal poetry”.
markably akin to Grabill’s video synthesistechniquesof light
Enthusiastic about the prospects of the Scanning Laser
edged shapes,streakedand pointillist light surfacesand loose
Ophthalmoscopefor non-medical applications I contacted its
greenjell0 movement.
inventor, Robert Webb, Senior Scientist at SERI. He was inAdapting his video techniques,Grabill andI produced“The trigued by a possiblenew usefor his invention. Since 1989.my
Inner Eye: From the Inside Out” (1989, 21 minutes)3 is my collaborationwith Robert Webbhaslead to severalexperiments
story of vision loss due to proliferative retinopathyand repeated in visual poetry seenthrough the SLO, the genesisof a visible
vitreous hemorrhaging. My Eye Journals,drawings, watercol- language for the Blind and a test of communication over the
ors, audio tapes and poems provide the basis for the video. In Internet using the ScanningLaser Ophthalmoscope.
exploring my disintegrating vision as interferencepatterns of
Frightened by my own experiences,I was determined to
light and color, my poetry, photographyand multi media installations also expose interferences among words, images and keep the Blind and visually challengedfrom sinking into a state
soundsin tightly serratedspace.“The spaceis locked inside my of deep Blindness where, according to John Hall in Touching
head...it doesn’t even get so far out as your slit lamp lens...it is rhe Rock: An Experienceof Blindness(PantheonBooks, 199I),
from the inside out”3 Grabill and I also collaboratedon interac- the memory of images disappearsaltogether, and the visual
tive media installations and environmentsdesignedto heighten sense,it would seem, atrophies from disuse. The noted neuroIogist and author, Oliver Sacks,saysof John Hall’s account:
the viewer/participants’understandingof vision 10~s.~
Grabill accompanied me to medical examinations and
Therehas neverbeen,to my knowledge,so minute and
therapeuticattempts to savemy remaining sight. Physiciansat
fascinating (andfrightening) an accountof how not only the
Joslin Clinic’s William BeethamEye Institute and researchsci- outer eyebut the “inner eye”gradual/y vanisheswith blindness,
entists at the SchepensEye ResearchInstitute in Boston, supor steadylossof visual memory,visual imagery,visual otientation, visual concepts(at one time he cannot rememberwhether
ported our project becausethey felt it might help health care
the numberthreepoints backwardor forward}; of the steady
professionalsto better understandthe psycho-physical condition of vision loss. They opened up their laboratories and readvanceor journey (whichfor him takesjve years) into the
state which he calls “deep blindness”.6
searchfacilities to our camerasand becameimportant consultants to the project.5
I becamedeterminedto fight isolation (including my own)
Ongoing efforts to preserve and augment my remaining by creating an electronic paletteof tools for visual communicasight riveted me in front of two laser propelled devices.I recog- tion. Existing seeingmachinesdon’t work well - it’s partly the
nized that each offered unique explosive artistic potential. Us- technology,mostly it’s the lack of software. The visually chaling a direct feed video link we were able to shoot live footage lenged are still expected to be able to peruse tomes like War
of my laser treatmentor photocoagulationtherapy sessions.We and Peacealthoughthe torturousreading of every line of every
also aimed the video cameradirectly at the laser itself, thus dis- letter in every word and the ensuing nauseafrom looking at
covering that we could achieveabstractelectronic renderingof densetexts on closedcircuit monitors often tasksthe most permy subjective impression of laser treatment. These images sistentattempts.It’s no wonder that visually challengedpeople
haunted my remaining vision and are central to the fabric of (myself at certain points included) may be prematurely ready to
“The Inner Eye: From the Inside Out”.
close their eyes to the dimension of sight.
While we were compiling the video, I was also introduced
to the ScanningLaser Ophthalmoscope(SLO), a diagnostictool
used by physicians to visualize the retina (the back of the eye)
in order to evaluateit. During one suchexaminationof my retina,
the SLO operatorsaskedme to identify a stick figure. The SLO
scannedthe image with laser projecting it onto my retina, past
the hemorrhageson the front of the eye that contributed to my
blindness (at the same time my physician could observean enlarged image of my retina on a monitor).
I was delighted that I could seethat stick figure and I asked
the SLO operatorsif they could project a word - the word “sun”
- it was the first word I had been able to read for many months.
Working with researchersat the SchepensEye ResearchInstitute, Grabill and I experimentedwith hand scrawledletters and
a camera. These initial experiments using the SLO appear in

In my questfor “retinal poetry”and the poeticsof a visible
languagefor the Blind I knew I must provide formally simple
imagesthat could be transmittedonto the peripheralareasof damaged retinas like my own. In 1991, for ‘Experiments in Visual
LanguageSeenThroughthe SLO”, Webb and I collaboratedwith
CAVS artiststo transmitimagesonto my retinavia the SLO.These
images,live camerapoems,fires. faces and brushedcalligraphy
evincedqualitiesof strong,visceralartworks.During the performance,the audienceat CAVS could seea wall size image of my
scarredretinawatchingas Piene’sword FIRE written in fire faded
to embersand as Keiko Prince seemedto caressmy retina with
her brush strokes.I was also researchingancientand contemporary pictorial languagesaswell as internationalsignsandsymbols
as backgroundmaterialfor a visible languagefor the Blind. One
measurewould evenlually be what I could read using the SLO
and my right eye with little or no usablevision.

My emerging visual language employed basic English
three and four letter nouns, verbs and words indicating spatial
relations (e.g..prepositions).Looking at pictorial imageequivalencies for these words I createdword-images- combinations
of letters and graphically enhancedforms, signs and symbols.
For example,the word sun becomess o n and is henceeasierto
read becausein this case the curvilinear shapesof the letters
are separated.Additionally, the graphic enhancesthe meaning
of the word. Thesereinforcementaids are desirable,especially
when one must read up, down and around the lines of each
letter that forms a word before grasping the meaning of the
word, unlike the fully sighted person who scans the tops of
letters and reads sentencesin the same amount of time it may
take a visually challengedpersonto look at a singleword. Hence,
as I have already suggested,no matter which seeingmachineis
used reading densetexts is an improbable task for the visually
challenged.

my word-imagesand poem animations. The group then turned
a live video cameraon each other’s faces and I was able to see
eachof them as they spoke.This was exciting for me since faces
normally appearas unrecognizableblurs. The implication is that
communication over great distance seems possible allowing
Blind and visually challengedpersonsto read a poem or see a
child’s face, a micro-organism,a quasaror a star.

To date the SLO is an unwieldy, expensive, exotic machine that only works if you have someliving retina. Hopefully
one day there will be cheap,portable ScanningLaser Ophthalmoscopesand it will be feasible to bypassthe retina by going
directly to the heart of the visual cortex. So far, although I suffer from macular degenerationand proliferative retinopathy ,
two leading causesof blindness, I am a “tested” audience of
one. Softwareandhardwaremust be coordinatedand madeflexible and pervasiveenough to respondto many.The time is ripe.
The Internet needsto attract visually challenged users now, at
My growing library of word-images(storedin HyperCard) “the dawning of the age of global communication”. Technolis the basis for poems and poem animations that I am creating ogy is now sophisticatedenough to be able to include us all if
using the Mac. I find that poetry is a way to expressoneself our inclusion becomesa priority. Electronic palettesused intereconomically - using only a few words and imagesat a time to actively and creatively by the visually challenged can potenprovide artworks that visually challengedindividuals may take tially produce new ideas and new forms of expression that in
the effort to enjoy. To date, most of the work has not beendone fact cannotbe made by the fully sighted.By attacking the probin color becausethe commercially available SLO is currently a lem of how to include the visually challengedon the Internet, it
high resolution monochromatic system. Qualities of motion is quite possible that some general communications problems
explored with the poem animationsare of increasinginterestto will be resolved- such as how to make WWW sites graphically
me. At the moment, the cyberspaceenvironment of the SLO is strongerand henceglobally more accessible.It is my hope that
unforgivingly 2 dimensional.Through computeranimationthis Internet activists and sponsorswill enable researchinstitutes
spacecan perhapsbe extended,althoughthe SLO doesnot rely like MIT to make their laboratory technology available for exon stereoscopicvision. I am now animating fonts using a Sili- ploration and play so that the visually challengedconstituency
con Graphics Imaging program and am studying color values can promote multi-sensecommunication.*
in terms of spatial potential.’Theseexperimentshave yet to be
0 Elizabeth Goldring 1995
tested in the Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopeenvironment.
Testing the library of word-images stored in Hypercard
with the SLO required us to forge a Mac-SLO interface. Once
the Ma&LO link had been accomplished,attemptingto communicate over the Internet seemedlike a logical next step.
The Internet, establishedas a meansof global communication, is primarily a visual tool. It is my fear that the Blind and
visually challengedcommunities will net becomeInternet users unless visual as well as audio software is developedto accommodate their specific needs (including the establishment
of graphically enhancedWWW sites catering to visually challenged users).
Testing the feasibility of the SLO-Internet connectioninvolved a teleconferenceover the Internet between two Iocations at MIT. I was at CAVS. William Mitchell, Dean of the
School of Architecture and Planning, Dr. Lloyd Aiello, Robert
Webb and Vin Grabill were in the Dean’s office severalblocks
away from CAVS. Using softwarethat produceslive video over
the Internet the group in the Dean’s office were able to observe
my retina on their computer screenas I looked at examplesof

Center for Advanced visual Studies
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology
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I Elizabeth Goldring, in LJser Trwrmen( (Boston. Blue Giant Press,
1983).
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3 E. Goldring. Eye journal/video narration, “The Inner Eye: From the
Inside Out” 1989
’ “EyefSighin, Lights/OROT. Yeshiva University Museum, 1989; Celebration of Light, Savonlinna, Finland, 1990, Options, Washington
Proje.ct for the Arts. 1991. “Eye Room”. Light, Space, Tii, MIT
Museum, 1994.
s in particular, Dr. Lloyd Aiello and Drs Jerry Cavallereno and Sven
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’ The SGI work uses programs developed by the Visible Language
Workshop, Media Lab, MIT and applied by YinYin Wong as part of
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The CUBES
Gary R. Greenfield
Department of Mathematics & Computer Science
University of Richmond
Richmond, VA 23173
email: grgf@mathcs.urich.edu
Abstract

This project exploits author-developed tools for computer art that
are based upon artificial life principles. The goal of this project was to
extend artificial life art-by-choice methods for creating abstract two
dimensional computer art to methods for creating abstract three dimensional computer art. Of particular importance were: (1) exploring
artist’s tools that could “control” artificial life art, (2) escaping the
so-called “tyranny of the rectangle,” and (3) meeting the challenge of
expressing oneself in virtual non-planar abstracts.
This project culminated in a series of twenty-two screen-rendered
hollow cubes - The CUBES - which are witness to an uneasy alliance between an electronic artist and his sense of virtual vision.
Though evolved using artistic art-by-choice aesthetics, this series of
cubes cannot escape their mathematical nor technological underpinnings. They do, however, evince new ideas about both dimensionality
and expressionism. The CUBES documents the struggle inherent in
the emergence of a new art form.
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The artistic directions established by artificial life art (also referred to as
art by choice [9]) are now progressing beyond the initial visions of its founders
and luminaries, Karl Sims [ll] and William Latham [13]. The “look and feel”
of the evolving images interface has becomes more prevalent, the paradigm
of images governed by aesthetics has become (for better or worse) more
widely accepted, and the implementation
skills and technical requirements
underlying the methodology have become better understood.
Application
domains have expanded to include sculpture [lo], virtual reality [4], and the
automation of aesthetics [l]. But one might ask: What advances have been
made by the digital fine artist?
The author has been concerned with the development of artificial life
methods for computer artists, because they represent an exciting new future,
one reaching beyond classical drawing tools and first-generation
compositing tools. This concern has led to a a more carefully conceived version of
artificial life methods; one which fosters greater involvement by the artist
and seeks to minimize the amount of computing power required. The author
has implemented a suite of algorithms which enhance the basic artificial life
evolution of images system and provide new artist’s tools for controlling this
nezt computer art [7]. This led d irectly to the project described below.
In three dimensions, artificial life art has been relegated to a functional
role, serving as a “generator” for form, texture, hue, and motion primarily for
animation purposes. It has not been conceived of as a “generator” for expressionism. The project described here assumes this latter point of view. This
project arises from an implementation
of artificial life techniques designed
to take classically flat, in fact, square two dimensional abstracts which such
methods recognizably create (see Figure 1) and extend them to cubes, NOT
by surface mapping, but by generating 3D volumes. This resulted in the
series of virtual images called “The CUBES.”
The works themselves touched on a a variety of themes. There was no
way to confine the subject matter. The works are a response to two innate
but difficult questions.
What should the artist attempt to communicate
through the cube ? What should the viewer as participant
sense about the
cube? It will be worthwhile to consider in necessarily brief detail four explicit
examples. They will deftly illustrate what can be seen, felt, experienced, and
learned from the cubes.
Gift Logged Equation (see Figure 2) is a cube that is most assuredly a
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Figure 1: Artificial

Life Art example:

Yellow and Gold.

Figure 2: The CUBES:

Gift Logged Equation.

But does the viewer remember that an evolution
present to the viewer.
scheme gift-wrapped
this cube for us ? Where is the dividing line between
artist creation and algorithmic creation. ? This cube is a stark technical cube,
cold yet inviting. It tests the limits of our believability in the virtual image.
Sometimes it is real, often it is not real enough. Why is there so much sense
of form and pattern but no sense of color? Some will quickly dismiss it,
others will see it as a prime example of the new art form.
Sultan’s Cube (see Figure 3) is a cube of contrasts, conceived
yet still very personable. It reminds us of the isolation of the harem
the harem’s pervasive human contact. It is permeated with gentle
of its Persian origins, a hint of the exotic, and a sense of its own

in secrecy
in spite of
overtones
luxury. It
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Figure 3: The CUBES:

Sultan’s Cube.

is at once inviting and unattainable.
The viewer lingers, the artist lingers.
It is perhaps the most serene cube. The viewer is required to reconcile its
“hard” geometry with its is “soft” theme.

The Covenant Cube (see Figure 4) has strong psychological
now we yearn to know what is inside the cube. Evidently, the
its front are signs made by those who formed the covenant. It is
never know much. The cube is conspicuous. Its creators have
from us, or little care of us.

content,
markings
clear we
little to

for
on
will
fear

“Engulf” (see Figure 5) is a seething, passionate cube. It has a dangerous,
hot, and fiery temperment.
It has already begun to follow its course of

Figure 4: The CUBES:

Covenant

Cube.

Figure 5: The CUBES:

EngzLEf.

confined destruction. The viewer feels lucky to be at a safe distance from it.
But might the viewer wish to be engulfed? The viewer should ask, Why is
this cube so successful?
There is much to see and experience in every cube. As a presentation, The
CUBES will include slides of most of the cubes, allowing the viewer to pierce
through their surfaces with the aid of additional commentary, clues, cues,
and prompts. There are brief clips from a video that was made of the author
trying to search, capture, coax or mold, as the case may be, an emergent
cube. The presentation is a forceful example of the variety, diversity, and
eqressive content that artificial life brings to the artist’s sense of vision.
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24 hours live on the frequenciesof many radio stationsin
Australia, Canada,Europe,Scandinavia,Russiaand Israel.
In the Internet and at the network intersectionsin Athens,
Belgrade. Berlin, Bologna, Bolzano, Budapest, Edmonton,
Helsinki, Hobarth,Innsbruck,Jerusalem,Linz, London,Madrid.
Montreal, Moscow, Munich, Naples, QuCbec, Rome, San
Marino, Sarajevo, Sydney, Stockholm. Vancouver.
June, 22 noon to June, 23 noon (CET)
Q
ORIZONTAL RADIO was a telematic radio network
project, that took place simultaneouslyat different locations,in differentmediaandon different frequenciesandbandwidths.
The starting point was the analoguecable and broadcasting network of the EBU (EuropeanBroadcastingUnion), which
served as a primary telematic sphere of action and was connected in several casesto independentradiostations or interfered with by pirate radio. Linked to this network was the
Internet, which servedas a medium of accessand distribution
beyond the broadcastingrange of the participating radio stations but also in some aspectsas a possibility to influence the
broadcasts.
The basic intention was to allow the unfolding of a media
structureas heterogeneousas possible - as opposedto the unifying and standardizedpressuresof “communications’by the
big broadcastinginstitutions and entertainmentconglomerates.
HORIZONTAL RADIO functioned as an experimental
field of tensiongeneratedby the highly differing characteristics
of transmission and communication of the classical
isosynchronouspropertiesof radio and the asynchronouscontext- and download-relatedpropertiesof digital data networks
(on demand,random access,caching).
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HORIZONTAL RADIO, instead of perpetuatingthe vertical hierarchy betweenclearly defined transmittersand receivers turned into a platform for the exchangeof transmissions.
Each individual radio station had to determine its role in
the network, e.g. by making its own selection of artists, subprojects and materials.
A seriesof regional sub-networksnot only servedas geographical bridges but also as gatewaysbetweendifferent media
and bandwidths. As a consequence.they createdthe preconditions for the desired decent&i& structure, in which the individual station did not have to build up links to all other stations
in order to be connectedto them.
The following devices were employed
As carrier media analoguemodulation lines for the transmission of hi-fi audio signals (stereo/mono)
- ISDN and standardtelephone lines with corresponding
frequency range reductions (7kHz: 3.4kH)
- data transmissionlines in the shapeof ISDN or standard
telephonelines for the remote accessto musicalcomputerequipment (e.g. for the purpose of real-time sound installations).
- the Internet as a caching serverand as a medium of communication, interaction and distribution as well as a stage for
conferences(telnet. ftp. ire. www. social netbrowser)
- VHF, MW and SW.

techniciansand organizers.At locations far apart, in different
media and on different bandwidths, a wide variety of projects
took place simultaneouslyand, together,drew an image of the
rapidly changingcommunicationstechnologiesof our time and
their cultural implications.
Unlike e.g. the transmissionof the New Year’s concert of
the Vienna Philharmonic or the soccerchampionships HORIZONTAL RADIO did not have a center, from which the event
was transmitted to the whole (passive)world. Instead, the stations, while receiving contributions from - sometimesmany other participants,simultaneouslytransmittedtheir own contributions into the net. The result were constantly changing constellations and connections between the participating
radiostations,the Internet and the physical sites, at which performances and concerts took place in front of big and small
live-audiencesand/or people walked through - in some cases
interactive - installations.The hierarchical transmitter-receiver
model of traditional mass-mediawas replaced on many levels
and in differing intensitiesby a model of being a participant or
at least being part of it...

In projects like Horizontal Radio artists first assumethe
role of initiators, organizers,managers,who develop a situation
inside networks, in which an unknown number of participants/
userswill in an effort of distributed authorship be able to contribute to the unfolding of a “piece”. This “piece” or “work of
art”relates,if at all, only in someaspectsor rather fragmentsto
traditional definitions of a work of art. Similar to Christo, artThe resulting differences in sound quality servedas an ar- ists acting as initiators/organizersof telematic events consider
tistic tool and provided one of the very few meansof orienta- the preparationand design of the situation as part of their artistion as regards the geographical areasand media covered by tic activity. But - other then in Christo’s projects - the unfolding
HORIZONTALRADIO. Differencesin soundwere consciously of the event itself, its holistic form (“gestalt”) and its specific
used by some participants as “soundscapesignatures*’which contentsescapeany control by the initiators, who turn into cohelped to identify transmittersacoustically.
authorsamongmany other participantsand users.Each of those
- even the most passiveuser of a radio-programme- develops
Such a network environment implies an artistic concep- his or her completelyunique imageof the whole structure(sculption that places less emphasison primary production and more ture), an image that cannot be anything else but a fragmentary
on dialogic distribution and administration.
memory of somethingmuch bigger, somethingthat is breathing
like a living organism,constantly changing shapeand energy “Hi friends!
sometimesresting, sometimesalmost bursting.
I am sorry your event is closing down in one and a half
hours. I have been listening to your night program on FM4 un- Thetheme:MIGRATION
til the small hours of the morning and I have not missed one of
the programs on the cultural channel.
To me - a radio and netfreak - it was a fantastic adventure
to somehow have been part of it. The event has changed my
attitude towanis nets and about what radio could be in thefuture as well as my attitude towards information .. .. ”

(e-mail msg. to the Austrian Radio on June 23rd)

HORIZONTAL RADIO proved to be a unique event. It
was realised by more than 200 artists ( the exact number may
never be found out) together with a truly unknown number of
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How and by which artistic means the participants interpreted this theme was completely open. There was no central
agency controlling content or form of any contributions. (It
would not even have possible to spot contributions differing
from regional or national broadcastinglaws in time to prevent
their live transmission....)Due to this artistic freedom the material used for HORIZONTAL RADIO in retrospectproves to be
an unexpectedlyrich anthology or international radio- and telecommunicationsart of the 90’s: all possible genreswere representedfrom live-soundscapesto complex tape-compositions,
from live- concerts to multi media performances,from moving

collages of interviews/sounds/music and literary texts to
telematic simultaneouseventsbetween some of the participating stations, from sound sculptures to sounds, texts and collages triggered by the Internet etc.

and though some of the serversactive during the project seem
to be inactive now, others go on (REAL AUDIO Server) and
some of the on-line projects will be revived. The documentation of HORIZONTAL RADIO keeps quite a few people busy,
challengesthem with questionson how or whether it is possible
Anything delivered into the Net - sounds,compositions, to “write” a history of telecommunicationsart. And new plans
texts, images - data - turned into material, which could be ma- are made for other versionsof HORIZONTAL RADIO.
nipulated and changedby any other user/participantto be sent
HORIZONTAL
RADIO just as its - less complex - predeon and changedagain....Ourideas about authorshipor intellectual property lost their meaning.In the caseof HORIZONTAL cessorswas and is a collage of different spaces,locations, maRADIO also the most traditional sound-text-compositions, terials, technologiesand systems.The project operated in the
broadcaston the radio brokedown into data,that could be mixed, “found” (existing) transmissionand broadcastingspacesof inlayered, manipulated live with all the other data arriving simul- ternational public and independentradios, of the telephoneof
taneously from other placesin the world or recordedin an ear- Internet. In telecommunicationsart we can recognize artistic
lier stageof the event. Partsof the live mixes were picked up by strategiesand intentions, which have been crucial to the develother stations and woven into new broadcastsand so on...No opment of art in our century. These strategies and intentions
performing rights associationwill ever get an accuratereport however are transferredinto a context, which challengesboth
on HORIZONTAL RADIO....For instanceit is entirely impos- the role and definition of art and artists in our society.
sible to unravel the collages, mixes, layerings of material that
arrived live on telephone lines, stereolines,monolines, ISDN
The importance of sounds (and text) in HORIZONTAL
during the IO hours broadcastby the Austrian National Radio RADIO points to the fact, that it is stiil more promising - also
as to what their exact sourceslet alone their authorswere. The artistically - to get a hold of virtuality, virtual reality by means
mixes and layerings were not done by one particular author; of sound - and therefore the absenceof images- than by comsoundengineershad as much to do with them as the narratorsin puter imagesrooted in a naive realism. Just as minimal art has
the studio, chanceeffects or the artists working on the Internet taught us to reconstructthe wealth of the concept of sculpture
projects which again releasedsoundsinto the radio-mixes etc. out of the absenceof its many possibilities and aspects,sounds
permit the reconstructionof an incredible wealth of virtual imNo user/patticipant/author/“co-conspirator”
(self-definition agesout of our individual memories.
of participating artists group) could come close to perceiving
the event in its entirety how it spun itself aroundthe globe. Each
A project like HORIZONTAL RADIO amassedso many
location - the physical locations of performancesor installa- data that an image of our changedreIationship to data/informstions delivering material into the radio-net and the Internet, as tion developed.It becameclear that metaphorslike speed- let
well as the different radio broadcastsby national or indepen- alone infobahn etc. - belong to the past, do not apply. Instead
dent radios around the world or the Internet - presenteda com- one got the image of a geometry in which each place is of equal
distance and in which data is not Iocated at any specific pIace
pletely different “image” of the event to its users/listeners.
but floating. It is either there or not there, the users/listenersare
A project like HORIZONTAL RADIO is - we thought - either in it/with it or out of it. On or Off. Nothing in between.
only alive as long as the network organisedfor the event stays The passagefrom being without to being within the domain of
active, i.e. for the duration of the time-spannegotiatedin a com- information is abrupt, sudden,complete. Once you are in, you
plex processbetweenorganizers,institutions, technicians,sub- are.... everywhere.
sidy-givers, sponsorsetc. It is here that analogiesof telecommunications art to “art in the public space”make a lot of sense.
As soon as the floating data become visible/audible to a
specific user they turn into information: they are endowed with
With HORIZONTAL, RADIO a 24 hour period had been meaningby the usernot the artist, whoseinformation has turned
given as the frame-work in which radiostationstransmittedand into floating data once it is releasedinto the net/web. What the
received by whatever lines they could technically and finan- pre-structuringby artists/organizers/technicians/institutions
procially muster. The 24 hours were also the framework for live vided in HORIZONTAL RADIO was points of possible entry performancesand installations with or without live audiences in different media, on different locations, different
in a physical space and they were the framework for Internet bandwidths.....Therest was out of control.
activities.
Recent history
In the meantime it has becomeapparent,though, that the
project did not stop at noon on the 23rd of June. The perforHORIZONTAL RADIO was a further developmentof earmancesand installations are gone, true, but radiostationskeep lier simultaneoustelematic projects of the 90’s. Especially imRADIO
on broadcastingbits and pieces from HORIZONTAL
portant in this context are the projects Chipradio (92), Realtime
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(93), and Stateof Transition(94). which wererealisedforTRANSF and the ORF-KUNSTRADIO. Theseprojectstook a network
of simultaneouslive performancesas a starting point and then
usedvariousmeansof communication(radio,television.telephone,
datanetworks)in order to explorethe communicativepotentialof
massmedia. Specialemphasiswas placedon strategiesto recon‘tile the requirementsof linear, one-waymedia,with he diametrically opposedrequirementsof open communicationnetworks.
In addition HORIZONTAL RADIO explicitly referred to
the period of the pioneersof telecommunicationart. In Austria,
this was roughly the time between 1979and 1986.It was therefore no coincidence,that artists like Robert Adrian X (Vienna),
Hank Bull (Vancouver) or Art Pool (Budapest)participated in
this project as they were closely related to some of the very
early projects in Art & Telecommunication.
Therefore, HORIZONTAL RADIO not only reflected the
technological developmentand changing characteristicsof the
media,but also the political changes,that havetaken placesince
these early projects - among them telephone-music-projects
betweenWesternand EasternEurope. In 1995 radio stationsin
Russia or Hungary contributed substantially and with all kind
of technologies to a telecommunication project that incorporated much more thanjust the transmissionof telephonemusic.
In Sarajevo,though, the situation hasregressedto the early telephone music stages...

HORIZONTAL RADIO - a few statistics:
Participants:

- 14 national public radio networks on
- 24 channels
- at least IO independentstations
- pirate radios
VHE MW, Short-wave

- 7 INTERNET SERVERS
- 1 REAL AUDIO SERVER
- 24 cities in the whole of Europe,Israel,Australia, Canada
with performances,installations,concerts,poetryreadings
- more than 2ClClartists, composers,writers
- an audienceof millions (Ostankino Radio’s Short wave
service alone has 300 Million potential listeners in Asia,
Africa etc.)
HORIZONTAL, RADIO was not only broadcastin programsdedicatedto radio-art, but on newsprograms,youth-programs,cultural magazines,science-programs,on Pop-channels,
on Music-channels,Culture-channelsetc. In somecasesalso in
prime-time slots.
- Numbers of hours broadcast: so far unknown.
- So far 69 DAT cassettesplus a number of tapes have
reachedus from the participants.But not all of them have
sent their material....

- Someradiostationsusedthe project to test technologies,
e.g. ISDN lines.
The technical standardwas very high.
- A publication attempting to document some aspectsof
this undocumentableproject is planned.
Q Heidi Grundmann 1995

0 GerftiedStocker1995
INFORMATION;
TRANSIT, Wilhelm Greil Strasse 1, A- 6020 Innsbruck, Austria.
Tel.: +43512 580 601
FAX:+43512583202

Notes
1. EBU: the European Broadcasting Union is an organisation of public
broadcasting corporations. (Canadian and Australian broadcasters. as
well as New Public Radio [USA] ate associated members.
2. TRANSIT is a non-for-profit organisation specialised in the praxis
and theory of artistic projects in the elecrronic space, with an emphasis
in Innsbruck/
on the changing nature of radio &TV. TRANSIT is based
Austria and is funded by regional and national public funds and the
National Radio & TV. ORE
3. The 24-hour-schedule of HORIZONTAL RADIO was a conscious
reference lo a specific project, which was real&d at the An Electronica
in 1982: “The World in 24 Hours”. The project was initiated and developed by Robert Adrian, and its character is still exemplary.

THE COMPUTER
GRAPHICS CRISIS
By Ian Haig
I.HAIGQrmit.edu.au

his poster session is entitled The Computer Graphics
Crisis. By crisis I am referring to an aesthetic crisis,
which I see currently occurring in the areas of computer graphics, computer animation, digital image making and multimedia.
This crisis can be pinpointed in a number of different areas. It
also throws up a number of questions which I have left unanswered. Computer Art, multimedia and technology based work,
is certainly not in short supply of interesting ideas. However it
is often the aesthetic systems which deliver some of these ideas,
which I believe need to be evaluated and questioned more, before they are used.
The Computer Graphics crisis can basically be broken
down into the following, which I see as the critical points:
I. The over use of default software tools
2. The fetishism of the photographic model in computer graphics
3. The rejection of Popular culture and popular iconography within
the realms of computer art
I should state from the outset, that this poster session is not
intended to be derogatory to any particular work or person working in electronic art. Indeed I see my own work as suffering
from some of the very problems I am questioning.
The dreaded image filter:
In much the same way as the personal computer revolution had the side effect of producing instant graphic designers
overnight, simply because one used a computer, Electronic Art,
Computer Graphics and indeed multimedia is in danger of travelling down the same path. This syndrome is perhaps most visible at the base - consumer domestic level, where instant one
stop shop computer graphic/multimedia kits and software packages offering quick and easy solutions, with their standard set
of default-factory presets, image libraries and clip art, don’t help
the situation either. However this kind of thinking by default
syndrome, is also prevalent where it shouldn’t be - in the devel-

opmentof new andinnovativeelectronicart.
The reliance and overbearing use of programs like
Photoshop for example with it’s standard set of default image
processing tools, can sometimes result in work which looks the
same. Contrary to the claims that the computer is liberating and
free of all creative constraints, the opposite can sometimes OCcur: generic and predictable computer graphics, with a major
image problem.
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This in itself is part of a more critical problem I see,concerning the designand over simplification of the computeruser
interface.User tiiendly systemsmight enhanceproductivity, but
are anotherstory in promoting real aestheticdifference and diversity for the artist. Where by the user can sometimesbecome
locked in to a certain way of working, which is dictated and
reducedto available “user friendly” default softwaretools. Certainly there is a great deal of interestingwork being producedin
computer graphics, animation and multimedia, however I feel
more artists should be aware of producing work which is of a
particular and distinctive graphic style and of their own individual aesthetic,rather than the aestheticand mark of a particular default image filter or software tool.

generatedimage, and when visible, in a way de-mystifies the
computer image, destroying the surface and breaking it right
down to it’s most primitive of all elements.Which in many ways,
is where my particular aestheticin computer graphics has developed from - this notion of the technologically primitive, as
both a graphic sensibility and thematic device is carried through
in all elementsof my work. It is becauseof the nature of low
end and low resolution systemslike the Amiga, that my own
aestheticstyle has emerged.It’s within those chunky and crude
paint programsand rudimentary drawing tools, that I have had
to rely not on the limited software tools at hand, but on the
aestheticbent and attitude I have brought to the computer and
to the software

There is also a casehere, I believe for obsoletetechnology
Already we have “Internet in a Box” I can see the advertising now for “Computer artist in a box”:
in computer art. The latest doesn’t always signify the greatest,
and certainly if one looks at Techno and rave culture, as living
‘Thinking about computer graphics,what about computer proof of how the integration of obsoletetechnology can have a
art ? No time to learn complex software, introducing “Com- profound effect. Along with the real time control and manipulaputer artist in a box”, no fuss, no messymanualsto tie you down. tion of Amiga computer generatedimagery...analoguemusical
“Computer artist in a box” gets you up and running fast, letting equipment from ten and twenty years ago has been embraced
you produceamazing works of electronic art quickly and easily by Techno, becauseit delivers a specific sound unobtainable
from our extensive image libraries and data sets...”
with the latest digital technology.
You get the idea...forget about creativity, forget about individuality and artistic vision...just point and click, and while
this maybe humorous, it is also kind of scary.

Computergraphicsand multimedia can suffer from the perpetual ‘state of the art’ syndrome, where value judgments are
passedon hardwareand software standardsand we are quick to
talk more about hardwarelimitations, and current software verThis kind of reduction to default software tools reaches sions, then we are content, ideas,concepts,etc...
it’s worst and most literal examplein thoseprogramsthat simulate the brush marks of master painters, a kind of depressing The photographic model
technologicaljoin the dots. where by just becausetechnology
The technicalevolution of computergraphicshas seenthe
hasmadeit possible,it doesn’tnecessarilymeanits agood thing. emulationof photographicvaluesas a major goal. From the 3D
softwarepackage,which simulatescameralenses,f-stop settings,
Experimentation with a given medium’s tools and their andlight sourcesthroughto the processof scanninganddigitizing
methodology is of major importance to the creative develop- existingphotographicimages,the computerhasredefined the site
ment of any medium. However the emergenceof computer of actualimageproductionand aestheticcreationfor the artist in
graphics and in particular multimedia, has seenthat everyone many waysto the site of image processingand imagetransformaseemsto use the sameindustry standardacceptedsoftware.The tion. Thesedaysmany artists,manipulate,distort, transform,and
concept of medium experimentationand exploration becomes processimages,and popular software titles from Digital Darka real concern.And how is real aestheticdiversity ever likely to room, Photoshop,Photo Styler, Photo Lab, to Texture Explorer
develop if everyoneusesthe samebasic tools in the sameway ? and Image effects,give further indication to thesephotographic
And more importantly, software tools, which in a senseare al- and imageprocessingpreoccupations...
ready a point of view and a pre-determinedset of rules laid out
by someoneelse: the software programmersand developers.
The fetishism of the photographicimage and processis in
many ways the basisof anotheraestheticdilemma for the comMy own introduction to computer graphics was with the puter artist - leaving one with the question: what of the conneclow end, accessibleAmiga computer, where one couldn’t dis- tions of computerart and computer graphicsto the rich and non
guise the outcomesas anything but, raw, electronic graphicsin photographicaspectsof our visual cultural history and aesthetic
their crudest pixelated form. Certainly a long way away from production.
the lateststateof the art in computergraphics,which I am working with thesedays, but so what ? I have always seenthe pixel
Their is a alreadya long history of image styles,codes,and
as a stylistic device and a graphic feature unique to low end gestureswithin our visualculture,thatareindeednon photographic,
computersand something to embrace,rather then disguise.The and non cinematic,but - graphicaland which communicatetheir
pixel itself is the lowest common denominator of the machine meaningsgraphicallyopposedto photographically.
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Thesedays technologyhasredefinedour visual landscape,
images are increasingly mediatedelectronically and more importantly: iconicly, for examplethe reduction of computergame
charactersto graphic symbols, or the computer user’s interface
reduction to graphic icons. The very concept of graphic languageunderliesthe productionof meaningin our culturein many
different ways.

interactive hysteriawe are experiencing.Such a premise is also
well suited to humorousscenariosrelating to how we are interacting with emerging technologies.

The name “Astroturf’ has it’s origins in the boom period
of the 1950’s and the invention of a wondrous new synthetic
product, an artificial replacementfor a natural surface.
lied in with this is a wide eyed 1950’s utopian vision of
Fine art and specifically Pop Art has already absorbedthe the future and technological innovation along with it’s refergraphic iconography of Comic Culture, JapaneseManga, and ences to both the Jetsonsand Astro boy. The name Astroturf
cartoonsetc... However the developmentof computergraphics lends itself to interpretation - it’s that place where the future
can sometimessidestepthe graphical and consumethe photo- happens,and the territory or the turf, of technological invengraphic model. It is as if photographic realism and the photo- tion, where the synthetic replacesthe natural.
graphic processcarries with it a higher aestheticcurrency and
meaning, becauseit approximatesactuality, or at least actuality
“Astrotuff’ depicts a world where as a result of our accelas seenvia a computer, opposedto a graphic sensibility which eratedevolution through technology, we are actually evolving
interprets reality symbolically and iconicly. For examplethe in- to such a point, that the only place left to go is backwardsto a
ventionof photographyat the turn of the centurysawthat Impres- pre - technological state. One scene for example, currently in
sionism in fine art did not merely try to emulatethe new technol- progress will depict how the increasedminiaturisation of miogy but insteadfocusedon thoseelementsuniqueto the medium crochips has deveIoped to such a point that microchips have
through a symbolic and subjectiverepresentationof reality. The becomeinvisible and thereforeno longer exist, which results in
question remains why is computergraphics spendingso much a new pre technological primitive environment.
time re-inventingthe photograph?and the photographicprocess?
With so much attention thesedays focussedon the accelMy own endeavoursin computer graphics,computer ani- erationof our culturethroughtechnologyand our integrationwith
mation and interactive work over the last five years or so, has it, many of the concernsin my work aregroundedin the everyday
partly been in responseamongstmany other things, to someof (reasonably)low techworld, which drawson many of the cultural
theseaestheticissuesand concernsI see surroundingme.
and urban myths surroundingour irrational fears of technology,
its so called dangers,and our obsessionswith it. For example: If
Aesthetic diversity it seemshas not historically been the you watch too much television,you will get squareeyes,or radiamediums strong point. Partly I see this as systematicof artists tion from computerscan causemutationsetc.
relying on default softwaretools, which hasresultedin the emergenceof a generic look of ‘computer rut’, but possibly because
The way in which thesecultural myths surrounding techthe aestheticdevelopmentof computerart and computergraph- nology have beendepicted throughout films, television and the
ics has partly beenassociatedwith a technologicalone - higher media in general,via stereotypesof technology running amok
resolutions,more convincing raytracing and more sophisticated and machinescontrolling peopleslives, to destructivecomputer
texture mapsetc.rather then a developmentof individual graphic viruses and crazedmad scientists,these serve as inspiration to
technique and application of illustrative style.
my animations, which seek to heighten and exaggeratethe absurdity, and hysteria of our integration with technology in a
Pop culture and computer art
variety of different ways.
Currently I am working on an animation entitled
‘Astrotuff’ which came about as an attempt to bring my parHumans in particular in my work, have a grotesque,muticular aestheticbent and graphic style to the world of high end tated quality - possibly the result of some unknown technologi30 computer animation.
cal radiation source.These charactersare also the result of unhealthy habits and obsessivecompulsive behaviour associated
“Astroturf” tells the story of how humans are devolving with their technologicalenvironments.
through their interaction with new technology,consistingof different ‘technologicaltime frames’from prehistorictimes, to the
Aesthetically,computer art largely depicts a technological
1950’sand through to the 23rd century and beyond.“Astroturf’ utopia.I seemy work as drawing somewhaton a dystopic world,
presentsa numberof test caseswhich attemptto showin comical or at least a world which is malfunctioning somewhatand where
terms,just how humanshave relatedto the machine.
the side effects of technological integration has given way to
mutation and the grotesque.This basic theme is also carried
Technological devolution is part of an ongoing theme in through to much of the technique and style of my animation
my work. And while such a premise is largely tongue in cheek, work, which is almost non animation, movement is simplified,
it is also in some ways, a stab at new technology hype and the and mechanisedand charactersare resolutely one dimensional
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and under developed.In many ways the antithesisof much 3D
animation which models it’s environment on reality and actuality. The environment in my animations are unashamedly
cartoonish and exaggerated.I am less interestedin simulating
realism and life like behaviour,then I am in conveying a stylised
subjectivity in animation through caricature and humour.
While much 3D animation lends itself to high degreesof
realism and verisimilitude, the more real then real appearanceof
3D surfacesand environmentscan at times appearalmosthyperreal andtruly otherworldly.This synthetic,artificial look is something my own work has attemptedto captureusing current 3D
software,which I seeas just anotherstylistic device, much like
the use of the pixelated graphic surfacesof my earlier work. In
many ways my recentwork is a contradiction- while it usesrelatively sophisticatedhardwareand softwareto real& outcomes,
my aestheticconcernsare essentiallyprimitive ones:limited animation, reducednarratives,simplistic characters,etc..
The crude and economical movement in my animations
are asmuch a result of animation shorthandand impatiencewith
the animationprocesson my part, as they are attemptsat humour
in a medium so obsessedwith conveying life like behaviour
andrealism, sometimesfor no other reasonthen simply because
it can. What many seeas the way not to do things, I have always
thought the opposite - you should always do what you are not
supposedto do.
The twilight

zone

The electronic artist is an odd speciesand appearsto live a
strangecontradiction, betweenbeing dependenton commercial
facilities and the consumer world of the latest hardware and
software and yet at the sametime trying to distancethemselves
from this world in an attempt to maintain their own artistic integrity and persona1vision. This uneasycollaboration seemsto
have an effect on the artists own sensibilities, where aesthetics
and content is taken to the other extreme of the cultural spectrum, often resulting in work which is completely removedfrom
the popular culture from where technologically, it sprung.

While this awkward cultural location which most of my
work occupies,being neither here nor there, but in limbo somewhere in the twilight zone betweenelectronic art and the commercial world, could be seenas contradictory and problematic
to some, I have always viewed such a location open mindedly
as offering the basic foundation of a rich cultural diversity: a
dynamic site where the exchangeof ideas and processesbetween electronic art and new media touch base with the pulsations and vibrations of popular culture.
Ratherthen adheringstrictly to a fine art tradition, my own
sensibility and concernshave been informed by and traveled
the historic and aestheticroute of Pop art, cartoons, caricature
design and comic culture. My graphic style is a rejection of
thoseclassichigh art valuesconcerningthe depiction of beauty,
and insteaddraws upon what are essentially low art influences:
the grotesque,the comical and the slapstick.
While there is already a strong history to ugly and grotesqueart, (Daumier, Grosz and Charles Burns are examples
that spring to mind) the technological age gives the grotesque
greatsignificance.It is the dirt andgrime of contemporarycomputer graphics, the antithesis of the pristine, flawless, virtual
world. Currently the depiction of the body in contemporaryculture, where the advancesin cosmetic surgery and genetic engineeringtechnology,havegiven rise to a conceptof beautyof truly
unnaturalproportions.The whole idea of what is beautiful and
what is freakishthesedaysis questionable.And this is where1see
my own ugly, computergraphicaestheticemergingout of...
Often dismissedas the sireof low art and not worthy of se&
ousconsiderationin the headyworld of new technologyandelectronic art, the graphicsurfacesof comic culture and cartoons(for
example)have had a dynamic impact on graphic languageand
aestheticsover the yearsin all sortsof ways, which is largely ignoredin the realmsof computerart, for one reasonor another.

Computergraphics,
multimediaandnewtechnologybasedwork
has the potentialto be revolutionarymediums,and they shouldbe
usedin revolutionaryways...andin the proozssshouldalwaysque+
valuesandaesthetics...
As a result of this, no middle ground has emergedbetween tion theverynotionof acceptedstandards,
popularculture and the cultural location of electronicart. The diFor as much as Computer graphics and electronic art has
lemma for myself, is becauseI am working with popularimagery
and iconographyin amedium (the computer)which is essentially already emergedas an interdisciplinary medium, I feel it must
popular,is that by the time my work is received in the fine art/ also accommodatea multiplicity of styles, aestheticsensibilielectronicart contextandhascrossedthat invisible culturalbound- ties and attitudes. in order to expand and grow as a medium.
ary betweenhigh art and popular culture,anything I am trying to The fact that my very own aestheticsensibilities and concerns
are at odds and in some ways a contradiction with current elecsay in my work is instantly diffused and evaporated.
tronic art practicesand the general statusquo, is precisely the
Like much of my work “Astroturf” sits somewherebe- point - and reasonenough to seethat there is a cause for contween the world of commercial computer graphicsand charac- cern. There is a needfor electronic art to open it’s eyesand ears
ter animation on one hand and experimentalanimation and fine and look towardsalternativecuhural histories and real aesthetic
art on the other. I have always had an interest in all of these diversity, to counteractthe current computer graphics crisis.
areas with varying degreesand see no reason to work excluQ Ian Haig 1995
sively in one or the other.
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MATERIAL

MEDIA
By Ross Harley
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aking a dinosaurfor Jurassic Park is exactly the same
asdesigninga car.”That’s how Ed McCracken,CEO
of computer mega-carpSilicon Graphics, figures it. Truth is,
few of us would disagree.
Entertainmentandcommercialmanufacturinghavealways
made good bedfellows, though in the past we would seldom
mistake one for the other.American industrial designersof the
1920sand 30s like Henry Dreyfuss and Norman Be1 Geddes
may havedreamtup setsfor Broadway,and GeneralMotors car
stylist Harley Earl may havelived in Hollywood, but that’sabout
wherethe connectionended.Well almost. But at leasttherewas
an epistemologicaldifference between their styli& sets and
props on stageor screenand the built environmentof consumer
products.
Nowadays their interchangeability hardly raises an eyebrow. Hollywood andDetroit work out their “‘market ergonomics”’ (a niche for every body) and conceptdevelopmenton the
same computers, sell their products through the same media
(TV, radio, print, billboards) and dump their goods in the same
old places(westernsuburbiaor third world economies).Makes
no difference to them.
At the sametime, television has been let out of the studio
and shovedheadfirstinto the world of space,time and architecture - NBK-style.
There’s no denying it. Media, telecommunications,marketing and computing are congealing into newly corporatised
urbanlandscapes
that bear none of the dark romantic hallmarks
productiondesignersLawrencePaul1andSyd Mead material&d
for Bladerunner S bad-new-future.Forgetthe utopian soothsaying and gothic crystal-ball gazing. For the large majority of us
the future is alreadyhere- and it’s not what you’d call pretty.
It’s planned,it’s calculated,it’s flashy, it’s corporate-global.It’s
most probably at a shopping complex or video/computerfIV
screennear you. And it’s gonna cost.

H

Our sprawling cities provide the new outlets for a determinedly material culture in which design appearsto know no
limits. We seeand hear evidencethat things have beendeliberately cast (as if we don’t know by whom and to what end) at
every turn - from fetishistic consumerobjects to urban planning; from TV graphicsand virtual voyaging to the loud packagingof cereals for the supermarketshelf or for television; from
the austerepublic bus shelter to the new tollway or tunnel that
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decreasesthe distance betweenhome and work even as it’s annihilated.

Frame 2. I rememberthis the next time I dial a l-800 number to purchasesomeother stuff (tickets for a 3D Imax movie at
a brand new retro-styled multiplex cinema at Lincoln Plaza,
Manhattan-the screenmeasureseight stories high).

It is increasingly hard to avoid contact with a world designed on the totalising scale of global media. Everyone and
everything is plugged-in (especially when it’s advertised“UnThe call is promptly answeredby a friendly female voice
plugged”). We all know this: the distancethat used to separate who thanks me for using their service. “Welcome to the Sony
the media and the world it conjures disappearedseasonsago.
Cinemanetwork. Pleaseenter your zipcodeto locate the theatre
nearestyou. Press9 for more information, or 0 for the operaBut here’s the rub: real life is now designed and experi- tor.” Nothing strange about this - though I can’t recall my
enced as an extension of commercial media, and not (as we zipcode,and the theatreI want is not in my neighbourhoodanyusedto think) the other way round. North America remainsthe way. I press9 and the increasingly irritating calm voice thanks
pioneering source of material media - the phantasmsand me again(as shedoes for the nine remaining multiple choices).
obscenities of traditional media (from Hollywood to the Fox “If you would like to seethe following movie, pleasepressthe
Network) have beenconcretisedin a bombasticweb (I hesitate correspondingnumber now.” This is the future of interactive
to call it a system) of consumer objects and places. Small TV.
wonder American architecture and design are now so closely
aligned with the diverse (often perverse)interestsof multinaMore instructions.If I want to seethe Underwater Movie
tional media conglomeratesand magnates,providing the model press1, the Buffalos press2, the .. . Next, enter date of the bookupon which countlessother cities-as-urban-theme-parks
around ing. And the time of the session.
the world evolve.
“I’m sorry, the 3pm sessionis full. Pleasechooseanother
The following banal “framegrabs”are not from the nearor time.” I do, making sure to punch in the number of tickets I
distant future. It’s still 1995, and the theme remains the same: require, the number of my credit card, and of course its expiry
consumption is fun. So what if it costs a little?
date(a rigoroussafeguardagainstfraud I presume).Tickets confirmed, funds are invisibly sucked from one cyberspaceto anFrame 1. Even at 30,000 feet. No-one can escapethe right other. I’m ready to watch the show. After one more machine
to consume,with the credit card of your choice.The High Street transactionthat is - at the front of the lobby, attached to the
Emporium guide, (just like the other Skymall shopping cata- wall in front of the long line. Swipe my card, and out pop three
logues) gives me instant accessto merchandiseI wouldn’t look tickets for the 5 o’clock show.Amazing. Only an extra buck per
twice at on the ground. Inside I find exciting gift ideasfor fam- ticket.
ily and friends, as well as items I know I can’t live without.
Like the solar-poweredventilated golf cap, complete with six
Frame 3. At Universal City’s ETAdventure
ride, cards
l/2 volt solar cells to power the fan, which directs a constant and telephonesfind another convergence.Sponsoredby telebreeze toward my forehead. Or the vacuum-powered Insect communicationsgiant AT&T, the ride flies dozens of bicycle
Disposal System. It may look like a simple handheldcleaner, riders at a time to a land somewherebeyond the narrative limits
but it’s not. Really. Lined with a non-toxic gel (harmlessto hu- of Spielberg’soriginal filmic universe.
mans and pets) and powered by a built-in rechargeableNiCad
battery,the 14,000rpm fan Systemlets me quickly captureand
After waiting in line, everybody gives their name to the
disposeof insects at a comfortable distance without ever hav- tour hosts.In exchange,we’re each given an individual ‘passing to touch them.
port” (coincidentally the samesize and dimension of a regular
AT&T calling card). Everybody clears “Customs”, and we ridFreedomof choice is a wonderful thing. I continue brows- ers soar off above the earthly world - with noisy jeeps and a
ing: the Portabolt (to lock myself and my loved ones safely in- swelling John Williams soundtrack in hot pursuit. On towards
side any opening door), the Auto Toothpaste Dispenser (of the night sky, and in a minute we’ve reachedET’s cute cartoon
course), the world’s smallest 8-digit credit-card-sizedcalcula- planet- a world we’ve never seen(in the movie at least). The
tor that records up to 20 secondsof instant voice-notes,or the most magical highlight is left till last. As we swing past the
odour absorbingPoochPadsfor dog ownerswho love their dogs animatronic Extra Terrestrial waving us farewell at the end of
but hate the mess.Just call the l-800 number conveniently ac- the ride, we are all called - individually and by name - by
cessible on the Airfone Service the phone company have in- Him, ET. After such an experience,who could ever forget how
stalled in the seat in front of me. These telephonesaren’t for to call home again?
talking to people. They’re for ordering more stuff.
Frame 4. At the motion-platform Omnimax ride, Back ro
the Future - a fifteen minute experiencethat ushersthe participants through an architecturalmaze of corridors and check110

points inside the neo-brutalist Institute for Future Technology
- we make it home via other means.For a quarter of an hour at
least, we’re supposedto go along with the idea that we’re actually participating in an extendednarrative from the film of the
samename.The uncomplicatedlabyrinth that distributesus from
one checkpoint to the next- complete with surveillancecameras, familiar actors giving us backstory on video monitors,
written LED instructions, and real Institute “assistants”- is
only vaguely engaging.

culture surroundingus - by selling it back to pop’s corporate
initiators as Status.So what’s new?
Frame 7. Indeed,Gehry,Robert Venturi and DeniseScottBrown, Michael Graves, and Robert Stem have all furnished
Disney (under the corporateleadershipof Michael Eisner) with
designsfor someof its most critically successfulbuildings. why
stop at Florida’s Disney World or Euro-Disney in France?(For
despite the failings of the European excursion, a Saudi Prince
- assuredin his wealth since Dessert Storm - has poured
over $US300 million into rescuing the operation from its own
unpopularity. Go figure.)

Being strappedinto the eight seaterDeLorean time-travel
mobile is another matter entirely. The reality effect rapidly accelerates,and time slows as in a dream (or nightmare). CrashIf, as critic Michael Sorkin has recently put it, “in theme
ing headlong through a seamlesscollage of 20th century shopping centres,town squares,Ice Age landscapes,Hill Valley circa park nation, life is a ride and everything - transportation, as2015, prehistoric volcanoes, exploding Texaco signs and sembly, learning, leisure - must therefore entertain”, we’re in
cineplexes of the future, the four-minute ride is the most vis- for a lot more fun. Not just in theme parks either.
ceral experiencein the entire complex.
Frame 8. Disney again.This time with Gehry at the helm,
Souvenirs can be purchasedat the Time Traveller’s Depot planning to build a retail and hotel complex at New York’sTimes
on the way out. But everybody seemsto know you can get that Square,just down the road from Disney’s New Amsterdam thestuff anywhere.
atre (currently under renovation). A Virgin superstoreand an
MTV complex are expected to follow hot on Disney’s heels.
Frame 5. Like the recently openedNew York Skyride on More tangible still are the hundreds of total experienceenterthe secondfloor of the Empire StateBuilding, theseflight-simu- tainment retail outlets mushroomingin major cities-over 300
lator attractions blur the distinction betweenarchitecturalreal- Disney Storesworldwide, with Warner Brothers Studio Stores
ity and cinematic illusion. The ride propels the traveller from fast catching up. With over $US65 billion a year to be made
the stasis of the monumental site to the mobile world of the from merchandising,storeslike those in SantaMonica Plazaor
camera. The mechanical simulation and computer controlled midtown Manhattan are blue-chip investments.That’s the immovement may be clumsy, but the thrill lures riders back for age unstable media empires have wanted to project all along.
countlessrides.
Toontown is rock solid.
Of course, it doesn’t compare to the “real view” from the
Observatory on the 86th floor. But who said it would? It’s a
supplement,an addition, an orientation to a world which is in
its own way just as inaccessible.“Look at the cars down there!
They look like ants!”

Frame 9. So is Sony.Not content with the string of movie
theatresthey inherited during their takeover of Columbia (not
to mention the musical interestsof CBS and Epic), they’re into
diversification in a big way. Not only do they want a living
museumlike Sony World in downtown Chicago, they want kudos of the sort Philip Johnson gave AT&T with his infamous
Plenty of stuff to buy down there.
po-mo skyscraperon New York’s Madison Avenue. Now it’s
called the Sony Building. It’s public atrium was criticised when
Frame 6. Which isn’t to say that the rest of the built envi- the telephonecompany (somewhatdisingenuously) gave over
ronment hasn’t learnedfrom such entertainmentmachines.The its plaza to palm treesand wrought iron benches.All that’s gone
young LA-based architect Mehrdad Yazdani’s motion-reality now. In its place is a sprawling retail playground of Sony Style,
theatre at Universal’s Citywalk also incorporateskinetics into Sony Signature, and - you’ll never guess - Sony Wonder
its design. Its folded fiberglass screenon the facade functions TechnologyLab. This 18,000foot amusementpark is free, and
like an electronically liquid marquee,as if to set static architec- in America that’s as good as being “public”.
ture in motion.
According to interior designer Edwin Schlossberg, “we
Regardlessof the building’s success,such consideredde- wanted to make it human, but in a New York way... We wanted
signs endow these entertainment complexes with more than a to fill it with props, with stuff.” Stuff you can buy. If not now,
little Culture. Like the radically deconstructivistKFC outlet in then soon. This is the Universal City of consumer electronics.
the middle of LA (designed by Frank Gehry disciples Jeffrey Sony’s Toontown sets are not quite inhabitable film or televiDaniels and Elyse Grinstein) or the Planet Hollywood restau- sion, but they’re about as close as it gets.
rant designed by Anton Furst (the late production designerof
Batman), these places make a virtue of the high pop-modeme
Ill

Frame 10. That is of course until we finally get to see
computer squillionaire Bill Gate’s “San Simeon of the North”,
currently being completedin the suburbof Medina, acrossLake
Washington from Seattle. Partially tunnelled into the hillside,
the five acre waterfront househasjournalists debatingwhether
this is Barman, Dr No, or Citizen Kane revisited. Truth is it’s
probably all of the above. While architects JamesCutler and
Peter Bohhn say they’re trying to avoid ostentationand pretension, there’s no mistaking Gates’intention to let architecture
make concrete what Microsoft can only conjure with floating
point geometry. William Randolph Hearst once had a similar
scheme.
That doesn’tmean the electronic media baron won’t find a
prominent place for software in the architectural scheme of
things. As the New York %es has it, the Gates Xanadu will
have a network of computersthat “will alert the boulder-rimmed
hot tub, the video-art walls, the climate controls, the library, the
trampoline room and other sectionsthat the master has arrived
and expectsan evening tailored to his mood.” So why is Gates
remaining so tight-lipped about the details for his intelligent
entertainmentmansion?
I’m sure it has nothing to do with the New Establishment
leader’s current fascination with animation. It seemsGates is
desperateto have designeda universally recognisableMicrosoft
cartoon character along the lines of Mickey Mouse or Bart
Simpson.But after a recentmeeting with Ren L?zStimpy creator
John Kricfalusi, Uncle Bill decided his work was too cuttingedge for the Microsoft demographic.And so the quest continues.
One thing’s certain though.When his searchis finally over,
you can bet your last megabyteof RAM it will only be the start
for the rest of us. And we actually have to live here - here on
the edgeof the next millennium thesecorporationsareconstructing so obliviousy.
@Ross Harley
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OVERALL CONCEPT FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A REHEARSAL
OF MEMORY
By Graham Hawood
harwoodQartec.gn.apc.org
he productionof this interactiveprogrammehasbeen
commissionedby Video Postive 1995 and the coni-T-i
struction of the artwork is set to take place during Januaryto
April 1995.
The aim of the piece is to work with a group of people
from Ashworth Maximum Security Mental Hospital to produce
an interactiveprogrammeembodyingthe lifeexperienceof those
involved. This is manifestedin the form of an anonymouscomputer personality made up of the collective experienceof the
group.
Ashworth Mental Hospital is located in the north of England nearLiverpool and is home and prison to people who are
a dangerto themselvesor to people outside the hospital. The
groupof patientsI am working with rangesfrom serial killers to
rapists,potential suicides,and casualtiesof the excessesof society. The staff I am working with include psychiatric nursesof
twenty yearsexperienceand orderlies.
This artwork is about the recordingof the life experiences
of the client group that are a mirror to ourselves(“normal society”) andour amnesiawhen confronledwith the excessesof our
society. This forgetting is a dark shadowcast by plenty, a nightmare for some that constructsmisinformation and fear about
insanity, violence and victims.
This mental space is occupied by the psycho, the nutter,
the mad dog and Bedlam,this is the spacewhere strong fictions
lie and invisibly glue togetherthe mirror from which we view
our own sanity.
This work is about people everywherewho are trying to
rememberthe facesof the extras in the cinema of history.
This Artwork is a rehearsalof memoriesnot quite forgotten. Evil, sleazy,dirty, dangerous,sick, immoral, crazy, or just
plain normal.

H

Returninghome at night I can turn a light bulb on or off at
will, or even decidewhen I want to go to bed. My home,one flat
in fifty x 5,000 = anonymity.Freedom:I can peel a potato with
a knife; I can wake up angry or sad without fear of scrutiny or
being involuntarily chemically altered.This apparentsafety has
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recently beennudgedout of its complacency.I lay down, stroke
my girlfriend’s face, talk to my dog, the luxury of the common
place has a background music of questions. When I think of
such personsas the murderer, the rapist, the mentally ill, common sensetells me that such people really are evil. But where
did I get this common sensefrom? How did I come to know
that the acts of some people are sick, while the acts of others I
acceptas normal? Is it that thesepeople behavein a more dangerousor destructive fashion than other people?I usedto think
so...
Travelling to Ashworth Mental Hospital buy train 1stFebruary 1995A quiet middle age man smoking a pipe looks up at
me. He’s reading a copy of Philosophy Today,and as I find out
later he is lecturing at Warwick University and freelancesas a
managementconsultant to some very big companies.
“What are you reading”
“Oh, it’s about Memory and Amnesia”
“Work or fun?’
“I’m trying to get some backgroundfor a project that I’m
doing at Ashworth
Mental Hospital.*’
‘That’s where Ian Brady is isn’t it.”
Yawn. “Yeah, that’s right”
“I’ve killed quiet a few people in the past, when I was in
the army. I
don’t value human life in itself: individuals, but not life
itself.”
“Didn’t you worry about it?”
“What”
“Killing. From what I understandit’s a pretty hard thing to
get over?’
“No, they were terrorists and I had a moral right to take
their life. I’d
reasonedit out, you only get hung up about it, if you don’t
know why
you’re doing it.”
“What do you mean reasonedit out?”
“Well, they were breaking the law and anyway the British
government gave me that right... Don’t get me wrong, I
understoodwhat they were doing was defendingthemselves
from an invading army. Let me explain. If I decidedto kill
you I would, but only after I’d reasonedit out. I might feel
bad about killing you as an individual, but not about ending your life” I’am more than a bit uncomfortableby being
informed that my life is worthless and that a trained killer
hasjust suggestedextinguishing it.
“Let me get this right. You don’t believe life in itself has
value, and if the governmentsaysto kill someonewho you
believe is justified in their struggle defending themselves
you will still kill them?’
“Yes.”
“Sounds like voices in the head to me.”
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Murderer. Nutter. Psycho.Child abuser.Bum Bandit.
Think of the kinds of people described above. Are their
behaviours truly more harmful than those of people who are
normal? In many casesthe answer is no. Consider the lawfully
weddedhusbandwho physically and mentally assaultshis wife,
his batteredwife suffers as much as any victim of a convicted
rapist or child abuser.Similar things might be said of the sane
general whose decision to defend national honour at any price
may harm society in a much worse fashion than the actions of
any so-calledmentally ill person.
Insanity it seemsto me never exists except in relation to
strong fictions of sanity. Normality is maintained by common
sense,a standardby which sanity can be measured.Fictions
grow from folk law, fed by the deluge of rhetoric poured out
from the technology of Hollywood, the art world and the media. Theseelectric imagesfill the mental spacesIeft by our own
lack of personal knowledge about the mentally ill individual.
This misinformation sentencesthe mentally ill to be executed,
beaten brutally, fined, shamed, incarcerated, drugged,
hospitalised, or even treated to heavy doses of tender loving
care. But first and foremost they are excluded from passing as
normal women or men. They are branded with the image of
being a sicknessin society. Living specimensof what we are
not, positionedwithin emotional and technologicalmicroscopes
know as mental hospitals.
From the precedingexampleswe can predict that thereare
many forms of labelled sicknessthat are not more costly to society than the behaviours of people who are less likely to be
labelled sick. Why are the mentally ill viewed as such? Is it
becausethey threaten the controlling structuresof those with
enoughpower to shapethe way society imagines itself? And in
that imagining erect the boundary between good and bad, normal and pathological. This is the crux of the effort to understand the battle between this form of unacceptablebehaviour
and the social control that surround it. Social sickness is always the flip side of the coin used to procure the myth of a
healthy society.
Chemical altered states. Surveillance. Forensic Testing.
Medical records.You can’t arguewith it. That’s what the computer says. It is no accidentthat social control reproducesitself
into technological forms. The reduction of information to binary representationleadsto a levelling processof data, whether
that informationbe psychologicalprofiles, battle tactics,or credit
card details. Here, number crunching produces an image of
anonymity through its incomprehensionto humansat machine
level. We take no responsibility for the way the calculator adds
its numberstogetherand in the sameway we take no responsibility for the way data-basescollate information. The binary
mechanismcan be seento lead to an emotionally vacant space
interpretedthrough cathoderay tubes and clicking buttons.

In this respect computers as a primary technology can
give us a safe distance from difficult decisions: whether they
be deciding which patients to treat, which to leave to die, or
which employeesare surplus to production. Whether we agree
or not, the modem machine is currently perceivedas a neutral
decision making space.This image of anonymity createsa sufficient distance from events to create a situation in which we
are ritually free to give up our ability to feel the consequences
of our actions.
Rehearsalof memory challengesour assumptionsof normality and at the sametime confronts us with a clean comfortable machine filled with filth, the forbidden and the demented.
Its hygienic procedurescontaminatedwith the effluent of excluded human relations. For a long time we have assignedmachines our dirty laundry whilst maintaining the image of their
enamelled white veneers.Now is the time for filth.
Q Graham Harwood 1995
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GRANULAR SYNTHESIS
AND THE FCURVE SOUND
GENERATOR
By Mara Helm&h
maraQmeowing.ccm.uc.edu
http://meowing.ccm.uc.edu

& Aladin Ibrahim
aladin@viz.tamu.edu
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bstract

Granular synthesis programs,
w&ten in the Cmix music programming language, have been
expanded to provide more function curves which describe
sonic gestures. The Fcurve/Sound Generator System links
digital sound created with granular synthesis on a NeXT
computen with graphics created in SoftImage Creative
Environment on Silicon Graphics workstations. Through an
interface to Softhnage which stores data in sound templates,
these curves can be applied to various graphical parameters.
The artistlcomposer may choose the mapping from the sound
parameter hierarchy to the graphical parameter hierarchy
through menus in the integace. In an image-to-sound
transformation, data from graphical morphing and distortion

Since the graphic interface does not display actual scene
elements such as models, the best method of using the system is
currently to create sound templates, or graphic primitives, which
have sound data mapped into their function curves. Then, function curves can be copied from the templates to other objects in
Softimage.
Results
One study produced so far is composed of two layers of
granular synthesis sound, and graphics generated from the sound
data. The graphics consist of a wave with motion based on the
frequency of the grain parameters of one sound, and several
spheres moving in relation to the other sound’s frequency. Less
obvious mappings link gram parameters such as grain rate, duration and location with color, transparency and object location. This example shows potential for more complex and interesting multimedia work with this system.

H
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Image to Sound
Translation from graphical data back to sound is an obvious, desirable extension. In another experiment, we used a set
of images sequentially. Each image first distorted geometrically,
and then morphed into a new image. The amount of morphing

anddistortion wasmappedinto soundparameters,suchaschanging frequenciesand grain rates.
Future Research
We plan to expand and integrate the programs for sound
and graphics.An interface for sound generationcan be created
similar to the StochGranapplication on the NeXT for fsgran.
As fsgran already runs on the SGI, sound generationmay also
be done on the sameplatform as the graphics.Finally, we plan
to work with other graphical artists and composersto create
multimedia works with this system.
Conclusion
An integrated approachto creating multimedia work has
been sought by relating granular synthesissoundsand graphics. The sound program component,created on the NeXTstep
platform, makesuse of powerful granular synthesistechniques.
The Fcurve interface allows the userflexibility in ways of mapping this sound data to image.
0 Mara Helmuth & Aladin Ibrahim 1995
College-Conservatory of Music
Division of Composition, History and Theory
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0003
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SOUND; ARCHITECTURE:
CATASTROPHE
By Niger Helyer
nhelyerQextro.ucc.su.oz.au

js1

ound, Architecture and Catastrophe examines the
nexusof historicalrelationshipsbetweensound-power
and ideology by exploring the metaphoric structures of two
sound-sculptureinstallations (one recent and one which I am
currently developing).

“Oracle” (exhibited at the Museum of ContemporaryArt,
Sydney 1995)inhabits the nexus betweenthe body and architecturalspaceby proposingthe voice asthe carrierof both prophesy and of ideological imperative.In this fusion of corpus and
polis the soundfieldsimultaneously operatesasactuality, asvirtuality and as metaphor,to createan architectureun-frozen!
The secondinstallation; “Silent Forest”(to be mountedat
the San FranciscoArt Institute as part of “SoundCulture96”)
proposesthat we listen to a silence decreedby political and
military power.The work is constructedas a tracing of colonial
and (neo) colonial relationshipslinking cultural form with political force. The installation (& its accompanyingRadio broadcast) weavea sonic web betweena natural environmentunder
chemical siege- to metaphoricallylink the creation of an Ecological silence(by the massivedeploymentof dioxin de-foliants
in VietNam) with the High culture of WesternOperaexemplified by the French built Ha Noi Opera House - here Opera is
employedasboth a sign and transmitterof the colonial process.
(I shall explain the leitmotiv later).
“ Oracle”

It is indeed :- A Taleof Two Cities, but two cities in the
processof falling down. Let us begin with “Oracle’‘-Theseare
the original instructionsfor dissolving architecture(Q).
“‘Andthe Lord said unto Joshua,See,I havegiven into
thinehandJericho,and the king thereof,and the mighty menof
valour And ye shall compassthe city, all ye menof war; and go
roundaboutthe city once.Thusthou shalt do six days.
And sevenpriestsshall bear seventrumpetsof ram’shorns:
and the seventhday ye shall compassthe city seventimes,
and thepriestsshall blow the trumpets.
And it shall cometo pass,that when they makea long blast
with the ram’shorn, and whenye hear the soundof the trumpet,
all thepeopleshall shoutwith a great shout; and the wall of the
city shallfail downflat, and thepeopleshall ascendup every
man straight beforehim
Joshua6, verses2-S.
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We are still amazedthat a city might be razedto the ground
by sound (but listen closely) its is not the sound of trumpets,
but the sound of a “great shout”the sound of the voice, of human resonance.We are sounding bodies, and so a great part of
our knowledge of sound is formed in relation to our own sounds
and principally through the voice.

In the ‘architecture’of “Oracle” however, the function of
the defensivewall is inverted,the imperativeandpropheticvoice
fusing with the architectureto addressus, as citizens. The very
fabric of the city is re-formed as an architectureof transmission
and prediction and pressedinto the serviceof; a king? the state?
of corporateculture?.

Again this falling under the pressureof the voice is disYou might be familiar with Hitter’s statement from the
1937
Manual of German Radio , “Without the loudspeaker we
tinct from a falling under the agency of the “Word” as propaganda or the metaphorical and imperious - “in the beginning would have never conquered Germany” - It’s an old story.
was the word”. Here the voice is an embodied and powerful
Architecture lends its morphology not simply to contain
instrument - somewhat akin to the granular voice of Barthes;
operating at the juncture betweenmusic and language.
or propagatesoundbut to modulate and designatesoundwithin
a spatial identity. In this respect sound memorises the spatial
“The grain of a Russian tenor is....directly the cantors and textural character of architectonic space,sound being the
primary key in our perception of space.halo Calvin0 describes
body, bought to your ears in one and the same movementfrom
deep down in the cavities, the muscles, the membranes, the the metaphoriccorrespondencebetweenthe physical structures
cam’lages, andfrom deep down in the Slavonic kznguage, as of the body (and perhapsthe body politic) with those of archithough a single skin lined the innerftesh of the pe@rmer and tecture - here a king, transfixed upon his throne - trapped imthe music he sings “. mobile, is listening at the centre of his kingdom. From - The
King Listens by halo Calvin0 Although explicitly corporealsucha voice is detachedfrom
individual expressivity to act symbolically, in effect to act poThe palace is all whorls, lobes: it is a great ear; whose
litically - it is body without personality from which issues a anatomy and architecture trade names and functions; pavilbattle cry.
ions, ducts, shells, labyrinths. You are crouched at the bottom,
in the innermost Zone of the palace-ear; of your own ear: the

In adopting the voice and to a certain extent, musicality palace is the ear of the king”.
“Oracle” enters the problematic and habitually dualistic manner in which ‘sound’is conceptualised- as real or as virtual, as
“0racle”develops this, perhapspassive,metaphorby consignal or as noise, as low4 or as hi-fi et al - establishing the structing a dynamic OracularArchitecture which functions as a
conditions of dilemma - when it may be more useful to con- mnemonicdevice,wherelanguageunfolds itself from cold storsider sound as effectively filling and flowing betweenthe poles age.Here the visionsand auditionsof Nostradamus- memo&d
of such binary categories, rendering them as marginal rather acrosstime as text replicate themselves(a la Burroughs) in a
than central characteristics.
viral contagion - the word, as the analogic form of thought, repopulating, migrating and colonising geographical space and
Our (in)ability to recogniseand describesonic experiences historical time.
is in part due to a dearth of appropriateacousticmetaphors.The
metaphoric structureof English is visually overdriven and typiTo conclude this section quote Nostradamus(perhaps).
cally surrendersexperienceof the aural dimension to the nearest codified category; that of Music. As a surrogate
When the animal tamed by
conceptualisationof all sound, Music and to some extent the
man begins to speak, after
Voice, absorbour acousticexperiencesand suppressthe invengreat eflorts and di$Zxdty, the
tion of alternative categories of expression.The central issue
lighming so harmful to the rod
being - how are we to describe an aural sensitivity which
will be taken from the earth
recognisesthat sound by nature androgynously embracesthe
and suspended in the air:
real and the virtual, to operate simultaneouslyas phenomena,
as representation(a sign for its source) and as a metaphoric
(Radio?).
substance,active in the memory and the imagination.
Silent Forest
But we should ret&n to ancienthistory. NaturalIy the Walls
At the secondsite of failing down we encounter a multiof Jericho should have acted as sound baffles - reflecting and tude of silences,but naturally thesesilencesare drowned by the
rebuffing the sonic assaultas they would have deflectedarrows cacophony of rocket motors, aero engines and wailing sirens
and lances- for it is the function of such walls to mark out an (but unlike the argonautswe have no wax for our ears!).
interior space;able to guaranteethe differentiationof culture and
identity - a singularity in the midst of chaos,in the seaof noise.
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Conceptually a “Silent Forest”is intendedto addressthe
negative spacesgeneratedby political and cultural events, in
the belief that it is thesein-articulate voids which often hold the
key which allow us to grasp the massivecontradictionsof our
economic and aestheticrealities. So the principal axis here is to
activly seek zones of cessation,of inertia of smothering, for
they are tracesof suppressionand marginalisation.
“Silent Forest”juxtaposes multiple silencesand loss. The
work is sourced within the specific historical and geographic
locales of the Vietnameseforest, a forest reducedto silence by
chemical defoliants. In the cultural silencing implicit in colonialism, embodied here by the imported culture of European
Opera and ironically, in the silence of the Divas themselves
since they departedHanoi in 1954.
As its central icon the work adopts the form of the large
carousel of early-warning speakersthat still surmount the Opera House in Hanoi. This siren configuration acts as a physical
and sonic leitmotiv, delivering the audio works which interrogate the politics of French colonialism and subsequentNorth
American neo-colonialism (and believe me this is a process
which has been acceleratingsince April 1994!!!).
The work weaves a sonic web betweena natural environment under chemical siege and the eventsof ‘Opera Culture’as
they unfold across a historical matrix in Paris, San Francisco
Sydney and Hanoi. The voices of absent species re-emerge
alongsidearias in a direct linkage of the principal eventsof the
conflict.
Betweenthe soundloci of the Forestand Opera,voice narratives drawn from archival and contemporarysourceswill flow
to locate thesehistorical moments within individual subjectivity - the subjectivity of those who experiencedtheseevents.
Physically the work will consist of two sound delivery
systems- one modelled on the early warning siren acting as an
incongruous image to ironically link the technologies and
soundscapesof Warfare with the technologies of Music culture. The secondgallery spacewill house a sonic forest of absences.A matrix of sculptural objects will relay fragments of
archival 78 rpm recordings of endangeredanimals, birds and
environments.
The loss, silenceor absenceevokedby suchusageis manifold: in a real sense,many of the animals, habitats and singers
on the recordings will be dead - indeed, some of the recorded
speciesmay well be extinct. This extinction is doubled by the
fact that analogue,disk basedrecordingsare themselvesan endangered species,the majority of these 78rpm recordings are,
in effect silenced ,or drowned in their own surface noise. Relegatedto the margins by the hygene of digital fetishism.
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This is then are-composedforest, a forest of surfacenoise,
the sound of the needle in the groove, the scratchesand clicks
creatingas much of the rhythmic drive and texture of this forest
as the faint calls of creatures.
The vast, empty,dome of the OperaHouse,as reverberant
as a political vacuum,the siren’s wailing call and a muted ecology technical and natural - may have the resonanceof poetry But I assureyou they are also objective realities.

Q Nigel Helyer 1995

THE WAY
IS NOT DIFFICULT,
BUT YOU MUST AVOID
CHOOSING
By Michael Hill
m.hillQafc.gov.au

;T1

his is the Pergamon museum in Berlin. It houses the
ceremonial walkway brought back from Babylon by
German archaeologists late last century. Like a lot of museums,
you can hire a cassette player with an audio tour, which provides a running commentary to the exhibits. Its a very simple
way to tie together moments in time with places in space. The
information on the tape is also there on cards beside the exhibits to be read, but the majority of people take this tour and prefer to be led around the place rather than spending time with
each exhibit and letting the stones speak for themselves.
What does this mean when we see that all these people
want to make their non-linear experiences linear? Unfortunately
it seems to say that most people still like to be told things in a
sequence. Perhaps this has a little to do with the centuries of
television that people have watched, and we might start to unpick
this as television’s hold is lessened.
But what I think people appreciate from these tours is not
so much the sense of order, but the sense of duration. The experience has been made linear, but it also has been made finite.
For two marks, you can get closure on four thousand years of
Assyrian history.
I want to talk about how the interactive form can begin to
create more deeply emotional experiences than we are currently
used to, and what may in fact be stopping us from reaching the
depth of experience that, for example, the cinema offers. I like
this image because it offers an example of an oscillation occurring between the roles of observer and participant. I think that
we need to grasp the paradox of these two seeming opposites
and draw them together if we are to create deeper and more
emotionally affecting experiences within the interactive form.
For the purpose of this talk, I’m only concentrating on those
screen-based works on the spectrum between the video game
and the interactive movie.
We tend to dismiss cinema as old media. We deny that we
have more deeply immersive experiences at the cinema than at
the arcade. Are these deep experiences only to do with the quality of the programs, the sex, the violence, the cinematic apparatus, the popcorn, or is there something else at work?
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The predominant analogy for the cinema throughout its
life has been the dream. Many people have drawn the similarities between the immobility of the spectator and the sleeper, the
dimming of the lights in the auditorium and the descent into
sleep, the dance of images in a void, and the inability of either
sleeper or spectator to respond to a call to action.
We can look at the more contentious extensions of the analogy where Hollywood is a Dream Factory, the screen is a breast,
the film is psycho-analytical material, and the entire chain from
dream to cinema is a subject to be studied as though mentally
ill. Which of course should not be discounted.
Even though the cinema/dream analogy may present more
problems than it solves, what it does do is suggest that the cinema exists in a state of symbiosis with the unconscious. This
connection is also a way of understanding why the ultimately
passive cinema is more immersive than contemporary efforts in
interactive media.
By preparing the spectator for what comes after by what
comes first, the cinema can create a greater depth of feeling, a
more direct road to the unconscious. Timing and placement can
be carefully controlled to create epiphanies and realisations in
the spectator. In good hands, the spectator feels spiritually renewed, in bad hands, the spectator feels manipulated.
I am interested whether we can create the same feeling in
interactive media, or whether the constant call upon the conscious mind to make choices, actually short circuits our ability
to stir the lower depths of the unconscious. I wonder whether
there is a form of interactivity which can offer the deep, dreamlike state of the cinema, and still let us hold on to our newfound role as participants.
At about the sametime as computersstartedto make it possible
to make more vigorous explorations of non-linear narratives,dream
researchersstartedto seriously examine the role of the lucid dream.
Lucid dreaming is where you are dreaming, and you know
that you are dreaming. Your dreaming self can move within the
dream and shape its content. Even though danger may be present,
you feel protected because you know you can change the‘outcome of the dream, or even wake up.
In its most heightened form, the lucid dream is accompanied by sharpened sounds, strengthened colours, smells, tastes,
and feelings in such a pronounced state that they are similar to
waking hallucinations. There is an accompanying sense of clarity and of calmness.
Ancient cultures and now dream researchers also believe
that the lucid dream comes from a higher plane. Mystics have
used them as a place to find answers. You would ask the question before you slept, and then again in the dream.
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Often your answer would come to you from a wise person
or an ancestor in the course of the dream.
In many ways it is seen as a state to attain, like enlightenment. Significantly, the lucid dream is also always seen as
psycho-pathologically healthy.
It may be interesting then to try to create an interactive
work which operates like a lucid dream, just as many early film.
makers consciously tried to make dream cinema. While we know
that there can be nothing less surreal than consciously evoking the
surreal, this line of inquiry has left us some magnificent works of
cinema from Melies, Bunuel, Tarkovsky and countless others.
If we wanted to create an interactive work with similarity
to the lucid dream, we would want it to be totally immersive, to
be hyperreal to the point of hallucination, we would want it to
stimulate all the senses in a way which the cinema can stimulate our hearing and vision, we would want to be able to enter
the work and negotiate it, even change it, we might even want
to be able to ask a question before we entered the work that
might be answered by our interactions, and most importantly,
we would want to be able to choose when to be an observer, and
when to be a participant and not be penalised for either.
I realise that works like Myst and Cosmology of Kyoto
can be traversed without recourse to action and the user can
pass between the states of simply looking around and acting
within the world. Likewise the second Journeyman project CD
has a mode where you can simply scroll through the environments without having to do all the tricks and gather weapons,
but these works don’t quite suggest how best to create a balance
between observation and participation.
Interactive cinema artist Graham Weinbren grapples with
the issues of continuous interaction in the program and the relationship of the unconscious to the program material. In his
laserdisc installation, Sonata, Weinbren offers a number of
streams of story which can be entered by the participant as they
flow past. The work has duration, it offers continuous interaction, and instead of choosing options from a range of preselected
outcomes, the participant feels that they are channelling a stream.
You choose when you want to intcrvcne. If you don’t interact,
you don’t die. Small movements and changes are made which
obviously have outcomes further down the track, but the feeling is of making small deliberations instead of life changing
choices.
Weinbren talks of the importance of balancing the
program’s sense of continuity with the participant’s desire for
interaction. In Sonata he has managed to create a work which is
interactive without being interruptive.
Interestingly, Wcinbrcn describes his work as interactive
cinema, as a temporal art form. And his metaphor takes the form

of an emotional and intellectual landscapeto negotiate,rather
than a depiction of a space.
To my mind this work offers the beginnings of a form
which draws togetherthe observerand the participant,much in
the manner of the lucid dream. Material can be altered,meaning becomesapparentafter the choice is made, the participant
deals with the arrival of the next image or event, and placesit
in the context of a gradually increasingmeaning.
So the question becomes,how can you embed the decision making processinto the experienceof the work? How do
you keep the participant from stepping outside the work every
time a choice is made. The model of the multi-path drama is
wrong becauseit doesn’t allow the participant to interact at any
time, and the videogame model is wrong becauseit doesn’t
allow the participant the option of not interacting for certain
sequences.Neither of thesemodelsare closeto life. Life doesn’t
call upon us to make choices every second,nor make a decision under pain of deathevery time we turn a comer. Nor does
it offer us cleanly branching paths. Life doesn’t ever give us
the feeling that we are in control for any longer than the time it
takes it to seeour parents.
PerhapsI am making too much of this distinction between
observationand participation. In Heisenberg’suniverseperhaps
it’s even foolish to establishthis separation.As we are getting
very used to the idea of observers who change their world
through the act of observing,maybe there is no longer a difference between the participant and the observer.
Yet, in our efforts to create a more viscerally interactive
form, we seemto have let the term ‘interactive’describeonly
those works which we manipulate with our hands.The way in
which the audience projects their fears and desires onto the
screenhero still remains one of the simplest and most elegant
interfaces. The next stage of the interactive cinema has to reestablish the psychological connection between viewer and
screenby helping the audiencebecomeactive observersrather
than remote and diminished participants. Until we restore the
balance between observer and participant (and I suggestwe
look for clues within the lucid dream) the interactive form will
sway between reflex-tester and novelty. In the words of the
sage:The Way is not difficult, but you must avoid choosing.
0 Michael Hill 199.5
Project Co-ordinator. New Media
Australian film Commission
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vant de vous presenter quelques-unes de mes
realisations et mes projets recents, je voudrais
esquisserles perspectivesd’ensemblede mesrecherches,telles
queje peux les analyserB I’heure oh je vous parle.
Tout d’abord, ma demarche. Elle consiste i! explorer
successivementdes territoires qui me sont a priori inconnus.
mais dont je dkcouvre,au fur et 2 mesurequej’avance, que ce
sont desfragmentsd’un mCmetissu. Je veux dire quej’entre au
coeurde chaqueprobltme qui se pose3 moi d’une faqon tout ?I
fait particulitre, convaincue de la singularite de ce que
j’explore... jusqu’a ce que je dtcouvre que je suis dans la
continuid de mes dimarches plus anciennes.
Que disent Deleuzeet Guattari?“C’est un des caracttres
les plus importantsdu rhizome d’&tre toujours 2 entreesmultiples”.
Et encore: “Le rhizome est un systeme acentre, non
hidrarchiqueet non signifiant (...), uniquementdtfini par une
circulation d’btats”. Ainsi done, chacune des entrees par
lesquellesj’aborde ce systtme multiple non hiCrarchis6me fait
accederB un segmentdu m&meprincipe. La coherencede ma
demarcheest confirmCe.Mais les dimensionsde chaquesegment augmentant au fur et a mesure que j’enrichis mon
ex@ience, le systemechangede nature,en vertu du principe
selon lequel les lois de combinaison croissent avec la
multiplicid.
Ce sont encoreces deux philosophes(ce serama demiere
citation) qui voient dans le cerveau le mQme principe
d’organisation:“La discontinuite des cellules (...), l’existence
de micro-fentes synaptiques,le saut de chaque messagepardessusces fentes,font du cerveauune multiplicite qui baigne
tout un systemeprobabilisteincertain.”J’espke que la suite de
mon expost vous montreraen quoi ce modelede structuremultiple gtn&alist jusqu’au cerveauhumain donnesacoherenceet
sa legitimation a l’ensemblede mon travail.
Quelles sont, pour dire les chasessimplement, les questions qui me tiennenten alerte,et auxquellesje tentede repondre
dansmes recherches?
Premiere exploration: Ce que j’appelle l’empreinte de
lumiere,comme on parle d’empreintedigitale. Je m’interessea
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la Iumibre reflechie (et non a la lumiere Cmise)en ceci qu’une
fois captte par tous Ies moyens que nous offrent Ies nouvelles
technologies,elle “dit” I’univers physique selon deux modes,
I’anaIogique (le corps mud en une mat&e nouvelle, Ie flux
lumineux) et le numerique (l’image comme virtualitk
mttaphorique). Au sein de cette exploration, une investigation
plus fine: a wavers I’empreinte, comment exprimer I’identite,
par exemple - et ce n’est pas un d&ail - comment differencier
Ies sexes?

Bergson, de I’image actuelle, en passantpar la Iumiere et un
“assemblagemachinique”destine Ir la capter.
Je parlais a I’instant de I’investigation qu’il m’a semble
indispensablede menerpour Studier,puis identifier l’empreinte
de Iumiere, comparable2 une empreinte digitale, que laisse un
corps. Cette investigationje l’ai men&s2 l’aide d’un dispositif
constituade rkeaux de fibres optiques,de lentilles et de systemes
de digitalisation des imagespar rdgie video et ordinateurs.J’ai
pu confronter la realit d’un Ctrehumain, ce que j’appelle son
image actuelle - B savoir Ie sentiment ou la vision par miroir
interpod qu’il a de son corps - avec une icane lumineuse,
mouvante,n6ede la compressiondes informations Iumineuses
captr?espar un appareil de ma conception appele Voxel Light.

Deuxibme exploration: Le corps dansI’espace.N’importe
quel corps physique, 3 n’importe quelle echelle, mais plus
particulierement le corps humain en tant que volume en
mouvement dans l’espace, puis, en tant que resonance.
L’exploration des divers moyens de dtmattrialisation, de
Que nous donne B voir une telle installation? Que nous
rkflection, de dtplacement, de duplication, de superposition,
conduit B b&jr une dialectique de I’apparenceet de I’&tre, de la apprendI’observation des phenomenesqu’elle suscite?
presence et du regard, de la rksonance biologique et de la
Human Light Human deploie l’esthbtique de la forme en
konance du comportementindividuel.
mouvementde Ia mat&e fl uide indtfiniment transformable.De
Troisibme exploration (mais si Ies deux premieresont CtB m&meque Ie mot donne corps au concept - est a la fois la chose
me&es a Ieur terme, celle-ci et la suivante restent B faire): il et son abstraction -, I’empreinte de lumitre signifle Ie corps
s’agit de donner a voir le corps social et le L‘corpsOcosmique dont elle s’est detachee.Elle Iaisse deviner Ie corps sous la
dans lesquels baigne chaque individu autrementque celui-ci densitede la lumitre. Mais en m&metemps,elle baignel’univers.
ne Iesperqoit.La questionn’est pasde produire,par Ies moyens Captee,interpreteepar mon dispositif, la Iumitre ramtne done
que m’offre la technique,des imagesbelles ou inconnues,mais I’univers entier a la dimension humaine. celle de notre vision.
de poserde nouvellesquestionsa partir d’une vision de I’homme
Le corpss’installe dansla fragilite d’une identite precaire.
dans son champ social, dans son environnementphysique,du
plus proche au plus lointain, y compris Ie moins perceptible L’Btre prend Ies attitudes non contrblables, individuelles, son
empreinteIumibreessayantde gommer I’individualite et Ie sexe.
(comme l’autre c&d du globe terrestre).
Le quatribme territoire est encore plus vaste: c’est celui
de I’espaceinfini - et plus rhizomiquequ’aucunautre- du savoir,
de la mdmoire, de l’information, dont je veux faire une mat&e
plastique, au sens de la crCation artistique. C’est Ie
questionnementsur la place de l’homme dans le cyberspace
qui m’occupe, et sur la creation de I’outil de navigation qu’il
faut pour “travailler” cette mat&e.
Human Light Human 2074
Rendre visible l’invisible

Paul Klee
Memoire Iumiere de la presencede l’homme
Installation multimedia, 1994
On peut considerer cette oeuvre comme un corps qui se
deploie, puisque, pour que l’image de I’&e en Iumitre soit
vue, il doit passerpar I’espaceIumitre, Ih 06 se combinent visible et invisible.
Human Light Human 2074 a &C c&e B Madrid pour
l’ARCO’94 avecIe concotnsde la FundaqionAt-tey Tecnologia
y Telefonica.Comme son titre peut vousIe suggerer,mon propos
est d’aller de I’homme, image actuelle,corps en mouvement,a
l’homme, image virtuelle, “passecontemporain”,commedisait

I1y a CgaIementa I’image despassagesde figureshumaines
sousIeursempreintesde Iumiere.La mati&refluide de la Iumiike
quitte sa matrice corporelle: elle reste & proximite, mais elle
demeurecependantinaccessible.
Pour mieux comprendrede quoi je parle, je dirai un mot
de la techniqueparticulitre de VoxeZLight : cet appareil a capter
Ies empreintesIumineusesest compose d’un rdseau de tibres
optiques que I’on peut disposer2 360 degr& et tous azimuts. y
compris hors du champ de vision de I’btre humain qui en est Ie
sujet - B l’autre bout du monde.OeiI B innombrablesfacettes,il
rassemble,comme sur Ie nerf optique, Ies multiples empreintes
Iumineusesqu’il a capttes dans un minuscule cercle ODelles se
juxtaposent.Ainsi Voxel Light, micro-objet, radicalise et blargit
notre vision du monde. En inscrivant dans ce cercle exigu Ie
corpset sesmultiples enveloppes(du vstement& l’espace).Voxel
Lighr radicaliseet Clargitla problematiquede I’art corporel. Ici
se revele le flottement entre l’&tre et I’apparence, dans une
singulitre cohabitation d’empreintes, dans une lluidite
d’identites juxtaposees.
Cette oeuvre qui inclut un espace-lumiere,des capteurs
optiques, un dispositif de compression - la Voxel Light. un
dispositif optique d’expansion, un dispositif de projection en
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tempsrkel desimagesactuelleset desimagesvirtuellesproduites
Un tel dispositif produit en permanencedes ph&om&nes
par %xeI Light, un laboratoire d’images.
dont l’observationsusciteplusieursniveauxd’interprdtationdont
il faut refuser de chercherla cohkrence.
Ainsi se met en place un processusinvolutif oh s’khangent
les rBles entre spectateur actuel (physiquement present) et
11y a un dCcollementde l’image entre l’bcran et ce qu’il
spectateurvirtue1 (dCmat&ialisB,numtrisC), crdant de la sorte produit. Un dkollement fondamentalementpictural, mais qui
un supplkmentde presence.
n’est pas une image. Quand on se dCplace,c’est exactement
comme si on additionnait le corps B l’espace. Le simple fait de
Cette dualit de la prkence du spectateurs5 la fois sujet et se dtplacer dans l’espace produit d6j3 une projection hors de
objet, renvoie B une perception temporelle: celle d’un pa& en soi vers l’autre.
coexistenceavec le prksentqu’il a CtC.Le present,c’est l’image
actuelle, la rkalitt?du spectateur- son pass6contemporain,c’est
Les points de fuite classiquesde la perspectiveinventhe B
l’image virtuelle. Un phtnomtne qui &pond directementB la la Renaissancevolent en Cclats.Seule la faGonde se placer, de
question de Bergson: “Comment le souvenir ne naitrait-il que se dCplacerdans cet espacevirtue1et de le percevoir organise
lorsque tout est fini?”
les perspectiveset les distances.
Pour conclurecette premi&reprksentation,je dirai que, pour
rCsoudre l’ambigui’tt dans laquelle ce dispositif place
obligatoirement le spectateur,puisqu’il est impliqu6 dans une
actualit&virtualit6 aussi dkconcertante que stimulante pour
l’imaginaire, une photographicest r&list?e, sortede documenttdmoin a un seul exemplaire de cet instant suspendu, qui
authentifie sa prksencedans l’oeuvre.

Le Corps du corps
Installation vid6o
WrtuaI Fluid, 1994

Pour revenir2 Deleuzeet 3 saforte vision d’un agencement
sansmodble structural:
- Danschaquepartie de l’univers physique,il y a des lignes
d’articulation ou de segmenta&, desstrates,des territorialids,
mais aussi des lignes de fuite, des mouvements de
d&erritorialisationet de dCstratification.Les vitessescomparkes
d’koulement sur ces lignes entrainentdes retards relatifs. des
viscosit&, desprkipitations et desruptures.Tout cela, les lignes
et les vitessesmesurables,constitue un agencement.C’est une
multiplicit6 - mais on ne sait pas encore ce que le multiple
implique quand il cessed’&tre attribu6.

Quand on regarde,c’est exactementcomme quand on lit:
Yffual Process, 1995
le corps et les yeux du corpsjouent un r6le dbterminant.II s’agit
d’additionner d’infimes particules du pass6et du p&sent, et de
La questiondu corpsdevientcentralelorsqueles procedures
les stabiliserdansla matitre. Sansla lumi&e, on n’y parviendrait
de
dtmat&ialisation
se multiplient. Vous aver vu qu’elle est au
Pas*
centrede tous les projets queje vous ai prCsent6sjusqu’ici. Elle
Entre le spectateuret les batteries d’Ccransqui diffusent redoubled’actualid dans le projet que j’ai r&k6 cette annte &
les images, un &ran virtue1recomposeles imagesplaneset les I’UNESCO, ir Paris, sous le titre de Ktiual Process. C’est la
raison pour laquellej’ai voulu le distinguer de mes recherches
images actuellesdans un espacetridimensionnel fluide.
formelles de virtual Fluid bien que par plusieurs aspects les
La man&e dont le spectateurva se placer, se mouvoir ou deux projets soient voisins.
simplement “plonger” dans cet espacevirtualisb va dCterminer
Virtual Process est un dispositif B la fois formel et
sa perception temporeIleet spatiale.
s6mantiquequi met en rksonanceinteractive la presencerf?elle
La fluidit oh baigne toute chose,y compris le spectateur d’une personneet la “pulsation’*d’une image virtuelle, le “coeur
dont le reflet est lui-m&me multipIi6, dCterritorialis6,superpose de lumi&re”. PlacCentre le corps humain et le corps de l’espace
et confond trois temporalit&: le prdsentde ce qui s’agit, le pass6 traduit en lumike, il visualise et virtualise les r6sonancesde
des images vittuelles venues, comme on l’a vu, de plusieurs l’un et de l’autre au rythme de ces deux “corps”.
sources,et le futur - ou tout au moins I’anticipation - de celles
que son comportementva susciter.
Comme dans le dispositif Virrual Fluid, un &ran virtue1
recomposela r&alit6en fonction desdkplacementsdu spectateur.
La mCme fluidit
d&structure l’espace, reflets, Comme Wrual Fluid, il met l’observateur dans une relation
transparences, khos, anamorphoses, ruptures d’khelle,
fluide 2 1’Cgardde l’espace et & 1’6garddu temps. Mais surtoul
gauchissement des perspectives, inversion des plans, il plonge dans une virtualit nouvelle, celle du savoir, par susubvertissentla perception euclidienne de l’univers.
perposition de ce que Leibniz appelle des mondes
incompossibles: la ksonance du corps interne vu par les
dispositifsmCdicaux,Echo Dopier System, RPsonance Nucltfaire
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et celle de la matdrialisationlumineused’une presencehumaine
Avant d’aller plus loin dans mes hypoth&ses de,
fonctionnementsocial et culturel, voire politique, de World Uroet d’un espacemachinique.
pian Process, et dansce queje crois devoir Qtresescons6quences
Cet agencementmachinique combine: la traduction en &hiques, je voudraisen d&ire rapidement le dispositif.
lumi&re de la configuration de l’espace; I’bcho lumineux de la
Une m2me installation est reproduite dans chaquecapitale
pr6sencedu spectateur;une premi&recam&a qui, en Feedback
Sysrem, transforme la sommede cesph&om&nes en resonance choisie pour l’exp&ience, comme Paris, Berlin, New York,
- un corps lumineux battantdansun rythme accordt?au dispositif. Montr6a1,P6kin, Tokyo, Sydney,etc.
De m&me,l’espace n’ttant plus perqu de la mCmefason,
l’observateur est face & une subversionspatialeet temporelle.
Sa perception est nouvelle, presquephysique. Les deux corps
deviennent fluides.
World Utopian Process- W.U.P.
J’ai present6ce projet hypermtia, en 1994, aux Assises
de M&afort. C’est un projet ambitieux queje n’ai pas craint de
placersousle signedesutopies,cellesqui autorisentl’avtnement
de ri2alit6snouvelles. Il met en oeuvre, dans sa configuration
majeure(mais, sur le m&meprincipe, on peut imaginer des configurations de plus faible envergure), des transmissions par
sattellite et Internet g partir de dispositifs fixes ou ambulants
investissant les grands centres urbains de la plan&e, ou des
espacesde proximite ?tl’tchelle de la ville.

Chaquedispositif comprend un appareil de:
Enregistrement:
Capting Machine (appareilde traitementdes informations

lumineuses)- appareilmuni d’un rdseaude fibres optiques
FOL, capte l’information lumineuse et la compresseen
icbne, VowelLight. Elle traduit en empreintesde lumitre
les mouvementset la mat&e du flux continu.
Transmission:
Une cam&a vid6o capte et Cmet l’image de Vuxel Light
vers les villes mis en keaux par I’exptkience par satellite, ou par le rkseauInternet (via digital network).
Observation:
On appelleSpot d’observution I’endroit, lieux publics, oh
sont disposBs plusieurs moniteurs vidto recevant les
Voxel’s Light. Living-room TV, lieu privC.

La conviction qui m’a pousstea concevoirun projet d’une
telle ampleur,c’est que sousIe ciel desmigapoles,l’organisation
ne peut plus, d&onnais, &tre pens&esans son complBmentde
dtcomposition/recomposition.Retour & Deleuzeet Guattari: on
Dans le dispositif proprementdit, un nouveausoftware est
ne peut plus satisfaire,disent-ils, d’un modkle arborescentdes mis en placepour numtriser les informations optiques(intensite,
structuresd’organisation, qu’elles soient socialesou spatiales. fluidit6, couleurs,etc) produites par Voxel Light et les restituer,
En ce qui conceme les villes, on en voit la preuve partout.
?Ipartir de leur forme algkbrique, selon diversescristallisations
nouvelles. La matrice fluide - Voxel Light - devient une puce
A quel compltment de dt%omposition/recomposition
suis- tlectronique du programme- hardware.
je en train de faire allusion? A un dispositif permettant,g&e B
Voxel Light, ce que j’appellerai la connexion stratifite. Je
Comme je l’ai indiqud en commen$ant, World Utopian
m’explique. On confie 2 Vu.relLight le soin de compresserles Process est un dispositif de captation, de transformation et de
informations perpCtuellementchangeantesde I’espaceurbain. retransmission B grande distance de toute r6alid mat&ielle
On se souvient desempreinteslumineusesque foumissait,dans dynamique (l’homme, le groupe, la foule) ou statique
I’espacerestreint du dispositif Human Light Human, son r6seau (l’environnement proche ou lointain), telle qu’elle est r6vClCe
de fibres optiques compresstes. Ici, il rassemble un flat par la lumitre - autre“mat&-e” dont la particularit est de dCfier
d’informations en un micro-espacede 15mm de diam&re, sous les contingencestemporelleset spatiales.
forme d’anneaux concentriquescorrespondantchacun ir.une
stratede la ville: sont mis en relation de proximitt, et Bl’tchelle
Un agencementest tourn vers les stratesqui en font une
de la vision oculaire d’un individu, des zones de vie sorte d’organisme,un corpssansorganesqui ne cessede d6faire
naturellementsCpar6es- du plus grand au plus petit, Ie ciel, les l’organisme, de faire passer et circuler des particules
bstiments et les arbres,la rue, la foule. Le centre de ce micro- asignifiantes,intensit& pures,et de s’atuibuer les sujetsauxquels
espacerestevide, libre, ouvert & une action, a la pr&ence directe il ne laisseplus qu’un nom comme trace d’une intensid.
d’un corps, celui d’un spectateur-acteur:l’empreinte d’un corps
devenulangagedansun espace-limitede proximitCs.Ainsi peut
Loin de s’op&rer‘3 I’aveugle”, de telles relations rCsultent,
s’animer en permanenceune sortede dCmocratiedu tempsreel: dans l’instant, d’actes d’dcoute, d’expression, de d&ision et
des virtualitts de significations partageess’klaborent, B travers d’&aluation fondant un nouvel ordre Cthique.
des connexionsde toutes sorteset des “corps-8-corps”au-dell
des front&es Ctabliesdu statut social et des langagesappris.
hhique duparadoxe, puisque l’acte physique - situ6 darts
l’espace-temps- une fois transmut en mol6cule de lumibre,
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Nietzsche disait quelque chose comme: Jamais une
montagnen’est separabledes vachesqui la peuplentet qui sont
dgalement les nuages du ciel - et HCraclite, citt par Platon,
rappelaitque l’on ne sauraitentrerdeux fois dansle mCmefleuve.
C’
est devant les fontaines d’images virtuelles de World UtoEthique de la crkation face au pouvoir de l’opinion et du
senscormnun; kthique de la rksistance face au &gne kcrasant pian Process, saisieglobale de la plan&e mglant le presentet le
passe,l’action et lacontemplation,la communicationet l’action,
des “consensusmous”.
que le spectateur-acteurpeut entendre,mCditer et comprendre
kthique du “micro” face B l’hypertrophie du “rwcn, ‘I, ces deux aphorismesanciens.
face aux tendances“lourdes” des majorit&.
Tout d’abord, parce que, B I’interieur des cercles
kthique du minoritaire. desminoritts de toutessortes,celles concentriquesde chaque icbne, et dans les espacesde restituqui existent en chacun de nous, et pas seulementdu point de tion de l’ensemble des icanescollect&s sur la plan&e, la juxtaposition de points de vue aussi bien spatiaux que sociologiques
vue ethnique.
donne B voir ce que jamais personne au monde n’avait pu
En somme. une &hique de la vie inventive, lib&e et mul- expkrimenter- sinon en imagination - la simultan6itbd’tl6ments
hCt&og&nesbaignesdansla mCmelumibre, et la potentialid de
tiple, celle qui fait le plus durementdCfauta chacunde nous.
“passages”(&changes,rencontres) entre ces &Mments sans
Voxel Light donne, dans le champ restreint de son micro coh6rence logique apparente.Voill pourquoi j’ai aim6 titer
espace,un moded’unid non bureaucratique,non “reprkntatif’,
Nietzsche.
au sensstatistiquedu terme, de I’organisationde la cite’.II r&ble,
dansson apparenteunit& une “philosophic” de la diffkrence, au
Quant B la phrased’H&aclite: comment ne pas voir dans
sensofi toute differencey estdiffkrenced’intensitd La diffkence la permanenceapparentede ces empreinteset le grouillement
de diffkence, infmiment dCdoublCe,Cchoinfini d’elle m&me. ininterrompudes&nements dont elles timoignent a leur fason,
une invitation ti la conscience aigu8 des diffdrences, et P la
Comme toute cr6ation artistique, World Utopian Process constitution d’une ethique des minorit&, non seulement
part d’une matrice - ici, la plantte - qui va &tre remodelbe, ethniquesmais aussi id6ologiques.culturelles, etc? La permatransmute, par une intervention technique spkifique - en nence des images en tant que telles (mktaphore de I’effet
I’occurrence une combinaison d’appareils de traitement des anesthksiantde la communication de l’information) ne doit en
ph6nomtnes lumineux. La “matitre” captke dans ces lieux de aucun cas nous dispenserde percevoir nos diversit& et d’en
vie intenseet de dkferlement continu de phCnom&nes
lumineux faire les fondementsd’une Cthiquede la vie inventive, lib&be
quesont les coeursde grandsmktropolesdu monde,va constituer et multiple.
“l’oeuvre”.
Se connaitre, s’assumer,se transformer, se faire aimer,
World Utopian Process est un dispositif plarktaire dans trouver sa placedansla ville, dansl’univers, tels sont les th&mes
son principe. Toutefois, il peut s’appliquer li des territoires de proposCsaux spectateurs-acteurs
de World Utopian Process: le
moindre ampleur. 11comprend un nombre variable de points dispositif fait apparaitre pour chacun de nous, avec notre
d’installation mis en rkeaux par satellites-A l’entrt?ede chaque singularitb, la multiplicitk de nos identifications et la relativit6
installation sont cap& des informations lumineuses,statiques de nos existencessymboliqueset biologiques.
ou dynamiques,de vitesseet d’intensite variables.Cettemat&e
en expansionest, en tempsreel, compressCe
?iI’extremei travers
Prendreconsciencequ’il existe pour chacun de nous un
Voxel Light pour produire une icdne en perpt?tuellemutation. atlas de l’espace conceptuel - un peu comme, lorsque nous
Cette ic6ne est la recomposition (image virtuelle) d’une r6alit6 fermons les yeux apri?savoir regard6la lumi8re. des myriades
(image actuelle) inaccessible g la perception hors de ce de fragmentslumineux demeurentsousnos paupitres - et klargir
traitement. Les diverses ic6nes ainsi crtBes par le monde sont cet atlas pour parvenir B une lecture du monde iI la fois plus
regrouties, via les satellites ou par Internet. dans les diverses personnelle et plus ouverte, telle est, sur un autre plan, la
mttropoles impliquCesdans l’expkience.
possibiliti:offertepar notre“agencementmachinique”plarktaire.
s’oppose aux reprksentationscommunes,rt%istea tout ce qui
s’engendre aujourd’hui dans la “communication de
l’information”.

Le moment est venu de vous dire quelles pourraient &tre,
Ainsi comprise, I’esthCtiqueprend en charge la question
selon moi et en fonction des rksultatsde mes awes recherches, morale. L’imaginaire, sollicitC par le processusnarratif mis en
les condquences d’une telle “oeuvre”, en termes de vision du oeuvre,contribueg 1’Cmergence
de nouvellesdirectionsCthiques.
monde pour moi-m&meet, en termesd’intervention dans la vie encoreimperceptiblesparce que non rCaIisCes.
culturelle et sociale de la collectivitk planttaire.
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l’observe. Le dispositif hypermedia permet une navigation
simultanBea travers l’infiniment petit de la mat&e fluide de
l’
objet observe, comme des informations de toute nature qui
uOn ne peut pas parcoun’r l’infini.~
Atistote constituentsonenvironnement.Autrement dit, dansunedescrip
tion globale de l’espace, les objets existent simultanCmenta
Dans la logique de ma progressionen rhizome, il n’y a toutes les Cchelles,bien qu’on ne les perceive qu’8 une seule.
pas de conclusion. Il n’y a qu’une fin de sCquence.
Les &changesd’informations entre niveaux sont permanents.
Pour conch-e: le projet Pilote

Le presentprojet de recherches’inscrit dans la continuite
de World Utopian Process, mais plonge plus radicalementencore dartsla matiere multimedia.
Depuis quelquesannees.vous I’avez vu, je mtne, comme
artiste,un travail sur les processusde transpositionde la matitre
en lumibre, SW sa visualisation, sur l’addition des differents
modes de transposition,etc. - et ceci 21differentesCchelles.Un
tel principe s’apparented’assezp&s au fonctionnementde notre
esprit, et plus particulierementde la memoire, qui se dtplacent
entre les objets qui les habitent inune vitesse inimaginable.
C’est selon ce mCme principe que j’aborde mon projet
nommCPilate - l’outil de navigation concu comme un logiciel,
le cerveaude l’espace imaginaire qu’on explore.

Dans le dispositif hypermediaauquelje travaille, la “lecture”devra pouvoir s’effectuer a plusieursniveaux, en fonction
de la commandeop&ee par le navigateur.Les rdponsesqui lui
seront donnees seront visualisees, B sa transformation, se
comportantcomme une resonancede lumiere. L’outil de navigation dansl’espace fluide et infini de l’information devra ttre
capablede mettre en relation d’infimes particules intelligentes
capteesti n’importe quel niveau d’echelle et sous des perspectives multiples,qu’ellessoientscientifiques,sociales,culturelles,
geographiques,historiquesou auues.
Je me rendscompte que l’evocation du dispositif peut occulter les objectifs fondamentaux qui m’animent. Je les
resumeraien trois points, et j’en aurai fini:

*Si nous avions la faculte de nous deplacer sans entrave
dans les profondeurs du savoir, notre vie, nos actions, les
les ressources.En plus de cette prise d’appui sur un reseau Cchangesentre les hommes en seraient transform%. Nous
universel, Pilore trouve dans les travaux de mathematicien pourrionssansdouteorganiserdifferemmentl’espacede la comdevelopper Nicolas Flawizky et l’astro-physicien Laurent munication, par la mediation d’outils a connexions multiples et
Nottale, theoricien de l’espace-temps fractal. une base simultaneescomme Voxel Light. ’
conceptuelle indispensablea la conduite du projet. (Laurent
Nottale, directeurde rechercheau CNRS travaille au laboratoire
*La questiondesconnexionssanscontraintesd’Cchelleni
d’astrophysiqueextragalactiqueet de cosmologiede Meudon). de temps,ne se r&out que par un troisieme terme, essentiel,de
lacapacitede choix de l’outil de navigation. Comme le cerveau,
Je n’aurai pas la pretention de developper la tbtorie de il devra Ctrecapable de raccourcis audacieux et de selections
Laurent Nottale: je me contenteraide dire que sa nouvelle ex- imprevisibles. Le navigateurqu’il va emmenerdans son trajet
plication du monde montre que l’univers est structun?comme va voyager sur une onde 21haute capacitede variations.
un fractal, c’est-a-dire qu’il presentedes structurescohtrentes
quoique d’aspectsdifferents quelle que soit l’echelle - et que,
*La reflexion quece projet va m’amenera faire a, au dtpart,
done, on peut “zoomer” B l’infmi sur n’importe quelle par-tie. toutes les apparencesde l’abstraction. Et de cette reflexion
Cette notion de continuite dans la structure et cette peuventnaitred’autresmatricesabstraites.Pourtant,sansmanier
possibilite de passeren temps reel d’une tchelle ?+l’autre, de le paradoxe,je dois affirmer ici, au moment de terminer cet
l’infiniment grand 3 l’infiniment petit, sans solution de expose, qu’au centre de toutes mes recherches se trouve la
continuite, est sans doute le principe le plus riche et le plus mat&e vivante, la natureet I’Univers, en tant qu’espacede vie.
nouveaude mes travaux. Laurent Nottale’s’est du resteassocit
a l’equipe que je r&rnis pour mener a bien ce projet.
Chacun a une resonanceparticuliere. Chacun est sensible
Pifote est un outil de rep&age.unesorted’atlas- ou, mieux. a certains phtnomtnes et pas a d’autres. Pour ce qui est de ce
ce que les navigateursde la Renaissanceappelaientun portulan projet, qui plonge au coeur des espaces conceptuels pour
(cartographic et description des ports et des accidentscotiers debaucher au coeuc du vivant, du social, du creatif, seule la
du monde connu) de l’espace infini du savoir et de la mtmoire sensibilite qui est la mienne m’y a engagee.
universels.
Pilote fonctionnera sur le reseauInternet dont il utilisera

Supposons par la pensee l’application & cet espace
conceptuel de cette notion de connexions illimitees dans le
temps comme dans l’espace: chaque objet se presentea nous
dans ses caracteristiques pures, a quelqu’ tchelle qu’on
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GEOGRAPHY
OF THE VOICE
By Kathy Kennedy
kathyk@alcor.concordia.ca

“the only major channelof communicationthat actively
vibratesinsidethe body..soundis felt in addirion
to being heard. It is...away in which we possessothers
and are possessedby others.” ’
he voice is an extremely immediate mode of transmission, directly from one body to another.When we
m
hearanothervoicewe recognizeinstantly (albeitsubconsciously)
how the sound is being produced.We read a seriesof physical
cues,or more succinctly,we “sense”them, receiving the information through the body even before the brain. Is this kind of
recognitiontranslatedthroughthe variousmodesof technological mediation that we are subjectedto daily such as radio, telephones,or anything amplified through a microphone?Or has it
becomean insignificant social convention relegatedto a past
era, making us, as a society,sonically desensitized.
There are at least two significant trends in contemporary
culture that addressthe issueof vocal transmission(immediate
or mediated).One is that of disassociationfrom the body. The
“cyborg” has beenimplanted into the vernacular.The theorists
speakof the body as if it were an endangeredspeciesin needof
preservation.Ethical questionsin fields ranging from genetic
engineeringto synthetic reconstructionto cosmetic surgeryrevolve aroundthe genusof the body.The conceptof “manpower”
as in manual or physical labour has become almost obsolete
sinceindustrial automation,and the testing of our physical tolerancesand extremeshas been limited to a secondaryrole in
our society, that of leisure or sport. Genderhas never been so
ambiguous(transformationalsurgeryevoked),and raceand age
are becomingless determiningfeaturesof the individual.
The secondtrend is that of the fading of geographicalor
physical spacein the contemporarypsyche.A twelve year old
spendinghours eachday netsurfing knows little of geographic
restrictions.Nor doeshe or she senseany distinguishing qualities between one place or another. The experience of
globetrottingtakesplaceon acomputerscreenwith sensorycues
beingrestrictedalmostcompletelyto the visual. We are all “virtually” inhabiting...cyberspace.
Sound,conversely,exists within physical space.There are
very real parametersthat define this spacesuch as the distance
andspeedat which bigger,lower, andslower soundwavestravel
comparedto smaller,faster,and higher ones,resonancefactors
and so on. The physical matter that blocks thesewaves or conducts them more easily (from metal walls to water) are other

aspectsthat continue to define soundwithin the laws of nature.
There is, of course, the element of time that continually reminds us of its physical reality.

language and the creation of significations having nothing to
do with communicationor expression.My preoccupationwith
voice is not necessarilythat which impregnates the physical
world with sound. It has always been “the channel” through
which ideas or feelings are ahowed to speak. An opera singer
friend capturedit recently by explaining that during singing she
must removeherself from her voice in order to be an instrument
or a channel through which the music passes.

As a musician, my experienceof sound has always been
primarily physical.That is, before the emotional stirring caused
by Barber’s Adagiofur Strings, the intellectual admiration for
Schoenberg’sVerkliire Nachte, there was the basic impact of
sound on my body. I was aware very early on, as I’m sure we
“A singer’s voice sets up vibrations and resonancesin the
all were, of the effects of slow, soothing tones or the impact of
heavy,driving beatson my body. The conceptof absolutemu- listener’sbody....The listener’sinner body is illuminated, opened
sic, restrictedsolely to the intellectual,the “dark, silent recesses up: a singerdoesn’texposeher throat, sheexposesthe listener’s
of the mind” has failed to entirely hold my interest.
interior. Her voice entersme, makesme a “me,” an interior, by
virtue of the fact that I have been entered.The singer, through
osmosis,passesthrough the self’s porous membrane,and disThere was also a telling of the shape and parametersof
my environment through sound.To heara clap of thunderrollcredits the fiction that bodies are separate,boundaried packing across the horizon was to be reminded of the full breadth ages.The singer destroys the division between her body and
of my surroundings.I was taughtin music schoolthat onenever our own, for her sound entersour system.‘”
played one’s instrumentin a void, that one should be conscious
of the reverberationsagainst the walls, to play wifh the space,
3.
the room, the hall in which it was being heard. In fact, the
Recently,my voice was recordedas the principle ingrediroom is part of the instrument and so is the listener and the ent for the musical composition accompanyinga virtual reality
performer. There is something about the practice of music project employing a multi-million dollar budget. Curiously,
making, or more generally, about the perception of sound that nothing was budgetedfor the performer’s fee or even the stock
has servedto link me to the physical surroundingsof my envi- material of the human voice. The “grain” of the voice seemsto
ronment, to make me more awareof my own body.As for sing- be too ephemeralfor the corporateworld, a product so dificult
ing, the idea of producing sound from my body out into the to contain and identify that a market value can’t be established.
environment has always been the most direct form of expression I could imagine.
In popular music, sampling has becomestandardpractice
. Taking a “bite” or a small quote of a person’s voice and plac2.
ing it in an unnatural context (i.e.. repeatedtoo quickly to be
My work with the voice has gone through a progression humanly possible) is now commonly accepted and holds no
of stagesfrom technical obsession(practicing to becomea clas- novelty to the listener.We are becoming accustomedto the ausical singer), to composing specifically vocal and choral mu- tomation of the human voice.
sic with electroacousticelements.It lives now in a series of
questionsabout the role of the voice in our society.
The digitized voicesof telephoneinformation systemssuch
as directory assistanceand multi-leveled menu systemsseemto
What is the voice? Surely it encompassesmore than just
producea chilling yet effective alienationon most callers.People
the sound formed in the larynx. Doesn’t everything have a tend to feel helplessin thesestructures,resentful of being fooled
voice? Isn’t it simply the channel through which everything into thinking they have someflexibility or control by that cheap
speaks?Do animals have voices?Do computers?“Voice” can replica of a human on the other end. Since the telephone is a
also be a medium of expression,a vote or opinion. To be of
technological systemchargedwith the task of mediating rather
one voice is to be in unanimous agreement,and to give voice than producing messages,the operator’s voice is nearly excluto one’s feelings is to give utteranceto them. A friend recounts sively female. What is still dubbed as the “women’s work“ in
a Bedouin woman’s statement“we have to tight for our voice the passivestanceof transferring information is a remnant of a
every day or we will lose it.” To understandmore deeply the popular conception taggedby AT&T’s slogan “The Voice with
distinctions made in defining voice, one should read a more a Smile” from the 1930’s through the 1950’s.’
in-depth analysisthat differentiatesbetweenvoice, sound,and
language.2
This once was a human voice, and now is not.. What is it
that has been taken away? The soul? Then has it become the
As in Aristotle, “‘the sound of a living thing” describes voice of a computer,as in that it speaksof the computer’s logic
well what I have been listening to in the voice. It is lessphysi- and nothing else. It is a voice that can say only what it has been
cal, more ephemeralthan Barthes’grain de la V&,X.His rather programmedto. It is, most cruelly, a voice that doesn’t really
complex description includes”the body in the voice that sings, hear,Where does the soul lie in the geography of the voice?
the hand as it writes.“3 His focus is on the very materiality of
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The telephone, at the same time, maintains a privileged
relationship with voice. It is an important medium for transmitting exclusively audio. It is by virtue of this an instrument
associatedwith intimacy, with direct communication. It is often used to transmit an emotional or psychological messagenot a good medium for hard facts and precise details. It is the
channel from one mind to another, and generally free of the
distractionsof either party’s personalbackdrop (scenery,environment}. This, in my mind, makesthe voice a more powerful
instrument as the sole transmitter of this information. The kind
of information that is being conveyedmust also be slightly different when directed at a focussedear without eyes. Knowing
that the receptors of ear and mind are tuned differently , are
reading cues differently, a whole other languageis set in motion. Maybe this is why we find the automatedoperator’svoice
so disturbing.
We have also learned a specializedstyle of vocal shorthand through answering machines. Many are often secretly
happy to be engagedin a game of telephonetag becauseit can
be so efficient and easy to respondto each other in a seriesof
quick messages.Some kind of pressureis off when there is no
real voice to have to respond to. The system of etiquetteis already in place which dictates that it is exceptionally bad form
to leave distressingnews on someone’smachine insteadof live.
We have learnedto rely heavily on the phonein this era of
telecommunications, and have been taught (possibly by the
phone company) to adapt it into our social morays. In the age
of AIDS, people are increasingly reluctant to delve into physical contact and have becomemore reliant on other means.Perhapsthis is what has led to the tremendoussuccessof the telephone-basedsocial scene.“Tele-personals”ads are perceived
as a much more efficient, relatively safe way to find a mate
than in nightclubs. The outmoded pleasure principle of raw
physical attraction is consideredby many to be foolhardy. The
voice representsthe last vestige of the body as a physical characteristic or reference to an individual’s personality. People
speak into the dark void of telephoneparty lines, looking for
another interested, attractive voice to respond to. They rely
heavily on their ability to communicate verbally to attract the
other, listening for their sonic cues to detect interest.
4.
Radio is a voice unto itself...sound is transmittedfrom a
small, private space(the sound studio) through the air waves,
via super-audio waves actually, into a small box called a receiver, not unlike the human ear. Since the medium is exclusive to sound, visual cues are left to the imagination of the
listener and the voice is all important. The radio drama or
h&-spiel has a distinct quality that often conveyswhat the visuals of the theatrecan never reproduce.The format of the radio
show can be easily interpreted through the dj host’s style and
intonation of speech.A louder, clearer voice implies a daily
informational show while a softer, more breathy voice speaks
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of emotional, personalissues.We tend to think of radio as having a live quality, that voices are passing through the airwaves
and are gone again(althoughin reality most showsare recorded
and catalogued).But this direct transmissionthat makesthings
seem more fleeting and spontaneousis curiously like normal
un-mediatedvocal production, i.e. speech.
I like the physicality of radio becauseof the reality of only
being able to transmit a certain distance.It’s reminiscent in that
way, of an unamplified voice. It is a technology that has been
far surpassedby other more efficient, powerful media.Yet many
of its usersremain faithful to it, even faced with the availability
of user-friendly supertools.Pirate radio has long been associated with political subversionand community basedinformation.
Margaretta Darcy createda feminist station undermining
Ireland’s anti-abortion laws, breaking strictly enforced broadcastregulations.It hasbeenone of the most effective devices of
revolution in developing countries everywhere.
In terms of subverting the contemporary notion of
cyberspaceand virtuality, radio is entrenchedin the real and
physical. It is a relatively low technology that adheresto fairly
rudimentary principles of nature. The constraints of low-watt
transmission: i.e. distance, obstacles,and weather variability
are all things that make one awareof the inherent physicality of
the medium.
There are radiofiles that chase after the natural transmissions of the planet that have existed long before we had developed the technology to hear them. With special very low frequency radio receivers, they seek out the atmospheric radio
noisescreatedwith electromagneticenergyoften causedby lightning. These are a range of clicks, pops, and eerie whistles that
“natural radio” listenersrecord and exchangewith other enthusiasts.
My own installation pieces called sonic choreographies
with low-watt radio transmissionaddressissuesof territory and
physical space.A soundtrack is broadcastonto the blasters of
100 choral singers.They sing the choral part to this piece, of
which the transmitted soundtrack is their musical accompaniment. Moving throughout a large public space, they weave
through various configurations, producing harmonies,echoes,
and other sonic effects that can be hearddifferently from a multitude of vantagepoints. The radio servesas the indispensable
unifying factor, linking singers and listeners across distances
that would normally be unfeasible.
I think of the voice as an effective delineator of territory
and that we can createand assertour own personal spacewith
sound.An important part of what I’ve beentrying to determine
as “voice” is, within that emitting, a kind of simultaneouscapacity for hearing as well. Establish Iistening skills is essential
so that the voice is a whole entity with a yin and yang. As we
are learning IO project ourselves we must be sensitive to the

personal space or “sonic territory” of others. A self-defense
teacherand I have developeda workshop with in vocal empowerment called W.E.N.C.H. (Women’sEmpowermentNow... and
the C.H. varies according to the occasion).We combine some
elementsof traditional singing and vocal production with physical self-defensetechniques.Participantsare encouragedto use
their voice as a tool to combat or ward off aggression.Many
have had significant long term memory awakeningsand discoveriesthat have beenclearly evokedthrough the emitting and
listening of their own voice.
To say that technology alienatesus from the voice is too
simplistic. Certain forms can actually help to keep us in touch
with what is essential to the voice. How do we maintain the
soul of the voice through its mediation by technology?How do
we insure that it remainsa channelthrough which the individual
speaks?This is something that must be left to the discretion of
the listener.
soul vs. technology
technology vs. body
body@soul
0 Kathy Kennedy 1995
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HYPERTEXT

FROM A WRITER’S POINT OF VIEW
By Judith B. Kermun
kermanQtardis.svsu.edu
oday the word on the page has ramified into (at least)

;T/

oral performance,book arts, and text on the screen,
with or without graphics, animation and sound. Hypertext is
partly a bridge betweenthe world of the book and the world of
multimedia, but art made entirely of words is not going to go
away. So I’m going to concentrateon hypertext and on texts
made of words. Most of the issuesI will discuss map onto my
colleagues’presentationsas well.
I like very much the two questionsprinted in the program

to describethis panel:Can traditional narrativemake a successful transition into interactive media? Is a participatory space
betweenauthor and audiencepossiblewithout losing the pleasuresof closure and individual uniqueness?To ask thesequestions is to reflect where most readersand most writers are today.But they are two really different questions,and the answer
to one doesn’tnecessarilydeterminethe answerto the other.
I think the first question,about traditional narrative, is, at
the surfacelevel, the wrong question,and the answer is probably “no” - traditional narrativecan’t make a successfultransition, and why should it? New media often start their lives as
platforms for performanceof old forms (e.g. films of staged
plays), but they soon develop genresof their own, which dependon the aestheticpotential of the new medium itself. If electronic literature were nothing but pageson a screen,it would be
a failure. But not to worry - it was clear as soon as computers
were widely available that interactivity is the most interesting
new potential offered by electronic literature. Hencehypertext.
Yet the nostalgiafor traditionalnarrativepointsto a deeperques-

tion,a dynamicwhichmaybebasedin humanbiologyandevenphysics,ratherthanhasedin cuhureor technologyandsusceptible
to culturalchange.It maybe thatverballanguageis inherentlylinear.
We humansexperiencetime sequentially.We experience
the words and text blocks of hypettexts sequentially,as we do
all verballanguageand perhapsall high-resolutioninformation.
In processinginformation, we dependon the ability to recognize familiar things,that is on repetition.But without somenovelty thereis nothing communicated,although the preferredbalancebetweennovelty and familiarity in a messageis culturally
malleable.We havea narrow bandwidth for high-resolutioninformation. The deepquestionof hypertext is whether and how
much satisfactory literary experiencesdepend on the author’s
maintammg control of the sequencesand iterations. Because
both the truly randomand the mechanicallyrepetitiveare empty.

A traditional story depends on energy created by the
reader’sidentification with a major characterin whoselife there
is an important unsettled issue.By the end of the story, something should have changed,either for the characteror for the
reader. This is what structuraIist critic Tzvetan Todorov calls
transformation (POP 218-233), in his analysisof the movement
from past or current equilibrium to disequilibrium to a new equilibrium (POP 111)through changesof the character’ssituation
or the reader’s understanding.We recognize the “pleasuresof
closure” when new equilibrium is established.

what we call ven’similifude.”(POP 83) But, asTodorov demonstrates,verisimilitude is not congruence with a larger reality,
but rather congruencewith “the internal requirements of the
[work] itself,” requirementsbasedin genre.

If the reader can do anything, then nothing has any particular valence; in order to shapethe experience,the author has
to limit choice. Tzvetan Todorov speaks clearly to this issue
when he writes, “the narrative is not determined in advance,
any direction is (in the absolute sense)as good as any other.
The censorship which forces the author to choose only one is

To provide close-coupling,responsesin my own COLLOQUY poems begin with the word the reader chose,a very limited esthetic.Although the COLLOQUY authoring system actually allows a lot more latitude, the principle of a meaningful
relationshipbetweenthe reader’saction and the poem’s response
is critical.

“Any possible circumstanceof languageis a possible circumstanceof poetry,”saysRosenberg.“It is the job of the poet
to invest that circumstancewith energy.”If the reader is left to
do that job alone, the reader has become the writer. But for all
the democraticcant which has attacheditself to hypertext, writers and readersconnect with each other becausethe communiTwentieth century Westernliterature has spent huge ener- cation of one person’s vision to another person is a source of
gies fracturing narrative and point of view. Hypertext is a logi- wonder and pleasure.This privileged relationship can’t be realcal extension of this, so well suited to contemporarytexts that ized if the text does not shapeand control the reader’s experiwe would have had to invent something like the computer if it ence to some degree.This is still true in hypertext.
did not already exist, as a platform for somethinglike hypertext.
But a lot of the energy of any nonlinear literature dependson
The problem of how to createa satisfactory hypertext link
the text’s frustration of the reader’s desire for sequenceand/or is not a questionof navigation after all, but of rhetoric. After all,
identification, and the reader’s satisfaction in assembling se- we don’t know where a conventional text will go when we turn
quence, identification, and coherencefrom the fragments.
the page either.The question is how to create a suitable tension
between expectation and outcome, between predictability and
If the readercan’t ever identify with any character,then fi- novelty when the readerchoosesa link. Or turns a page.
nally the readeris the only characterin the story.which missesa
As Todorov says,“the literary work does not have a form
major point of fictional characterization.One logical outcomeis and a content but a structure of significations whose relations
the virtual world, a playgroundfor the readerto explore either in must be apprehended.”(POP 43). One approach to realizing
solitude or in a communal interactivesetting.But I want to con- the literary potential of hypertext is to create perceptible concentrateon the writer/readerdyad of traditional literature.
gruence between the larger and the smaller structures of the
work, and between structure and theme. The work’s rhetoric
As the hypertextpoet Jim Rosenbergsays,“speechis an in- must be satisfying, its languagemust be compelling at the level
herently linear medium, writing is a medium with an inherently of the individual image, the sentence,the incident, the page,
non-linearpotential”(EQ 1:1).The questionis notjust narrative- text block or lexia. But in addition, the shapeof the entire work,
experimentswith hypertext poetry show that sequenceand the as well as the processesof interaction with the work, must bebalancebetweeniteration and novelty are also critical in poetry. come perceptibleto the readersooneror later as somethingthat
is fitting in terms of the experience being generated.This will
So the secondquestionis still open:Is a participatory space almost always require the writer to limit the reader’schoices,to
between author and audiencepossible without losing the plea- createshape,even though this may occur in ways which are not
suresof closure and individual uniqueness?Can we exploit the dependenton thelinearsequenceof uaditionaltext.BrendaLaurel’s
nonlinear potential of text in ways that the intelligent nonspe- idea of “close-coupling,”a meaningful and timely relationship
cialist readercan experience?Or is the true literary pleasureof betweenuserdecisionand systemreaction,is important here.
hypertext only availableto the writer as shecreatesthe hypertext
web?
When I invented the COLLOQUY system of interactive
poetry, back in the dark agesbefore the mouse,I saw that there
Participatory space may be the crux of the issue, even had to be a connection between the reader’s action and the
though hypertext has made newly visible how interactive the poem’s response.To limit the reader’s possible action enough
old forms of reading are, and how much books are direct-ac- to make it predictable to the writer so that she can design a
cess devices.And even though hypertexts are really much less meaningful response,COLLOQUY poems usethe words of the
participatory than the hype surrounding them proclaims and poem as the menu of choices.This solution anticipated mousemany of us would like to think.
driven hypertext.

13.5

Some successful hyperfictions, such as J. Yellowlees
Douglas’s “I Have Said Nothing,” only allow readerchoicesat
the end of a sequence.Works like Douglas’s require and encourage the reader to assemblestoryline from fragments,but
other structuresin the text are essential to create the senseof
congruenceI am talking about. In “I Have Said Nothing” the
story always bangsinto “the end”before you’re ready.Then the
readerhas to find a new way to begin reading again.The theme
of the story, the repeatedprematuredeathsof loved ones,is an
oddly satisfying tit with this processof frustration, which creates the shape of the work. Another work, Stuart Molthrop’s
“Victory Garden,” is a world of interlocking stories, each of
them quite linear, which can be accessedthrough a visual map
which actualizes the historical context of the Gulf War which
the various stories and charactersshare.Although it is possible
to link in nonlinear ways from within a story thread in ‘Victory
Garden,”it’s fairly difficult to do.
Richard Gess’s“Mahasukha Halo” pretty much abandons
linear narrativity altogether, yet it is clearly fiction - reading
“Halo” is like walking around in a big, alien, exotic city in a
thick fog, encountering strangeceremonies,alien beings, and
people who keep reappearingto tell you scrapsof their story.
The work allows lots of reader choice, but it does not tell a
story so much as it assemblesa gestalt. It’s a very good example of how important striking and beautiful language and
imagery can be in such a form.
My own translation of my book Mothering to Storyspace
was remarkably easybecausethe hard-copy book is extremely
nonlinear, and yet there are threads of quasi-story running
throughit, unified by the sensibility of the narrativevoice.Implementing Mothering in Storyspace,the default sequenceis the
sequenceof the book’s pages,but the threadscan be followed
by clicking on words which representthe threads,usually indicating a particular character,setting, or mental processsuch as
dreaming.In a way, Mothering was born to be a hypertext.The
Storyspaceversion, insofar as it makes the themesmore available to the general reader, is a better implementation than the
book, although the book preceded the genera: availability of
computer-basedhypertext by almost a decade.
There are a bunch of practical and aestheticproblems to
solve in creating this new literature, although I think we will
soon solve at least the major ones.There’s a real risk when writers get invested in clever subtletieswhich the readerperceives
only as arbitrariness,like sequencesin which you can’t get back
to a place you visited before. If the “yielding words” in “Victory Garden”can’t be found except by accident unlessyou test
every word on the page, a full reading dependson spending
years of obsessiveexploration with a single text. The text will
have to be pretty delectablefor readersto be willing to do that.
The learning curve is a problem that may not go away.
Even if interfacesare standardized,which the Web and HTML136

type tools make more likely, the more powerful tools like
Storyspaceallow eachauthor to createa whole new set of reading problems the readermust solve before she can experience
the work. It is easyto get impatient with having to learn how to
turn the pages.But this problem goesback before hypertext, at
least as far back as JamesJoyce. How intrusive should the interface be, and how is interface design a part of literary aesthetic?
I’m skeptical aboutjust how democratic the author/reader
relationship, in hypertext or elsewhere,can really become, if
democracy is defined as eliminating authorial privilege altogether.But hypertext broadensthe idea of authpr usefully, to
include possibilities such as film director, architect, liturgist,
dramaturge,playground designer, toolmaker. As we learn to
make compelling structuresin thesenew paradigms,important
literary art will emerge.Some of it may even be hypertext.
0 Judith B. Kennan 1995
Sagnaw Valley State University
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The electronicartsderivetheir energyand fascinationfrom
the relationshipbetweenartist and machine.Attempts to automate art are increasinglysuccessfulas developmentstake place
in artificial intelligence, artificial creativity and artificial life.
However,it may take artificial consciousnessto createa totally
artificial life. This in turn requiresthe resolution of a the question: is quantummechanicsinextricably linked with consciousness?If it is, then a computableconsciousnessmay be impossible - and the future of a totally artificial art may hinge on
this.
Introduction

JamesGleik points out in Chaos’that the 20th century
will probably be rememberedfor three great scientific revolutions: relativity, quantummechanics,and chaostheory. We are
seeing,in embryonicstage,the first scientific revolution of the
21st century: studies in consciousness.The claims for chaos
theory are that, unlike for the precedingtwo revolutions, it relatesto the more immediatelytangible world of our experience.
Studiesin consciousnessrelatesin turn to an intangible but infinitely more intimate world: our being. The discoveries by
Copernicus,Galileo, and Kepler that showed the Earth to revolve around the Sun became a metaphor for the growing
realisationthat Man was not at the centre of the Universe, but
an insignificant by-product of the forces of nature. One can
characterisethe universethat grew from this classical physics
as anthropo-eccenrtic,that is a universe in which man is no
longer at the cenue,in contrastto the previousanthropo-centric
universe.The more recent discoveriesof chaos theory show a
lessordereduniverse,with room for ‘emergent*properties,however - rocks, weather,organisms,society, the economy: these
becomenon-linearsystemswith unpredictabledevelopments,
but they are still deterministic. The individual is a sysremof
organs and cells, the result of a gene pool system,embedded
within socialandeconomicsystems.The individual is still alienated.Until quantumtheory.Quantumtheory completesthe cycle
of scientific revolution and rendersthe universeanthropo-centric once more.
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Descartesproposeda location in the brain where perceptions
Chaostheory involves the study of phenomenawhosede- come togetherfor the mind to view them as a whole; this is
velopmentsare highly sensitiveto small fluctuationsin starting doneby a homunculus.This Cartesiantheatrethen presentsus
descriptionof the homunculus,
conditions. Non-linear systemsare, in principle, deterministic with the problemsof a reasonable
(or computable)meaningthat the samestartingconditionswill and the dangerof infinite regress:has the homunculusgot a
give the sameend conditions, and, if we have computerspow- homunculuswithin it?
erful enough,we can predict the outcome.In practice,because
While Dennett’semphasison perceptionis to someextent
of the extreme sensitivity to the starting conditions, it may be
reductionistic,
it is the work of Francis Crick that takes this to
very difficult to predict the outcome.Non-linearsystems,however,are classicalsystems,and hence,despitethe relativerich- an extreme.His recentbook The Astonishing Hypothesis4 claims
nessof the universethey describeand the fruitful consideration that all aspectsof humanexperience,including consciousness,
of emergentproperties,they remainpart of the anthropo-eccen- are to be understoodin terms of neuronalactivity. This leads
tric universedefinedabove.Quantumtheorygrew out of a seem- him to discussthe neural correlatesof perception,and to posingly innocentdebateover whetherlight consistedof wavesor tulatethat oneday we shall discoverthe neuralcorrelateof conparticles,but, in the last century, it becameclear that light be- sciousnessitself. One could characterisethe view of reductionhavedas a wave under some experimentalconditionsand as a ists on consciousnessas being epi-phenomenal,i.e. it is a sideparticle under other experimentalconditions.This simple fact effect. The view of chaostheoristscould be describedas emerwas obstinately unresolveableand its unwanted(by classical gent-phenomenal,
i.e. that consciousnessarisesfrom complex
science)implications were twofold: firstly that the observer’s systemsas a whole that is greaterthan the sum of its parts.
behaviourcould not be removedfrom the experiment- thus
challengingtraditional notionsof ‘objectivity’- and secondly
It is no surpriseto find that many thinkers on consciousthat science was going to have to live with the unthinkable: nesshave sought to relate consciousnessto quantum theory.
paradox.Quantumtheory as we now know it gives a terminol- There is a growing sensethat quantumindeterminacymay alogy for the wave/particleparadox,but doesnot removethe para- low a window in the deterministicuniversefor free will (downdox, or the problems of quantum indeterminacyand quantum ward causation),andthat quantumwholenessis directly related
holism. One view of quantumtheory,promptedby Niels Bohr, to the binding problem of perception(upward causation).One
is that the precisemathematicalformuIationsof quantumtheory of the chief protagonistsof a quantummechanicalview of conare successfulas a model for prediction, but the wider implica- sciousnessis Roger Penrose,interestedin the extent to which
tions can be ignored.A middle ground,perhaps,was the stance computerscan prove mathematicaltheorems.Building on the
now called the Copenhageninterpretation,which admits that work of Godel, who demonstratedthe unprovability of a cerquantumtheory is a theory of observations,ratherthana theory tain class of theorem,Penrosehas arguedthat computersare
of objective independentrealities.The more radical position is thereforeunableto ‘think’ about a certain class of entities that
that quantumtheory placesthe humanact of observationas es- the humanmind can. From this Penroseextrapolatesa proposisential for the existenceof the universe. Some use quantum tion that mind is essentially non-computable,at least ‘by our
theoryto arguethe existenceof God; however,we arenot argu- current technology.Penrosedevotesmuch of Shadowsof the
ing here that quantumtheory gives us back a theocentricuni- Mindsto an explanationof quantumtheoryandarguesthat quanverse,but an antht-upo-centric one.
tum effects must translateinto the ‘classical’world of chemicals and neuronsin the brain. He is supportedin his approach
2. Consciousness: an overview of current theories and by neurologistsand biologists in their discovery of ‘microtudebates
bules’. structureswithin the neuronsthat could be the seat of
The study of consciousnesshas only recently become a quantumcoherenceeffects.
respectableacademicpursuit, as shown by the number of recent books on the subject and the establishmentof the IntemaDana Zohar’s books, The Quantum Self6 and The Quantional Journal of Consciousness Studid. A good introduction tum Society’ explorequantumtheory firstly as a rangeof metato the debatesaround consciousnessis to be found in Daniel phors, but also as evidencefor the holistic nature of the uniDennett’sConsciousness
Explaine& . His emphasisthroughout verseand the self. Her views derive partly from quantumtheory
is on perception,though oddly, he avoids attemptinga solution itself, and partly from interpretationsleaning to the mystical
of the ‘qualia’problem (how are we to accountfor the redness such as that of Bohm,* and that of Fritjof Caprag and Gary
of red for example).He showsthat the problemswith Descartes’ Zukav’O. However,her interpretationsare more accessiblethan
view of consciousnesslie in the mind-body split or dualismthat Bohm’s, less populist and mystical than Cam-a’sand Zukav’s,
it is basedon: the dualistic view is not consistentwith classical and lessradically paranormalthan Jahn’s.
physics, becausefor any perceptionto impinge on the mind
theremust be a chain of energytransformationsthat reachfrom
3. Creativity: the link with consciousness
the material world to the non-material(upwardcausation),and
The philosopherMary Wamock has had a life-long interanotherchain from the mind to the body (downwardcausation). est in the imagination,stating that its cultivation should be the
1. Chaos Theory and Quantum Mechanics
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chief goal of education”. For Wamock, imagination is the key
to perception and all our values,as well as the driving principle
behind creativity. In Imaginationl* shecharts the developments
of our understanding of this faculty, from Descartesthrough
Kant and Hume and &helling to Sartre and Wittgenstein. For
Hume imagination is linked to the everyday ability to receive
an interrupted and chaotic sequenceof sensoryimpressionsand
derive from this a belief in the continuousexistenceof objects.
Kant called this faculty the transcendentalimagination to distinguish it from an empirical imagination, the fiction-making
power which varies from personto person.Warnock’swork has
been to seek out the common ground in the different forms of
imagination, in particular the creative senseand the world-ordering sense.Margaret Boden is another philosopher with an
interest in imagination, but in the narrower senseof creativity.
Her work, basedin computational psychology, involves an investigation of creativity via attempt to simulate it with computers. Her book The Creative Mid3 covers many aspectsof researchinto creativity, especially thosedebatesaroundArtificial
Intelligence. For Danah Zohar the main question in the creative
act is the selection of one outcome from all the possible outcomes, a processthat she links with the collapse of the wave
function, which in turn is the function of consciousness.One
could see this as a special case of a quantum interpretationof
the creative world-ordering imagination of Kant and Hume.
From both the Hume/Kant tradition expoundedby Wamock and
the emerging quantum consciousnessposition of Zohar et al.
we can assertthat consciousnessis at the heart of creativity.
4. Automated

Electronic Art

We are now approachingthe point where we can ask what
would be a totally artificial art? Clearly it would involve computers and the simulation of both a creative and a critical function. Cohen’swork is basedon his ability to formalise his own
compositionalrules; what is lacking is the spontaneousgeneration of work beyond his own formulations.
5. Artificial

Consciousness and the Electronic Arts

Artificial Life or a-life for short, while not originating a~
an art-form, hasbeenexplored as such by computer artists such
as Steve Bell*’ and Clifford Pickovep . By abstracting from
the physical world simple rules and constraints governing entities that live, breed, consumeenergy, fight for resources,and
die, biologists have programmeda-life systemsthat have given
them valuable insights into living systems.StevenLevyt3 gives
a good overview of the emergenceof a-life, including its applications and philosophical implications. A-life theory is firmly
locatedin the debatesaround chaosand non-linear systems:the
attributes we normally associatewith ‘life’ are seen as emergent phenomenon.There has beenlittle attempt to endow a-life
entities with artificial creativity, perhaps becauseof an intuition that the parallelsbetweenevolution andcreativity arerather
weak, and to date there has been only one serious attempt to
createan artificially consciousentity - this is the goal of lgor
Aleksanderat Imperial College, where he has createdan artilicial neural net (ANN) called Magnus, designedto be conscious
in the senseofbeing able to tell us what it is like to be Magnusz4.
Nadia Magnenat-Thalmannand Daniel Thalmann, in their quest
for synthetic actorshave picked up on the work of Aleksander
in the hope that it will provide a missing element in their simulations: autonomy.In the Thalmanns’book Artificial Life and
Krtual RealiryZSAleksandercontributes an article called “Artificial Consciousness?‘26in which he sets out his emergentphenomenonposition on consciousness.The development of
autonomousprogrammesis a recent development in software
generation,described in another article in Artificial Life and
virtual Realitf’. A further article in the same book gives an
accountof how algorithms for autonomy are developing from
work in artificial intelligence2*.The Thallmans believe that for
computersimulationsto generatetruly artificial art, the will have
to incorporatesome aspectsof consciousness;creativity, intelligence, will, and autonomy. It may be that other aspectssuch
as identity, perception and awarenesswill also be essential,if
the artificial art is to have any statusalongsidehuman art, leading us to the position that we require not just artificial life, but
artificial beingsat least as complex as humans.This plungesUS
into the chaosversusquantum debate:is mere complexity sufficient for artificial art to come forth as an emergentproperty,
or is a quantum dimension required?

Sincethe 1950sartistsand scientistshave beenexperimenting with electronicdevicesin theproductionof imagerythe visual
arts.Thesedevelopmentsare well documentedin bookssuch as
Franke’s Computer Graphics - Computer Art14, and Cynthia
Goodman’s Digital Visions Is. The author looks at the useof programmingfor artistsandanimatorsin a recentarticlein Leo~mV.
Evolutionary electronicart is a branchof algorithmicart that uses
the conceptsof Darwinian evolution to generatefamily treesof
images or forms that are then selectedby the artist for further
breeding.Karl Simmsl’and William Latham’* are two computer
artists who have been working in this field, and who have been
extensivelycommentedon by MargaretBoden.The problemsof
selectionhave beenavoidedin the work of Harold Cohen,originally a successfulmodem painter,who set out to incorporatehis
own rules of composition into an artificial intelligenceprogram
calledAARON. In evolutionaryart the selectionmechanismbecomesparamount:Latham’s and Simms’work fails to automate
this as a parallel to the naturalsurvival function. For otherforms
of automatedart, suchas Cohen’s,theremust be algorithmsat the
outsetthat control design,compositionand aesthetics.The field
of algorithmic aestheticshas its origins outsideof the electronic
6. Conclusions
arts-Frankelq gives a good introductionto the Germanthinkers
The attempt to hand over part of the creative act to main this area,including Wilhelm Fuchsand Max Bense.Stiny and chinery has a long tradition going back to musical composiGips suggesta computer-basedmethodfor evaluatingaesthetics tions basedon the throwing of nails2q.Algorithmic art on digiin specialiseddomains.‘o
tal computers representsa substantial move in this direction,
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while progress in AI, a-life, and artificial autonomy bring together more of the components of a truly artificial art. In the
context of chaostheory, no radically new developmentsare required to reach this goal: only a certain level of complexity.
However, in the context of quantum theory and proponentsof
quantum consciousnessas the ultimate creative principle in the
universe, artificial consciousnessis, at present,the missing ingredient. Someof the bestthinkersof our time believethat this is
non-computable,but if it were (perhapswith technologynot yet
dreamedof) quantum mechanicswould not just haverestoredto
us an anthropo-centricuniverse,but also a cyber-centricone.
Q Mike King 1995
London Guildhall University
41-71 Commercial Road
London, UK, El ILA
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INTERACTIVITY
AND
CONTROL
THE AESTHETICS
OF REAL SPACE INTERACTIVES
By Ted Krueger
tk67Qcolumbia.edu

he formation of limestoneor petroleumfrom biological depositshas long beenunderstood,but the extensive retationshipbetweenthe biological and geological is just
beginningto be sketchedout. The recentdiscovery that, in the
US, humanity hasbecomethe dominant geological force is significant. Our combinedactivities alter more of the earth’scrust
than weathering,erosionand the activity of rivers.
Having beenejectedfrom the Gardenof Eden for the developmentof consciousness
we havealwaysseenourselvesas apart
from it. The categoriesof ‘the Natural and ‘the Artificial’ are
ancientand fundamentalto the cultureswithin which I and many
of you exist. The intricateassemblyof a beaver’sdam and lodge
am understoodto be of naturewhereasthe autobahnand Brazilia
areclearlynot. Yet, if we suspendthe egocentrismfor a moment,
we can seethatthesearedifferencesin degreeratherthanof kind.
All the productsof humanactivity are ‘natural’ones.
There is no artificial. Machines are part of the ecosystem.
The developmentof computationmachineryin the last half
of the twentieth century is one of the primary developments
during this period. Shrinking from room-size constructionsto
handhelddevices- they are posedto disappearinto the woodwork. This migration fundamentallychangesthe natureof the
environmentsthat we inhabit. There is an erosion of inertness
by the injection of intelligence. We must begin to considerthe
role we are to play within the context of intelligent environments
This work is concernedwith issuesin technology where
the inability to control is at the heart of the matter.The project
exhibits behaviorsthat are determinedjointly by the internal
logic of the software,the participation of the viewer(s), and by
environmental circumstances.The work does not relinquish
control to either the public, the environment,or the software,
but setsup a condition wherethe confluenceof the threeresults
in a particular behavior.It uses rather simple technologiesto
explore issuesthat are raisedby the larger contemporarytechnical environmentin which we find ourselves.

H

The work consists of two rectangularboxes from which
project24 black taperingrods.Onespresencebetweenthe boxes

triggers an adjacentrod into a slow graceful bend. The motion
is fluid and completely silent. Otherssoon follow, arching foreword or to one side and then the other.After you move on, the
activity continues and it becomesclear that the rods were not
reactingto you, but that the reactionof the initial rod was spreading through the population in a seriesof ripples - that the rods
are reacting to each other. The intent is to create a work that is
simultaneouslymachine, plant and social insect.
Each of the rods are tensed by two fine strands of Shape
Memory Alloy (SMA) wire. SMAs are a class of alloys that
exhibit an unusual effect due to differences in the crystalline structure of their martensitic and austenitic phases.When
cool, the metal is easily deformed, but when heated above
the transition temperature to the austenite phase, it recovers
its original shape and in the process is capable of work’.
The wire used in this project is fabricated from a nickel/
titanium alloy marketed under the trade name Flexinol. It is
150um in diameter and has a deformation force of 62g and
produces approximately 330g of recovery force*. Each strand
of SMA wire is ISM long and recovers approximately 6Omm
when resistance heated with 24 VDC.
While current researchis concerned with increasing the
reaction time of the alloy for use as robotic actuators, in this
case, the wire length was chosen beyond the suppliers specifications to decrease the response rate for aesthetic effect.
This had additional benefits. As there was no danger of overheating, the temperature of the wire did not have to be monitored. A streamlining of the sensing and control functions
resulted. More significantly, because the mass of the SMA
strand is very small, the nature of its reaction varies with
ambient temperature and wind conditions. Wind cools the
SMA rapidly. While the work responds more quickly and
strongly in hot weather, in winter, it will not react at al13.

In software, each SMA wire is controlled by a variable. The value of this variable is determined by simple
rules that reference the state of ‘adjacent’ variables to
compute its new state. Adjacency is specified relative to
the irregular spatial distribution of the rods rather than
by reference to a uniform lattice. The states are computed
and then implemented in discrete time steps.
Each base contains a computer that was assembled
from modular input, output and processor cards in a proprietary backplane6. The processor is an &bit Intel
8052AH. Programming was done Basic. The code was
converted to C and implemented with a corresponding
graphics display running on a Silicon Graphics workstation to verify the software and visualize the sequences’
while the project was under construction.
The bases are simple plywood boxes that are covered
in a resin/aluminum powder product that is used for the repair of boat hulls. This material was ground smooth and
waxed to give the bases a metallic monolithic quality*.
The work undertaken here draws on research done
in preparation for a Seminar in Technology Transfer given
by the author at the Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning and Preservation at Columbia University. This
course looks at technologies that are available or developing in non-architectural fields that have potential applications within architecture. Among the areas considered are intelligent materials and structures, robotics,
complexity studies, and computation. The underlying
thesis is that the importation of these technologies into
architecture will fundamentally change the definition of
the architectural problem. The task may be redefined as
the creation of environments that are casually indistinguishable from biological systems. The current project
is an initial exploration of what those environments will
become.

The tapered rods are fabricated from a graphite/epoxy
composite4 and provide sufficient bias force to stretch the
SMA in its low temperature state. The hollow rods serve as
a conduit for wiring that supplies power and ground conThe objective in undertaking work such as this,is to
nections to the SMA wires that are fastened to the black understand on an empirical level the nature of non-deacrylic brackets secured to the rods. The lower bracket holds terministic design. As intelligence, even at a very basic
the wires out away from the axis of the rod and provides a level, is diffused into the environment, as communicareverse bias mechanisms as the alloy contracts and the rod tion between these intelligences is implemented, and as
is loaded eccentrically. The two wires provide four possible the materials or assemblies become responsive to their
states for each rod.
environments, we can expect that the resulting behaviors will be inherently nonlinear and predictable only
Each rod constitutes a finite state machine implemented within certain broad ranges.
in hardware and assumesa position based on the state of the
surrounding rods or the switches in a manner similar to celYet the words design and non-deterministic do not
lular automata. No attempt has been made to program the sit comfortably together. Design implies that there is an
activity of the rods as a group, but relationships between objective to the work. Someone is able to project an unthem are established and the group’s activity emerges from derstanding, an implicit ideology of how things ought to
the individual interactions.
be , upon the world or some portion of it. Not only will
this be increasingly difficult, it may, in fact, not be de142

sirable. This imposition of will or the desire to control is
linked to our understanding of ourselves and our products as somehow apart from the rest of the world. It grows
out of a privileged position that we do not occupy.
Q Ted Krueger 1995
Ted Krueger Adj.Asst.PrajI Architecture. Columbia University
Principal- Living Machines, Inc. a research organization dedicated
to creating intelligent synthetic organisms.
Notes
‘R. Gilbertson, Working with Shape Memory wires, Mondotronics,
Inc. , 1991
?Mondotronics Product Literature, undated
‘K. Kuribayashi’s Improvement of the response of an SMA Actuator
using a Temperature Sensor, The International Journal of Robotics
Research Vol. JO,No. 1, Feb 1994. The work was commissioned by the
Katonah Museum in Westchester County, New York for the exhibition
‘Shelter and Dreams curated by Jane Dodds. The exhibition. in an
outdoor sculpture garden. opened on April 22 and remained in place
until November 13. 1994. The expected temperature variation during
this period was one of the design considerations.
‘These were purchased off-the-shelf from a fishing rod manufacturer.
%ilbertson
6Alpha Products, Jnc.Us A-Bus System
Zyle Seuss, a graduate student at the GSAPP, CoIumbia University
was responsible for the simulation. Additional programming assistance
was provided by Paul Krueger.
%fuch of the construction and assembly was undertaken by Bill Massie
of Sub Urban Building Studio of New York assisted by Corey Saft and
Scott Enge.. Jean Krueger provided assistance and support over the
duration of the project.
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THE MEANS TO THE END
IMPLIES THE CREATION
OF THE NECESSARY
TOOLS AND MATERIALS
By Kharim Hogan

ver the past several years, I’ve been involved with
authoringtools and environmentsin one way or another. Initially I had absolutelyno use for the tools whatsoever.
Then I becamea userof the tools, and inevitabIy moved to programming them. Now I argueabout and with them. On one
hand I am thrilled about all the new developmentsand possibilities that are continuously emerging at an impossible rate,
yet at the sametime, of late, I’ve often wantedto just throw up
my handsand seriouslyrequesta bit of a “time out!!“. Fact is
though,both my experiencesand thoseof countlessothershave
broughta numberof issuesand questionsto bear. For example,
the questionat issue in today’s panel - a painter needsmany
yearsto masterthe tools of painting; an electronic artist would
not recognizethe work environmentafter sucha time span. How
doesone masterthe tools in suchan environment: by programming them themselves?
Yes and No! Yes, by default one will have theoretically
understoodthe possibilities and limitations of the tool if one
has programmedit oneself. But no, that doesn’t necessarily
imply a mastery of the tool, Using or applying it towards an
effective artistic end may still require some time and experimentation. One still hasto learnto use it. (A little aside...there
aretimes one spendsso long trying to get the tool they arebuilding just right that the original intention is forgotten. But I suppose that’s all part of the process). One way or another, the
artist must be involved!
Many of the digital tools availableto artiststoday are based
on the “‘traditional artforms”. For example, tools available to
the photographersuch as Photoshop,are for the most part digital equivalentsof what one would find in the darkroom. We
have been transferringboth the tools and techniquesto computer platforms. In addition to this, we have addedtools and
hencetechniquesafforded us by digital technology which can
be applied by artists adaptingtheir traditional artistic practices
and creative endeavoursto this new medium. The new possibilities availablehavepromptedus to further explore and push
the boundariesof digital technologyresulting in a plethora of
applications, tools, plug-ins and so forth. The rate at which
thesetools are being enhancedand createdas well as the pace
of technologicalchangeand advancementleaves us today relentlesslystriving to stay aheadof the dust. Inevitably this results in considerabletime spent learning and adapting to new
tools and technologies,perhapsfor fear of not being considered
“on the cutting edge”?

Meanwhile though, there s&emsto be an ever increasing
imbalance in the mastery and development of style and technique. Whereasin the past an artist would go through a period
of study and apprenticeshipwhereby he/she would diligently
learn about and then apply the techniques and methodsof the
masters,emulate styles in order to further develop the craft and
finally one’s own stylistic character would emerge,today we
neither have models to follow nor do we have time to define
them as we are constantly bombarded with yet newer, more
powerful, and more complex developmentsin the digital arena.
If we opt to stick with a set of tools or an environment,we can
come to master it. We are gambling though becausewhat may
take us several months to produce might be something which
could have been done in a matter of hours had we stayed informed of new developments. By the sametoken, waiting for
the tool or building the tool might take as much time as contorting oneself around an environment where the tool is missing.

stract idea and making it concrete? Or, are we actually succumbingto the paceof technologicaladvancement?The choice,
fortunately, is still there.
What about tools to build tools? Development environments and applications based on open architecturesare a fantastic option. They leave artists with the option to either extend
the boundsof existing tools, or experiment with other possibilities if they so desire. In the end, does it really take longer to
mastera programmingor scripting languagethan it doesto learn
a new high-level tool? mth tools such as Director, 3D Studio,
MAX, etc., artists haveextraordinarypotential at their disposal,
and if they want to extendthem, they can. In this case,one can
learn a couple of environments and essentially fly with them
simply due to the extensibility of the environment. Consideran
environment such as OpenInventor for example. Those who
are more interestedin the low-level aspectsof tool building can
concentrateon extending and refining existing tool setsand applications, while those who just want to exploit the artistic potential that the applications created within these environments
have to offer, can also do so. One of the interesting and potentially seductiveaspectsof such an environment is the fact that
as more tools, plug-ins, modules, classes,and so forth become
available, that are all based in the chosen environment, since
there is already a familiarity with the environment, the learning
curve should be minimal comparedto migrating to yet another
set of tools.

Perhapsit is time to sit back and choosea direction! Without tool developers we restrict advancementsbut then again,
without artists to define, refine, and/or demandtools to suit particular styles and creative purposes,the new media will never
mature. They will continue to advancetechnologically but will
we be able to “fill the space”or “cover the canvas”so to speak?
Are we therefore addressingan audienceor are we now only
fulfilling our own digital dreamsdriven by the ecstasyand excitement of the power of the technology? Are we essentially
restricting accessto the “fortunate” few who can afford to upgrade and maintain the level of platforms and technologiesreThere was a time when one could almost actually learn to
quired today to have accessto this “cutting edge”fantasy?
usea tool in its entirety then go back and learn to use it well!! If
we set out to agreeon a basic set of building blocks, could we
Again, can artists use the tools and technologiesto their do this again today, and would we even want to go that route?
fullest in order to achieve this goal without having to program Will converging to one or more environments slow down or
themselves? In other words, can artists only get there if tools otherwise hinder technological developments? On the other
are designed that will allow them to author freely? And if so, hand, one could argue that if we were all using the sameset of
who should engagein designing and developing suchtools? Is tools, it could quickly becomesomewhatboring after all, isn’t
it even possible to conceive of one tool that will be all that is art partly about doing something new and different?
necessaryto an artist to create one’s pieces or works? Will
artists not ultimately either require other tools in conjunction
Aren’t we toolmakers by nature? No matter what the mewith those they are using or be restricted by the limitations of dium, do we not usuallyfind ourselveseither reworking a method
the “catch-all” tool? Can there really be only one tool which or building some sort of contraption or “tool” to produce a cerservesevery artistic purposeand goal? It seemsto me that some- tain new or different effect? At some point in the process,we
how, somewherealong the way, the whole creativeprocesshas add or create devices to achieve intended goals. We end up
been reversed with the advancementof digital technology. It turning away from the work in progressfor a few minutes,hours
used to be that first we’d have an idea and then attempt to real- or days, while we go off and try to mix the exact colour we
ize it. If that involved building tools, we’d build them. No want or createthe sound we have in mind for example. Is this
problem. But now, it’s as if it’s quickly becoming absurd to not analogousto taking out your digital tool building materials
consider this method. Rather we go and find out what the tools and redirecting the creative process to generate the required
can do for us, what exists today and what’s considered“‘hip” module to enhanceone’s work with an unimplemented idea?
and then we try to come up with something that can be done
using these tools and environments! Why? Are we somehow
I’d like to return for a minute to the issue of artistic styles
putting the messageacrossthat we want all the tools possibleat and techniquesand look at where authoring tools and environour disposalnow and today,and furthermore,that we want tools ments fit in. In what concernsadapting traditional techniques
and environmentsthat will even go so far as to realize our ideas to their digital counterparts,we have a basis. We can and have
for us? Have we grown tired of the challengeof taking an ab- done so, start by creating the tools which will allow us to pro14.5

duce much of the same type of output or results we’ve been
usedto. We then move to adding what the digital domain gives
us over and above this to createdifferent tools and thereforebe
able to accomplish things that weren’t as easily accessibleto us
in the past, and finally we push the limits of the technologyand
move yet further with the possibilities. With this in mind, it is
possible to create relatively complete authoring environments
to relieve the artist of having to go out and gather how many
different packagesand perhapsas many platforms. But what of
“new media”? Are we not still in the process of defining it?
And if so, where do we start with toolboxesand full-blown creative environments? Does there not first need to be a certain
settling and absorption of the new canvasbefore we will really
be able to prescribe any fixed set of tools? Do we not have to
become artists once again, have the creative intentions, try to
fulfill them and by this processdefine and fix some of the basic
elements? There will always be variables and thesevariables
are part of the artistic process. Hence, programming some of
thesetools is part of tlhe fun, is it not?
Finally, I’d like to leave you with the following
question...canwe build a set of tools or an authoring environment that will actually satisfy us for more than 20 minutes? If
so, would that imply that we’ve run out of ideas?

Q Kharim Hogan 1995
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partenaires : lim DuftTeld et Rob Fischer

1A/

vant de vous p&enter par I’image les oeuvres des
sculpteurs europeens ou orientaux utilisant
I’ordinateur et les machines-outils a commande num&ique,
pennettez-moid’aboxdd’esquisserquelquesMexions g&&ales
sur notre sujet, puis de faire un bref rappel historique de notre
demarche.
Depuis la nuit des temps, I’interaction de Part, de la scienceet de la technique,determineI’histoire descivilisations. II
a m&mefallu de gros efforts thkoriquesa I’Occident pour accepterde distinguerI’une de I’autrecesappropriationscognitives
exp&imentaIesdu monde.Achaquelieu, BchaqueBpoque,done,
son intelligencedes chaseset ses pratiquesculturelles.
L’Art, tel que nous le pensonsen Occident, n’a jamais
tchapt?a la regle d’interactivid genCraledes commercesde
I’esprit et de la vie quotidienne.Ce n’est que t&s rkemment
que certains ont voulu le dklarer “discipline autonome et
autor6fdrente”.Imbecile et funestepretention.
Contrairementa I’opinion commune,c’est par le goiit de
I’art, de I’exploit et de la magie,qu’on a vu na3reles plus grandes
inventions techniques. Bien longtemps, entre mille autres
exemples,la scienceraffinee de la mecaniquen’a servi a rien
qu% fabriquer de merveilleux automatespour notre seul bon
plaisir. L’homme d’ailleurs ne fait pas grand chose par
“n&essiW rationnelle.
Aussi, marginaliserl’artiste, I’exclure desgrandsprocessus
Cconomiques et sociaux, et par iii-meme I’empkher de
d&ouvrir, d’innover,c’est tout simplementvouerunecivilkation
B 1’6chec. Qu’on me comprenne bien: il ne s’agirait pas
seulementd’un 6chec affectif, esth&ique, d’un tkhec du “divertissement”,mais aussid’un &hec fonctionnel, d’une faillite
de l’intelligence.
Pasplus que Part, la techniqued’aujourd’hui ne doit Ctre
une activite “autonome”,car l’homme ne manipulejamais des
objets mais toujours des symboles:je veux dire que toute mise
a disposition,toute pratique,n’a de ICgitimitCet de valeur qu’a
la mesuredu SENS qui lui est donnee.II ne semblepas que les
populationsles plus riches et les plus “avan&s” de la plantte
aient jamais pu avaler le flot incessant des nouveautcs
technologiquesdu Xxi&me siikle. I1 y a I& des consequences
gravesauxquellesil est urgent de rbfltchir.
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Les artistes qui ont le souci de leur Bpoque, utilisent,
fabriquent ou detournent les moyens contemporains;
volontairement ou non, ils contribuent ainsi a l’bvolution des
mentalites, du regard sur le monde. Rtkemment, la revolution
informatique a trouvC un nouvel essor par le biais de l’art:
infographie, musique, creations multimt$dia...D’antiques
“rbveries” transmises B quelques “originaux”, artistes et
bricoleurs, ont finalement stimule de grandesindustries!

HAND MADE, CAHM, en opposition & CAD-CAM (CPAO).
Si d’aucuns sont persuadts que trap d’outils nuitsent il Part,
d’autres sont convaincusd’un art sansconsistance.Permettet
moi d’attendre ou bien une extase mystique ou bien la
gdn6ralisationde la tt?lCpathiepour croire B une communication
sanssupport!

En v&k?, les modalitesde fonctionnementde la crdativid
et de l’invention deshommeset desso&& sontuniversellement
Notre souhait, ici, est de vous montrer qu’il est indispen- identiques, fondles sur un va-et-vient continu entre le r6el et
sablede situer aussi le travail de la forme mat&ielle - autrement l’imaginaire, une dialectique permanentede la formation et de
dit le travail de la sculpture dans ce contexte d’avance l’information, de l’abstrait et du concret.
technologique,et que des artistesde plus en plus nombreuxfont
II n’y a aucunediffk-ence de nature entre le be1ouvrage
appel aux techniques les plus pointues pour la rdalisation
d’oeuvresphysiques,et non plus seulemenent“d’immat&iaux”, d’un artisan,la belle machine de l’ingdnieur, la belle composides artistesde plus en plus nombreux,petit-&e en eux-mCmes tion d’un musicien, la belle sculpture d’un artiste, la belle
inquiets d’une inflation de “virtualid”, font prendrecorps21leur dt?monstrationd’un physicien, etc. Tous, acteurs, ont dprouvd
imaginaire abstrait et numtrique, afin de mieux transmettrele une jouissance du faire, une aspiration il la perfection, dans
plaisir sensuel de cette creativite qui parle du monde et l’inquittude du resultat;tous, spectateurs,ont &tBstiuits, Emus,
par la nouveautd, la virtuosit6, I’harmonie ou le choc de la
n’appartient qu’8 l’homme.
dckouverte.
UN PEU DE PHLLOSOPHIE
Nous n’avons malbeureusementpas le temps d’aborder
C’est pourquoi le cloisonnement de la socidtb,
longuement danscette rencontrela problematiquefondamentale I’hyperspCcialisationdes individus apparait comme un risque
du gesteplastique.C’estbiendommagecaruneanalysesymbolique majeur de notre Civilisation pour les anneesir venir. Comme
et psychologique des mythologies fondatrices de “l’artisanat nos p&es, il nous faut construire des aventures humaines
createur” nous apprendrait bien des chases sur notre realit
transversales,qui fertiliseront Bleur tour l’esprit de noshkitiers.
tcchnologique contemporaine.On peut meme se demandersi
l’homme ne s’achame, pas, avec une obstination millenaire, a ARS MATI-kMATICA
nkliser le programmede sesfantasmesles plus archtiques.
ARS MA~MATJCA,
que j’ai c&C en 1992 avec mon
confrere ALEXANDRE VITKINE, veut participer 21cette
D’une man&e universelle, autant que je le sache, de aventure humaine interdisciplinaire dont je viens d’6voquer
1’Afrique B I’Asie, en passantpar le mondegrew,tous les “dieux- l’urgente n6cessiti.
techniciens” sont aussi dieux de la ruse et de la magie.
Ambivalentsjusquedansleur apparence,ils produisentla beaute,
Notre domaine d’action est done celui de la sculpture,
mais l’un est boiteux, l’autre est sdrile. A traverseux. l’homme envisagCeselon les technologies de l’informatique et de la
gagnepar I’artefact ce que la nature lui refuse.
robotique. J’ai nommC cette pratique moderne la
ROBOSCULPTURB.
Pour rester dans notre sujet, reprenonsun instant le gotit
immemorial des automates,des “esclavesm&aniques”qui font
A notre connaissance, ii y eut une demi-douzaine de
mieux, et avec moins d’effort, que leur demiurge. Comme par pr&urseurs de la sculpturenumerique.
hasard, l’ancbtre occidental mythique des architectes et des
sculpteurs est aussi grand createur d’automates: Dedale,
Les premieresexperiencessuivirent les d6veloppe.ment.s
equivalent terrestred’H6phaYstos.
de l’informatique et la divulgation des machines incommande
numtrique dans les anndessoixante et soixante-dix.
Ainsi, je me risque a dire que, par definition, une oeuvre
d’art est une ruse techniciennequi nous s&luit, nous enchante.
Cependant, ces tentatives furent sans lendemain,
probablementa causede la quasi impossibilid d’acc&saux ateLa comprdhensionglobale de l’art comme produit d’une liers de la grande industrie qui ddtenaientles syst&mes,mais
Ml?l’IS et d’une TECHI@, dvite bien desmalentendussur cette aussi a causede la limitation m&mede ces systemes.
activite, que certains critiques voudraient rkluire a je ne sais
quellescatCgoriesde leur choix. Mon confrereamtricain DAVID
Aux Btats Unis, H. G. Lawrence. architecte et designer.
MORRIS, pour rassurerun public international ayant une vi- s’interessaau probkme dts 1965, puis abandonna,jusqu’h ce
sion romantiqueet mal inform&z de l’artiste, s’est vu obliger de que les developpementsr&ems de la CA0 lui permissentde
proposerle conceptsubtil et malicieux de COMPUTERAIDED reprendresesrecherches.
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En Allemagne, EberhardFiebig, sculpteur et enseignant, de chercheurs, d’institutions ou d’industriels pour le
r&lisa sespremieresetudesinformatiquesde sculptureii la fin ddveloppementde cette synergie crt?ative,et enfin s’attacheB
des anntes soixante.
promouvoir l’idte du CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE RECHERCHE ET D’ENSEIGNEMENT DE LA SCULPTURE,
Paralltlement, Georg Nees, B la suite d’un doctorat sur oil se rencontreraientartisteset scientifiques pour le plus grand
I’infographie, a pu rbaliser, en 1969, deux bas-reliefs frais& profit de tous!
sur machine Siemens.
Une premitre expositionmondiale de sculpturenum&-ique
En France, Pierre BCzier, mettant au point sa thCorie s’est tenue, sansbeaucoupde moyens, il faut bien le dire, en
mathbmatiquede la CA0 dans les ateliers de l’usine Renault, 1993 a l’&OLE POLYTECHNIQUE.
inventait discrgtementle concept de SAO: SculptureAssistCe
par Ordinateur dont il publia un exemple en 1969 dans un
Dans le m&me temps, sans que nous le sachions, TIM
ouvrage...qu’aucunsculpteur n’a probablementjamais lu!
DUFFIELD et ROB FISCHER crdaient THE COMPUTER
AND SCULPTURE FORUM, dquivalent amCricain d’ARS
Quelques annCesplus tard, en 1975, Yves Kodratoff, MATI&MATICA.
proposait de rkaliser, aver la participation du public, une sorte
de sculpture d&inie par des choix informatiques interactifs de
Aprts nous&tremutuellementd&ouverts en 1994,et apr&s
trous divers et variQ dans un bloc de baserectangulaire.
ma rencontre t&s amicale avec TIM et ANN DUFFIELD lors
de mon premier voyage aux l?tats-Unis,en Bt6 94, nous avons
En Espagne,au mCmemoment,JoseLuis Alexanco faisait d6cidB d’unir nos efforts pour la realisation d’&+nements
t?voluer sur un Ccran d’ordinaleur une strie de courbes de intemationauxconsacrantla sculpture par ordinateur.
niveaux fermCesdont l’empilement, fini, rkalisait des espi?ces
de figurines concr&ionnCes.
C’est ainsi que nous avons le plaisir de vous annoncer
l’exposition interactive et simultante INTERSCULPT 95, qui
II est ndanmoinsa noter quel seulsPierre Btzier et Georg aura lieu 3 la SILICON GALLERY de PHILADELPHIE du 6
Nees ont franchement lit le processus de crdation et de au 28 octobre, et B la GALLERIE GRAPHE B Paris, du 24
visualisation informatique de la forme tridimentionnelle g sa octobre au 7 novembre.
matdrialisalion par une machine a commandenumCrique.
II s’agira pour chaque lieu, particulitrement du 24 au 28
octobre, d’une quadruple action artistique:
* pr&entations de documents,d’images et d’objets
En 1990, Alexandre Vitkine et Christian Lavigne se
rencontr&ent, ayant chacun de leur c&Z, en s’ignorant
* connection Internet sur les Virtual Galleries
mutuellement,comme d’ailleurs en ignorant 2 peu prts tout de
* liaisons en visioconf&ence. pour des visites ?Idistance,
l’historique du sujet, ayant chacun de leur cbtC,done, propost
des tchanges et des debats
aux organismesculturelsd&t la crdationd’un atelier(Vitkine)
* TELESCULPTURE: crkation puis transmission de
ou d’une dcole d’art (Lavigne) pour la sculpturepar ordinateur,
fichiers numCriques dkcrivant des oeuvres, qui seront
que I’un appelait INFOSCULPTURE,
et l’autre
mattrialistes de l’autre c&i de I’octan par des machinesB
ROBOSCULPTURE.
commandenum&ique!
Je laisse a mon ami TIM DUFFIELD Ie soin de compl6ter
De cette rencontre, et de ce projet commun. allait naive
et de commentercette manifestation.
ARS MATI&MATICA, qui rassembleaujourd’hui desartistes,
des chercheurs,des enseignants,etc.
Je voudrais maintenant vous montrer quelques oeuvres
d’artistes utilisant l’informatique pour la crkation ou la fabricaSi l’artiste technologiqueretrouve l’esprit d’Atelier, et se tion de sculptures.Nous prdsenteronsles travaux des artistes
plait ?Irf5unir“une @uipe” poursuivant une oeuvre commune suivants:
et valorisante pour tous, du technicien au chef d’entreprise, FRANCE
chacunmontrant le meilleur de son savoir-faire a son niveaude
Jean-FranqoisCOLONNA
comp&nce, il n’en restepasmoins que la bonnecomptihension
Gerard KAMMERER-LUKA & jean-Baptiste KEMPF
publique et politique de ce que j’ai appelt5UNE NOUVELLE
Jean-JacquesLAMENTHE
RENAISSANCE, est encore loin d’&re acquise.
Christian LAVIGNE
Alexandre VITKINE
Les lieux et Ies occasionsde synergie&ant extr$menent ALLEMAGNE
rares, mais finalement inCvitables, ARS MATHBMATICA
EberhardFIEBIG
s’emploie d’une part B mieux faire connaitre les possibilitts
JurgenLIT FISCHER
esthdtiquesdu “prototypage rapide” en organisantdes mani- HOLLANDE
festationsm&diatiques,d’autre part 2 tisser un r&eau d’artistes,
Anton BAKKER
Koos VERHOEFF
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XSRAEL
Isra’l HADANY
JAPON
Ma&i FUJR-L4TA
et au besoin,pour compldter l’exposb de Tim DUFFlELD
et RobFISCHER:
QU.!?BEC
Jean-Joj ROY
USA
Sydney CASH
Stewart DICKSON
Helaman FERGUSON
Howard Ray LAWRENCE
Franck McGUIRE

CONCLUSION
Nous esp%ons par notre interventiondanscetteconference
vous avoir montrd la naissanced’une complicite nouvelle de la
rechercheet de la crdation, en soulignant que “l’intendance de
Part “ ne passepas forcement par la main de l’homme, et que
des outils modemes peuvent aujourd’hui servir l’art avec le
mCmeCgalbonheur qu’auuefois la regle, le compas,le ciseau,
le perspectographeou la peinture en tube.
Mais la robosculpture,comme tous les arts clectroniques,
retrouvant I’esprit d’Atelier, permettra aussi d’en finir avec le
romantismebourgeoisqui a voulu faire de I’artiste, moralement
et Cconomiquement,un he isole, egocentriqueet introspectif,
dont le Moi est une divinite mondaine,un dieu lare de sallesdes
ventes,B la signatureapotropaque!
Les oeuvres que je vous ai presentees peuvent dtre
apprecibesdifferemment: certainsserontsensiblesa la “performancetechnique”,d’autresB larecherched’une pureteformelle,
d’autres enfin exigeront une philosophic.
Une nouvelle pratique permet non seulementde r&oudm
des problamesanciens,mais encored’inviter l’imaginaire B des
voyagesinconnus. La qualite des oeuvresest celle des hommes.
Au “transfert de technologie”doit correspondreun m&sage
culturel. Dans non-eepoque“plan&ire”, aux inventionsde nos
prckbmeurs s’ajoute d&ormais la connaissanceplus familiere
despatrimoinesde l’humaniti, qul enrichissentno&eex&ience
intime,nonealchimiepersonnelle.Sansdoutequelques-uns
d’entre
nousy puiserontl’expressiond’un sensprofond et universe].
Prenons bien garde que cette demarche ne vise pas 2 la
constitution d’une petite dlite occidentale de plus. J’aimerais
qu’un artiste aborigtne australien m’apprenne le secret des
Ccorces5 peindre, et me raconte bientbt “le Pays du R&e” en
stt%olitbographie.
Tel sera,concretement,le but de notre CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE RECHERCHE ET D’ENSEIGNEMENT DE
LA SCULPTURE.
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En vous remerciantde votre attention, et en vous donnant
rendez-vous& INTERSCULPT 95, je communique ii ceux qui
le souhaitentles coordonndesd’ARS MATHeMATICA:
1, Cour de Rohan,
75006 Paris, FRANCE
tel: (33) (1) 43 26 45 85 .
fax: (33) (1) 40 46 82 02
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CD-ROM : - THE 21ST
CENTURY BRONZE?
By Mike Leggett
m.leggettQunsw.edu.au

ib(

bstract

Desktop CD-ROM burnerscapableof making individual
discs hasattractedthe attentionof visual artists and createdthe
opportunityfor computerartiststo maketheir work morewidely
available.
During the developmentof the exhibition, ‘Burning the
Interface <Artists CD-ROM>’ for the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney, in March 1996, some 130 artists sent-in
work for consideration.
The paper previews the range of strategiesemployed by
the artists in designingthe screeninterfaceand someof the issuesraisedby the artworks concerningthe interactive and the
immersive statesof engagementare considered.
During 1993,variousmanufacturersmarketeddesktopCDROM burnerscapableof making an individual compact discread only memory,a desktop technologyinitially intendedfor
the archivingof companyaccountsand records.Besidesattracting commercehowever,the technology has also attractedthe
attention of artists.
This medium of storagecould be said to mirror the impact
of the arrival of bronze casting on the developmentof the art
object - plasticity and permanence.
By directly working with clay and bronze,such as thosein
5th Greece,or in a developing technologysuch as digital data
and CD-ROM, the artist will reveal more quickly than the technical specialist the fir11range of a new mediums potential togetherwith the distortionsthat the technologycan bring within
the broaderspectrumof communicationissues.
The ephemeraland fugitive natureof muchcomputer-based
work has restrictedits exhibition potential to one-off installations or playout through video/film recording, and so on. The
option to acquirework and thus experienceit over a period of
time has beenrestricted. More recently, parking art on a Web
site hasbecomea most intriguing option, particularly as lack of
bandwidth has tested the ingenuity and patienceof artist and
audiencealike and introducedfresh nuancesto the term ephemeral, the subjectof much intelligent researchby artists alone.
In this context, contemporaryartists are using the computer/CD-ROM medium for the storageof work needingfre151

quent acquisition to large files. The development of this me
dium has addressedseveral of the earlier ‘problem areas’:

In August 1994 I commencedresearchingan exhibition
on behalf of the Australian Film Commission and the Museum
of ContemporaryArt in Sydney,the purposeof the show to survey at an international level the approachesartists are taking to
List on data screenof following points:
utilising the CD-ROM medium. We called for work which exA:
- where previously there was a whole host of ‘computing plored all aspectsbut at this stagein time prior to a definition of
systems’of infinite combinationsof hardwareand software,the what the exhibition will be, we made a short list of work which
Compact Disc as a publishing/distribution medium hasencour- seemedontological rather than just exploring the potential of
aged the convergenceof systemsfor making, and replicating, the new medium. For the secondsectionof this paperand in the
short time available I will provisionally examine aspectsof the
the artwork;
issuesaround Interfaceraised by some of these artists.
B:
- the archival specifications of CD-ROM can more or less
The letter ‘i’ featuresstrongly in a description of the isguaranteethat a completed work as “art-on-disc”:
- cannot be erased,or tamperedwith and altered;
suesof interface - a case of “the ‘i’s have it”! ‘I/Ho more are
- cannotbe duplicated,with the correctsafeguardsin place, brought immediately to mind: interactive and immersive. And
thus preventing the unauthorisedcopying of artists work and its by issuesI mean what hack art teacherscall ideas. And hack
producers call innovation - there’s two more... Issues like illicit commercial exploitation;
- has relatively stable chemistry and therefore specifica- incentive, or maybe when viewed as a participant, motivation tions which appealto the long-termneedsof archives.This there ‘Why do I want to move through this work that requires my
fore offers good prospectsfor financial return to artists through: attention, and an active response...?’
-purchaseby collections both private and public, of limited editions of a work;
John Colette, a Sydney-basedartist, came up with a solu-the editioning of multiple runs for wider distribution by tion to this by providing three starting points basedon the same
niche publishers;
data on his disc ‘30 Words for the City’.
-the licensing of titles to networks via serversor linked
- The Card Playerrandomly plays a loop of the entire work.
CD-ROM players.
- The StandAlone Player plays in a loop until Quit.
-The Interactive Book actsas ‘a book format of the piece.’
Such arrangementsare capableof giving assuranceto the - his description.
artist concerning the time and material resourcesinvested and
Completedat the end of last year,Colette’swork took some
offer better prospectsfor financial compensationthan through mature approaches to the intrinsic attractiveness of small,
rentals on films and videotapes,or fees for installation.
brightly coloured, moving images offering options of. as the
book metaphorsuggests,random accessand exit from any part
Other problem areasnow being addressedinclude:
to any other.The metaphoris appropriatein describing the relac:
tionship that his piece sets-upwith the reader for, as auteur, he
- the cost of transferring computer files from “the studio”, provides sounds and pictures captured from the two cities of
(the workstation with hard disc/server) to “the gallery”,(the Sydney and Tokyo, manipulated,combined, collaged and edCompactDisc), hasbeenlowered, enabling a relatively low cost ited with startling image clarity, as a backdrop for haiku-like
of ‘casting’- AU$150 per copy commercially down to AU$30 poetic word presentationswhich record his feelings about movmaterial costs if a ‘burner’can be accessed;
ing and existing in theseenvironments.The interacting subject
D:
by definition, is in the same kind of close proximity as would
- alongside the marketing of tools for the consumptionof be the reader of a book, the artform which through the novel,
CD-ROM, the Industry has developedtools for production, de- has come to define the intimacy of the one to one communicasigned for specialistusersrather than programmers,thus offer- tion process,so commsumatelydemonstratedin this work.
ing artists independenceat the production stagefrom profit oriThe clues provided in this ‘book’ as to ‘content’are not
entatedfacility houses.
found through a contentsor index pagebut simply through combining the two statesof interaction and immersion sequentially
The businessof developing a studio practice is in its early - you select from one of the button images, you watch, you
days, pioneers in the area can begin to remove the structures decide what to watch next - the metaphor of the physical book
and procedureserected by computer specialists. For instance is thustenuous,particularly as a real book lacks the hyperlinking
the magpie approachto amassingmaterial with which to work, featureso particular to interactive mediums capableof moving
having converted it into digital form, is to cataloguethe stuff directly from the content/index description to the source text,
onto a CD-ROM and use the disc(s) as an archive, accessing sound and images.
onto the working disc as and when the need arises;no backups,
Similar statesof interaction and immersion I suggestOCno maintenance- in other words, pretty cheap storage.
cur in works such as ‘ScruTiny in the Great Round’by Jim
Gasperini, ‘Die Veteranen’* from the group of Leipzig artists,
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The perambulationis as through a seriesof arcadesor galand Peterde Lorenzo’s ‘Reflections,Abstractionsand Memory
Structures’which goesto the ‘extreme’of enabling interaction leries , exposing the author’s and the interactor’s predelictions
to simply start-stop-startthe entirely linear image progression. andprejudicesin the tradition of reflective contemplation.Walter
Benjamin’s flaneur is evoked directly in this sensein another
‘Digital Rhizome’by Brad Miller, (shown at ISEA94). Cd-Rom work, ‘Passagen’,by Graham Ellard and Stephen
was the first interactivecomputerpieceI encountered18months Johnstone.
ago and the notes I made then I feel apply as a generalstrategy
for many other works which move forwards using the mouse
A fourth level of meaning is now available to securely inclick on Buttons, labelled for someworks such as Miller’s and voke the familiar defuser of subversive strategies- interpretaincluding for instance, ‘Body, Space, Memory’* by tion. In the caseof ‘Digital Rhizome’, on what basis were these
Chemelewski et al. Or not labelled, such as Ralph Wayment images selected?Do they in themselvesacknowledge the reand Phil George in ‘Mnemonic Notations’, Mark Lycette in ceived (from TV, from print) image as problematic? Are they
‘Autograph’. The anti-button attitude struck by the collabora- from a folio of experiments,with camerasoutputed to the comtors of the British work ‘Anti-Rom’, likewise entertainingly puter and then ‘developed’to challengereceived assumptions?
explore a thousand-and-one-things-to-dowith a Mouse except It seemsfrom this initial encounterthat the element in the piece,
click-it, and where the physical dexterity of mouse-movesbe- the baseunit, is the moving image which, as we all know, apcomes an issue.
peals to our innate hunter’s eye. Most of the movies are referencing technologyand the technology of war in particular - the
In tracing points at which meaningare establishedby this hunter’s eye is appropriately served.The mind reels under the
processI’ll refer to Digital Rhizome, (in which sectionsfrom weight of massdisseminatedparanioa- the brutality of the Age
Deleuze and Guattari’s, A Thousand Plateaus,are quoted in of Print; the callousnessof the computer-imagedGulf War.Does
genuflection to the theoreticalbackdropfor the piece).The title the ability to participatethrough this interactivepiece in ‘choosscreenpresentseight options including Exit - no clue is given ing’ to steer again the route which will run again the image of
as to the consequenceof making one choice or another- a first Iraqi squaddiesrunning from their vehicles as a missile homeslevel of meaning is thus quickly establishedwhich proposes in, make the event anymore meaningful in the wider context?
that whilst sequencewill have significance, a specified order Or does it simply reflect, through the computer technology in
will not. hencethe narrative that I will encounterwill be unique front of which we sit, the ability to image what previously could
only be imagined?Throughjuxterposition with imagesthat could
to my personal interaction with the piece.
only be createdby the artist on a computer, is there a dialectic
A collage of images are deployed acrossthe area of the spacecreateda priori to enable us to see a way through such
screenand superimposeon a textured backdrop. As selected terror? The keynote speakershere at ISEA seem to have a
buttonslead on to successivescreensa patternbeginsto emerge real obsessionwith all images being intractable - whether it is
about the organisationof the screenspace.The interactivecon- the Kroker’s imagesof The RedundantBody, or Get-tLovink’s
tribution is quickly learnt to influence progresspalpably,but is images of Despairing Youth in War-Tom Europe - could it be
recognisedas not being “control”. A secondlevel of meaning that meaningis assumedto be monolithic according to the proclivities of the perceivers?I would suggestthat the processwhich
is thereby soon attained.
I outline abovewherethere is an option of interacting with ‘oneThere commencesnow a processwhich attemptsto delin- dimensional’images grabbed from mediaspace.whilst it coneatethe furthest extent of each sectorof the work, clicking out- fronts us with what appearsto be the intractableimage, the prowards in a conceptualcircle, attempting to plot ‘landmark’im- cessenablesus to comprehendthe narrative process to which
ages along the way, before returning through the maze to the we are subjectedby externalAgencies, propagatedby the Mestart point, to then set-out to test the path again before begin- dia. We know that constant repetition can render meaningless
ning again from another point.
but to be in a position to determine for oneself the number of
repetitions returns the formation of meaning to the perceiver.I
with so little to go on (“..not a beginning or an end; it is would suggest the work of Linda Dement in for instance
always in the middle ..“). the’mazeing” process itself offers ‘Cyberflesh Girlmonster’* enables the intractable images and
the third level of meaningas the motivationaldrive changes social realities that she raises to be successfully interrogated
into a pleasurableera of reflexivity. Without knowledgeof the through a processof interaction.
consequencesof taking options, (rather than making choices),
the form of the exploration is acceptedas being purely aleotoric
Celebrationof the intimacy of the processis enactedin the
- chancenot choice. This shadesinto the ludic as soon as some classic tome ‘Les Confessions’* of Jean-Louis Boissier, (after
confidence is gained in recognising patterns of image-routes. Rousseau),where the smallestof physical movementsare mirBut visual memory of images,text clusters,button slogansetc, rored by a responsefrom the Mouse. This gentle and sensuous
are severely stretchedin an effort to map the topography- the correspondence,requiring the responding gesture, has almost
game plan is easily subverted. As mazeing continues “Con- becomethe hallmark for the ‘artintact’* series from the artists
trol” is not wrested but at best shared.
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in residenceat ZKM. Much of this work has re-authoredmaterial from installations and other projects - the ephemeraland
ambitious in distributable versions- but the developmentof the
individual artworks, at an idea and technical level but more particularly at a public interface level enables the processto be
examinedover a period of time and so becomerefined. ‘artintact’
indicates that CD-ROM is at the stage of developmentwhere
Cinema was 80 years ago, when the great theatre entertainers
were putting their actson celluloid! (Chaplin, Keaton,the Marx
Bros et al perfected their scripts and performancesin the variety theatresof the day, sometimesinvolving years of polishing
before adapting and recording them for Cinema).
Conclusion
Whilst being regarded by sections of the Industry as an
intermediatetechnology awaiting the arrival of the ‘superhighway’networks, the CD media’s material immutability will remain a major advantageas a storagedevice. Through connection to whatever distribution system technology provides, (as
time goesby), like the Greek bronze,the disc is a stablerepository of cultural evidencecapableof becoming knowledge.
The final image is that of the bronzediscusthrower which
began the presentation- but a wider framing reveals the other
componentsfrom a magazinepage.
Postscript ’
To anticipate the social impact on the presentof electronically compressingtime and space is a problem, on the future
daunting: could Guttenberg have anticipated the impact of
formalising the written word using wooden blocks? Could
Daguerre or Fox Talbot have predicted the social effect of
organising silver salts onto metal and paper?
To extend the time frame further - what would the Greek
artist responsiblefor the clay model of the Discobulushave felt
abouthis work being reproducedin bronze,let alonesome2,400
years after his death, as a flat image, in colour, in a magazine
circulated to thousandsof people, so that one of them could
then fax to me a copy of the image, to be photographedonto a
slide, to be projected onto a screen,in front of us here. Whilst
examining how we deal with thesecomplex issuesnow I sometimes wonder,just for a moment, how theseartworks currently
being made into a permanentartefact in CD-ROM form will be
mediated to an audiencein the 44th Century,2,400 years from
now?
* indicates work exhibited as partof ISEA
0 Mike Leggett 1995
Computer ResearchLaboratory,

College of Fine Art,
University of New South Wales,
Sydney, Australia.
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INTERFACE METAPHORS
& NEW NARRATIVES
IN INTERACTIVE
MEDIA
By George Legmdy
legradyQmercury.sfsu.edu

Digital Interactive media require
metaphorbasea’organizational
,
models
by which to conceptually situate the
viewer and to provide a way of accessing and understandingdata. By knowing “the story” or metaphor;the viewer
can successfilly navigate inside the interactive program. As a result, these
metaphorenvironmentspromiseto be the
key sitefor innovativedevelopmentsof a
linguistic, symbolic, aesthetic, sensory
and conceptual nature, redefining the
interactiveviewer’sexperiencewithin the
digital environment. This presentation
will discuss the relevance and
conceptualizationof interfacemetaphors
with examples of the artists’ recent
works.
The following text was previously published in La I~pemAfim.
virtuelle 12. 1994. Centre Georges Pompidou. Paris, France

revue

1T

he mechanizedsoundof an old movie projector is triggeredby the flickering motion of an early 1950’sblack
and white movie. A smiling woman turns her headtowards the camerathrough a shower of film scratches.A man
walks into the frame and they kiss. To the right of this scenea
color panel comes alive with a fast moving camera pan of a
graffiti coveredwall and stairs, the movement accentuatedby
the sound of heavy traflic noises. The camera stops when it
reachesthe site of the kissing scenerecordedsome fifty years
earlier. With the click of the mouse, the screenchangesto an
architecturalfloor plan animatedby the sound of footsteps of
what we imagine to be archivists silently moving around.

An AnecdotedArchivefrom the Cold War is an interactive
artwork on CD-ROM designedas a museumexhibition display.
The Archive featuresearly 1950’sCentral Europeanpersonal
and official Communist material in the form of home movies,
objects,family documents,Socialist propaganda,money,sound
recordings,news reports,books, identity cards,photographsof
public documentsand video footageof CentralEuropeanplaces
and events. Thesehave been part of my collection of objects
and narrativesrelatedto the Cold War, gatheredduring the past
twenty years.The items, groupedinto some sixty topics, werelgj

On first thought,a digital interactivearchivemight not seem
organizedthematicallyin eight roomssuperimposedon the original floor plan of the former Workers’Movement (Propaganda) that different from its analogcounterpart,for instancesuch as a
museum in Budapest,the original contentsof which have been standardlibrary where one samplesbooks in a non-linear random fashion by selectively pulling them off-the-shelf. Howin permanentstoragesince the end of Communism in 1990.
ever,nearinstantaccessto information acrossgeographicspace,
Viewers experience this Archive both in the digital envi- simpler modes of information storage with greater precision,
ronment of the CD-ROM and in the real-world architectural simultaneousretrieval of cross-mediadata such as sound, imspaceof the gallery in which the computerprogram is generally ageand text, and the ever increasingsuperior sorting and orderexhibited. The Archive’s contents are listed in white letters on ing capabilities of structural databasesover analog sequential
the darkenedgallery’s walls surroundingthe table on which the models are someof the obvious advantagesof interactive digicomputer is positioned. This visual cataloging serves to em- tal media.
phasize the installation’s referenceto a researcharchive enviThe transition from the real-world information environronment.An overheadprojection and loudspeakersamplify the
computer’s contents to engage the standing audience waiting ment to the digital model involves an additional necessarycomtheir turn. Each viewer interacts with the computer archive by ponent,the interface metaphorwhich functions as an organizaseIecting stories according to their own interestsand chance. tional model that conceptually situatesthe viewer into a place
As a result, they construct varying synopsesof the archive’s and provides a framework or a logical way of accessingdata.
content and context determinedby the sequenceof their choices Some of the current familiar examples include “mail”, obviously a systemof sendingand receiving communication, archiand the depth of their explorations.
tecturalenvironments,and adventure“treasurehunt”narratives,
The objects, sounds,publications and storiesthat make up eachof which functions according to the logic of their referenthe contents of the Anecabted Archive were collected during tial models. By knowing “the story” or metaphor,one can sucsporadicvisits to Hungary in the 1970’sand 80’s. They eventu- cessfully navigate within it to accessthe information. These
ally evolved into a loose grouping of artifacts that came to em- metaphorenvironmentspromise to be the key site for innovabody a biographical narrative about an identifiable place and tive developmentsof a linguistic, symbolic, aesthetic,sensory
time. In the process of organizing the archive’s contents,cat- and conceptualnature, redefining the interactive viewer’s exegoriesemergedwhich establishedtheir own sense.At thisjunc- periencewithin the digital environment.
ture, a transformation beganto take place as the Archive’s disparate elementsof personal to official and ideologically diverInterface metaphorsquantitatively transform the informasified material began to coalescethrough a set of internal links. tion that passthrough them. They charge the information conThe processby which diverse knowledgesmerge formally into textually with new meaning on both the symbolic and literal
an institutionalized discourse exemplifies the dynamic nature plane. When the viewer first begins to interact with the
of the archive described by Michel Foucault as that “practice Anecdoted Archive, the articulation of the interface’s navigathat causesa multiplicity of statementsto emerge as so many tional and visual structurebecomesthe initial experienceof the
regular events.”An interactive archive consisting of digitally archive’s content. The museum floor plan reference,the interencodedcontentsbecamethe meansto fuse the items and mul- face design, the pathways,and architectural metaphorembody,
tiple referencestogether to inscribe them into a unified form.
the environment through which the viewer must navigate in
searchof stories.One’s focusedattentionto the interfacequickly
The somewhat irreverent idea of superimposingmy per- diminishes with the acquisition of maneuvering skills and besonal narrative on the floor plan of the Budapest’sWorker’s comesdisplacedby the searchand consumptionof theArchive’s
Movement museumprovided structural cohesivenessanda rich stories.But on furtherreflection,the somewhattaken-for-granted
narrative potential. The appropriatedmuseum’sfloor plan was interface environment, consisting of title bars, selection butsubdivided into color coded “rooms” to establish thematic or- tons, color coding, defined pathways and sequentially deterdering for the accumulatedfrstgments,storiesand objects.These mined events,revealsitself as the key componentof the work “chapters” created contextual meaning for the archive’s con- Its site of authorship.Without it, the Archive’s stories, images,
tents, defining hierarchical relations and differences.The floor soundsand referenceswould collapse into a meaninglessmass
plan metaphor further emphasizedthe discursive potential of of information; narratives without a place to belong, odds &
its interface as a site where the personal narrative could enter ends without a context and framework.
into dialogue with the formal structure and content of the
museum’s authoritative history. The intent to contrast
The interface metaphor provides the context that weaves
subjectivities and interpretive commentariesin relation to the the stories togetherand gives the work its meaning.A narrative
distant formality of official material functioned to underscore evolvesin the viewers’minds, constructedthrough the sequenthis archive’s supposition that historical inscription as an act of tial accumulation of their viewing choices and guided by exnarration refutes the notion of a single unified history, resulting pectationsor a senseof truth or the real. In ~sion & Painting,
instead in fragmented narratives that contradict and disprove Norman Bryson arguesthat the real is that which “lies in a COone another.
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incidence between a representation and that which a particular
society proposesand assumesas its reality: a reality that involves the complex formation of codes of behavior, law psychology, etc. all those practical norms which govern the stance
of human beings toward their historical environment.”In the
digitally simulated environment where the viewer actively participates in shaping the outcome of the story as it unfolds, to
function within an interactive archive is to engagein constructing a hybridized real, to make visible one’s beliefs within a reality articulated by metaphors.
Q George
Budapest

Legrady

1994
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L’INTELLIGENCE
COLLECTIVE
ET SON OBJjET
Par Pierre L.&y
plevy@atelier.fr

estechnologiesintellectuelleset lesdispositifsde communicationconnaissenten cette fin du XXe sitcle des
mutationsmassiveset radicales.En consequence.les ecologies
cognitivessont en voie de reorganisationrapide et irreversible.
La brutalit de la destabilisation culturelle ne doit pas nous
decouragerde discernerles formes emergentesles plus positives socialementet de favoriser leur developpement.
En particulier, Ie developpementde la communication
assisteepar ordinateuret des rkeaux numtriques planetaires
peut &tre interpret6comme la realisation d’un projet plus ou
moinsbien formulQ celui de la constitution dtlibkee de formes
nouvelles d’intelligence collective, plus souples, plus
dtmocratiques, fondtes sur la rdciprocite et le respect des
singular&. En ce sens,on pourrait detinir I’intelligence collective comme une intelligence partout distribuee,
continuellementvaloriste et mise en synergieen tempsreel. Ce
nouvelideal pourraitremplacerl’intelligence artificielle comme
mythe mobilisateur du developpementdes technologies du
numerique.
La notion d’intelligencecollective CvoqueirrCsistiblement
le fonctionnementdes socittCs d’insectes : abeilles, fourmis,
termites. Pourtant, les communautes humaines different
profonddmentdes termitibres. L’intelligence collective pense
en nous,tandisque la fourmi estunepartiequasi-opaque,
presque
non holographique,un rouage inconscient de la fourmilibre
intelligente.Nouspouvonsjouir individuellementde I’intelIigence
collectivequi augmenteou modifienon-eprolneintelligence.Nous
contenonsou refletons partiellement,chacun & notre manke,
I’intelligencedu groupe.La fourmi, en revanche,n’a qu’une t&s
faiblejouissanceou visionde I’intelligencescciale.Elle n’en qoit
pas d’augmentationmentale.ObGssanteb&fkiaire, elle n’y
participequ’aveuglement.
Non seulementla fourmi wait moins que I’humain de
I’intelligence socialemais, symkiquement, elle n’y contribue
que dansune faible mesure.Une femme ou un homme, dansle
cadre d’une culture, est capable d’apprendre, d’imaginer,
d’inventer et finalement de faire Cvoluer, mbme tres
modestement,les langages,les techniques,les relationssociales
qui ont cows dans son environnement,ce dont une fourmi Btroitementsoumise B une programmation gCnCtique- n’est
gutre capable.
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La Communication

tous-tous

Le principal outil de la transformationversdesformesplus
ouverteset plus souplesd’intelligencecollective que cellesque
nous connaissionsauparavantest un dispositif de communication au seinde t&s largescollectivitCsd&erritoriali&s quenous
appellerons “communication tous-tous”. On peut en faire
l’exptrience sur Internet, dans les babillards (BBS), les
conferencesou forums Clectroniques,les systemespour le travail ou l’apprentissage cooperatif, les groupwares ou
collecticiels, les mondes virtuels et dans les arbres de
connaissances.
En effet, le cyberespaceen voie de constitution
autoriseune communicationnon mediatiqueB grande6chelle
qui, g notre sens,constitueune avancedecisivevers desformes
nouvelleset plus 6voluCesd’intelligencecollective. Commeon
le sait, les mediasclassiques(relation un-tous)instaurentune
separationnette entre centresBmetteurset &epteurs passifs
isoles les uns des a&es. Les messagesdiffuses par le centre
rt?alisentunefor-megross&e d’unification cognitivedu collectif
en instaurantun contextecommun.

dynamique,commune “objectivee”, navigable. On decouvre
aussidespaysagesde significationsCmergeantde I’activite collective dans les MUDS, sortes de jeux de r6les en forme de
mondes virtuels langagiers, Claboresen temps reel par des
centainesou desmilliers dejeunesgensdispersessur la plan&e.
Sur un modemoins blabore,on trouve egalementcesmemoires
communes s&r&Ces collectivement dans les conferences
Blectroniques
desbabillards,ou les news groupsd’hrtemet,dont
la liste changeantedessineune carte dynamiquedes inter&s de
communautes vibrionnantes. Dans les meilleurs cas, ces
dispositifsconstituentdes sortesd’encyclopediesvivantes.Les
reponsesaux “frequentelyasquedquestions”(FAQ) de certains
forums electroniquesevitent les repetitions et permettent g
chacun de s’inscrire dans le dialogue avec un minimum de
connaissances
de basesur le theme consider& On incite ainsi
Ies individus 3 participerde la man&e la plus pertinentepossible & l’intelligence collective.
On trouveencorecespaysagesde significationspartagees
dansles arbresde connaissances,
marcheslibres d’une nouvelle
Bconomiedu savoir, qui offrent B chaque participant d’une
collectivite une vue synthdtiquede la variete des compdtences
de son groupe,lui permettentde reperersous forme d’image
son identitedansdesespacesde savoir et de communiqueravec
ceux qui ont le profil de competencequi l’inttresse. 11est impossibled’enumererici toutesles formesde memoire,de pensee,
d’evaluationcooperativequi s’inventent aujourd’hui dans ces
dispositifs de communicationtous-tous.

Ncanmoins, ce contexte est impose, transcendant,il ne
resultepas de l’activite des participantsau dispositif, il ne peut
Qtrenegocietransversalement
entrelesrecepteurs.Le telephone
(relation un-un) autoriseune communicationreciproque,mais
ne permetpasde vision globalede ce qui sepassesur l’ensemble
du reseauni la construction d’un contexte commun. Dans le
cyberespace,en revanche,chacunest potentiellementdmetteur
et r6cepteurdansun espacequalitativementdifferencie,non fig&
amenagepar les participants,exploitable.Ici, on ne rencontre
pas les gens principalement par leur nom, leur position
geographique,ou sociale,mais selondescentresd’interi%s,sur
un paysagecommundu sensou du savoir.Selondes modalids
encore primitives, mais qui s’affinent d’annee en annee,le
cyberespaceoffre des instrumentsde constructioncooperative
d’un contexte commun dans des groupes nombreux et
geographiquementdisperses.La communicationse deploie ici
selontoutesadimensionpragmatique.II ne s’agit plus seulement
d’une diffusion ou d’un transportde messagesmais dune interactionau sein d’une situationque chacuncontribuea modifier ou stabiliser,d’une negotiation sur dessignifications,d’un
processusde reconnaissancemutuelle des individus et des
groupesvia l’activid de communication.Le point capital est ici
l’objectivation partielledu mondevirtue1de significationslivrt?
au partage et & la reinterpretation des participants darts les
dispositifs de communication tous-tous. Cette objectivation
dynamiqued’un contextecollectif estun op&ateurd’intelligence
collective, une sorte de lien vivant tenantlieu de memoire,ou
de consciencecommune.Une subjectivationvivante renvoiei#
une objectivation dynamique. L’objet commun suscite
dialectiquementun sujet collectif.

La transmissionet le partaged’une memoire sociale sont
aussivieille que l’humanite. R&its, tours de mains et sagesses
passentde generationen generation.Cependant,le progrcsdes
techniquesde communication et d’enregistrement a Ctendu
considerablement
la portte du stock partageable(bibliotheques,
discotheques, cinematheques).Aujourd’hui, l’information
disponibleen ligne ou dansle cyberespaceen generalcomprend
non seulementle “stock” detenitorialisbde textes,d’imageset
de sons habituels, mais Bgalement des points de vue
hypertextuelssur ce stock, des bases de connaissancesaux
capacids d’inference autonomeset des model& num&iques
disponibIespour toutes les simulations. Outre ces massesde
documentsstatiquesou dynamiques,despaysagesde significationspartagescoordonnentles structurationssubjectivesvat-i&s
de l’ocban informationnel.La memoirecollective mise en acte
dans le cyberespace(dynamique, emergente. cooperative,
retravaillee en temps reel par des interpretations), doit ttre
nettementdistingueede la transmissiontraditionnelledes r&its
et des savoir-faire, comme des enregistrementsstatiquesdes
bibliothtques.

DonnonsqueIquesexemplesd’un tel processus.Le World
Wide Web est un tapis de senstissepar des millions de genset
remis toujours sur le metier. Du raboutagepermanentde millions d’univers subjectifs(les “sites web”) emergeunemtmoire

Au-de12de la memoire,les logiciels sont autantde micromodulescognitifs automatiquesqui viennents’imbriquera celui
deshumainset qui transformentou augmententleurs capacitk
de calcul, de raisonnement,d’imagination,de creation,de com-
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munication, d’apprentissage ou de “navigation*’ dans
l’information. Chaquefois que l’on produit un nouveaulogiciel,
on accentuele caract&e collectif de l’intelligence. En effet, si
la foumiture d’information n’accroil que le stock commun (ou
enricbit sa structuration), le logiciel, lui, ajoute aux modules
op6ratoirespartagts. La programmationcoopdrativedu logiciel
dans le cyberespaceillustre de man&e frappantel’autopoitse
(ou production de soi) de l’intelligence collective, et cela
notammentquand le logiciel vise lui-m&meg l’am6lioration de
l’infrastructure de communication numerique.
Un descam&es les plus saillantsde la nouvelleintelligence
collective est l’acuite de sa reflexion dans les intelligences
individuelles.Les actesdu psychismede l’humanit6 deviennent
presquediitement sensiblesaux personnes.Certainesformes
de mondesvirtuels permettentquasimentd’exprimer,de visualiser
en tempsr&l les diversescomposantesde psychismescollectifs.

d’un reel date et un virtue1 menasantou excitant, mais entre
differentesconceptionsdu virtuel. L’altemative est simple. Ou
bien le cyherespacereproduira le mtiiatique, le spectaculaire,
la consommationd’information marchandeet I’exclusion B une
tchelle encoreplus gigantesquequ’aujourd’hui. C’est en gros
la pente naturelle des “autoroutes de l’information” ou de la
“television interactive’*. Ou bien nous accompagnons les
tendancesles plus positivesde 1’6volutionen tours et nous nous
donnons un projet de civilisation centrC sur les collectifs
intelligents : recreationdu lien social par les &changesde savoir,
reconnaissance, tcoute et valorisation des singularites,
ddmocratieplus directe, plus participative, enrichissementdes
vies individuelles, invention de formesnouvellesde coop&ion
ouverte pour r&oudre les terribles probltmes que l’humanitd
doit affronter, amenagementdes infrastructures logicielles et
culturelles de l’intelligence collective.
Sur le stade

L’image satellitaire de notre plantte, les informations qui
nous en parviennentpar une multitude de reseauxmondiaux de
capteurs,les model& informatises qui inttgrent ces donntes,
les simulationsqui nouslaissentdeviner les reactionsde la terre,
son histoire, l’inimaginable intimite de sa vie d’une infinie
lenteur, opaque, tnorme et dispersee,tout cela fait peu 3 peu
surgir,ou resurgir,dartsl’esprit deshumains,la figure archtique
de Gaia. Face & la t&s anciennedt!esse,encoremCl6ei3sa sub
stance,on peutmaintenantpresqueentendreou voir penser,croissant sous nos yew rapide,crepitant,le grandhypercortexde sa
fille, Anthropia.
Tout autant que la rechercheutilitaire d’information, c’est
cettesensationvertigineusede plonger dansle cerveaucommun
et d’y participer qui explique l’engouement pour Internet.
Naviguer dans le cyberespacerevient 3 promener un regard
conscientsur l’indriorid chaotique,le ronronnementinlassable,
les banales futilites et les fulgurations planetaires de
l’intelligence collective. L’ac& au processusintellectuel du
tout informe celui de chaque pat-tie, individu ou groupe, et
alimente en retour celui de I’ensemble. On passe alors de
l’intelligence collective au collectif intelligent.
A c8d de nombreux aspectsnbgatifs,et notammentle risque de laisserSWle basc8te de l’autoroute une part disqualifite
de l’humanitt, le cyberespacemanifestedes propri&& neuves,
qui en font un prdcieux instrument de coordination non
hierarchique. de mise en synergie rapide des intelligences,
d’bchangede connaissances,de navigation darts les savoirs et
d’autocreation delib&e de collectifs intelligents.
Je propose, avec d’autres, de saisir ce moment rare ou
s’annonce une culture nouvelle pour orienter deliberement
l’evolution en cows. A raisonner en termes d’impact, on se
condamne a subir. De nouveau, la technique propose mais
l’homme dispose. Cessonsde diaboliser le virtue1 (comme si
c’ttait le contrairedu r&l !). Le choix n’est pasentrela nostalgic
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Comment. passer de l’intelligence collective, qui est
inhtrente a l’etat d’humanitC ou ii la culture en gCn6raJ,aux
collectifs intelligents, qui optimisent dClib6rCment leurs
ressourcesintellectuellesici et maintenant? Comment faire une
socied de mani& souple,intenseet inventive, sanspour autant
fonder le collectif sur la haine de I.&ranger, ni sur quelque
mecanisme victimaire, ni sur le rapport a une loi ou a une
personnetranscendante? Comment mettre en symphonie les
acteset les ressourcesdes personnessansles soumettre a une
alienanteext&ioritC ?
Un tel regime ne se dtZcr&tepas et il y faut sansplus que de
la bonnevolond. Michel Serresnousa apprisa lire sur les stades
certainsth&r&mes d’anthropologiefondamentale.Soit un match
de football ou de rugby. l%outonsd’abord le son qui monte des
gradins.Les supportersde la meme equipe crient presquetous
ensembleles mdmes chasesau m&me moment. Les actes des
individus se distinguent mal, ne parviennentpas B s’entrelacer
pour faire histoire ou mdmoire, ils n’enclenchent sur aucune
bifurcation irreversible. L’individu est noyCdans la massedes
supporters,dartsle bruit de fond de la foule. Or l’intelligence de
cette masse (capacitt d’apprentissage, d’imagination, de
raisonnement)estnotoirementplut8t faible, qu’elle se manifeste
dans le stadeou a la sortie.
Regardons maintenant sur le terrain. Chaque joueur
accomplit des actions nettementdistinctes de celles des autres.
Ndanmoins,toutesles actionsvisent la coordination, tentent de
se repondre,veulent faire sensles unes par rapport aux awes.
Les actes des joueurs, contrairement B ceux des supporters,
interviennent dans une histoire collective, orientent chacun
differemment le tours d’une partie indice. Les dquipes mettent
en oeuvre des stratdgies, improvisent, risquent. Chacun des
joueurs doit i?tre attentif non seulement a ce que font ses
adversairesmais Bgalementa ce qui se trame dans son camp,
pour que les mouvementsaccomplis par ceux de son 6quipe
n’aient pas BtBtent& en vain. Le jeu se “‘construit”.

Les spectateursn’ont pas d’action possible sur le spectacle qui les r&nit, ils ont tous la mbme fonction face au point
haut, ou au point bas, de toutes maniBrcshors d’atteinte, que
reprdsentele terrain.Le lien (le spectacledujeu) esttranscendant
par rapport aux personnesqui composentle collectif. SW les
gradins,faire sc&%, c’est Qtrepour et contre,&re dansun camp,
aimer les siens.huer les awes.
Sur le terrain, en revanche, il ne sufftt pas de detesterle
camp d’en face. II faut 1’Ctudier. le deviner, le prevoir, le
comprendre. Il faut surtout se coordonner entre soi en temps
reel, reagir finement et rapidement “comme un seul homme”,
quoique l’on soit plusieurs.Or cette mise en synergiespontante
des competenceset des actions n’est possible que g&e au
ballon. Sur le terrain, la mediation sociale abandonne sa
transcendance.Le lien entre Ies individus cesse d’gtre hors
d’atteinte, il revient au contraire entre les mains (ou bien aux
pieds) de tous. La vivante unite desjoueurs s’organiseautour
d’un objet-lien immanent. Passant par le detour d’un Ctre
circular& d’un centre mobile qui designe chacun tour a tour
comme transitoire pivot du groupe, le groupe intelligent des
footballeursest ?Ilui-m&mesa propre rCf&ence.Les spectateurs
ont besoindejoueurs,les Cquipesn’ont pasbesoinde spectateurs.
Demi-habile, un proverbechinois dit que le doigt montre la lune
et que l’idiot regardele doigt. Habiles, lesjoueurs font du ballon
a la fois un index toumant entreles sujetsindividuels,un vecteur
qui per-meta chacun de designerchacun,et l’objet principal, le
lien dynamique du sujet collectif. On considtrera le ballon
comme un prototype de l’objet-lien, de I’objet catalyseur
d’intelligence collective. Je fais l’hypothtse qu’un tel objet, que
j’appellerai dorenavantet par convention l’objet tout court, est
inconnu des animaux.
Proies, territoires,

chefs et sujets

Les mammifires supkieurs, et plus particulibrement les
primates sociaux dont nous sommesissus, n’ont pas d’objets.
Certes,ils connaissentles proies, comme tous les animaux.En
un sens,la proie est un proto-objet. La chassepeut donner lieu
a coop&&ion. La proie capturk suscitedesrivalites ou descombats.C’est donebien un opkateur primitif de socialisation.Mais
la proie est destinee & &re devoree, incorporee, resorbee
finalement dansun sujet.Voit-on lesjoueurs lac&er, separtager
puis manger le ballon qu’ils ont attrape ?
Les animaux connaissentaussi des relations fortes avec
les territoires, chaqueso&t5 ddfendantle sien contrel’invasion
des autres. La so&%5 animale d&nit notanunent son identitd
par sarelation avecun territoire particulier.Les chiens,les chats
et de nombreux autresanimaux marquentleur territoire de leur
odeurcorporclle.Les oiseauxl’occupentparleurchant.Pourquoi
le territoire n’est-t-i1pasencoreun objet ? Parcequ’il fonctionne
sur le mode de I’appropriation ou de l’identification exclusive.
Vous ne verrez jamais un joueur plantant son drapeausur un
ballon et pretendre3 sa possessionexclusive. Le vrai fondateur
de la soci&e civile fut celui qui renonsa3 enclore une portion

de l’univers physique et d&&u-apour la premiere fois : ceci est
un objet. Pourjouer sonrGleantluopologique,l’objet doit passer
de main en main, de sujet &sujet,et se soustraireB I’appropriation
territoriale, ii l’identification a un nom, h l’exclusivite ou 3
l’exclusion.
Lcs primatessociaux,enfin, connaissentaussiles relations
de dominance,qui jouent un r6le essentieldans la regulation de
leurs interactions.Notons d’ailleurs que les rapports stablesde
domination, avec des gradations de rangs et des hierarchies
subtiles, n’existent que chez les vertt5bres.On n’en trouve pas
chez les insectes sociaux qui, en revanche, connaissent la
polyethie (comportements t&s types selon les castes) et la
polymorphie (differences anatomiquesen fonction de la division sociale du travail). Les relations sociales hierarchiques,
Bchappanta la programmationgenetique,se dtcident souvent&
I’issue de combatsouverts. Elles doivent sansdoute Ctremises
en rapport avec les aptitudes a l’autonomie individuelle plus
marquees des mammiferes par rapport aux insectes. Les
ethnologues les considkent tgalement comme un mode de
regulation de l’agressivite entre membresdu mCmegroupe social, ce type d’agressivite &ant tres rare chez les insectes.
L’individu dominant exerce une fonction d’unitication et de
coordinationde la so&C en inhibant l’agressivite des individus
entre eux, en polarisant I’attention des autres membres, en
imposant les grandes orientations (chasse, migration). De
nouveau, ni le sujet dominant, ni le sujet soumis ne sont des
objets. Pourtant,le ballon a quelque affinite avec la relation de
dominancepuisqu’il est B la fois soumiset centre de l’attention.
En un sens,il se substitueau chef, au subordonn6ou 2 la victime,
mais en les virtualisant. Loin de fixer quelque rapport stablede
dominance, Ie ballon maintient au contraire une relation
cooperative (dans la mCme 6quipe) et competitive (entre les
equipes)t?galitaireet toujours ouverte. Certes, le jeu sacredes
champions et laisse des vaincus, mais ces statuts ne durent
qu’entre les parties. Aucune hikrarchie instituee ne p&e pendant le jeu : la circulation du ballon les suspend.
Le rapport a l’objet kulte d’une virtualisation des relations de predation, de dominance ou d’occupation exclusive.
Le doigt dtsigne la victime, montre le sujet dominant, indique
la proie ou circonsctit le territoire. L’idiot regarde le doigt et
invente l’objet.
Out&, kcits, cadavres

Le ballon illustre merveilleusementle concept d’objet. II
est typique de sa fonction d’hokisation puisqu’une aptitude
marqu& pour le jeu est une des caract&istiques majeuresde
notre espke. Aucun animal ne joue au ballon ni ii quoique ce
soit d’analogue.Les jeux animaux sont la plupart du temps des
simulationsde combat, de ptiation, de domination ou de relations sexuellesqui mettent directementles corps aux prisessans
passerpar un intermt?diaireobjectif. Mais il est tvidemment
d’autres types d’objets, correspondantplus ou moins au type
id6al si bien represendparle ballon. Citons notamment: l’outil,
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le mat&-iauou l’artefact qui passentde main en main durant les
travaux collectifs ; les r&its immCmoriauxque l’on se transmet
en les transformant de bouche 3 oreiIIe et de gbn6ration en
gCnCration,chaquemaillon Ccoutantet racontanttour a tour ; le
cadavrependant et aprts les rites fun&aires.
On reconnait l’objet & sa puissancede catalysedu rapport
social et d’induction de l’intelligence collective. L’intelligence
techniqueet la coopkation pour les outils ; l’inventivitt? collective des mythes, des ICgendeset du folklore pour la circulation
desr&its. Cesdeux casBvidentsn’appellentpasde commentaire
particulier. L’exemple du cadavre est moins immCdiat. La
dCpouille mortelle renvoie au rituel et & ce que nous appelons
maintenant la religion, formes archai’quesmais puissantesde
l’intelligence collective.Pendantles funkiilles, le groupetoume
autour de son mot-t, I’entoure, Ie lave, l’habille, le pleure, Ie
reconstruit par les dloges, le touche par fleurs ou poignCesde
terre interposCe, l’enterre ou le brfile. Mdme impur ou
intouchable, Ie mort ritualise, objective, reste un opCrateurde
socialisation. A contrario, que le cadavre ne soit pas entrain6
dans le jeu funtbre qui en fait l’objet d’un collectif, qu’il soit
trait6 comme une simple chose,que la chair en dkcomposition
ne soit pas victuailles en corps du mart, c’est le signe certain de
la d&int&ration d’un groupe, de sa dkshumanisation.II est
tentant de voir dans le rapport au cadavre la virtualisation
originelle, la transition du sujet de la dominanceti l’objet : corps
momit%?du chef ou c&e de vaincu ramen en trophte. La tete
r6duite desJivaros, qui joue effectivementun r6le complexede
refonte du collectif, serait-elle une sorte de prkurseur
monshueux du ballon ?
L’argent, le capital
La monnaie en regime capitaliste constitue sansdoute un
des objets les plus e&aces. Si chacun gardait son argentdans
un coffre personnel, le jeu economique contemporain
s’effondrerait brusquementet compl&tement.En revanche,que
chaque propri&aire garde sa terre et aucune const?quence
catastrophique ne s’en suit pour l’agriculture. Fluide,
partageable,anonyme, la monnaie est l’antithkse du tenitoire.
C’est ce qu’exprime de man&e imagdele fameux adageselon
lequel l’argent n*apasd’odeur.Aucun individu, aussipuant soitil, ne peut marquer l’argent de son identitt?ou de sesactes.La
monnaien’existe en tant que telle et n’a de fonction kconomique
positive que par sa circulation. C’est le traceur, le vecteur et le
r@ulateur des relations tkonomiques.
L’argent n’est pas la richesse, mais sa virtualit Aussi
paradoxal que cela puisse parake, il est inappropriable, ou
plutat, par son incessantecirculation, il retoume le public en
priw? et Ie prid en pubk, faisant participer chacun,et chacun
diffkmment, & l’intelligence collective du march6 capitaliste.
L’argent peut CtreBvidemmentun levier pour Ie pouvoir et la
domination, mais il catalyse tgalement des forces sociales
dt?tenitorialisantesqui ne respectentaucunehi&archie instituCe.
A travers les front&es, malgrC Ies antagonismes, I’argent
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contribue,pour le meilleur et pour le pire, & coordonner,2r6guIer
sansautorit6 centraled’innombrables activites. Entrdnant a sa
suite Ies moyensde transportet de communication, c’est bel et
bien I’argent du march6capitaliste,entre les mains de milliards
d’humains, qui tisse aujourd’hui la so&t6 mondiale. Inutile
d’insistersurce point : s’i1y a commede vaguesesquissesd’outils,
de langagesou de ritesfunkaires danscertainessoci&?sanimales,
rien n’y ressembleB la monnaieet encoremoins au capital.
La communautk scientifique et sesobjets
La communautt?scientifique est un autre exemple de
collectif intelligent uni par la circulation d’objets. Ces objets
sont, en principe, “ttudits pour eux-mbmes”. sur un mode
d6sintkessb : cela revient 2 dire qu’ils ne sont ni des territoires,
ni des proies, ni des sujets soumis ou r&?r&. De tels objets
Cmergent d’une dynamique d’intelligence collective qui
virtualise certaines manifestations particulitres (fruits de
l’observation,de l’expkrience,de la simulation)pour faire exister
des probIi$mesconsistants: I’CIectron,Ie trou noir, te1virus.
La circulation est constitutive g la fois de l’objet et de la
communaut6 : un phCnomi%e mis en evidence dans un
laboratoire ne devient “scientifique” que s’il est reproduit (ou,
& Ia limite, reproductibIe) dans d’autres Iaboratoires. Un
laboratoire qui n’accueille plus - et ne renvoie plus aux awes
centres de recherche - les instruments, Ies protocoles
expCrimentauxet finalement les “objets” de la communautC
(astres,particules &Zmentaires,mol&uIes, phbnomtinesphysiquesou biologiques, simulations) n’en n’est plus un membre
actif. L’inventivitd scientifique consiste B faire surgir de
vCritables objets, c’est-ii-dire des vecteurs de communautCs
intelligentes,capablesd’intkesser d’autresgroupesqui mettront
en circulation,enrichiront,transformeront,voire feront prolif&er
l’objet initial et transformeront ainsi leur identite dans la
communautt. Comme dans le casdu football, le r6le de chacun
est singulier et doit l’&re (un article scientifique est tenu B
I’originalid), le jeu est S la fois coopkatif et comp&itif, les
actions se “construisent”les unes sur les autres, contribuant &
instaurerune historicit6, une irr&ersibiliG complexe. Les disciplines figent en territoires la dialectique ouverte des objets et
descollectifs scientifiques.Certes,le jeu scientifique est soumis
2 descontrainteskonomiques, sociales,politiqueset notamment
du c8t6des“moyens”n&essaireset des“retombks” escomptks
ou effectives. On pourrait en dire autant du football
professionnel. Mais si la technoscience se rt?duisait B des
contraintes,2 des rapports de forces et It des jeux d’alliances,
fut-ce dansle milieu hybride des collectifs hommes-chases,sa
ctiativit6 singulibre, comme sa prise sur le monde, ne feraient
pas long feu. Ce serait un peu comme si l’on dkidait de ne
rendre compte de l’amour qu’avec les conceptionsde la marquise de Merteuil. On critique moins ici les thdories de la
nouvelle 6cole d’anthropologie des scienceset des techniques
que les caricaturesauxquellescertainesde sesformulations ont
parfois donnCprise.

Ni simple reIation entre des humains, ni pr&iation ou appropriation des chases,l’entreprise scientifique met en boucle
la constitution r&iproque de collectifs intelligents et d’objets
de connaissance.Loin de prdexister B Ieurs “d&ouvertes”, ou
de constituer des referents transcendants pour des v&it&
absolues,les objetsde la sciencesont immanentsaux procedures
techniquesqui les construisent,aux collcctifs qui les font circuler.
Mais ils ne sont paspour autantarbitrairesou purementrelatifs.
Car ils se risquent darts des processus de selection qui les
qualifient et qu’ils jugent en retour. De toutes les propositions
d’objets qui sont Cmises,bien peu sont fmalement capables
d’imposer la pertinence des Bpreuvesqui leur permettront de
“faire objet”.
Le cyberespace nouvel objet de I’intelligence collective
L’extensiondu cyberespacerepr&entesansdoutele demier
en date des grands surgissements d’objets inducteurs
d’intelligence collective. Qu’est-ce qui rend Internet si
interessant?Dire qu’il est“anarchiste”estune man&e beaucoup
trap grossitre de presenterles chases.C’est un objet commun,
dynamique, construit, ou tout au moins aliment& par tous ceux
qui s’en servent. Il a sans doute acquis ce caracterede nonseparation d’avoir et6 fabrique, Btendu, ameliord par les
informaticiensqui en 6taientau debutles principaux utilisateurs.
II fait lien d’hre B la fois l’objet commun de sesproducteurset
de sesexplorateurs.
Le cyberespaceoffre des objets roulant parmi les groupes,
des memoirespartagt?es,des hypertextescommunautairespour
la constitution de collectifs intelligents. On doit le distinguer,
d’abord, de la television, qui ne cessede designerdes puissants
ou des victimes Bdes massesd’individus separeset impuissants.
Il ne faut surtout pas le confondre, ensuite, avec son double
pet-vets,l’autoroute Clectronique,qui met en sceneun territoire
(les reseaux physiques, les services 2 p&ge) en lieu et place
d’objets communs. L’autoroute electroniquedegradeen chose
appropriable ce qui etait un objet circulant. Si le cyberespace
resulte d’une virtualisation des ordinateurs, l’autoroute
Clectronique reifie ce virtuel. L’&pred des ddbats autour du
caract& marchandou non marchandd’httemet a de profondes
implications anthropologiques. Une des fiertds de la
communautt?qui a fait crohrele Net cst d’avoir invend, en meme
temps qu’un nouvel objet, une man&e inedite de faire
intelligemment societb.La question n’est done pas de bannir le
commerced’lntemet (pourquoi l’interdire ?>mais de preserver
une mani&re originale de constituer des collectifs intelligents,
differente de celle qu’induit le march6 capitaliste. Les
cybemautesn’ont pasbesoind’argent puisqueleur communaute
dispose dt?jjad’un objet constitutif, virtuel, d&trritorialisC,
producteur de lien et cognitif par sa nature m&me. Mais, par
ailleurs,le cyberespaceestparfaitementcompatibIeavecl’argent
ou d’autres mediateurs immanents, il accroit mEme
considerablementla puissancevirtualisante et la vitessede circulation des objets mon6taireset scientif’iques.Accueillant aux
liens circulants des collectifs intelligents, le Net est un

accelerateur d’objets, un virtuahsateur de virtuels. En Ia
ma&e, on n’a probablementencore rien vu.
Gr&c aux prod&s de I’activite kconomiqueet scientifique,
en s’appuyantsur les moyens du cyberespace,les rapportsde
prklation, d’appropriationet de pouvoir reprennentde plus belle,
sur une plus grande khelle encore.De tout le regne animal,
c’est I’homme qui pmtique au plus haut degn?I’imp&ialisme
territorial, la chasseimpitoyable et l’implacable domination.
Mais, chez lui, ces types de relation sont momentan6ment
suspendus par la gr%ce du rapport 3 l’objet. Certes, la
technoscience,l’argent et le cyberespacefont de l’homme un
chasseur,
un propri&aire,un dominateurplus tenitiant quejamais.
Mais les grands objets contemporains ne lui conferent ces
pouvoirs qu’en le forcant & faire l’exp&ience proprement
humainedu renoncementa la proie, de la dbertion du pouvoir
et de l’abandonde la propriet6.L’exp&ience de la virtualisation.
Le fonctionnement d’un objet comme mddiateur
d’intelligencecollective implique toujoursun contrac une regle
du jeu, une convention.Mais il faut souligner que, d’une part,
la plupart des contrats ne concement pas la circulation des
objets et que, d’autre part, un contrat (respectivement: une
regle, une convention, une loi) ne sufftt jamais a lui tout seul
pour faire &mergerde I’intelligence collective. L’evenement
rare n’est pasla passationd’un contratou I’btablissementd’une
regle, mais l’kclosion d’un objet. A titre d’exemple, il n’y a
Bvidemment pas d’objets scientifiques sans conventions ni
regles de mtthodes, mais il est beaucoup plus facile de
proclamer des recettes episttmologiques que de faire une
decouverte!
On pourrait raconter l’histoire de l’humanite, & commencer par sa naissance, comme une succession de
surgissementsd’objets, chacun d’eux indissociable d’une
forme particulii%ede dynamiquesociale. On verrait alors que
tout nouveau type d’objet induit un style particulier
d’intelligence collective et que tout changement social
consequentimplique une invention d’objet. Darts la durCe
anthropologique,les collectifs et leursobjetssecr&nt du meme
mouvement.A la mesurede la circulation et de la taille de ses
objets (ceux du cyberespace, de l’economie et de la
technoscience)et seule dans ce cas de tout le r&gne animal,
l’espke humainetendir ne plus constituerqu’une settleso&t&
Les colIectifs n’ayant que l’intelligence de leurs objets,
l’humanid devra perfectionnerles siens,voire en inventer de
nouvcauxafin de faire face i3la nouvellekhelle desproblemes.
Ces objets-monde& venir, vecteurs d’intelligence collective,
devront rendre sensible& chaqueindividu les effets collectifs
de ses actions. Capablesde faire vivre I’immensite Spre de
I’individu, ils devront surtout impliquer chacun, prendre en
compte chaque localit singuliere dans I’intotalisable
dynamiquede l’ensemble. L’objectivite g l’echelle du monde
ne surgiraque d’&tre entretenuepar tous, de circuler parmi les
nations et de faire croitre en culture l’humanite.
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La terre m&orologique, la terre destremblements,la terre
des Mphants et des baleines, la terre de I’Amazone et de
l’Arctique, la terre survolde des satellites, la terre Bnormeet
pacifique, la Terre est bleue comme un ballon.
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COMPOSING

WITH

CHAOS;
APPLICATIONS
OF A NEW SCIENCE FOR MUSIC

By David Clark Little

1I/

n this paper the author shows where concepts and
mathematical models derived from the developing
field of Chaos Sciencecan be applied to electroacousticand
instrumentalcomposition. Examples of non-linear dynamics
include Lorenz’smodel of fluid behaviour,Verhulst’smodel of
population growth, H&ton’s analysis of the multiple celestial
bodyproblem,Barry Martin’s Algorithm which producesquasiorganicforms, and the ‘Baker’mixing function. Besidesbroadening the numerical techniquesavailable for electronic music
generation,conceptssuchas fractal structure,feedbackprocess
and iterative function can be applied to ‘ordinary’composition
as well. For example, in designing melodic curve, defining
meter,planning instrumentation,manipulatingsymbols, creating ornamentationand elaboration,etc. Somesuggestionsas to
mapping are made,the critical boundary betweenscienceand
art. Musical examplesare used from the following works by
the author:Harpsi-Kord for harpsichordistand tape,Fractal Piano for computer-guidedpianola. The Five Seasonsfor 6 percussionistsand tape, Brain-Wavefor recorder-players,ModiFicationsfor marimba& tape,and Hyperion’sTumble for tape.

300yearsagoNewton formulatedthe laws of motion which
laid the ground-workfor a clockwork view of the universe.By
the late 18thcentury the FrenchastronomerLaplace optimistically stated that intelligent creaturescould know any past or
future state of the universe,if they only knew well enoughits
presentstate, what direction it was heading towards, and had
powerful enoughcalculatingmethods.This deterministicworld
view has proved to needrevision. Scientific and mathematical
developmentsof the last 30 yearshave led to new insights into
subjects,which becauseof their complexity,hadpreviouslybeen
swept underthe rug by the scientific establishment.Intractable
problemsin weatherforecasting,the modeilingof wildlife populations, the geometryof nature,the understandingof turbulent
flow and bio-rhythms gave startling new results when revolutionary methodsof analysis were applied. As a result, words
such as “chaos”, “order”, “simple” and “complex” have been
redefined;and a new conceptformed: “fractal”.
Ironically, it took the advent of the deterministic tool par
excelbtce namely the computer,to causemany contemporary
scientiststo rethink the whole matter.With mathematicalmodels they had been able to make accuratepredictions of planetary motionsandtides,for example.Everyonehadthought that
long-rangeweatherprediction should also be possible;you just
had to makemuch morecalculations.In 1961the meteorologist
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EdwardLorenz managedto model the Earth’sweatheron a computer; one could follow recurrent “rain storms”, or “cyclones”,
etc. Only there was a problem: if he started the program with
slightly different initial conditions of wind speedand temperature, the artificial weather would be the same as in a previous
run only in the beginning. After a while, the “‘weather”would
divergefrom the previousrun, andeventuallyend up completely
different! (See fig. 1.) To appreciatewhat this means,one must
rememberthat the computer model was using proven physical
laws of gas and water behaviour; and the computer ran completely deterministically with no additional input after it was
started.Wrth Lorenz dawned the idea that long-rangeforecasting was impossible. Small errors in measurementswould multiply, cascadingupwardsin the scale of turbulence:from a puff
of wind to continent-sizedspirals. Lorenz called it the “Butterfly Effect”- theoretically, a butterfly stirring its wings in Peking
could start a storm over New York the next month!
Lorenz later developeda more generalmathematicalmodel
of fluid behaviour. It describesthe flow of heatedfluid, called
convection. For example, when a pan of water is heated, the
hotter water at the bottom tends to rise, becauseit is lessdense.
At the top of the pan it comes into contact with air which cools
it off somewhat.Then the cooled denserwater sinks back to the
bottom of the pan. This circulation of fluid is called a convection cell, and remains smooth and orderly as long as the heat
under the pan is moderate. However, if the heat is high, the
water moves to fast to cool off very much; the convection cell
breaks up and flow is turbulent, as portions of the water compete with each other to get to the top. Lorenz took the NavierStokesequation which describesfluid flow, and simplified it to
get an equation to model convection, using three variables in
non-linear relationship. (A brelationship
is wherea change
in one variable is mirrored by a proportional changein another
variable: its graph is a straight line. A graph of a non-linear
relationship, on the other hand, might show breaks,reversals,
bends,etc.)
+ex+d*a*(y-x)
Ynew=Y+d*Wc-z)-y)

zneez+d*(x*y-b*z)
a. b, c and d are constantswith the values 10,8/3,28, and
.003 respectively.A new value is calculated for each variable,
dependenton its previous value and the other variablesin various proportions. A loop is set up by plugging the new values
from a calculation into the variables for the previous state(e.g.
X=Xnew).
Then we can run the calculations all over again.The
changein values of the variableswith time can be traced out in
what’s called a phasediagram (See fig. 2.) A point on the diagram representsthe physical state of a system,actually in three
dimensions. If a system heads toward a stable final state, its
phase diagram would tend to localise to a point, called the
attractor.For a periodic system, the phasediagram would tend
to be a closed loop of some kind. Lorenz’s model appearsto be
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chaotic, with a kind of infinite complexity; it has a strange
attractor! The trace of the model loops endlessly without repeatingor crossingitself, flipping unpredictablyfrom one side to
the other.It doesremain within bounds,however,and is not random; a patternemergesresemblingbutterfly wings. Indeed,a new
kind of orderwasdiscoveredwhich wasto revealitself in analysis
of manydifferentnaturalphenomena;orderwithin chaos.Lcrenz’s
work startedthe revolutionwhich was,like his “Butterfly Effect”
to spreadto many fields outsideof meteorology.
At this point I’d like to describepiecesof mine which use
someof the ideasjust described.Harpsi-kord for tapeand harp
sichordist was composedin 1988. In this piece the central idea
is order within chaos.Compositionally, it swings between the
poIes: regular/itregular, loud/soft, atonal/harmonic, the use of
timbre from an ancient instrument or electronically generated.
The middle ground is soughtfor by transformationssometimes
possibleonly through new techniques:‘samples’of harpsichord
soundswere adaptedelectronically.Sometimestechniqueswere
turned on themselves;having sampled a tone-cluster, it was
availableon eachnote of a synthesizer.Clustersof clusterswere
made.Similarly, rhythmic or melodic structureswere nestedin
severallayers at times. For example, one samplesnot a single
tone, but a melodic motive, and loops it. By holding several
keys with the samesample,one generatesa polymetric texture,
becausethe same loop at higher‘pitch plays faster, hence is
shorter.One can samplethis whole texture, and repeat the process, achieving very soon the limits of human perception regarding detail! The harpsichordistrelatesto the tape in a quasiimprovisational manner.Although the timing and pitch material is exactly notated,he/sheis given considerablefreedom in
performance.For example, only the pitches were notated in a
square,with the rhythm and ordering “randomly” improvised.
(Seefig. 3.) In this way a “feedback loop” is created;the improviser must use his/her ears and think fast in order to create a
proper “dialogue” with the tape.
The next two pieces,Shuflle and Fractal Piano 6 (both
from 1988) were realised with the help of the “Vorsetzer”. The
Vorsetzeris a new form of pianola developed by the technicians of the Electronic Studio of the Sweelinck Conservatory,
Amsterdam.It has 88 electromagnetsmounted over the keys,
which can be triggered with varied degreesof force by a computer.The obviousadvantageof this systemover the old method
of punching out rolls of paper is the inherent flexibility and
compactnessof data storagewith computers. In addition, the
use of the computer offers new compositional possibilities.
To makeShuflle, an 88-notechromatic scalewas produced
and manipulatedby a computer.The scaleacceleratessmoothly
from relative note values of quarters in the lowest register to
32nds in the highest. It has a dynamic curve of pd>p with the
loudestpart occurring in the middle of the piano. MIDI-data for
each note is stored in three separatememory-allocations: for
pitch, timing/length, and loudness.The data for some notes are

then “shuffled” around a bit by a computer programI made:the
contents of two randomly chosen (but nearby) memory units
for pitch, for example,are exchanged.Likewise, length or loudness data for a few other different pairs are exchanged.Then
the memory-allocationsare combined, and “performed”by the
Vorsetzer: one hears a slightly flawed chromatic scale. The
memory-allocations of this flawed scale are then subjectedto
the same process;data pairs are exchanged.Output is used for
input for many cycles in a kind of feedbackprocess.With each
cycle, the scale becomes audibly more diffuse and irregular:
notes migrate slowly away from their original position in the
scale.The original perfectly orderedchromaticscaleslowly “degenerates”into a “super-serial”shuffled mix. The tinal state is
complex, and much dependenton the cumulative effect of many
small random choices.In chaostheory, one would say that there
is sensitive dependenceto initial conditions. As such, Shuttle
is a musical model of the butterfly effect. Here it should be
added that it also resemblesa 2-voiced canon in contrary motion: a descendingchromatic scaleenterswith the 1st“shuffled”
version of the ascendingscale, and receivessimilar treatment.

ture with animals with a healthy productivity. After an initial
period of fast growth, the population stabilizes.
If we set the productivity factor a to higher values,strange
thingshappen.If a is 3.2, x grows rapidly at first, but then doesn’t
stabilize to one value; rather it alternatesbetween two values
endlessly.(See fig. 4a) It doesn’t matter what the seed value
was, x endsup alternatingbetweenthe sametwo values. If a is
set a little bit larger than 3.4495, we find the values for x orbiting between four values eventually. Carefully increasing the
value of a for still more trials, we find that the number of values
that x seemsto land on keeps bifurcating (to 8, and 16) until
there is a value for a, 3.569946,just beyond which x fluctuates
chaotically from one value to the next. Sometimes it bounces
back and forth betweena couple of values for a while, only to
spin off again. (Seefig. 4b.)
This type of chaotic behaviour is also observedin nature,
for example by an animal with a productivity so high that it
overreachesthe ability of the environment to support it. The
populationcrashes,only to build up again.The interestingthing
about the model is that it doesshow a kind of regularity, with xvaluesjumping up and down, but it never repeats itselfexactly.
This simple, deterministic mathematicalformula can be just as
erratic as measurementsof real populations in nature!

Fractal Piano 6 is one of a series of studies in which a
computer program I developedwas used in combination with
the Vorsetzer.The heart of this program is a mathematicalmodel
of population growth, first derived in 1845by F?F. Verhulst. (It
is often referred to as the logistic equation.) I’d like to describe
it in some detail becausealthough simple, it containsprofound
There are more mysteries lurking here. While searching
implications.
for the exact values of a where the behaviour of the model
changed-wherex values would settle down eventually to one,
The Mahhusian Model describesthe unboundedgrowth two, four or eight values-the physicist Mitchell Feigenbaum
of a population (of fruit flies, for example)with Xnew=a*X. This recently discovereda constant ratio between the a values. Still
formula tells us that we can find the population of a new gen- more astonishing was the discovery that other quite different
eration by multiplying the number in the last generationwith a mathematicalformulas (still using an output-input loop to calproductivity factor. Supposethe population doubleseach gen- culate a new value from an old value), and also experimental
eration; then a=2, and starting with 2 parents,we’d get the se- data exploring the onset of turbulent flow, also showed the
ries: 4 children, 8 grandchildren.16 great-grandchildren,etc. It’s doublings,and the same ratio between them, 4.6692... In short,a
easyto seethat beforemany generationshavebeenbred,we have new universalconstantwas discoveredby Feigenbaum,like the
a gigantic number.By the 10th generationthat is 1024siblings! constantof gravity,the speedof light, or the weight of an electron.
In order to make a more realistic model, Verhulst considered that in nature, the larger a population grows, the less productive it becomes,perhaps becauseof lack of food or other
overpopulation problems. So in creating his (abstract)model,
he says,let’s setthe upper limit of a population at 1. (Think of it
as 10096of the room available for growth). Then the room left
over by the environment for a new generationis l-x. This can
he seenas a correctionfactor to unboundedgrowth.The Verhulst
Model for limited population growth then becomes:
Xnewq*X*(l-X).
The population of a new generationis equal
to the malthusian growth factor times the old population, and
scaled down by the amount of room available for growth. In
spite of its simplicity, it proves to be a fair model of what happens in nature. If the productivity factor a is 2, then starting the
formula with a low seedvalue like 0.001, we seethe population
x rise and level off at 0.5. This is what we might expect in na-

We’re not yet finished with Verhulst’s model. If a is increasedto 3.83, the chaotic behaviour eventually stops, and x
circles eventually betweenonly three values. (See fig. 4c.) Increasinga in small amountsfor new trials results in period doubling of the values where x eventually settles down to- 6,12;
and again chaotic behaviour sets in, up to a=4. (See fig. 4d.)
(We cannotseta to a numbergreaterthan 4, becausethat would
producex valuesgreaterthan 1, or exceedingour original dellnition of the maximum population). With the help of a computer, a graph can be made of how Verhulst’s formula behaves
for all settingsof the a value. (Seefig. 4e.) We seethe doublings
of x at so called bifurcation points, followed by chaotic regions,
then windows, where x again has a low number of stable values.We get a shock of recognition when we magnify the region
where x splits up again; the whole pattern reveals itself in miniature! (See fig. 4f.) Indeed, it seemsthat the pattern contains
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with feecioackprocesses.A neuron cell has a main body, an
axon from which it receives signals, and treelike extensions
called dendriteswhich branch off in hundredsto make contact
with other cells. Connectionsbetweenaxons and dendrites are
effectedacrossgaps,called synapses.Neuronssendout impulses
spontaneouslyat a rate of about 10 per second. However, the
rate of firing changes,and dependson the sum total number
and strengthof the impulsesit receives.There are both excitatory
andinhibitory synapses:signalsfrom the former tend to increase
the firing rate of a cell, while the latter tend to reduce the firing
rate of a cell. The picture of ceaselesselectrical activity; signals
amplifying, muting, modulating, crossing each other, and reTo composeFractal Piano 6, values obtained from itera- turning in loops; all in incredibly complex and indecipherable
tion of the Verhulst formula where encoded using non-linear wave-like patterns: this picture gives us an idea how thought
mapping (with a partially “shuffled” scale,or with a selectedor and memory are possible. Recent investigation of the physiolweightedelementset) into pitches,lengthsand loudnesses.This ogy of perceptionhas led to the discovery of chaos in the brain:
MIDI-data was edited with the help of a commercial sequencer complex behaviour which seemsrandom, but has a hidden orprogram; stretchedand squeezedtime-wise, and layeredin vari- der.Vast collections of neuronsshift quickly from one complex
ous ways, using “fractal” structures.For example, the on/off patternto another,in responseto the smallestof inputs (remempattern shown in fig. 6 was usedas a mask to createfragmented ber the butterfly effect). An organism as a whole acts in its endensity in one part of the piece. Say the upper register of the vironment with feedback mechanisms.The brain seeks infor- ’
piano turns on and off at intervals of 2 sec.When this registeris mation, and sendssignalsto musclesto place sensoryorgans in
“on”, material is audible within this register.When it is “off”, it position, and to sensitizeparts of the brain which will process
is silent. In a registerjust under the highest one, the mask turns signals.A burst of collective patternedactivity from all sensory
nestedwithin itself, its own replica! This kind of nestedpattern
is now called a “fractal”. The Polish-bornmathematicianBenoit
Mandelbrot derived the term from the Latin adjectivefracms,
meaning irregular or broken. Fractalsare characterisedby intricately nested patterns within patterns, with self-similarity on
any scale.Fractals can be recognisedin a wide rangeof natural
phenomenaand shapes,such as trees and clouds. Analysis of
Indonesian Gamelan music reveals fractal structure. (See fig.
5). The rhythmic punctuation fits a pattern basedon the series
2,4,8,16, etc.; and the nuclear melody is performed simultaneously on several instrumentsat different speeds.

FIGURE 6 Combinational

on and off every 4 sec.; in a registerjust under it, every 8 sec.;
and so on. By applying such a mask over the (potentially endless) chaotic material, I find a kind of musical tensionis generated. Notice that the whole mask pattern producesall possible
on/off combinations for the chosen number of registers. It is
related to the I Ching, with its 64 possible combinations of 6
solid or broken lines.
Flocking animals co-ordinate in a remarkableand still incompletely understoodfashion. The reaction time of a group in
danger,or in making turns is considerably faster than the reaction time measuredof isolated individuals. In order to maintain
the proper distancesbetweenneighbourswithout collision, some
sort of multi-sensory positive-negative feedbackmechanismis
in operation.Neural physiology has revealedthat the massively
interconnectedneural network in the individual brain operates
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Scheme for Fractal Piano 6

organsis combined to form a gestalt. Then a fraction of a second later, anothersearchfor information is demanded.
It seemsthat chaosin the brain is not pathological, as one
might expect; but instead is the basis of healthy functioning,
indeedexplains how the brain can respondquickly and flexibly
to an ever-changingoutsideworld. Even what we experienceas
a original idea (brain-storm)may be derived from a chaotic neural firing pattern triggered in an ever-widening cascadefrom a
small initial impulse.
In my piece Brain-Wave for at least 3 recorders of any
kind, (1989), I wantedto set up a self-regulating musical situation.All musiciansimprovise on the samebasic material, which
is arrangedin four cycles, each with four events. (See fig. 7).
Performersshould standor sit spreadout around the hall, possi-

bly on different levels. Eachplayer should face an arbitrarily chosendirection. Emphasisis placed on influenceswhich,performers
take from their neighbours.Players(s)in front of an individual give positive influence, and player(s) in back give negative influence. Here is a table summarizing theseinfluences:
Positive influence

one may:

Negative influence

player(s) in front are pIaving,

plaver(s1in back are pIa--

start to play.
play louder.
play more repeatsof an event.
imitate style of other player(s).
try to match thespeed(s)of otherplayer(s).

stop playing.
play softer.
stop, or go to next event.
play in a style oppositeto other player(s).
play fast when other player(s) are slow,
and vice versa.

The object is not to synchronizeexactly with the other players, but to correlate what a player does with what the others do.
Since there is no conductor, each player must partly assumethat function, being attentive to the ensemble sound, and taking
initiative to lead that sound were he/shethinks it should go. The aim is to createan interactive situation such as is found in nature,
among flocks of birds, or in brain neurons,for example.
In 1989 I completed The Five Seasonsfor 6 percussionistsand tape. My inspiration source was an ancient Chinesetheory,
in which the Seasons,Emotions, Colors, Elementsand Directions were grouped as follows:
Spring
Summer
Aftersummer
Fall
Winter

Anger

JOY
SympaW
Grief
Fear

Green
Red
Yellow
White
Black

Wood
Fire
Earth
Metal
Water

East
south
Center
West
North

This piece incorporatesseveral techniqueswhich were derived from Chaos Science.My adaptation of the Verhulst Model
was used to derive some of the rhythmic material for the piece,as in FractaI Piano 6. Fractal structuresdefine the form of several
sections.Some of the electronic soundson the tape were made using feedbackloops for frequency modulation. The performers
are called on to improvise in one section. I’d like to go into more detail with this piece to show how these techniqueswork.
The first part, Spring, begins with accelerandosof accelerandos.First a pulse plan was worked out; the distance between
pulses starts large, with successivepulses scaledby a ratio such as 2/3rds down to small (fast) intervals. Then an accelerating
figure was fitted to each of the pulses. (A similar slowly acceleratingroll is found in Chinese opera and Korean ceremonial
music.) There are three layers, played by wood blocks, temple blocks, and log drum. (See fig. 8). Later on, a 16-note theme in
quarter-notesis introduced in the bassmarimba.The melodic curve of this themeis a projection of a fractal graphic design I made.
Here a clnote melodic motive is fitted or transposedinto a blown-up version of itself (Seefig. 9). Such nestedpatternswith scaled
elementsare characterdescribed.There follows a metric canon; the theme entersin eighth notes, then triplet eighths, and finally
sixteenths.(See fig. 10). One can consider the whole constructionas a fractal of a fractal. since the theme pattern (itself a fractal)
occurs simultaneously at different speedsand octaves.After anothermetric canon and a section with controlled improvisation,
this theme returns with a different treatment.It is split up into cl-notefragments,and given a peculiar “doubling”: not parallelism,
but an exaggerationof the melodic curve, using multiplication. Again, such “scahng” is a common method of constructing geometrical fractals (See fig. 11).
In the second part, Summer, a wiring schemewhich includes two feedbackloops was used for electronic FM synthesis:the

output of any generatorprovides input control voltagesfor two other generators.In one loop, when the voltage output of a LowFrequency-Oscillator(LFO) is high, it causesits neighbourLFO to oscillate at a higher rate. In the other loop, inverted signalsare
sent out: in this casea high output voltage of a LFO causesa lower rate of oscillation in a cross-connectedLFO. The output of all
LFO’s was used to control other electronic devices,to synthesizea sound. Becauseof the interconnectedness,and the complex
interaction of positive and negativefeedback loops, the results of such a circuit can be unpredictabIeand chaotic.
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The Summer is divided into four sections, each with a
clearly definedinstrumentation.Eachsectionandall instruments
have similar material rhythmically, generatedfrom the Verhulst
Model. There are different scaling factors applied to the material for different instruments playing together in an ensemble,
controlling the relative densities of attack.

The ordering of much of the material in this piece was
achievedwith a computer program I worked out called “statistical feedback”.A weighted random choice between a string of
elements;only the order of preferenceamong the elements is
always changing,dependingon previous choices.What it does
is make a “chaotisation”of serialism.I have used this program
on severaldifferent elementsetsin composingthe marimba part
The third part,Aftersummer, usesanon/off maskingscheme as well as the tape part of this piece. Pitch, note length and dylike that usedin Fractal Piano 6. Here,not registerson the piano, namics;aswell aslargerstructures:mode,sectionlength,andelecbut six different percussiontimbres (all with a sharpdecay)are tronic timbre; all material and forms are subjectto nwdijcation.
“turned on or off’. As in Fractal Piano 6, we get all 64 possible
combinationsof thesix elements,anda kind of fracturedcrescendo.
In 1993 I made Hyperion’s mmble for tape, using comRolls and repeatednotes of various tempi, but always in decre- puter algorithms.Observationsof Hyperion, a small, irregularlyscendo,provide “thematic”self-similarity-.(Seefig. 6 again.)
shapedmoon of Saturn,provided someof the first evidencethat
celestialmotion is not merely giant clockwork. With an eccentric
The fourth part, Fall, depicts musically the “Butterfly Ef- orbit phase-lockedin 314ratio with Titan (Saturn’slargestmoon),
fect”, previously described. In the last measures of Hyperiontumblesend-overendin sometimesperiodic.sometimes
Aftersummer, all six players have finally come together.In the chaotic fashion,subtly influencedby gravitationalforces.
first measureof Fall, they play all together again (this time on
metal instruments); and then disperse.Sometimes2 or 3 playNewton had solved the problem of 2 bodies interacting
ers synchronize for a while, but small deviations lead to larger gravitationally: depending on their energy and mass,they move
separations,and this part endsfragmentedand scattered.Loosely in perfect curves: a circle, ellipse, parabola or hyperbola. The
spoken, this part is an inversion of how Spring begins: Fall problem of 3 bodies interacting gravitationally hasproved to be
contains a ritardando of ritardandos.
surprisingly difficult, and mathematician Henri Poincan?has
shown that in the long term, their motion can only be approxiFor the fifth and last part, Winter, I useda techniqueI call mated,and is in essenceunpredictable.He inventeda methodto
“nested repeats”to create the metric structure. Difficult for a visuahsethe complicatedbehaviourof sucha system,now called
human,perhaps,but a computer can easily carry out the follow- a Poincan?
map.AZdimensional sliceof a three-dimensional
phase
ing set of commands:
spacewill show either one or a few points if the systemis periodic, and a complicatedfigure if it is chaotic. An object with a
chaotic phase space might have a degenerate or unstableorbit,
j+[h+[f+[d+[b+[a]+c]+e]+ g]+ i]+k
causingit to crashinto anotherbody,or fly off into infinite space.
Closeexaminationof thesefigures,calledstrangeattractors,proves
Here, the [ ] signs indicate a simple repetition. [a]=aa, for thatthey are fractals.Curvesarefolded into themselves,with infiexample. The nesting of the repeatsmakes that a gets printed nite regress:increasingmagnificationshowsevermoredetail, but
32 times, b and c 16 times, d and e 8 times, f and g 4 times, h with recurringproportionalpatterns(seefig. 12).
and I2 times; and j and k get printed only once each.Whether
you look at a small or large part of the list above,it displays the
French astronomerMichel H&on has also demonstrated
self-similarity typical of a fractal. For Winter, I desireda met- the theoreticalpossibility of chaosin the cosmos.when he modrical structurewith many changesbut internally consistent.First elled stellar orbits in galaxies, with the computer. Depending
I decided what was going to happenin each measure,in terms on how the model was set up, stellar orbits would show differof instrumentation and so on, and then let the length in eighth- ent behaviours:at low energylevels,orbits were regular ellipses.
notes of a measurebe determinedby substituting the numbers Higher energylevels gavemore complicatedorbits, which never
2-12 for a-k in the fractal pattern.
exactly repeatedthemselves,and beyond a certain energy level,
the orbits becameunstableand unpredictable.He wrote a simple
Modi-fications for large marimba and tape (1990) makes equation to explore the folding and remapping of an oval onto
use of what I call “transposing modes”. These are constructed itself, which produces an archetype of strange attractors (see
like fractals, with an interval structurerepeatedindefinitely. For fig. 13).
example, take the interval cell [ 1,4,2] (a semitone=l). Starting
with a low E and repeating the cell, we get E,F,A,B,C.E.F#.
Xnew=y+l-1.4*XA2
Notice that becausethe elements of the cell add up to 7, two
Ynew’O,3*X
cells don’t completean octave,but overreachit. Indeed,we must
repeat the cell 12 times before we get the same pitch-names.
Blowing up a strand of the attractor reveals tiny strands
Playing “scales”up and down through this mode, we get con- within it, spacedfrom each other in the sameratios as the partinuous transposition through the cycle of fifths.
ent strands.
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‘ILvo computer programs I wrote basedon chaostheory enabledme to generatevoltage fluctuations for synthesis.A formula discovered by Barry Martin generateschaotic
orbits, two-dimensional plots of which resembleorganic structuressuch as cells under a
microscope (seefig. 14).
xneey-SQR’UABS(b*x<))*SIGN(x)
Ynew”8’x

Different initial values for the constants a,b, & c result in different patterns and
periodicities.
I call the secondprogram the “Baker function”. A string of integersis folded into itself
recursively, mixing the integerscompletely.However there are strangeperiodicities occurring, and eventually the original string mysteriously re-occurs.For example,imagine picking up the integer-string in the first row, below, by the middle. You have the ‘5’ between
your fingers, and two endsdanglebelow. Readoff the numbers,starting at your fingers and
alternating between the string ends as you move down, to get the secondrow. Repeatthe
process to generatethe other rows. This processis similar to the one a baker usesto mix
dough: flatten with a rolling pin, fold over a half, flatten again,fold again, etc.
1
5
3
4
7
2
6
8
9
1

2
6
8
9
1
5
3
4
7
2

3
4
7
2
6
8
9
1
5
3

4
7
2
6
8
9
1
5
3
4

5
3
4
7
2
6
8
9
1
5

6
8
9
1
5
3
4
I
2
6

7
2
6
8
9
1
5
3
4
7

8
9
1
5
3
4
7
2
6
8

9
1
5
3
4
7
2
6
8
9

Irregular motoric soundsresulted from the transcription of the output of these algorithms. A chaotic sound lies in a spectrumbetween a sinus-tone,which is perfectly periodic, and white noise, which is perfectly aperiodic.It can have a maximum of complexity,
always producing more detail, or information, within certain limits. In principle. computer
chaos can he used to model on any level, from musical structureto musical sound.
What holds our attention in listening to music?Music from Bach to Bart6k. Josquinto
Xenakis, from Bali to Bolivia has some special kind of pattern which hovers in a phase
space between repetition and randomness,between associationand breaking-away,between or&r and chaos.Does a strange a#ruc~ underlie a piece which gives us a feeling
of anticipation & resolution, of simplicity within compIexity? Do its patternsshow resemblance to the fractal geometry identified in nature?Does the new definition of chaos-that
dynamics can be paradoxically both deterministic and unpredictable help us understand
how a particular sequenceof soundsgives us the feeling both of inevitability and surprise?
Perhapscomposersas well as scientistsmay do well to take a new look at Chaos.
Q David Cl&k Little 1995
(June 2)
C. Springerstr. 14-2
LJ 1073 Amsterdam
Netherlands
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MACHINES ii PEINDRE
ET INFORMATIQUE
PICTURALE
IRONIE

DE L’ ART DIGITAL

?

Par Jean Paul Lmgavesne
In ail the am them is a physical component.
Paul Valery.Aesthetics,
1934

J

Aprt?sun rappel historique de l’idtfe de I’ art
par ordinateur; l’auteur envisagele retour du signe plastique
au travers des immate’riaux (oeuvres nume’riques,
principalement).
Le developpement des rtfseaux de communications,
l’hypermediatisationde notresociett!,ainsi que l’envahissement
de l’espaceklectromagntftiquepar les images,sons,far, videos,
donntfesde toutes sortes, I’hybridation du numtrique et de
l’analogique, g&?re des espacesvirtuels oli les artistes se
trouvent investi du pouvoir de l’ommnipr&ence.
L’auteur pose alors la question de la representation:
Espacesmemoires,espacesecrans,espacesde reprkentations,
commesuppotis des images,rejoignant les preoccupationsdu
groupe Suppo&Surfaces des annees 70, debouchant sur le
conceptde simulacre,entenducommeconstruction artificielle
dt!pourvue de modeleoriginal.

L’art a peniu son caractke d’kidence, il est &dent que
tout ce qui concemePart, tant en lui m2meque ah sa relation
au tout, ne va plus de soi, nGmeson droit h l’existence
- Adomo T.W

Et le peintre en sommene dit rien,il se tait, et je prk@re
encorecela
- Vhcent Van Gogh

INTRODUCTION
II ne va pas de soi dans une manifestationportant sur lcs
artsClectroniquesde parlerpeinture,le termenousapparaissant
tant dbsuet,a telle enseigneque la revueArt Presseconsacreen
Octobre 95 un numero special sur la peinture sous le titre
g&rtrique : “Oh est pa&e la Peinture? “
Cette interrogationest-ellepcrtinenteit ce point, pour que
des artisteset critiques contemporainsinterpellent la naturede
l’art ?. Le sociologueet artiste Herve Fischer affirme que l’art
est mort, nouspreferonspenserque l’art se rt?gCntreau bain de
jouvence que lui offrent toutes ces nouvelles technologiesen
recherched’accouplementsprolifiques. II me sembleque si I’art
a beaucoup2 gagnera seconsacrera 1’etudedes formes(ce qui
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a et8 le cas des andes avant 1970 ) il devrait profondement
s’enrichir en faisant porter son questionnementsur le geste,attitudes,r5critures,espacesde representationset langagescomme
l’exposition : “Quandles attitudes deviennentfurmes “ produite
en 1969a pr&igurd desdeveloppementsauxquelsnousassistons
dans les domaines de la creation numerique par I’usage et le
contrBle des robots.
HISTORIQUE
Si l’idt?e de l’art par ordinateur est apparueen Europe et
aux U.S.A dans les annees60. Le terrne est g&n?ral,il couvre
l’utilisation creative d’ordinateurs dans les formes artistiques,
allant de la sculpture interactive a l’art des t6lecommunications
en passantpar les travaux videos graphiqueset conceptuels.On
peut situer la prise de consciencede l’impact desnouvellestechnologies sur les arts 3 l’occasion du festival SIGMA de Bordeauxen 1965,festival oh les interventionsde Michel Philippot
sur les musiquesexpkimentales, de Nicolas Schoeffersur l’art
et la cybemttique. les travaux de Michel Ragon sur “ Prospective et Architecture “ ainsi que les reflexions theoriques et
conceptuellesd’AbrahamMoles sur “ 1‘impact de la technolugie
sur I’art et la pens&e contemporaine ” (1) ont marquetoute une
gtnCration d’artistes interesds a l’exp&imentation.La mtme
annCe eut lieu la premiere exposition de Met ART (Art
Mknique) a la Galerie J.,sousle titre : “Hommage ir.Nictphore
Nitpce, r&nissant NJKOS, Bettini, Beguier, Pol Bury, Rotella
et Jacquet.Cettetendanceprenantles technologiescommeoutils
d’aide a la creation, supportsde creation ou encoresujetsde la
creation, utilisant le report photographiquesur la toile comme
A.Warhol, s’inscrit dans la lignee des Muybridge, Balla,
Delaunay,Eggeling, Richter, Noholy ou EAT (Experimentsin
Art and Technology) fond& par Robert Rauschenberg,Billy
Kltiver et le M.J.T.
Depuis les annees 70, le dtveloppement de la crdation
artistique numerique par les objets qu’elle initie nous plonge
dans une probldmatique quelque peu diffkrente, puisqu’elle
Blargit le champ de la creation aux telecommunications.A cet
6gard la “machine cf gazouiller” de Paul KLEE toile peinte en
1922 donne toute la mesure de la sensibilitt de l’artiste mais
aussi de son ddtachement ironique face a un monde dont il
p&sent deja les changementsprofonds.
L’apparition des immateriaux dansles annees80 a pris une
multitude de fotmes nouvelles, ah&ant progressivementla notion de r&lit& les modi$lesconceptuelsrempla9antles mod&les
physiqueset cela n’est pas sansrapport avec la reconnaissance
de l’art video comme forme d’expression et de creation, car
l’image mdme de l’art video est douteuse, ne serait-ce-que
mat&ieIlement et comme issue de la t&vision, elle se trouve
en situation de reprise, de transformationet de mise en circulation par rapport a tous les autresarts : peinture, sculpture,architecture, musique, cinema, litt&ature.

Cette disparition progressivede la mat&e avec la diffusion de plus en plus large du support video, qui foumit non
seulementune, mais des images mobiles, colorees, institue la
suprematiedu code audio-visuel sur les autres codes sensuels
comme celui du tactile et de l’odorat. DejjaMarshall McLuhan
en pr&entait l’importance, privildgiant Ie tactile par rapport au
visuel, il r&e de la creation par la technologie. Visionnaire, il
Ccrit B une tpoque ou l’effet de vasteschangementscommence
Ztse faire sentir.A l’heure actuellenousavonsune idCebeaucoup
plus Clairede la direction dans laquelle mtne ces technologies
mkliatiques au fur et B mesureque les technologiesnumeriques
de la production et de la reproductionde l’image commencenta
Cmerger.L’ordinateuravecsacapacitt de manipulation,de simulation, de communication, devient par-tied’un ensemble, un
mixte de vieilles et nouvelles technologies,de cybemetique et
d’informatique, de synthbe et de virtualitC L’image calculee,
l’image de synthtse ou la nouvelle image s’infiltre au sein de
I’image capteepar la cam&a. Lc calcul, la logique matbematique,
le concept scientifique p&&rent imperceptiblement l’image
optique, I’informatique fusionne avec la video.
Ainsi si I’histoire des arts electroniques dans sa phase
initiale infographiquemontreque le supportvideo commeespace
de representationa engagela creation plastiquesur des chemins
oh le concept “immat&-iaw “ des an&es 80 a pris une multitude de formes nouvelles,al&ant progressivementla notion de
rt?alitben instituant la suprematiedu langage,il n’en demeure
pas moins vrai que la probltmatique du rapport de l’oeuvre a la
mat&e, au support se pose de plus en plus.
LE RETOUR DU SIGNE PLASTIQUE
Jusqu’a present, hormis des exceptions mineures, les
travaux de Ken GOLDBERG de I’UCS, les recherches
plastiques de Harold COHEN 3 San Diego, de Roman
VEROSTKO ou ceux que nous developponsen France au sein
du GRIP, la problematique de la traduction des composantes
plastiques d’une oeuvre a Ct6 Iargement ignorde dans I’art
numtrique.11s’ensuit que bien souvent Part informatique est
plus prochede la photographieou de la video que de la peinture
ou de la sculpture ou la variable tactile est dominante. d’autant
que l’hybridation de I’ art video avec le numerique et les
ttlecommunications renforce le processusde d6mattkialisation
de l’oeuvre par le dtveloppement de l’art mediatique. Ce n’est
pas un simple CpiphCnomtnesi les plasticiensse toument vet-s
l’utilisation de supports facilement reproductibles comme la
photo, la video et l’image numCrique, car plus aiskment
diffusables et consommables.Cette insertion de l’artiste dans
le champ de la communication pn?figure d’un art mediatique
dans lequel l’ambivalence du caractbreimmattriel et materiel
de leurs oeuvres ( dematerialisation de l’objet par la
numerisation), materialisation par l’usage des interfaces
robotiques,l’abolition des contraintesd’assignation de lieu par
sa mise en rtseaux, Ieur permettentd’utiliser une multitude de
canauxde circulation et de productions d’oeuvres plastiques.
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Les images qui defilent sur l’ecran de TV, toutesces imagesenregistreesdans des mtmoires abstraites,les disquettes,
les bandesvidCos,les banquesde donntes, dCfinissentde plus
en plus largementle champ de la r&lite...Les dtveloppements
dansce domaine annoncentplus que des changementsde surface ou des rtamenagements partiels. Les formes d’arts
paralltles, la peinture ou la sculpture entre autres sont
inexorablement amenees 3 se redefinir et Bventuellement, B

prendre d’autres directions en fonction des deplacements
qu’occasionnentcesnouvellesexperiencesartistiques.Certains
commeBruce Fergussonparlentde I’insuffrsancede l’etiquette
art visuel pour qualifier ces pratiquesqui engagentde plus en
plus frdquementle spectateurparticipant,3 intervenir.

kvec les arts mediatiques, le fondement imaginaire de
l’accb au reel est accent& a causede ces supportsmCmessur

lesquelsaucuneimagene sauraitse fixer.Le developpementde
machines independantesaptes a l’apprentissage, pouvant
nCgocierdesstratdgiesde production,reproductionfonction des
stimuli numeriquesregus,reagissantaux crdateursdtlocalists
posele problemede la natureet du sensdon& a la repr&entation
figurative ou non. Les machineset les images virtuelles, tout
comme les espacesdans lesquelselles s’inscrivent, sont elles
m&mesdesacteurs,desagentsde creationcar dotesde mdmoire,
done d’une histoire.Ellesdisposentde fonctions de traitement
de l’information qui leur con&e une autonomie.Chaquemachine, reelle ou virtuelle, chacunedes metaphores,hyper-imagespour reprendrecette expressionde PQuCauassimilable3
un syst&me expert, possCdant ses propres r8gles de

L’histoire de la peinturea Cd marqueepar desinnovations
techniques tant au niveau des pigments que des techniques comportement, les applique en les adaptant aux changements
d’application et de preparation des supports. On a beaucoup de I’environnement virtuel. “Les images savent maintenant
par16 de la peinture a I’huile en tube et de son influence sur le qu’on Zesregarde....ellessent responsables“(Richard Bolt).
travail des impressionnistes,de l’acrylique, des differems meDans ce nouvel espace riche de donnees picturales,
dium, du role des supports,toiles, bois, pUtre,brique,peau...des
outils d’applications,de la main aux corpsde Klein, aux batons stylistiques, de paramttres plastiques on peut imaginer la
de Pollock en passantpar les brosseset le souffle. Ce n’est pas creationd’une toile B partir des gestuellesdes cr6ateursmis en
le hasardni de simples considerationstechnologiquesqui font reseaupar analogieau projet d’un systtme de contrBle d’un
de la toile un support privilegie pour l’expressionpicturale.Si orchestreClectroniquecommecelui developp6B l’universit.4de
le moniteurTV renvoiea l’univers technologique,la toile renvoie Wasedaau japon pour l’interpretation du concerto No1 de
B l’univers desarts ltgitimes pour lesquelsla texture,le grain,le Tchaikovskypour piano et Orchestreavec pianiste humain et
support,la mat&e, et les traitementsde surfacessont autantde orchestrede synthbsedirigt par le chef d’orchestres’adaptant
degresde liberte laissesa la disposition du peintre. Les effets au tempo du soliste virtue1L’hyper image gdnCralisele conqui en resultent s’ordonnent autour de la matiere, alors qu% ceptd’imagede m&mequel’hyper-texteintroduiteparT.Nelson
estmultifonne puisqu’g
l’opposb,un r&tltat lisse ( Ccrantt16, icbne sousverre, papier gCn&alisaitcellede texte.L’hyper-image
photo glac6, etc...) affirment la preeminence du plan support, la fois donnees brutes, structures, representations.Dans I’art
done de la bidimensionak? et l’absence de texture.
occidental,la structureou la forme ont toujoursCt.5B la basede
l’art pictural, le tableauest gen6ralementcon9u pour Cue vu
Le developpement depuis le debut des annCes90 des dans un cadre ou par une fenCtre, et done amen6 vers le
systemes de reproduction, production d’oeuvres numeriques sur spectateur,contrairementaux imagesorientalesqui n’existent
des supportsmatdriels( imprimantes,photocopieurs,fax, ma- rtellement que dans I’esprit ou dans I’sme. et par consequent
chinesBpeindre,&scuIpter) annoncele retourdu signeplastique. projetee ou rCflCchie dans l’espace...L’icBne indienne ou
d’extrsme-Orient, sculptte ou peinte, n’est ni une image
Dans ce nouveaucontexte d’opposition et d’hybridation memoireni une idealisationmais un symbolismevisuel, ideal
entrele visuel et le tactile, l’informatique picturaleexprimeles au sens mathtmatique...La oB l’art europCen depeint
tensions liant I’analogique au numerique, la trace comme
Blement plastique, memoire analogique It la memoire numtrique,
I’espace pictural de la representation aux espacesmemoiresdes

naturellement un moment, une action d&erminke ou un effet de

manipulable par la proprioception, ce qui caracdrise le signe

experience d’espaces changeants, espaces de representation,

pastiqueou iconique.

espacesmemoiresou desdonnees,espacesde communication..11
n’y a pas un espace de representations, mais deux, trois, une

lumiere, l’art oriental represente la continuitt.En termes
europeenstraditionnels,on dir& que l’art modeme europ&n
basesde donn6es.des r6seauxmultiproteifonnes, oh l’image tentede rep&enter leschasescommeellessonten elles-m&mes,
picturale oscille enue une substancelangageet une substance Part asiatiqueet l’art chretiende les rep&enter pIus p&s de ce
forme et oil le texturalet le pictural reprennenttoutesleursforces qu’elles sont en Dieu, ou plus p&s de leur source “ (AK
expressives
J’aimemis 2 cetteoccasionfaire unedistinctionentre Coomaraswamy). Dans I’image infotmatique picturale, le
le pictural et le textural. Le pictural concerne une image r&lisme , la realit de l’image perd son senscar le numeriqueet
strictement a 2 dimensions et saisie visuellement,le textural la technologie software sont holistiques; ils se pensent en termes
conceme une image oti est presentela 3&dimension. La tex- de structureglobale.L’espace
desdon&s est fluide et temporel,
ture proposedes impressionstactiles, ces impressionstactiles la hardcopy( copie d’Ccran) tout ce qu’il y a de plus reel. La
allant dansle sensde l’illusion realistecommeapprochedu reel peinture issue de l’informatique picturale devient alors une
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multitude d’espaces,comme le montrent Van Gogh dans ses
deux autoportraitsa l’oreille coup% versla fin du mois dejanvier
1889: les tableaux de Londres et de Chicago, les toiles de
Cezanne (cathedrales de Chartres), les toiles de Turner sur
VeniseDe mbme la numdrisationde l’information comme dans
les objets plus de Pierre Restany et leurs pr6sentations
informationnelles par B.Demiaux met en evidence les deux
espaces, celui de la representation et celui de la memoire
circulante. L’information de base(le documentphotographique
descriptif ) est num&isee en entrde du logiciel, puis elle est
stocked en memoire, et enfin imprimee ii partir de son &at de
m&moire. La numdrisation de l’information s’effectue dans la
mtmoire image de l’ordinateur,espacedesdon&es numeriques,
de fagon directe, brute, sans ajouts ni retraits, B la man&e de
Warhol traitant le report photographique sur toile.Les
presentationsinformationnelles de B.Demiaux nous restituent
l’image mt?morisbeB u-aversles altemancesde trame numerique
O/l . L’alphabet binaire pour reprendreP.Restanypermet ainsi
de dt?gagerune mt%wiresecondedans la memoirede l’objet et
c’est cette memoire secondequi est l’authentique contenu de
l’objet -plus informutionnel - “ Nu couch6 les bras ouverts “,
toile informatique de 3m x 2m cret B partir de lcm* de toile
autour du nombril du “Nu couch& les bras ouverts “ 1917 - 60
x 92 cm de A. Modigliani est la projection sur supporttoile par
l’intermtiiaire de lamachine a peindre de l’espacedesdonntes
ou espace memoire dans l’espace figuratif ou espace de
representation.Les deux images fixes, celle originelle de
A.Modigliani et celle produite par les Quarks ne sont pas du
m&me ordre. La peinture releve de l’ic&re alors que la photo
qui releve de l’indice est sujet, pretexte B la creation picturale.
C’est plus exactementun compromis entre creation et re-production, r&cr6ation, mise en forme d’empreintes quasi
immat&ielles, sans epaisseur,dtpostes regulitrement sur un
support.

Les preoccupationsdesartistes du GRIP sont celles certes
du GroupeSupportsSurfaces,pn?occupationsque le groupetente
de reactualiser,mais aussi celles de TINGUELY, B.VIOLA et
N.JunePAK pour lcquel ils reprennentle termede “quincaillerie
num&ique” appliqueea leur machine ti peindre d&elop@e en
1987. Ils s’associentainsi aux travaux d’artistes et ing&tieurs
am&icains, Harold COHEN et son systtme Aaron de simulation picturale, Kenneth GOLDBERG de I’USC, Timothy
ANDERSON du M.1.T avec Van GO GO I et Van GO GO II et
Roman VEROSTKO.

La machine B peindre du GRIP fut presentde pour la
premierefois durant 3 mois en 1992au Quebecit Montr&l pour
Images du Futur 2r.la cite des arts et nouvelles technologies it
l’occasion d’une exposition collective sur le theme : Califomie
Mythe ou Realite !. A cette occasion, elle produisit un grand
nombre de toiles a partir d’une installation VidCo audio visuelle
Fdkos Vagues.plagede sablede 100 m2parsem6ede moniteurs
vidbos a partir desquelsles imagesmouvementsde la mer sont
figees par acquisition numeriquepuis reprisespar la machineB
peindre qui les expriment sur un support de grandes dimensions( 3m x 4m ) a raisondune production de toile en 10heures
de projection de peintures dont tous les parametres teintes,
valeurs,densites,impacts,tracessont contr~lCspar le robot.“De
l’informatique Picturale i? la mel; il n’y a qu ‘un pas, celui qui
nous permet defouler la phzgede sable ori naissent et meurent
les vaguessans cesserenouvelkes,instantsfigitifs que la machine ~3peindre dans la re?gukzn’t&
logicieile, inexorable de son
mouvementtend ir figer par des projections de peintures qui
sent autant d’t%Gnentsd’infotmutions distribu4es gouttes ci
gouttes dans un environnement de rytmes et pulsations
sonoresla toiie phzge ot2 se cn’stallisent routes les don&es
infonnationnellesest ici le lieu d’expressiondes QUARKS,clin
d’oeil donnt aux iconockzstes,les invitant CIune redtkouverte
de l’image et de sa representationpar sa mise en Peinture ” en
L’informatique picturale par les nouveaux espaces direct “2 partir des creations originales d’artistes ‘<.
d’expression, de participation et de creationsqu’elle met $Idisposition des artistespetmet d’blargir le champ de la creation,le
Cet Mnement fut repris en fiance le 3 1 octobre 1992lors
situant entre Reel, Virtue1 et Imaginaire.
de TELENOIA : creation picturale en rt%eaua l’occasion de
l’halloween.Toutes ces experiencesde creations de peintures
Ce nouvel espaced’actualisationdu virtue1numeriqueliant en direct nous montrent que ces machines repondent B une
le cacbd au visible est 1’equivalent de 1’espaceanalogiquedu demandepressantede plasticienspour s’approprierde nouveaux
Groupe “Supports Surfaces”ob Buraglio et son travail sur les espaces.non seulementconceptuels,ceux des immateriaux des
calques agrafes nous montre la duplicite de l’image, ce recta an&s 85 mais aussiceux multiformes des espacesvirtuels des
vet-sode l’image, de l’image et de son double& meme, le tra- an&es 90 issus de I’informatiqueCes nouvelles machines
vail de Y.Klein, artiste du nouveau realisme, nous montre poursuivant leurs mutations, dans la lignt?e des machines
I’importance de I’empreinte comme ClCment de creation, mkaniques de LRonarddeVinci,Pascal,Balla,Akira Kanayama
memoire du gestequi affirme la volond de l’artiste B “ peindre celles electrom&+niquesde Takis et linguely ou celles videol’immateriel “. Ces empreintestoujours identiqueschezViallat tlectroniques de Nam JunePaik, s’inscrivent dans l’histoire de
sont autant de couper / caller, de va et vient dans cet espace l’art.
hybride qui est celui de la representationnumerique,car cette
realit 13,celle que l’on voit a son corollaire dans l’espace des
Nbanmoins si toutes ces machines it peindre faites de
don&es, riche de realids potentielles.
mecaniqueet de numtrique vehiculent leur propre derision et
ironic face ZIl’acte ctiateur, le digital vChicule tgalement sa
propre ironie par l’emprunt qu’il fait quotidiennement aux in175

terfacessensorielles,cherchantB s’incorporer pour retrouvet sa
plasticit formelle initiale issue de l’analogique empreinte de
gestualids.
Comme pour Michel Serrespour qui l’histoire dessciences
et des techniquesavanceen reculant vers ses origines, plus le
digital se repand et mieux il cherche ZI s’exprimer par
incamation.Loin de se dCbarasserdes mythes, des archaismes,
des desirs et des pulsions, le digital les reconduit en s’indrant
au plus profond de la chair, reconstituantles memoiresdescorps
au plus p&s des sens,celui de la tactilitb par oh il commenqasa
genbsetout enfant qu’il fut sur les banesde l’&oIe lors de 1’
apprentissagedu calcul car des doigts il naquit au plus p&s du
toucher.

Manifeste du GRIP
The limits of my languageare the limits of my work!
-L&wig Witl~enslein
Le GRIP revendiquel’autonomie de la crt!ation, en pratiquant
une peinture collective en direct, sur les lieux d’expositions,
dt%caiisJe ou non par l’intetmt!diaire des n2seau.x
numt?n’ques
tel les rt!seaux Earn, fm, numt+is, visiophone, minitel,
PictureteL..... ...
L.eursignature&s ” Quarks ” ( parh.culescolor&es&?mentaires
de la physiquedesparticules ) est collective comme1‘&ait celk
de COBRA.
L.eurspratiques s’expriment par une remise en question :
lo) Des moyens picturaux

traditionnels:

S’approprier les senspar le biais des r&eaux pourrait &tre Diversit& des techniques d’applications de la Couleur et du
l’un des enjeux du 216me s5cle comme la demibre exposition geste: Application des colorants savammentdo&e par l’outil
informatique, uniformitkgestuelle et r&gulanW logicielle de la
des Quarks du GRIP en aoat 1995 lors du Siggraph de Los
projection, de’localisationde la c&a tion par 1‘usagedes n?seaux
Angel&soh en collaboration de Mrs G.SMOOTet Jon AYMON de communicationtypeNumt?risou autres).Cespratiques sousdu Laboratoire Lawrence de 1’Universiti Califomienne de Ber- tendent la prise en compte des rapports qu’entretient I’espace
keley ( San Francisco), les QUARKS du GRIP r&lis&rent en m&moire informatique des donn&es/EspacePictural de la
directe 3 partir des don&es transmisespar le satellite COBE et reprksentation ori les champs, formats, supports, limites,
v6hicul6es par le rbseau Internet: BIG BANG I, toile environnement,sont autant de paramttws kiss& & notre disposition.
informatique de grandesdimensions.
D6sormais la gen&sedes espacesvirtuels, cyberspaces
associts B la tt%Xrtualitt?, permet de partager non seulement
les metaphoresindividuelles ou collectives, mais Bgalementde
partagerde nouveauxespacesde crdation, v&table espacesde
r&cr6ation oh les machines B peindre, datas gloves, casques,
exo-squelettes,toutescesinterfaces,proth&siquesn?injectentdu
sens, les sens par la mdtrise du tactile source et finalit
d’expression.
Q Jean Paul Loagavesne 1995
Quarks du GRIP

2’) Du support:
Travail sur la toile libre, hors champ d’expression, par
l’insertion de la “ quincaiilen’e informatique” dans l’espace
des galeries, des mu&es par la crt!ation d’une peinture en direct dans un esprit proche de Nam June Paik de linguely et du
groupe Supports/Sulfates
3’) De l’artiste en tant qu’individu:

Cristallisation d’une kpoque,d’une culture, d’un ensemblede
composantessociales, &onomiques et technologiques air la
crt?ationd&calisk par l’usage des rt%eauxde communication pennet d’envisager une crJation collective.
QUARKSsignatairedesoeuvresproduites est un individu d part
enti&e participant de la crt?ation.

Fait d Paris le IO Novembre 1986
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ORGANIZED INNOCENCE
AND WAR IN THE NEW
EUROPE:
ON ELECTRONIC SOLITUDE AND
INDEPENDENT MEDIA
Adilkno’s analysis of late
20th century European Media Culture

By Geert Lmink
geert@xs4alLnl

ietzsche would be laughing about Europe. He wouldn’t
be complaining about the impending loss of national
identity or the power of the Brussels bureaucracy. He would
look down disdainfully at the bumbling, pompous Euro-citizens who, confused and without Wttz or Idea, are trying to sidestep their own history. Europeans have the greatest difficulty
putting into words the current dialectic of construction and demolition which manifests itself around them. The last intellectuals
are still doing their best to characterize the post- 1989 juncture,
but they are not succeeding. The amalgam of the war in former
Yugoslavia, the strange new media, capitalism without an enemy, the Tigers in Asia, grassroots neo-liberalism, the Shell’s
oil platform The Brent Spar and French nuclear tests, foreigners and refugees, the devastation of Chechnya - it’s all impossible to grasp anymore. One group believes it’s arrived in the
21st century, as others are catapulted back a couple of centuries. What one sees as progress spells sheer destruction for another. We observe developments with worry, but can no longer
associate them with conclusions. But that’s no longer necessary, for what occupies Europeans.most of all is the development of one’s own lifestyle. And no one is laughing at the little
worries of the middle classes.
In my talk at ISEA 94 I introduced the work of “Adilkno,”
the Dutch group I belong to. Adilkno, the Foundation for the
Advancement of Illegal Knowledge, is an association of nonacademic theorists who bumped into each other in the early eighties, in what were then the autonomist movements. In 1994 a
first English translation appeared: Cracking the Movement
(Autonomedia, New York 1994) -a book about the Amsterdam
squatters’movement and their dealings with the media. Although
Adilkno has been writing about the mediasince 1984, this theme
hasbecome increasingly important since 1989. The result is the
book whose working title is The Media Archive. After five years
of devoting ourselves with great pleasure and abandon to speculative media theory and potential media figures such as the data
dandy, lately we act as if the media have lost their dynamism.
To begin with, the introductory phase, “the short summer of the

media”, now lies behindus. The commercializationof the new
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media brings with it a relapse into old, familiar patterns.The
rapid expansion of the info-universe leads to an implosion of
the power of imagination. The media are once again “the others.”
While hordes of young businesspeoplelap up the “digital
revolution” and chase visions of a utopian world full of communication, the cultural situation in fact looks very different.
Apart from the aggressiveinformation elite (Arthur Kroker’s
“virtual class”), the intellectual climate has taken on a defensive character. People are preparing for “Cold War II,” (or
Jeltzin’s ‘Cold Peace”) and secretly looking forward to a new
period of stability. They are preparedto acceptits accompanying stagnation as part of the bargain. In retrospect, 1989 turns
out not to have been a moment of liberation. For Westerners,
Glasnost ultimately became synonymous with the deadly radioactive cloud of Chernobyl, solely out to destroy the health
of WesternEuropeans.At the fall of the Berlin Wall, emotions
were conspicuouslyscarce.Skepticism and disbelief prevailed,
and the Eastern neighbors met with a cool reception. Romanians’certainty in early 1990 that everything would stay the
samecould not be refuted, and is now generally accepted,even
in the West. The old officers returned to the political stage as
neo-communists,nationalistsor Thatcherites.Their transformation causeddecreasedincome, the breakdownof social services,
unemployment,radical privatization to the point of simple rob
bery, war, genocide and hatred. What is going on in the East in
an extreme form (and at an increasedspeed)is happeningon a
similar scale in Western Europe too. But it is not resulting in
resistanceor protest.An anti-war movement,as in the Vietnam
era,a solidarity movementlike the one for Nicaragua,or a peace
movement like the one against nuclear weapons in the early
eighties, once again seem light-years removed from us, thus
unimaginable. In a strictly medial sense,Western citizens remain observers,letting in information from the Wild East according to a varaciousecological media appetite,so as not to be
further numbed. Even the viewers seethemselvesas victimsif not of events,of information, which has been set before them
every day for years. Everyone is in the race for the most-favored-victim status.
In Adilkno’s recent writings, the concept of media is no
longer usedas a dumpsterwhere all fantasiesare depositedand
retrieved. We now seemedia more as a part of broadercultural
phenomena,like tourism, shopping, sport, commerceand sex.
For Europeansthe abstractmedia sphereis not merely a consumableproduct. Though the ideology of the market is raging,
the media remain part of a metaphysicalterrain, whereWestern
‘culture’ is thought to be located. However, in contrast to the
(still?) open concept of ‘media’, which (if we follow Kittler)
has mainly a technical connotation, the concept of “culture”
plays a crucial role in the dominant ideology of the West,which
is gaining in importance, and in which rightist-elitist notions
are mainstreamedinto a collision of tele-evangelismand telecommunion. The West German pop theorist Mark Terkessidis,
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formerly of the monthly SPEX, shows in his book Kulturkampf
(Cultural Struggles,Cologne 1995) that the oft-cited “swing to
the right” is playing out mainly in the sphereof “culture.” According to media-makersand intellectuals, social conflicts are
determinedno longer economically or ideologically, but culturally. As in American conservative Samuel Huntington’s The
Clash of Civilizations (1993), the West must defend itself as a
“minority.” The supposed“cultural hegemony’*of the left-liberal ‘68 generationin the media, in schools and in universities
must be broken,especiallyin the areaof (national)culture.There
is a harkening back, says Terkessidis,to the late 18th century
German romantic Herder, who defined culture in defensive
terms, as an ethnic identity which only really fulfills itself in
the exclusion of others.As blacks rediscovertheir own culture,
Europeansmust rediscover their “Eurocentrism.” “The ideology of culture,” with its “blend of symbolization, lifestyle and
ethnicity, offers the perfect paradigm for exclusion.” And that
is what “purified ethnocentrism”seeks:protection from Third
World refugees, immigrants, Islam, and last but not least, the
first full-scale war in Europe since 1945, in which everything
revolves around the definition of ethnicity. Terkessidesseesit
as a mistake to consider culture as an issue of power, as was
done in the seventiesand eighties. He even suspectsa “deal”
between the establishmentand its erstwhile critics: “If you’ll
let us govern in peaceand stop bringing up the power question,
then you can have culture.”The result of this transformation of
poIitics into cultural lifestyles was that “cultures”were no longer
seenin their social context.
Even “subversion” and “autonomy” ran aground in the
early nineties.The strategyof “confusion, ambiguity and spectacle” still works, but political content is no longer discernible
in it, as is the casewith techno, ambient and jungle. “Independent” thought has ended in “self-satisfaction, stripped of any
consequence.”Postmodem strategies of difference, heterogeneity and complexity resulted in a “transformation of culture,
of which one no longer knows what direction it is taking.”
Behind slogans like “Not right, not left, just culture,”
Terkessidesseesa very nearly fascist weltanschauunglurking,
and reconstructsits intellectual history. He considers it necessary to place contemporary media culture in a “‘materialistic
perspective,”so that struggles on the terrain of culture, in music, multimedia, computernetworks,and so on, are again placed
in a social, political and economic context, without relinquishing culture’s autonomy.What is happeningis clear: with no SUCcessorsto Guattari and Foucauh,and with Parisianintellectuals
getting more conservativec.q. simplistic by the day, there is a
retrieval of neo-marxism and its attempts in the seventies to
foreground“ideology critique.” Since the mid-eighties,we have
been seeing a return to precisely the kind of leftist theorizing
which the “Parisians”tried to leave behind. Foucault’s “nonfascistic practice” is no longer discussed.Derrida’s project to
savephilosophy has run aground in an interminable defenseof
Heidegger.Virilio is seenas an anti-media,worried deacon,who

has ended up in his own “raging stillness”. People find his radical critique of cyberspace and the Net merely excessive. They
see the Net as an enrichment and can only imagine what Xrilio
meant by a “disturbance in the perception of what is reality.”

become widespread and really work, attention shifts to the moments at which the technologies fail, and they are written off.
Once grounded in the realm of normalcy, any cybertechnology
loses its sparkle and has to be routinely usable. Once hard- and

And if the Gulf War did not takeplace,thenJeanBaudrillardno software begin to fail, the consumer’srage turns against the
longer exists either (After B.‘s ‘No reprieve with Sarajevo”, Machine and its makers. How lovely to unleash your Rage and
there is “No reprieve with Paris”). Terkessides identifies a “void
in which people seem to consent to everything.” It is precisely

throw all the malfunctioning machines out the window into the
street en masse! Grunge and generation X have mobilized the
this emptyspacewhich Adilkno wishesto investigate.It is tempt- authenticity of elementary failure against the lycra sheen of reing to suspect an extreme-right, reactionary body of thought voked success. The breakthrough of stagnation is the surprising
behind this void, in which “culture” has replaced “race.” turn history has taken since 1989. As long as the end of progress
Terkessidesdwells at elaboratelengthon the anti-parliamentarist was being announced, nothing happened. But Fukuyama the
legal philosopherCarl Schmitt and his influence on the con- liberation philosopher couldn’t foresee that bungling would get
temporary conservative elite in Germany. Adilkno makes do the upper hand. To be sure, self-organizing principles like chaos,
for the moment without such a constructed, imaginary enemy, artificial life, fractals, the Internet, complexity, Biosphere II.

such as “new right” thinkers.We concernourselvesat present andturbulencearemoving optimistically forward, but they will
with the following artifacts: almost-engagement,
advanced dis- get stuck in their advertising hype. No consequential cancerous
interest, touching vagueness, cold passions, the fun of meaninglessness, advanced confusion, the colors of boredom, the out-

of-context, electronic solitude, IKEA as cultural ideal and collective forms of disappointment.We seean ascendingidealof a
society without ideas, with a “Net without qualities.” Here,
“comfort” has become a human right and one delegates as much
as possible to professionalsin order to be rid of bother. There
was amateurism enough in the twentieth century! The split between success and failure has arrived in the social sciences and

cultural criticism, as is apparentin the following fragmentfrom
Adilkno’s ode to the Parisianmedia theorist Guy Debord.
The Society of the Debacle
After a fascination with Evil in the 198Os, we are now in
the midst of an interest in Failure. We no longer read about Seduction, Simulation, Perfection, Glamour and Passion as pure
self-expression. Evil had to snuff out all the Good of the 1960s.

metastasis will be achieved-these things will remain models.
Failure, on the contrary, is in principle not a model, nor a strategy. In this respect it distinguishes itself from everything that
the 80s provided in the way of ideas. Failure is not a fate: fate
approaches from outside, while fiasco comes from within, impossible to program in advance. The inherent disappointment
which unfolds is not a bug that can be removed from the program. In the age of overorganization and a social surplus of
experience, success-thinking has got bogged down in flop prevention. They tried to redefine failure as an educative moment,
but Intel’s Pentium chip, Microsoft Windows 5.1, the Philips
CD-i, nuclear power, the hasty reunification of Germany, peace
in Europe... they were all strong concepts, lacking nothing in
persuasive power, and yet they went nowhere.

In order to survive one dons a mental armor. No longer a
sexual armor, as described by Klaus Theweleit in “Male Fantaand it succeededsmashingly(cf. the breakthroughsof 1989). sies”, but an inconspicuous set of behaviors and precepts bent
But then something else happened. The triumph of the dialec- on avoiding all warm passions; a refined method and technique
tic, the historical synthesis of market and democracy,did not for dealing with “reality overload.” In a recent Adilkno essay
occur, and not even a new anti-thesis could be found. Good we call this “organized innocence”: a phenomenon mirroring
Socialism rightly gave way to the Capitalism of Failure. The “organized crime,” and one which just as invisibly embodies
system and its slaves underwent a revaluation of all values, and modem-day Evil.
meanwhile nothing has changed. An indefinable situation in
which nobody bothers any longer to put into words the World Organized Innocence
or the own Ego (or anything related to these). Chaos rules, and
With the emergence of the privileged middle class, innothis does not lend itself to unlawful visualization. Timeless cent existence came within everyone’s reach. The middle was
struggle takes place in the form of destructive private enter- no longer a class which strove for an historic goal, such as revoprise amid rotting cementand bankruptgovernment structures. lution or fascism; it had arrived in a cold period, henceforth to

The heroic radianceof the declaimedend of history is missing. be without passions.While outside it stormedand changefolThe society of the spectaclehas plungedus unexpectedlyinto lowed change with alarming speed, one put one’s own life in
the Society of the Debacle. We can learn from Guy Debord.
A heathen faith in new media, project management, surveillance, flexible scheduling, retraining, improvisation, image,
and identity is the tried and true method of introducing new
technologies. In the beginning there is amazement that all the
strange machines and concepts function. But once they start to

“park.” Without regard to history, fashion, politics, sex and the
media, time could take its course. The innocent caused no problems, indeed they hated problems. “Just let things take their
course.” Regular folks considered themselves cogs in a larger
whole, and all in all they were unashamed of it. They made sure
the trains ran on time and turned homeward in the evening for a
hot meal. In place of old barriers like caste. sex and’religion,
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innocencebrought in conversation-killers* like tolerance,openness and harmony. Positivism became a way of life. Positive
criticism servedthe reconstructionof politics and culture. One
enjoyed oneself, was dynamically busy and had plenty of work
to do. The picture of reality was simple and clear. The innocents did not embody the Good, they simply had no plan, but
nor did they lack a senseof values. They never got around to
crime either. And so they unintentionally becamethe object for
strategiesof Good and Evil. We speak here of a life without
drama,urgency,*Entscheidung.Therewill neverbe a closerace.
There need never be a decision. You needn’tbreak away just to
be yourself. As the Dutch say: act normal, that’s crazy enough.
Innocents thrive on the rituals of every&y; these make them
happy.A broken washing machinecan drive a personcrazy: the
thing shouldjust work. The complaint againstthings is that they
break down, falter, fall apart, act strange,and cannot he unobtrusively replaced.The promise of undisturbedconsumptionis
that nothing will ever happen again. In this unproblematic existence comfort is so taken for granted that it goes unnoticed.
The innocentconsciousnessis character&d by a narrow,smallscale thinking which calls forth a universewhere personalinitations erupt at the least little thing: stoplights, traffic jams, late
trains, red tape, bad weather, construction noise, illness, accidents, unexpectedguests and events are a repeatedassaulton
the innocent existence. One becomesinvolved nonethelessin
matters which one had not been expecting. This disturbancehating mentality, which devotesitself to work and career,shuts
out all risk and has elevated practicality as its sole criterion.
The ideal of a wrinkle-free, spotlesslife presumes,touchingly,
that literally everyone is pursuing it. Innocence is under continuous treatment by the doctor, the therapist, the beauty specialist, the acupuncturist,the garagemanager.Innocencelikes
to be tinkered with. It sees it as a duty to develop itself, and
retrain itself if need be. One takes a course, attends a lecture,
visits the theatre,concert hall and exhibition, readsa book, follows the arrows on a walk in the woods, engagesin muscle
sports. Innocence is a universal human right which extendsto
animals, plants, buildings, landscapesand cultures. This is the
condition under which the planet can finally still be saved:neither utopian nor fatalistic, but functioning normally. You can
lose your innocenceby committing murder, indulging in a little
S/M, joining a motorcycle club, choosing art, or going undercover, but the entertainmentunderworld offers no solace.Only
the crossing over to war and genocide is still an option that we
hear much about. Yet there’sno escapingthe agglomerationand
its dictates. Mountain bikes, cool t-shirts, clever children’s
clothes,computergames,graffiti, bumperstickers,sloppyspottswear, brightly colored backpacks,hair gel: theseare the “objets
nomades”of JacquesAttali’s Europe, on its way to a stylized
uniformity. Innocencecannot be neutralizedor counterbalanced
by its opposite.The only thing it cannot stand is the spoiling of
the atmosphere.This rotting processwithin normalcy offers no
alternative, commits no resistanceand Performs no act. And
innocence finds it exhausting. One can’t always be fresh and
cheerful and sweep away the fog with constructive thinking.
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Innocenceis in no danger of being wiped out by revolution or
reaction. It can only decline, sink into poverty and slowly disappearfrom the picture. In a stagnatingrelationship one drags
up a trash container, dumps the accumulated innocence in it,
rebuilds the interior and makes a fresh, wild new start. The
politicization of the private a generationago managedto clear
out some of the innocence,but it has regrouped stronger than
before, grungies, generation X’ers, trancers and other young
people searchin vain for a footing that setsthemselvesapart in
a format other than fashion or media, the new organizational
forms of innocence.The Dutch governmentitself seemsthe most
anti-racist, anti-sexist,anti-fascist,anti-housing-shortage,antieverything that a well-intentioned rebel could be against. The
only thing innocentnew generationscan unleashtheir rage upon
is organizedinnocenceitself, in all its forms. Matetial enough
to start a massivesocial movementand get to work in countless
spheres,and then discover that all those disparategroups have
somethingin common. “Boycott all forms of insurance,storm
the stores full of obnoxious baby clothes, set fire to all those
superfluouscute gift shops-there’s a whole consumer paradise to destroy!”But let’s not get excited. We will let innocence
ebb away, grow silent, we won’t talk about it anymore.
Innocent Europe and the Third Balkan War

So this is the Europeof Bosniangenocide.Even in Zagreb,
Sarajevo,Tuzla and Belgradepeople bravely try to join in and
desperately keep believing that they are part of “Europe.”
“Bosnians imagined that the fact they were Europeanswould
protect them from the horrors of war,”writes David Rieff in his
book “Slaughterhouse:Bosniaand the Failure of the West”(New
York, 1995).For the Bosnians,Europe“was a continenton which
the cosmopolitanvaluesthey stood for had becomethe norm.”
The Bosnians believed the end of communism would be succeededby a “dull and pacifying age of consumerism.”According to Rieff this led to a “cognitive dissonance”,a “misunderstanding of their historical situation”, a mental state that obtained for Sarajevo in 1992 and that still goes for the rest of
Europe. The citizens of former Yugoslavia could not believe
that the “CNN effect”would not occur in their case.They waited
in vain for a live broadcastof the anival of a rapid intervention
force, come to set them free. Rieff: “People routinely speak of
information and knowledge as if they were the same thing.
Worse,they consolethemselveswith the thought that once they
have relevant information, they will act.” Instead, “the spund
bites and ‘visual bites’culled bred casuistry and indifference.”
Rieff acknowledgesthat the debateis long over now. “The West
chose to do anything but intervene.”It chose, on the contrary,
“to contain the crisis,” anticipating the Cold War II paradigm
that an imposed stagnationproducessome positive effect. The
West did not want to save the Bosnian Muslims. After he has
witnesseda genocide,Europeis for Rieff no longer a “civilized
place.”‘“The defeat is total, the disgrace complete.”The question is, why doeseven this messagefail to get through, 50 years
after Hiroshima and Auschwitz? For the first time the mental
armor of the Europeanstriumphed over the daily bombardment

of information. According to Slavoj Zizek, the Balkans are “a
new projection for Westernphantasies,”basedon the “nature of
the Balkans.”They are an imaginary glacis for the defenseof a
culture, full of communication and global dreams.They* reveal the end of the age of the media, the accompanyinggames
of perception included.
With whom could the averageWesterneridentify? With
no broad anti-war movement, oppositional culture in former
Yugoslaviais completely left to itself. The only thing that counts
anymore is survival. In the long absenceof political confrontations, the rage against the war machine expressesitself in a vital, ironic, high-grade cynicism. Not a nonchalantindifference;
rather a form of stylized despair.The survival artistsin Belgrade,
Sarajevoand Zagreb are averseto purism and every expression
of political correctnesscomes acrossas foolish pettiness.It is
not a protest which begs for sympathy or solidarity. The help
offeredby internationalorganizationscausesconsolidationrather
than breakthrough, and offers no prospect of liberation from
oppressive and dismal nationalism. In a situation in which all
parties define themselvesas victims, it makes no senseto identify with this or that group. Once involved one automatically
arrives in a gray zone. One becomespart of the black market,
smokeshomegrown pot, sells relief goods, is ruined by cheap
heroin, or finally manageto escapeto Paris,London, New York
or Amsterdam. On the scene we become acquaintedwith the
techno-existentialismof the few who have stayedbehind.They
no longer need bid farewell to modernism, as Western
postmodemismhas believed for decadesit must do. The dominant discourse is indifferent to attempts at deconstructionand
merely leaves the intellectuals to muddle on. Their supposed
power is a ancient history. The minuscule opposition, which
maintains itself under the yoke of repressivetolerance in the
shadow of power, expressesitself in a number of so-called“independentmedia.” By this is meant merely that they are not
property of the state or under direct influence of the governing
party, which in the former EasternBloc is already quite a feat.
Just as in WesternEurope, the subculturehas its own radio stations and weeklies, organizes techno parties, makes videos,
posters,rock and roll and theater,and communicatesvia faxes
and computer networks. Technologically speaking,the lag behind the West is remarkably small. New hard- and software get
around with lightning speed,and in this respectthereis scarcely
a difference anymorein Europe betweena Westerncenterand a
periphery in the South and East. An example of the is the Zamir computer network, with almost 2000 users,which hasbeen
providing e-mail contact betweencities like Prestina,Belgrade,
Zagreb, Tuzla and Ljubljana since 1992. Mail is sent and received several times a day. Network traffic runs through Germany. Five hundred usersreach nearby capitals and the rest of
the world from Sarajevo by e-mail, and anti-war groups from
Zagreb and Belgrade maintain contact through the network.

The underground magazine ARKZIN is published in
Zagreb;thereareseveralfreeradio stationsin Skopje;the weekly
VREME and the radio station B-92 are basedin Belgrade; Radio ZID broadcaststhe sounds of the opposition in Sarajevo
(and criticizes the Bosnian government); and the independent
Albanian weekly KOHA is published in Prestina,despiteheavy
Serbianrepressionof the Albanian majority in the province of
Kosovo. Here, in “Old Serbia”, President Milosevic’s media
campaignbeganin 1989- a stroke of propagandamany seeas
the fatal beginning of the war. Milosevic still controls the state
media and manipulatesthem to stay in power. These include
several influential newspapersand the national radio and TV
channels,which can be received everywhere, especially in the
backwardcountryside,in contrastto the independentmedia with
their inadequatedistribution. In Croatia the situation is the same,
and in Bosnia-Herzegovina,too, the party of Izetbegovic has
authority over radio and television. Even the heroic daily paper
Oslobodenjecannotbe spokenof as independent.The war will
only be over when the warlords and their small armies have laid
down their weaponsandthe war profiteerswho are now in power
are voted out in a democratic manner.But the @i-nationalist,
non-communistopposition is still too weak to take the helm (as
is the casein otherEasternEuropeancountries).To supportsuch
an opposition from the West, it is first of all necessary,as Zizek
says, to make one’s own power analysis of the Balkans, one
which is basedon history and which views the role of the media
in correct proportions.It will also be necessaryto make a clean
sweepof the UN’s quasi-neutralityand the Europeans’humanitarian aid, the slow non-interventionforce. One would also have
to ridicule the 19th-centurydiplomacy and the half-heartedsupport of one of the warring sides.
Now that the war has acquired its own dynamic, we must
not overestimatethe power of the media. The so-called “independent media” cannot bring down the ruling tribe. At most,
they are the germs of a democratic movement which has had
enoughof hatred,robbery and genocide.But they are no longer
breedinggroundsfor dissidentswith clear-cut principles. European innocencemust be conquered,the crippling identity of
victimhood pushed aside, If, as Kroker maintains, in the new
Europe, with its new, invisible, electronic War, everything is
about “the bitter division of the world into virtual flesh and surplus flesh,” then it is up to the independentmedia Iike Zamir,
B-92 and ARKZIN to ridicule this split, and in an ironic, existential manner,to give shapeto the universal technological desire, cyberspace.
Q Gccrt Lovink. Montreal 1995
(Translated by Laura Mm)

Informationabout the independent media in former Yugoslavia GM
be found (among other places) on the New York-based WWW site
MediaFilter.
http://MediaFilter.org/MFF/warzone
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A SEISMIC MOMENT:
SOUND AS WEAPON,
FROM JERICHO TO WACO
By Virginia Madsen

I

oday I want to retrieve for audit, the sound&k of
one event that existed for a time on that critical and
fragile borderbetween what we term virtuality and actuality.
I want to take your memories back - a memory formed
through media images - to rhe siege of 1993 at Waco, Texas. I
want to try and recover the overlooked and repressed sound
track. I don’t imagine this memory jogging will be too difficult
a task, considering how Waco has been re-cited and re-sounded
through the Oklahoma City bombing which can be understood
as an aftershock of the Waco conflagration.

In the limited time available here, I want to re-perform a
listening, a listening that depends upon a weak point in the system, a listening that has allowed me a way-in to what was to
become, WACO - the media/military Show, WACO, the tragedy, WACO, the melodrama, WACO, the ‘freak occurrence’,
the ‘pulp fiction’.
My radiophonic practice involved taking a profile of this
seismic moment and retrieving from the chaos of noise, (the
shock waves still trapped in the system) some sense, some direction. In scoring Cankzfa of Fire, a radio ‘play’ on the ancient idea of sound as weapon, I sought to track sonic fault lines,
recording the tremors and murmurs, diagnosing the ratio of attack to decay.

.

Inspired by a reading of urbanistiphilosopher Paul Virilio’s
work on how speed and the accidents of speed re-organize both
real and virtually real (VR) spaces (this is the space, in effect,
that we inhabit), I decided to investigate the events at Waco
with the sonographic tools of my trade. What interested me was
the curious way in which son-et-lumi6re performed together to
in fact determine the course of events. For the T.V. cameras,
hungry for ‘lights, action, exposure,’ there was little to develop
here, little to be seen on the outside, except the boarded up white
building (the compound) on a treeless Texas plain.

In this auscultation, in this listening to the tremor of the
heart, 1 was drawn into the interior of events - sound offers such
a passage - into the resonant speed-spaces of sound, precisely
because Waco brought into play, the ancient power of sound as
a weapon, to herald the coming ‘apocalypse’, to inspire fear
and disorientation, and to penetrate where all else had failed.
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For 5 1 days the eyes of millions of spectatorswere upon
Waco. For 5 ! days, the international news media waited. Exposure led to overexposure.Amidst this 24 hour-a-day ‘over-exposure’of Waco by FBI and media surveillance cameras-the
light of real-time media - technologically channelledand processedsound, (what the FBI called a ‘sonic assault’)was used
to literally bring the walls down on David Koresh and his followers - an echo coming back to haunt us of Joshuaand the
trumpets of Jericho.

We could call the media’s presenceor intervention, in this
instance,the ‘resolving power’of Real-Timetele-vision.Its ability to resolve definitively the reality of the moment, and by
so doing lay claim to it. It is here surveillance, penetration
through interface, the Gods playing with fire.

But to begin my sounding out of these interior spaces,I
want bring the interior to the exterior through the technics of
auscultation.This is a listening to the heart’s murmur, a listening for signals of tremor or anything out of the ordinary, and
Soundhere should be heard ‘in excess’of metaphor.Sound things were extraordinaryin Waco, Texas in those days leading
here is paradoxical,fusing and confusing matter and energy.It to the fire that killed 71 people, 25 of them children.
is not simply material or medium, carrier of information, or expression of time; it can be thought of (and felt) as an energy.
Now, before I replay someof this ‘soundtrack you’!! need
What’s more, in its virtualised but potent form, a looming and to know a bit more aboutthe topographyof Waco, in other words
invisible virtual presence, it becomes radio-active; highly you’!! needto recognizesome of the ‘attack signals’ (very odd
charged,energetic,a matter of attack and decay.
indeed) that were largely overlooked by media coverage.This
‘overlooking’andlack of listening, I’!! call, taking PaulVirilio’s
Waco, the media/military VR extravaganza,fueled by the term, ‘image-block’.
narrativeof biblical apocalypseandcompetingGods,found itself
laying foundationsdirectly onto the terra-h&ma of America’s
Waco, is an example I think, of ‘image block’, a kind of
greatfoundationalmyths-myths of exile,apocalypseandredemp blindnessthat comesfrom an overexposureof information. Too
tion in the promisedland. God’schosenin the New Eden.
many images,overlit, travelling too fast, no time for reflection,
no time to see things in relief: no time delay in which to reThe site the Branch Davidians decided to build their bun- ceive even an echo. So fast is ‘real-time’in fact that the ground
ker was the promised land all over again. They called it Mt against which - in relief - a landscapeis defined, this ground,
Carmel. [rememberthis was a flat prairie] It was to be a refuge loses a!! stability; with ‘high definition’ we just keep ‘improvfrom the forces of evil now turning America back into a profane ing’ our resolution until it seemsthat there can be no profile at
wilderness.The Pharisees,the hereticsnow in chargeweretmm- all.
peting the coming Revelation - they were the CentralisedGovernment; their footsoldiers were the FBI and their Devil’s AdThe media/military machines need (or desire) to see immediately,to make transparent/tram+apparent,
vocateswere of course, the Media.
to illuminate,
through the light of speed,to possessthrough virtual sight - this
In their paranoia,the Branch Davidians were not to know desireled to what Virilio calls ‘image block’. The urgent need
however, how time had caught up with them, they were not to for visible action - and for a long time at Waco, there was none
know that the End, the Apocalypse,would come at such speed, - meant that the Media and the FBI exchanged ‘development
and so soon. But they were preparedfor the approachingcriti- time’for overexposure,bombardingthe site with light and white
ca! mass.They were on the faultline, out of synch, out of gear, noise, fashioning in that peculiar time we call ‘Real-Time’a
playing the discs on the wrong speed.They were digging-in for new relief that bore lessand lessresemblanceto the actual place
the duration - no matter how short or long it was to be.
inhabitedby a bunch of wacko outcastscalling themselves‘The
Branch Davidians’.
In one sense,Cant&a of Fire, aims to explore the interior
and exterior spacesbrought into inflammatory contact through
The real-time image pick-up of Waco, 1993, in effect,
the friction of information. Soundand light. two interconnected blocked other information, other evidenceof sense; it blocked
but here incompatible speeds,battle it out on the faultlines be- accessto knowledge, to understanding,to diffusion - instead
tween virtuality and actuality, sparking off a chain of events we were presentedwith fusion, with confusion. This insistence
that at first glanceappearsto be the fault of no-one,an accident on ‘real time’ coverage blocked access to the ‘Other’ that a
turning tragedy into farce, theatreinto circus.
‘sounding out’might have provided. What, in the end, we got,
was more light more fire, a fascinating spectaclein which we
Amidst this soundand light thaumaturgyor informationpy- could discern only the reflection of ourselves.This was a feedrotechnics,therelationshipbetweenpresenceandabsencebecomes back loop, (images and soundsrepeating over and over, going
critical. Who is inside, who is outside,who possessed,who pos- nowhere, creating friction without release until fusion/confusessing?The interior must be seen,but to enacta seeingoneneeds sion burned even our images away). This was the tragedy of
to go in, one needsto violate walls, implant ‘listening devices’, Joshuaand his tribe by the God of seismic Word. The walls of
and thus ‘resolve’definitively the Waco eruption, interruption.
Jericho and Waco, in this closed circuit narrative, would come
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With theseechoesin mind, I will play now an excerpt of
Canhta of Fire, (the last ‘scene’where the chorus begins to
break up like ashes)you of course already know the end, the
Seismic activity here is discernedby attending to what is image of flames, black clouds, dis-integration, the fire that
erupted/interruptedthe stasisof action, that final releaseof eninvisible, to what cannot and could never be ‘brought to light’.
The seismicactivity I’m referring to herehas its sonicprofile and ergy in light which made everything totally transparent, that
carrieswith it anothertype of energy,radio-activity which even final releasegeneratedby the rapid and continual flow of data
through this single dense‘fault’ in the informational landscape.
now in the light of Oklahoma,has not totally decayed.
You had this vision, but what do you rememberhearing?
But enough specuiation;the soundsof sonic attack (FBI’s
Cantataof Fire, for soprano,chorusof three female voices,
words) what were they?: During the long nights of featureless
two
males
and of course,the sonic assault.
waiting, the FBI directed at the compound,an arsenalof amplified soundsusing loudspeakers;the soundof babiescrying, small
animals (baby rabbits?) being killed, telephonesoff the hook,
Q Virginia Madsen 1995
or ringing, dentistsdrills (more than metaphor,don’t you think?),
14 Beach Road
Stanwell Park
and adding a touch of bathos to the show, the music of The
AUSTRALIA
Carpenters (I’ll let you work out that particular choice).
NSW 2508
tumbling down, God had willed it to be and besides,this was
no subtext to the story, it was the key text.

While reporterskept vigil, andtalked,andtalkedandtalked,
making up for what was seenas the absenceof action, the FBI
launched this ‘counter attack’, at the speed of sound, headed
by a man stationedhundredsof miles away (the nerve centreof
operations) who watched and listened to everything from his
‘bunker’in Washington,popularly referred to as ‘the Submarine’.
Cantata of Fire, is a radiophonicperformancefor 6 voices.

It is designed for the intimacy of the medium of radio. Here I
am exploring a particular radiophonic ‘space-speed’
and a certain type of listening and duree that might attend to that. Much
of the text, I derived from media accountsof the siege,incorporating words from participants, survivors, journalists, the FBI.
Fragmentsof radio news reports are heard, including Koresh
and his grandmother- theseare the tracesof sonic inscription I
talked about earlier, inscriptions that still resonateperverselyin
the system,in the main frame of the media VR machine.
In this dromospheric realm (Virilio’s ‘speed-space’)the
soundsof warning, of prophecy,of impending war, can be heard
to come to us, delayed.-an aftershockof the initial seismicevent.
Thesesounds(another way-in that gives us a reading, gives us
resonancesrather than resolutions) thesesounds‘appear’to be
out-of-synch with the memory images they now must occupy
and metamorphose. Even though some of these sounds are
sampledat high speedsand are ‘digital’ they in no way are ‘high
definition’ - they do not have high resolution.
The sounds of sonic assault, babies cries, phones, drills
etc echo with the memory tracesof other sonic ‘weaponry’- the
trumpets of lericho, the sound of bagpipescoming over the hill
which once inspired terror in the enemy clan, the buzz bombs,
the scream of flying bombs, and that whole class of weapon
now being developedin the ‘smart bomb’category,the ammunition that usessubsonicfrequencies,to induce nausea,and thus
literally puts the enemy off balance.
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NEHIYAWEWIN
AND
VIRTUAL
REALITY
By Ahasiw Maskegon-Iskwew

IF/

orces of Allusion

I

I

Post modernismis the inevitable outcomeof the fragmentation of the non-transformativefixity of Europeanlanguages.
The prevailing nihilistic, empty set semiotics of post-modem
theory is now imposedon tribal cultures as the current form of
cultural re-colonization.In Cree language,Nehiyawewin. metaphor and metonymy are not simply pointers to similarity. They
describethe thresholdof transformationand shifting statesof
being. They are artifacts of the awarenessof the describer,indicating the knowledgeof the potential in the comparisonsand the
actuality presentin the description.
Nehiyawewin represents the world in nouns and verb
phrasesthat are animateand inanimate. The animateclassification is presentin the languageamong representationsof both
human and non-humanbeings, animal and non-animalbeings,
and biological and non-biologicalbeings. The conceptsof time
and spaceare also significantly different from Europeanlanguagesin the sensethat they are also potentially animate and
personalizedrather than quantified and and subjectedto repetitious measurement. The codification system present in
Nehiyawewin thereforealso implicates any other form of Cree
cultural and artistic representationbeyond languageacts themselves.
Wisahkecahk Regurgitating

the Macabre Organ

The invisible but laser-focusedcollision of cultural concepts of metaphorand metonymy are splitting the atoms of the
solidity of our world view. This explosion is invisible because
the power of the Euro-American ethnocentricity contained in
the notions of metaphor and metonymy has imposed them as
universal. It sharpensthem as surgical tools to dissectthe tom
corpsesthat have beencrushedand mangledby a war machine
dressedin shrieking, frenzied, carnival drag.

v)

H

The slicing is the impossibilityof translation. It is the inevitable constructionof the bomb that consistsf assumingthe transparencyand ubiquity of non-tribalEuropeanlanguage,assuming
that a metaphoris as empty and conflatcd for everyoneas it is in
the vacuum-worldof hystericalpost-modemdetritus. Any act of
saying , any act of representation,of constructing experience
screamsout with the painful, puffing, spitting and bloody energy of birth, yet is beatendown and consumedin the relentless
gut of a zero state monstrosity. Voracioushungersinhabit the
landscapeof the gaze,stroking and massaging,then finally tearing and devouring the rich meat of the organsof perception.
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Wtitikow brought you here and now usesyou to live and
feed. Wihtikow’s tracks show themselveswhen you say something is like somethingelse but you don’t really mean it, when
you don’t carefor the interpretationthat you knew in the reality
of your dreams,when you applied yourself to the surgical slicing machine and abstractedthat part of yourself to death;logos,
rationale. Say it like you mean it, say it like when horror fills
you to bursting and the explosive orgasm goes on and on in
flailing, wiggling laughter that is true terror.

Watchout for the ancientandenduring consumers,the real
audience. Everyonesquirm now; we are all being watched,felt
and tasted.
My gifts are meagreand stingy little things to me - I am no
elder. I can see only two things that I am driven to give you.
Both flow in magic realism yet have found no rooting among
you. In non-tribal languages, antiseptic violence pervades
againstthe establishmentof an organism and kills the wolf spider woman.

Saying something is like something else, or saying that
somethingis somethingelse is an act of magic. Using the word
Representationof the world,
“magic” with all its English languagebaggagedisplays right
Representationof time,
there the dangerous fatality of translation. Cree language,
Metaphor and metonymy,
Nehiyawewin, works on the borders between animate and inNuclear fusion and surgery.
animate, those things that have body and being and those that
Spirits of the land and the living spirit of time,
Everyone learning to talk Indian, everyonelearning to
do not. For some Nehiyawak peoples in the North, those that
feed on dream-life, learning to tell stories stitched
havebeenre-colonizedby the other greatforce of Euro-America,
Christian fundamentalistevangelism,even using their first lanacrossthe web of memoryand a body bounded by inguage is an overwhelming psychic crisis becausethe foundafinity and uncertainty,not skin.
tional conceptsthat form Nehiyawewin cannotabidethe specioMagic realism has no place here yet. Who speaks- where
centric human-basedphilosophy of the re-colonizers. Even to
use our own language becomesa self-violation. Imagine the does it arise? The literature and orature of it flows and intervirtual reality version of that.
sects in a manner that stings and corrodes the monolith of recolonization. But evenon a static pageor in a still image, works
In Cree. the representationalacts of metaphor and me- in this genresurgeand swirl. Regurgitateand examine the distonymy carry with them a weight of responsibility that is an- coursesof time-based,interactive media art. How are metachored in a vast network in which the humanis only a small and phor and metonymy constructed? How does time visit, how
sometimesquestionablepart - those who need to, pleaseshift does space welcome you and what does it say? In terms of
or squirm uncomfortably and hide it with a nudge or a smirk. viewing the virtual reality experienceas a form of magic realAt least this part will be marked in your memory when later ism, the relationship of events, those that involve significant
you return to the scarswhere it was cut off. In Nehiyawewin, transformationsfor the viewer / participant, becomesa critical
when you say something is like something else,you are repre- consideration.
senting an awareness,a gift that was given you to visualize another mesh in the web, to see and hear the transforming. The
Magic realism as a cultural force that inhabits and creates
acts that result from this seeinghave been called, in literature, literature, visual art and performance has, in virtual reality, a
magic realism. This is such a benign term to describea world new vital mode of expression, one that can accommodate
of images tom by lust and terror, yet linked by prayer and Nehiyawewin and the expressionof its visions. But this is defounded on spirits that flow through the rocks and grind up the nied to it becauseof the exclusionary nature of V.R. practitioearth in surging waves,the oneswho placeeachchild in a womb ners. Cultures out of which magic realism arisesare excluded
and follow the subsequentabsurdity. For tribal peoples,magic from the sphereof virtual reality by its economicsand its ownrealism is the predominanttheory of media art, especially time- ership by an inaccessible,developed world, academically fobasedinteractive work.
cusedhierarchy. The forces of academiamay be the most culpable agentin this sincethey hold the reins of critical discourses
Stop thinking of the future -any future. Remember,if you that have failed and refused to recognize the crucial relevance
have a safe place to store this, that it is only the sameday visit- of magic realism theory and practice to the most obvious paing you as many times as it finds interesting. Beware those rametersof virtual reality, never mind the more subtle potentifeelings of superiority, of contributing to the cutting edge and alities.
the brave new world. Thesecliches mean nothing to the many,
many more of us who don’t have electricity, never mind access
Magic realism is that place where colonized cultures fight
to electronic technology. Too much of what you do is already eurocentriclanguageoppressionwith that sameset of etymoloan insult that is already unbearableand explosive. Safe ground gies. Tribal cultures speak and transform these definitions
becomesa sink-hole and a swallower.
through their reinvention of metaphorand metonymy as history
and prophesy,woven into solid andliving present,sungby many
voices, most of whom are not people. You can talk to an Indian
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in many languages,but almost always only through subversion, satire, irony, and allusion. The acts of creation and expressionthrough metaphor and metonymy extend outward, as
they do for everyone, to define and modulate all other acts of
creation and expression. It is through magic realism however,
that the unique spaceis cleared for the performanceof values
anathemato the killing force that doesn’tmeanitself, the force
that is relentlessly suiciding.
Tools-to-go; shopping for the hysterical frenzy. Eat-wear,
eyewear, timewear (eat-weary,eyeweaty,timeweary). Weary
and wary, an exhaustedand suspiciousbody flinching from the
deliriously rabid cruelty of its own transplantedorgans. Shopping habits: beads and electronics, deception and seduction.
Playing on need by selling false vacant dream life to panting,
violent johns. Pretendingto suck the macabreorgan - stifling
the gag reflex.
When it feels and soundslike a heart-beat,maybeit should
be; maybe it is.
0 Ahasiw Maskegon-Iskwew 1995
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INTERFACE AND
ACTIVE SPACE
HUMAN MACHINE-DESIGN
By Brian Mussumi
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Early in the nexl millennium your left and right cuff
links or earringsmay communicatewith eachother
by low-orbiting satellitesand have more power than your PC.”
Have you ever wonderedwhat your earringswould say to
each other if they could have a confidential conversation?I
have to confess I hadn’t. One of the endearingthings about
Nicholas Negroponte,who conjured up this image, is that he
hasn’t either. What fascinateshim, in *Being Digital* (l), is
the possibility of the connection.Why botherwith gossipycufflinks? Becausethey would connect.The titillation is lessin the
gadgetitself, or in the goal of the gadgeting,than in the joy of
connection.Negroponteis animatedby a connectionfetish that
is refreshingin its lack of moralizing about what we should do
in the future Negroponte’sMedia Lab is so busy manufacturing for us. For Negroponte,it is neverreally a questionof goals
or utility. *Being Digital* is all aboutinterface, for interface’s
sake.Why?
Becausethe future, as Negroponteseesit, is information
overload.The humanbody will be flooded with an impossible
richnessof information,to a degreefar beyondthe ability of its
perceptualapparatusand nervoussystem to receive and sort.
Delivery on demandis already passi before it has become a
reality. In Negroponte’sfuture, information will be delivered
in parallel, at all times, rather serially and on demand:‘anything, anytime, anywhere”(174). All the world will be rolled
up in data, its now digitized massthreateningto suffocate the
unprotectedbody, swampedby a downpour of pure availability. The role of the interfaceis to filter the bombardment.“Personalization” is the watchword. The filtering interface
Negroponteevokeswould simulate human-to-humancontact
as much as possible,favoring voice commandand integrating
recognitioncapability for non-verbalcues. Each human body
would surrounditself in a custom-tailoreddouble, a machine
bubblecomposedof an intelligent network of “digital butlers”
(152) attunedto all the particularitiesof its “master’s”moods
and movements.I will programmyself into my “butlers.”The
“butlers” will act for me. They will be my delegatesin the
infosphere.They will brave the chaotic waters of availability
to search,sort, select,and processfor me. They will be intelligent,self-adapting,“learning anddevelopingover time” (155).
Negropontedreamsof an externalization,in a technological double-bubble,not only of intelligence,but also of person188

ality and choice, made infinite, and infinitely fast. Could the
transfer of properties be one-way? “Your face is your display
device,” he tellingly informs us (129). You human, “me” machine. *Make “me” redundant*, the prophet cries (150). Make
me redundant,for the infinity of selection.“‘Redundancyis good”
(98). The transfer of properties would go both ways, blurring
the boundariesbetween master and servant,human inside and
machine outside, in a continuous feedbackloop. “Being digital
is almost genetic” (23 1). Choice and processingmight indeed
becomeinfinite. But they would also be circular, and automatic.
Who is in control in a redundancyof doublessecond-guessing
eachother?The “inter-” of gossipyearringsin confidential conversation bypassesthe “-face” (not to mention the brain behind
it). *Being Digital*‘s “personalization”of interfacing ends in
de-facing.Post-humanizationthrough“personalization.”Human
machine design. The dream of an interface with “the ability to
model you” (155). The human-designedmachinedesigningthe
human.

use-valueand goal-orientation (in this case, profit) are lost in
the swirl. They take backstageto a self-organization of unfettered process:to a machining of human activity.
Implicit in Negroponte’smusings is a particular figuration
of the self in its surroundingspace.Spacefigures as a formless
massof data points (bits) in parallel motion. These points may
havemadesense.in the particularcontextsfrom which they were
digitally extracted.But as a mass,in electronic profusion, they
lose all meaningful orientation, arriving everywhere together.
Information is freed from its anchoragein meaning, much as
meansareunfetteredfrom their subordinationto ends.The space
of the infosphere is a homogeneousspaceof aimless, instantaneousdelivery of everything in all directions simultaneously.It
has one dimension: raw data, the matter filling cyberspace,a
matter that is inert by virtue of overactivity. The human body
risks drowning in the unformed sea, if it does not select from
the incoming flow, processthe selectedmaterial (squarethe information), and direct a transformed flow back out into space
in a calculated way (a way calculated to produce profit). The
body must transform raw data-matter into protit-by-information squared.It must order and organize,it must form the formless,but to do so, it must shield itself from immersion in it. The
materiality of the body recedesbehind a digital bubble of servomechanismswhich reembodyits ordering activity, externalized;
which rematerialize human thought, as programmed.The activity of the body externalizesits self in the mediating materiality and coded protocols of the adaptive interface. From there,
its orderingstransmit into the infosphere.The interface is a relay point in the disseminationof human ordering activity into
space.Homogeneousspace,at first invasive and threatening,is
transformed into a realm of expansion onto which human
projects its self, in coded-thoughtform. The abstractedactivity
of the human body and the matter within which it acts become
isomorphic-formal repetitions of each other.All the weight of
their former materiality is taken on by their mutual transformer,
the interface.The body disappearsbehind a technologicalshield,
becoming a backstagedirector, an organizing desire, or will, in
self-protectivehiding-a defensiveself informing inert matter
in homogeneousspace,forming it in its own likeness. Except
that it losesits likeness.When it looks at its face in the mirror, it
seesthe interface,the display device. The materiality of its body
and the body’s organizing capacity (its desire, expressedas a
will to mastery,coded as a thought-form)-are neutralized in
the transmissionof ordering back into that space.The human
sowsits self in formation. (Tn)formationfor (in)formation’s sake,
in perpetualself-turnover.Pure, controlled and controlling, externalizedform, mirrored in the displacedmatter of mediation,
interacting with itself. Pure availability + pure means= interactive form - matter (lost in the shimmer of self-mirroring).

Design for what? For profit. In the future information
economy, Negroponte implies, the products will be primarily
“immaterial”(2) The interfacewill cull from the infinity of available information, distinguishing the noteworthy from the banal, and detecting exploitable patterns. Product development
will be amatter of organizingraw information material,repackaging it, and reselling it as a finished product. The most profitable “finished” products will not really be finished at all. They
will be information repackagesthat allow consumersto repackage their own information-information productsfor information production. Information squared.What will be sold will be
capabilitiesfor producingratherthan utilities or use-values(enduse objects for consuming). The product will be a dissemination of the capability to produceinformation by meansof information, and in the producing, to profit. In other words, the interface will cull information in order to intensify and transform
it, from a commodity to a form of capital. Information circulation will directly generatesurplus-value, blurring the distinction betweencirculation and production, and supplementing,if
not supplanting,Marx’s labor-valuewith information-value.(3)
The fetish for connectionconnectsto a fetish for circulationof a kind that appropriatesto itself the propertiesof value- production that in earlier capitalist formations was reserved for
human labor. The “motor” of profit is encapsulatedin the flow
of information and its transformations,which becomethe focus
of joyful fascination,in and of themselves.It is not so clear that
profit, encapsulated,can be said any longer to be a motive, or
the “end” of the process.It is now in the middle, betweeninformation repackagings.It is more like a propulsive moment in
the perpetual, intensifying, self-turnover of information-a
metamorphicstagein its life-cycle. The interface mattersto the
extent that it forms a node in a self- motivating circulation producing a backwashof profit, as *a by-product of its own intenAll of this is tiresomely Cartesian: a directorial self ensification and perpetuation*. The interface is pure means re- sconcedin a problematic body which it overcomeswith the aid
sponding to pure availability: pure process. Machining. of programmingandtechnology in a way that spiritualizesmatNegroponteis silent on what we shoulddo in his future because ter, and all of space,by conforming them to its will. A familiar
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Cartesianism,underpinning many a discussionof cyberspace.
What distinguishesNegroponte’sfrom run-of-the-mill versions
is the lustinesswith which he looks upon his creation, and pronounces its “redundancy” “good.” The “goodness”of redundancy places a tacit seal of approval on the machinic conversion-the viciously circular point at which mastery of one’s
spaceconverts to automatic pilot, and control convertsto compulsion, in the sweepof a processthat has run away with itself.
It is a recognition that human activity cannot stamp its form on
lost matter without losing itself; that it cannot spiritualize matter without spiriting itself into matter.Me human,me machine.
“Good.” At the Negroponteaninterface,the human mergesinto
the hard materiality and adaptive programming of the technoconnection, the interface at which it materializesas insistently
as it self-abstracts,in an unresolvabledialectic.Human-machine,
without “me”? “Good.” What distinguishes Negroponte’s
Cartesianismis the cheerfulnesswith which it communicates
its redundantfuture as repeatedfailure.
When the question of profit motive was raised above, it
was not to make a point about greed. It was to make a point
about a desire for the future that starts by taking profit as its
end, and ends with information as a means;that starts by personalizing its machines,and ends up machining its personality;
that encapsulatesits motive force, and the form of its self, in an
auto-productive process greater than itself. The point is that a
futurological desire, like that expressedby Negropontein *Being Digital*, is not just about gadgets.An expresseddesire for
the future envelops a possible world: a potential spaceof a particular kind, inhabited by a particular self-form, whoseostensibly goal- oriented activities take on a specific spin. In other
words, it is effectively ontological-a mode of being in germinal form (a becoming). Likewise, when the question of defacing and dehumanizationwas raised it was not to teach a moral
lesson about human integrity in the face of its own chatterbox
inventions. The point was that when human desire investsconnection and circulation without renouncingcontrol, it falls into
a double bind. A body that succeedsin controlling connective
and circulation by externalizing itself in it, losescontrol in exact proportion to which it gains it. In doubling and bubbling,
the more controlled the process,the more the processcontrols.
In other words, a techno-desirefor the future envelopsa potential politics-a (self-defeating) system of power in germinal
form.
The computer-assisteddesignpractice of New York-based
architect Greg Lynn also envelops an ontology and a politics,
but in very different ways from both Negroponte’sreluctantly
hyperactive Cartesianism, and from the more classical
Cartesianism of traditional graphics and design software. In
computer-assisteddesign,the screenspaceis most often thought
of as a virtual sheetof paper.Its two dimensionsstretchto three,
with the addition of perspective.The screenspaceis treatedas
a preexisting three-dimensionalmatrix into which figures can
be plopped.Pre-plop,the spaceis empty.Filling it doesn’tchange
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its spatial characteristics.It is inert. Its three dimensions are
invariant axesagainstwhich the figure can be plotted and measured.This is a Euclidean spaceof geometric projection. A figure is projectedinto it, then is varied againstthe constantbackdrop of the axial matrix until a pre-conceivedresult is achieved.
The self inhabiting this space is once again a directing will,
imposing a formation, the development of a figure, on inert
space.The result of the design process is a simulation of the
object to be constructedin a separate,but similar, “‘real”world
space,also concievedas an inert three-dimensionalmatrix. For
example,the result might be a simulatedhouse that a client can
be “walked through”on screen.The simulation works because
it *resembles* the ultimate product. The relation between the
on-screenand off- screen objects is one of formal analogy.As
customarily practiced, “digital” design is entirely in rhe thrall
of the analogic.
Greg Lynn startsfrom a different space.He tactically misapplies to architectural design animation software developed
for generatingspecialeffects for Hollywood movies. The interest of the program he uses(Metaballs, by Wavefront Technologies) is that it allows the designerto program a non-Euclidean
screenspace.Lynn startswith “blabs.“(4) The blobs are active
elementsor “primitives” which combine to *generatetheir own
space*. Each blob is internally differentiated. It is assigneda
circumference,a mass,and a correspondingforce of attraction.
The force of attraction defines a field of influence outside the
perimeterof the blob, and that field is in turn differentiated into
zones.Closestthe perimeteris a zone of fusion. Any blob entering it will combine with the first blob to form a larger blob.
Beyond the fusion zone is a zone of inflection, the area within
which the attractive force of the blob will alter the shape,and
therefore the field of influence, of a neighboring blob. Put a
number of blobs together, and their differential influences on
eachother produceunpredictablereciprocaldeformations.Each
blob is a differentiated subfield with a larger field of blob combos. The larger field is not an invariant, containing matrix. It is
a space of reciprocal variation, whose characteristicsshift as
the blobs move about, combine, and inflect, the complexity of
their interactionspreventing them from settling intoan equilibrium. This is an *active space*composedby *forces of interaction* between dynamic elements. The variations that occur
within it are variations *of* it. The global characteristicsof the
space express the collective effects of the local components,
without exhaustingtheir dynamism. The spaceas a “whole” is
not reducible to its blob-“parts,” which retain their local prop
erties in and through their agglomeration.The blobs are *enfolded* in their globality, rather than being contained by it or
reducedto it. The global is an overall *effect* of an irreducible
heterogeneity.That overall effect is in continual variation as its
componentstirelessly interact. The “whole” is not a whole al
all, but an infolding-expressivefield of variation. The self-activity and heterogeneityof this spaceis in stark contrast to the
inertnessand homogeneityof the Euclidean matrix, whose invariant axes act as a container for whole figures that are the

sum of their parts and are varied, as wholes, through the intervention of a force that entersits spacefrom outsideand projects
transformationsinto it. The forces of the blob kpace are endogenous;thoseof Euclideanspaceare exogenous.The blob is also
a spaceof higher dimensionality. If each independentvariable
constitutesa dimension, the blob spacehas five (circumference,
mass,force of attraction, zone of fusion, zone of inflection). If
each blob is considered an independentvariable, the overall
space has as many dimensions as there are blobs (*n*), times
five. Add to that the fact that the Euclidean matrix can still be
projected into the blob space, and its dimensionality rises to
*n* x 5 + 3. Now plop into the blob spacea Euclidean matrix
that contains a three- dimensionalgeometricalfigure. *The tigUIZ -and its matrix-are deformed* by the dynamic interaction of the subfields composing the overall space.The variation
of the externally supplied Euclidean figure *registersthe global
effect* of the endogenousvariations. Rather than imposing a
form on the blob-space,the transformationof the figure registers the singular dynamic of the self-differentiating field. The
deformation of the figure expressesgeometrically *a* global
effect of the blob space(which envelopsan infinity of potential
global effects of this nature). The figure expressesthe manydimensionality of blob spacein threedimensions,without eliminating that many- dimensionality.And it expressesthe self-differentiation of the field as a transformation of a figure that remains the samefigure acrossits transformation.It translatesthe
irreducible self-difference of the field in continual variation,
into a changein the same.Three- dimensionalgeometricalform
and its attendantlaws of identity are retainedby the blob space,
but with a difference: they are retainedon the level of *variable
effect*, rather than as a conditioning matrix standingas an eternal formal cause.In relation to the blob space,the figure and its
matrix are dependentvariables. The independentvariables of
the blob spaceare expressed,on the “whole,” in their collective
effect, in a dependentvariation. Their independencetranslate
into a dependency,in the samemovementthat links them, without reducing them, to a lower dimensionality and laws of identity that are not their own. The simplicity of the figure co-exists
with the complexity of a field, of which it is a derivative and
limited expression.The limitation of the Euclidean matrix and
the figures it contains is no longer founding or grounding.They
are derived. Their closure has been made a dependentvariable
of a ,dynamicopenness;their relative (deformed) constancy,an
effect of continual variation.

blobs for eachother bears*no resemblance*to the attraction of
a client for a view. The “analogy” is fraught with indeterminacy. The reprogrammingof the blobs to repeat the force of a
view is not just a “translation’* of the view into a different medium. It isn’t a projection, and the result is not strictly speaking
a simulation. It is a reinvention of a view as somethingqualitatively different: a blob mob. The analogic reinvention leaps
acrossa dissimilarity, to connecttwo disparatesituations-that
of the digital design-spaceon the one hand, and on the other the
sharedspaceof the client’s and architect’s attractions, as converging toward the built-space-to-beof a room with a view. It is
disjunctively connective.In its connective aspect,the act of reinvention forms a bridge.What crossesthe bridge is a force, not
a form. Since force is by nature invisible and dynamic rather
tigural, the reinvention could not obey laws of resemblanceand
identity if it tried to. It is at once arbitrary (unregulatedby constant laws of formal relation) and astute(calculated to generate
a usableeffect). The pragmatismof the connectioncannot erase
the fact the “bridging” is a relation of non-relation, a disjunctive linkagebetweenlevelsthat retaintheir heterogeneity:a builtin view and a self-varying blob space.But neither is it bothered
by that fact. The whole point is that the “analogy” is part of a
pragmatic processof *creation*.

Now that the force of attraction of a window has been reinvented as a blob mob, plop in a figure agian: the floor-plan of
a house.The outline of the housewill be deformed by the multidimensionalblobdouble of the Cartesianview. The housewill
deform to the force of the blobbed view. If the view is considered a desired “quality” of the house, then what the designer
has done is to make quality visible, in the form of a geometric
transformation,This making-visible is not a representationaccording to generalconditions of formal analogy.The analogy is
betweenforces, and the making-visible is an unfolding of a singular dynamic that, while it is pragmatic, is not entirely predictable. Now take the result of this force-fed qualitative deformation, play with it, and come up with a blue-print. It is clear that
another gap opens between the result of the computerized design procedureand the final design. The deformed figure cannot be directly used as a design element, marked as it is by the
singularity of its forced deformation. It hasto move back across
the gap from the blob spaceof which it is a derivative to the
building spacein which it will have its generic existence as a
house.It has to be translatedback into a recognizablevariation
on generallyacceptableliving space,or it won’t sell. This transInto the constitutive opennessof the blob space,forces as lation is achieved,once again,by analogy-leaving room, once
well as figures can he plopped. Take for example a view from again, for arbitrariness.For creativity. The digital design procewindow. Normally, a view is thought of in geometric terms, as dure is brackettedby analog gaps bridged with invention.
a perspectivedefined by a breadth and depth of vision: a viewpoint for a Cartesian subject. Think of it instead as a force of
The interaction with technology, and the overall process
attraction: for a libidinal self. A good view attractsclients, and that the digital designis a part of, is radically different in Lynn’s
therefore their money, and when the money changeshands,it practice than in Negroponte’sfuturistic gadget- dreaming. Inattractsuse-valuesand indulgences.Now, by analogy,translate terface is not obsessedover, becauseevery aspect of the prothat force of attraction of the view into the interacting forces of cessis a transformativevariation on every other aspectof it, SO
attraction of a population of blobs. Of course,the attractionsof there is no privileged site of mediation-*there is no media191

tion*, only mutual transformation. The transformationscross
gaps that transmit or expressforce, rather than repeatingform.
The human doesn’t get caught in the double bind of control,
becausethe spacewith which it works is entirely different. It is
highly differentiated, and that heterogeneityis respected.There
is no either/or. No: either mastery or control. No: either me,
human, or you machine (or was it the other way around?).No:
either homogeneousor isomorphic. No: either immersion or
imposition. No: either formlessnessor form. No failed imperialism of the human over the machine. What there is insteadis
*co-adaptation*.All of the different levels in play areretainedincluding reductive Euclidean spaceand Cartesiancontrol. But
everything is retained *together*, in a way that plays everything off against everything else, so that what is retained is retained only as it reciprocally differs. Human-directedconstraint
and imposition are retained in the programming of the blobs.
But human creativity is also retained, in the gaps acrosswhich
the analogicaldoubling of forces must leap. Constraintand creativity are not in contradiction, but in cohabitation. One does
not ground or contradict the other. Rather, they relay one another. Constraint is no longer a threat from the outside, or in
responseto that threat the willful imposirion of a self-same
*form* onto that outside. Instead, constraint is the programming of interactions between*forces*; from thoseinteractions,
differentiations unfold. Creativity is no longer a property internal to the self. It is an event that is not entirely decidable, a
tactical bridging of an unbridgeablegap betweenqualitatively
different spacesthat stand in relation to each other as mutual
outsides. The human is not a bubble, an interiority facing its
outside. seenas an other to be remade in human likeness. It is
the interval, a relay, betweenoutsides.As for the profit motive,
it is not encapsulatedin a vicious circling of (in)formation for
(in)formation’s sake. It is no longer assumed,but neither is it
moralized about. It is acknowledgedas an enabling constraint
on the process,and as a necessityof survival. It relays back into
the creative processand out into use-values.It is allowed content. For content is no longer in opposition to form, any more
than form is in opposition to force. And digitality is no longer in
opposition to analogy.And means are no longer in opposition
to ends.And closure to openness.And interiority to exteriority.
And resemblanceto difference. And face to interface.And human to machine.And use-valueto information-value.And simplicity to complexity. And production to circulation. They are
all in transformativeco-adaptationto one another,in a spaceof
non-exclusion. They are all stasesin a continual variation that
transformatively links their differences.Everything is in relay,
and every relay expresses,retains, and varies a difference in
nature.There is no purity. Even spaceitself differs in nature,its
primary differentiation being betweenextensive(inert, matricial/
containing) Euclidean space,and intensive (active, infolding/
expressive)blob-spate.(5)
This is completely different kind of connectionism, featuring a different kind of circulation, producing a different becoming. Lynn’s design process fosters a reciprocal becoming
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of a heterogeneityof elementswhose heterogeneityis affirmed.
Negroponte’ssalesmanship-for-masteryis a reductive double
becoming,of one thing in the likenessof another,and vice versa,
until all that is left is the resemblance,abstractedand materialized. Negmponteanbecoming is a dialectic of expansioncaught
in the double bind of control. Lynnian blob-becoming is non
dialectical, openly continued.The modes of being and power it
germinatesare worth exploring, on the eve of the age of interface.

Q Brian Massumi 1995
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3. Marx summed up early capitalism, in which the flow of money was
subordinated to use-value, in the equation C-M-C-the
replacement
of an old commodity (C) by a new commodity (0, mediated by an
exchange of money (M). In mature capitalism, commodity use-value
is subordinated to capital accumulation: M-C-M’. The aim is profit,
the production of a new and greater sum of capital through the sale of
commodities. In the information economy, the profit-producing exchange of money for commodities is again subordinated, this time by
information as a higher-order form of capital: [-(M-C- W-1. The aim
is still profit, but profit is encapsulated in capital’s information-form.
4. Greg Lynn, Blobs: The Measure ofComp!exiry [[get cite]]
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SOUNDING OUT
GENDERS
COME OUT AND PLAY!
WHY ARE GENDER AND FEMINIST
STUDIES SO LATE TO COME TO MUSIC?
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eminist andgenderstudiesin musicbeganmuchlacer
than similar discussionsin other disciplines. Susan
McClary, who authoredone of the first texts to systematically
explore the intersectionsof gender,music and sexuality-and
this text was publishedin 1991- saysthat for a woman musicologist to discusstheseissuesprior to the late ’80s would have
been professionalsuicide, becausethere were so few women
musicologistsat that time that they were granted,in her words,
only “tentative toe-holds.“{ 1991:5). Indeed,prior to McClaty’s
1991publication,it was a book authoredby someonewho identified herselfas a literary critic that perhapshad most influence
on many feminist musicians:Opera, Or the Undoing of Women,
published in Francein 1979, translatedinto English in 1988,
and written by CatherineClement.
What is it aboutmusic that has kept it so resistantto feminist and genderstudies?Severaltheoristspoint to music’sassociation with the body and with subjectivity. Music makes us
dance,we listen to it for sensuouspleasure.It is the least visual
of the arts-an audiencecan have a direct bodily experienceof
music with our eyes closed. Music moves through us without
boundaries:it cannot be framed, pinned down, or shut out by

earsthatcanonly be open.Music is linkedto the rhythmsof the
body, of sexuality.
Becauseof its ephemeralityand visceralpower, music has
been classified as dangerous.Philip Brett, in a recently published volume of queermusicology, says:
Music has often been considered a dangerous substance,
an agent of moral ambiguio always in danger of bestowing
deviant status upon its practitioners. Both Plato and Aristotle
saw it in these terms. Theirs was a legacy of moral doubt that
infected much of the writing about music in the West, from St.
Augustine k anguish about being moved more by the voice than
by the words to the attacks of the Calvinists...Nonverbal even
when linked to words, physically arousing in its function as initiator of dance,and resisting attempts to endow it with, or discern in it, precise meaning, it represents that pa?? of our culture
which is constructed as feminine and therefore dangerous.
(994:11-12)
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Other aspectsof music besidesits associationwith the body
and with sexuality also make it dangerous.One of these is the
fact that music is not confined to a space,but rather extends
space.The contextsfor listening to music, as ethnomusicologist
Beverley Diamond pointed out to me, are much more extreme
than those for viewing theatre, art or film. A rock concert extends to thousandsat once, whereas a portable Walkman encloses the listener in a personal bubble of sound. This means
that the social experienceof music is hard to control.
Music’s meaning is also hard to pin down. Unlike many
images, and almost all verbal expression,music is connotative
rather than denotative: it is not explicitly referential. Its meaning is sometimes socially shared, but more often individually
interpreted or evaluated.We all know that music meanssomething to us, that it often meansa great deal. But the symbolic or
culturally-sharedmeaningsofmusic are hard to control because
they areso slippery,so changeableand ephemeral,like the sound
itself.

This is not to say that there is no room in electroacoustic
music for questioninggenderroles and dualistic divisions. John
Cageproposedin 1937that music producedwith the aid of electrical instruments would change what we perceive as music,
becauseall sounds,not just instrumentalsounds,could be consideredmusical material (1961: 3). In the move away from the
rules of instrumentalcomposition, fissures have opened in the
soundscapethat allow experimentationwith acceptedideas of
what music is, and how-why-when-where-whoperforms it. The
paneliststoday are all Canadiancomposerswhose work I have
becomefamiliar with. They all experimentwith thesequestions.

Introductions:
Kathy Kennedy hasan approachto radio that I find transgressive,powerful, and exuberant.She has built a one-watt radio transmitterand usesit for piecesthat shecalls “sonic choreographies,”and “musical interventions.”She leadsa thirty voice
women’s choir, transmitting a sound track that the singers receive on boom boxes and that accompaniestheir singing. On
InternationalWomen’sDay, 1993,the choir did a musical interFaced with these dangersin music of effeminacy, escape vention at Montreal City Hall. As well as wreaking havoc with
from boundaries, and resistanceto symbolic definition, musi- the security guards, the uninvited concert brought joy to the
cal practitionershave respondedin a number of ways. McClary hearts,and smiles to the faces,of the office workers. This kind
lists theseas: “‘defining music as the most ideal (that is the least of musical intervention brings into question where music
physical) of the arts;...insisting emphatically on its “rational” should-or can-be performed, at the same time that it emdimension;...layingclaim to suchpresumablymasculinevirtues powersthe choir memberswho take part and the office workers
as objectivity, universality, and transcendence;...prohibitingac- who enjoy the show. Kathy will be talking today about the distual female participation altogether”(1991: 17). Insistenceon sipation of the humanvoice through technologiessuch as radio.
the rational dimension of music is reflected in Westernmusic’s
developmentof intricate harmonicrules and notation.The sound
Hildegard Westerkamp is concerned,both in her comof music cannot be pinned down, but the written score can be positional practice and in her acoustic research,with listening
analyzed,quantified, and explained. Facedwith a multitude of environments.She says that she wants to transport her listenmeanings, music analysts defined music as having no social ers, to create a place that will allow people to breathe. When
meaning whatsoever,and elevated to the highest rank what is she thinks about listening environments,she is concernedboth
known as “absolute”music: music without a program, with no aboutthe physical location, and the metaphoricalspaceshecresupposedreferenceto anything outside itself.
ates. This environment can also be a place where technology
can balancesoundsdifferently, drawing attention to the small
Electroacoustic music, in its movement away from the sounds that are often almost inaudible: making, for instance,
written score and towards the sounds of the world around us. cricketslouderthan airplanes,or barnacleslouder than city noise.
liberates composersfrom this masculinization of their profes- But she does not do this to fool the listener into believing in an
sion, this concern with rationalization, and control of the dan- idealistic paradise:in Kit> Beach Soundwalk, for instance,she
gerous feminine. Or does it? Computers allow composersto drawsthe listener’s attention to the technologicalprocessesthat
quantify and analyze not only pitch and velocity, but also, shift the balancebetweensounds.Hildegard will be talking tothrough Fourier transform graphs,to analyzetimbre-the qual- day about listening and technology.
ity of sound that sociologist John Shepherd(1987) describesas
the most physical. The language of the studio tells us that we
Susan Frykberg’s works often develop themes of mothcan master sound, control it, bang it, punch it, or even kill it. erhood,technology,and agency.MachineWoman,a performance
The recording process,as McChuy points out, allows us to ex- piece, employs the cyborg characterof MachineWoman to tell
periencethe pleasureof sound “without the troubling reminder parablesabout the relationships between people and technolof the bodies producing it” (1991: 136). and with synthesis,we ogy. Mother Too, a vocal work, useselectronics to extend the
can producesymphonieswithout humanperformers,using tim- possibilities of the voice in an exploration of the sounds of
bres produced by algorithms. This continuing masculinization motherhood.Womanand House,a work of electroacousticmusic
of musical composition using new technologies is reflected in theatre,ascribesagencyto householdappliancesand the house
the demographics of electroacoustic composition, in which itself, as thesebeingsand the two humancharacterslearn about
women remain a minority.
their relationshipswith each other. Susanwill be talking about
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her ways of combining electroacousticmusic, theatre, and conceptual ideas from the point of view of a woman and mother. In

particular, she draws parallels between the blurring of media
boundariesand the subsequentcross-fertilization of ideas,and
the blurring of physical and psychic boundariesin pregnancy,
childbirth and motherhood.
Wende Bartley has written severalelectroacousticworks
that explore the creative, erotic and spiritual potential of the
female voice. Operatic convention allows the female voice to
be the most beautiful. to soar to the greatestheights and with
the most freedom, but the price for this is high-often the death
of the character.Unlike the operaheroineswho transgressmusical and social boundaries,and therefore must be destroyed,

Hildegard Westerkamp.Toronto: Musicworks. CassetteMW 26.
“~lectrociips.” 1990. Montial: empreintes DIGITALes. 4487 rue
Adam, Mont&I, Qudbec, H 1V I T9. CD. Includes Brearhing Room,
Hildeganl Westerkamp.
Bartley,Wende.“Claire-voie.” 1994.Mont&l: empteintesDIGITALes.
4487 rue Adam, Montn?ai, Qu&ec, HIV lT9. lMED 9416CD.
Frykberg, Susan. “‘Transonances.” 1985. Toronto: Undenvhich
Audiographic. Cassette.
Westerkamp,Hildegard, & Norbert Ruebsaat.“Inside the Soundscape.”
1986.685 W. 19th.Ave., Vancouver,B.C., V5Z 1W9.
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Wende’s characters are never tamed. They move from silence

through fragmentation to speechwith a clarity of vision, in her
piece Rising Edes of GenerationsLost,, In anotherwork, A Silence Full of Sound,the protagonistmovesfrom repressed sexuality to joyful wildness. In Ellipsis, the textless vocal part employs a wide palette of vocablesto expressan emotional range
of remarkable intensity. Wende will be talking today about her
work with the potentialities of the female voice.
0 Andra McCartney 1995
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The EIDEA project evolved out of the movementsensing
researchconductedat Arizona State University’s Institute for
Studies in the Arts. Described is a system that combines the
emergentphenomenaassociatedwith artificial life and real-time
local weatherinput to createan autonomousinteractive installation. A multi-channel sound environment provides a direct
link between the movement of the life forms in the artificial
world and current local weatherinformation. A visual mural is
producedby the artificial life world representinga composite
of the creaturesmovementsand interactions.Current plans will
link theseelementsenablingthe viewer to interact directly with
the aural and visual elementsof the work.
The EIDEA installationis createdto exploreemergentphenomena commonly associatedwith artificial life systems by
meansof an interactive soundand image installation. The work
occupiesa spaceof approximately 20 feet square,completely
enclosing viewers. It is possible to visually navigate through
the artificial world and its associatedsoundscapeor choose to
“travel” through a three dimensional image of life form paths
that trace the movementhistory of the cyber-entitiesover time.
The A-life aspectof the work is createdto explore the possible
interactionsbetweenlife forms in the artificial world and between external influences such as local weather and viewers.
The local weatherhas a subtle influence on the life forms, affecting their on-going life processes,while current plans allow
for the viewersto navigatethroughthis artificial world by means
of a movement-sensing system designed by Love11 and
MitchellI”. The life forms can be sensitizedto the viewerspresence,andultimately fashiona responseto the presenceof people
in their world. The work will be describedin its four parts; the
artificial life world itself, the sound generationmechanism,the
weatherstation, and the role of the viewers or interactors.
Description
A-LIFE

The artificial life world at the core of EIDEA exists as a
mathematicalplane floating in a vast space.Three artificial en196

tities exist on this plane (referred to as birds, wolves, and trees)
and interact to form a closed ecosystem[2].Trees,formed by a
simple L-systemB1, grow slowly and over time bear fruit for
the birds and wolves to eat. The L-system grammarconsistsof
branch lengths and angles out to a limited length creating a
“fractal” shape.Birds consumethe fruit of the trees,move in a
flocking fashion, and breedto create offspring that thenjoin the
flock. The cyberspacepredator, a wolf-like creature called a
turoid (after computer scientistAllen Turing), feedson the birds
and has its own breeding and life cycle.

water, and digests his food like a living duck”.[4] One wing of
the duck containedover 400 articulated pieces.

Finally, with the invention of the multipurpose modeler,
the computer,and the formulation of the notion of an algorithm
being the logic underlying a model, regardlessof the model’s
physical manifestation, (Church, Kleen, Giidel, Turing, and
Post),allowed the blooming of the modem incarnation of Artificial Life. John von Neumann was on of the first pioneers to
formulate a computational approach to the generation of lifelike behaviors.His idea was to formulate an automatoncapable
Breeding is accomplishedin a cycle of mating, gestation, of reproducingitself and he proved that machinescould be forand birth. The two creaturesinvolved in mating must be willing mulated with the capability of self-reproduction151.Many other
participants. If one of the creaturesis pregnant already or if an experimentshave been carried out since that time which recreexcitation factor (which grows over time) is too low, they will ate elementsof life as computer models. Cellular automata.Lnot mate. (Thus the excitation factor is reducedupon comple- systems, and genetic automata are some of the technological
tion of the mating ritual.) Once two creatureshave mated, one tools of the artificial life modeler. This tremendousadvanceor both of the creaturescan become pregnant. This is deter- ment in the technology used to observe nature has given the
mined as a probability based upon the creaturesfertility and artist the capability to not only representnature in static states,
constitution. Length of pregnancy varies also according to a but to recreateit dynamically.
“chromosome”and at birth a new creatureis createdwhich representsa composite of the parents.A crossoverpoint is generIn EIDEA, life forms breed through a process of natural
atedcombining both parent’sgenesandduring the process,some selection.Each form has a genetic make up which determines
genesmay be randomly mutatedin order to maintain diversity. how well it survivesin the environment.A set of behavior genes
Occuring at a very low probability, (on the order of one in 100 are assignedvalues to determine how well or to what extent
births) genemutation is used as part of the geneticworld model each animal can accomplish living tasks.As animals mate and
to maintain adequategenetic diversity. Without this mutation their genesare combined, their characteristicsare passedon to
all the animals would tend toward a single genetic makeup.
future generations.Less fit animals tend to be unable to breed
and die off becausethey do not have the tools to survive. Death
Artificial life is a study into the inner workings of nature can occur from aging or from being consumedby another anithrough the use of technology. The earliest tool technologies mal, so that animal behaviorsadapt over time to environmental
allowed man to manipulate the world around him to alter the conditions.
natural order to suit his purposes.However, some things about
nature can’t be modified, only tested,observed,and modeled,
The behaviors,or in this casemovement of the life forms,
allowing predictions to be made about the outcomesof particu- are modeled to give them unique characteristics.Animal molar events such as the advent of floods, or the change of sea- tions are determinedthrough two types of algorithms: a flocksons. In the past, artists used simple technologiesto recreate ing algorithm for bird motion, and an inherited Turing program
nature, using music, painting, dance, and sculpture to capture for wolf motion. Each bird has ten chromosomeswhich deterthe static or semi-static forms of living things.
mine its movement capability: eyesight, dexterity, maximum
number of other birds that can be tracked, fleeweight,
Early technology, including pneumatic devices such as veerweight. follow weight, maximum speed,and acceleration.
floats, siphons, and the water-wheel, were used by the early The flocking is achieved by the bird’s instinct to stay close to
Egyptians in Alexandria to model time and create gadgetsin other birds and yet avoid objects. Birds are also bred to avoid
the shapeof animals. Later, with the invention of the mechani- predators(wolves), and fly close to the center of their group.
cal escapementand the pendulum, artifacts consisting of com- Two global constraintsare also imposed upon bird movement;
plex behaviorsallowed for a more precisemodeling of time. As the birds must stay within the boundariesof the world and stay
technology improved, man’s models of nature progressedand above or on the ground. Becausethe birds are not given any
becamemore complicated. Over time, more and more compli- instructions about where to fly but rather are given ways to bccated mechanical systems were devised such as levers which have, they develop a collective behavior of moving about the
converted circular motion of a cam into linear motions. This world as a flock. The algorithm used is simiIar to an algorithm
provided the meansfor the creation of complicated mechanical invented by Craig Reynoldsin 1989that producesflocking type
automatawhich looked and acted like real animals or humans. motions.[6] Specifically, each bird keeps track of where two 10
An example of such an animal is Jacquesde Vaucanson’sduck, five birds in its immediate area are located. (The number of
circa 1735,which wasdescribedas “an artificial duck madeof birds trackeddependsupon the birds perceptiongene.) If a bird
gilded copper that drinks, eats, quacks, splashesabout on the falls behind the center of its group of birds it accelerates;if it
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gets aheadit decelerates.Each bird is always moving toward
the center of a local group. But should some external object
come to the birds attention, it modifies its motions by including
a desire to move away (or toward, depending on whether the
object is food) the externalobject.The two motion vectors,flocking and external object avoidance are added together to produce a composite motion.
Wolves, on the other hand, are much more independent,
moving alone and in a pattern specified by their own genetic
code. They move according to an inherited Turing program,
which consists of a list of motions and an ordering of those
motions. In 1936 the British mathematicianAlen Turing created a theory describing the simplest type of computer [‘I. In
the theory this computer, although simple in construction, was
able to produceany computation. The machineconsistsof a tape
of memory cells and a processingunit called a head which can
move up and down the tapestoring or erasinga 0 or 1 on the tape
accordingto a list of instructionscalleda program.Eideausesthis
sameconceptfor the motions of the wolf like life forms.A wolf’s
Turing program consistsof a finite list of quintuplesof the form
<currentstate,readcolor, write color, new state,move direction>.
Insteadof a tape,a planeis usedfor the storagedeviceandinstead
of only forward and backwardmotions,turns are allowed. In addition, the number of statespossibleis expandedfrom 0 and 1 to
hunt, sleep,eat, mate, and explore. Each wolf has part of its genetic code dedicatedto describingthe possiblemotions for that
wolf to use.Wolvesare alsorequiredto stayaway from the edges
of the world, aboveground, and wolves are not able to fly. Each
generationof wolves producesnew movementprogramswhich
are compositesof the parent’s programsso that the movement
algorithmsof wolves evolve through naturalselection.As wolves
breedover time and more fit algorithmsarecombined,their strategiesfor surviving adapt.

The music sound-spaceis controlledby both weatherevents
and statistics from the artificial world. Specifically, the &ations of one of the bird flocks controls the location and the balance of particular sounds in the multi-channel sound system.
Thus, an observercan hear the sound moving from one side of
the room to another following the birds around their environment. Population statistics of each of the colonies are used to
add instrumentsto an on-going orchestration.As breeding outpacesdying, the sound score becomesincreasingly more complex. If dying is greater thati breeding the reverse is true. The
remainderof the score is basedupon current weather information including temperature,relative humidity, barometric pressure,wind speedand wind direction.Theseelementsare mapped
directly to the soundgenerationalgorithms, createdin MAXigl,
and act as a looking glass by reflecting the cycles and patterns
of the local weather then translating these cycles and patterns
into aspectsof the soundscape.It is possible for the viewer to
literally hear changesin temperature,humidity or barometric
pressure.The multi-channelsoundscape,generatedfrom a combination of externalweatherdataand statisticalinformation from
the cyber-world,then becomesan intermediaryor crossingpoint
betweencyber reality and the natural or outside world, placing
the viewers at this nexus.

Weather
A weatherstation links the computer-generatedlife forms
to local temperature,wind speed,wind velocity, barometricpressure and relative humidity. In the sameway that cosmic forces
influence the weatherof the earth, and eventually our own day
to day existence,local weatherhasan impact on the behavior of
the cyber-entitiesand on the developmentor evolution of their
world. It is possibleto seeour weathercycles, such as the regular temperaturefluctuation in a 24 hour period, as epochs or
erasof the artificial world’s evolution. The weather of our outside world influences the behaviors and abilities of the creaSound
tures in the artificial world where wind velocity, for example,
The soundgenerationmechanismconsistsof a pre-sampled causesthe birds to have some trouble flying, actually blowing
palette of sounds used to create a sound space.This is done them aroundat times. Creatureshunt and eat more during warm
partially through the use of a non-linear chaotic function, periods, and more breedingoccursduring cold. Thesechanges,
xi+l=rxi( l-xi), which Mitchell Feigenbaumused to while for- of course,also provide a secondaryeffect upon the sound score.
mulating his theorieson chaoswhile working at LosAlamos.[*1
This function is interesting in the interval where r is in the range Viewers
from 0 to I and chaotic when r is > 0.86. To generatea seriesof
Viewers can interact with the installation in two very dinotes, an initial x value is fed into the equation and a new x is rect manners.A three dimensional electronic mural recordsthe
generated.This x value is then scaledto match an audible pitch movementof the life forms in the world, providing a history of
in a 48 tone per octave tuning system and played. The new x their activities. Constructedas a record of the motions of the
value is then fed back into the equation generatinga new note. animals math space,the mural results from recording the paths
The processcontinues at a certain metronomic rate creating a of the life forms and then sampling a set of images basedupon
melodic line. During the feed back cycle, valuesfor metronomic their geneticmakeup.This image,updatedcontinuously,reffectrate and the r constant can be changed forcing the function to ing the evolution of the life forms, their genealogy,and showtravel into new chaotic fields and structures.In the EIDEA sys- ing how the different movementstrategiesdevelop.Viewers can
tem, several chaotic functions playing various sample instru- move through this image by changing their position in the inments are usedto createa thick texture of complex interactions. stallation, or they can chooseto explore the artificial world diThese functions are made more complex by linking various rectly. The EIDEA artificial life environment is displayed in
soundparametersto real-time weatherdata as describedbelow. real-time,continually showingthe movement,growth, birth, and
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death of the creatureswithin, Current plans include using the Virtual SensingEnvironment111to connect viewers to the artitI.+aI
world. By displaying one half of the EIDEA world on eachside of the viewer, we hope to provide the viewer with the experience
of actually being a part of this artificial environment.

IndigoII

RS-232

Quadn 800
SunpleCells
I
. ..

Microphone

R!%232
Weather
MonitorII

Figure 1. System Overview

The work’s duration can be a minimum of severalhours to a maximum of several weeks. Once the world is initiated, the
score is self generating and will continue to run until the world is ended. Sound sourcesinclude two SampleCell cards in a
Macintosh computer,an outboard analogsynthesizermodule, and a microphone.Sound generationand control are basedon data
obtained in real-time from two sources;a Davis Weather Monitor and the artificial world running on an Indigo II.

example of a chaos function realized in MAX
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Conclusion
The conceptof monitoring weatherinformation stemsfrom
the artists’fascination with performanceevents basedon realtime data input and an interest in exploring the rhythm of the
natural world. The artists plan to continue working with artificial life as an aspectof a larger vision of contemporaryinstallation art.
0 John D. Mitchell & Robb E. Love111995
Institute for Studies in the Arts
Arizona State University

[l] Lovell. R. and Mitchell, J. (1995) “Using Human Movement lo
Control Activities in Theatrical Environments”, The I;ifrh Biennial
Conference for Arts and Technology, Connecticut College.
[2] The artificial world in EIDEA is not designedto model any specific
biological ecosystem but has been created specifically to explore the
interactions possible in the installation.
[3] Dutch biologist Arstid Lmdenmeyer pointed out that with just one
trivial rule you could describethe developmentsof a hypothetical plant
from seedling to complex bush. And by adding just a few more rules.
you could model the step-by-step development of branches. leaves.
and flowers in three dimensions, as well as the steady spread of hormones and other regulatory compounds from one part of the plant to
another.Called L- (for Lindenmeyer) systems,advancedgraphicsworkstations can easily convert these symbolic expressions into realistic
on-screenimages of leaves, flowers. and stems.M. Mitchell Waldrop.
“Artificial Life’s RichHarvest”,.Science,V257, pp. 1040,August 1992.
[4] Chapuis,A., and E. Droz (1958). “Automata: AHistorical andTechnological Study”. trans. A. Reid (London: B.T. Batsford Ltd.).
[5] von Neumann, J. (1966) ‘Theory of Self-ReproducingAutomata”,
edited and completed by A. W. Burks. (Urbana, IL: U. Illinois Press).
[6] Reynolds, Craig W.. “Flocks, Herds, and Schools: A Distributed
BehavioralModel’: ComprrrerGraphics. V21, N4. pp. 25-34, July 1987.
[7] Alan Turing, “On computableNumbers...”reprintedin Martin Davis,
ed. The Undecidable, Raven Press, 1965.
[S] “Physicist Mitchell Feigenbaum. predicted that at the critical point
when an ordered system begins to breakdown into chaos,a consistent
sequenceof period-doubling transitions would be observed.This so
called ‘period-doubling route to chaos’was thereafter observed experimentally by various investigators. Feigenbaum went on to calculate a numerical constant that governs the doubling process
(Feigenbaum’s number) and showed that his resultswere applicable to
a wide range of chaotic systems.In fact, an infinite numberofpossible
routes IO chaos can be described. several of which are ‘universal,’or
broadly applicable, in the senseof obeying proportionality laws that
do not depend on details of the physical system.” Gollub, Jerry and
Solomon, Thomas. “Chaos Theory”, The American Encyclopedia.
Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc. 1992
[9] OPCODE Systemsobject-oriented programming languagespecititally designed to work with MIDI data is called MAX.
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GENDER & TECHNO LOGY:
THE EPISTEMO LOGICAL
PROBLEM
GENDER AND TECHNOLOGY:
WHAT PROBLEM?
By Mary Leigh Morbey
gmorbeyQmach1 .wlu.ca
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n August 25, 1995, the astuteand profound newspa1per USAToday in a front pagelead storyreportedthe
launching of W indows95 as the “geek event of the century”‘.
USAToday relatesearly in its commentaryon W indows95 that
“it’s a guy thing. Few womenwereamongearly buyers’2,These
commentsin the popular American newspaperpoint us to the
topic we are here to seriouslyconsidertogether:“Genderand
Technology:W hat Problem?’

My responseto this question is: “The Epistemological
Problem.” I am questioning the knowledge structureof computer s c ienceand its impact on malesand females.Let us begin
by consideringthe double pronged question: Does computer
s c iencein its theory,practice,and politic s embodydiscrimination towardswomen, and if so, how does this embeddeddiscrimination work itself out in applicationsto the arts?The difficulties for women in computing havebeencommunicatedover
the last decadethrougha variety of major researchinstitutions’
reportson women and computing, in numerouscomputers c iencepublications,throughpublishedcritical studieson women
and computing,and in sundryorganizationsfor women in computing3. I will not rehearsethe long list of contributors.to the
discussion.Thesestudies,reports,and organizationsconfirm
what we have come to recognizeand experience:There are
biases, limitations,
in computing.

I

H

and obstacles to women’s participation

I will briefly suggesttwo ways to get at this question of
discrimination and limitation with regardsto women and computing, and invite audienceand panel participantsto expandthe
discussion.F it, physic istEvelyn Fox Keller, in her socialstudy
analysisof modems c ience,arguesthat modems c ienceis a maIeshapeddomain in the constructionof its epistemologicalstructure molded on the foundation of a male-shapedwesternphilosophy.This philosophical base leads to a v iew of knowing
priv ileging a linear, hierarchic,rational, and abstractapproach
to knowing. Further,she contendsthat this knowledge structure, from Plato forward, hassystemicallyignored or distorted
everydayliv ing contexts,thusremaining a male-shapeddomain
from the vantagepoint of both epistemologicalconstructionand
sociologicalconstruction.I argueelsewherethat would taketoo
long to elaborateherethat the knowledgestructureof computer
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scienceis the offspring of the knowledge structure of modem
science and also neglects living contexts, thus ignoring questions concerning gender ideology, ideas about ethnicity and
class,and considerationsaffecting power constructsmanaging
electronic-basedinformation and equipment accessibilityq.A
philosophical tightening of the modem enlightenmentview of
science during the past century and a half, and consequently
also of the younger field of computer science,has made this
epistemological approacheven more rigid and exclusive.

Let us concludethis panelcontribution by asking the question: If there exists, as argued,discrimination towards women
and othersin the epistemologicalstructureof computer science,
what does this have to do with computer-basedapplications in
the arts?Applications of developing electronic technologiesto
the artsembodythe underlyingepistemologicalstructureof computer sciencethat forms the technologies.The application of a
particular electronic technology is not an act of neutrality for it
embracesthe epistemological structure of the technology and
passeson embeddeddiscrimination. Looking particularly at applications of electronic technologies in the arts, we are faced
with contemporarychallengesraised by this hidden discrimination. We stand at a point where in a situation of little or no
existing theory for the eiectronic arts, we can build theory, ethical in its forming, that takes into account analysis of biases,
limitations, and obstaclesin computing for women and minority persons,and theory that reconnectsthe modernistically partitioned concernsof arts discourse,electronic technologies,and
our everydayliving contexts.

Second,to further investigatethe epistemologicalstructuring of computerscienceand subsequentsocializationprocesses,I
administeredin 1994 and 1995 survey questionnairesand construtted interviews concerningcomputing and discriminationto
almost 500 personsat two major United Statesresearchinstitutions with strongconcentrationsin computerscienceand related
areasinvolving the arts.Theseinstrumentsweredesignedto search
out deeper understandingsconcerning biases,limitations, and
obstaclesin computing,locatediscrimination,andinitiate change
with regardsto women and minority personsin computing,and
to computer-basedapplications in the arts. Let me briefly and
Finally, let me emphasizethat the changesI am suggesting
summarilyreview the findings for you.
for the theory, practice, and politics of computer science will
require a communaleffort to addresssocial injustices to males,
The findings overwhelming indicate that the major prob- females,and minority personswho are involved with its knowllem bringing forth bias, limitations, and obstaclesfor women edgestructureand its many applications,including the arts. Perin computing is situated in the knowledge structure of com- haps,in a front page lead article in the August 25, 1998 edition
puter science.The data illuminates particular knowledge-base of USA Today we wil1 read about Windows 98 as an inclusive
problems: femalessuffer intellectual intimidation from the “the and friendly environmentfor women,men, and minority people.
old boys’network” which often stereotypeswomen as illogi0 Mary Leigh Morbey 1995
cal and gives an assumededge to males in knowledge compreRedeemerUniversity College
hension and knowledge development. Males who have been
“hacking” and experimentingwith the computeroften from the
Notes
agesof four or five years gain computing prior-knowledge and
‘. JamesR. Healey. “What A Show”and “Eager Buyers Seeking More
prior-experienceadvantagesover females of apparentsimilar
Than Software,” USA Today 25-27 August 1995,A-l, B-l.
intellectual aptitude and capability. Studiesin educationalcoms Healey (25-27 August 1995) [I ] p. B-2.
3 Barriers to Equality in Academia: Women in Computer Science at
puting consistently discussthe predicament of a lack of comMIT (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT. 1983); Women UndergraduateEnrolputing in elementary and secondary school, noting however,
ment in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT (Camthat when computing educationis available, it is usually males
bridge, Mass.: MIT, 1995): K. Frenkel, “Women and Computing.”
Communications of the ACM 33 (1990) pp. 35-46: A. Pearl, ed..
that benefit.
Thesefactors,accompaniedby further substantiatingdata,
call for strategiesand developmentswithin all levels of computer scienceeducationand the computing industry to alter the
prior computer knowledge, priorcomputing experienceadvantages that favor males, to searchout alternative approachesto
computing other thanjust thosebasedon westernlogic, to build
a “critical massfactor” in educationand industry that includes
both female and male leaders and mentors, and to develop alternativesto the so-called “male geekdom”attitude and ambience that often pervadescomputing environments,as noted in
the USAToday remarks.A surprise in the data was the lack of
insightful commentary elaborating social beliefs and understandingsabout women in computing, and points to a needfor
further researchto provide a more in depth analysis about socialization problems of women and minorities in computing.
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“Women in Computing,” Communications of the ACM 38 (1995) pp.
26-82; and E. Sperms.Why Are There So Few Female Computer Scientists? Technical Report 1315. MassachusettsInstitute of Technology Artificial JnteUigenceLaboratory (Cambridge, Mass., 199 1).
’ M.L. Morbey, ‘Gendered Technology for Art Education: The.Case
Study of a Male Drawing Machine,” Arts and Learning Research 10
(1992-1993) pp. 88- 100; M.L. Morley, “Aaron: Portrait of the Young
Machine as a Male Artist.” Revue d’art canadienne/CanadianArt Review XX (1993) pp. 130-l 39; and M.L. Morbey, “Women, Discriminating Computer Technology and Visual Arts Education: How Might
It Be Different?” in D.C. Gregory, ed., Art Education and Technology
Anthology (Reston,Va.: National Art Education, in press).

DUMMIES, DOLLS .AND
ROBOTIC SIMPLETONS
INTERPRETING
ARTIFICIAL
STUPIDITY
BODY NARRATIVES
By Margaret Morse
mem @cats.ucsc.edu
“‘Although humanity has fashioned a system of powerful,
immaculate machines andproducts, in their presence the human
subject can oniy feei a sense of beiitt/ement, incompleteness,
luck-a feeling [Giinter] Anders calls ‘Promethean shame ‘.
[....I It is the human body itself-comparatively unadaptable,
vulnerable, mortal-that is felt to be the ultimate obstacle to the
perfection of the machine environment. “1

n the age of smart houses,art that manipulatesthe
perceptionof artificial intelligence downward gathers a critical importance.Why are divine or demonic powersof
omniscienceand immoraIity so often projectedonto the bodies
of machinesin the popular imagination?If the Greekshad three
levels of social interaction-between the divine, the humanand
the realm of the sub-human(in their eyes, the comic world of
servantsand slavesj-then, the mythology of machine-human
interactions is tragically organized around divinity. “Cyborg
envy”(cf. Allucquere RoseanneStone) is anotheraspectof this
tendencyto attribute perfection and the aura of futurity onto
our own artifacts. Meanwhile, our own everyday experience
tells us that even the smartestmachinesare pretty dumb with
their one-track literal-mindednessand their tendencyto break
down at every contingency.Why are we humansbeing inculcated with an inferiority complex or feelings of ‘Promethean
shame’aboutour own bodiesin relation to machines?Thepressure on artists to master the very latest software on the most
advancedhardwareis equally part of this endlessand fruitless
humanquestto match purportedmachineprogressand perfection. While pride in electroniccraftsmanshipshould not be dismissed,the arts are not just a part of an electronic culture, they
are also about it. An interactive art work that embodiesa metaphor or meta-interactionabout the relations between humans
and their machinesmust be free to adopt any level of technology appropriateto the statementto be made.Art that demonstrates the dependency,solipsistic behavior, lapses of intelligence and the tendency toward fatigue and obsolescenceand
generaloverall stupidity of machinesis welcome here.
El

What kind of statement is an artist who producesrobots
which limp and drag themselvesungracefully acrossthe floor
trying to make?That was the questionI askedmyself at an Alan
Rath exhibition a numberof yearsago. Then, I met Adelbrecht
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at the Machine Culture Exhibition at Siggraph 1993.This robotic ball with delusionsof grandeur(thoughthe was god) rolled
around an enclosedarea full of tables,intruding and interrupting human conversationswith his irrelevant mumbling. He was
like a humping dog at my feet and every time I rolled this machine pest away,his gyroscopewould flip him around and send
him right back to me. (Of course,Adelbrechr eventually broke
down, probably from roughhandling.)I learneda lot from Martin
Spanjaard’sirritating piece of art: it exposes“interaction” with
machinesas a fallacy basedon the assumptionthat eventsthat
occur simultaneously are causally related. Just becausethis
“bachelor machine”is emitting languagedoesn’tmeanthat it is
talking to me; just becauseit keeps coming back doesn’t mean
it has lust or affection for me. Furthermore,the apparentonanistic self-sufftciencyof its programmedmutteringsto itself are not
divine self-completenessbut a kind of psychoticincapacityto relate to its immediatecontext* (Rath’s imperfect robots, on other
hand,offer the appearanceof sufferingthat is more like our own.)
At the sameexhibition, Perry Hoberman’sFaraday’s Gurden (1993) invited visitors to interact with obsolete consumer
appliancesand datedaudio-visualtechnologyby executingwhat
amounted to dance steps on a mat spotted with sensors.Machines buzzed and whirred in a chorus together,dependingon
where human feet fell. Freed by fashion from their instrumentality and senseof benefit or menace,such purportedly immortal machinesare reducedto junk and garagesale detritus, their
will to power pared back to the desire of an electric cord for a
power supply. The technological simplicity of this piece finds
its counterpoint in the artist’s Bar Code Hare1(1994), using the
most advancedand expensivecomputer: imagesof teddy bears,
Elvis and other objects are made to shake, rattle and roll depending on what bar-codesare stroked, responding to the relentlesssurveillanceand pressuretoward rationalizationandconsumption with pure silliness.
In my subsequentsearchfor examplesof intentional artificial stupidity, I made a number of discoveries of dumb and
dysfunctional machines,including Milo Garcia’s ludicrous wall
painting machine (‘Two motors working together to paint a
room” 1994). his skipping machine or “Dog chasing taiY3 and
other works as well as Paul deMarinis’ low-tech Rube
Goldbergesquemusical creations.However, I becameparticularly interestedin empty headeddolls and dummies, electronic
or not as creationsthat explore the “evacuatedsubjectivity” and
the “overthrow of the will to power,”that is particularly new to
the male subject.4The cultural work to be done on masculinity
is quite different than on femininity; for that reason, emptyheadedand single-mindedfemale fools, clowns and naiveshave
an entirely different and usually backwardif not obsoleteresonance.(The female couple in Absolureiy Fabulous is a notable
exception.) Barbie doll art, including the Barbie Liberation
Front’s reverseshop-lifting and reversingof the voice-boxesof
“GI Joe” and “Barbie” or Sharon Grace’s recent piece putting
guns in the hand of the new girl-sized (between3 I/2 and 4’tall)
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Barbie-the owner age 3 to 7 may put on Barbie’s wedding
dress-relies on shifting gendercodesfor its effectiveness.Note
how girls and women are expectedto inhabit the position of the
evacuateddoll, a point which Todd Haynes’use of a Barbie
doll as stand-in Karen Carpenterin his documentaryon the star
and anorexia,Superstar also makes.Unlike the fashion mannequin, the Barbie doll dummy in essencewears the child, rather
than vice-versa.Similarly, the prostheticauthorshipand control
of theventriloquistandpuppeteeris reversedin the electronicventriloquism of Mitsubishi’s Kuori program (demonstrated at
Siggraphin 1993):the electronicpersona wearsthe human voice,
not vice versa.Kaori is one moreexampleof the colonizationand
subordinationof the humanbody to virtual technologythat work
like CatherineRichards,amongothers,setsin question.
It takesdrasticmeasures,i.e. symbolic castration,to evacuate masculine subjectivity: Tony Oursler’s early use of empty
suits as dummies or this example of Stephenvon Huene’s upper-bodiless Tischtiinzer (“table dancers” at the ZKM
Multimediale, 1993,)are examples.The table dancerseachhave
eight pneumaticjoints that perform twenty-five different dance
sequencesprogrammedat random to tap to the beats of Bizet,
Handel and “Great Speechesof the Twentieth Century.” (The
dancersmove a 200th of a secondin advancein order to achieve
the uncanny yet so obviously fictitious senseof simultaneity.)
Oursler went on give his dummies and dolls facesand to project
the severedheads associatedwith television onto them. Like
transitionalobjects,extremepsychic statesof pain, anger,agony
and other manias could be dramatized in a literal way that we
would be unlikely as well as extremely discomfiting to confront in a “real” human being. The uncanny nearness,yet difference to ourselvesallows for the distancing and recognition
of repressedor gladly forgotten traumas.Oursler found that the
scaleof the doll or dummy also makes an enormous difference
in the reaction of visitors to his work in exhibition; tiny dolls in
great pain evoked the most pathos.5“Bodies” could be joined
into a gigantic mass of one collective body or melted directly
into significant objects, as in “System for Dramatic Feedback’
(Portikus, Frankfurt 1994 and MOMA 1995); in this piece we
are in the psychic spaceof primary processthinking on the other
side of the fourth wall, as the flat projection of spectatorsin a
movie theater onto the wall of the installation demonstrates.
Oursler also projects facial features onto flowers, giant pills,
and bodily organs preservedin formaldehyde-what is inside
is projected outside. In ‘The Laugh of #12”, the organjars are
having a conversationfull of non sequitursbecauseit is out of
synchronization,suggestingan underlying solipsismof machinemediatedinteraction that is maskedthrough simultaneity.
Ken Feingold’s “Where I can see my house from here so
we are” (1993-94, exhibited at the Interactive Media Festival
1995)seemedlike put-on to me at first, (especially since I had
been taken in by his “documentary.” Un chien dt%cieux,):
Charlie McCarthy style robot-scooterswith cameras for eyes
and microphones for ears roam a mirror world, operated

telematically by remote joysticks and a Kaori-style ventriloquism program: several members of the public hidden behind
curtains like the wizard of Oz. can speak and move via their
avatars in the “public” or exhibition space.However, it is incredibly difficult for the robot operator to orient her-or himself
in the mirrored spaceusing the monitor or to figure out whether
one is seeing a “real” other dummy or a mirror reflection of
“oneself’. (I spent most of my time in this piece running my
wheelsup againstmy own mirror image.)Furthermore,the dummies can never “physically” meet, since each is held in its own
sectorby a barrier, and, the quality of the experiencedepended
on the effort and ingenuity all the robot-masterswere willing to
put into open-endedplay amidst such confusion. The frustrations I felt in the piece were revealing, as this piece is a metaphor that embodiesmany of the featuresof electronicexchanges
on the Internet and elsewhere.Perhaps,like Don Quixote confronting the knight of mirrors, the piece was designedto confuse us out of a delusionary state.

Notes
Christopher Phillips, “Desiing Machines: Notes on Commodity. Celebrity, and Death in the Early Work of Andy Warhol.” in: Public b#ormation: Desire. Disaster. Document (New York: Distributed Art Publishers and the San Francisco Museum of M&m Art, 1994). citing
and commenting on Gtinther Anders [“other”, birth surname Stem]
notion of serial reproduction as immortality. Die Antiquiertheit
des
Merwhen:
iiber die Shicksal der Seele in den zweiten industriellen
Zeitalter [“‘the obsoleteness of humanity: on the fare of the soul in the

second industrial age”] (Miinchcn: H. Beck, 1956).
Well Tenhaaf describes the “willing machine” and the “bachelor machine” as exponents of a masculinist relation to technology in “On
Monitors and Men and other Unsolved Feminine Mysteries: Video
Technology and the Feminine,” in: Critical Issues in Electronic Media, ed. Simon Penny (Albany: State University of New York Press,
1995). pp. 219-233.
‘See Aladair Duncan’s “Mile Garcia, i’M a Gorila c, i Micro Gala, i i a
GlaM rot.” Mute I (Spring 1995). p. XII.
‘See Tenhaaf, p. 227.
sSusan Stewart’s On Longing is a sustained exploration of the cultural
meaning of scale. Oursler’s “System” explores both the gigantic body
made of fragments and the enclosed toy worlds of the miniature.

Consideringthe growing importanceof “‘enhancedreality”
and the fantasyof ubiquitouscomputingin contemporarysociety,
art that foregroundsand experimentswith the projectionof personality onto dumb objectsis part of a project of demystification.
While Heinrich von Kleist’s empty-headedand graceful marionettesevokedthe sublime,objectsthat seemstupid,clumsy and
goofy are the humorousand patheticexponentsof our situationin
the comedy of the slaves to mythologies of technology.Fools,
simpletonsandclowns have alwaysbeengood for establishingan
ironic relation to symboliccodesandconventions.It is interesting
to speculateon why thereis a voguefor suchfiguresin contemporary popular and mass culture, from the regressiveideology of
Forrest Gump and the delightful sillinessof the clowns in Dumb
and Dumber to the non-judgmentalprotagonistof Eii Wooa!,who
mixes gendersand plots and narrativecodesin films so bad they
aregood. Historically, naive figures from Don Qukote to the “adventuroussupersimpleton”of the Thirty Yearswar in Germany
(Der abmteuerliche Simpliccisimus) are marks of an ageof transition, in which conventionalcodesarein flux andoldermythologies still hold sway long after the societal forms they sustained
havemeltedaway.The meaninglesspresenceof Formt Gump in
the audio-visual documentsof historical eventsof a whole generation is a warning that naiveti can also be just patheticemptyheadedness.A perfect cipher with magical powers who never
changesor learns anything is in no way a cultural model. (Note
that I do not believe this figure hasmuch to do at all with mental
disability or with the actual,very complex,extraordinaryhuman
beingswho suffer from it; nor doesthe historicaltradition associatedwith fools, simpletons,dummiesand clowns haveany direct
relation to the cultural artifact of I.Q.) Artificial stupidity is an
experimentthat can enrich the rangeof our cultural imagination,
just as it can serveregressivenotionsof the redemptivepower of
simplicity andfoolishness.The dummy doesn’thaveto learn from
the experienceif we can.
0 Margaret Morse 1995
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Art can be called interactive if an intelligent response(in
terms of changinglights, sounds,images,moving objects etc.)
10an action by a performeror visitor or to a changingenvironment occurs.To add such interactivecapabilities to their art or
performancesartists have to engagein a costly and difficult
dialogue with highly skilled technical persons.A data acquisition and processingsystembasedon MIDI and Opcode’sMax
is proposedto facilitate, for artists, the design and creation of
interactiveart.

Many artistsinclude some form of interaction in their creation (Atkins (1994). Crawford (1994), Demers (1993),
Schiphorst(1992). Malina in Leopoldseder(1990)). An interactive art installation may have a response10 an action of a
visitor, or in a performance,the artist may control or interact
with one or more media. To detect the actions of the visitor or
performer sensingdevices are required. In addition lo this, it
may be of interestto captureenvironmentalvariables.such as
room temperatureor windspeed.Up to now artists had to fall
back on existing, commercially availablecontrollers or sensing
devices,designedfor specific applications, i.e. with little flexibility, to include such interaction.
Before examiningexisting sensingdevices,it is important
to distinguish the levels of abstractionthat can be used in describing events and changes in the environment and human
behaviour.For example,the description of an event or change
can be:
physical (lightlevel in lux is representedin voltage)
signal (rate of increaseof lightlevel)
gesturalor environmental(hand moves away from light
sensor,or lights are coming up)
emotional or multimedia (tension increasesin the currently playing sequenceof sounds,lights. imagesetc.)
l

l

l

l

v)
H
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Thesedistinctions are important becausethe aim is to interpret(he eventsor changesin a given context so that they can
be usedto generateothereventsor changes.Thereforethey need
to be expressedin a similar representationas that of the context. This can be achievedby analysing the eventsand extracting features,information, meaningetc.. For instance,if the SYS-

tern would describetouch as the amount of pressureexertedon
a surface by a finger it is not apparentfrom the data, without
furt!rer analysis, that someoneis hitting the surfaceor stroking
it. Transducersdescribean event or changeonly at one level of
abstraction,ie. in physical terms. They are devicesthat generate an electrical signal (voltage, current,charge,..) as a result of
an event. Sensorsand detectorshowever addressa variety of
levels of abstraction.Sensors,transducersand detectorsare all
sensing devices. These distinctions are also very useful in the
dialoguebetweenartistsand technologists,sincethey often communicate at different levels of abstraction.

Design of a sensing device development system for artists

With the above considerationsin mind the design of a solution to the varying sensingneedsof an artist has some surrealistic feel. On the one hand such a designwould “improve” the
day-today life of an artist since he or shewouldn’t needto delve
as much into the technicalknowledgeand an interactiveart piece
could be put together more easily, on the other hand many artists will say they still needto expendas much effort as before to
come out with an interesting piece. This ambiguity has consequencesfor the designof such a system for the developmentof
sensingdevices,sinceit is not obvious which capabilities of the
systemare important to the users.

Existing sensing devices and the interactive art design
P=ess

A variety of devices that output MIDI data exist (MIDI
keyboard, MIDI guitar, YamahaEWI (MIDI wind instrument),
Zeta violin). However, they are only suited for very specific
gesturesin musical performancepractice. Computer input devices (keyboard, mouse, trackerball, joystick, tablet) require
know-how to accesssensordata, while they are also designed
for specific gestures,mostly for work with computer displays,
ie. involving the visuo-motor system.Scientific researchinstrumentation(generalpurposedata acquisitionsystem,motion capture installation, instrumented glove) requires a lot of knowhow to operate and is also very expensive.
In many casesthe artist’s interaction needsrequire instrumentationwith different shape,configurationor capabilitiesthan
is available or they cannot afford or do not needthe extra capabilities of the systemsthat would cover their needs.Also, their
processto a final art piece may require a lot of experimentation
with different sensing capabilities which implies the need to
purchase a number of different specialized sensing devices.
However, when considering the possibility to design and build
sensingdeviceswith individual hardwarecomponents,it is currently technically challenging for an artist to use and experiment with transducersand build sensingdevices in a way that
suits their needswithin a reasonableamount of time and money.
Usually, the artist falls back on very simple systems,such as
alarm installation components,that were designedfor the consumer market but which can be hacked quickly into their art
installation or performance.Very little flexibility and reliability
normally results.
While it can be arguedthat the resulting technicalsolution
is an integral part of the art piece, it is hard to believe that the
point of the art piece is to convey to a visitor or an audiencethe
technical solution itself. Such art would be indistinguishable
from a demo as a technological researchresult. However, it is
clear that the boundary between art and technology can be as
thin as a silicon wafer.

In interactive artworks, four types of systems can be
identifed (fig. l-4):
Interactive Installations that respond to Natural, environmentalphenomena(NH). Example: a sculpture that changes
shapedependingon windspeedand temperature.
Interactive Installations that respond to actions of an
audience,consisting of one or more persons(HII). Example: a
puppet with temperaturetransducersand piezo elements that
can be touched, hugged,hit etc..
Non-immersiveInteractivePerformanceSystems(NIPS)
- systemsthat interactwith a humanperformer,who performsfor
an audience.The performer perceivesthe systemseparatefrom
the naturalenvironmentandhis/herbody.Example:a performance
spacewith pressuretransducerson the floor and lightbeamsthat
illuminate lightintensity transducers.The performer can step on
the pressuretransducersand interrupt the light beams.
Immersive Interactive PerformanceSystems(IIPS) - As
NIPS, but the performer perceives the system integrated with
the natural environment and his/her body. Example: a glove or
suit with pressure,flex and myoelectric transducers.The performer can move or gestureand affect a virtual environment.
l

l

l

l

While NIPS and HI1 appear to have similar characteristics, a distinction is madebecausein NIPS (as well as IIPS) the
performer (the system) has learned to interact with the system
(the performer) with greater refinement than is the casewith a
visitor in a HII. One can also say that interactive art consistsof
interactive devices, from small ones, that are possibly wearable, to big ones,or it consistsof interactive spaces.Interaction
takesplacebetweenhumansand/or natureand the system,where
the level of familiarity of the human (system) with the system
(human) plays an important role.
As discussedabove,the variety of interactiveart works and
performancesis large.Also, an individual artist may want to experimentwith a varietyof sensingdevices.Thereforeit is sensible
to make a systemthat allows artists to design their own sensing
device.This is feasiblefor non-engineersin the caseof HII, NII
and NIPS. However,in the caseof IIPS, sensingdevicesthat are
designedto be worn by a human performer more often require
very specializedengineeringand transducers(Mulder, 1994).
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They are also very expensivesince they comply with inIn general,the systemsthat enablethe artworksor perfor- dustrial standards.Other efforts in the desireddirection remain
mancesdiscussedabove implementthe following functionsin in R&D stages.Curtin (1994), worked on a system called the
order:
SoundLab,afterSTEXM’sSensorLab,that includeda lot of mapping functionality. His designmainly addressedelectronic muTransductionof physicalphenomenainto voltageor cur- sical instrumentdesignproblems.
rent throughtransducers.
Low level signal conditioning and processing.
The iCube project
Featureextraction, data managementand analysis.
Since the systemdesign criteria outlined above were not
Mapping functions and setupmanagement.
met by availablesystems,the iCubeproject was startedto realise
Generationof sound,light, image,motion etc.
the desiredsystem,gain experiencein the field and possibly
commercializethe result.An investigationinto cheaptransducFurthermore,multi-channelanalogto digital dataconver- ers useful for artistswas conductedand a systemwas built with
sion will be necessaryat an early stagein the signal/datapath to the following properties:
reducenoiseand interference.Also, datatransmissionby cable
or wireless systems,using a communicationsprotocol will be
The digitizer unit, small and wearable, is basedon a
necessarysince not all functions will be implementedin only 68HCll microcontroller.It convertsanalogsignalsto digital of
one physical device.
upto 24 transducerswith 12 bit resolutionand upto 8 transducers with 8 bit resolution.It also has 8 binary outputs (switchMax, an object orientedgraphicalprogramminglanguage, able between0 or 5 Volt). It normally communicatesvia MIDI
by Opcode Systems,is used in many interactive artworks, es- systemexclusivemessageswith Max.
pecially music compositionsandperformances,asa prototyping
The digitizerplugsinto the patchbay,a 19 inch rackmount
and performancetool for mappingand setupmanagement,be- unit, which, when needed,allows easy accessto individual
causeof its easeof use and expandability.Max is also suitable analoginputs.
for implementationof featureextractionand data analysis.
. The iCube and oCube Max objects decodethe MIDI
messagesand preparethe signalsfor processingand mapping .
Functionality

l

l

l
l

l

l

l

Earlier work and products

Commercially availableproductsthat implementthe first
4 functions listed abovearehard to find. A numberof manufacturershavemarketedcontrol voltageto MIDI converters.These
devices however, convert usually only upto 8 channelsfrom
analogto digital with only 7 bits, which doesnot allow for any
ranging (“zooming in”), ie. signal conditioning hardware is
needed.They lack power supply for transducersthat needto be
poweredor only allow resistivetransducers.
Also, althoughthey
can interfacewith Max becausethey output MIDI data, an interfacethat allows for easyconfiguring of a sensingdeviceand
its setup needsto be programmed.In fact, they were not designedfor tranducerinterfacing,but for convertingsignalsfrom
“ancient”analogsynthesizersinto MIDI. STEIM in the Netherlands has implementedmost functionsin their hardwaredesign
called Sensorlab(Anderton, 1994).Although it convertswith
only 8 bit resolution, it does include signal conditioning hardware which allows “zooming in” on a particularpart of the voltageinput range.The datatransmissionprotocol is MIDI, while
mapping is implementedin softwarecalled Spider.The Spider
softwareenvironmentis not as user friendly as Max, since it is
a text based,C-like programminglanguage.Some command
line addicts will no doubt disagree.The SensorLabis quite expensive(about US$2500)and thereforenot usedby many artistswith small budgets.Wired seriallyconnecteddataaqcuisition
systems that are marketed to the industrial market have no
mappingsoftwaresuitable for the current application,too few
channels,nor a MIDI interface.
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In order to obtain userfeedback,local artists exploredthe
following HlI, NIPS and IlPS works with the system.
“The space in between”

In the WesternFront, an artist-runcenterin Vancouver,the
authorworked with Grant Gregsonon an IPS applicationof the
system.The pieceexploredthe idea of capturing gestures,particularly of the upperbody, of a musician(a pianist in this case)
that do not normally result in soundsdirectly. The captureddata
thencontrolledlights aswell as the actionsof a piano, a Yamaha
Disklavier.
Two computerswere used,one for developingpatchesfor
controlling the lights and the piano and one for pre-processing
the transducerdata.Transducerswere 10 light dependentresistors (LDR) and2 force sensingresistors(FSR).The LDR’s were
positionedon the piano and usedto detect changesin the light
whenthe pianistmovedhis upperbody,heador arms.The FSR’s
were positionedon the pianist’sseatso that rocking to the left
or to the right would changethe valuesof thesetransducers.6
lights were installed at the ceiling to light the area around the
piano.
“Tactile sculpture”

To test the iCube systemfor interactive installation applications,CarlosVela-Martinezusedthe iCube systemin a sculpture of human proportions.The project aimed to incorporate
the iCube system into the operation of an interactive object.

The object was about the size of two human trunks. It contained
speakers, driven by a sound module, and a small television as
output media and sensed visitor input through force sensing resistors (FSR), that sense touch, placed at various locations on
the outside surface of the object, acoustic transducers (electret
mikes), placed on the inside andlight dependent resistors (LDR).
The acoustic transducer signals were processed so that only an
acoustic impact (handclap, stomp on the sculpture’s surface) was
detected and stored. An LDR was used to detect the proximity
of the visitor.
“The virtual drum set”
For wearable interactive performance systems the author
built on Rolf Wilkinson’s (finger) drumming experience and used
the iCube system to make a touch glove for creating a virtual
drum set. This project aimed at using the iCube system with a
sensing device that needed to be worn on the human body, ie.
an IIPS application. The transducers (FSR’s) were placed in
gloves for the right and left hands and their signals were processed in a Max patch to detect whether and how hard the tips
of the fingers as well as the palms were touching a surface. This
data is then used to control a drum synthesizer, so that the perception is created the musician is playing a virtual drum set. An
important requirement was that whenever the musician hit a
surface the sounds had to coincide with the tactile sense of hitting the surface to make the musician perceive the virtual drums
as one “gestalt”. The project was the more demanding of the
test projects, since a high timing resolution was needed, ie. a
high sampling rate and low processing & transmission latenties. Also, the capturing of body signals required special attention to the design of the gloves, eg. placement of transducers
and feel of the glove. The cotton glove currently in use is deemed
reasonable.
Conclusions and outlook
The iCube project has realised an affordable and flexible
environment for design of sensing devices. While development
of newer versions is ongoing, a number of conclusions can be
drawn from the iCube project:
Although the iCube system makes sensor technology
more accessible for artists, the system still requires a fair amount
of technical knowledge (understanding of calibration, linearization, ranging, positioning etc. of transducers as well processing and analysis of their signals). Therefore, the supply of information on transducers and how to use them to design sensing devices is crucial.
Tools for datareduction and sensorfusion are needed to
make the use of many (upto 32 !) transducer signals practical
and more efficient. Such tools are especially useful for applications with low latency requirements (less than ca. 10 ms) that
tax the MIDI bandwith as well as the computer capabilities,
particularly if signal processing and analysis is required.
For Iess technically interested artists to use the system,
transducer assemblies that plug directly in the digitizer and standl

l

l

alone Max (version 3.0) patches that are specifically for these
transducer assemblies need to be developed, as well as information about the system and/or sensing devices in terminology
that more artists can relate to.
The project mainly aimed at sensing problems. However, many interactive artworks appeared to require a few binary outputs too, e.g. to drive videosignal switches and turn on
and off small motors and lights. They were added to the design.
Although the current system works with the graphical
programming environment Max, it uses symbolic command language messages to control the digitizer. Future work aims to
control sensors with a graphical command language.
While the current system can be made wireless through
the use of a wireless MIDI system, other, cheaper avenues to
wireless sensing are being explored.
l

l

l
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ACTING AND ENACTING:
STAKES OF NEW PERFORMING ARTS
By Sally Jane Norman
norman Q world-net.sct.fr

erforming arts history is marked by an ancient, profound tensionwhich is assuminggrowing importance
in the realm of new representationaltechnologies,namely the
tensionbetweenseeingandacting,or betweenviewing anddoing
(theasthai= see -> theater; dran = do -> drama).New participatory, immersivelive art forms are emergingat the dividing line
betweenthese two states.Whether they comply with existing
definitions of theateris debatable,and closely hinged on how
the “doing/ viewing” componentsare gauged,althoughpedantic comparisonwith existing categoriesof spectacleis of limited value when dealing with unprecedentedperceptua1arenas.
Irrespectiveof how new performing arts end up being designatedand categorized,the real task at hand is recognition and
creative exploitation of nascent representational systems
(repruesentarein Latin meaning to “make present”) in situations involving live action and actors.

WHEN THE EYES NO LONGER HAVE IT
Harbingers of new technologiesannouncemore or less
virtual feastsof the senseswhich sollicit sight, audition, haptics,
andkinesthesia.Longstandingwesterntheatertraditions,where
stagedvisions and verbal renditions are essentiallybasedon a
literary startingpoint, arethuschallengedby radically new ways
of building and communicatingmultisensoryworks. Given the
vertiginouspossibilitiesopenedup by new representational
technologies,attemptsto resuscitateaestheticprinciples from obsolete performing art forms are to a certain extent useful and understandable.
A majorpitfall, however,is that over-zealous,overhasty appropriationof defunct models exhumed as stock formulae leadsto neglectof other models which, while not as obvious or readily transposable,may point the way to richer, more
meaningful lines of experimentation.

H

.

An instanceof sadly shallow recuperationof bygone theater practice can be seenin attempts to move historically up
stream of cerebral, script-baseddrama in order to rediscover
archaic,immersive traditions. One can chooseto read the past
two thousand years of performing arts history as a process
whereby the public undergoesan insidious “passivation”, via
increasinglyvisually-focussedstageconfigurations which end
up trapping the spectatorin the seat providing the best view.
This processwas launched within a period of just a few decades:Greek spectator-communicantsunited around the altar
(thymeZe)actively participated in rituals officiated by the
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Dionysiacpriest until emergenceof theprotagonistor first hypocrite (hypuktites = actor), followed by the deuteragonistunder
Aeschylus, then the tritagonist under Sophocles.As the growing troupe of actorstook over the dialogue,the public was held
increasingly aloof, and condemnedto live the celebrationsby
proxy. This gradual separationwas of coursetightly enmeshed
with the construction of a physical amphitheater,and the constitution of formal dramaticliterature.Theaterarchitectureswere
gradually configured and solidified to promote this aesthetic,
the epitome being reached with the late 16th century Italian
prosceniumarch stagedesignedto ensurespectacularillusions,
although only the ideally placed Princereally got to enjoy them
(his courtesanshad to make do with skewed,anamorphicperspectives).Subsequentreforms until the late 19th century, including naturalist “slice of life” or “fourth wall” stagings,where
physical objects and sets replaced previously painted objects
and sets,perpetratedthe principle of the self-containedstage,
viewed at a respectful distancefrom beyond the footlights (the
French equivalent for this term, la rumpe - which also designates a launch platform - is more open, and loosely usable to
signify the vital zone separatingviewer and doer).
In their desire to create works which go beyond conventional theatrical emphasis on “viewing”, a number of artists
using new representationaltechnologieshave sought out forgotten models which emphasize“doing”. Eureka ! Overnight
Hellenist convertshave beenilluminated by the Dionysiac rituals and phallophoric processionsof archaic Greece(participatory aestheticswhich likewise fired Nietzsche’sand Wagner’s
enthusiasm).Yet those who adopt such models wholesale and
pretendthat the alternative to over-sophisticateddramatic narrative is pristine neo-bacchanalfrenzy are definitely barking
up the wrong tree.
Notions of participation and immersion in early Greece
are indissociable from a culture where the notion of the individual is still embryonic. Archaic man, with his loose, labile
identity, probably threw himself whole-heartedly into collective celebrations, as a fragmented being readily dissolved by
the mass. Immersion in hecatombs and Eleusinian mysteries
doubtlessallowed him to affirm his identity as part of society.
The Greeks of pre-classicaltimes did not have the integrity of
their contemporarycounterparts(integrity here meaning totality). Their intellects had not been cast by the “cogito” which
has molded the mindset of the modern individual ever since
Descartes.Our ideas of independenceand liberty of movement
were unknown to them, mere playthings in the handsof a pantheon of malicious gods.They masteredneither their destinies
nor their acts, whether free men or slaves (Paul Feyerabend’s
Against Method provides a superbanalysisof this situation). It
took painstaking centuries thereafter to build the autonomous
individual of modem times, who had to relinquish divine medieval order in order to emergeas a thinking humanist,draw up
civil codesand human rights to claim for social enlightenment,
vie for imaginative and intuitive supremacyto burst forth as an
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impassionedromantic, etc. For thesereasonsand many more, it
simply does not make senseto pretend that new technologies
will miraculously allow us to recover and rediscover pure, untrammeled, archaic sensibilities. Immersive and participatory
aestheticsof twenty-five centuriesago are no longer accessible
to us. On the other hand, by comparing sociocultural contexts
and aestheticsat a little depth, we can glean valuable insight
into the functioning of presentand nascentart forms.
MOSAIC

IDENTITIES

AND SHARED SELVES

One of the most revolutionary features of today’s
immersive technologieslies precisely in their breakdown of individual integrity and holism, due to the implementation of
mosaic,interchangeableforms of existence,and shareablephysical and sensoryexperience,Borrowed or fragmentedidentities
can be subtly generatedand communicated by intimate interface appealto eyesand ears,inner earsand touch. Cogito-hardened individuals steeled by materialism and determinism are
thus subjectedto a kind of psychophysical dismembering or
cleavage.To underestimateobduracy of the modem identity in
this situation is just as foolish as to ignore malleability of the
archaic Greek identity. The more so in that the interstices between familiar, supposedly constant selves and momentarily
adopted,foreign experiencesseemto harbor powerful potential
forms of theatricality.
For example, many virtual environments engendera singular situation of self-voyeurism,by reflecting a splintered mirror image of the actor/ enactor who penetratesthem. In numerous immersive worlds, one’s deambulationsare facilitated by
an iconic representation,initially and often still just of the hand,
but sometimesof the entire body. From NASA wireframe butterfingers of the pioneering era, current trends are moving towardsgripping, fully-fledged 3D clones, which may be reahstitally individualized using data phagocytedby scanning the actual subject.Relationswith one’s clone differ substantiallyfrom
relations with a standardmirror image, insofar as the former is
viewed as an effector, an operative incarnation within the virtual world. Hence. a fundamentalgap or discrepancy,a differencein kind, alienatesthe human subject from his or her agent.
Moreover,clonescan be multiplied, madeto meet, set into competition, granted different levels of adaptive intehigence and
behavioralautonomy.They are imbued with a quality of othernesswhich withholds as much latentdramaas the actor estranged
by the stage(performancespaceBauhiusler Oskar Schlemmer
aptly described as “enchanted”). The split, mosaic selves induced by immersive technologiesthus bring about an uncanny
shift and refocus in the traditional actor/ spectatorrelationship.
To tax systemsof this kind as narcissistic is to miss the
point: self-projectionand identification to varying degreeshave
always influenced spectatorgaze. What really merits attention
is the questionof inherenttheatricality of such representations:
if the crux of live spectacleis the actor/ spectatorrelationship,
i.e. the vital tension between viewer and doer, to what extent

can these new immersive realms be said to institute such dramatic tension, albeit through cloned doubles?Another key issue is how much importance should be attachedto virtuosity of
the projected actor/ enactors:are casualdeambulationsthrough
a virtual environment sufftciently enthralling to maintain subject involvement, and if not, how can dramatic interest be enhanced ? A more challenging environment will theoretically
elicit a higher performancelevel, and therebyheightentension,
but there are numerousways of enriching virtual environments.
Unfortunately, recourseto literary models on the one hand, and
gamemodels on the other, has so far tendedto dominatevirtual
performanceexperimentation.Artists of the “story-telling” persuasionhavebusily built up complexarborescentscenariosbased
on interactionswith other charactersor environmentalfeaturespurebred virtual chimera or clones of fellow human players.
But these narrative webs generally wear thin fast, and their laboriously calculated “nodes”or turning points quickly become
too obvious (then again,most contemporaryendeavorsin interactive literature still pall by comparison with Raymond
Queneau’sErercices de s@leand other Ouiipo undertakings).
Artists who opt for the “game” mode keep subjectsin their virtual environments engrossedby exploiting the good old teleological will to win, an emotion quite distinct from thoseat work
in the performing arts.

ficity of spaceswrought with respectively linear and circular
forms. Exploration of immersiveminimalist environmentsbearing distinctive geometric or material features might enhance
our apprehensionof virtual worlds, and help us learn how the
body respondsto different speciesof spaces.
Other approachesbent on communicating new categories
of performancespacehavebeenformulated by artistsconcerned
with the primacy of physical sensation such as Swiss Emile
Jacques-Dalcroze
andAustrian Rudolf Von Laban.Through their
theoreticaland practicalundertakings(Dalcrozian “Rhythmics”
and Laban’s “Choreutics”), they predict bodiIy mediation to
produce moving architectures,manifest through the play and
interplayof constantlyevolving, fictive weightsand spaces.They
prone new types of experience of the space and time worlds
generatedthrough live art, anchoredat least as much in kinesthetic and rhythmic bodily sensationas in ocular enjoyment.
Virtual dancespacesare explored by bodies that “see”with every pore accordingto exploratorymodesthat seemto offer richer
and more novel forms of immersive enjoyment than pseudonarrativestructureswith more or lessenticing, more or lessconvincing scenarios.
The above-mentionedexamples come from relatively recent western traditions, but countlesscultures proposelive art
forms basedon experienceof symbolic spaces,and on interactions between different registers of existence. Staying within
the context of formal theater,for example, the Japanesetradition of “mugen”or fantasmalNoh, which datesback to Zeami,
is based on interplay between an unworldly protagonist (a
fantom, divinity or demon)and the humancharactersin the play.
Apparitional Noh finely orchestratestensionsbetweenthesetwo
planesof existence,with subtle acoustic signals enhancingthe
visual clues.This timeworn art might well inspire designersof
virtual apparitionswhich are supposedto interact with the human explorers of immersive environments, thus playing on
multiple registersof presence.

Strangely enough, theselines of researchdodge or ignore
one of the most significant featuresof new representationaltechnologies, and one which might conceivably serve as a starting
point for truly innovative live art forms, This feature is the appeal to haptics and kinesthesia afforded by various accoutrementsand mechanisms(data glovesand suits,mobile platforms,
etc.). Whereas numerous theater theorists, including Russian
composerAlexander Scriabin, consideredthat the spectator’s
kinesthetic enjoyment of stagedaction constitutesan essential
element in performanceaesthetics,we are now in a position to
impart kinesthetic and tactile experienceto a subject directly
and physically, rather than just as an ocular-derived percept.
Yet investigation in this unchartedterritory remains extremely
limited, and the visionaries who seemto have prophesiedsuch PERFORMERS AS CATALYSTS FOR THE COLLECtools and designed works in anticipation of them have appar- TIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
ently been relegatedto oblivion,
Performing arts are unique in that they offer up for contemplation an in vivo model of existence.At an era where intiSuch visionaries include Oskar Schlemmer,whoseMetal mate interfaces and technologies are operating ever closer to
Danceand GlassDanceconstitutestagingsof “‘portraits’*of these the bone, if not the cortex, an era of data flesh, chip minds, and
two materials. Schlemmerbuilds up living visions of metal and ah the other processesof usurpation of the archaic bio-logos
glass, by having a dancer incarnate and expresstheir physical which only yesterdaystill functioned as a viable raison d’&tre,
and metaphysical qualities in the courseof brief, hallucinatory this contemplativedistancewould seemto he all the more valuchoreographicsequences,set within a visual and acousticenvi- able and necessary.
ronment carefully wrought to consolidate these “material visions”. For the time being, we can merely dream of how this
In our secularsociety, there is a tendencyto consider perkind of approach might be adapted in technology-mediated forming arts as being fortunately and definitively laicized, and
immersiveenvironments,perhapsproviding us with semi-physi- to peremptorily dismisstheir original ritual dimension.Archaic
cal, semi-symbolic encountersof the elements,at the full-scale, religious immersion is scoffed at. But this attitude tends to be
macro or micro level. Schlemmer’sStick and Hoop Dancesare simplistic and demeaning,in that it overlooks a basic function
created along singular lines, to try and bring out kinetic speci- assumedby directly human-mediatedart as a means for pro213

jetting alternative modes of existence.Theater is a spawning
ground for models and ideals, and a vital catalyst for the collective imagination. Ardently realistico-materialistic paranoiacs
invariably underestimatethis deep,irrational basisof live spectacle. Throughout our societies, theaterhas continuously been
more or lessritually employed to stagetransgressionof the human condition and of our physiological limits. Refusal to recognize this function does not just underminehistory of the performing arts, and limit their potential expressionvia new technologies. It moreover jeopardizes collective ability to project
ourselvesbeyond our mortal present.

goesfor performing arts implementing hitherto unknown, massively empoweringtechnology: to fully exploit thesenew tools
in a truly creative manner, we must have the audacity to get
beyond anachronisticconventionsand dare to venture into unchartedterritory.This, despiteoverbearingsocio-economicpressure: it is obviously far easier and financially safer to design
virtual architectures for Hollywood movie spin-offs than to
embark on the formidable quest for future art forms.

We need to learn to identify and exploit the sensitive loci
of new media which are most apt to convey new forms and
registersof aestheticexperience.The fiinge of interferencebeThe actor who stands before us is condemnedlike us to tweenactingandenacting,a fringe which haspersistentlyhoused
mortality, weighed down like us with his Newtonian mass,but potentdramaticforces,is assuredlyone such locus. Kinesthetics
is momentarily blessedwith superhumanprowessby virtue of and learning to grasp and evolve within qualitatively different
his stage setting. The quality of othernesshis stage existence spacesform anotherarea that calls for enlightened exploration.
bequeathshim allows the actor to vanquish his fellow men, but The proteanregistersof existenceenabled by immersive techabove all to conquer death and defy the elements.He arises nologies have boundlessimplications for new performing arts.
from his asheslike the phoenix, soarsthrough the heavens,dis- The onus is on us to recognizeand use them.
appears,multiplies, etc. In short, the stagelets him accomplish
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with impunity feats denied to common mortals. The act of flying, for example,hasbeen a spectacularmainstayfor thousands
of years,as evidencedby the first deusex machinaon the Greek
stage,by flying angelswho adornedmedieval and Renaissance
glories, and by airborne romantic ballerinas. Such “impossible
bodies”have always sparked off collective jubilation, and no
doubt always will. The model incarnatedby the live actor, who
acts as proof of its viability, nourishesour ability to transcend
current physical limits. The impossible, hybridized, metamorphic bodies borne by new technologies,partially culled from
reality and partially conjured up by sheercalculation, are gearing us for as yet untapped,barely conceivable modes of existence. In this manner, impossible stagedbodies build up a kind
of survival mechanism,firmly entrenchedin the collective consciousness.
The stakesof new performing artsare thusintricately bound
up with those of a nascentcivilization: performing arts devise
and convey living images of tomorrow’s lives. Building up art
forms groundedin new representationaltechnologiesdemands
substantialresources,both technical and creative.But sinceVR
specialistsconcur that there are only two limits to building VR
representations, namely CPU cycles and designers’mental
cycles, we can only hope that it is not the latter that will ultimateIy prove to be the stumbling block. It is today’s visions
which fuel our dreamsfor the future. A whole new dramatic art
has to be forged, with sufficient conviction to allow us to abandon depleted, inappropriate forms. We have all seen stereoscopic programsin state-of-the-artIMAX cinemaswhere filmmakershave brashly applied the usual formulae of “2D” screenplay: dissolvesand other standardediting techniquessuddenly
seem silly and meager when employed in vivaciously 3D image fields. for which they were never intended and are totally
unadapted.New editing languageshave to be invented, based
on previously unfathomablevisual scalesand depths.The same
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IMMERSION
AND THEATER
By Sally Jane Norman

lol

uerying the compatibility of immersion and theater
\ X
Iis like querying the compatibility of narration and
interactivity: decidingwhetheror not such notions are antithetical ultimately dependson how one choosesto define them. If
narrating meanstelling a story, to what extent does the story
keep a recognizablecore when subjectedto the umpteenbifurcations, ramifications and other convolutions that supposedly
testify to interactivity ? Can infinitely splintering, unforeseeable scenariosbe called “narration”, or do they announcea form
of collective writing for which we have yet to forge a term ?
Similarly, if theater imphes dramatic representation,to what
extent is representationrecognizable as such for the wholly
immersedsubject,no longeran onlookeror bystander,but caught
up in the action ? Can totally overwhelming situations still be
called “theater”, or do they announcea form of collective experiencefor which we haveyet to forge a term ? This text in many
respectstestifies to “work in progress”,and contains far more
questionsthan answers.Then again, perhapstrying to posethe
essentialquestionsis the most urgent task at hand.

INVOLVING ONLOOKERS AND BYSTANDERS
For severalyears, the Japanesetheatertroupe Agua Gala
haschosento work at the fringe betweentheatricalperformance
and interactiveworks involving spectator-participants,thereby
raising many questionscentral to the theater/ immersion debate.In its latest work, VALE in rhe Victim, Agua Gala recruits
half a dozen spectatorsupon arrival at the performancesite.
Dressedin sackclothcloaks,they areaskedto undertakea number of simple actions while ten membersof the troupe execute
rigorously preordainedchoreographyin a complex soundenvironment.The novicesbeginby walking aroundthe performance
space,resolutely indifferent to the sometimesaggressivedancers.Apparently contradictoryactions are programmed:the volunteershavebeeninstructedto pick up and carry shoesthrown
into the arena,but the dancersimmediately tear these objects
out of their hands; the voIunteerslined up on one side of the
spaceare successivelypulled into the center by a performer,
and instantly hauled back into line by another.Such situations
generatedramatic tension,as does the very coexistenceof two
different actor categories:virtuoso professionals(Agua Gala
has a strong butoh background)versed in the planned work.
and more-or-lessbewildered outsiders trapped in what is for
them totally unpredictableaction. But over time, negativeambivalence is particularly felt by the third category of persons,
namelythe spectatorswho identify strongly with the volunteers,
while scrutinizing them with a vaguesenseof voyeuristic guilt.
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Those physically involved in the action are “blinded” by their
implication, and unable to really watch what is happening:their
emplacementsand posturesrule out a stateof passiveobservation comparableto that enjoyed by the audience.Nobody would
doubt that they are living a powerful aestheticand emotional
experience,but the problem is how to qualify that experience.
Is it theater,and if so, for whom ? Can you seea work you are a
part of ? What happensto theater when all become actors and
there are no spectators,as in Rousseau’sideal ? (“...donnezles
spectateursen spectacle;rendez-lesacteurseux-m$mes;faites
que chacun se voie et s’aime dartsles autres, afin que tous en
soient mieux unis.” Lettre ~3d’Alembert).

ence.It will take much experimentationfor us to begin to gauge
and differentiate the perceptive impact of virtual objects as a
function of distanceand scale.meeting digital forms are lightyears away from obdurateminimalist structures,but this does
not meanthat they cannot and do not impress themselvesupon
our senses.
In the domain of recent creation calling on virtual reality
technology,the twofold “private/public” configuration adopted
for Char Davies’ Osmose, an environment for an active
“inimersant” (term coined by the artist) and an onlooking audience,has the immense merit of raising the issue of bodily engaged versus passively spectatorial involvement in new aesthetic spaces.The “immersant”, wearing a head-mounteddisplay and an upper-body harnessfitted with position detectors
for motion control (ensured via torso position and breathing
movements), moves through a virtual world comprised of a
number of different poetic spaces(such as a forest, a stream,a
clearing,strings of alphanumericcharacters).Each immersant’s
itinerary is unique, being determinedby individual body movements. In the public version of Osmose, the immersant’sjourney is displayed in stereoscopicimages on a large screen in a
room adjoiningthe virtual traveler’s“chamber”(the immersant’s
helmeted,cabledsilhouetteis poignantly visible againstthe fabric wall of the booth in the Montreal Museum of Contemporary
Art set-up).Equippedwith liquid crystal glassesand headphones
(sound is a key feature of the installation), we accompany the
immersanton his/her exploration,discovering the virtual spaces
he or she penetrates.

The situation createdby VALES in the Victim, where spectators are the rather embarrassed(but perhapsalso rather smug)
witnessesto amateur antics of their haplessfellows, resembles
that encounteredin certaininteractive,immersiveenvironments.
Peopleobserving a peer empoweredto effectively interact with
fictitious elements(characters,objects, forces, etc.) in a virtual
space,while they can only look on and listen, are in a potentially ambiguous voyeuristic situation. In a world of sports or
warrior-type activity using gesturalinterfaces,physical dexterity is good value for spectators,just as with any direct transmission of a major sports event. A chess tournament or the likes
elicits appreciationof intellectual agility, as do certain fantastic
games calling for quick-wittedness.We are quickly bored by
clumsy amateurism in such fields, which may make us feel
awkward and intrusive, but eagerly resume enthralled
spectatorshipwhen confronted with prowess.Virtual interactive environments for home ludens constitute a flourishing industry, but they only have spectatorappealif taken over by exIn some ways, this active/passivedifferentiation is remipert players.
niscentof that instigatedat the CAVE developedby Dan Sandin
et al at the University of Illinois, in which head movementsof a
RECONCILING THE CONTEMPLATIVE
“leader” wearing an HMD fitted with position sensorsallow
ANDTHE CORPOREAL
impelling interaction with vivid stereoscopicimages, observed
With immersive constructs designed to aesthetic ends, by a flock of neutral spectatorswearing standardstereoglasses.
things become more complicated. There are no clear-cut,con- But the CAVE mainly servesthe scientific community (works
ventionally imposed and acceptedrules, although playfulness like artist Rita Addison’s Detour: Brain Deconstruction Ahead
may be rife, and there is no teleological drive as in win-or-lose remain the exception),for whom handing over the head-tracked
situations of the game kind. In the art world, we as spectators systemto the most competent analyst of the given visual data
have no yardstick when passively observing a peer empowered seemslogical. Osmose.on the other hand, is an adamantlyaesto interact with virtual constructs.But assessmentof earlier aes- thetic undertaking,which moreover strives via powerful image
thetic approachesto immersion, including conceptsformulated technologiesto manifest the immersive qualities Char Davies
outside the realm of theater,may help to understandthe speci- earlier sought to reveal through her painting. One problem is
ficity of current synthetic spaces,and shed new light on prob- that anotherperson’sintrospectivemeanderingthroughunknown
lems of bodily involvement. In “Notes on Sculpture*’(l), writ- terrain does not necessarilywithhold much interest for wouldten almost thirty years ago, Robert Morris considerscontem- be art viewers, regardlessof quality of the immersant’s own
plating minimalist sculpture as tantamountto being immersed experience(conversely,certain dancerswho feel hamperedby
in the space it exudes, i.e. the aesthetically and organically the immersant’s trappings prefer to view Osmose as what they
charged space which includes the spectator.
I Morris refers to considerto be an audiovisual art, thus defeating the work’s kiapprehensionof the gestalt to explain the uncanny perceptive nestheticpurpose).While challengespresentedby a virtual scape
impact of sculpture which is gauged in terms of size and dis- which opposesresistanceto the explorer (e.g. through geomtance to generate an intuitive, quasi-visceral apprehensionof etry or textures)may heightenspectatorattention, such features
scalar relations between the work and bodily spectator pres- also jeopardize or undermine more quiescent aesthetic objec216

tives (Osmoseoffers an all too rare alternative to the usual war
games and other VR simulations designed to boost adrenalin
levels). This work raises some knotty questions:how enthralling and aesthetically stimulating are other immersants’journeys ? How involved can the passive spectatorbecome as the
virtual explorer’s mere shadow,the more so in that discovery of
creations like Osmose is patently body-bound (in this case,literally dependanton individual inspiration) ?
Thesequestionswill assumegrowing importancewith the
developmentof virtual art designedfor various sorts of interaction, via increasingly intimate interfaces. New modes of perception will emergeas we learn to graspunprecedentedspatial
and dynamic relations set up by new forms of bodily implication in our environment. It is paradoxicalthat emphasison fullbody perceptual response to aesthetics, as encountered in
Morris’s seminalwork, shouldnow be acquiringsuchpertinence
in the realm of virtual technology-basedcreation, since the
emerging technologies result from decadesof platonic clean
room research,accomplishedin pure digital bliss far from the
lure of the flesh.The currentphenomenologicalplungeinto sense
experience is taking us by storm, and many artists are failing
into traps that will perhapsseem obvious with hindsight, but
are proving treacherousright now. One of thesetraps concerns
communicability (and incommunicability) of certain kinds of
senseexperience: interactive virtual environments solliciting
such privy functions as kinesthesia and proprioception profoundly modify traditional conceptionsof collective aesthetic
experience.Bystanderswho revel in a subject’s exploration of
virtual spaceare delighting not in sensationsbeing felt by the
immersant,which necessarilyremain confidential, but rather in
the actualmiracle of interactiveimmersion.In suchcases,idolatry is at work just as much as aesthetics.
DIFFERENTIAL MODES
OF PERFORMANCE PROJECTION
The theatrical potential of interactive immersive systems
is debatable,and adjudgednon-existentby many persons.One
reasonis the fact that, unlike the vagariesof a virtual immersant,
even the most wilfully monotonous performance,staging the
most banal gestureand action, is designedfirst and foremost to
communicateaestheticexperienceto an audience.The public is
not just incidentally integrated as collective witness to an essentially private situation, despite the fact that many performers deliberately trap their spectators in voyeuristic roles
(Grotowski’s seating arrangementsfor El Principe constunte,
in 1965,push this tactic to extremes).Deliberately inexpressive
actorscan project extraordinary dramaticpresence,and thereis
a world of difference between a performer’s intentional vacuousnessand a non-performer’s ingenuousblandness(Yvonne
Rainer, a leading conceptualdancefigure in the sixties, usedto
despair at how the audiencewould invariably read teleological
structureand virtuosity into her flattest choreogmphy).Interactive immersive environments may also be deemed inherently

non-theatrical becausetheir specificity tends to be sacrificed
when they “go public” via strengthened visual and auditory
components,since the real novelty of such systemslies in their
capacityto call on more intimate (notably haptic and kinesthetic)
forms of sensoryintercourse.
Kinesthetic experienceis an essentialsource of aesthetic
enjoyment in dance and circus arts, where spectatorsare mesmerizedby physicalmarvels.The ballerina who crossesthe stage
executing a series of fouett6s generatesa complex geometric
figure which beliesall reasonablemodesof displacement.Swift,
minute, precisefoot movementsof long-gownedGeorgiandancers endow them with supernaturalgliding grace.Trapezeartists
engender heretical spaceswhere the body repeatedly defies
physicallaw. Break-dancerswhirling upsidedown on their heads
like spinning-tops, legs spread-eagledin the air, convey disturbing visions of ambiguous morphologies, at once familiar
and alien. Such performing arts appealto our intuitive recognition of corporeal prowess.We are spellbound by sheer immediacy of the miracle being accomplishedbefore our very eyes,
i.e. transcendanceof the mundanely cumbersomebody. When
such featsundergomedia processingfor screenedtransmission,
techniqueshave to be developedto transposeinto film and audio languagethe gut impact of live action. Artful use of visual
and acousticresourcesmust compensatefor the absenceof flesh
and blood, a point clearly made in Eisenstein’swritings, hardwon from his grounding in experimental theater (to take a less
prestigiousexample,The GreatestShowon Earth is cinemaand
not circus, the gripping suspenseof aerial numbersbeing rendered via judicious editing techniques- interspersedlow and
high angle shots,rapid reverseshots, etc.).
Another crucial point to be borne in mind when trying to
instigate new participatory aestheticswith immersive technologies is the extremediversity of live performanceregisters,each
being characterizedby gesturaland dramatic specificity. There
is a tendency in recent technology-basedresearchto treat totally unlike and immiscible elements en bloc, the word “theater” being abusedas a blanket term to cover purportedly homogeneousarts.This lack of discrimination leads to inability to
even recognizethe respectivetechniquesoperative in the art of
the clown, acrobat,actor, dancer,magician, or mime. Yet each
of these performance areasis subtendedby distinct corporeal
models, and each implicates both artists and spectatorsin its
own distinct way. Physical danger communicatedby a trapezist, astonishmenttriggered by an illusionist, mirth sparked off
by a buffoon, and anguishprovoked by a tragedian give rise to
keenly different sensesof immersion in live performance.A
telling passageby Victor Shklovsky describes the essenceof
circus as residing in (physical)diffkulty: strong men must wield
authentic weights and break authentic chains, whereastheater,
having “canonized”the art of make-believe,calls on other devices to captivate its public (2). Shklovsky’s differentiation between circus performancewhich impressesthrough indubitable
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physical prowess,and dramatic performancewhere shammed optimized perceptive parameters, optimally coherent virtual
physical action is part of the game, is focal to the theater/ im- spaces,i.e. the ideal of performance in its most mechanistic
me&on debate.In order to really tackle an issue as sensitive sense- we tend to forget the simplest home truths concerning
and intricate as kinestheticsand communicability, an incursion immersion in non-functionalist,creativecontexts.Hence,when
into corporeal performance categoriesand techniqueswould VR perception analystsstate that breadth of the visual field is
seem more than worthwhile. A useful dance-basedtaxonomy directly proportional to the immersivepower of a virtual world,
of motricity drawn up by Jean-ClaudeSerre differentiates be- there is a stampedeto extend breadth of the visual field in all
tween “teleokinetic”, “semiokinetic”, and “morphokinetic” immersive constructs,whatever their end use. There’s the rub.
forms of bodily expression (3). Eugenio Barba’s theater an- One of the most immersive performancesI have ever seenwas
thropology offers insight into how performance space is in- that of a flea-training clown, playing to a packed little theater.
vestedacrossdifferent codes and techniquesin a wide array of He mimicked and gesticulateddramatically as he ordered the
cultures (4). Such lines of approachwill hopefully be taken into flea to leap in a sweepingarc from one forefinger to the other.
accountin the questfor new kinds of performance-based
art.
Hundreds of people were totally enthralled by the act and totally intent on the flea, which was not just tiny. Worse,it did not
“really” exist. Immersion in the realm of creative performance
THEATER AS A TOOL FOR SOUNDING IMMERSION
is, fortunately, unfathomable.
In the context of immersive virtual environments,we are
dealing neither with cinema, nor with a live art form akin to
0 Sally Jane Norman 1995
any kind of theater as we now know it. The problem of how to
communicateaestheticsfounded in visceral involvement must
thereforebe posedin totally new terms, as must the problem of
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Theater culture is vast and varied, and provides an excellent heuristic tool for sounding emergentimmersive, interactive aesthetics.The dangersof researchblinkeredby productivist
goals are obvious to most people, but the dangersof brandishing reductionist notions of theater as a cultural alibi are more
insidious.A problemwith much of today’sexperimentationbent
on developing new interactive models for virtual worlds is that
it is totally devoid of aesthetic value, even when hallowed by
cultural institutions. This is becauseart is generally not laid
down as a premise but taggedon as an afterthought,a potential
cultural market strategy.Dazed by the myth of optimization 218
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Here and there, sick ianplight through window glass
taught us to distrust the deceitjid mathematics of our

perishingeyes.
F.T. Marinetti, Futurist Manifesto. 1909
Analogy

q

is nothing more than the deeplove that links
distant,seeminglydiverseand hostile things.
F. T. Marinetti, FuturistManifesto,1913

echno Chronology

May 20-24, 1994.4CyberConf:At the Banff Centre For
the Arts in Alberta, Canada,under the auspicesof the Art and
Virtual EnvironmentsProject, the last virtual chambercreated
for “Dancing With The Virtual Dervish: Worlds in Progress”
affords viewers the world’s first immersive experienceof phenomenainvolving a fourth spatial dimension.
l

9 February 3-4, 1995. The transTerraFirma project is
launched.Two Silicon Graphics OnyxlRealityEngine2 graphics supercomputers,one at the University of Texas at Austin
and the other at the Electronic Cafe in SantaMonica, connected
to one anothervia ethernet,give audiencesthe opportunity to
navigatethroughand interact within sharedvirtual architecture.
Even though the two sites can communicatevia live audio and
video ISDN connections,people prefer interacting in the virtual worlds to simply seeing and speaking to one another directly.
*April 3, 1995. ‘Webspace”,a three dimensionai browser
for the worldwide web (WWW), is announcedby Silicon Graphics and TemplateGraphics Software. Built around the VRML
(virtual reality modeling language)and OpenInventorgraphics
formats,designedto work on all the major computerplatforms,
and integratedinto the functioning of Netscape,the most widely
used WWW browser, Webspacecreates the first widespread
opportunity for the transmissionand exchangeof virtual environmenls.

May 20-28, 1995.At the Tidsvag No11 ~2.0 (Timewave
Zero) art and technologyexhibition in Gbtheborg,Sweden,the
transTerraFitmaproject continues.A seriesof worlds are conl
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strutted that can be transmitted over the web and visited by
anyonewith intemet accessand a VFLML browser.
URL http://www.ar.utexas.edu/centrifuge/ttf.html

greatertorque to the straining conventional definitions of architecture: not only is real time now an active concern of the architect, but the logistics of sustainable,transmissible illusion become as real as the most physical material constraints. Form
follows fiction, but an economy of bits replacesthe economy of
sticks and stones.

July 1995:RealityLab, the Laboratory for ImmersiveVirtual Environmentsis establishedwithin the School of Architecture at the University of Texas at Austin. It is the first facility
devoted to the study of virtual spaceas autonomousarchitecTo be effective within these new conditions, the poetic,
tural space.
philosophic, and technological strategieswe employ to generate architecturemust reflect our current understandingof physZero: Transmitting Architecture
ics and cosmology, must utilize our most current conceptsand
The history of invention alternatesbetween advancesof methodsof knowing the world, and confront fully the implicatransport and advancesof communication, that is to say from tions, constraints.and opportunities that arise from conceiving
transmitting the subject to transmitting the sign and presenceof of a transmissiblearchitecture.
the subject,establishinga symbiosis of vehiclesand media that
leadsfrom antiquity all the way to the present.Mode after mode l/4: Implicit Time
of expressionor perception have yielded to being cast across
Gilles Deleuze has commented that in early cinema the
greater and greater distancesas agentsof will and power. Sig- treatmentof time was bodily-kinaesthetic, embodying what he
nal, image, letter, sound, moving image, live sound,live image, calls the ‘movement-image,while what characterizescinema
sense and action, intersense and interaction, presence, now is the ‘time-image.’The ‘movement-image’usestime as it
interpresence,telepresence,all expressour awarenessof other is readily perceivedin expectedsensory-motoraction or plot. It
and elsewhere,and underscoreour will to interact with the sum is linear time, proper sequence,straightforward causality. The
of what we know to exist simultaneously with us, relativity’s ‘time-image’, on the other hand, relies of mechanismsof assocomplexities notwithstanding.
ciation, memory, imagination, illusion, hallucination. An object out of place,out of time, or out of plot, rationally incongruIn this effort to extend our range and presenceto nonlocal ous, colors a scene with its probable histories or possible furealities, architecturehas been a bystander,at most housing the tures.Building on Bergson,Deleuzeseesin eachobject, in each
equipmentthat enableus to extend our presence.The technolo- frame of a film, a rhizome in time, allowing haecceitiesto comgies that would allow the distribution or transmissionof space municate ‘motion without action’.
and place have beenunimaginable,until now. Though we learn
An object is thus envelopedby an auraof its own trajectory
about much of the world from the media, especiallycinemaand
television, what they provide is only a passiveimage of place, through time that is immeriselydifferent from the sequenceof
lacking the inherent freedom of action that characterizesreal- imagesthat would describeits motion throughspace.The ‘moveity, and imposing a single narrative thread upon what is nor- ment -image’recordspositions in spacewhile the ‘time-image’
mally an open field of spatial opportunity. However, now that recordsstatesin time. The cinemaof the time-imageaddsto this
the cinematic image has becomehabitable and interactive, that the combinationof disparateobjects,each with its own, implied
boundary has been crossedirrevocably. Not only have we cre- aura, and constructsa languageof nuancesin place of the lanatedthe conditions for virtual community within a nonlocalelec- guageof actions.Actions themselvescan be lifted from the simtronic public realm, but we are now able to exercisethe most plicity of the movement-imageandplacedwithin the time-image.
radical gesture: distributing space and place, transmitting arlime permeatesevery architectural gesture, but in most
chitecture.
cases,architecture’sconcern with time is passive.Even where
The transmission of architecture and public space alters the idea of the time-image is employed in the evocativearrangeall the familiar issuesof architectureand urbanism.All at once, ment of elements intended to speak through implication, the
theory, practice, and education are confronted with questions elementsand the arrangementare static, respondingonly to the
that have no precedent of consideration within the discipline, slow accumulationof patina and accident. Until now, architecnecessitatingthat we turn elsewherefor guidance.Learningfrom ture, even when speaking in the language of the time-image,
software supersedes learning from Las Vegas, the Bauhaus, or hasspokenin an inanimateway, using inanimate elements. The
Vitruvius : the discipline of replacing all constantswith vari- possibility of an animate , or at least animated, architecture,
ables, necessaryfor good software engineering,leads directly containing varying arrangementsof animate or animated eleto the idea of liquid architecture. Liquid architecture, in turn, ments, has yet to be explored. What examples do exist are eiieads to the reproblematizationof time as an active element of ther vehicular,aircraft carriers and skyhooks, nomadic, like the
architecture at the scale of the cognitive and musical, not just ornate tents of Bedouin princes, or greatly extendedin time or
the historic, political, or economic event. The language and space:so far, the life of architecturehas only manifested itself
metaphors of networked, distributed computing apply even acrosscontinents and centuries.
l
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Once we cast architectureinto cyberspace,theseconcerns
take on both theoreticalandpracticalurgency.The architectmust
now take into active interest not only the motion of the user
through the environment, but also account for the fact that the
environment itself, unencumberedby gravity and other common constraints,may itself changeposition, attitude,or attribute.
This new choreographic consideration is already a profound
extension of responsibilitesand opportunites,but it still corresponds only to ‘movement-image’. Far more interesting and
difficult is the next step, in which the environment is understood not only to move, but also to breatheand transform,to be
cast into the wind not like a stone but like a bird. What this
requires is the design of mechanismsand algorithms of animation and interactivity for every act of architecture.Mathematically, this meansthat time must now be addedto the long list of
parametersof which architectureis a function.
2/4: Implicit Space
When space existed as a separatecategory, architecture
was the art of space;when time existed as a separatecategory,
music was the art of time. The realization of the deep relation
between space and time as spacetime,and the corresponding
parallel relation betweenmass and energy,challengesthe idea
that architectureand music are separate,and prompts us to conceive of a new art of spacetime:archiMusic. But while we can
surely imagine such an artform, we have had no way to actually
construct and inhabit the spatiotemporaledifices of that imagination. While our science examines microscopic and macroscopicregionsof curved,higherdimensionalspacetime,we build
within the confines of the small lots of what our limited sensorium can comprehenddirectly. Even though we dependon devices that rely on phenomenaat theseother scales,our architecture doesnothing to help us form an intuition of the largerworld
we know through our theoriesand instruments.

The spatial imagination of mathematiciansand physicists
has been far bolder than that of architects. Gauss’scurvature,
Lobachevksy’shyperbolic or ‘imaginary geometry’,Riemann’s
elliptic geometry,the ladder from scalar to vector to tensor to
spinor to twistor, are yet undigestedconceptions‘of spacethat
must be consideredby a new algorithmic and computational
critical discourseand poetics. While the scale at which these
conceptionsapply is outside the range of everyday experience
as we knew it, that rangehasitself changed.As Virilio hasnoted,
our horizon has shifted from the edge of what is visible to our
nakedeyesto that which is visible electronically at the speedof
light, that is to say, at the scalesof non-Euclidean geometries.
Actually, everything we see,we see at the speedof light: what
we have overcomeare atmosphericand perspectivalnoise, the
constraint of seeing in a straight line, and constraint of seeing
from just one point or in just one direction. Optico-digital
orthographies:losslessclarity, curved omniscience,pantopical
omnipresence.
The architecture of cyberspaceoffers the opportunity to
mend the rupture betweenhow we know the world and how we
conceive and execute architecture.It allows a far greater latitude of experimentationthan any previous architectonicopportunity. It is once again possible to seek to know what is known
and to conceive a correspondingarchitecture, without always
falling back upon the sacredgeometriesof agespast. This engagementonly makes architecture more relevant to the world,
more in keepingwith what is sensedas a new condition. In fact,
architecture’srole in articulating spatially the outlook of an age
is strongly reasserted.

314: Sampling
We cannotknow the real in its entirety.As much shieldsas
bridges, our senses isolate us from the outside world, even as
the cognitive mechanismsthat translate raw input into meanUntil relatively recent times, architecturekept pace with ingful pattern isolate us from within. In either case,what we do
knowledge. By the middle of the 18th century, however, the know is known through sampling: continuous reality, if indeed
historical congruencebetweenways of knowing the world and it is continuous,is segmentedand reconstitutedto fit our underways of conceiving and executing architecture was disrupted standing.
by repeated,and eventually successful,challengesto Euclidean
geometry.Up to that point architecturecould still embracewestSampling implies the existenceof a field to be sampled,a
em spatial conceptions: even the heavenswere Euclidean, it sampling rate or frequency,and a sampling resolution or sensiseemed.The efforts of Lobachevskyand Riemann,the descrip- tivity. From subatomic particles to scanning tunneling microtions of electromagneticfields by Maxwell, and the world view scopesto compactdisks to video, film, meteorologicaland costhat was slowly assembledvia relativity, quantum mechanics, mological information, what we know empirically we know
and that led to today’s theories of hyperspaceand stochastic through this very particular form of observation.What we know
universes,createda condition that architecture,burdenedby its synthetically or by simulation does not escape this either:
materiality, could no longer follow. While a handful of excep- whether we gatheror produce data, we do so at increments and
tional architects grappled with the new problems, for the most intervals that reducethe infinite, or merely vast, to the managepart, the modernism that was widely embracedwas the most able. Our own sensesoperate by sampling: the finite grids of
conservativeavailable. Architecture, for the most part, ceased rods and cones that form our retinas feed a finite number of
to embody the leading edge of our world-view, and turned to nerve endings at finite intervals: whatever continuity we pernarrower and narrower problems,until it becameindistinguish- ceive in the world is an illusion we construct.
able from mere utiIitarian building.
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Understanding the world as field is very different from
understandingthe world asdialectic of solid andvoid. The world
of objects and emptinessesis enumerable,a world of local binary decisions: is/is-not. In a world of fields, the distinction
between what is and what is not is one of degree.There can be
as many sampling points where something is not as there are
where something is. Sampling involves an intermediatesense
of reality, somethingbetweenreal and integer numbers,a fractal
notion of qualified truth, truth-to-a-point. An object’s boundary is simply the reconstructedcontour of an arbitrarily chosen
value. Having captured a three dimensional array of pressure
points around a tornado, we can reconstructthe pressurecontour of the center of the storm just as surely as we can the leading edge.At one density setting the data from a magneticresonance scan give the shapeof one’s skull, at another the shape
of one’sbrain, paradoxicallyreplacing the discontinuity of sampling with a new continuity acrossnamesand categories.
The data upon which these tools are applied can come
from any of severalsources:direct sensingof the environment,
computation of functions that occupy space,fiction and fancy,
it doesnot matter which. In McLuhan’s sense,the adventof the
tool already changesour reality by shifting the balance of all
our practicesand outlooks. In order to contend with the enormous amount of information provided by arraysof instruments
directed at all aspectsof the world, scientistshave developeda
panoply of tools for scientific visualization.The dominantmetaphor behind the operation of these tools is that of the field or
lattice. Volume visualization, isosurface construction, advection, and numerousother techniquesexist that allow us to peer
into a block of numbersand extract the shapeof an answerto a
question.
Architectural heuretics and poetics, even when employing the computer’s boundary representationsand solid modeling, still emphasize a Euclidean understanding of form and
space,an ideology of presenceand absence.Descriptively,analytically, synthetically, in every way, the rigidity of the canonical, orthographicdescriptionsof architecturefail to capturewhat
is salient to space as we currently conceive it. Plan, section,
elevation, perspective,axonometric, tracesof pigment held by
the tooth of vellum, ruler and compass,were perhapsappropriate to the cycles and epicycles of a Ptolemaic, Copemican,and
Galilean universe,or even the ellipses of a Keplerian universe,
but are completely impotent in arrestingthe trajectoriesof subatomic particles, or the shapesof the gravity wavesof colliding
black holes. Once this is observed,it can be readily seen that
the plan is dead becauseits worldview is obsolete.

chitecture of latent information that is modulated by our every
breath and transmission.The shapesare definite, and with the
right tools of sampling and visualization, can be seen,captured,
and, if so desired,manufactured.It is imperative that architects
embracethese tools critically and creatively, and set aside the
tools that Alberti used as beautiful, but finalIy nostalgic, vestiges of anotherera.
4/4: lhnsmission
The unprecedentedpotential to cast space into the electronic net surrounding the planet is not without restrictions of
its own. The astonishingcapacity of optical fiber to carry information is just being grasped.In the interim, between astonishment and proficiency, we must contend with the present limits
of bandwidth. While everything is growing exponentially, it
seemsthat the speedof computersand the number of users of
the intemet are expanding at a more rapid rate than the availability of the raw carrying capacity required to create shared
virtual environments.We will soon have very many people with
very fast computersvying for limited bandwidth. It is unlikely,
and, in any case,againstthe fundamentalinsights of distributed
computing, to have a central computer manufactureone reality
for many participants.The paradigm that is emerging is quite
the opposite: each participant receives a compressed,concise
description of the world and information about the state and actions of all the other participants. Each participant’s local machine then synthesizesa versionof the sharedreality that is similar to, but not necessarilyidentical with, all the others, depending on local factors and preferences.In a Leibnizian way, each
location functions as a monad. Each location is independentof
the others, and yet, by the fact of their relative agreement,a
larger reality is constructed.
Obviously, what is required here is a transmissibleform of
reality in condensedform ratherthan in fixed description.Simple
compressiondoesnot suffice, since it imposesthe samelimit on
resolution for all participants, regardlessof their communicational and computational resources.In the long run, what must
be transmittedis not the object itself but its cypher, the genetic
code for the regenerationof the object at each new site, according to each site’s available resources.

Cyberspaceas a whole, and networkedvirtual environments
in particular, allow us to not only theorize about potential architecturesinformed by the best of current thought, but to actually
construct such spacesfor human inhabitation in a completely
new kind of public realm. This does not imply a lack of constraint, but rather a substitution of one kind rigor for another.
When bricks become pixels, the tectonics of architecture beAn alternative architectural poetics would look past the come informational. City planning becomesdata structure destatic depiction of objects and surfaces to the description of sign, construction costs become computational costs, accessilatent information fields. The air we move through is perme- bility becomestransmissibility, proximity is measuredin numated by intersectingemanationsof information from every ob- bers of required links and available bandwidth. Everything
ject: electromagneticflux, intensitiesof light, pressure,andbody changes,but architectureremains.
heat form complex dancing geometriesaround us at every instant. We already inhabit an invisible world of shapes,an ar222

Genetic Poetics

Slowly, from the considerationsabove,we can articulate
someexpectationsaboutwhat a cyberspacearchitecturemight
involve. It would be an architecturedesignedas much in time
as in space,changing interactively as a function of duration,
use,and externalinfluence; it would be describedin a compact,
coded notation, allowing efficient transmission;it would be
amenableto different renditions under different fundamental
geometries;and it would be designedwith the most advanced
concepts,tools, and processesavailable.Emphatically nonlinear and nonlocal,its preferredmodesof narrationwould inherently involve distributedness,
multiplicity, emergence,
andopenendedness.
Justaschaosandcomplexity haveswitchedpolaritiesfrom
negativeto positive value, so too are all the expressionsof disjunction and discontinuity being revisited as forms of a higher
order. Unlike the disjunction of collage that has characterized
much of this century, the new disjunction is one of morphing.
Wherecollagemerely superposesmaterialsfrom different contexts, morphing operatesthroughthem, blendingthem.True to
the technologiesof their respectivetimes, collage is mechanical whereasmorphingis alchemical.Sphinx andwerewolf, gargoyle and griffin are the mascotsof this time. The characterof
morphingis genetic,not surgical,more like geneticcross-breeding than transplanting.Where collage emphasizeddifferences
by rccontextuahzingthe familiar, the morphingoperationblends
the unfamiliar in ways that illuminate unsuspectedsimilarities
and becomings.

chitectures.Architects aspiring to place their constructswithin
the nonspaceof cyberspacewill have to learn to think in terms
of geneticenginesof artificial life. Someof the productsof these
engineswill only be tenable in cyberspace,but many others
may prove to be valid contributionsto the physical world.
One: transTerraFima:
Tidsvag No11 ~2.0
trmsTerraFirma is the ongoingeffort to assertthe vitality

of architectureafter territory. It is also an investigation of the
meansnecessaryfor architecturalconceptionand productionin
cyberspace.For the Tidsvag Noll exhibition in Sweden,this
exploration has taken the form of a seriesof city-worlds constructedfor the pre-releaseversion of the Webspacethree-dimensionalweb browser.Theseworlds are now availableon the
net. In variousguises,these‘worlds in progress’eachexplore a
different facet of virtuality.
Words are portals.Woven through the worlds are several
websof non-linearnarrative.Wordssuspendedin space,at different scalesand orientations,act as portals to other worlds.
One set of words consistsof the namesof presentor historical
cities that havebeenthe sitesof disasterand destruction:Kobe,
Kikwit, Oklahoma City, Waco, Beirut, Sarajevo, Mostar,
Johanessburg,Soweto, Carthage...Another set consistsof reminders of what humanity would rather escape:plague,pain,
torture,virus, carnage,friction... A third usesonly sentencefragments,precededand followed by ellipses,such as:

the necessityof voids ...
this body ...
you inhabit her fearscapes.. .
after territory ...
Narrative structuresare similarly affected.Cinematically, fragmentsof stories...
he askedabout you . ..
the cut yields to the crossfadeand the crossfadeyields to the homeworld...
laughter,pain . .. upgrademy love . .. .
morphedblend, until what would be consequentscenesmerge a matrix of questions...
brokenglass ...
into a modulated,varying compositeof simultaneousexistences. no room ...
the necessityof voids .. .
The elementsof meaning becomeatmosphericand tempera- you occupymy visions ...colIapsing...
centrifuge ..,
mental, and narrativesequenceproceedsfrom ellipsis to ellip
spectacle. ..
komMERZ ...
sis, in a stochasticperpetualmotion machine.
This third system always leads to a distribution node, a
Though the questionof architectonicmerit admitsno facworld unlike the rest.The distributor world is a fully spatialized
ile answer,it must still be asked.Just as simple enginesex- poemconsistingalmostentirely of text, arrayedin threedimenchangedisplacementfor force, so too do the tools of cyberspace sional space.Every sentencefragment in this spaceis a link
exchangecomputationalcycles for the productionof usableinback into the city-worlds. By creatinga field of text fragments
formation. It is fair to inquire not only how much power an that the visitor can navigate through, a new form of poem is
enginecan produce,but to what purposethat power is directed. invented:a spatialpoem,characterizedby shifting relationships
Of all the cpu-cyclesexpendedin the design and construction between the foregroundand backgroundwords, between the
of a work of architecture,how many are appliedto improving words that catch the light and the ones that disappearin dark
its architectonicquality? Are they appliedtoward goalsthat infog. As the visitor travelsthroughthis poem an infinite number
creasearchitectonic merit , or are they applied to peripheral of poemsshift smoothlypast one another,eachphrasean entry
issues,such as the more rapid productionof mediocrity?
to anotherworld. The slow rotation of the text destabilizesthe
viewer, creatingthe necessityto either move to keep the words
One of the fundamentalscientific insights of this century in any particular configuration, or yield to the changeand rehas been the realization that simulation can function as a kind
read the kaleidoscopicwordplay.
of reverseempiricism, the empiricismof the possible.Learning
from the disciplines that attendto emergenceand morphogenLocked within the deepestrecessesof eachcity-world are
esis, architectsmust creategenerativemodels for possiblear- nodesof ‘friction’, placeswhere the visitor is confrontedwith
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screensdisplaying images that have been gatheredon the net,
but that recollect reality outside cyberspace.These imagesare
often related to the namesof the cities, but in ways that are not
directly apparent.Rather, the construction of meaning remains
the responsibility of the visitor, who must integrate the overall
senseof place of each world with the sequencesof namesof
places,keywords, and sentencefragmentsencountered.

tions and establish continua between extremes that may well
wrap around to meet at their most distant ends.

The designof the shapesone encountersin theseworlds is
based on an analogy to sound synthesis, extended to include
threedimensional form. Timbre, the characterof a sound,is not
given by the fundamentalfrequencyof a sound,but by the structure, proportion, and onsetpatternof the overtones,or multiples,
of that frequency.If we visualize the fundamentalfrequencyas
a wave, the characterof the sound is given by the perturbations
causedby the addition or subtraction of subordinatewaves of
higher frequency but lesser amplitude. Even though we know
that sound propagatesspherically,we normally think of it as an
undulating line, representingair pressure,moving forward in
time. We can just as well representit as an undulating surface,
like the surface of a liquid, or as a solid block of pressureor
density values. Let use assumethat a simple shape,a cube or a
sphere,perhaps,correspondsto a simple sine wave. We know
that by adding perturbationsto the sine wave, we can producea
richer sound: the sameis true for our simple shape.The idea of
a fundamentalfunction with perturbationscarrieswell into other
dimensions.Assuming that the fundamentalfigure of architecture is the domain, representedin two dimensionsby a boundary contour of an arbitrarily chosen value, and in three by a
boundary isosurface, we can searchfor functions that produce
simple figures, and that can readily be modulatedby successive
perturbationsat higher frequencies.Applying the perturbations
conditionally ensuresa high degreeof control . Such a conception of architecturalspacehas the advantageof being extremely
compact: a single mathematicalexpressioncan be expandedto
becomea fully formed chamber,at whateverresolutionthe available resourcespermit. Adding a temporal dimension is as direct
as adding another parameterto the expression,and the expression itself articulatesthe genetic structure of the chamber,making evident the loci of intervention for the generativeor genetic
algorithm that determinesthe growth of the architectural artifact over many generations.And, of course,it is eminently transmissible.While most current threedimensionalbrowsersdo not
yet support the transmissionof executableapplications,applets,
along with data, exceptionsdo exist, and that functionality will
soon be standard. It will not be long before form follows the
functions of fiction.

The problem of the design of ‘intelligent environments’
can be instructive. Each term, and their relationships, can be
replacedby ‘tuples’. ‘Intelligence’can be replacedby Howard
Gardner’s seven types of intelligence: <visual, verbal, mathematical, bodily, musical, interpersonal,intrapersonal>. ‘Environments’can be seen to be of at least three types: <actual,
virtual, and hybrid>. The loci of application of intelligence to
environmentscan also be listed: <in, on, of, by, ...>. If we map
thesetuples onto a coordinatesystem,we createa spaceof possibility for what intelligent environments might mean, what
projectsmight be undertakenandwhat directionsexplored.What
is the bodily intelligence of a virtual environment? How is
intrapersonalintelligence exhibited by a hybrid environment?
How cantechnologicallyaugmentedintrapersonal‘intelligence’
enhancean actualenvironment?Oncewe have understoodsome
of the featuresof this space,we can add dimensions. What is
the range of urbanism?

One Zero: The ‘lkansphysical

There is no question that urbanism as we know it will be
altered,that our cities will becomeour interfacesto the net, that
we will really be able to ‘reach out and touch someone’across
the planet and as far as our transmissionswill allow. As important as the understandingof thosechangeswill be, we must not
forget to seethe larger change:a new, nonlocal urbanism is in
the making. This new urbanism. transurbanism,freed from a
fixed geometry,will have to draw upon set theory and the physics of a quantum universe.As distant as this may appear from
the city as we know it. the transphysical city will not be the
postphysicalcity. As the prefix rrcw~implies, it will be at once
a transmutation and a transgressionof the known, but it will
also stand alongsideand be interwoven into that very matrix.
Futurismo

& Futurismi

In the decade that has passed since the’Futurism0 &
Futurismi exhibition in the Pallazo Grassi in Venice, the relevanceof Futurism to our experiencewith technology has become increasinglyclear. It is plainly evident that the conditions
we have created will bring about far deeper changesthan the
onesthat fueled early modernism. Still, the parallelsare strong,
and it is worth considering them briefly.

City

Discussionsof the relationship of the actual to the virtual
tend to polarize even more rapidly than discussionsof morality,
politics, or gender.Remnant of our predator/preydays, an exclusionary either/or mentality makes more detailed considerations difficult. In consideringthe urban implications of a transmissible architecture, we will have to set aside binary opposi224

The transphysicalcity will be suffused with intelligence.
Sensorsand effecters will be ubiquitous and will be linked everywhere with information utilities as common as running water. How can we begin to envision such a city?

Of the various ways in which the futurists saw simultaneity and dynamism, Umberto Boccioni’s was perhapsthe most
prescientand applicable to the conditions we are facing. Critical of Balla’s literal depiction of forms in motion, Boccioni
sought to capture a senseof time that was implicit in being.
Like Bergson’s notion of ‘duration’as the principle animating

the passagethrough time rather than the particular form at a
given instant, Boccioni’s work observed the lifelessness of a
form arrestedfrom motion in a single instant, and createdforms
that were condensedrecords of their own becoming, past and
future both being contained in the vector of the present. It is
perhapsnot too surprisingthat Boccioni’s senseof andDeleuze’s
time-image would both draw upon, and thus be connected by,
Bergson.What is surprising is that Deleuzeand Boccioni, especially the latter’s Unique Form of Continuity in Spaceof 1913
and related works both anticipate and can be expressedby the
tools and concepts of scientific visualization, especially
isosurfaces.Our surprise is only the result of our forgetting; in
his 1913Manifesto, Marinetti is explicit: “... we shoutiexpress
the infinite smallness that surrounds us, the imperceptible, the
invisible, the agitation of atoms, the Brownian movements, all
the exciting hypotheses and all the domains explored by the
high-powered microscope. To explain: I want to introduce the
infinite molecular life into poetry not as a scientific document
but as an intuitive element. It should mix, in the work of art,
with the inf;niteIy great spectacles and dramas, because this
fusion constitutes the integral synthesis of life”.
‘Here and there, sick lamplight through window glass
taught us to distrust the deceirful mathematics of ourperishing

eye”. The wings and propellersof the Futurists were severedby
the rise of Fascism.Marinetti’s words cut both ways.
Q Marcos

Novak
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CYBERFEMINISM
By Nancy Paterson
nancy@utcc.utoronto.ca
I

1

/I1

n her latestincarnationsheis exceedinglyvoluptuous.
The scalpelbladesbeneathher fashionablymanicured
nails are discreetly retractable.The arm twisted up behind her
back is, at first glance,barely noticeable.Meet Molly in William Gibson’s novel Neurommcer,
or Melanie Griffith in the
film Cherr)l2000- sexy, tough, aloof, and ultimately a fantasy.

The power which thesewomen wield is evil, technological
and, of course,seductive. Any influence or control which they
exertis clearly misguidedor accidental.And, if they happento be
pre-menstrual,
they mayjust blastyou to hell andback.The powerful woman,bitch/goddess,ice queen,android,is representedin
popularcultureasa 2 1st centuryPandora.And the box which she
hold this time is electronicand very definitely pluggedin.
Linking the erotic representationof women with the often
terrible cultural impact of new electronic technologiesis not a
new concept.Cinemaaddressedthe desireto anthropomorphize
machinesand vilify women in the processas early as 1927 in
Fritz Lang’s cult classicMerropolis.Womenas anti-technology
neophytesis also an enduring theme. Sex, danger,women and
machines:the plot of virtually every mainstream,futuristic, sciii movie in which womenplay any role at all. Cyberfemmesare
everywhere,but cyberfeministsare few and far between.
The deconstructionof feminism,the division of womenaccordingto geographyandsexualor otherpolitics, is asoften selfinflicted as it is directedby the corporationsand corresponding
figureheadswhich oil the gearsof mass media’s machinery.A
responseto the accelerationof technologyand history.Our lives
arecareeningvery nearlyout of our control With the piecesand
partsscatteredat our feet what can be salvagedfrom 20th century
feminism?Throughexaminingthe relationshipbetweenwomen
and technology,perhapswhere scienceand fiction converge(in
the newtechnologicalethosof newelectronicmediaandart) there
maybean opportunityto reconstructfeminism.Post-gender,
transgender- the possibleparametersof a new philosophy.
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Ubiquitous and omniscient, the significance of new electronic technologies,their development,design,implementation
and dissemination,cannotbe ignored and must not be underestimated.Whetherdirectly or indirectly,issuesofeconomics,class,
race,nationality,personalityand gender,are driven and defined
by new electronictechnologies.Immersedas we arein the popular applicationsof thesenew technologiesand media, they becometransparent,their long-term and more profoundimpact disappears.The rhetoric of the news releasehas becomethe new
measurefor truth. Reality is whateverthe marketwill bear.

In The Media Lab: Inventing the Future at MIT, Nicholas
Negroponteis quoted as saying: ‘Once a new technology rolls
over you, if you’re not part of the steamroller,you’re part of the
road.’Without indulging or condemning ourselvesto a fetishdriven celebration of the military-industrial complex responsible for the developmentof thesenew technologies,and without resigning ourselvesto the roles which a capitalist patriarchal culture has designatedfor us, what alternativesare left for
women? Certainly not the associationof the feminine with ‘nature’advocatedby eco-feministsand theoristssuch as Camille
Paglia. If the goddessis making a comeback,she had better be
computer and media literate. The progressof new electronic
technologieswill otherwise leave her in the dust.
There is a school within a school of thought - hard core
Information Processingas it is known among Developmental
Psychologists- which sharesmany characteristicsand beliefs
with a similarly situated ‘school within a school’- in this case
in the field of Computer Science- Artificial Intelligence. Tracing the essenceof human characteristicsback to the intricate
twists and turns of the double helix - the DNA - they proposeto
simulate human thought and behaviour through computer programming. The DNA as a code for the biological and psychological human information processor.With which they relinquish all knowledge and interestin humanity beyondthis model
and turn their attention to the machinationsof computer simulation. A thanklesstask. For all its merits, the DNA model does
not and cannot explain a number of significant aspectsof human behaviour and thought. A disappointing but not surprising
number of artists are still grappling with this gap betweenreality and representation.And mainstreammediahasbeenwrapped
up with this flawed interpretation for some time. The sooner
that we grasp the concept that unpredictable random acts,
whether of violence or kindness,are almost all that we can expect, the soonerwe will gain some insight into the relationship
between nature and technology.And yet, we must not perpetuate the myth that technology can or should be developedindependently of ethical or humanistic considerations.

are faced the interminable task of incorporating new electronic
media into our lives without handing over control.
New electronic technologiesare currently utilized to manipulate and define our experiences.Cyberfeminism does not
accept as inevitable current applications of new technologies
which imposeand maintainspecific cultural, political and sexual
stereotypes.Empowerment of women in the field of digital
media can only result from the demystification of technology,
and the appropriation of accessto these tools. Cyberfeminism
is essentiallysubversive.
William Gibsonis creditedwith having introducedthe word
‘cyberspace’into popular culture in his novel Neurunmcer,
defining it as a ‘consensualhallucination.’In fact, cyberspace
may be usedto describeelectronic spacein all of its manifestations, ranging from virtual reality to the telecommunications
infrastructure or internet. As illustrated by the recent U.S.
Clinton/Gore initiative to regulate the intemet or Information
Superhighway,governmentsare beginning to recognizein public policy the commercial potential and danger of media which
have beenunder developmentfor severaldecades.More recent
proposals include the clipper chip and the Communications
DecencyAct, raiseseriousimplications for security,privacy and
censorship.Predictably,the involvement of feminists and other
marginalizedgroups in this processof developmentand design
has not been solicited or encouraged,either in public or in private initiatives. The privileged elite on both the revolutionary
and the reactionarysidesof thesequestions,are not women, but
men. Our fate, once again, seemsto lie in their hands.

Lines of cultural influence are currently being drawn based
on computer accessand literacy. It is becoming the new political divide - those who have accessto computers or are computer literate vs. those who are not. The North American Free
TradeAgreement,workplaceautomation,and legislationregarding the ‘Information Superhighway,’are generally supported
by thoseindividuals, organizationsand corporationswhich have
and promote access.Those who have accessand are computer
The resurgenceof determinism,whetherbiological or tech- literate but do not shareenthusiasmfor thesetypes of policies
nological, is bound to have nasty repercussionsfor women.The and initiatives, are severelyisolated as they have no one to unite
patriarchal system which controls the developmentand appli- with in their questfor well thought out socio-economicreforms.
cations of new technologiesimplies that both the applications At the other end of the spectrum,those who do not have access,
and the technology itself are inevitable. Technological are not computer literate, and are in fact, often technophobic,
utopianism at least encouragedoptimism. Technologicaldeter- are critical, but not necessarilyconstructive in their analysisof
minism has a death wish.
new electronic technologies.
Women are not alone in the need to understandhow, why
and by whom our criteria and confidencefor understandingourselves,eachother and our relationto the world, hasbeenstripped
away.The dissolutionofconventionalconceptsof time andspace
through new electronic media hascontributedto the acceptance
and successof PoMo punk nihilism, pluralism, diversity and
the disappearanceof dominant history. Simultaneously,we are
witnessing a crisis of both individual and cultural identity as we

A factor contributing to the discouragementof women in
thesefields may be traced to the historical foundations of these
media.The internet, a worldwide computer network, was originally a small military network of four computers known as
ARPANET. This computer network was designed to research
the feasibility of creating a decentralizedsystem of communication which could survive a nuclear war. Similarly, VR (virtuaI reality) also had militaristic origins, having been initially
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envisioned as a tool for battlefield simulations. These origins
are clearly acknowledgedin every book and article describing
current and potential applications of these systems.However,
this candor is deceptive, as no Iinks are made betweenthe origins of thesemedia and the future towards which they are being
driven. It is obvious that underlying assumptionsare manifest
in current popular applications of thesemedia. The evidenceis
in the arcades,where video games such as the Sega Genesis
‘Night Trap’challengesplayers to save scantily clad sorority
sistersfrom a gang of hooded killers.

physical nature with which we are, in reality, burdened.Outside forces which act upon us, impose restrictions, are gone.
Gravity, and the laws of physics,gone. Entropy and the passage
of time becomemeaninglessconcepts.Women have always, by
virtue or necessity,beenadeptat free fall, grounding themselves
in personalphysical experience.This skill will servewell as we
venture into other dimensionsand back home again. However
skilled we becomeat navigating these spacesand temporarily
leaving our bodiesbehind,it is doubtful that we will ever achieve
immortality. Virtuality is patriarchy’s blind spot.

Margaret Benston, a Canadianwriter and engineerwith an
interest in the social and political dimensions of science and
technology, in ‘Women’s Voices/Men’s Voices: Technology as
Language,’describestechnology as a languagefor action and
self expression.Access to machinery and technology has been
culturally sex-typed as masculine.

Paris Is Burning, JennieLivingstone’s film about gender,

identity and style, documentswhat was surely (before the introduction of technology-basedVR into pop culture), the ultimate
virtual experience- walk down a runway, through Harlem, or
down Wall Streetfor that matter,in drag.Transsexualand crossdressing ‘walkers,’competing in the categoriesof ‘executive,’
‘college boy,’and ‘fashion model,’recognize that the successDespite theseobstacles,women are increasingly success- ful embodimentor representationof stereotypesis measuredby
ful in breaking through. Particular1yin philosophy and cultural both appearanceand attitude. ‘Realness’has always been the
theory, an uneasyrealization is dawning that mans’haphazard unspoken criteria for ‘passing,’and women (those who have
masteryof nature and technology has not provided an adequate avoidedbeing institutionalized for not ‘fitting in’) have become
foundation for a vision worthy of leading us into the next mil- experts at that.
lennium. Across this bleak and plundered landscape
cyberfeminist theorists are emerging, speaking and gathering.
Through Virtual Reality, deconstruction of gender is enA new chain of beings and being in the world is constructed; tering the realm of pop culture, and this link with new electhey reshapeeach other, they redefine themselves,and they re- tronic technologyhas implications for cyberfeminism. Technoclaim new electronic technologiesfor women.
logical convergencedescribesthe unification ofcomputers, television andcommunicationstechnologies.However,convergence
Virtual reality and cyberspace- the technologiesfor living describesmuch more than the evolution towards an environvicariously. Virtual reality may describe a wide range of expe- ment in which electronic technologies are pervasive. Converriences, including the transformation of two-dimensional ob- gence is happening on more than a technological level - it is
jects and spacesthrough media such as holography; installa- happening on a cultural/metaphysical level as well.
tions which use multiple video monitors or projections to sur- Cyberfeminism is entering an arena in which much more than
round the viewer; and the ‘Hollywood’ definition with which genderis up for grabs.
we are becoming increasingly familiar - headmounteddisplay,
touch sensitive gloves and full body suits. Telepresencingand
Multimedia,interactivevideo,virtual reality; for womenthese
cyberspace,where telecommunicationsnetworksenableinstan- new technologiespresentopportunitiesto break out of prescribed
taneousinteraction from remote locations, have also beencom- roles and away from scripted dialogues.A rabbit hole through
monly describedas virtual spaces.
which we may tumble. Our real experiences,when not denied,
havebeenacknowledgedonly in their immediacy.Our individual
The body/mind split which has governedour approachto historiesand the attempt to isolate or remove ourselvesfrom a
new media, hasgone underground,but hasnot disappeared.The patriarchalcontext, have always been undervaluedand underdisembodied mind is resurrectedthrough applications such as mined. We havelearnedto live from hand to mouth.
VR - the desecrationof the body has entereda new phase.
Transgressingorder and linear organizationof informatio,
Thesenew digital media have stretchedand twisted our un- cyberfeminists recognize the opportunity to redefine ‘reality,’
derstandingof time and spaceas well as the limitations of our on our terms and in our interests.The electronic communicavulnerable,physical,humanbodies.The proof of their impactmay tions infrastructure or ‘matrix’ may be the ideal instrument for
be measuredby theparanoiawhich they haveinspired.Cyberspace a new breed of feminists to pick up and play.
has becomea fertile breedingground for multiple personalities,
flaming, electronicstalkingandgender-swapping
at the very least.
In closing, I would like to remind you all that, “in the future, everyonewill be famousfor 1.5megabytes(compressed).”
The body, in virtual space,is no mere user-interface;VR
0 Nancy Paterson 1995
offers the chanceto trade-in, remodel, or even leave behind the
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ONTOS,
EROS,
NOOS,
LOGOS
By Mark Pesce
mpesce @ netcom.com

ircea Eliade, in The Sacred and the Profane, states
that the sacredis that which ontologically founds the
world. The sacredis the placefor being, in its primary sense;all
else is measuredagainstit. This sacredspacecan be local and
entirely personal,or global and hierarchical, but the essence
remains.
Spacehasvanished;we find ourselves,throughinstruments
of mediation,togetherin the sameroom, looking at eachother,
occasionallyrevoltedby what we see,occasionallyaroused,and
sometimesinterested- the Circus Planet Earth, a tent with a T1, and a hundredmillion rings. Ail our sacredspaceis suddenly
the same.
The ego erodes; that figment of the Greek imagination,
born when man as individual assertedthe I of self over the I of
species- and warred with himself ever since - will be gone inside a generation,lost to a growing hum of collective being.
This collection is both rape and consummation;if we ignorethe deathof humanego, we will find our selvespiercedby
a thousandconstructionsthat combine biomechanicsand propagandainto forms of mediation which will leaveus wholly as
receptaclesfor the being of others - Eros enslaved,ending as
cyborg.
There is another way; connection need not presuppose
domination,or mediation,control.The ecologyof souls,together
behavingasone organism,hasin its form the embeddedunderstanding that each part is important, and none dominant. The
centeris everywhere,the circumferencenowhere.PierreTeillard
de Chardin called this nexus of connectionnoosphere;studies
of connectivemediation are equally studies in noospherics.
The spaceof our connectionis the ground of our being,
the collective beyond we, the singular before I. The original
Ontos can not be named,Tao before division, Nothing before
Fool. Our final unity, in either form - or perhapsin a middle
which avoidsthe hegemonyof either and createsa new assemblage of heavensand hells - is unspeakablenow, for the Logos
of our new aeonhas yet to be uttered.
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Ritual

Assemblageis seldoma consciousprocess.The confluence
of elementalentitiesandtheir arrangement
into plateausof meaning occur naturally within the realmof psyche.This dark night,
that bright moon,thoseshining stars.In this, ritual is a constant
process;the perceptionof life is performanceof memory,the
consistentredoing of that done once in order to reinforce its
sacrednature.

you move closer,you can see more of this world; its features
becomefamiliar to you. From far above weather systemsare
white pinwheels,but you move in. Diving closer.Closer.Closer.
Finally you ride the rows in a forest of corn, swooping in like
an eagle.Seeingeverything.

As we translatethe physicalinto the astral,and move from
the concretefeel of the Mother beneathour feet into an electric
evocationof her totality andpossibilities,we createajnachakra,
Plateauhaspattern,and is simultaneouslyrealizedat mul- participatingin the movementfrom the singular to the unified.
tiple levels of scale,boundariesfringed to infinitesimality with Foucaultm ight be horrified (or perhapsdelighted) at this gIosubcategory,
form hyperinflatedto universalityin an echogreater bal Panopticon,which promisesto placeus all underthe rule of
than itself. Hermetic thought takes assemblageas the natural an all-seeingeye.
stateof the universe- internal and external-and assignsto each
For the eye to grasp more than photons, it must express
instanceof occurrencea location in the dynamic rangeof the
itself within the m ind which conceivesand understands.Obsercosmos.
vation engendersmutation,the lessonof Heisenberg.Knowing
is doing, and the conceptionof Earth-as-onewill quickly lead
Witchcraft is assemblagewith sublimeintent. Craft
to the intuitive understandingthat humanity is one, as life is
It is said that the essenceof Witchcraft is tim ing.
one.

lime has qualities of circle and cycle. Earth orbits Sun,
Ajna chakraseesthroughthe false boundariesof maya to
and tips itself, solstice to solstice,each of thesethe crest of a
wave. The node points, the intervals between- identified as the undifferentiatedstateof being.
equinoxes- arethe gatesandtransitions;betweenlight anddark,
dark and light.
El-OS
Then a plazawhereall roadscrossand the highwayshave
In this form, to move in the interval is to movewithin time. their end. This place is crowded and bubbling and alive with
The Equinox as balancepoint betweencrestsis the gatewayin speechand humanpresence.Peopleare selling, “Things to-buy
a fundamentalsense;the door opens,and the task appears.It to-day!”and peoplearesaying,“I’ll buy that thing to-day.”The
becomespossibleto harmonizewith the cycle, apply creative spacewhere all meet, display their wares, nourish friendship,
energiesto it, and changethe world.
transmitsecrets,and listen to the noiseof five billionanity.
The ecstasyof communicationis the joy of uniting the
All magical actions have interior and exterior effects; as divided self. Another implies the unexpected,somethingboth
within, so without. The first delineationis the creationof the interestinganddivine. Connectionis consummation;the closed
circle which marksthis spaceas sacred,the rest,profane.Every circuit feedsback and governsa whole.
line divides; that left outside,the profane,exists in opposition
to the sacred.
Wires which carry signal transmit the connectivespark.
Beholdinga face is a meditationupon the heart.MediatedcomCastingis the gatheringin, the ultimate definition of what municationas refiner’s fire transformsthe self to include the
elementswill be presentin the assemblage,a consciouscre- other.
ation of the plateausof meaning,the regime of signs is clearly
delineatedandinvestedwith power.The circle servesasreminder
To crossagainis to uncross;evenas multiplicities dissolve
that all things return; the selectionof sacredsign is a function into unity, it intuits itself as beforea greatermultiplicity. Union
of the sacredself.
is instantaneousand fleeting, division eternal and permanent.
Thesetwo createhope.
This action is also a casting away, a banishmentof the
oppressiveregime which constructsmundanereality; the ten- Noos
sion betweenthe gathering in and casting off symbolizesthe
And a room - improbablylong andimpossiblyhigh - dense
fundamentalboundary betweenwill and universe,yet repre- with shelvesand books.In this room all humanthings are kept,
sentsthe essenceof their relation.
every memoryor fragmentof knowledgeor wisdom or truth or
scientific fact or creation or prayer or great word spoke. You
Ontos
glide throughthe room, and as you do, it changes- listening to
There is another world - you can see it in the distance. what you say,conforming to your need.
Turn your sturdy craft around,and begin to tack toward it. As
CaStiIlg
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Continuous mutation becomessynonymouswith the conception of mind; each eventwhich perceptioncontainsbecomes
contained by it. Each understandsthe universe from a locus
articulated as seIf, yet this mind now contains the full volume
of all experience.The center is everywhere;being of one mind
has another meaning.
Viilio has said, “Speed Equals Light”. At the limit, surrendering speed in favor of energy, self translatesinto a new
form, a tongue whose only word is change.This flow - infinite,
indivisible, inescapable- becomesthe carrier wave for a different way of being.

The Circle Open yet Unbroken
The work is done.
Farewell to goddessand god, I and thou; then departing
the Air, Water,Fire and Earth. An end as was begun; full
circle, back to the gate at Equinox.
All is as it was before crossing.
The plateauis overrun by the regime of the mundane.
Only memory remains.
Back then, into the darkness.

Logos
Last, a place which is no space,but a feeling and a sound
of a voice openedup and shared;every voice within - there and
next door and the world around, being in here, in song, as one.

Q Mark Pesce 1995

The harmony of the spheresis expressedas a single voice.
Human music. The essenceof the self in celebrationtransmitted globally singly representingsomething new.
JosephGoebbelswould be proud.
These two are the final cross; where they cancel AL is
union. Nothing known.
In the Mirror (Goddess& God)
The evocation of Pan panics us; we have no spacefor the
sacredinsane, the holy prophet, the blessedfool. Thus, his appearanceis marked with thunder insteadof laughter.
In her descentto hell, Inanna loses the sevensacreditems
which crown her royal majesty.So in cyberspaceare we stripped
of the material. We enter with ourselves- nothing else will fit
through that gate.
Look into this universeand seedemons;we alreadyknow
who put them there. And if we worship gods, we are divinity.
Cyberspaceis the mirror held to the third eye.
May you never hunger * May you never thirst
The rhizome is equally the hybrid - neither this nor that,
but something in between, encompassingall possibilities, releasing white light. McLuhan called this the “dangerousliaison”; at the ultimate intersection,all mediation is drawn into a
single form, which, like some great, black star, consumesthe
universe of perception, radiating gammarays.
Against this gatheringin: concretizedimagination,net cast
forth, sharedacrossthe body of this planet - a new seaof stars,
each shining brilliant in the body of the night.
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THE DIS-ORDERLY

CITY

A NIGGER IN CYBERSPACE
By Keith Piper
was struggling to envisagea Rodney Ring computer
game. Initially, one would be confronted with an interface asking you to chooseone of two options, to be a Controller or to be a Transgressor.However, in responseto your
privileged position as custodianof the system,the role of Controller is set as a default, whilst transgressoris ghostedand inactive.
As the gameopenson the first level you are alerted to the
fact that your system has been infiltrated by a rouge ‘virus’,
which you perceiveto be crammedwith transgressivealgorithms.
The ‘virus’ is moving at high speedalong a communications
bus, and you fear for the security of the cherishedresourcesand
privileged information storedin discretelocations elsewherein
the system.In responseto this perceivedthreat you dispatch a
series of devices programmedto ‘protect and serve’and this
level of the gamedevelopsinto scenarioof cat and mouse.The
object of the gameat this point is to apprehendthe ‘virus’, and
to return it to the part of the systemwhich has beenlabelled the
‘Trashcan’,a location within which all redundant,inconvenient,
unsightly and transgressiveelementsare deposited,out of sight
and out of mind.
Once the ‘virus’ has been apprehended,this stage of the
gameis complete,and you are at liberty to move on to the second level. The secondlevel of the gameborrows elementsfrom
‘Street Fighter II’. However, as the controller you have up to
eight agentsat your disposal, arrayed against the single transgressor.The object of the gameis to determine an adequateresponseto transgressivegestureson the part of the ‘virus’. If for
instance,the virus raisesitself to an angleof 20 degreesor greater,
you are presentedwith a choice of options ranging from administering a swift blow to the side of it’s head with a long handled
baton, shocking it with a electrified prod, or placing your heel
onto the back of it’s neck. This stageof the game is over when
the ‘virus’ either assumesa position of absolute passivity, or
lapsesinto unconsciousness,
On the third level of the game, you are confronted by the
uncomfortableknowledgethat the tactics employedon level two
have beenscrupuIousIyIoggedin the systemsmemory,and you
are caIIedupon to defendyour choice of responsesas measured
against the perceived threat to the system posed by the transgressive‘virus’. If you succeedon this level, if you are able to
createan argumentwhich sufficiently demonisesthe transgressive ‘virus’and amplifies the dangerwhich it potentially posed
to the continued smoothrunning of the system,then you are at
liberty to play anothergame.
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The first time the gamewasplayed howeverthe logic broke and disenfranchisementhasnot only createda dangeroustyvoladown and transgressiveviruses flooded out of the Trashcan tile underclass,but also a disjuncture betweenthe languagesyscrashing the entire system.
tems with which these dislocated communities conceptualise
the world around them. It is this chaos of language,this fragA Rodney King computer game may at this stagerepre- menting of a ‘common sense’which led the Simi Valley Jury in
sent a marketing flight of fancy, but it does provide us with a the RodneyKing beating trial of 1992,to acceptthe logic which
convenient entry point into a wider set of debates.It provides framed excessiveforce on the part of the Police,officers as a
us with a recognition that we are currently entering a scenario justifiable protective measure.After all, thesewere individuals
in which we are coming to occupytwo parallellandscapes,sepa- who had enlisted to guard the boundaries of those
rate but inextricably linked. Both are sites acrosswhich a range neighbourhoodsof plenty, of good order and accumulatedprivilege, from incursion by outsiders; individuals from those other
of contestsof territory are being played out in earnest.
neighbourhoods;neighbourhoodsof poverty, chaos and bedAcross one of these landscapes,these contestshave al- lam; neighbourhoodsof the racial ‘other’. Thesewere their front
ready come to form the mythological backdropwhich hascome line troops in the contestof territory betweenwhite wealth and
to inextricably colour the perception of that landscapein the the numerical expansion of black and other ‘Third World’
contemporary consciousness.Across the other landscapea set peoples.Here was a key point of struggle in the battle against
of contestswhich havecometo hauntinglyreplicatethoseplayed the inextricable ‘Africanisation’of the city.
out acrossthe first landscapeare beginningto revealthemselves
in all their startling complexity.
This languageand the logic which underpinnedit, was lost
on those black and ‘Third World’ folks and for three days the
The first of theselandscapesis the physicaland socialland- city burned. The metaphortouchedupon within the scenarioof
scape of the city, both as an conglomeration of disparate the Rodney King computer game which identifies the black as
neighbourhoods,and as key locus in a complex web of regional, a rouge virus, as a conglomeration of transgressivealgorithms
national and international networks.The secondis the parallel whose presencemust inextricably disrupt the smooth running
landscapewhich has come to be known as ‘Cyberspace’,the of any systemwhich it infiltrates is useful only to the extent to
intricate and inextricably expanding universe of digital data; which it parodieswhite racist discourseswhich frame the black
the spaceswhich it occupiesand the channelsthrough which it as the causerather than victim of urban depravationand decay.
is disseminated.
The wider issueshowever, around the particular in-roads
Both of theselandscapeshistorically cameto be identified and struggles for visibility of a black theoretical and aesthetic
in modernist discoursesas sites acrosswhich the optimism and presencewithin the realm of digital media, within Cyberspace.
opportunity afforded by the inextricable forward march of tech- and the senseto which it parallels the various strugglesaround
nology would inevitably bear their finest fruit. The city would black visibility and presenceacross the landscapeof the post
become an arena replete with the technologies of economic, moderncity is of particular interestto us here.This is very much
material and social enablementand recreation,and within this a contest of territory, a struggle around the colonisation of
scenario of a brave new world, computer based technologies Cyberspace by various constituencies, and within this
would play a key role. The new citizen of the high-tech me- colonisation, a seriesof eclectic and expansionist‘Africanised’
tropolis (the Technotropolis) would be at liberty to deIve into enclavesareemerging.These‘Afiicanised’presence’sare transCyberspaceat will, tapping into informational networks and gressiveto the extent that the ‘founding fathers’of Cyberspace
structuring lifestyles around the logical interaction between very much replicated the social and economic interests of the
commerce,productive labour and entertainment.
enfranchised white status quo, and within their ‘brave new
world’ as in the landscapeof the affluent city, the black presThe historical events surrounding the beating of Black ence would always be a trespassiveone. It is however the exmotorist Rodney King, the acquittal of the Police officers who tent to which the black presencein Cyberspaceusesit’s transhad been caught on video tape administering the beating and gressiveand trespassivenature as a tool of tactical engagement
the subsequentrioting which gripped Los Angeles, and spread and struggle which I shall go on to explore in this text.
to a series of other American cities, provides a symbolic point
of dislocation, a key indicator marking the inextricable breakdown of those previously held scenario’sof optimism.
Transgressivebehaviour has been a featureof Cyberspace
sincecloseafter it’s inception.The so called computer ‘Hacker’,
Instead,what emergesis the notion of the ‘dislocatedcity’. a technically literate data burglar, ensuredan early entry into
What emergesis a vision of the contemporary‘city’ as a dislo- the lexicon of digital demonology, presenting himself as the
cated jigsaw of isolated and antagonistic communities en- swashbucklingscourgesof the banker and the information mantrenchedwithin balkanisedneighbourhoods.Disintegratingcom- ager. The image of the ‘hacker’seemedto hover in the space
munications systemsalong with the entrenchmentof privilege between the rouge and disgruntled digital professional, using
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his insider knowledge of systems architecture to roam
Cyberspaceat will; and the adolescentdigital progeny launching raids from a computer rig cobbled togetheramidst the clutter of an untidy and unventilated bedroom.Such an individual
was conjured into celluloid life in the John Badham film ‘War
Games’ which seesa teenageboy ‘hack’his way into a military mainframe computer in order to play a game of ‘thermonuclear war’. What becomes interesting about such
characterisations,is that the ‘hacker’is fvmly located againsta
backdropof middle classwhite America. Whilst this may infact
be an accuratereflection of the backgroundof progressivegenerationsof digital technocrats,and the path from teenagehacker
to corporatenew technology yuppie may indeed be a well trodden one, it has the net effect of recreatingCyberspaceas a domain Peopledexclusively by clever white males.

‘Third World’for instance,the world of underdevelopmentand
poverty, is seen very much as a pre-technological space. It’s
dark skinnedpeoplesare characterisedwithin the Westerngaze
as being unconsciousto any notion of a digital realm of logic,
developmentand privileged knowledge.Their only interaction
with Cyberspacecomesat thosepoints where they are subjected
to the gazeof the Electronic News Gatherers,their passiveimages beamedout into Outer Space to be collected and reprocessedfor the consumptionof distant, technologically engaged
audiences.

Their other potential interaction with Cyberspacewould
come only if they ever attemptedto trespassinto the so called
‘First world’. The perceivedthreat of the migration of peoples
from the poor South into the industrialised centres of Europe
and North America have resulted in an unprecedentedescalaThis image is to an extent off set not only by the predomi- tion in investmentin new technology as a meansof monitoring
nant role of the Japaneseand other far Eastern companiesin and controlling their movements. At every port of entry,
the expansionof Cyberspace,but also the growing phenomena Cyberspace forms an invisible but all pervading barrier,
of the so-called‘Otaku ‘: Japanesekids who are busy colonising scrutinising potential migrants and adding high-tech re-fortifiCyberspace’sometimesfor transgressiveends.In his article on cation to the fortressesof economic privilege which are now
the subject,Volker Grassmuckmapsout the transgressivespaces Europe and North America.
into which the Otaku frequently wonder and begins to touch
upon the resultant wide scale moral panic which such excurIt is within the boundariesof the so called ‘First World’
sions have come to engender.
however,that the perceptionof the black as being either outside
technology,or passivesubject of the technological gazecomes
Though minusculediscrepanciesin the informational level under it’s severeststrain. Although often celebrated as occucan have immenseconsequencesfor Otaku, they seemlessdis- pants of a more intuitive, physically reflexive space,a spacein
criminating with ideologies. War and sex, fantasies of mass touch with the body, as opposedto the cerebral, coldly logical
murder and sado-masochisticrape appear regularly in their and physically detachedspace of new technology; The black
media. Volker Grassmuck.
presencehas marked out a whole set of terrain’s in Cyberspace
as sites of contestwith the enfranchisedstatus-quo.
Moral panic around the dangersof allowing young people
to emersethemselvesinto a Cyberspaceuniverse as threatenPrincipal amongst thesesites has been the terrain of new
ing as any inner city no-go area,repletewith violent gamesand technology and music. In the track ‘Caught, can I get a witcorrupting pornography has now become another favoured ness!’Rap group Public Enemy being to explore the legal mine
Lcausecelebre’of the British tabloid press. In a recent article field opening up aroundcopyright ownership and the re-approentitled ‘Sex, Lies and video games’StevieKennedystatesthat: priation of black creativity through the use of the digital sampler as an act of political defiance.
It is one of those ironies of life that, after yearsof printing
articles on the possible social effects of games software, the
I found this mineral that I call a beat I paid zero I packed
computer pressshould seethe embryonic spark of mainstream my load ‘causeit’s better than gold Peopledon’t ask the price,
interest in the subject turn into a bush fire of hypocritical hys- but it’s sold...
teria and tabloid hyperbole. Stevie Kennedy
The power which new technology gave to plunder the preIt is interesting thereforeto begin to examine how various viously sacrosanctworld of copyright ownership, (the copyaspectsof black visibility, so often characterisedas an almost right of much popular music being in the hands of the Record
essentialcipher in the recastingof a spaceinto a site of danger- Company as opposedto the artist) representeda major transous and transgressiveactivities have impacted upon the uni- gressivethreat to the music recording establishment.Initiating
verse of Cyberspace.
a form of digital looting. The realisation that the technology
also allowed production capabilities which were formally the
In very real sensethe world of new technology has suc- exclusive domain of the enfranchised,to become available to
ceededin projecting an image which either seesthe black as individuals to use in their bedrooms,redoubled it’s transgresplacedoutsideof it’s domain, as being literally ‘other’, or frames sive potential. The fact that the resultant musical movementsof
the black as the ‘subject’of the high-tech gaze.The so called Rap, House, and Acid House were all the products of the
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democratisationof Cyberspace.and representeda significant
creative entry into that technological domain by young black
people is noteworthy. The recognition that around all of these
movementshave gathereda smoke-screenof media demonology and hysteria, from panic around the violent, political and
sexual lyrical content of Rap, to the spectre of British riot police storming ‘illegal’ Acid House ‘raves’, is testimony to the
transgressive potential afforded by the colonisation of these
spacesby black and black derived cultural activities.

transgressivebehaviourstepsinto full visibility. It is at this symbolic point that Cyberspacechangesfrom a sterile zone at the
service of the establishmentinto a free domain within which
everyone becomesa liberty to seize a portion of terrain and
reshapeit to their individual needs.
0 Keith Piper. I995

The key issue here is one of control. The contest has always been between those agencies which need to preserve
Cyberspaceas a tightly structured domain where information
can be organisedand accessedby the privileged, and by so doing reinforce their control over the physical landscapeof the
City and the Nation State, and those for whom that control has
always been detrimental. In this senseI would argue that the
enthusiasm on the part of Cyberspaceinsider’s for so called
‘Interactivity’ has to be placed in perspective. True
‘Interactivity’, in the sensethat for example African cultural
forms have always displayed interactivity, allowing a unpredictable and intuitive interaction betweenpresenterand spectator, would representan anarchicnightmare to the enfranchised
controllers of Cyberspace.The senseto which the listenersintervention into the ‘Griot’s’ account, or the traditions of ‘call
and response’in black cultural events, or more recently in
‘Scratch’music where the DJ intervenedwith the receivedprerecorded disc, creating a new ‘interactive’collage of sound, is
at odds with the Artist and audiencescenarioof western ‘high
culture’. Within this scenarioone is presentedwith the work of
the gifted ‘maestro’as fixed and eternal. As audienceyou are
askedto passivelyspectateand applaudat the end, using a fixed
set of expressivegestures.
In this sense,I would arguethat many of the digital products presented as ‘interactive’ remain in point of fact tightly
structuredmatrix’s which one is allowed to navigateonly along
preordainedpathways to a set of fixed destinations.In a sense
theseinteractive products becomemodels of the orderly city of
which the power structure has dreamedbut failed to realise.As
a pedestrian in this orderly city, one can only proceed along
predeterminedroadways, turning left, right or straight aheadat
setjunctions.
Within the truly interactive city on the other hand, the unruly pedestriancould jay-walk and trespass,cutting acrosswaste
land and leaving graffiti on hallowed walls. Worse (or better)
still, such a pedestriancould force a path through or over those
walls and help him or herself to the treasuredresourcesbeyond.
This becomesthe interactive domain as riot zone with the user
not as orderly citizen but as digital looter, disorderly and anarchic. Within this zone, treasuredand privileged resourcesare
redistributed and exclusive spacesa democratised.It is within
this nightmare scenario for the controllers of Cyberspace,that
the digital equivalent of the disorderly black of urban chaos and
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MULTIMODALES
AVEC
RETOUR DE FORCE

LES INTERFACES

LA MJtTAPHORE DE L’AVEUGLE
ET DE L’ASTRONAUTE
Par Chtitophe
cramstein

Ramstein
Qciti.doc.ca

CITI
I1 dait un aveugle qui cherchait son chemin,
Et prenait rep&es de son oreille et de sa main.
II demana’ait aux passants qu’il rencontrait,
De d&ire &ant objets et actions qu’eux voyaient.
Mais rien n’yfit vraiment car les incides qu’il recut,
Remplacaient dificilement sa vue perdue.
Ailleurs se promenait un astronaute,
Qui voyait parfaitement et suns faute,
I1 consultait sa carte, suns peine ni effort,
Et savait d’avance trouver son chemin en dehors.
Mais ses membres suns poidr au gr& du vent allaient
Contre sa volonte’pourtant fort d&eloppPe.
Finalement il n’eut de meilleur choix que de demandes
Au passant aveugie qu ‘ii rencontrcit,
Si ce dernier pouvait iui prt?ter; ie temps d ‘un pas,
Une main fenne et un pied assurt?
Ensemble ils dkouvrirent i’art de conjuguer
Ce qu ‘avant ils ne faisaient que regrettec

a nkessit6 de considker les trois canauxde commuCation principaux(visuel, auditif et gestuel)dansle
processusde I’interaction personne-ordinateurest
analyske.Un dispositif ZIretour de force est d&it :
grke 2 deux moteurs et g un espacede travail important, il
permetde crier la sensationd’objets et de proprittCsphysiques,
perceptiblesau toucher.Mais l’intdgration d’un tel dispositif
dansles interfacescontemporainesn’est pasimmediateet exige
de concevoir et de dCvelopperdes modtles et des modules
Iogiciels. En effet, le canal gestuel,malgr6 sa richesse,ne peut
&tre abordCraisonnablementqu’en compltment aux modalitb
visuelleset auditives.Aussiseposele probkme de la multiplicit6
et de la combinaisondes modalitts (multimodalit6). Outre les
descriptionstechniques,l’int@ation socialede cettetechnologie
seraabordie.

qL
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Avec les interfaces graphiques it manipulation directe
(GUIs), l’utilisateur interagit avec l’ordinateur a l’aide d’un
&an, d’un dispositif de pointageet d’un clavier. Ces interfaces
sont dites faciles B apprendre et 3 utiliser, grace B une
spatialisationde I’information qui rdduit la chargecognitive de
l’utilisateur. Toutefois, ce schemad’interaction est incomplet.
En effet, il exclue les utilisateurs non-voyants.il est non-portable B des miIieux exceptionnels comme la microgravitk et
fmalement, il neglige la naturemulti-sensori-motricede tout en
chacun. Avec la standardisationde ces interfaces, il est done
primordial de mettre en oeuvre de nouvelles interfaces,en se
la&ant guider par les capacitCssensori-matricespotentielles
des utilisateurs, conjointement aux avancCestechnologiques
r@ondant B cette logique modale.
Depuis 1991,le CITI, centrede recherchedu minis&e de
I’industrie du Canada,conqoit, dCveloppeet Cvalue,en collaboration avec le milieu universitaire et des partenairespriv&, des
interfaces multimodales avec retour de force. 11 s’agit
d’interfaces personne-ordinateurqui combinent trois types de
stimulations: visueIle, auditive et haptique. Ces trois types de
stimulation sont combinies, compl&mentaireset redondantes,
dCpendantde l’application et de l’utilisateur cible. Cet article
d&it l’avancement conceptuel, materiel et logiciel de la recherchesur ces nouvelles formes d’interface.

siques(i.e. murs rigides et Blasticit&), alors m&meque cesobjets
n’existent que pour celui qui les perqoit avec le dispositif. Les
forces retourndes peuvent atteindre plusieurs centaines de
grammes par degr& de libertd (Cadoz 1990 ; Minski 1990 ;
Hunter & al 1994 ; Johnson 1995).Certains dispositifs 2 retour
de force in$grent une composantetactile programmable: c’est
le cas du Pantobraille, un afficheur braille mono-cellulaire
(Ramstein&al 1995b).Mais les dispositifs de pointageB retour
de force sontCgalementcapteurs,comme Ies sourisd’ordinateur
conventionnelles.L’ordinateur connait B tout moment sesvariablesd’Ctat : position, vitesse,acctlCration,force exerc&, pour
peu que le dispositif ait les capteurscorrespondant.
Le Pantograph

Malgrt leurs qualit& respectives,aucun dispositif B retour
de force n’est adapt6 3 la manipulation directe dans les GUIs
(i.e, espacede travail trap petit ; retour de force trop faible ;
coot trop tlevk). Le Pantographest un dispositif de pointage
haptique, conqu pour la manipulation directe (Hayward & al
1994 ; Ramstein & al 1994 ). 11est base sur une structure
mCcaniqueparaWe & 5 barresqui garantie une bonne stabilit6
t&s peu de frottementset offre un espacede travail confortable
de IOxl6cm accessiblepar un bouton (le knob). En dCplaqant
le knob, les quatre barressont entrain&, corrClativementet de
faGonunivoque. A chaqueinstant, la position absoluedu knob
est calculke dans l’espacecartCsieng&e 2 deux capteurs.

Un dispositif haptique pour toucher de la main

Le termehaptiquequalifie le moyen de perceptioncomposite tactilekinesthesique.Le senstactiledonneuneconsciencedes
stimuli apparaissantsur le dessusdu corps g&e aux r&epteurs
plac& sousla peauet au sysQmenerveuxasso&. Pour sapart,le
senskinesthbique ofie une information sur la position du corps
(positionset dkplacementsrelatifs des membresdu corps)g&e
aux capteursplacCsdansles fibres musculaires,les tendonset les
jointures (L.ederman1990).Ladiff&ence estimportante.Bien que
gCntralement omniprtsents dans la rdalisation d’une tPche
manuelle,chacunintervient de faGons&zctive pour percevoirle
phCnomBneet Ies deux sens ne sont pas stimulCsde faGonCgale
pour percevoirla textured’une feuille de papier,pour &ire avec
un sty10ou pour tapersur le clavier de l’ordinateur.

D’autre part, deux moteurs puissants,coupl& aux barres
interieures, permettent de contr6ler numtriquement le
comportement du knob et par consequent de donner 2 un
utilisateur la sensationhaptiquede ph&nom&nesphysiques(i.e.
ClasticitC,rigidit@. Pour crt?erune force sur le knob, il s&it
d’alimenter les moteursavecles courantsad&qua&lesquelsvont
crber des couples moteur qui vont btre propages par les segments rigides, pour synth&iser la force mCcaniquesur le knob ;
elle pourra atteindre 10 Newton en pit.

Quels sont les choix ?

Les dispositifs existants pour stimuler activementle sens
haptique se prdsententsous deux formes compldmentaires; les
stimulateurs &tiles et les dispositifs avec retour de force. Les
dispositifs tactiles viennentstimuler les extr6mid.sdigitalesavec
des matrices de points programmablespouvant creer la sensation de textures et de formes. 11s’agit par exempled’afficheurs
braille et de cellules vibrotactiles tel que I’Optacon (Craig & al
1982) ou de stimulateurs en robotique ou &alit& virtuelles
(Pennywitt 1986).
Les dispositifs 2 retour de force sont programmablesdans
leurs formes et dansleurs comportements.G&e ?Idesmoteurs,
ils peuvent cr6er la sensationd’objets et de pht%omi%esphy-

hgulaires
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Figure 1: Structure
mCcaniquedu Pantograph
et ichange avec un
ordinateur

Prototypage de la multimodalit
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La mise en oeuvred’une interfacemultimodale avecretour voireinfaisable,en l’absencedune technologienouvelleetadapt&
de force est un processuscomplexe: il faut concevoir et realiser
PC-AC& est un ensemblematCrie1et logiciel, conGuet
le dispositifhaptique,il faut mettreen oeuvrel’interface haptique
realis
au CITI, qui vise B ofhir une accbsfacile et confortable
du point de vue logiciel et conceptuelet enfin, il faut l’intdgrer
aux applicationset ZII’interface graphiquede MS-Windows. PCZrla technologie graphique et sonore.
AC&S privilegie une navigation et une manipulation avec un
dispositif
de pointage. Cette approches’appuie sur le postulat
Le Multimodal User Interface System (Ramstein 1995a)
est une boite i%outils qui permet de concevoir et de r&liser que les pcrsonnesnon-voyantesutilisent leur espacede bureau
l’interface WIMPS (Windows, Icons, popup Menus et Point- de faGonsimilaire aux personnesvoyantes(Mynatt 1995).Mais
ing System) avec retour de force d’une application. Le MUIS dts Iors se pose un probleme double : celui de la presentation
est bas6sur une architecture logicielle orient&e-objetC++, qui de la sctne graphique B la personnenon-voyante et celui des
permet de prototyper facilement et rapidementles t%ments de actionsrCalisCesdans cette interface. PC-Accbs vise B traduire
l’interface. Chaque objet de l’interface est repr&sentt?par un cesinformations graphiquespar desinformations multiples: inobjet C++ auquel des attributs graphiques,sonoreset de force formationshaptiques(retour de force) et informations auditives
sont associ6s.Dans le MUIS, le Pantographvient remplacerla (sons non-pa& et parole de synthtse). Pour le dispositif de
souris. I] pennet d’une part de pointer, de sClectionner,de pointage, PC-AC&S propose deux versions. L’une avec une
deplaceret de redimensionner.11permet d’autre part de rendre tablette?Idessin(sourisen deplacementabsolu) sur laquelle une
sensible aux bouts des doigts les objets et les actions de texture B et6 post?epour faciliter le positionnementde la souris
(Martial & al 1994).La secondeversion, plus complexe, utilise
I’interface.
le Pantographet traduit les objets et les actions graphiquesavec
Pour faciliter la conception des stimulations haptiqueset en plus des stimulations haptiques.
les rendrecoherentes,il faut utiliser un modtle. Le modtle utilisd
La demonstrationde la pertinenced’une interfacebimodale
dansle MUIS est intuitif: tout objet est represent6sousla forme
d’un objet polygonal en trois dimensionsB la surfacedesquels (auditionet retourde force) a&e faite lors d’une experimentation
une masse(le pointeur de souris) se ddplace.A chaqueinstant, men&e avec 12 sujets voyants et 12 sujets non-voyants.
la somme des forces appliquCes g cette masse est calculCe L’interface comportait des fen&es. menusderoulantset i&es
(reaction de l’objet, friction et gravite) et retoumee sur le Pan- et traduisait l’infoimation graphiquepar des sons non-par& et
tograph.Ainsi l’utilisateur a la sensationd’objets physiques,de du retour de force. Tous sujets confondus, c’est l’interface
trous, de goutti&res,de cadres,etc. De plus, les actions comme bimodalequi pcrmetle plus deconfort et de performances(80%).
le ddplacementou le redimensionnementsont repr6sentCes
par
des objets physiquesvisco-elastiques,particulihement adapt&
il traduire une distanceet une direction.

1
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Pourles sons,deux approchesont et6etudiees.Lune has&s
sur un mod&lephysiqueet une simulationen tempsr&l de membrane:tout objet de l’interface est represent6par une membrane
vibrante qui produit des sonoritds des lors que le pointeur
contr616par le Pantographla rencontre,la frotte, la percute.La
secondeapproche utilise des sons &hanti]]onn& plus va&s,
traduisantla natureet la fonction de l’ohjet (i.e, ent& de menu,
choix de menu cache) ou de l’action (i.e, entreede fen&e, sortie de fen&e). Ces deux approchess’averentcomplementaires.

Tableau1: performancesen pourcentagede nombre d’erreur
pour trois situationsmodale : audio, haptique et bimodal
(audio et haptique).Extrait de (Dufresne & al 1995)

Aveugie mais voyant des mains
Avec la standardisationdes interfacesgraphiques,les nonvoyants perdent l’acc&s a l’ordinateur. Les outils logiciels
disponibles sont des revues d’6cran (screen readers) qui
traduisent l’information graphique avec de la synthesede parole ou du braille et proposent un mode de navigation par le
clavier (i.e. Outspoken de Berkeley System Inc). Ces moyens
mat&iels et logiciels sont largementinsullisantspour reprendre
pleinementlcs principcspourtantfort confortablespourlesvoyants
delanavigationet de la manipulationavccun dispositifdepointage.
La traductioncompl&tedesinformationsgraphiquesen desinformations perceptiblespar le non-voyants’avere done complexe,

Voyant mais aveugle des mains
ContrairementZIce que d’aucun pourrait croire, les GUIs
ne constituentpasle standarddesinterfacespersonne-ordinateur
utilisb dansI’espacepar les astronautes.Ces demiers utilisent
desinterfacesprotelformescomportantd’une part deselements
graphiquespresent& sur un &ran et d’autre part des tableaux
de boutons mdcaniques. Ceci s’explique par le fait qu’en
I’absencede gravit6, le senskinesthesiqueest perturb6 et il est
diffcile et malaise de manipuler des dispositifs comme une
souris d’ordinateur. L’utilisation d’une interface avec retour de
force s’avkre alors pertinente dans la mesureoh sa nature programmablepermetde compcnserl’absencede stimulationsphy-

siquescomme la gravite.
Toutefois ceci n’est qu’une hypothese et pour mieux
comprendreI’inttoduction d’interfacesmuhimodalesavecretour
de force, il est necessairede testerla situation.Aussi,1’Agence
SpatialeCanadienne,conjointementavecle ClTI et I’universite
McGill a ddveloppd un protocole de test pour mesurec les
avantagesd’un dispositif de pointage a retour de force sur un
dispositif de pointage standard(i.e, trackball) en microgravite.
Le test consisteB proposerune interface graphiquecomportant
des fen&t-es,des icbnes, des menus deroulantset de multiples
indicateurs.Les mesuressont des indices de performances(i.e,
temps et erreur) capt6.sIors de tdchesconduitesd’abord en milieu avec gravite puis en microgravite. Les resultats de cette
experimentationseront publits prochainement.
Conclusion
Les exemplesdu non-voyant et de I’astronauteconstituent
deux facettescomplementairesd’un m&meproblbme:celui des
limites de l’interaction entre un individu et I’ordinateur. Dans
le casdu non-voyant,c’est la deficiencede l’utilisateur qui limite
l’echange avec l’ordinateur: il ne perqoit pas I’information qui
lui est don&e. Dans la situation de I’astronaute,c’est le milieu
dans lequel l’utilisateur Cvoluequi limite l’interaction: une information precieuselui est enlevee.Pour reduire cesdeux limitations, l’hypothese a et6 faite qu’il est necessaireet suftisant
d’integrer deux canauxde communicationsupplementaires,l’un
audio et I’autre haptique.Et c’est g&e B la complCmentaritt5
et
la redondance des stimulations apportees que les interfaces
personne-ordinateurtlargissent Ieur public d’utilisateur et leur
domaine d’application.
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IDEOLOGIES
OF
INTERACTIVITY:
FREEDOM, CHOICE AND CREATIVITY
By Catherine Richards & Kim Sawchuk
sawchukQvax2.concordia.ca

0

Catherine:

Ideologiesof Interactivity” outlines andexamines
the term interactivity- a key referencepoint in the
media arts, popular culture and technical discoursesto describe the interplay between“an individual and an artifrcial intelligencesystem.”(Popper,8)
46

Kim :

The terminology of interactivity functions, as Kenneth
Burke writes, as a “terministic screen”that selectsand deflects
particular attributesof any phenomenon.(45)
Catherine:

The contributorsto the panel and the publication that
will result,were requestedto think through the languageof
freedom,choice and creativity frequently deployed in discussionsof the topic.
Kim:

In this rhetoric, interactivity is said to increaseparticipation betweenviewers and the work. This is promoted
as an enhancementof choice and hence individual freedom/for the user/spectator.Because of this, interactive
works are often said to be more accessiblethan other forms
of art thereby countering the elitism attributed to modem
art.
Catherine

This project examinesthese premisesand opens up
the term interactivity to include considerationsof power
and control as they are relatedto aestheticissues.We have
resurrectedthat unfashionableterm ideology in our title,
not as a meansto reduce aestheticsto politics or politics to
class or economics,but as a reminder of the inextricable
connectionbetweenaestheticsand power.
Kim:

H
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And here power is not merely understoodin its repressivesense,but as Michel Foucault argues,for its productivecapacitiesas form of organizationof spaceandtime:
technologicalenvironmentsdesigninteractionand circumscribe choice. But choice is not the only issue. Artists
projects that have an explicitely interactive element may
map out its micrological functionings in late-capitalistcul-

ture rather than serving classically modernist endstied to a
specific setof cultural valuesthat echo a neo-liberalagendaat the level of the body, within the economic spheresof
consumption and production, and at the political level of
events.
Catherine:

In interrogating the promisesof freedom, choice and
creativity, the participantsin “The Ideology of Interactivity”
ponder the following questions, questions that form the
backbone of this project: the connection between
interactivity and architectural projects (Brian Massumi:
philosopher);the fashioningof interactivity in the electronic
arts through an examination of the presuppositionsbuilt
into computer software (Douglas Back: media artist); the
role of the artists working within the digital media environmentand the conceptualizationof the artist in thesepractices, from the perspectiveof an artist in the field (Catherine
Richards: media artist; writer); artists’projects that take
surveillance as their conceptualbasis as a way of discussing the dynamics of power and seduction(Kim Sawchuk:
media theorist); and finally the use of digital technologies
that are participatory for ends other than assuringgreater
efficiency in a productivist culture. (Laura Trippi: curator)

Kim:

While we are interestedin creating a supportiveworking environment for artists working with new media, we
are guided by the principal that new technologies do not
necessarilyentail displacing less technologically oriented
methods of information exchangeor tried and true methods of collective action. We are working counter to naive
evolutionarytheoriesof technologicaldevelopmentand diffusion and an over-investmentin the “rhetoric of the electronic sublime.”The rhetoric of the technology makes it
seemsas if this will all take place without human intervention. Although new technologiesmay facilitate discussion
and exchangeamongstartists and writers, their organization still takesthought and effort and financing: the virtual
is connectedwith thesevery pressing material issues.
Catherine:

Processis integral to the evolution of these issues.
We are striving to build intensity, trust and commitment
amongstthe participantsin this paneland in our future work.
Kim:

For more information on the CottageCollective or the publication that will result from this project pleasecontact: SAW
Gallery 67 Nichol Street, Ottawa. 613-236-6181.

Kim:

The panel“Ideologies of Interactivity: freedom,choice
and creativity” is the first event in a future seriessponsored
by the CottageCoIlective. The seriesis designedto initiate
creative exchangesbetweenartists,educators,curatorsand
critics working in the media arts in Canada.
Catherine:

The goal of this collaborative venture is to pinpoint
contentious issues in media arts; respond quickly to ongoing changesin the field; documentthe history of media
arts projects; researchpast and presentwritings and theories pertinent to the area; and finally, create a supportive
but critical environment for inspired thought and production from an interdisciplinary point of view.

Or contact Kim Sawchuk at sawchukQvax2.concordia.ca

0 Catherine Richards & Kim Sawchuk 1995
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Kim:

But as well, we are concernedto sponsorinitiatives
by artists from the perspectiveof local production where
artists work within very tight economiesof scaleand often
without the institutional or economic resourcesthey need
to realize theseprojects- despitethe hype.
Catherine:

The CarragePapers will play with different combinations: mixtures of virtual and real presence;the confrontation of preparedpieces and spontaneousinteractions; and
finally, experimentation with the disseminationof results
that can take the form of working papers,web pages,books,
panels, and perhapsin the future, a CD ROM.
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INTERACTIVE
NARRATIVE;
A FORM OF FICTION?
By Martin Rieser
M-RIESERQwpg.uwe.ac.uk
The narratives of the world are numberless. Narrative is
first and foremost a pnxiigious van’ety of genres, themselves
distributed among different substances-as though any material
were@ to receive man s stories. Able To be canied by a&ulated language, spoken or written, fixed or moving images,
gestures and the ordered mixture of all these substances;
narrative is present in myth, legend fable, tale, novella. epic,
history, tragedy, drama, comedy, mime, painting..srained glass
windows, cinema, comics, news irem, conversarion
(Barthes-TheStructuralanalysisof Narrative in ImageMusic -Text )
I

I

lNJ

arrative permeates every aspects of our lives: all societies and cultures and individuals generate and live by
the stories they tell themselves. In the personal sphere we are
constantly converting the past into an ordered edit of the
significant..or trivial, in other words: memories. While these
may be recalled in an associative or seemingly random manner,
they are tied to a structure implicit in the history of the individual. Once in the social domain, linearity seems to become an
essential part of communication.

The problem is that the addition of Interactivity places an
intolerable contradiction on what is understood as traditional
narrative. It implies that the reader/spectator be transformed into
a true authorial role as shaper of events , weaver of stories, a
possessor of agency:
Interactivity replaces the concept of the passive viewer by
the active participant....An interactive cinema need? to o#er a
fundamental range of choices lo the user ...lXs cannot be
confined to a few alternative linear routes, endings or character
view-points in an otherwise linear narrative structure.
(Malcolm

L&rice

-Virtual Dialogues)

For the artist the struggle for appropriate form is never an
easy one:
Most people imagine there’s a spectrum between conventional w&en stories on one side and total interactivity on the
othe,: But what I believe is that what you really have are IWO
safe havens separated by a pit of Hell “
(Walt Freitag in ‘Wired ’August 19%)
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But the challenge is worth the labour, since the rewards of

the new medium are manifold:

cies. “Every European”,he reasonedI‘is a writer, potentially or
in fact”

In the work of RobertCooverwe find a different approach:
the suddenmove from stream to stream of parallel lives or
consciousnesses.
In ‘The Babysitter’interwovenscenesare retold in ever more fantastic salaciousness,as though a heavy
breatherhad control of a joystick and kept pressingthe more
Inertia in artistic practice and commission ensuresthat, bizarrebutton.
althoughinteractivenarrativeswill soonbecomecommon-place
throughbroadcaston cable,satellite,network or CD-ram; such
In many ways traditional written Narrative resemblesmuforms asexist often remainmereextensionsof spectatormodes sical code in the discipline of its elements:
such as video, or cinema;only becomingtruly interactivewhen
the author attemptsto transcendthe syntax of earlier art forms
art is without noise..ati is a system which is pure, no unit
and invents a coherentartistic languagefor interaction in the
ever goes wasted however long, however loose, however
virtual world, capableimaginatively engagingthe audienceat
tenuous may be the thread connecting it to one of the levels of
the deepestlevels of seriousart.
the story.....writing is inescapably distinct
..it is the quality of direct physical and kinesthetic engagement, the rolling of hapticity in the service of both drama and
the dramatic, which is not part of the cinematic mode.
(Ahucquere
Rosanne
Stone)

(Barthes-The Stmchml

analysisof Narrativein Image-Music
-Text)

The issue of narrative and dramatic structureis not one
that will easily be resolved. Robert Coover remarks about
Hypertext in Cameraworkhold true for all interactiveforms:

To understandthe failures of most currentattemptsto createinteractivefictions it is first necessaryto determinethe gramHow does one judge , analyse,write about a work that mar of traditional narrativeforms. In his essayin ‘Dissimulations’Andy Cameronwisely quotes Barthesin support of his
neverreadsthe sameway twice?
claim that traditional fiction cannotsustainthe conversioninto
Obviously, new criteria areneededto evaluatesucha radi- interactivity. And indeed,on re-examiningstructuralistanalycal departurefrom tradition, but the form itself defies precise sis it becomesobviousthatmost interactive fictions in hypertext
form tend to be a collection of ‘cardinal functions’or narrative
definitions
hinge points without the necessary‘indices’and ‘catalysers’
These explorations are crucial to how the world can be which add depthand flow to the narrative:
redrawn and viewed in an art whose power is in its openendednessand polyphony.
(ReginaCornwell)

A processof educationis also desperatelyneededfor the
growing audienceof such works. Recognisingthe narrative
codes of traditional media is now a daily unconsciousact. On
openinga newspaper,switching on the television, going to the
theatre-we adjustautomaticallyto the medium’sunspokencode
and its implied etiquettes.I doubt that we have yet learnt as
audiencethe code and languageof the interactive,or even that
such a languagehas beenfully formed by any practitioner.
Pioneersof interactive narrativesuch as Luis Borgesand
Robert Coover anticipatedsome of the negativesof the form
and of the game as a narrative vehicle, before it actually existed:In ‘An examinationof the works of HerbertQuain’,Borges
invents an English multi-linear novelist of the 1930sand both
anticipateshyperfiction and Bar&es’s contentionof the death
of the author,when he makesHerbert Quain say of his second
novel, ‘April March’:

These (nuclei) are both consecutive and consequential ....a
catalyses.. accelerates, delays, givesfish impetus to the
discourse..the catalyser ceaselessly revives the semantic tension
of the discourse, says ceaselessly there has been, there is going
to be, meaning...A nucleus cannot be deleted without altering
the stoq but neither can a catilyst without altering the
discourse
(Barthes-TheStructuralanalysisof Narrativein

Image-Music
-Text)
and even more crucially, lack the full orchestrationinvolved in successfulform:
Narrative thus appears as a succession of tightly interlocking mediate and intermediate elements; dystaria determines a
‘horizontal’reading, while integration imposes a vertical
reading..each unit is perceived at once in its St&acing and its
depth and it is thus that the narrative works
(Barthes-TheStructuralanalysisof Narrativein
Image-Music-Text)

But Cameron’sargumentis ambiguousabout future stratI lay claim in this novel... to the essentialfeaturesof all egiesfor creating interactivity, centering as it does on the comgames:symmetry,arbitraryrules,tedium.Indeed,Quain wasin puter gameas a way forward, and ignoring other forms of narthe habit of arguing that readerswere an alreadyextinct spe- rative whereinterpretationplays a stronger role than in the linear novel.
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In many ways Dramadiffers from narrativefiction through
the freedom of interpretation given to the performance.There
are as many versionsof Hamlet as there are directors; music is
evenmore vastly dependenton the interpretive.The composer’s
original coding is given new ‘interactive’life with eachperformance-in this we seembut one step away from Barthes’sconclusions about authorial authority:
Weknow now that a text is not a line of wonis releasing a
single ‘theological’ meaning (the message of the Author-God)
but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings,
none of them original blend and clash. The zext is a tissue of
quotations drawn from the innumerable centres of culture ..but
there is one place when? zhis multiplicity is focussed and that
place is the readez.The reader is the space on which all the
quotations that make up a writing are inscribed withouz any of
zhem being lost; a text’s unizy lies not in its origin but in its
&stiruldo?L
(Barth=-TheStructuralanalysisof Narrativein
Image-Music
-Text)
However, whilst we know how much influence such interpretationsand inflections beyond the authorial can have on
the fixed codes of the script or score in music or drama, in the
caseof interactive narrative must the logical conclusionbe that
we are reducedto the role of amateurarchitects and builders,
constructingour own storylines,as in Max Whitby’s metaphor?

tree with 28 decisionpoints ( a story in Chinesewould gezone
decision pointfitiher) .. ”
(Gareth Rees-Tree fiction on the World WideWeb)

And the absurdreductionismof suchan approachtellingly
satirisedin an imaginary interactive Hamlet:
I.[zhe battlementsof Elsinore Castle]
HAMLJZ To be or noz co be, that is zhe question
If Hamlet zakes up arms against a sea of troubles, go to 3;
if he shujles ofthis mortal coil go to 2
(GarethRces-Treefictionon the WorldWideWeb)

In our own production of ‘Media Myth & Mania’(Ship of
Fools researchgroup, based at the university of the West of
England, Bristol) we encounteredthe intrinsic problems of the
tree form, forcing the participant to repeat a part of the logic
branchingon each replay and constraining any true freedom of
choice in the developmentof narrative.
Designedas an interactivespoof game,using digital sound
and photographicsequencing,it examinesissuesof power and
control of the massmedia by a multi-choice biographical journey through the life of a media ‘Mogul’. The individual player
identifies with the protagonistand makesmoral choices at various life stagesviewing the consequencesin dramatisedphotoromancestyle tableaux.

Photo-realisticimage basedadventuregamesare a growing sectionof the computergamesmarket and are spearheading
the penetrationof interactiveCD into the domesticenvironment.
(MaxWhitby-Multimedia
Corporation) Our game was an attempt to subvertthis processby de-mystifying the useofrepresentationwithin the genre,through both form
And if, by necessity,Hyper-fiction narrative structures and content. Density was achieved through themes related to
are composedof multiple hinge points; are all first attemptsat the role of public media and their relation to the domesticsphere
interactive fiction then doomed to take an obvious ‘tree’struc- being questionedvia hidden quotesand layeredjuxtapositions
ture form with all its inherent disadvantages?
of facts embeddedbehind the tableaux.
By giving the audience conzrvl over the raw material you
give them precisely what zhey don k WMZ. They don’t want a
load of bricks, they WUIIZa finished conrzruction, a built house.

The volume of szory web increases exponentially with
additional points of interaction. An author is faced with an
inevitable and depressing zradeofl- sacnjicing time spent on
the texture of the narrative, its lizerary or cinematic qualities,
for an enhanced interactive complexity. The result can be
inzeractive but schematic, resembling zhe outline of a szory
rather than the story itself:

(AndyCameron,Dissimulations
)

Photo-romanticmagazinesand adult comics provided the
inspiration for the visual ‘feel’of the piece. Actors were posed
for various life situationsand placeddigitally againstcomputer
-generatedphotomontagebackgrounds.In a sensethis updated
the Citizen Kane idea of rooting the public figure in the personal
depthsof childhood. Biographical parallelsto the lives of such
contemporary‘Moguls’as Maxwell and Murdoch are explored.

In consequencethe piece was structuredas a dual branchThis schematicdomination of the structureat the expense ing choice sevenagesof man or woman interactive biographiof content is vividly critiqued by Gareth Rees :
cal narrative, with the player assuming the role of the either
male or female Mogul . The player chose between two action
These writers have all come up against the exponenzial options at each level. There were more than 80 Interactive
problem, zhe combinatory explosion of the number of endings
tableauximagesin the whole game,plus accompanyingsound,
as the number of choice points goes up. with fen binary text and Quick Time movies.A mythic parallel universeof neodecision points, there are a thousand endings, with twenp, over
classic futility interweavesthe narrative at various key points
a million .. If every English-speaking person wrote a single
as a metaphor for the ultimate emptiness of the scramble for
section. zogether they could not complete all zhebrancheson a media control.
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A different structural form is offered by Coover’s idea of
parallelism or concurrent streams between which the viewer
can alternate without breaking the narrative flow. In Graham
Weinbrene s interactive cinema piece ‘Kreutzer Sonata’the
viewer is offered control over the aspectof the narration - the
screenis divided into four temporal regions, left for flashback,
right for the present,up for an expandedpresentand down for
fthnic elementswhich are outside of the time of the story altogether.

In 1989 in the ‘Legible City’ Jeffrey Shaw also broke
new ground, combining multimedia effects with a virtual reality environment. The City is a computer controlled and projected virtual urban landscapemade up of solid three-dimensional letters that form words and sentencesinstead of buildings along the sides of the streets.The architecture of text replaces exactly the positions of buildings in a plan of the real
cities (New York and Amsterdam). This spatial transformation
of narrative is literal in every sense.

In Jon Dovey s Moviola Toybox CD rom: ‘The Desktop
Theatre of Amnesia’(Jon is a member of the Ship of Fools
group) the techniquesof parallelism were tested , as emotional
states and their visually equivalent symbolic analogues are
mapped onto a matrix of Quicktime minimovies, like multiple
personalitiesinside one frame.

Bicycling through this city of words is a journey of reading , choosing a direction is a choice of text and meaning.The
image of the city is projectedon a large video screenin front of
the bicycle which is fixed like an exercise-bike.The image is
computergeneratedin real-timeusing a combinationof a humble
PC and a Silicon GraphicsIris workstation . Feed-backmechanisms attachedto the pedalsand the handle bars control it so as
In ‘The 12 Most Beautiful Things I Know’ my colleague to simulate a feeling close to that of cycling through a real enviChris Hales createda lyrical piece of interactive cinema when ronment. Just in front of the viewer is a small liquid crystal
the syntax of interaction involves flow rather than branching , display which locates the cyclist within the overall plan of the
where the visual clues as to active screenareasare hinted at by city.The texts have a close correlation to the history of the city,
the use of colour and movement within the frame.
being fictional tour-guide monologues delivered by illustrious
sons of the city, such as, in the case of New York Frank Lloyd
In its participatory form interactive narrative is found in Wright and Donald Trump
networked interactions with events with no director, but many
equal players who are also the audience;in situations open at
Although the Spatial metaphoris a prevalent form in many
both ends,engineeredby the artist for shareddevelopment.But, interactive narratives,as Cameronpoints out this is:
as a short exploration of such sites on the Web makes only too
clear, so much of this type of interactive art has beenconcerned
more thanjust the changefrom a simple line to a more
with simply exploring its own matrix of delivery, that someof
complexdiagram or space,it involvesmovingfrom one kind of
the concernsof mainstreamart practice have taken a secondary
representatiorlto another:
(Andy Cameron-Dissimulations)
role. It is no accidentthat as virtual forms becamea fashionable
currency,artistslike DamienHirst andGilbert andGeorgeturned
to ever more visceral installations of bodiedness.(This situaThe role of the artist is radically challenged in the contion is starting to changewith a rush of fine artists suchas Helen
struction
of suchimmersive narrative environments,The action
Chadwick , whose previous work has been deeply physical ,
trading tactility for the level of interaction affordedby CD-rom) of the artist/author begins to resemblethe designer of a model
and although the artist may describe its properties in great deThis participatory aspectof audienceas performer is im- tail, he or she is no longer author of the events set in motion by
plicate in most VR sessions.BrendaLaurel hasalreadyexplored the audience,here one can guessat a new critical theory drawn
this in her ‘Place holder’ experiments at Banff Centre in the from architectureas much as from theatre,from cyberneticsas
early 1990s , where local Canadian Native Indian myths were much as literature.
incorporated into a participatory performance.This extension
As Cameroncontends,Gameshavealso beenseenby many
of drama into virtual Reality marked a profoundly important
as coherenttemplatesfor new forms of interactive narrative and
step in the developmentof narrative forms.
even such commercial models as ‘Sim City ‘ or ‘Civilisation’
Participantscould createtheir own storieswithin the broad are fascinatingexamplesof complex simulation of story shells.
boundaries set by the artist. Laurel s work fused improvised The Player/ Participant/ Gamer follows formal and rule-based
theatrewith the cutting edgeof VR simulation, combining sen- interactionsfor pleasureand stimulus, but is neverthelessconsor feedbackfor arms and torso as well as handsand head.The scious of participating in an apparently reductive medium, inparticipants could alter their voices electronically to match the capableof addressingthe deeperexistentialconcernsof art. This
mythic characterswhose identity they assume,and can swim or lack of resonance,seemsprecisely causedby the random shiftfly through the recordedvideo landscapemappedonto a com- ing nature of its unfolding narrative (although the causality of
time and action is maintained).
puter 3D model.
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But we do have accessto quite other models than simulation gamesin examplesof social and participatory story spaces
such as are provided by Ceremony,Carnival and Ritual- symbolic affio-mationsof spiritual watershedsor transitions, precise narrative codings of resonantmoments in a culture’s developmentas well as in individual lives, a rules-basedand compelling immersive experience , often embodying the primary
narrativesof adolescence,maturity and death.

on the transmutingof known mythologiesinto more personal&d
or contemporary forms. Various rooms are appropriately
matchedto the different psychesof thoseinvolved in authoring
the piece. Short connected narrative fragments can be awakened by the viewer through an examination of the interface environment. A visitor to the house can interact with these presencesand be caught up in their world, often through a response
to a riddle or enigmatic question .

In dreams as well a form of associativenarrative occurs,
seen as the ‘Royal Road’into the unconsciousby Jung and
Freud alike. Narrative doesappearto underlieour deepestmental structures-Jung has outlined the narrativesof the collective
unconsciousand the processof individuation and demonstrated
how ritual and rites of passageextemalisesuch structuresculturally. Narrative as a spatial metaphoris ubiquitously implicit
in every cultural expression : in mythology (Aboriginal
Songlines); in the visual arts (sculpturesof Richard Long) and
everywherein architecture.and engineeredsocial space.

A major part of the contentinvolves a decoding of the family as a construct.Themesof restriction and drudgery sit alongside those of the forgotten or hidden worlds of childhood- the
chest in the attic, the secret garden etc. Images we keep from
the world, but passon freely to our own children.

A Gothic cathedral such as Chatres is the work of many
hands,guided by a sharedvision. Its beauty is both in the detail
and it s overall shape , a metaphor of stone forests , filtered
light, soaring trunks, interlaced branches-immediately
recognised,it can be read by the pilgrim as a series of selfdirectedjourneys or as a guided ceremony,for exampleby tracing the floor mazeas a analogueof life spiralling towardsdeath.
This servesas a useful model for an immersive narrative
environment -the only limits of agencyare the fixed walls and
the rules-basedrituals of Christianity,wherethe mediaevalmind
found a living enactmentof religious narrative
In the current Dreamhouseproject, Ship of Fools were
seekingto bring such an experienceup to date,combining spatial , ritualistic and dreamlikeelements.As in many other games
we find ourselvesin a house.However here the housestandsas
a place of identity, a place that offers us experiencesthat reflect
upon who we are. In the dream world , the house represents
self, a spaceof memory and formation. Here it is a place where
we tell stories, a narrative space.Stories which inter-relate to
createa spaceof reflection.
Our walk throughhouseoffers accessto a numberof rooms
or experiences.Each has been designedby an artist reworking
traditional storytelling structures.So the housebecomesan interactive tbeatre, where different tales are triggered by audience exploration.
The bland domestic environment of a real suburbanhouse
(in fact a real Barrett’s ‘Show Home’in a suburbanestateat
Bradley Stoke, the negative equity capital of the U.K.) is the
main interface. Through various devices-doors,windows, mirrors and other objects, gateways to the narratives of a semimythological world are openedby the user.The piece focuses
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The themesof intimacy and alienationare exploredthrough
non-linear narratives presentedthrough such devices as multiple talking heads, each with their particular fragments, or
through a hall of sleeperswho can be individually awakened.
The interactive house is a place of magic, permeableto other
mythic spaces,but the narratives involved attempt to form a
bridge between the personaland the political. Various sources
of narrative structure and imagery have been adapted,ranging
from Oedipus,OrpheusandEuridice, Theseusand the Minotaur,
Icarus and Daedalus,Celtic domesticmyths and legends,Bibiical referenceand stories and the modem mythologies of Science and Technology.
In speaking of the pleasures and engagement of VR environments Janet Murray of MIT Media Lab identifies “Immersion, rapture and agency” as the key requisites of interaction in virtual space. While these certainly identify the
pleasures of the medium, they do not of themselves create
the complexity of meaning found in the fixed structures of
traditional forms.
In the search for narratives without predetermined
scripting, I believe that through use of independent agents,
artists will increasingly be led towards what I would term
‘The Pinocchio strategy’-at present more a pious hope than
a reality.
Laurel’s researchesin interactive narrative led directly to
the Oz project at CarnegieMellon which used live actors and
directors to test Laurels’s rules-basedfor dramatic interaction
in Virtual space-theostensiblereasonwas cost, but perhapsencoding the complex rules of drama and characterwere well beyond any Artificial Intelligenceprogrammer’sability at present.
The end of such simulations must be in convincing forms of
artificial life and the complexcoding of autonomousagentsusing
genetic algorithms. The state of the art seemsto be at the level
of MIT’s attempts at programmed behaviours exemplified by
Bruce Blumberg’s virtual dog in the ‘Artificial life Interactive
Video Environment’, where a computer generatedball-fetching creature is mapped onto a mirror image of the real user’s
,

environment. The wooden nature of such experimentsto date
suggestthat they might needmore than the attentionsof a Good
Fairy to breatheartistic life into their frozen hearts.
Q Martin Rieser 1995
Media, Myth and Mania was produced by Ship of Fools, a mixed
group of six male and female electronic artists. as a researchproject
at the University of the West of England in 1994, part of Siliver to
Silicon-The photograph in the Digital Age, an interactive CD-mm
exploring the impact of the digital on photographic practice (a joint
Artec I University of the West of England I WatershedI Focal Point
research project)
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CRITICAL
CONNECTIVE
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FRICTIONS,
AFFINITIES
OF INTERACTIVITY”

By Kim Sawchuk
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sawchukQvax2.concordia.ca

n this morning’s talk, I will return to some rudimentary issues that have been pestering me for some time
and which now seem pertinent. I hope it isn’t a statement on the
obvious.

Rather than offering my thoughts on art and surveillance,
as promised, I would like to respond to a comment that Simon
Penny made on Tuesday in another panel on interactivity and
art. When asked what he thought of the critical writing on interactive work he gave a witty and provocative answer, an answer
provided by Mahatma Ghandi. Apparently when Ghandi was
asked what he thought of Western civilization. he replied, “it
would be a good idea.” The implication, of course, is that the
same can be said of writing on art and new media technologies.
This response piqued my interest because it says something about the very complicated ties- the surface tensions- between different practices or modalitiej of expression: theoretical discourses, writing, criticism, art works, artists, and institutions. It made me reflect on the ways our terrains diverge and
overlap. After all art and theory share some common features
within North America in the popular imagination: they are both
often seen as useless activities.
What are some of these points of contact? Of interaction?
In its most banal form - and in my most cynical take on this
interrelationship we use each other to legitimate our activities,
existing in a parasitic codependency where we feed off each
other, rotating roles as host and parasite. For example, theorists
and critics may use art as examples -or worse- as illustration in
their texts. In these models these works then serve as evidence
of some grand idea, or concept, that we want to promote, such
as simulation, recombinant culture, or in my case surveillance.
(By this I refer to my interest in means explicating the workings
of power through the organization of time and space in connection to various social technologies.) But it is not only writers
who engage with theory. Artists may invoke theoretical terminology as references when writing a grant or in artists talk.
Theory can provide us credibility to alleviate our insecurity or
bolster our arguments; but credentialism is also an issue. Writers need shows to review -and artists to make shows-to build a
track record of written works on their c.v.’ s. Artists need the
attention of writers and critics to indicate they are legitimate;
that their work is current and talked about. The irony is that as
critics or researchers we may treat artists as our objective ground,
or ethnographic subject, as if the artists had some intuitive con248

nection to theseforces resurrectingthe old idea of artist as mystic and visionary, one which McLuhan was given to pronouncing and which CatherineRichardswill explore in more detail in
her talk for this panel. But there is little art practice,particularly
those practices in new media, that aren’t influenced by some
theory or at least a set of cultural values and assumptions.Artists themselvesare often eloquentand learnedin their considerations of theseconnectionsbecauseof their own intimate histories with thesetechnologies.
At a more profound level our work intersectsbecausewe
often are trying to pinpoint and grapple with similar questions,
such as the impact, meaning or the embeddednessof technology within a given social formation, a social formation that we
share. The words, concepts encounteredon a page, organized
into an argument and sometimessweepingand lofty statement
about the world and the media,may in someway illuminate the
movement of abstract forces- relations felt but which have no
language.Raymond Williams, a communicationstheorist who
wrote on emerging cultural forms, called this vague intuitive
sensethat often guides our perceptionsand our work “the structure of feeling.” In the same way, artist’s projects, particularly
those that skillfully and thoughtfully employ the tools of their
day -video monitors,cameras,computers,telephonelines,broadcast media, virtual technologies- give shape to these abstract
forces and relations by deploying them in the work. This hap
pens becauseof the representationsinvoked. It may happen
becausethe materials and techniquesborrowed and their properties or tendencies.A consideration here is the way the work
or the technologiesit usessituatesus as spectators.The manner
in which we interact with the work may make us aware of our
positioning vis a vis some other set of relations. Finally, these
works either in their representations,their materials, or the
behavioursand encountersthey may invoke memory.

instances,but also contestedterritory and zones of conflict.
Rather than bury these frictions, they can be a site of critical
reflection and writing.
In the current theories,borders seemto be falling, the distinctions between high and low obsolete, at least rhetorically.
The languagesdrawn upon to discussart no longer come from
the aesthetictradition, which itself has had a pretty checkered
history with lots of borrowings appropriations and subfields.
The new critical vocabulariesthat are being generatedand incorporatedinto our writing and art practice come from communications,mediastudies,philosophy,cybernetics,literary theory.
In considering this interdependencyparticular names become
very current: Gilles Deleuze’s theory of rhizomes as a way to
explain the supposedlynon-hierarchicalnatureof network communications; Paul Virilio to talk about the nefarious effects of
speedand visuality. Within the Canadian tradition of writings
on technology,Marshall McLuhan still hascurrency,while others, less trendy more stolid and stodgy like Harold Innis are left
behind. Psychoanalysis,oncedominant as a critical framework,
wanes while the vocabulary of poststructuralisni takes hold.
There is an issue of fashion here, but also one of formation:
where does one go to learn to write on the new media? What
disciplines supportthis work? While intellectually we strive for
interdisciplinarity, academicallywe still seemto be in a stateof
split existences.Resistancesand frictions still exist.
In departmentslike mine, communications,we are encouraged to read and examine theories of media, technology and
culture. Thesetheoriesare germaneto the issuesin new media,
but we rarely are encouragedto write on art or artists because
of the hierarchiesthat exist betweendifferent kinds of published
work (refereed,non- refereed).Nor do we encourageour students to explore artists practices -or not- so- -popular culture,
as performanceartistsTanyaMars so aptly terms the arts. In the
humanitiesand social scienceswe have too little understanding
of the history of representationand aestheticsthat these works
may also call upon. But as well, we often lack the technical
knowledge or expertise in the cognitive sciencesto comment
upon theseaspectsof an artist’s practice, while those trained in
thesedisciplines seemto have little interest in writing art criticism. Conversely, while course outlines in Fine Arts may include the occasionalcommunicationsarticle, it is my guessthat
their curricula don’t include media studiescoursesor histories
of the media that may provide invaluable ways for studentsto
contextualize their own work. While most programmesoffer
some accessto each other, in these times of budget crisis the
doors to coursesand resourcesmay be closing. We need new
strategiesof collaborative work, but overwork seemsto be the
only thing that many of us shareor have in common.

Theseencountersthat stimulate memory can be conceptualized as a form of movement: chain of associationsand connections are left in the work that sets my mind and body into
motion. It may bring us to placeswe do not necessarilywant to
revisit. For example,I was forcefully propelled by one of Chris
Csikzentmihlyi’s robots that he presentedas a slide for discussion at this same panel. It provoked my discomfort, it agitated
me. The robot was a being that respondedto aggressionwith
aggression. If a loud sound was made, it had the potential to
fire a bullet in the direction of the sound’s source.I could not
help but think about this work in my own context, that of
Montreal where 5 years ago on December6, 14 women were
killed at L’Ecole Polytechnique. Technologically based art is
like other art in this respect:the spectatordoesn’tmerely come
to these interactive pieces as a universal subject devoid of
memory, devoid of history- and sometimesanger.Our affective
responsesand critical assessmentsof the appropriatenessof
In short, it isn’t enough to comment on the lack of critical
works, such this, takes place in a context. But this location is writing. If there is, or it is inadequate,it is incumbent upon us
not a solid or unified ground,that providesthe truth of that piece. as writers and teachersand practitioners in other guisesto figEvery place is but a layered spaceof sharedmeanings,in some ure out why and how and where we encouragewriting within
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local spacesat the same time paying attention to what movements are taking place elsewhere.What publication possibilities exist for such writing? Are they enough?How do we practically nurture this type of writing intellectually and financially?
How do we shift our attention to what has not beenlegitimated
yet? For we share another common tendency: star gazing. If
you are a media theorist.,it is much easierto write on a phenomenafrom pop culture where you know everyoneat leastas heard
of Madonna. Slides are easy to pirate, videoclips to find, and
the sheernumbersin the audienceguaranteesa certainrelevancy
to the research.To write about some obscuremedia artist may
take more time. It raises that embarrassing question: “who
cares?’If you are a critic, it is tempting to write on art works or
the practicesof artists who have already garneredinternational
attention.
Do we have the courage to the unknown and encourage
this kind of practice in others?This doesn’t necessarilymean
trumpeting what is new and pronouncesitself to be on the cutting edge , or valorizing everything that is marginal or considers itself as such. It does mean paying attention to the here and
now. In practical terms it implies concerning oneself with the
so-called dead end user: those left behind in the wake of technological change.

In addition to critical frictions, we also may want to instigate “Connective Affinities”: ways of working with art, writings, theoriesthat intermingle thesediscourses.In this concoction they become more than two discrete entities soldered together.Their interaction producesanotherentity, a new assemblage unexpectedby both. These are the surprises that Norm
White has mentioned and the chancesI spoke of a few paragraphsback.
There are two further challengesthat I will addressbefore
ending: on the one hand, it is critical that theory doesn’t occupy
a place at the top of art practice in our s/m relationship where
the critic is a top, as the arbiter of good taste, in a classically
modernist sense.On the other hand, it is necessaryto avoid
becoming a p.r. person for either artists or new technologies.
This has particular relevance in the current context of hype
aroundmediatechnologies.Let’s not forget that the supportnow
lavished on the new media is taking place in the midst of governmental and corporate exuberancefor all things technological, specifically in the area of new media, where these technologiesare expectedto act as a kind of panaceafor other problems. This has very old history, as John Quirk and JamesCarey
point out, in North America where technology has been seenas
a way bringing progressto humanity. Our conception of technology is still tied to the tendency,drive and faith in the goals
of modernizationas progress,and this ideology cannot help but
infuse art that takes thesetechnologiesas their medium and/or
content. Modernism has been thoroughly critiqued in other
realmsof the arts, and postmodemismhas definitely influenced
the theoretical vocabulary of new media. But new media retains its ties to modernismand the avant-guardwhen it espouses
technological innovation. Modernism thrives in the language
of new technology.Perhapsthis accountsfor the bipolarization
of much of the work and thinking in the area into either radically hopeful or dystopian views of technology’s longterm effects on a culture. Even more specifically, in Canadatechnology has had a cherished place in our political life. Maurice
Charland has charted the history of technological nationalism
in terms of governmentpolicy. This is the belief that communicationstechnologycan unify a very unwieldy geographicalpolis,
a very real issuethat I am now exploring in other work that may
be indirectly relevant to the media arts.

Finally, while I must admit that I have my pet theories
which help me to make senseof the world and guide my interests as a writer, it is my belief that the searchfor a unified aesthetics of interactivity or of new media is a uselesspursuit: different works speakto different issuesin our relationshipto technology, but also to issuesother than technology.When askedto
write cataloguesessays,short reviews or longer articles in the
media arts it is my job to ask what I want to promote in my
critical practicesand to discern which theoriesare the most ap
propriate to those works. But one needs to be aware of the
performative dimension of these choices at the same time as
one is aware of the potential of the unintendedor chancemeeting. Of the possibility that your work, which takes on a life
beyond you, may causeyou to be misinterpreted,or misunderstood.Or maybeyou didn’t understandyourself in the first place,
and now you find yourself in uncomfortable disagreementwith
your own previous position. But I digress,What is needed,perhaps, is less general theories that can be universally applied to
all work and more consideration of what we create when we
In the current rhetoric of modernization and progress,
bring the different modalities of practice, whether they be theo- interactivity is a central buzzword used to describe the demories or visual representations,into contact and conjunction.
cratic and participatory nature of consumerculture and the entertainment industry. When searching for discussions of
Stimulating encounters and charting changes,or lack of interactivity in the media for this paper, my library search inchange, may mutate into what Doug Back has called %itical
evitably coupled the term with the researchof Videotron, the
frictions.” I like this term. Firstly, becauseof its sonic invoca- Quebeccable company who have been investigating and protion of the term fiction, which displacesany notions of ultimate moting home shopping and playing blackjack via your t.v. for
truth. Secondly, becauseof its rather crusty referenceto abra- sometime. It mademe wonderwhetherinteractiveengagements
sion and the sparksthat can be createdwhen two bodies or ma- are a desirablestate of affairs after all, and who was doing the
terials rub together.Without friction we would not have a sense desiring. But maybeI’m paranoidbecauseof the theoriesI have
of feeling or touch and hence no pain or pleasure.
been working with... As 1 mentioned, I seemobsessivelycon250

cemed with the means by which we are increasingly regulated
through the gathering of information about our lives and habits.
Connectivity or collaborations; affinities between bodies
and practices suggesting not only a connection of like but of the
dissimilar in the desire for exchanges and friendship at a personal level, connections at an intellectual level, transformations
at the political and economic level of the distribution of power
and capacities. For me, this is virtuality in its originary sense of
potentiality. It is an approach to theorizing I learned from feminism. It includes in its agenda for critical writing the chance to
respond to what is affective, in an equally affective and engaged
way. It risks failure. Finally, it is a practice that needs these
frictions to produce any sensation or movement at all in this
field called new media.
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IMMERCE
CUNNINGHAM
MULTIMEDIA PROTOTYPE
A VISUAL DATA-BASE BASED ON THE
DANCES OF MERCE CUNNINGHAM
By Thecla Schiphorst
thecla@cs.sfu.ca

“In one way or another what we thought we couldn’t do
was altogether possible,
if only we didn’t get the mind in the way”
Merce Cunningham1

T

he immerce Cunningham visual database, is an interactive multi-media prototype based on the dances and
the choreographic process of Merce Cunningham.
In immerce dance material is explored and navigated using an interface metaphor which is based on a process grounded

in Merce Cunningham’s working methodology and in the nature of dance itself. Cunningham’s process deals complexity,
the incorporation of chance procedures, the relatedness of space
and time, and multiple points of reference.
The multi-media work explores notions of interactivity, of
navigation and of representation related to dance, the body, and
the choreographic process of Merce Cunningham. A key part of
the design process has been to remain allied with Cunningham’s
choreographic process. The system design has incorporated the
use of chance operations, complexity, and a multiplicity of cen252

in order to relate non verbal knowledge inherent in physical body systemsto the selection of categoriesof information in the archive.This involves the mapping of body parts
to the dance itself, to choreographic notes, dancers, production history, composer,designer,and other archival elements.

ters with respectto both time and space,conceptsderived from
Zen Buddism. immerce allows danceto be re-experiencedand
re-definedin multiple layers,from multiple vantagepoints.This
way of viewing the systemdesigncomesfrom a position where
one is not seekingsolutions with known methodologiesbut instead seeking experienceand re-experiencethrough a process
of exploring the unknown.
4.

In order to enablethe systemparticipant to createtheir own
context dependent navigation environment: create a
memory map enabling the participant to trace their own
stepsthrough spaceand time. This tool enablesthe participant to produce their own menu system or structure, retracetheir path through the archive, and to gather their own
“body of knowledge”basedon their interactive experience.

This material can be explored in three different navigational contexts or modes. In the linear navigational mode, selecting identified buttons leads to single logical outcomes.In
the chancemode, the systempresentsan increasinglycomplex
montage of randomly selectedmaterial, throughout which any
element can be explored by clicking on it. In the associative
mode, selecting symbols derived from parts of the body lead to
collections of related material, originating directly from the 5. In order to presenta critical context which exhibits the system design itself as a part of what is experienced and obparticipants choice, and including a gathering of connectedyet
served: provide a System Gaze feature which shows “the
randomly selected elements.These three navigational modes
computer design’s point of view”. This tool serves as a
are flexibly interchangeableand can be switched at any time
window (or a veil) which transparentlyoverlays itself, produring the participants interaction.
viding a look at the constructsthat have been implemented
in order to allow the participant to view the material.
Tools are availableto enableusersto createtheir own menu
system or structure, retrace their path through the archive, and
Q Thecla Schiphorst 1995
to gather their own “body of knowledge”for later viewing. At
Artistic Director
any time, the user may choose to view the material from the
Cunningham Multi-Media Archival Project
point of view of the computer system itself by selecting the
System Gaze. This servesas a window into the functionality of
this project is sponsored by the Centre for Image and Sound Research
through the support of CITI
the system, a critical acknowledgementof the constructsthat
have been implementedin order to allow the participant to view
the material, and also provides a help feature for the user when
required.
Design Goals

I Merce Cunningham quoted in the CNN television series. Arfs and
Technology Repon. March 1991.

1. In order to align the design process of the system with
Cunningham’s working methodology: incorporate
Cunningham’sunderlying philosophy and creativeprocess
with respectto chanceprocedures,no fixed points in space,
multiple eventsoccurringindependentlyof oneanother.The
use of chance processesin Cunningham’s choreography
meansthat in terms of both time and spacethereis possible
a “multiplicity of centers” (a concept derived from
Cunningham’s interest in Zen Buddhism) in which no one
elementis necessarilymore, or less,important than another.
2. In order to provide a rigorous interpretation of, and access
to the material in the archive: incorporatea navigation system which enablesinformation to be accessed,viewed, interpreted and perceived from three different conceptual
frameworks ( the chance-random,the linear-logical, and
the associative-gatheringmodes)
3. In order to interpret the material of dance and of the body
in a languagewhich comes from dance itself: utilize systems of mapping the physical body (for buttonsand menus)
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TOUCH AND GO:
AUTOMATED
IDENTITIES,

HYPERFORMANCES,
TELLER MACHINES,
SOCIAL RELATIONS
By Je&i-ey Sihulz

Seeit.
Feel it.
Touch it.
Experienceit.

cadsof baby boomersno doubt get weak in the knees
with this nod to thepinball wizard Tommywho pleaded
sometwenty yearsago “See me. Feel me. Touch me. Heal me.”
But this appropriationof the Who is far from the anti-establishment, touchy-feely sentimentsthat are now attributed, rightly
or not, to the 60s. The reworkedrefrain is actually a recent advertising campaignfor CitibankATMs. The campaign’sshameless new-agecomponentno doubt servedits purposewell by
stirring the nostalgicimpulsesof thoseboomerswho sangalong
with Tommy. It was a brilliant new context for this hippie anthem- a psychologicallypackedsite of technology,especially
so for aging boomerswho often feel literally blind to the impact
of information technologyon their own lives, and whose children often know more about it than they do.
But the decoron Citibank’s ATMs was also part of a much
wider campaignby this bank and the rest of the financial industry lo makeinformationsurfing both pervasiveand user-friendly
- and of courseto make a lot of money.From the recent wave
of bankmergers- includingthe one betweenChaseand Chemical, creatingthe largestbank in the United States- to business
sectionstoriesdescribingnew “relationship”bankingstrategies,
to op-ed cartoonsshowing ATM customerswatching Disney’s
“Pocahontas”while they’re performingtransactions,it’s becoming more and more clear that our future will be mediated by
financial instrumentslike ATM cards, credit cards,debit cards
and other financial/demographiccurrencies.Playing into this
dynamic is the World Wide Web’s enormousinterest in insuring the security of credit card transactions.With all the anticipation of a mission into space- or, dare I say, cyberspacestories seemto break almost daily that count down to when a
securecredit infrastructure will launch us into a new age of
“safe” web transactions.Where’s the cyberspaceshipheaded
anyway?But more importantly, what kinds of experiencedoes
touching an ATM screenactivate?
It’s all kind of touch and go, actually.
ATlvls are, literally, tools that speedour travels. They allow us to simply touch a few surfacesand be on our way quickly. But we not only perform our transactionsat ATMs; we
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hyperform our tranceactions.We enter an ATM with a subtle
sense,consciousor not, that we’re somehowtraveling, leaving
our bodies behind - going into a trance - until our cash is
delivered,our stockstraded,our balancestransferredor checked.
And in terms of hypertextual experience,ATMs long ago set
the standard: multiply documented, transferred, routed, and
transmitted, these transactions were hyper way before
HyperCard dropped out of the Apple tree and our microminds
were expanded with MacroMind Director. In this way, ATMs
are much more closely aligned with William Gibson’s use of
the term cyberspace than is the relatively simple process of
checking out a Web site in someremote part the world. Gibson
well knew that the real importanceof cyberspacewould be fast
finance, an info-dimensionthat most technoidscontinueto avoid
as they dream in their interactive strawberry fields.
The expressiontouch-and-goalso meansup in the air, unknown or unstable.In demographicterms, it’s that shifting sensation, the instability of our own identities that we register, for
example, when we answer the phone and an anonymous
telemarketershockingly and surprisingly knows us by nameand maybe what we like to buy, a more shocking prospect.It’s
also the disorientation we feel when we call a bank to confirm a
new credit card, and the issuerautomatically activatesthe card
simply becausewe call from a home telephone.This wouldn’t
happenif we called from, say,a pay phone (subtext: they know
where we live). But it all makessenseto Citibank, and it again
comes out in one of their ads: against a backdrop of the song,
“Stand by Me,” a woman praisesher photo-id card, confidently
declaring, “Citibank has really given us a new senseof self.”

On the subjectof transactions,SteveCaseissueda kind of challenge in his June, 1994, letter to AOL subscribers:“Be ready to
transact.New media is abouthaving relationshipswith customers, even entire markets.Get ready to have millions of transactions each and every second.”Are we up to it? It’s a little bit
touch and go at the moment. But, given that another financial
industry slogan is “Expect more from us,” it’s not a challenge
we’ll be able to ignore.
I’ve developeda tool, the Hyperformer, who meetsCase’s
challengehead-on.
The Hyperfotmer rollersurfs the terrain of the Manhattan,
weavinga path throughtaxis,heatinggrates,trucks,oil splotches,
busses,cigarette butts, pedestrians,and other surfactants.It’s
from one ATM to the next, and the next, and the next, checking
balancesand withdrawing funds along the way.
This is sciencefiction this is not.

For the serieslast fall, titled Hyperformances 1.1: Synergistic Tranceactions,the Hyperformer wore an Armani shirt,
Fendi tie, Body Glove surfing trunks, Leader swimming cap
and goggles, and Rollerbladesequipped with 80 millimeter 78
and 81A Hyper Shock wheels. Although the body of the
Hyperfonner belongs to me, the Hyperformer’s legal agency
and identity does not. The Hyperformer often check balances
and make withdrawals with someone else’s card - friends,
gallery dealers,collectors-effectively turning the Hyperfomter
into the cardholder.It is, after all, the cardholder’sinformation
that makesthe transaction,legally transferring agencyfrom that
With this in mind, the rush of New York Telephone’sin- cardholderto the Hyperformer. In this way, the Hyperformer is
toxicating old slogan “We’re all connected”returns, although an identity entity, a container of sorts that is periodically filled
this time with a swig of delirious social interaction as the chaser. and emptied of personalinformation - a sort of demographic
Our social fabric now looks like a flickering landscape;a some- currency, if you will.
times bewildering, constantly shifting admixture of the physical and the virtual. Touching an ATM screenis a social transacThe current series, titled Hyperformances 2.1: Crossing
tion from the outset, connecting us with other people -bankTranceactions,is in progress. For each of five performances
ers, demographers,credit workers and more - and intertwin- that occur over a ten week period, the Hyperformer dressesin a
ing us into a shimmering matrix of social relations.The finger completelydifferent setofclothing while skating a roughly IOOthat elects “withdraw cash from credit card account”might no block stretch of Broadway that connects Lincoln Center and
longer wrap itself around the physical hand of another human Wall Street, crossing the entirety of Manhattan’s businessdisbeing, but it nonethelessactivatesvery similar social and legal tricts in the process.The sabremaneuversof the previous series
mores: trust, risk, support, moral and financial debt. In short, have been replacedin the current project by a variety of activimutual dependency.
ties, including: bouncing a large, three-foot in diameter yellow
ball; using a cell phone to leave a recording of breathing patIn fact, we’re become dependenton AIMS, and they’ve terns on my own answering machine; pulling another skater,
becomecrucial to our survival.They’re part of the air we breathe, who holds plastic tube reins connectedthe Hyperformer; wearand if we can’t breathe it, we suffer a mild suffocation. This ing a wetsuit that’s fashionedinto a strait jacket while blowing
dependencyis not necessarilya new idea. After all, it was way a whistle; and more. These and other images,as well as perforback in 1834when Daniel Websteropined to the Senate,“Credit mance descriptions, Hyperfictions and other textual material,
is the vital air of modem commerce.”What’s new is the perva- are part of my web project, titled Touch & Go, which will be
sivenessof this air. Taking a cue from VISA’s slogan “It’s ev- updated throughout the current series on Bda ‘web (http//
erywhere you want to be,” transactionsare no longer restricted :adaweb.com).
to physical location. They occur pervasively and continuously.
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Regardlessof the version, the Hyperformer is an investigative tool with which to unpack the multiple entities, trajectories, nodes,and meanings that circulate through an increasing
number of our social and financial transactions.However, I
should also mention that the Hyperformer is highly subjective,
the product of my own hybrid educationalbackgroundof international business and relations, and visual arts. As such, the
Hyperformances allow me to navigate not only the emerging
cultural spacesof information technology, but also the variegated terrain of my own psychic spaces.Rather than dividing
and inspecting these various aspects separately, the
Hyperformance series instead seeks to forge and maintain a
variety of connections, exploring the always-intermediate
interconnectednessthat increasingly characterizesour experience.As an investigation into this experience,the Hyperformer
attemptsto link a variety of issues,including: freedomof movement and the surveillance of that movement; club fashion and
techno culture; alchemical aspectsof interacting with an ATM;
the use of swimming and surfing metaphorsin the context of
information technologies; connections between information
technologiesand military traditions; the dispersion of identity;
the influence of sciencefiction on businesspractices;extreme
sportsand extremelifestyles; and others.The outgrowth of these
links is a hybrid organism coupled with a hybrid analysis, the
combination of which works toward developing relational tools
for the emerging cultural spacesof information; spaceswhich
are virtually real, really virtual, and endlessly flickering, shifting back and forth.

Q Jeffrey Schulz 1995
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ELECTRONIC
INTELLECTUAL

ART AND
THE LAW:

PROPERTY RIGHTS
IN CYBERSPACE
By Patricia Search
searcpQ rpi.edu

i.!i

ntellectualpropertyis an important issuein the ageof
electronicinformation.The impact of electronictechnology on the rights of artists is being debated worldwide.
Changesin the way we createand disseminateworks of art require revisions in the copyright law to protect the rights of authors and artists. The copyright law protects the commercial
value of artwork, and the degreeof intellectual propertyprotection afforded new forms of electronic art will impact the way
this work is created,critiqued, and marketed.

The dematerializationof art which beganin the 1960shas
reachednew heights with the use of electronic media. Many
forms of electronicart exist as intangible objects in an abstract
digital format. Current copyright laws, derived from a history
of the print medium, are basedon fixed forms of communication and do not adequatelyprotect the intangible, plastic forms
of artistic expressioncreatedwith electronic media.
This papershows how current copyright legislation does
not reflect the changing dynamics of electronic art, including
postmodemperspectivesthat blur distinctions betweenoriginal artwork and copies, and new forms of authorshipdefined
by collaborative and interactive works of art. This paper also
takesa look at the legal and commercial implications of artistic
appropriationin cyberspace.
Copies and originals

With electronic media, the concept of “original” artwork
no longer presumes a uniqueor rare object. One set of data can
result in many works that vary in size, color, and medium, dependingon the methodof display or reproduction.Furthermore,
we cannot view the artwork in its original digital format, we
must view a rrunsfarionof that format. In computersimulations
andvirtual reality artwork, it is especiallydiffrcuh to sort through
thesephilosophicalparadoxesand define the meaningof original art. While the actual works of art themselvesmay be original, they are also simulations of real (or original) objects and
experiences.As with photographs,the creative value of computer simulations and virtual reality environmentsis basedon
the likenessof the original.
Hence,in the digital medium where it is possibleto make
exactcopiesof artwork, wherevirtual interpretationsof theoriginal may be the essenceof the creative experience,and where
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copies are required for data transmissionover electronic networks, more commercial value may be assignedto copies or
reproductionsthan originals. Since copyright law protects the
right to make reproductions, adequatecopyright legislation is
essentialfor digital works of art.

However,only the copyright owner of a work can authorize the
creation of derivative works. If the user of a hypermedia program adds links or information to the program, does this new
material constitutea derivative work? Can the user claim a derivative copyright to these new sections? There are no clear
answersin today’s copyright legislation.

Authorship and copyright
The foundation of the copyright law is based on authorship. The United StatesCopyrightAct statesthat statutorycopyright “vests initially in the author or authors of the work” [ 11.
Throughout history, however, the concept of authorship,as defined by the copyright law, has changed.PeterJaszi,a professor
at WashingtonCollege of Law, points out that authorship used
to be the critical foundation of copyright protection [2]. The
significance of authorship in the creative processreachednew
heights during the eighteenth century when authorship was
linked to the Romantic movementin literature and deemedsynonymous with creativity and genius [3].

Joint authorshipof artwork raisesimportant questionsconcerning the protection of intellectual property rights and ultimately, the protection of the commercial value of the artwork.
If therearemultiple authors,eachauthoror artist owns the copyright to the work. Hence, each artist can independently authorize the reproduction of the artwork and the creation of new
works derived from the art. PamelaSamuelson,a law professor
and expert on intellectual property rights in computing, points
out that “‘Joint authorship fractionatesownership rights, rather
than consolidating them” [7]. Samuelsongoes on to note that
electronic technology compounds the problem of ownership
fractionationandcreatesa “nearly unsolvablefractionationprobHowever, with the “commercialization
and the lem” becausecomputerscan accessinformation owned by nucornmodification of print culture” in the nineteenthcentury, the merousauthors,each of whom may have an ownership interest
“concept of work” gradually replacedthe importanceof author- in the final product [8].
ship as a basis for copyright protection [4]. Any work was eligible for copyright so long as it did not duplicateexisting works.
In addition to multiple authors in electronic art, there are
In Alfred Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts, the court issued an some new forms of authorship that do not fit the “traditional”
opinion that reducedthe significance of creativity as a criterium interpretation of authorship. For example, the concept of aufor authorship:
thorship implies someonewho makes a concrete contribution
or addition to a work. “Non-authors” or “destructive” authors
All that is neededto satisfy both the Constitution and the who create computer viruses that destroy information are not
statute is that the “author” contributed something more than a included in this perceptionof authorship.
“merely trivial” variation, something recognizably “his own.”
Originality in this context “means little more that a prohibition
Other important questionsof authorshipstem from the use
on actual copying.” No matter how poor artistically the of artificial intelligence in computer programs.Who is the au“author’s” addition, it is enough if it be his own [5].
thor of a poem, image, or story generatedby a computer program? Samuelsonidentifies five prospects:the computer, the
There have also been changesin the role of authorship in programmer,the individual who usesthe program, the programelectronic art. With electronic media, the dematerialization of mer and the user, or no one [9]. Samuelsonuses Iegal arguartwork, the lack of tactile qualities, and the absenceof the ments to conclude that the user is the author of a computer“artist’s hand”negatethe visible presenceand authority of the generatedwork. However, shepoints out that there is no definiartist. Moreover, in interactive collaborative works, there are tive answerin the United StatesCopyright Act becausethe law
multiple authors,and under the copyright law, all of the authors does not define author or authorship; it merely describessome
have equal intellectual property rights. The size of their indi- examplesof authorship [lo]. Some countries have defined the
vidual contributions or the amount of creativity in the contribu- author of a computer-generatedwork as the user or personwho
tions is irrelevant. The law merely statesthat a copyrightable definesthe query [ 111.However,until this question is addressed
work of joint authorship is “a work prepared by two or more on an internationallevel, artistsusing artificial intelligence techauthors with the intention that their contributions be merged niques in their work may not receive adequatecopyright prointo inseparableor interdependentparts of a unitary whole” [6]. tection.
To complicate matters further, with interactive works of
art, the boundary between author and viewer is blurred. Some
hypertext/hypermediacomputer programs enable the user to
create new paths or links through the program as well as add
annotationsto the original material. According to the copyright
law, a new work of creative expression based on a previous
workconstitutes a derivative work which is also copyrightable.
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Inadequacies of the copyright law
In electronic environmentswhere it is easy to make exact
digital reproductionsof files, where the “original” artwork may
changecontinually, and where multiple authors can create an
infinite number of derivative works, the importance of copies,
reproductions,and derivative works takeson new significance.
Since the commercial and aesthetic value of copies may be as

great or greater than the originals, adequatecopyright protection is paramount. However, there are important gaps in the
current copyright legislation that may impact electronic works
of art. Several of these issuesare discussedbelow. While this
discussionrefersspecifically to the United StatesCopyrightAct,
similar problems exist in other copyright laws.

3) In interactive programs,the users may add annotations
or new links to the program.As previously noted, these “similar” programscould be consideredderivative works which would
constitute a copyright infringement becauseonly the original
author has the right to create derivative works. These new issuesconcerning user interaction and derivative works are not
Difficulties in Determinin g Infringements
addressedby the current copyright law. Moreover, the courts
When determining copyright infringements, the courts have had difficulty defining derivative works. Court decisions
evaluate the “substantial similarity” betweenworks of expres- andthe copyrightlaw do not makeit clear whether“the derivative
sion. However, there are inherent philosophical problems in work must be substantiallysimilar to the prior work or that it simidentifying similarity between objects. As Nelson Goodman ply must incorporatein someform a portion of the prior work”
points out, there are too many variables in defining similarity. [19]. If the law isn’t clear on the issue of similarity in the basic
Similarity often dependson perspectiveas well as context and definition ofderivative works,it will be especiallydifficult for the
purpose [ 121.For this reason,the courts have devised several courts to define the rights of authors in new forms of interactive
tests for evaluating similarity. The test traditionally usedto de- works wherethe boundariesbetweenauthorsand usersmerge.
terminesubstantialsimilarity is called the “subtractivetest”[ 131.
This test divides a copyrighted work into copyrightable and Electronic Dissemination of Information
noncopyrightable items and comparesonly the copyrightable
The electronic dissemination of information raises new
items with the allegedly infringing work.
issuesin intellectual property rights that are not addressedby
current copyright legislation. The nature of the medium itself
However, with electronic information, it is often difficult and the techniques used to transmit electronic data mandate
to determine similarity and prove infringement for the follow- changesin some of the terminology and definitions found in
ing reasons:
the copyright law.
1) Electronic media raise new questionsregarding similarity that are not addressedby the current legal tests for similarity. In digital art, similarity may be basedon algorithmic similarities as well as audiovisualcomparisons[ 141.With thesetypes
of similarity, the issue of function versus expressionmust be
considered. If two works contain algorithmic similarities that
involve similarities of functions or processes,there is no copyright infringement becausefunctions and processesareparentable not copyrightable [15]. However, algorithmic functions in
artwork are usually coupled with expression, which is
copyrightable. Therefore, in order to prove infringement, the
artwork would have to patentedas well as copyrighted.
2) When determining copyright infringement, the courts
have ruled that an “ordinary observer”must be able to discern
“substantial similarity” [16]. In Dawson v. Hinshaw Music, the
court clarified this interpretation by stating that the ordinary
observer should be the “intended” audiencefor the work [ 171.
However, with electronic communication and networking, it is
increasingly difficult to identify the intendedaudience.In mass
communicationmodels, such as thosedefined by computernetworking, information may not be directed to a known or specific audience [18]. Furthermore, with electronic media, it is
possible to modify and synthesizedata to a point where an “ordinary observer” (or a trained expert for that matter) cannot
determine the original source in order to evaluatethe similarities.

To begin, the meaning of the word “copy” must be redefined within the context of electronic technology. Loading a
digital tile into a computer, uploading or downloading digital
data betweena computer and a server, and displaying an electronic work on a computer screencreate copies which may be
copyright infringements. In MAI SystemsCorp. v. PeakComputer, Inc. and in Advanced Computer Services v. MAI Systems Corp., the loading of copyrighted software into the
computer’s random accessmemory constituted an infringing
reproduction [20].
On electronic networks, it is not possibleto transmit information without creating copies. The copyright law must be revised to define how and when copiescan be made for electronic
transmissionwithout constituting an infringement. In a recent
Internet discussion on this topic, one participant summed up
the critical issuesas follows: “. . . the important consideration
about copying is what is done with the copy, not how the copy
is made, and . . . the new definition of “copy” in the copyright
domain will take that into account*’[21].
Problems also exist concerning the importation of work
over electronic networks. Section 602 of the U.S. Copyright
Act states that copies and phonorecordsacquired outside the
United Statescannot be imported into the U. S. without the permission of the copyright owner. However, the use of electronic
networks to import digital data is not consideredan “importation” becauseno tangible objects are being imported. In other
words, anyone in the U.S. can import electronic files without
the permissionof the copyright owner.
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Inadequate Categorization

The copyright law covers eight categoriesof protectable
information: 1) literary works, 2) musical works, 3) dramatic
works, 4) pantomimesand choreographicworks, 5) pictorial,
graphic,and sculpturalworks, 6) motion picturesand otheraudiovisual works, 7) sound recordings,8) architecturalworks
[22]. However, there is no categoryfor interactivemultimedia
computerprograms.While multimediaworks may includeelementsfrom severalof thesecategories,most multimediaworks
areregisteredasaudiovisualworks.Technically,underthe copyright Iaw, multimedia works receiveprotectionunderall applicablecategorieseven if they are only registeredunderone category.While this type of umbrellaprotectionmay seemadequate
on the surface,thereis concern in the legalarenasthat the courts
may not award complete protection under all applicablecategories1231.In the United StatesDepartmentof Commerce,a
WorkingGroupon IntellectualPropertyRightspublisheda green
paperwhich statesthat a work which doesn’tfall into oneof the
copyrightcategoriesis in a “copyright no-man’sland”[24]. The
report goeson to point out that “proper categorization”is critical for copyright protectionbecausesomerights aswell assome
limitations in the copyright law are categoryspecific [25].

Larry Rivers incorporatedpart of a famous photographof
Picasso,taken by Arnold Newman, in a print that was part of
his 1975Homageto Picasso portfolio. Rivers claimedthat since
he usedonly a small part of the photograph(a section around
Picasso’seyes)the usewas legitimate and comparableto using
a quote [26]. Newman didn’t agreewith this analogy because
he wasnevercreditedasthe authorof the photograph.This case
resultedin a heateddisputethat was publicly aired in the New
York ‘limes.

RobertRauschenberg
ran into problemswith photographers
Dennis Brack and Morton Beebe. Brack complained when
Rauschenberg
usedhis Newsweek photographof the Detroit riots in a print calledSigns,and Morton Beebeinitiated a lawsuit
when Rauschenberg
reproduceda photographcalled Diver in a
print entitled Pull.

Andy Warhol received legal complaints from photographersCharlesMoore,FredWard,andPatriciaCaulfield. Warhol
usedthreeof CharlesMoore’s photographsof the Birmingham
race riots in a 1964painting called Race Riot. He also used a
Life magazinecoverphotoof JacquelineKennedyOnassis,taken
by Fred Ward after PresidentKennedy’sassassination,in sevInteractivemultimediaprogramsare not the only artworks eral prints and paintings.Patricia Caulfield sued Warhol when
with inadequateprotection underthe existing copyright law. A she discoveredthat he had usedone of her photographsin his
work of art may contain elementsthat do not receiveany copy- 1964seriesof paintingsand prints called Flowers.
right protection.As previously noted,if a work of art usesalgorithmic functions or processes, those elements are not
All of thesecaseswere settledout of court. The photogracopyrightable.This copyright distinction is significant because phersand their agentsor attorneysreceivedworks of art from
the lines betweencreativeexpressionand function often merge Rauschenberg
andWarhol [27]. Beebealso receiveda promise
in today’s electronicart, especiallyin interactive works. In ad- that he would be acknowledgedas the authorof the photograph
dition, it should be noted that works of art that are transmitted Diver in future exhibition catalogsof Rauschenberg’art,
s and
via satellite communication or electronic networks are not Caulfield receiveda promiseof royalties on future usesof her
copyrightableunlessthey are “fixed” in a permanentformat. In image by Warhol.
otherwords,thoseworks must be documented(e.g.,videotaped,
storedon disk) in order to be copyrightable.Of course.this leUnfortunately,becausethesecasesweresettledout of court,
gal requirementfor intellectual property protection may con- no legal precedentswere set concerningartistic appropriation
flict with the aestheticgoals of an artist who specifically uses of copyrightedmaterial.In the world of digital communication,
telematic communication to avoid the temporal and physical thesetypes of legal disputesare certain to escalate.With elecconstraintsof documentation.
tronic networks, all artists, not just well-known artists, have a
massdistributionnetworkfor their work, andcopyrightinfringeThe lack of intellectualpropertyprotectionfor certaintypes mentsare more likely to be identified. Moreover, with digital
of artwork may impact the direction of future art forms as well technology,it is very easyto reproduceartwork, further increasasdetenninehow new works of art aremarketedandpublished. ing the prospectsfor copyright infringement.
Theseproblems will continue to increaseas new forms of art
emergeand challengethe parametersof the copyright law.
MarthaBuskirk pointsout in her article “Commodification
as Censor: Copyrights and Fair Use” that legal problems are
Appropriation of copyrighted work
most likely to arise when there is an intersectionof reproducThroughouthistory, artistshaveincorporatedimagerycre- tion technologies[28]. For example,if the appropriatedmateated by others into their work. Contemporaryartists often use rial is reproducedin a similar medium (such as an electronic
appropriatedimages and symbols for social commentary,and medium),the courtsmay find it easierto usethe similarity tests
the appropriationof copyrighted works has often resulted in to prove infringement.As previously mentioned,the “subtraclegal complaints.
tive” test has traditionally been used to prove similarity in infringementcases.However,two other tests, the “totality” test
andthe ‘extrinsic/intrinsic”test,havebecomeincreasinglypopu260

lar in the courts [29]. Both of thesetestscompareworks using a
“total conceptand feel” standardto determinesubstantialsimilarity. If two works use a similar medium, the “total concept
and feel” of the works are inherently similar.
In addition, when two works are produced in a similar
medium, there may be a greater chance that the appropriated
work will competein the market with the original work, an important economic determinant in casesthat involve “fair use”
claims. The fair useprovision of the U. S. Copyright Act allows
copyrighted work to be reproduced without the copyright
owner’s permission “for purposessuch as criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship,or research”[30]. However, the use of
the material must comply with certain statutory criteria, one of
which pertains to the impact the use of the work will have on
“the potential market for or value of the copyrightedwork” [31].

chies in the art community begin to dictate discriminating standards for resolving casesinvolving artistic appropriation, we
may eventually seethe courts attempt to enhanceequity under
the copyright law by restricting the criteria for fair use, thus
limiting the ways copyrightedmaterialcanbe usedfor research,
criticism, and artistic expression.
The new legal arena

Electronic communication will accelerate the
commodification of massmedia images and works of art. Artists will find it increasingly difficult to successfully navigate
the legal tight ropesthat spring up along the way. Ironically, the
legal system itself will not provide a stable foundation to address these challenges.The use of electronic databasesin the
legal professionwill encouragefrequentupdatesand undermine
the stability formerly establishedby precedents[33]. As a result, court caseswill bc less authoritative and less final. Many
caseswill be settledusing appealsprocessesthat have yet to be
Artists will also find it increasingly difficult to use mass devised, and the legal nightmare will escalate.
media images in social commentariesbecausemany of these
Changesin the copyright law are neededto clarify existimagesare commercial symbols that are valuablecommodities.
With the widespread distribution of artwork over electronic ing legal ambiguities concerning the creation and disseminanetworks, many works of art will be assimilatedinto cultures tion of electronic information. These changes,however, must
and become mass media symbols and subsequently,targets of reflect the new dimensionsin authorship that have evolved, in
appropriation. In Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., a part, becauseof the growth of electronic communication. AuSupremeCourt Caseinvolving the reproduction of three circus thorship in the twentieth century is becoming increasingly pluposters,JusticeOliver Wendell Holmes said that the circus per- ralistic with less emphasison one view or opinion. This new
formers, who were the original subject matter for the posters, perspectiverecognizesthat authorsand artists do not operatein
could be copied but the postersthemselvescould not be repro- a vacuumisolatedfrom the creativeideasof others.Currentcopyduced. He delivered a famous opinion in which he stated,“0th
right law is not directedtoward this new conceptof authorship.
ers are free to copy the original. They are not free to copy the Instead,copyright law is foundedon a Westerninterpretationof
copy” [32]. However, the court at that time did not foreseethe authorshipthatemphasizesindividualownershipof a creativework
media-saturatedcultures of today in which objects,people,and in order to facilitate the marketingof the work.
activities would symbolize commercial interests.
The copyright law must support the dynamic, multilateral
As a result, electronic artists who appropriate work for dimensions of the creative process that are reflected in many
social or political commentary may find themselvescaught in new forms of social discourseand electronic art. The law and
an unforgiving web of intellectual property battles. Commer- societyhavetraditionally legislatedpower and authority to stable
cially successfulartists like Rauschenbergand Warhol may bc forms of expression.The law must now reinterpret theseideals
able to resolve appropriation disputes by compensatingother within the context of adynamic communicationstructurewhere
artists for the use of their work with gifts of artwork, royalties, change is the essenceof authority and power.
and promises of future acknowledgment.However, artists who
0 Patricia Search 1995
do not have an establishedmarket value for their work may not
Associate Professor
be able to settle their legal problems so easily.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12 180 USA

Such commercial inequities may impact the interpretation
of intelIectua1property law in the courts. Commercial interests
that stand to gain from artistic appropriation, such as companies that consider the public exposure and associationwith a
renownedartist a beneficial form of advertisement,may setprecedentsby settling out of court or opting to ignore the infringements completely. The work of some successful artists may
become popular cultural symbols that are subject to frequent
appropriation. The copyright law does not distinguish between
different calibers of authors. However, if commercial hierar-
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THE ‘FINISHED’
IS A THING

WORK
OF ART
OF THE PAST
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t the close of this century we are witnessing a major
changein how value is determined.The value of material wealth is giving way to the value of information. In this
time of transition, theseapparentlyincongruousvalue systems
mix and form hybrid systems for determining value. Unique,
precious material objects still hold their value; some actually
increasein value in a relatively short time. Information that is
useful but scarceis alsovaluable.Scarcity,even in an era marked
by an abundanceof information, is still a key factor in determining value. Those who hold valuable information may still
wish to maintainexclusive, proprietarycontrol-to increasethe
life of the information. Information is subject to decayor aging.
Information is not inexhaustible.It may revert to data, the raw
material from which it is formed. How and when information is
maintainedandreleasedis determinedby thosein control; those
who initially recognizeits value, manage and operatewiih it
accordingly.

it

Contemporary art is part of an emerging sector of the
economycalled information and knowledge.Knowledge-workerscreateinformation for othersto use.Worker in this casedoes
not imply those who act only upon the instructions of others,
knowledge-workersthink for themselves.They know things that
others do not know. They solve problems or help others solve
problems.Knowledge-workersproduceinformation, they transform data into informationdistinguishing key aspectsof disorder through the discovery and/or imposition of form. Artists
fit niceIy into this description of knowledge-worker.Contemporary artists, curators,critics and art historians are the knowledge- workers who form the contemporaryart domain of the
new sector of the economy called information and knowledge.

H

CONTEMPORARY ART MUST BE SEEN AS
INFORMATION TO BE OF VALUE
The product of the knowledge-workeris information. The
product of the artist is art. In an economy where value is determined by information and knowledge, art must be seen as information to be of value. The processof creating information
requiresa set of skills, methodsdevelopedthrough higher education and experience.Creative processes,in their most basic
forms, can be taught and learned.Creative processesthus become products themselves.Although these creative processes
have universal characteristics,creative work is messy,chaotic
and mysterious. In art schools experiencedartists atlempt to
teach young, emergingartists how to work, how to createart.
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Audiences for art (the consumersof art) have to be creative themselvesto find the products of artists valuable. If the
work of art is an object, then an audiencehas to be able to decode the object to extract information encodedin it. This participatory investment is most commonly describedas intetpretation. Interpretation, besidesbeing an intellectual exercise,is
an intuitive, subjective process verging on psychic identiftcation. Essentially, the work of art is performed by the audience,
who retracethe creative processesof the artist through a kind of
virtual creative process. Galleries and museumsfocus the attention of audienceson objects of art in isolation: the ‘white
cube’removes the art work from the world at large and permits
the work’s aura to be witnessedin a quiet contemplativeserenity; that is, conducive to psychic identification. With contemporary art, curators and critics offer their assistancein this information exchange.Dealers and artists themselvesalso go to
great lengths to help audiencesfind ways of relating to objects
of art. The dealerloves and respectshis or her artists; the artists
display their personalitiesin pubIic appearances,offering clues
for interpreting (identifying with) their works.
The art object describedabove is a material manifestation
of vision and thought; the artist seesand thinks and completes
the creativeprocessby fixing his or her perceptionsand experience in material form. Traditional forms-painting and sculpture-have been extended through photography and architectural manipulations(installation), including attemptsto integrate
information technology(video and computer-integratedmedia).
Over time there have been attempts to shakeup the whole system of material, object-basedart. Ideas have becomeaccepted
as art (conceptualand neo-conceptualart) and performanceart
and other kinds of ‘live’ events(some via telecommunications)
have been introduced to the world as art; performanceart often
centerson the physical reality of the body itself. Theseconceptual and ‘live’ forms have found more receptive audiencesin
public spacesnot defined as art spaces.When artists move into
public spacesthey find that audiencesin these neutral spaces
invest in their work differently. They are not interestedin history, not even in recenthistory. They are interestedin today; the
experienceat the moment of exposure.
The problem with the conceptual or live forms has been
economic. How can one exchangeart to economic advantageif
there is no adequatesystem of currency,an acceptedsymbolic
medium of exchange?Part of this economic problem is due to
the fleeting, immaterial and impermanentnature of conceptual
and live forms. The work does not manifest itself as a currency
for exchange.There is no accumulationof material history.This
has led to an obsessionwith documentation(catalogues,interviews, photography,video, CD’s, CD-ROM’s) and the indirect
commodification of live forms through mementosor souvenirs
(limited edition prints or drawings or other unique material objects deriving from the production process).
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An emergingsolution to problem is apparentin the recent
proliferationof immaterialobjects.Open-ended,‘living objects’,
or more precisely ‘living systems’are now being producedunder the genericdescription of software.Living systems,such as
expert systemsor other manifestationsof artificial intelligence/
perception/experience,while in their primitive stagesof development,presenta very seriouschallenge to fixed or ‘finished’
art as we know it today.Artists working in live forms will first
collaboratewith the expertswho make immaterial objects (multimedia programmers),then they will learn how to author these
living systemsthemselves.
THE LMNG ARTIST’S BODY OF WORK
IS NEVER ‘FINISHED’
Let us return to what we understandfully. When we visit a
museum or gallery and view objects of art, an aspect of the
interpretativeprocessis basedon knowing when and where the
object was made.Art works by living artists have to be viewed
differently than works by deceasedartists. Curators, critics, art
historians,dealers and artists always point out the importance
of knowing the entire body of an artist’s work when one is attempting to decode a single, discrete object of art. When an
artist dies, his or her body of work is complete. Each object is
then a fixed componentof a body of work, complete in and of
itself. The living artist’s body of work is an open-ended,expanding work-in-progress and therefore each single, discrete
object of art is part of the body of the unfinished work-inprogress.An audienceinterpreting such unfinished work must
updatethe work with more rigor than they updatethe ‘finished’
works of deceasedartists.
The work of deadartists can be decodedfor information it
provides about a specific period of time (the past). While the
works of certain deceasedartists sustaintheir value as information andthereforeincreasein value as material objects,this value
is basedin their concretenessand ironically the fragility of their
finite material reality. A painting from the 17th century can afford to look dated. Audiences are not so kind when viewing
contemporaryart by living artists.
INFORMATION IS THE PERCEPTION AND EXPERIENCE OF DIFFERENCE
Contemporaryworks of art are valued most if they appear
to be up-to-date. The fresh ‘new look’ always has value. Hot
new work by young artists, or brand new twists in new works
by establishedartists, have the look or appearanceof information. New technologiesare great for achieving the ‘new look’
and for creating the ‘look of information’, whether or not the
work achievesvalue as information.Contemporaryartists,young
and established,competefor the most up-to-date look. Appearance is a territory. Curators,critics, art historians, dealers,collectors and artists participate in this search for contemporary
artists who distinguish themselves as being hip (informed)
through the look of their work. Audiences are exposed to the
newest,most informed work, and they verify through their ex-

citement and energy if the work is charged with information
value. The new look can never be predictable. Information is
always a perception and an experienceof difference. It must
come as a surprise. The most unlikely things slam together to
becomeinformation. Often it is impossible to explain why specific works are so information rich. All information is time sensitive and in a very short time the new look becomestired and
old. A work by a living artist that has gone out of fashion is
practically lifeless (95% dead).
The ‘new look’ can be easily dismissedas the primary attribute of superficial art or shallow art that will quickly fall out
of fashion. Surely an art work of real depth will standthe test of
time. Deep works are structuredso their information is released
slowly, over the long run. Usually thesedeepworks are seento
function as universal knowledge structures.Universal works of
art defy identification with a specific time or place. But from
another perspective,perhapsthe deepestworks of art are constructed to be totally devoid of information, thereby functioning as attractors of layer upon layer of incomplete interpretation, an ongoing investment of intellect.

is exposedto an audience.The living artist updateshis or her
body of work through subsequentreleasesof new work. The
living body of work is continually updated through twists and
turns, rather than reversalsin direction. The thread of consistency,aestheticlogic, must remain unbroken.At the core of the
living artist’s evolving work theremust be a redundancyof form
and a consistencyin the method by which disorder is processed
into form. This redundancyof form and method createsa recognizableidentity. This identity is the addressof the work-the
site of information. An evolving body of work has no fixed addressexcept its recognizableappearance.Identity is addressin
the territory of appearance.

The stability createdby one’s own history (a body of finished art works) producesthe artist’s addressin the trans-spatial territory of appearance-his or her identity. This address,
while necessaryfor recognition, unfortunately prescribesthe
parametersof new works. All mature artists with considerable
bodiesof work eventually fall victim to the weight of their own
history. They must continuously update what they do while remaining consistentwith their past work. In fact a common strategy in the 20th century has been to remain completely consisSpeculation on how a particular work of art will function tent-to repeat the same information as art over and over and
in terms of information can be addressedby asking three ques- over. In a 21st century culture, value will be determined intions of any work of art:
creasingly by the freshnessor newnessof information, and this
vitality of information will be basedon the timely, continuous
introduction of apparent new qualities. Stability, unless it is
1. Is the work of art loaded with information?
poetic (“poetry is news that stays news”, Ezra Pound), will not
2. Is the work of art totally devoid of information?
3. Does the work of art transform data into information? be a positive attribute in an environment characterizedby continuous change. The difference between poetic stability and
The first question asks if the audienceis informed by the mundaneredundancyis that poetic information is volatile in its
work? Doesthe work offer a rich field of information andknowl- own way.
edge to the viewer? Can the viewer learn and take something
useful away from the experienceof the work? The secondques- ETHERIAL CULTURE IS GROUNDED, MADE CONtion asksif the work of art defies thosewho would try to extract CRETE, IN ITS AUDIENCE
information from it? Such a work could be labelled anti-inforIn a digital era immaterial ‘objects’are increasinglyprevamation. It offers no information and literally rejects all associa- lent, but their function will initially differ little from their matetions with information. The third questionreintroducesthe term rial predecessors.They are carriers or rejectors of information,
data, the raw substancefrom which information is created.Art- or transformersof data into information. As immaterial objects
ists as knowledge-workersdistinguish aspectsof disorder,pre- of art, they function best in virtual spaces.Where museumsand
viously indistinguishabledata, with form. They perceivediffer- galleries are physical architectural sites best suited for the pubence,significant difference,and constructsituations(frequently lic presentationof material objects of art, immaterial objects
in or through the use of material objects) where information function best on networks-virtual public spacesthat connect
can be produced by the audience.Does the work of art trans- private spaces.At the turn of the century, there will be an inform the data in the field around it, which is constantly chang- creasingly more complete synthesisof material and immaterial
ing, into information? These three questions can be asked of objects, of physical and virtual architectures,of value systems
both material and immaterial works.
basedon dichotomiesof scarcityand abundance,material wealth
and information wealth. Mixed economies, perceptions and
IDENTITY IS ADDRESS
experiencewill countervail to produce radical new hybrids.
IN THE TERRITORY

OFAPPEARANCE

One single critical problem emergesfrom this period of
chaotic transition. How can a work of art be updatedso it does
not lose its value in such a volatile information environment?
Information (and certainly art in an information age)has a very
short life. Contemporaryart beginsto fade immediately after it

The stable, poetic information structure of an ambiguous
artwork yields information through the creative efforts of its
audience.The audienceinterprets (participates, interacts with)
the work to create information. The chief edge that immaterial
objects have over material objects is their potential for direct,
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active participation and interactive manipulation by audiences.
Immaterial objects fly back and forth across networks at the
speedof light into private spaceswhere audiencescan manipulate and modify identical, digital copies of original art works,
updating theseworks as their information is consumed,or more
correctly, processed.This is why interactivity is such an obsession in computer-integratedmedia. The whole digital arts sector is completely chaotic and volatile except for the potential of
societal integration via networks and connectivity.

the potential interval frequencyof revision will becomethe primary factor for determining value.

This updatingprocess-where the artist sendsinstructions
for transforming his or her entire existing body of work by adding, subtracting...emphasizing,amplifying...twisting, tweaking,
reversing, transposing...recontextualizing, destroying...(you
name it )--is how attractiveness,vitality and ultimately value
will be maintained and recreated in the new information
economy.The artist will no longer simply be as good as his or
her latest work. Instead, the artist’s work will only be as valuable as it is up-to-date.Works of art previously valued because
they representedconcretely the perception and experienceof a
particular, fixed period of time will have to be updated and at
least partially reformed to maintain their value as information.
The artist, while living, will participate in this updatingprocess
with his or her audience:curators,critics, art historiansand anyone else with accessto the work.

Programminginteractivity is all aboutthe potential for sustaining the life of the work; making updatable art invites the
audience(including the artist) to participate in creating the future of the work. This contrastswith the usual abandonmentof
the ‘finished’work of art. As we look back at ‘finished’works
of art, left behind to sustain themselves(in special vaults, the
‘white cubes’) against the ravages of time, it is clear that the
‘finished’work of art is a thing of the past.

In betweenthesedivergent value systemsthere is a broad
spectrumof hybrids. Paradoxicallytheseinclude traditional material objects that function as highly sophisticatedinformation
generatorsand immaterial objects structuredas ‘poetry’ which
standrock solid againstthe swirling, chaotic patternsof change.
Art that producesinformation, transforming data into information in its relationship with audience,is always a living system
Ethereal culture is grounded, made concrete, in its audi- (whether concrete and solid, fluid and liquid, or fleeting and
ence.Works of art in the immaterial domain are never finished, etherial).The contemporaryartist andhis or her audiencebreathe
they are simply introduced (initialized) and placed life into such systems,or more precisely eachdistinct ‘species’
(contextualized) for participation and interaction: the audience of living system.The evolving living works of a living artists
may add to, alter, customize, pass on, subtract from the work, naturally defy completion and stasisand death (and ultimately
etc. The identity or addressof the work is therefore sharedby extinction-being discardedand forgotten),One emergingstratthe artist and the audience.The artist, of course,may chooseto egy for survival is to build in mechanismsfor updating. Makrevisit any or all of his or her own works for revision in suchan ing interactive works that are updatedas they are usedcertainly
interactive environment.
has potential as a survival strategy.

RADIO AND TELEVISION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS-BASED MULTIMEDIA CONTINUE TO UNDERMINE ‘FINISHED’ ART
For the roughly seventy years that art has coexisted with
instantaneouslyupdatableelectronic media (radio, then television and most recently telecommunications-based
multimedia),
artists have functioned primarily asreactionaryfigures, producing material history valued largely becauseof its stability and
strongties to the past.Things are far more complex in the 1990’s.
Today artists are moving in two completely oppositedirections,
determining and fulfilling the criteria of two incongruousvalue
systems.For some, value is determinedby establishingand dating ‘finished’works of art-setting up stablestructuresdesigned
to hold and perhapsincreasetheir value as they recedeinto the
past. For others, art is valuable only if it is current-existing as
a living system, characteristically fluid or ‘liquid’ in nature.
Building in mechanismsfor updating works of art, such as interactive mechanisms,is a strategyfor maintaining and recreating the value of art as information. In such interactive works
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LARGE SCALE
EXPERIMENTAL
MEDIA
AND PERFORMANCE
By Joel Slayton

1

his discussionpresentsthree works by media tech-

J no Iogy artist Joel Slayton. Two of the projects,
DoWhatDo and Conduirs,integratelarge scale media technology with site specific experimental performance. The third
project, ElepresentSurveillance,(a work-in-progress)is a media installation scheduledfor exhibition at the Krannert Art
Museum in ChampaignIllinois in Novemberof 1995.
DoWhatDorevisits the urbandrive-in as a principal means
of social interaction.The top floor of the city of San Jose’ssix
story public parking facility was transformed into a hi-tech,
multimediadrive-in movie environment.The performancewas
experiencedfrom strategicvantagepoints in and aroundan atmosphereof automobileculture. The theatrical spaceenabled
total immersion of the audienceinto the actual performance.
DoWhatDo explorededgesof cross-culturalismcharacteristic
of the diverse demographicpopulation in Silicon Valley. The
performancecreatesa world of illogical manifestations,where
electronic forms of information challenge traditional perceptions of individual and ethnic identity. Silicon Valley’s romance
with multiculturalism provideda springboardfor an innovative
conceptual,visual and musical experiment.Two hundredperformers presenta cross-culturalre-definition of San Jose in a
paradeof circumstanceand event. A professionalrollerblade
team, skateboardenthusiast,sport motorcyclist, young entrepreneurs,Latino, Indian,Afro-American danceensembles,martial arts groups including Kendo, Fencing and Caporia, and a
paradeof low rider automobileculture in a finale that directly
involved the audiencein celebrationof DoWhatDo theory,comprise the cast of performers.The event was moderatedby a
masterof ceremonies/informationtheorist, located in a mobile
30 ft. mechanicallift posturingabovethe performancesite. The
performersengagethe audiencein a seriesof simultaneousdemonstrationsof sport,danceand ceremonywith eachact presenting a mixture of contemporarysub-culture and cultural tradition, all to illustrate the principals of DoWhatDo theory.Automobilesweredirectedinto the environmentto pre-selectedviewing positions in an orchestratedparking art event. Audience
memberswereencouragedto leavetheir automobilesand move
in and aroundthe environmentduring the performance.
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DoWhafDo was the result of a unique collaborationof interdisciplinaryartists,musiciansand performerswith technologists that encompasscomputergraphics,engineering,interactive systems, video, networking, tele-communications and
electro-acoustics.A one-yearprocessof planning engagedcultural arts groups,civic agenciesand corporatesponsorsin real267

ization of the event. From set design to software, DoWhatDo length was documentaryproduced.From bumper stickers and
theory servedas the principal conceptualthread which enabled graffiti to art criticism and reviews the process of the pcrforand focused all discussionsand participation.
manceengagedthe entire community.
The concept for the performance was appropriatedfrom
the work of information theoristsPaulPangaroand GordonPask.
Pangaroand Pask originated a conversationaland learning systems model called DoWhatDo at MIT in 1980, where Joel
Slayton was Technical Coordinator of the Visible Language
Workshop.The theory describeshow associationsbetweentop
its are manifest and give rise to new sets of propositions and
questionsresulting in knowledge structuring.Pangaroand Pask
developedDoWhatDo as a computersimulation model to emulate human conversation.DoWmDo, the performance,appropriated the theory as both subject matter and process.As subject matter, the performance centered on presenting the sub
stanceand significance of the theory to the audience.As process,a collaborative strategy derived from DoWhatDo theory
servedto engagethe contribution of performers,artists,technical staff, community and governmentalagenciesand corporate
sponsors.
The set design of DoWharDo centersaround an elevated,
multi-sided computercontrolled projectionsculpture.The sculp
ture is a 3 sided, 30 ft. high self contained projection system
underneathwhich live performanceis directed.Do WhatDo performance control software based upon the central tenetsof the
theory was developedat the CADRE Institute of SanJoseState
University. Networked multimedia computersrunning this performance control software were able to conversewith one another,determinethe subject matter, compositional style and temporal sequencingof real time digital movies which were projected onto the sculpture,underandaroundwhich live ensembles
performed. Each projection screen displayed a separatecomputer generateddigital movie relative to the action underneath
it. The projection sculpture’smulti-sided format provided viewing from any audiencemembersorientation.A 100meter lighting corridor running from the spiral automobile entranceand
exit at each end of the parking facility establishedthe principal
performer staging area. Ensemblessimultaneously performed
within the corridor influencing the perception and activity of
one another. There were three lighting and AV towers located
on the perimeter of the garage.A pre-scheduledand produced
FM radio broadcast provided background information on
DoWhatDo the theory and pre and post show orientation. An
original electro-acousticmusic score createdby CREAM, the
Centerfor Researchin Electra-AcousticMusic at San JoseState
University, complimented the live performance. A two-way
microwave telcom link with an off-site auditorium provided
remote audienceinteractive viewing.

Conduits
Conduits, an experimental multimedia performance was
commissionedby the city of Palo Alto as the culminating event
of the city’s 1994 Centennial. Conduirs premiered April 16th
1994.
Conduits presenteda satirical reflection on Palo Alto’s
hubris as a model community. Since its incorporation in 1884,
Palo Alto has strived to be recognized as one of the nations
most important cultural centers.The presenceof Stanford University and SiliconValley contributeto this notoriety. PaloAlto’s
commitment to ‘embracingthe future’is expressedin city government,education,businessand the arts.Joel Slaytonconducted
investigative researchof public sentiment in responseto this
objective by reviewing historical archives, meeting with city
representativesand interviewing citizens. This researchand two
eventsin 1994 receiving national news media coverageestablished the thematic focus of the performance.

In a nationally covered news event, an anonymousphone
call to the police departmentreported that a Black Mamba, a
highly poisonousand illegal snake,had been releasedin Palo
Alto. City agenciesrespondedwith disseminationof public information warning of the danger and conducted extensive police and fire department searches.Urban mythology quickly
grew. The Black Mamba was describedas a ferocious predator
capable of chasing down small pets and children and able of
leapfrom treesuponunsuspectingbystanders.The Black Mamba
was never recoverednor were there any incidents. At the time
of the performanceit was not determined if the Black Mamba
was still at large or simply a hoax. In the secondnationally covered news event, a prominent public art sculpture, donatedby
sister city Linkoping, Sweden, entitled ‘Foreign Friends’, a
paintedwood sculpturedepicting a man and woman seatedon a
park bench accompaniedby a dog and bird, had been ‘vandalized’repeatedly in a seriesof public activists statements.The
man and woman had been decapitatedand the dog removed
only to be found deposited in a trash dumpster. More sympa-

thetic factions adornedthe sculpturewith scarves,hats and miscellaneousclothing in colder weather.The city respondedwith
the installation of a video surveillance system to monitor the
sculpture.Palo Alto is currently re-assessingthe role and purpose of art in public spaces.Both eventsdemonstratedvolatile
expressionsof public discourseand city governmentresponse.

Conduits immersedthe city of Palo Alto in a third controversial event, this time performed as experimentaltheater:The
By all acclaims DoWhatDo was a success.Perceivedas ‘C-Machine’, a hypothetical telecommunications public art
both a guerrilla act and mainstream performanceDoWhatDo sculptureof extraordinarydisfunctionality is donatedby a conspeak associatedwith the theory and event becamepart of the sortium of Palo Alto’s sister cities as a centennial gift. The ‘Cstreet vernacular and a cross cultural phenomena.A feature Machine’locatedin the most prominent of sites in the commu-
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nity, City Hall Plaza,provides the public with direct accessto a
sophisticatedinformation encryptio&ranslation enginefor public discourse and international messagesending. The performance simulates the donation ceremonies,first usedemonstrations by citizen advocates,and a public information disasterof
epic proportions. In the citizen advocatesdemonstrationthe
sculpture massively fails to function properly resulting in an
information disasterrescueoperationperformedby the PaloAlto
Fire Department and Swat Team. In the resulting mayhem the
Black Mamba is recovered and safety is restored the city of
Palo Alto. This plot is portrayed as a ‘real event’by a set design
capturing the look of a film production documentaryof the donation ceremonies.Conduitsoffered an inspiring, humorousand
insightful look at the roles of citizens, civic leadersand community as they debate the merits of the ‘C-Machine’ and the
role of public art.
Conduits directly incorporatedcity of PaloAlto resources,
services and personnel,including cameo performancesby the
mayor, city manager and council members.City agenciesincluding the Swat Team, Fire Department,Rescueand Decontamination Units provided extensive resourcesand participation. The city of Palo Alto enabled structural engineeringassessment,risk management,insurancesecurity andpubic safety.
Local computerindustryprovidedextensivetechnicalassistance.
Corporate sponsors included Xerox Part, Silicon Graphics,
SuperMac, RasterGpsand Fry’s Electronics. Community arts
organizations,performersand renown citizens were selectedto
participate in the actual event. Stagingand AV was coordinated
by Riverview SystemsGroup.

Palo Alto City Hall Plazawas selectedas the performance
venue becauseof its central location and public visibility. The
plaza is a pedestrianmall entrance to City Hall, bordered by
treesand three major avenues.The nine story City Hall building served as back drop for the performance.A large flower
planter, forty feet in diameter sits at the entranceto City Hall.
The central plaza is approximately75 by 35 meters.Due to site
lines it was determinedthat the audiencewould experiencethe
performancewith viewing accessiblefrom three sides.The avenues were closed during the performance for this purpose.
Approximately three thousandpeople attended.
The setdesignestablishedfour stagingareasthat were technically integrated.From upstageto down stage these include:
Council Chambers;located in City Hall, The Clean Room; location of the ‘C-Machine’media sculpture, the Master of CeremoniesPlatform and the Citizen AdvocatesInterface; both located down stage from the Clean Room. An elevated walkway
was built connectingthe 4 stagingareas.The walkway leadfrom
City Hall doors passedbetween two scaffolding structures,
acrossthe planter and then branchedinto the down stage area.
Technical control center for the performance was mounted in
the scaffolding. The ‘C-Machine’was built on a special platform over the planter.

The centerpieceof the performancewas the-C-Machine’
sculpture.Designof the sculpturerequireddefining a hypothetical telecommunicationssystem. A concept paper guided the
actual form of the C-Machine and was integrated into performance script. The concept paper describes the extraordinary
absurdity of its function. According to the paper, “The ‘C-MaThe set of Conduirs resembled that of a real movie pro- chine’is a custom prototype multi-matrix media communicaduction including apparatusand crew. Collaborative efforts of tion systemdevised for inter-personaland infra-societal public
twenty sevencomputerartists, fifty technical operatorsand one communication.The current prototype is contigured for up to
hundred fifty performers contributed to the performancecon- five remote interface links routed to a central multi-interface
tent and implementation. Conduirs showcasedapplications of hub. The ‘C-Machine’provides near real time transmissionin
interactivemultimedia,computergraphics,digital video,electro- over sevendifferent languagesand simultaneouscontent transacoustics and high bandwidth networking. The centerpieceof lation and reinforcement(in text and image form) with the use
the set design featuredthe impressivecomputercontrolled me- of our latest Central ProcessingArray (COPMRA). The purdia sculpture, the ‘C-Machine’.
poseof the ‘C-Machine’is to translatewhat is said into what is
meant”.
Conduitsinvolved a one year period of investigation,technical and artistic experimentation,and dialog with participants,
The ‘C-Machine’was a 24ft high x 10 ft wide x 18ft deep
sponsorsand city agencies.The dynamics of the collaboration metal fabricatedstructurewith seamlessfront and side rear prowere influenced by a multitude of agendasranging from politi- jection scrims used to represent its internal processing.TWO
cal to personal.Conceptdevelopmentwas intentionally shaped Silicon Graphic Elan workstationsand two Pentium basedPC’s
by the input of the many participating individuals and organiza- generatedreal-time animated sequences.The sculpture was
tions. This gave rise to the specifics of plot, script, music and toppedwith four computer monitors, a microwave transmitter,
staging. The experimental nature of the performance,the focus various antennae,and a satellite dish. The ‘C-Machine’locaon media and technology, issuesinvolving site logistics, fiscal tion over the flower planter required the removal of 20 tons of
responsibility and public safety,significant corporateparticipa- dirt and constructionof a specializedplatform for support.Surtion, the inclusion/exclusion of performers and dignitaries,the rounding the ‘C-Machine* were an additional 24 display monirelevanceof content, the interactionsof artists, techniciansand tors, representingthe specific subjectmatter of the ‘C-Machine’
performers makes apparentthe necessityof an appropriatecol- processing.Four Mac 840 AV computers generatedreal time
laborative strategy.
digital movie sequencesfor this display.
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The down stagebranching walkway incorporatedthe Master of Ceremoniesand Citizens Advocates Interface. The Master of CeremoniesPlatform consisted of the LiveBoard interface to the ‘C-Machine’and two large format Barco monitors
representingthe ‘C-Machine’s’operationalstatus.The Citizens
Advocates Interface used a blue screenvideo processfor synthesizing input into pre-recordeddigital information for video
teleconferencing.Bleacherswere locatedimmediately adjacent
to the Citizens Advocates Interface where fifty distinguished
PaloAlto citizens participating in the performancewere seated.
Two large format projection screenslocatedat the furthestdown
stagepoint were used to display the output of the ‘C-Machine’,
teleconferencingand live video of the event.
The Conduirsperformanceenvironment incorporatedreal
time performancecontrol systemsfor computer graphics,digital video and electro-acousticsdevelopedat the CADRE Institute of San Jose State University. Technical Operation of the
event required ten high end computer workstations operating
over an ethernet network. AV from City Hall Council Chambers to the plaza was establishedfor direct broadcast.Local
cable accessto the live event was distributed from the Council
ChambersAV center.ISDN and Codec,providedby Xerox Pam,
were used for real time video telecommunications.The event
was distributed live over the MBone.
The performancepresentedfive discretescenesdepicting
the C-Machine donation ceremonies,the first use demonstrations and technical failure of the C-Machine, culminating in
media spectacle.The finale, scored and choreographedto big
bandjazz included the entire performing ensembleengagedin
a dramatic rescue operation conducted by the Palo Alto Fire
Department,Rescueand DecontaminationUnits andSwatTeam.
Each scene depicted a simulated ‘movie take’complete with
cameracrews, a motorized cameradolly, and scripted re-takes
of particular events. A two minute interlude at the conclusion
of each scene was dedicated to technical preparation of next
sceneand for the actor-stagemanagerto informally interactwith
the audience.The overall illusion was that of a ‘real’ movie
production. The performancewas unrehearsedto preservethe
spontaneousinteractions of the technical crew and operations,
performers and audience.
Narrative for principal performers was written and rehearsed.All other speaking roles were performed by individuals portraying themselves.The Mayor, City Manager,Council
Members,and SisterCity Dignitaries formulatedtheir commentary based on the conceptual orientation of the performance
event. Therefore, the final narrative structure combined both
written and improvisation roles. None of the performers rehearsedtogetherto preservethe spontaneityof the event.ElectroAcousticscombinedwith traditionaljazz, operaandchoral music
were used to create the score.
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Conduits was an extraordinaryconceptualart accomplishment involving hundreds of volunteers intensely working together over a one year period. Corporatesponsorsrecognized
the significance of this enterprise and contributed resources,
technicalassistanceandpersonnel.The city of Palo Alto worked
closely with Joel Slayton and his staff to addressthe many difficult hurdles involved in supporting an event of this scale.All
involved, were rewarded with a very special collaborative experienceresulting in a significant artistic accomplishmentthat
initially seemedan impossibleundertaking.

As desired,Conduifsstimulateda wide reaction in the audience and news media. To some the satire was clear as a bell,
for othersthe illusionistic context prevailed. Local news media
touted ‘TechnologicalFailure Hits Palo Alto Centennial”and “
Fellini Was Never so Bad”. In responseto these negative reviews, City Hall, the Mayors Office and the Centennial Planning Committee were inundated with letters and phone calls
applauding the experimental nature and savvy of the performance.Accusationsof conspiracywere floated at publicly. Editorials surfacedin the media comparing Conduits to the Robert
Mapplethorpe debate,where a small group of individuals attempt to polarize pubic opinion. Conduirs becamewhat it was
about; debate,divisivenessand polarization.
Conduirs illustrates that we are all human, technological
relianceis not a cure for our cultural woes and that our destiny
is in our own hands.What better community to addressthe idea
of ‘embracingthe future’. than that of Palo Alto.
Telepresent Surveillance
Telepresent Surveillance is a media installation to be pre-

sentedat the Krannert Art Museum in Champaign n Illinois,
USA in November 1995 as part of the ‘Art as Signal’exhibition.
The installation incorporatesself navigating robot probes,
wireless video surveillance, and telepresent display via the
intemet. Three semi-identicalrobot probes are designedto operate independentlyand together (exhibiting observableemergent behavior) seeking and tracking individuals within their
proximity. The createdimpressionis that of being watched by
automatedmachine intelligence.
Programmedmovementbehaviorsfor eachprobe are activated by human presence within their defined and shared
proximity’s. A 4 ft. diameter helium filled balloon tethered to
the probesuspendsa miniature CCD cameraand wireless video
transmitter. Real time video output from each probe’s spatial
orientation and activity is displayed on monitors included in
the installation. A camerapositioned at the entranceviews the
tracking and interactionsof the probes with viewers. Monitors
are connectedto a computercontrolled sequencerdetermining
periodic sampling of the probes output. Collected image tiles
are accessedby a host server,locatedat the CADRE Institute in

San Jose,California, via the intemet. Continualiy updatedimages are automatically incorporated into a WWW interactive
document for telepresentviewing.
Design and engineering for the robots was produced in
collaboration with Guy Marsden of Art-Tee, located in Oakland California. Mr. Marsden describesthe technical configuration and design: The probeseachhave a customdesignedinfrared/sonarsystemthat is usedto track the humansin its working radius. The rotating head of the sensor contains a tightly
focused passive infrared sensorthat triggers a Polaroid ultrasonic ranging device which has a working range of 13 to 30
feet. As the scannerrotates it detects warm body via I.R. and
then determinesits range via an ultrasonic ping. Connectedto
the rotating head is a simple positional encoderthat resolves8
angular wedgesof the rotation. A Basic Stampcomputeris used
to store range and vector information, and selecttargetsfor observation. It then sendsthe appropriatevector data to the Stamp
that controls the robots movement.
The controller Stamp computer usesthe vector data transmitted from the sensor to orient the probe such that the overhead video camera/transmitteris pointed more or less at the
selectedtarget.The robot is driven by 2-6 motorized wheels at
the sides with a casterat the front and rear.Speedand direction
of the motors are controlled directly form the Stampusing hand
wired power MOSPET driver circuits.
Collision avoidanceis accomplishedwith 44Khz ultrasonic
transmit/receivesensorpairs. There are 4 systemsper probe, 2
forward and 2 facing back. Thesesensorswere adaptedfrom a
surplus device intended for automobile use. In a car they had a
module mounted to the mirror that would show a bar graph of
the distanceto the nearestobject as you back up. By connecting
the output form theseto the Stamp computer we have immediate warning of an impending collision so that an avoidanceroutine can back the robot away.
The robot probes are designedto be free ranging within a
defined environment.Being context dependent,the interactions
with viewers is dramatically influenced by the natureof the installation environment. In the Krannert Art Museum, the audience is there, of course, to see art. In this instance,the art they
are viewing, is viewing them view it, on behalf of an unknown
and non-presentaudience.The result is a kind of influence as
interaction.
8 Joe.1Slayton1995
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REALITY,
REPRESENTATIONS
AND CYBERGRAPHY
By Martin Sperku
sperka@cvt.stuba.sk

ould we create“artificial art” systemswith an ability
to generatevisual artifacts of the samequality as humans? Many works of art haveforms, with simple formal structure,shapesand appearance,
wherenot only processof creation,
but alsomotivation and inspirationis evident.Artists usingcomputers in the Sixties and Seventieswere able to imitate (and
even someartists did theseexperiments)works of contemporary art. It is an interestinghistorical coincidencethat in that,
when machineswere able to draw synthesizesimple patterns,
similar to the sometrendsat the contemporaryart (minimal art,
neoconstructivism,kinetic and op art). Few artists at that time
usedcomputers,evenwhenthey would be helpful in their work.
Potentialability of today machinesis not only in synthesizing
of artifacts, compatiblewith formal styles from the first half of
this century,but also in imitating works of realistic descriptive
or symbolic paintings,relief or sculpturesfrom antique,middle
ageor 19th century- works which were attributed with an unified style, canonicalforms and conventionalthemes(religious
mythology,historicalevents,landscapes,still lives andportraits).
The “mission” of information processingmachinesin art
is not to imitate what was done by humans, neverthelessthe
analyzingand simulatingexisting styles is the challengingtopic
for researchers.This paperanalysesconceptsand possibilities
of creating artificial art systems,which include not only the
automaticgenerationof particular(static and dynamic) objects,
resultingfrom visual interpretationof abstractsymbolsandsigns,
generatedby an intelligent program,but also able to build their
cyberworldmodel (C) simulatinglearning,motivation, inspiration and evaluationof finished results.The following chapters
will analyzeconceptualmodel of relationsbetweenreal (objective) world (R), their reflection in the subject’s brain (mental
model M) and artifacts (A), createdby humansor generatedby
machines.This model uses (for simplicity) Descartes’divide
paradigmbetween the thinking subject and the world of objects. In fact, all objects and phenomena,and representations
becomereality itself. In the following text the notation X-BY
will denotetransformationof representationX into representation Y.
REALITY AND IMAGINATION
Processesin real world which “deal not only with physical
object ontology of things but also with persons,mental states,
socialconstructionsand perhaps,gods”[ 1 p.841are denotedby
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Invention of photography (which was traditionally conmapping R->R . Mental model of R is cultural phenomenon”
[3 p.671. built during the life. Transformation R->M means sideredas a medium reflecting reality) was an important event,
sensoricperception of real world, M->R ->M->R meansinter- when humans gained a new visual tool, not dependent on
active sensory - motoric processesand M->M denotesmental painter’s skills. The people could see what was unseenbefore.
and cognitive processes(perceiving, memorizing-forgetting, Film and video is able to record spatio-temporalworld not only
isomorphly in time and spacebut also with time compression
thinking, understanding,dreaming, imagination, intuition).
or even in negativetime direction. “It is known that painters,in
The necessarycondition for recording any real object or generaldo not depict what they see and how they see but they
phenomenain our consciousnessis that it must be projectedin are determined by the specific goals and conventions” [ 16
time and space into at least one of our senses.[ 16 p.481.Ma- p.20,21]. Realistic painting is indirect rendering of reality dechine perception, in some cases,is even more sensitive than noted by the sequenceR->M->A.
human (ultrasound, infrared or telesensing),but the representaAbility to draw (“...eventhe simplest drawing dependson
tion of any object dependson all information aboutit. “ Schauen,
wissen, ahnen, glauben und wie die Fuhlhomer alle heissen, a complex interaction between brain systems”[6]) is considmit denender Mensch ins Universum tastet,mussendenn doch ered as an important criteria for admission to (many) fine art
eigentlich zusamenwirken”,wrote J.W. Goethe [ 13 p.71.
and design schools(at our school even the photographershave
to draw model during the admissiontest). Here arisesthe quesPerception,which is closely connectedwith learning (ap- tion, whether the ability to visualize own imagination or reproplication of learned facts in similar situations, induction, de- duce reality by the computer algorithm (formal mathematical
duction, analysis, synthesis,logical reasoning),is not passive. and procedural representation)modeling shapesor using the
“Learning by child dependson the sensoryand motor capabili- interactiveprogram is not equal skill for visual artists as a drawties of the whole body and on his interactionswith family and ing ? In any case,designersand artists prefer visual communiother people, as well as his sensingthe physical environment. cation over the verbal dialogue or abstractsymbols.
One of the researchthemesin robotics is “active” vision. LeamSequenceMl ->A->M2 denotesvisual communicationbeing also involves the social phenomenaof languageand its feedback cycles “[ 1 p.21. We learn also to understandand create tween two subjects. Subject 1 creates image A of his mental
abstractsymbols, metaphorsand sign. “One Ieamsto readcon- model M 1, subject 2 readsthis message,transforming A to the
ventional symbols of a culture’s picturesjust as one learns to new mental model M2. Is M 1 sameas M2 ? A->A denotesartifact modification for example erosion of sculpturesdue to acid
read conventional words of a language“[2 p. 671.
rains or image processing.Physical processeschangenot only
the form of artifact, but also its meaning.CoIlaging and retouchVISUAL RECORDS OF REALITY AND IMAGINAing in digital photographyand video which do not require skills
TION
Visual representationof reality or our imagination are 2D in complicateddark room technology,are the powerful weapon
or 3D static or dynamic objects or phenomenae(for example in handsof media “brain” manipulators.
infrared photographycan recordsobjects,which are no more at
the same place like they were at the time of taking snapshot). CYBERWORLD
Those, created by humans are artifacts (formulae, schemes,
Computerbecamethe most universaltool in history of man.
drawings, sculptures,buildings, film or video). “Abstract art- Let us investigaterelation betweencomputer modeling (C) and
ists and scientistsstrive to createrepresentations
of the realphysi- pre-cyberneticalrepresentationsof the world. TransformationRcal world with what are sometimesreferredto as nonnaturalistic >C meanscomputerperception-data input in form of codedelecrepresentations.In contrast, a naturalistic representation,or vi- uical signals from punchedcards,keyboardbuttons,movement
sualization, is based on the visual imagery we abstract from of lingers in dataglove,2D and3D scanners,brain wavessensors,
objectsand phenomenawe have actually experienced”[9 p.141. blood pressure,body temperature,moistureand soundsensors.
Records of reality ( R->A transformation) could be created without human’s intervention (shadowsof objects,spatial
prints of objects like fossils or petrified human bodies from
Pompeii). Inversetransformation:A->Rmeans changingor creating real objects from its visual representation.Examplesare
natural (snow in shadow melts slower than snow disposedto
the sun rays) or artificial masking processes( printing or stereo
lithography, where complicated 3D or 3D shapesare createdby
the sequenceof masking procedures).

The reverseprocessC->R meansconverting virtual computer model into the real material objectsor their physical modilication. Computersare able to draw with pencil, paint with the
paintbrush,engrave,generatesound, grip, carry, assemblyand
even destroy objects.They can causepain or stimulate pleasant
feelings.Factories“without” people are dreamsof many entrepreneurs.
Visualizationof cyberworldor manufacturingartifactsfrom
their virtual model (C->A) is the hot themeof researchin computer animation and virtual reality systems.Direct brain - corn273

puter communication M-X->M is theme of sci-fi writers and
an ultimate goal of many scientists.Can we imagine computer
program which understandsand executescommandsgiven by
our thoughts or even createsillusion of seeing by stimulating
brain of a blind person ?
Experimenta systemsfor gestureand voice recognition,
eye movementtracking, or brain controlled systems(exploiting
analysis of encephalographicsignals) become attractions not
only at the computer scienceconferencesand shows but also at
the art symposia and exhibitions (ISEA, Ars Electronica,
Imagina).
MACHINE INTELLIGENCE AND AUTOMATION OF
CREATIVE PROCESSES
TransformationC->C meanssimulation by the computerthe conceptually parallel processwith mental activity. Limits
of computers (one point of view) are expressedby the mathematician Kurt Godel in his incompletenesstheory, but “We
can arguethat Godel’s incompletenesstheoremdoes not prove
that machinescannot be intelligent” [ 1 p. 211. Physicist Roger
Penrose(in his recently published book “The Emperor’s New
Mind”) is also pessimisticabout “thinking” machinesand computer models of the world. On the other side many problemsare
solved better by computers than can be solved by most of the
population. Logical and rational behavior is not case of every
individuum, nor is a driving principle of our civilization. Man
does not use only his brain, he has desires,pleasures,suffers
from pain.
In last few years artistic community is interestedin problems of artificial life -simulating primitive life forms, their
growth, evolution and interactions with the same or different
species.This is also hot theme in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
research,which focuseson programmingcomputersasmachines
with intelligent behavior. Forecasts,expressedduring the historical scientific conferenceon The Fifth Generationof Computers (with the stress on AI), held in 1981 in Japan are not
fully realized, however, there were invented many methods,
paradigms, languages,special computers in this field. Many
promising experimental programsand theoretical results exist,
but practical applications of AI are still rare. Real scale problems and massproduction will require faster and cheapermachines and deeperknowledge of cognitive processes.
Works, exploiting

cutting edge of the “new technology”

in

art (objects, installations or animation) usejust the “top of the
iceberg” in the know how, existing in the scientific research.
These, mostly experimental works are art per se, but they are
maybe the basic building blocks of the user friendly “computer
aided creativity” systemsof the next generations.
Automation of creativeprocessesis topic of researchsince
a long time, especially in engineeringand product design.The
progress in computer technology and software engineeringin
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the Eightiescausedthe boom of interactivegraphic systemswith
user friendly environment . “..using an interactive program is
very basic - simply pointing and clicking. By a clever sequence
of such simple actions, a user sets into motion huge piles of
frozen mental labor that others- systemand software designers
and programmershave done” wrote F. Nake, one of the pioneersof computer assistedart. [ 11 p.2041. Can be this clever
sequencescontrolled by a machines?
Most of the CAD systemsemphaseson automation of engineering drawing and preparing data for computer manufacturing process,but some are able to check design rules, evaluate some parametersduring the design cycle or test “virtual”
objectsbeforethey areprototyped.Somedesignautomationsystems can even more. For example, in the microelectronic design, many processesare fully automated.Silicon Compilers,
investigatedsince early Eighties are systemswith ability to design very large microelectronicscircuits from brief functional
specification,“almost*’without an intervention of designer.The
final result, it is a set of complicated mask patterns for lithographic manufacturingmust not be the “best” solutions (human
designerscan achieve better results), but the design cycle is
much fasterandcheaper.Sometimes“manual”redesigningmust
follow. Of course silicon compiler (some scientists predicted
already in mid eighties “metal, wooden or plastic” compilers)
need databaseof pre-designedelementsand modules, built in
design rules and proceduresfor object synthesis.
Challenging goal in researchwould be automatic layout
or graphicdesigncompiler for desktop publishing systems,book
covers,posters,bulletin boards,logos or businesscardsdesign.
There is a big boom of suchtasksand needfor qualified designers in the post-communistcountries today. Many times the results (this task is very often performed by non professionaldesigners) are so poor, that a procedure using canonical layout,
fonts and color selection algorithm could achieve better quality. The books with imagesof the existing logotypes are among
the most frequently studied, at our school library. Browsing,
evaluating and modifying existing designsis the simplest algorithm for some graphic designers.
Designing, according to E. Gombrich, is schema and correction-trial and error process.It is an helical progressionfrom
initial specification or idea towards some desired result. Concepts,partial and final results are testedagainstsome criteria of
function,

appearance and cost. The highly creative process dur-

conceptualdesign can be &ctured into several steps,but
in generalit is generationand evaluation.Someauthorsstresses
more on the secondstage.In his article, M. Elton discussesqualification of computer in this task [5].
ing

Quantitativefunctional and parametricevaluation of technical products can be rigorous (even in case of very complex
systems).The evaluation of artifacts in architectural and product design (functional parametersand appearance)is more am-

biguous. In the fine arts, where quantitative parametersof the
artifacts are limited to the few elementaryfunctions (constraining size, weight, mechanical stability or cost) and where not
only aestheticsbut also novelty, shocking, ideology, fashion are
also important criteria, is more complicated.
Some case studies of famous architects lead to develop
ment of production systems,which are able to synthesizefloor
plans compatible with their canons(for examplePalladian villas, L. Wright prairie house),but these methodsare not general
and they are more academicexamples.

their automaticrecognition (especiallyin caseof “non geometric” art). The progressin image processing,pattern recognition,
AI and computer technology could stimulate more Interest in
this theory.
Not only form (patternswith some space,time and color
composition)but also semanticalcontentof artifact must be considered.Image or geometricalmodel does not contain explicit
semanticalinformation.Pictureis just matrix of picture elements,
no relation between segments(pixel clusters belonging to the
image,representingsemanticalentities) is given. Scannedgeometrical model is just collection of 3D points with no explicit
structure and hierarchy.Constrains,resulting from application
domain can significantly help in processof pattern recognition.
Textual information accompanyingimage could to help to understandabstractsymbols, structure and composition of work
and his meaning.But relation between textual information and
specific pattern is not simply understandable,even the author
of work might not be ableto explain in words what he/shemeans.

In eightiesappearedpublicationaboutextrapolationshapes
of the car from previousmodels.One approach,using semantical
information on different parametersby the car designersis described in [ 171.The system for “automatic” design of family
houses, investigated by the researchteam of I. Petrovic from
Belgrade [ 181usessemanticaldifferences and their evaluation
by the neural network. In animation appearedgoal oriented
movement (based on data provided by the ballet or dance experts) or facial expressionsgenerators(based on researchin
“Aesthetic judgments come in two extremes- subjectivist
psychology). Thesemethodsallow learning by examples- pro- and objectivist. For subjectivists, beauty is a feeling within an
ceduressuitable in caseof lacking formal rigorous theory at the observer and need not be quality of an object....Objective asparticular area.That is a caseof design and fine arts.
sessmentsof aestheticsattempt to remove subjective elements.
Can we really believe this ? ....There is no neutralway of appreExperimenting with such systemsrequires time to train ciating a work of art of seeingnature,as we could expect”cites
them before the first results are available. Many users are not A. Miller words of E.W. Gombrich 19p. 141. Creating andjudgpatient to learn machines(nor to learn themselvesto work with ing art works by artists and spectatorsis not only the question
machines),they require immediateresults.The similar phenom- of measuring or revealing new forms. Meaning of experts,
enaexisted in acceptingexpert systemsin medicine,wherephy- publicurn, and media are also important - “..good designersto
sicians were also suspiciousto give their know how to the ma- be those whose namesare well known within their profession
chines. The learning process must be automatic and autono- and whose work is frequently published and attracts awardsor
mous. The system has to have motivation, desire and freedom wins competitions”[S p. 3231.Conventionsandfashionchanges.
to learn and to have an accessto the information which could
“Any evaluative criterion that is static will have limited value
be used to build its knowledge base.
in field where valuesare changing a11the time (something what
is especially true of the arts)” [5 p.2151.
MACHINE

AESTHETICS

AND COMPUTER

ART

In so called computer art, machinesare limited to the generationof patterns,using geometricaltransformations,iterations,
deterministicor stochasticautomata,syntacticalrules, and similar methods- invented and programmedby artists or scientists.
Motivation, inspiration, methods, selection and evaluation of
resulted artifacts is done by humans..

The world of intelligent robots “..with desires and intentions, enablingthem to perform hypotheticaland defeasiblereasoning,to solve problemscreatively, to appreciateworks of art,
to achievesomeform of cyberpleasure”[ 19 p.321.In this world
a new cyberculture,artificial art with criteria of cyberaesthetics
could be simulated.

There were many approachesfor automatic evaluation ‘*quantification“ of aestheticcriteria like the magic or Fibonacci
numbers, Golden section or harmonica1proportions. In the
Twenties, G. D. Birkhof wrote a book [2], where he described
method of calculating numerical aestheticmeasureof polygonal patterns.One year ago, Polish scientist E. Grabskageneralized this method for fractals. This method is interesting, but
neverthelessit is very limited to simple geometric structures.
Information aesthetic,investigatedin the Sixties and Seventies,
dealt with criteria like novel, surprising or boring, but thereexists bottlenecks in definition of structural elementsof artifact,

Installations or objects dealing with not only visual and
aestheticaspectsin computer art are becoming part of installations at the art shows.Sometimestheir causecontroversial and
even negativefeelings of spectators(Is not it more sciencethan
art ? The understandingthe concept of such project needs a
deep knowledge of the field.). An example of such trends is
activity of the Institute fur Neue Medien in Frankfurt, Germany
in the Knowbotic Research[4].
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CYBERGRAPHY - ON THE WAY TOWARDS AN
ARTIFICIAL ART
In the late Sixties, A. Moles [lo] analyzedpossibility of
the “artificial art” systems and mentioned automatic generation of text, patterns and music sequencesusing structuralism
theory. By the evaluating of resulted works he suggestedmethods of information theory. In his time, computers were very
limited and for example memory capacity (RAM as well as
hard disc) of all computersin Slovakia was smaller than capacity of my home computer today.

positions of the abstractsymbols is an example of virtual photography - CYBERGIUPHY, without optical system of camera, light and chemical processes.Cybergraphscan be created
not only without real camera,objects of interest, but also without photographerand his intention what and how to photograph.
Generatorsof Neosurrealisticprints or paintings, photographic
collagesfrom fragmentsof non existing scenesis the first step
towards more complicated tasks.

EPILOGUE
The father of the cybernetics, N. Wiener told: “Let the
The very important aspectof humanintelligence, as men- people retain what is human and let the machine keeps what is
tioned earlier, is learning. Expert artificial intelligencesystems, its”. The simulation of different aspectsof the working coninvestigated in the Eighties gained their knowledge from ex- cepts, modelsof creativethinking, behavior,motivations, assoperts. The selection what and how they learn dependson the ciations, feelings in processof art creation are “terra incognita”
user(passivelearning). Creative activity needsfreedom.Com- and challenging theme for the crossdisciplinary research(art
puters can not move freely and their perception systemis lim- theory, computer science,semiotic, psychology, physiology).
ited to the active sensors(in caseof experimentalrobotics sys- Creation of intelligent “artificial art” systems,integrating arttems), but the global networks (like Internet) with the capabil- ists, scientistsand engineersbecomesart per se.
ity of the “free” browsingof hugedatabases,locally createdand
0 Martin Sperka 1995
scatteredall over the world, is an very importantchangecomparAcademy of Fine Arts & Design
ing the situationtwenty or thirty yearsago.This is an exampleof
Hviezdoslavovonam 18
the hugelibrary or a long term memory of humanmind.
CS 81437 Bratislava
Slovakia

Expert (artificial intelligence) system exploiting knowledge of art historians, aesthetic conventions used in different
epochs or art styles, formalized and coded to computer algorithms, simulating artifact evolution in step by step improvement method and extrapolating development can be created.
We can imagine computer “cybersutrealistic”program, which
accordingto the Surrealistmanifesto“l’automatismepsychique,
constructif et graphique”generatestime sequencesand space
compositions, which are patterns,resulting from the visual interpretationof abstractsymbolsand signsand which arerecords
of the imaginations from their “cyberdreams” and
“cybersubcounsciousness”.
“Subcounsciousness
processes,dreams,hallucinationsand
visions are composed of fractures of the long term memory.
They are, less and more, mixed and reordered,like the figures
in kaleidoscope,so they create something new, what we never
before (illusory) saw or heard about. In order to revive these
fragments,we needto weak the short term memory”writes the
Russian psychiatrist V. L. Levi in his book “Hunting the
thought”. Computer subcounsciousnesscan be simulated by incomplete structuresor stochasticrelations in the knowledge
representation schemes (semantical networks, set of rules,
frames, neural connectionsand transitions).Like in the fractal
theory (which is used in simulating natural objects, where elements of the system are not generatedfully randomly, but with
the respectto the laws of physics), also the semanticalunits of
“computer dreams”must obey some rules (for example syntactic structure).
Wsualizationandcyberrealisticrenderingofresulting com276
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THE LIFE AND DEATH
OF MEDIA

-

By Bruce Sterling
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Hello, my name’sBruce Sterling, I’m a sciencefiction writer from Austin, Texas.It’s very pleasantto be here in
Montreal at an eventlike ISEA. It’s professionallypleasant.As
a sciencetiction writer, I have a deep and abiding interest in
electronic arts. In multimedia. In computer networks. In CDROM. In virtual reality. In the Internet. In the Information Superhighway.In cyberspace.Basically, the less likely it sounds,
the better I like it
Theseare topics that I dare not ignore. It would mean ignoring the nervoussystemof the information society.The laboratory of information science.The battlefield of information
warfare.The marketplaceof the information economy.As well
as one of the strangestareasof the art world.

When JulesVerneinventedsciencefiction, JulesVernewas
a stockbroker.Almost by accident,JulesVernediscoveredthat
nineteenthcenturyFrancehad a large market for techno-thrillers. Jules Verne discoveredand fed the tremendous19th-century cultural appetitefor romantic, futuristic technologieslike
the hot-air-balloon,the electric submarine,the airbornebattleship, the moon cannon.
Today,at the close of the twentieth century, I feel a great
senseof solidarity with my spiritual ancestorJulesVernewhen
it comesto topics such as virtual reality, and telepresence,and
direct links betweenbrain and computer.Even as I standhere
before you, I can scarcely restrain my natural urge to inflate
some of thesebig shiny high-tech balloons with the hot air of
the imagination.
But ladiesandgentlemen,I haveseenthis done for so long
now, and for *so many times,* and to so many different technologies, that I can no longer do it myself with any senseof
existential authenticity.I must confessto you quite openly and
frankly that I am having a crisis of conscience.
In the year 1995,do informationtechnologiesreally *need*
any more hot-breathingpromotion from science fiction writers?I would suggestotherwise.TakeAT&T’s famous“You Will”
campaign.AT&T’s public relations campaignhas reachedmillions of people- eventhoughAT&T havejust announcedplans
to fire ten thousandof their own computerpeople.
Have you ever wonderedif AT&T has any real idea what
they’re doing? Do you think that AT&T has any real idea what
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I’m not thinking hard enoughabout media. The approaches
they’ll do to us, once they arrive in that future that they are
selling to us? Did you ever wonder what AT&T really wants? I have beenusing are too shallow, too glittery, too facile. I have
to get a better grip.
You Will!
But at leastAT&T makesnice looking sciencefiction commercials with great set design. Let’s consider Canada Bell.
CanadaBell is making an incredibly arrogant attempt to trademark the term “The Net” - a term which has been common
parlanceworldwide since at least 1986.CanadaBell should be
sued for that kind of hubris, and in fact they *are* being sued,
or at least opposedin coutt.
Symptoms like this make it clear that the good old technobooster role of science fiction writers has been taken over by a
new professional class of public relations huckstersand intellectual property attorneys.Sciencefiction writers are no longer
neededto serve as handmaidensfor theseblundering colossi.
Nowadays, science fiction writers should fulfill another
role. Science fiction writers should be examining aspectsof
media that cannot be promoted and sold. Aspectsof media that
corporate public relations people are *afraid to look at* and
deeply afraid to tell us about.We shouldbe attemptingto achieve
a coherent understandingof media.

Media is a commodity, Media is something that is sold to
us. Media can be somethingthat we are sold to, even. Media is
an everyday thing. You can buy bandwidth in job lots. You can
watch television, buy books, videos, records, CDs, but that’s
not it. That’s not what’s interesting.
Media is an extensionof the senses.
Media is a mode of consciousness.
Media is extra-somatic memory. It’s a crystallization of
human thought that survives the death of the individual.
Media generatessimulacra.
The mechanicalreproductionof images is media.
Media is a meansof social interaction.
Media is a meansof command and control.
Media is statistics,knowledgethat is gatheredand generatedby the state.Media is economics,transactions,records,
contracts,money and the recordsof money.
Media is the means of civil society and public opinion.
Media is meansofdebateanddecisionand agitpropaganda.

None of these are a full working definition of the term
I’m not saying, mind you, that we’re actually going to do “media,” but they are a list of the qualities of this phenomenon
this line and noble thing. I’m merely sayingthat’swhat’s needed. that I find really relevant and compelling.
Given that tremendouschallenge,sciencefiction writing is a rather
To treat this matter seriously, I need a far better undermeagerresponseat best. At our best, maybe we sciencefiction
writers can act asharbingersor catalysts,but what is really needed standing than I have. We’re getting in really deep now, ladies
at this historicaljuncture is a seriousgeneralglobal assessment
of and gentlemen; we can’t trifle with this thing any more. As a
our technosocialcondition. Before we install the latest hot-off- society, we have bet the farm on the digital imperative. I need
the-disk-driveversionof Windows For Civilization 2.0, we ought to speculatefrom new principles and new assumptions.I want
to look aroundourselvesvery seriously.Probably,before leaping a new synthesis,I want to really know and understandhow media
in postmodemecstasyinto the black hole of virtuality, we ought live and die.
to make and store someback-upsof the systemfirst. Our society
Maybe I’ll get my heartfelt little wish, and maybe I won’t.
would do this if we had a momentaryattack of common sense,
But never mind, that’sjust a passingsuggestion.
But now I want to tell you how I plan to go about attempting
this.
Ratherthan dwelling on that, let me tell you how I reached
this artistic crisis of mine. Two months ago, I finished a new
First, I want to destroy the Whig version of technological
sciencefiction novel. It’s a novel about virtual reality artists in history. In the Whig version of history, all events in the past
Europe in the late twenty-first century.I think peoplein today’s have benevolentlyconspiredto producethe crown of creation,
digital art community will recognizethis novel as my little val- ourselves.In the Wbig version of media history, all technologientine for them. This is a novel set a hundredyears from today, cal developmentshave marchedin progressivelockstep, from
in which I pretend that digital arts people like the people from height to height, to producethe currentexaltedmedia landscape.
ISEA have becomethe planet’s art establishment.I know this is This is a very simple story. It’s convenient and it flatters our
a very far-fetched notion, but you can get away with that sort of self-esteem.Its very cheeringto supportersof the media status
thing in sciencefiction novels.
quo (if there are any supportersleft), but it can be proven untrue.
The novel was a lot of fun to write. I thought it was very
inventive and clever and it left me absurdly pleasedwith myIt can be proven untrue by disintetring and dissectingdead
self. Unfortunately, I got to thinking seriously about digital art media.One understandsevolution by studying the fossil record.
while I was writing this book, and this forced me confront some The arcane,the offbeat, the forgotten. The failures, the lost and
of my own limits.
the buried, the media- maudit. The dead precursorsof later SUC278

cesses.Someforms of media are renderedobsolescent,but others are murdered. Some innovations are pushedvery hard by
clever and powerful people with lots of money, and yet they
still fail. I find that particularly interesting.

I know that many peopleare working in media studiesfrom
a variety of different scholarly approaches,and I respectthose
efforts. But they’re not yet scratchingmy visionary itch. I don’t
think that overarchingsynthesesor ideologicalsummationsarein
orderyet-1 think what is needednow is *fieldwork.* CommenI’m not alone in my interest in this topic. My friend and taries,coming in from all comersof the compass,from all over
colleague Richard Kadrey is also a sciencefiction writer, and the world, via modem.Maybe the central mystery of media can
together we have launched an effort called the Dead Media be paste-bombedinto submission- nibbled to deathbit by bit.
Project. We’re using the Internet to bring people together to
I strongly suspectthat people of your backgrounds and
catalogand study extinct forms of humancommunication.We’re
accomplishments
can help me in this project, so I’m frankly
in the media autopsy business.We’re into media forensics.
begging you to help me.
At the moment our scholarly efforts are very modest.We
are currently engagedin a simple roll-call of the dead- disinThe Dead Media Project has only been public for about a
terring and listing dead media.
month and a half, but I want to share with you some of my
preliminarydiscoveries.I rathersuspectthat they may havesome
My interest in dead media doesn’t mean I’ve lost interest modest relevancefor people in ISEA.
in forms of media that are struggling to be born. I spenda lot of
time on the Internet these days. For instance,I made an entire
Let’s consider cinema. Cinema is not a dead medium book of mine available on the Internet - a book called THE cinema is a hundredyearsold, and obviously alive, and more or
HACKER CRACKDOWN. In the past, I’ve used the Internet lesswell. At least,it’s still generatingplenty of revenuein those
as a vanity press- to publish and spreadarticles and speeches squinchy little multiplex theaters.But cinema killed quite a few
and critique. The Dead Media Project is my attempt to involve other media. The magic lantern, the phenakistiscope,the phanthe Internet community in a new and different aspectof book tasmagoria,the praxinoscope,the zoetrope,the mutoscope,the
production - - the beginning of a book, the raw research,the fantascope.If you look closely at the evolution of cinema you
conceptual stages.This time I want the public in on the book can seethat cinemais not a monolith, it’s a radiation of species.
*before I’ve written it.*
E J Marey’s “chambre chronophotographique.”The Edison
kinetoscope. Anschutz’s tachyscope. The vitagraph, the
In fact, I don’t even *want* to write this book-The Dead cinematographe,
thetheatrograph,theanimatogmph,theUrbanora.
Media Handbook,‘afield guide for the communicationspaleonCinema as a medium did not make a sudden triumphant
tologist.Someoneelseshouldwrite this book,quitepossiblysomeone in this audience.I don’t particularlywant to createit - I just leap from silent movies to sound. People were attempting to
want to read it, absorbits useful lessons,and then go on to my jam sound into cinema from almost the beginning. We rememnormal business,which is writing sciencefiction novels.
ber the much-publicized triumphs like THE JAZZ SINGER,
but we have beentaught to disregardthe numerousexperiments
I believe that the DEAD MEDIA HANDBOOK will in that died on the barbed wire of technological advance. The
fact be written, even if I have to break down and actually write Edison kinetophone. Gaumont’s Chronophone. The
it myself. But there will be a price to be paid for the production synchronoscope. The movietone. Phonofilm. The
of this book, and that price will be the necessityof abandoning graphophonoscope.The vitaphone.
intellectual property.
Thesemutant forms of talking and singing cinema weren’t
I think this is a fine idea for a book, but rather than hiding ignoredbecausethey failed to work. In a lot of casesthey worked
it, I plan to publicize it widely. It’s not a trade secret; I don’t just fine. Nobody who invented these devices ever set out to
care how many people know I’m working on it. I have nothing build a failure. The truly failed experimentsnever even madeit
to gain by poring over this in secrecy.All the notesand research out of the lab. Thesedead speciesof cinema were always imagin the Dead Media Project will be availableto anyonewho joins ined and proclaimed to be the cutting edge, the state of the art,
the researcheffort. It will be a public- domain sourceof knowl- and they were generally unveiled in a state of wild enthusiasm
edge contributed by independentscholars working pro bono. and a furious drumbeat from the press.They died becauseof
This information will be free.
contingency,not destiny,
If this schemeworks, it will work in the way the Internet
works: through prestige,netiquetteand actsof intellectual generosity. I think that books can and even should be constructed
in the same way that the Internet is constructed.I’m going to
give it a try.

Take Gaumont’s Chronophone, for instance. The name
soundsrather arcaneand silly, but that is not a technical judgment. Cinevision, Cinerama, Odorama - do these names really soundany lesssilly? How aboutApple Quicklime, or CUSeeMe, or Yahoo? But hey, those can’t be silly - those are
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The Inca economic system was a centralized command
modem! “I hope you’re not trying to suggest that someday
people will laugh at *us.* Hey man, we’re cyberculture- we’ll economy.A third of the nation’s economicoutput was storedin
never be obsolete.”Some media shed a few dead species,but vast ranks of stone cells. Everything down to the last sandal
was recordedon quipu.
the genus goes on living.
I don’t think there was ever an alphabet in quipu. I don’t
think that the Inca were literate in that fashion, becausetheir
empire was only a hundredyearsold. There was nothing to pronouncethat you could find on a piece of string. But there may
have been geneologiesin string - heirarchies,maybe family
trees. Maps, even - three days’journey, they forded a blue
river, they fought a red battle -you can imagine how usefully
suggestivethis might have been.Maybe you could attack language
even more directly with a quipu: meter, stress,quantity,
Well, not quite every last one. I happen to have a brandnew quipu here in my pocket. I was doing quite a bit of reading pitch, length of the poem- why should this be hard to believe?
In English we sometimescall telling a story “spinning a yarn.”
about quipu, so I decided I’d make one.

Other media are murdered
Have you ever heard of the quipu of preColumbianPeru?
If you have, it’s a minor miracle. The archives of Incan quipu
were burned by the Spanish conquerors,after the Council of
Lima in the year 1583. There are about 400 authentic quipus
left in the entire world. Every last one of the quipus we possess
nowadayswas dug out of a human grave.

The word quipu means‘account’in the Quechualanguage,
so the quipu was basically a kind of accountingdevice and calculator. This is a fabric network to carry data.This was the only
recording medium that the Incas had. It servedall the recording
functions of their society.
No one today seemsto have any real idea how thesequipu
worked. They all looked more or less like this one - they had
a thick fabric backbone,with a seriesof dependentfringes. But
the fringes could also have fringes. Sometimesthere were as
many as six subdirectoriescoming off the backboneof the network. They had a variety of different knots. They had quite a
wide variety of colors. Peoplehave only the vaguestideaswhat
the colors may have signified.
This is a very small quipu. The largest remaining quipu
weighs about forty pounds and has well over two thousanddependent cords. No one has any idea what this device signifies
or what messageit carries.It was buried with a Peruviangentleman who was modestly well to do, but doesn’t appearto have
been particularly prominent.

These Incas were fine textile makers. They had a lot of
wool and cotton, the governmentmade them grow it, and their
womenspunyarn everyday of their lives. When a quipucamayoc
readone of theserecordingdevices,I don’t think his lips moved.
There was nothing crudeor halting or primitive or painful about
the experience- a quipu is certainly a more tactile and sensual
and three-dimensionalexperiencethan a book.
The quipu was a medium. It was a way to cast the world
into an entire new form of order. It was a medium invented by
and for a very careful and methodicalpeople, people who liked
to fit huge boulderstogether so snugly that you couldn’t slip a
knife-blade betweenthem. For the Incas, this was the Net - a
net that caught their population in a sieve that dominated the
whole material world, a sieve that no one could escape.

You know, in today’s ultramediatedworld, I think it’s quite
a good idea to go into a quiet room with a quipu. Go to a room
and shut off the electricity. Don’t look at the quipu with scorn
or condescension.Just hold it in your hands and try to pretend
that this the only possibleabstractrelationship,besidesspeech,
that you have with the world. Really try to imagine what you
The Incas had no idea that the planet harboredany civili- are *missing* by not comprehendingall economics, all govzation other than their own. As far as they were concerned,these ernmentalbusiness,all nonverbalcommunication,as a network
quipu were the absoluteapex of humanintellectual accomplish- of colored yarn. Think of this as a discipline, as an act of imagiment. And one must admit they have a lot to offer. They’re very nativeconcentration,as a humanengagementwith a profoundly
light - wool and cotton - they’re portable and durable. alien media alternative.
Crushproof. No problem with power surgesor headcrashes.A
good thing they were portable too, becauseone of their primary
It’s truly pitiful how little is known or rememberedabout
functions was the census.
the quipu, a dead medium which was once the nervous system
of a major civilization. And yet that is by no means the only
It appearsthat everyonewithout exceptionin theIncarealm form of knot record.There’s the Tlascaltecnepohualtzitzin,the
existed as a knot in a quipu somewhere.The Incas were great Okinawan warazan,the Bolivian chimpu. Samoan,Egyptian,
mastersof ethniccleansing.They thoughtnothingof orderingthou- Hawaiian, Tibetan, Bengali, Formosan knot records. So far, I
sandsof peopleout of their homesto distant realmsas pioneers know almost nothing about these beyond their names.I’d like
and settlers.Everyone simply loaded all their possessionsonto to learn more. If I learn more and you’re on my list, I’ll tell you
their backsand left immediately.Thanksto the quipu, there was about it.
simply no way they would ever be missedby the authorities.
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Before I began the Dead Media Project I had no idea that
native North American wampum could be historical records.I
always thought that wampum were a kind of currency.Maybe,
like the quipu, wampum were both currency and record at the
same time. Imagine if *our* currency were a medium. Maybe
our currency *should* be a medium. If you’re an experimental
media artist, why don’t you start writing poetry on twenty- dollar bills and seewhat happens?Maybe you shouldjust write the
addressof your favorite web site on money, and seewhat happens then as the bill travels from hand to hand. Peculiarnotion,
isn’t it - communicating *with* money? Maybe we’ve just
been *trained* to find that notion peculiar.

Forgive me while I indulge in a brief sentimental roll-call
of vanishedglories. The vast and every-growing legion of dead
PCs.The Altair 8800. The Amstrad. The Apple Lisa. The Apricot. The Canon Cat. The CompuPro “Big 16.”The Exidy Sorcerer.How can a sorcererend up dead on the junkheap? That’s
not supposedto happen, we’re not even supposedto *think*
about that. A computer is a sorcerer with a superbrain,it’s not
supposedto be lying in a landfill with great-grandma’sVictrola.
The Hyperion, the Mattel Aquarius.The NorthStar Horizon and
the OsborneExecutive.The Xerox Alto and the YamahaCXSM.

But wait! There’s more! Dead mainframes! Dozens and
dozensof fantasticallycomplex and expensivedeadmainframes.
I’m eager to learn more about wampum. I hope someone Dead supercomputers.Dead operating systems. We all know
can tell me about them, and share that information with that yesterday’soperatingsystemsare far inferior to today’sWtnlikeminded people. My email address is bruces@well.com. dows 95. Windows 95 is an operating system which is refreshThat’s brutes, with an s at the end. Go ahead and write me, ingly honest,becauseit has an expiration date written right on
don’t be shy. We’re all in this together- our net heritage be- it. We know that operating systems are of absolutely critical
longs to ail netkind! We can distribute all the data we like nowa- importancein computing, but how often do we honestly recogdays, there’s nothing stopping us exceptfor the RCMP, the FBI, nize that?
the SPA and the Church of Scientology. Maybe these DISKS
will help you! (begins flinging DeadMedia Project floppy disks
Supposeyou composean electronic artwork for an operatinto audience).
ing systemthat subsequentlydies. It doesn’t matter how much
creative effort you invested it that program. It does not matter
These are just harmlesstext files, ladies and gentlemen. how cleverly you wrote the code. The number of manhoursinProbably Virus Free! I use electronic text, becausethe type- vestedis of no relevance.Your artistic theories and your sense
writer is dying now.
of conviction are profoundly beside the point. If you chose to
include a political message,that messagewill never againreach
In the early days of typewriters, what wonderful names a human ear. Your chance to influence the artists who come
they had: Xavier Progin’s “Machine Kryptographique”(1833), after you is reduceddrastically, almost to nil. You are inside a
Guiseppe Ravizza’s “Cembalo-Scrivano” (1837), Charles dead operating system.Unless someonedeliberately translates
Thurber’sThirographer” (1843),J B. Fairbanks’
“PhoneticWriter you into a new one - with heavenonly knows what liberties of
and Calico Printer,‘*and so forth. A minor horde of typing ma- translation-you are nailed and sealedinside a glamorous sarchines,many of them scarcelyrecognizableas suchto the modem cophagus.You have becomedead media.Almost as deadas the
eye. Soon they’ll all be gone.Sweptaway by the computer.
quipu.
The computer.Its tide is so inexorable.Its power is so immense. Its triumph is so complete. What do we mean exactly
when we say: “I’ve modernized. I own a computer”? Are we
really in possessionof a machine less mortal than Guiseppe
Ravizza’s Cembalo-Scrivano?

This is, of course, the dirty littIe secret of the electronics
industry, and therefore it is the mark of Cain for electronic art.
When we are surfing the web in 1995, we are surfing on a vast
dark sea of dead computers. We have to surf, you see - becausewe arejust a white scrim of foam up on the surface.The
waves of machinesrolling in beneathus are moving in with the
This computer is a Macintosh Powerbook 180.An impres- hideous relentlessnessof Moore’s Law, doubling in power evsive machine, isn’t it? I dote on it, personally. I admire that ery eighteen months, one order of magnitude a decade.If you
name- PowerBook. It saysa lot aboutthe kind of rhetoric our are working on a cutting-edgecomputer today you are working
culture cherishesin the 1990s.The name “PowerBook” some- on one percent of the cutting-edge computer you will have
how suggeststhat this devicecan *last* aslong asa book, though twenty years from now.
even the cheapestpaperback will outlive this machine quite
easily.
And beyondthat-the awe-inspiringprospectof teraflops,
gigaflops. petaflops.Here’s the latest issueof SCIENCE magaPowerBook is a good name,but not a really pretty name. zine, with a truly hair-raising article called “Computer ScienPersonal computers have had much prettier names. Like the tists Re-Think Their Discipline’s Foundations.”I recommend
Intertek SuperbrainII. It must havebeenextremely difficult not this article highly. This isn’t somethingI madeup, mind you to buy an Intertek Superbrain II, even though that machine is this is stuff that peopleat PrincetonandArgonne National Laboabsolutely as dead as mutton.
ratory are making up. Quantum Dot computers, ten thousand
times faster that today’s fastestmicrochips. Optical computers,
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one hundred thousand times faster. Holographic data storage,
one hundred thousandtimes faster.
Sometimesyou think that computation has to slow down
- that it has to bureaucratize- becomemore like a normal
industry. But then you’re confronted with yet anotherawesome
vista of absolutepossibility!
You see ladies and gentleman,we live in the Golden Age
of Dead Media. What we brightly call “multimedia” provides
an a whole galaxy of mutant recombinantmedia, most of them
with the working lifespan of a pack of Twinkies. Mastering a
typical CD-ROM is like mastering an entire new medium by
using a frozen watch-cursor.And then the machine dies. And
then the operatingsystemdies.And then the computerlanguage
supporting that operating systembecauseas deadas the Hittite
language. And in the meantime, our entire culture has been
sucked into the black hole of computation, an utterly frenetic
processof virtual planned obsolescence.
But you know - that processneedn’t be unexaminedor
frenetic. We can examine it whenever we like, and the frantic
pace is entirely our own fault. What’s our hurry anyway?When
you look at it from another angle, there’s an unexpecteddelicious thrill in the thought that individual humanbeingscan now
survive whole generationsof media. It’s like outliving the Soviet Union once every week! That was never possible before,
but for us, that is media reality.
It puts machinesinto a categorywhere machinesprobably
properly belong - colorful, buzzing, cuddly things with the
lifespan of hamsters.This PowerBookhasthe lifespanof a hamster. Exactly how attachedcan I becometo this machine?Just
how much of an emotional investmentcan one make in my beloved three thousanddollar hamster?
I suspectthat the proper attitude- one that moreand more
peoplewill sharein the coming millennium -is a kind of Olympian pity. We are as gods to our mere mortal media - we kill
them for our sport.
Ladies and gentlemen, let me implore your pity and understandingfor dead media. If you’re really electronic frontier
people, then in all justice, you ought to eat what you arekilling.
Let’s try to see the greater senseof tragedy and majesty in this
whirlwind we’re creating. Perhapsthis realization will free us
from the hypnotism of our own PR. I dare not suggestthat it
will make us better artists - but at least it may help establish
where we are and what is coming. Somehow,it might help us
survive. It might even help us prevail.
You’ve been very kind to hear me out for so long. Thanks
very much for listening.
0 BruceSterling1995
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL
MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES
AND THE ELECTRONIC ARTS
By Hal Thwaites
Hal @ vax2.Concordia.CA

ur fascinationwith attemptsto createthe third dimension is nothing new, extendingfrom the time of early
stereoscopes,into the realm of virtual realities. The notion of
3D has always given referenceto more “realness”,as human
perceptionfunctions in a 3D mode.Today we seekto heighten
our mediatedexperienceswith continued efforts toward perfecting spatial imaging systems.3D is the “buzz-word” of the
1990’seventhoughnot all of the “3D” is factually stereoscopic
in nature.3D computergraphicsaboundon TV. 3D modeling is
appliedin many technicaland scientific fields, 3D conceptsare
usedin spatia1environmentdesign,while 3D medical imaging
presentsa ‘more real”look inside the body. The conceptof 3D
has even been extendedto encompassthe theory of human
memory (Pribram, 1991).3D as a mode of human thinking, is
indeedbecomingubiquitous.
Current Media

In this last decadeof the twentiethcentury,new media are
evolving from a joint metamorphosisresulting from the merging of computing,communications,and imaging technologies,
exemplified by figure 1. Thesetechnologiescan be seento form
the basisof the electronicarts.

Figure 1: Convergence of Technologies

(Basedon Negroponte’s‘Teething Rings” Brand, 1987).
It is at the ‘intersections’that many new forms of media
are developing.This merging is shaking things up (Leebaert,
1991).Many of the new 3D media technologiesare the direct
result of thesenew interactions.The computeris now an integral part of both the creation and display of stereoscopicimagesand spatial sound,which was unheardof on the present
scaleand sophistication,a decadeearlier.

H

Three-dimensional
mediatechnologies(3Dmt) havealways
presenteda challenge to researchersin their acceptanceand
widespreadapplicationasartistic massmedia.Throughout their
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evolution they have been applied in situations where we seek
to createa more accuraterepresentationof: “reality”, whereby
3D adds critical information to actual images; “meta-reality”,
where3D technologiesmake visible phenomenaor experiences
which are beyond what we can naturally perceive; and more
recently in “virtual reality”, involving the creation of totally
artificial environmentswhich might not physically exist or exist
only in our imaginations (Mallary, 1990).
Our culture needs artists to knowledgeably analyze the
implications of technologicaldevelopments,the breakthroughs
and the dangers, while assisting the researchagendas.Traditionally validated art media and their traditional exhibition arenas may no longer be appropriate for the exploration that is
needed(Wilson, 1991).

motion picture which is projectedon a spherical screen,totally
eliminating the cut-off effect of the frame. The film shows how
the processof photosynthesisconvertsthe sun’s energy into the
energy stored in plants and then how this energy is used by
humansfor motion of muscIes.This film also played to capacity audiencesat EXP0’92 in Seville, Spain (Naimark, 1992),
and is on permanentexhibit at the FuturoscopeComplex in La
Villette, Francein addition to a new SOLIDOTMtheatrerecently
built outsideTokyo, Japan.
Television and Video

Significant researchhas been undertakenin both conventional NTSC television and video display technology in addition to specialized applications (Smith, 1989, Lipton, 1994).
Japaneseresearchersareworking towards3D TV systemswhich
may ultimately find way into our homes.Toshiba has marketed
a consumer3-D Camcorder,using LC shutterglassesand a conComputer Imaging
Computer generatedgraphics (CG) are particularly well ventional NTSC television monitor. The system provides an
suited to the creation of 3D imagesdue to the high resolution acceptable3DTV image,(with someflicker due to the low frame
and programmable nature of the current displays. There are rate), for cettain consumer entertainment applications. Other
severalproprietary 3D CG systemsavailablein the both United NTSC video systemswhich operate at a higher frame rate, to
Statesand Japan.Alternating frame technology is most often eliminate the image flicker, have been applied in the medical
employed to presentthe viewer with the appropriate(right and and scientific and artistic fields.
left eye), stereoscopicimages which are then viewed with LC
(Liquid Crystal) shutter glasses,such as the systemsmade by
Researchinto autostereoscopicor “glassless” 3DTV is
Tektronix and the StereographicsCorp. (Robinson, 1990).A being carried out on an international scale (Hamasaki, 1990,
flat panel back-lit LC display, using a lenticular screen for 1993) including work at the University of East Asia, using the
autostereoscopic(glassless)viewing, has been developedby Braun tube technology and at the Heinrich-Hertz Institute in
DimensionTechnologiesInc. of New York. This systemis full- Berlin using projection methods.NHK television together with
colour, and can be interfaced with common PCs (Eichenlaub. SANYO in Japan have made important steps toward
1990).Applications of 3D in the CG field include the follow- autostereoscopicTV with the exhibition of a 70-inch LC dising: satellite mapping and cartography,CAD, medicaldisplays play at the NHK Science and Technical ResearchLabs 1995
of CT and MRI images,scientific visualization,weatheranaly- Open House in Tokyo. The key technologies supporting this
sis, interactive modeling, the military, simulation and the elec- stereoscopicdisplay are 3D HDTV cameras,HDTV laser vidtronic arts.Computergraphicshavealsobeenusedin film mak- eodisk players, high performanceHDTV liquid crystal (LCD)
ing, where the imagesare screenedvia conventionalpolarized video projectorswith resolutiontotaling nine million pixels, and
projection techniques, after the initial creation of left-right a large size lenticular screen,for glasslessviewing. This 3D Hiviews in a digital form (Hamit, 1995a). One example of the Vision systemhas widespreadapplication in the fields of home
application of 3D computer graphicsis the award winning ste- 3D HDTV, art museums,entertainment,medicine, education,
reoscopic, animated short film entitled “Knickknack”
robotics and virtual environment systems.
(Alspektor, 1989). produced by Pixar of San Rafael, California. Each year the SIGGRAPH Conferencedevotesa session,
The HDTV’90 Colloquium in Ottawa, Canada, was the
panel and/or exhibit to stereoscopiccomputer graphics.
site for the North American premiere of the NHK stereoscopic
Hi-Vision 3DTV system.This system usesa conventional poAnother important achievement in the advancementof larized projection technique. The viewer wears high quality
stereoscopiccomputer graphics and animation was the over- polarizing glassesto view a projected image on a screenup to
whelming successof the new 70mm. Jmax format SOLIDOm two hundreddiagonal inches in size (Yuyama, 1991). The im3D film, “Echoes of the Sun”, which was co-producedby the agesare extremely stable, flicker-free, bright and of high resoImax Corporationof Canadaand Fujitsu of Japanfor the Osaka, lution, providing an excellent viewing experiencefor the audiEXP0’90 exhibition. Thirty-one thousandhigh resolutioncom- ence,with none of the side affects which were the typical computer images(right-eye and left-eye views) were createdusing plaints of older 3D video projection technologies.Current proFujitsu’s supercomputersover the periodof twenty-onemonths, grams range from recordedart treasures,travel scenes,underin order to producethe ten minutes of stereoscopicCG frames water sequences,medical images,to complete works of fiction
incorporated in the twenty minute Imax film. “Echoes” was for entertainment.
the world’s first IMAX SOLIDOm full color 3D wrap-around
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Three Dimensional Video Systems

Braun Tub

Figure 2. Overview of 3D video systems

The rock group, “The Rolling Stones” used the
Full17meTM3D technique,(basedon the Pulfrich effect, viewable with or without the special glasses),designedby Gerald
Marks of New York City, to create3D effects for threeof the
songs in their 1990 “Steel Wheels”concert video which was
broadcastwidely on cable music channelsthroughoutNorth
America. Altogether thesedevelopmentsrepresenta concerted
effort to bring an artistic applicationof three-dimensionaltelevision to the largest possible audience,since TV is the most
pervasivemassmedium of the late 20th century.For detailsand
characteristicsof the current3D video systems, refer to figure 2.
Holography

Spatial imaging using the medium of holographyhashad
widespreadrecognitionwith the proliferation of hologramsin
our daily lives. However it still remains much of a mystery to
the generalpublic. As a result of much of the developmentcarried out at theMITMedia Lab, underthedirectionof Dr. Stephen
Benton, hologramshave progressedto encompassfull color,
large scalesize, and total syntheticgenerationvia the computer.

Recent advanceshave been made in real-time computer
generatedholography.Although the imagesare small, they are
bright, have high resolution and exhibit all of the depth cues
found in holography(Hilaire, Benton, 1990).Theseare the first
stepstowards what could be called “holographic video”. We
are still many years away from having floating 3D images
beamedinto our homes.
Currentapplicationsof holographicimaging include;large
format displays, full colour holograms, motion stereograms,
medicalimagesfrom MRI data,satellite survey data,and many
others,ranging from the arts and entertainmentto advertising
(Hariharan, 1992; Lieberman, 1992). A holographic project
basedin computerimaging which was recently completedin
Canadais but one exampleof 3D electronic arts. “A Clear Day
Hologram”was compiled from a computer model basedon a
digital databaseof satellite imagesof the earth.Three hundred
framesfrom the databasewere seIectedand output onto 35mm.
film, thenexposedto laserlight forming the final 3x4 fool color
hologramwhich includes much geographicdetail of everycountry of the world. (Mahoney,1994).
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The impact of holography on the observerlies in the fact
that the image is “perceptually” attachedto the viewer’s eyes.It
demandsa high level of involvement and interaction since the
virtual information spaceexistsin the mind of the viewer (Malik,
Thwaites, 1989). This medium has a radically different means
of communication from 3D media presentedon a flat surface.
Here the existenceof the screenor frame effect is removedand
the absenceof spatial cues (except those presentedwithin the
holographedobject) causethe strongestinformation impact on
the viewer. Holography is governed more by the laws of scenography(the spatial organizationand orchestrationof an event
or medium), (Polieri, 1971), within the realization of the full 28
axis of a Necker Cube. Since the viewer is not rigidly seatedin
a precise position, and is able to interact with the holographic
space,many of the spatial cues laboriously createdon a 2D flat
screenare not necessary.
FilmfCinema

Three-dimensionalfilm technologyhasbeenin usefor over
one hundred years, extending from the first screening at the
Paris International Exhibition of 1890.After experiencingtwo
brief periods of a 3D film boom, the first in 1953 and the second in 1982, (Speer,1989), we find that today’s 3D movies are
far from conventional media experiences. Widespreadpublic
exposureto high-quality 3D films can be found in the Disney
themeparkswith films such as “Magic Journeys”‘Captain EO”,
and “Muppet Vision 3D” and at many other special venuesand
all recent international expositions.

new SOLID0 3D system, which uses the domed screen
(Naimark, 1992).These films are again evidence of the “metareality” aspectof 3D. Today’s’3D film experiencetakes us far
beyond the reality of our physical world, to totally new experiences through the use of the third dimension. There are currently severalnew 3D IMAX films in production. It is certain
that 3D film technologyin its many forms, will continue to be a
prominent form of massentertainmentwell into the next century.
Viial

Reality/Simulation

By the end of the 1980s“virtual reality’* (VR) was understood to be a surrogateor metaphysicalenvironment createdby
communications and computing systems (Wright, 1990).
Interactivity in communication media began to rise in importance allowing virtual realities to becamethe 3D environment
of the user/audiencethrough which they can perform their own
acts of creative experience. (BriIl, 1995, 1994; Dysart, 1995).
The art of VR holds the promise of a fascination akin to the
flickering shapesprojectedon the cave walls of the Pleistocene
Era 500,000years ago (Heim, 1995).

Current systemsbeing used for the creation of virtual realities consistof: a wide-anglestereoscopicdisplay unit (LCD),
glove-like devices for multiple degrees-of-freedomtactiIe input, speechrecognition technology, gesture tracking devices,
3D auditory display and speech-synthesis
technology,computer
graphicand video imagegenerationequipment.When combined
with magnetichead and limb position tracking technology, the
ScienceNorth, Sudbury Ontario, openeda 3D 70mm. film head-coupleddisplay presentsvisual and auditory imagery that
andlaseradventureentitled“ShootingStat”in thesummerof 1990. appearsto completely surroundthe userin 3-space(Fisher, 1990;
This film incorporatesspecial in-theatrelaser effects which are Hamit, 1995b).Recentdevelopmentswithin the technology of
synchronizedwith the 3-D film scenesto createa totally unique computer networks and associatedsoftware, namely Virtual
viewing experience.The the&e is speciallyconstructedto maxi- Reality Markup Language(VRML), have led to the promise of
mize the audio-visualexperiencefor the audience.The story is VR artworksavailablethroughcyberspaceconnections,(Maher,
written aroundan ancientIndian legendwhich artfully blendsthe 1995; Swedlow, 1995), although it will be some time before
high-tech3D imagery into a mystical and involving tale.
stereoscopicVR imagescan appearvia the net onto our home
computerdisplays.
Stereoscopiccomputer graphics are now being incorporated into the “filmic” experiencetogetherwith simulator techEven at this early stage,virtual realities are touching the
nologies to provide a movie-ride experiencefor the audience realm of the very private “mindspace”of the user,renderingthe
(Hamit, 1995a;Mahoney, 1993a; 1993b;Robertson, 1994).In- VR medium a welcome changefrom the information overload
stallationssuch as,Star Tours (Disney), Devil’s Mine (Showscan of today’s massmedia.Computer technologies,combined with
Corp.), The Loch Ness Expedition (Iwerks). SpeedScape (Xatrix the developmentof sophisticatedsoftwareprogramsand expert
Interactive Design), the L.uxor Project (Douglas Trumbull), systems,gave early attemptsto createvirtual realities the insaBatman Adventure - The Ride (WarnerBros.) amongotherscur- tiable breadthand depth of the human mind’s fantasy.It is now
rently in use or in development,suggestthat the public desire possibleto realize 3D virtual realities outside the human brain
for new “meta-reality” 3D experienceswill continuesto grow. asa non-separableandinclusiveworld that is enteredandcrossed
This trend presentsmany new opportunities for electronic art- at the pace of the user, being co-createdby them (Jacobson,
ists to becomeinvolved in the developmentof high-quality spe- 1994;Laurel, 1992;Thwaites & Malik, 1991).
cial-venue productions. Two pioneering organizations in this
field are, Softimage and Discreet Logic of Montreal.
A Biocybernetic Viewpoint on 3D Media
Our researchat the 3Dmt Centerin Montreal, has centered
The Imax Corporationof Canadahas beenthe world Ieader on a systemicapproachto 3-D media,from a biocybemeticviewin ultra-large screen, 3D productions using IMAX 3D and the point. The field of biocybernetics is concerned with how the
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human sensorysystem respondsto and processesinformation,
and the resulting impact it has on us, Our main focus has been
with the individual, either observing or creating the threedimensional media program. This is an area of an information
processor information chain. By the term information, I mean
an energetic changewith a catalytic characteristic,which produces an impact on the viewer (Thwaites, Mahk, 1987). The
information chain in its simplest scheme,has three parts as described in figure 3.

Figure 3: Information

There is a substantial difference between technological,
psychophysiological and semantic (content related) factors
which are responsiblefor the creation of 3D media technologies, artpiecesor programs, and the factors which are responsible for the creation of a 3D media response (information impact) in the viewer. What sometimes amounts to a small, or
negligible cue from the point of view of the author/artist (for
example the cinematographer,holographer) may be the paramount reason which causesa high, low, or even non-existent
3D information impact for the people, the receivers, who are
perceiving it. Therefore, the scale and importance of the 3D
cues from the viewpoint of the artist, producer, or viewer, and
the technologicalrequirementsof each 3D medium, may result
in a different hierarchy entirely. This necessitatesan overall
information designapproachwhen employing 3D technologies
in the production of media artworks.

Chain Scheme

Each part of the 3D media event, (the program itself, the
room and means by which it is perceived, and the person(s)
perceiving it, can contain parts of the final information. If any
part of the information chain is altered,the information itself is
changed.The incoming information acts as a catalyst to other
mental processeswhich occur due to the processingand storage of information in the viewer’s brain and can thus affect the
overall impact. As 3D media become more sophisticatedand
interactive, respect for the information chain and information
design of the software/hardwareinterfaces will be of utmost
importance to their success(Malik, Thwaites. 1990). The increasedtime and budgetaryconstraintsthat are often placed on
3D media projects leave little room for costly experimentsand
wastedresources.Protocols and methodologiesfor information
design are included in the publications by the author.
3Dmt Outlook

From a researchstandpoint,the author can identify the following concerns for the future: l), the artistic implementation
of 3D technologies and production practices in the media of:
film; television; computers; virtual realities; sound; and
dataspace(numerical imaging of spacefor researchersworking
predominantly with numbers);2), researchinto spatial impact:
history, basics, biometry and biocybernetics;3). measurement
of 3D spacein the human mind; 4), the application of information design methodologiesto three-dimensionalmedia production practices; and 5), the developmentof common standards
and methodologies for future international exchangeof R&D
in three-dimensionalmedia technologies.

An entirely new generationof “3D literate” electronic artists is beginning to emerge.The more wide-spread 3D media
technologiesbecome,the more exposurethe generalpublic will
have to them (Refer to figure 4.). Only throughthe explorationof
the information impact of true spatial imaging, can we, as concerned media researchers
and artists,be able to develop strategies
to developand implementfuture electronic arts technologies.
Conclusion

As 3D media become more pervasive in society, and the
fixed perceptualstereotypesof the general public weaken, the
role of the 3D “information designer” will becomeone of increasing importance as we shift toward the media of the next
decade. Perhaps in the distant future, someone will look back
on the history of the twentieth century and find, like the four-

teenth,that it marked a great transition. We now sit on the cusp
betweenthe old and new media. Maybe it ushersin a period of
a “3D media renaissance”.

0 Hal Thwaites 1995
Director - 3Dmt Centre.
Concordia University,
7141 Sherbrooke St. W.. Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H4B lR6
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THE SURFACE OF A HYSTERICAL BODY AS AN INTERFACE
By Heidi Tikka

/I/

Heidi.TikkaQuiah.fi

n my paperat ISEA94, I suggesteda parallel concept
for the masculine “inter-face”: the feminine “interskin”. The concept of “inter-skin” was intended to challenge
the currentinterfacetechnology.I arguedthat our interfacesare
only capableof producing a masculinesubjectivity by providing accessto information through symbolic operationsthat constitute a Cartesianvisual space.

Could a concept like “inter-skin” provide any real space
for femininity? When challengingthe Cartesianrepresentation
of spaceas the metaphorof knowledge,do we unavoidablyrecourseto the spaceof the physiological body? As long as “inter-skin” is consideredin the Cartesianframework, it cannot
escapethe mind-body duality. It will reproducethe surfaceof
the body that is other to the Cartesianmind. If the face of the
interface representsconsciousmind, does the inter-skin cover
the surfaceof the unconsciousphysiological body? If vision
communicatesdirectly with the mind, is the body underthe skin
a blind body? I believe we needto define a body that is not an
object of Cartesianknowledgeand then makean effort to imagine how that body might see.
In Cartesiantradition the mind and the body are two completely distinct entities. The body does not think, it carries out
the commandsof the thinking mind. The body does not speak
either, the mind speaksthrough the body. However,the history
of psychoanalysisknows severalcasesin which the body has
directly participatedin a discourse.One of theseis the caseof
Elisabethvon R. who sufferedfrom hysterical pain in her legs.
During the analytic sessions“her painful legs beganto ‘join in
the conversation’“. The patient was free from pain when the
sessionstarted,but the pain was arousedwhen she was under
the influence of her memories.Yet, since psychoanalysiswas
not immune to the Cartesianmind-body duality either, as the
FrenchpsychoanalystMonique David-Menardhaspointedout,
we can designatethe discovery of the hysterical body as that
which called the Cartesianduality in question.
Elisabethvon R. experiencedan intolerabledesirethat conflicted her duties as a daughterand a sister,having to nurseher
sick father and refrain from seducingher brother-in-law.This
desire, this forbidden jouissance, reformed her experienceof
her body.With the pain, a body emergedthat could not express
itself in any other way. The pain was the physiological
manifesward”.
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David-Menard calls this emerging body a pleasurebody.
It is the body into which the history of the subject’sjouissance
is inscribed. We don’t have a direct relation to ihe real world,
nor to our bodies. Our bodies only exist for us to the extent we
have been able to symbolize them to ourselves.Our bodies are
the work of language.Hysterical pain suggests,that something
in this symbolization has failed. Somethingin the hysteric’sexperienceof jouissancehas becomeblocked and the blockageis
played out in the body as a hysterical symptom.
The processof symbolization involves, aboveall, the symbolization of sexualdifference. But, to symbolize sexualdifference is io encounterthe forbidden and the possibility of castration. In that encountersomethingin the jouissancebecomesinevitably lost. The hysteric refuses to representand acknowledge the lost jouissance.In this processgenital organsbecome
repressedand hysterogeniczonestake over the role of the privileged zones of jouissance.But the hysteric’s attempt to experience sexualjouissance through a hysterogeniczone is likely to
fail when it tries to exist in the symbolic order.
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phallic regulation of desire. Therefore, if we think of the current technologiesas the instancesof Vorstellung, we might be
tempted to look for the transformative potential of the technology in the realm Darstellung. It is extremely tempting to
think of the ways how vision might be constituted in the hysterical Darstellung.As severalhistoriesof vision have pointed
out, the Cartesianvisual space,even though it is the privileged mode of vision is not and has never been the only one.
Martin Jay contraststhe monocular and unblinking Cartesian
eye with the dynamic and binocular eye of the baroquevision.
Baroque visual experiencehas a strong tactile quality. The
visual spaceis constructedas the space of plenitude and visual pleasure,as a spacefull of things.

The hysterical body avoids representinglost jouissanceby
constantlypresentifyingjouissancethroughhysterogeniczones.
David-Menard arguesthat the hysterical symptomdoesnot take
placein the realm of representation(Vorstellung)but in the realm
of presentification(Darstellung). I personally find her interpretation of the Vorstellung and the Darstellung extremely inspiring. For her, the Vorstellung is the realm of absence.The process of symbolization acknowledgesthe object’s absenceand
representsthis absencein language.Darstellung is the realm of
heightenedpresence.This presenceis sometimesachieved in
dream imageswhich may becomeso intense,that they seemto
pass into the body as if in a hallucination. RepresentationVorstellung enablesus to keep things at a distance by merely
representing them. When things refuse to keep their distance
and crash into the body we enter the realm of Darstellung.This
happenedto Elisabeth von R. when the words “I am not able to
take a single step forward in my life” crashedinto her body in a
painful way.

Undoubtedly it is the binocular technology of the stereographic images,that offers the most perfect apparatusfor the
realizationof the baroquevisual space.As JonathanCrary has
pointed out, the stereographicimage never is but has to be
constantly producedby the spectatorthrough combining two
different images into one view. Since the production of the
stereographicimage dependson the eye’s capacity to change
the angle of convergenceof the optical axes, the most fulfilling stereographicview is provided with the images that with
the fullnessof things force the eyesto the maximum of change
and movement.Rosalind Krauss describesthe watching of a
stereographicsceneas an experienceof insistent space.The
ambient spaceof the spectatoris removed by the viewing instrument and the vision is channeled into the stereographic
space.The eyesthat move acrossthe stereographicspacehave
to changethe angle of convergenceperiodically. In a way the
eyes enact the experienceof spacesimulating and reproducing the movement of the body that might take place in the
exploration of the real space.But, as Crary remarks,the reading of the stereographicimage is an aggregateof changesand
movementsthat produce a collage of suggestionsfor threedimensionality but never a homogeneousvisual field. The
space in the stereographicimage cannot be logically constructed,where the visual cuesare missing; the spacedisintegratesinto nothingness.

If we think of representationin the phallic culture as a processin which the subject’sdesire becomesregulatedin order to
servethe productive and reproductiveneedsof the paternalfamily, we may ask whether there is any passagewayavailable that
could challenge it. Many feminist writers have discussedthe
concept of hysteria as such a passageway.Catherine Clement
asks whether hysteria can function as a transformative force.
For her hysteriapresentsitself as a spectacle,an imaginarystage
on which pleasureand suffering circulate.In her refusalto maintain the integrity of the body assignedto her by the phallic culture, the hystericreturnsto the imaginaryexperienceof her body.
For Lute Irigaray, woman lacks a symbolic systemthat would
enableher to representher sexualidentity. The only spaceavailable for her is that of hysteria. We might think of the hysterical
attack - an instance of Darstellung - as a violent refusal of the

There are several featuresin stereographicimages that
suggestthat they might exist in the realm of Darstellung.The
view never is, but hasto be constantly producedby the movement of the eyes.The stereographicspaceis an enactmentof
an experienceof space.The heterogeneousformation of the
stereographicspacedoes not allow the metonymic and metaphoric construction of that space,It exhibits a hallucinatory
quality that doesnot quite allow us to designatea correct distance between us and the view. The hysterical state of
Darstellung and the stereographicview both challenge our
senseof distance.The question of the correct distance is undoubtedly a central one in the future interface technology.
When suggesting a possible link between David-Menard’s
concept of Darstellung and the baroque order of the stereographic spaceI am not imposing a new definition for the cor-

rectnessof that distance. I am merely demonstratingsome of
the difficulties, that introducing the concept of the body brings
to the discussionon interface.Thesedifficulties, I believe,have
already surfaced as the interface technology has becomemore
and more attachedto the body.
How to engagethe body in that discourse?Since talking
about hysteria is hardly the answer,I would like to concludeby
showing a few slides that documenta project in which I wanted
to carry out the discourseon hysteria simultaneouslyin the imagesof the body representedand the body of the spectator.
‘Ihe title of the show “Sovitus”is a Finnish word that points
to several directions simultaneously.It can be translatedas fitting a dress, as a reconciliation (in a biblical sense)or as an
adaptation.There is a tendency in the translation displayedtowards a narration in which the meaningsof the word “sovitus”
slide towards the materialization of thesemeanings,especially
in the movement from one languageto another.This materialization is carried out even further in the spaceof the body as the
scenesof hysterical hallucinations appear.The spectatorenters
the scenesthrough the eyes of a little dressmakerwoman. The
scenesare presentedas stereographicviews that position the
spectatorto the place of the dressmakerand progressin the order of the translation. The seriesof images is disrupted by another installation, a perversesewing machinethat collapsestwo
repetitive technologies,the mechanicalsewingmachineand the
rotation of a zoetrope into a singular movement in which the
voluntary mutilation of a tongue is carried out.
For me, this project was an effort to producean instanceof
Darstellung and IO hysterize the discourse on hysteria.

Q Heidi Tiia I995
Department of General Studies
University of Art and Design Helsinki UIAH
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INSTRUMENT
DE
SYNTHkSE GRANULAIRE
DANS

MAX/FTS

Par Todor Todorofl
todorQ musique.fpms.ac.be

vant de d&ire le fonctionnementde l’instrument de
synthtse granulaire, nous dCfinirons les objectifs
gdnerauxque nouscrayonsn6cessairesZtla r&lisation d’outils
d’aide a la composition adapt& aux besoins des compositeurs
de musiquetlectroacoustiqueet acousmatique.Nous insisterons
notammentsur l’importance 2iaccorderau fonctionnementen
temps r&l, car les possibilites de commandegestuellequi en
dtcoulent permettentd’envisagerdifferemment la gentration
de morphologiessonores.Nous proposeronsCgalementun certain nombrede methodesqui facilitent la g&ration de families
morphologiques coherentes, en donnant une plus grande
coherence&l’evolution desdifferemsparamttresde I’instrument
de synthese.
Alors que de nombreusestechniquesde synth&e et de
transformation sonore ont atteint un stade de matwit& nous
voulons focaliser notre attention sur le developpement de
methodesde commandeplus intuitives et mieux adapteesaux
besoinsdescompositeursde musiqueacousmatique.Pour cela,
il faut prendreen compte trois facteursclefs: la conceptionde
l’interface graphique,le fonctionnementen tempsreel et l’accbs
gestuelaux valeursdes parambtres.Car la combinaisonde ces
points permetune approchede type instrumentaledes outils de
synthese,de transformationet de projection du son.
1.1 L’interface graphique

H
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La pr&entationdun programmeest primordialeet ddpasse
largementIe simple objectif de la convivialid: elle conditionne
profondementl’usage que le compositeuren fera. L’expGence
montre en effet que l’interface graphiqueet le mode d’acc8s
d’un outil orientent la man&e dont il sera exploit6 et auront
done une influence sur le type de musiquequi seracomposee.
L’interface graphique devrait permettre au compositeur de
visuahserI’ensembledes param&resimportants du processus
en cows d’un seul coup d’oeil, en &itant autantque possiblela
multiplication desmenuset desfen&es qui accapareraientune
partie de son attention et r&iuiraient I’intensid de son 6coute
musicale.Les possibilitts graphiquesde MAX/FE (la version
toumantsur I’ISPW, Ircam Signal ProcessingWorkstation)sont
2 ce jour trap limitees pour atteindre ce but et il nous faudra
cr&r desobjetsgraphiquesplus performantslorsquela nouvelle
versionde MAX/FIS le permettra.Ces objets de visualisation
et de commande graphique seront multidimensionnels. 11s
s’inscriront dans la Iignte de la fen&tre d’interpolation du

SYTER (SYsb?meTEmps R4el du Groupe de RecherchesMusicales,Paris) et de la formalisation rencontrgedansle logiciel
Animal [Lindemann, E & de Cecco, M.].
1.2 Le temps &el

Tout conune l’aspect visuel, le temps que doit attendrele
compositeur entre l’instant oh il modifie sesparatnbtreset celui
oti il peut &outer le r&hat sonore influence son attitude. Un
temps d’attente trop long ralentit le processuscr6atif et freine la
recherche des paramttres optimaux. Le compositeur a alors
tendanceB accepter un r&&at approximatif ou B abandonner
sa recherche,alors qu’un temps de &action court ou immediat
aurait au contraire stimuld sa curiosid. Dans la situation idtale
du temps n?el,le musicien n’h6site plus ?Iessayerde nouvelles
combinaisons de paramttres car il entend immtdiatement le
rksultat musical qui en rkulte.

fait largementappel B la notion de morphologic, c’est a dire de
variation continue des carackistiques des sons,
Cette approche conditionne la musique que ces outils
contribuent B composer car ils conduisent B assembler des
s6quencesde sonsstablesplutbt que d’explorer les innombrables
possibilitCs de transformations tvolutives des sons. Nous
voulons au contraire inciter les compositeurs B travailler les
6volutions morphologiques des sons. Car c’est une des
sp&ificit& importantesde la musique acousmatique.

Si on proposeau compositeurun programmefonctionnant
en temps rkel et une bonne interface gestuelle,tel un boitier de
potentiombtresMIDI qu’il peut manipuler simultanCmentou
encore une interface de type “Data Glove” (nous utilisons le
gant Power Glove de Mattel qui, asso& a l’interface.SensorLab
de STEIM, envoie B l’ordinateur des informations sur la position de la main et la flexion des doigts), on lui ouvre le monde
1.3 L’interface gestuelle et I’approche instrumentale
Historiquement,
les compositeurs de musique des instrumentsvirtuels. Un monde ou il pourra construire son
acousmatiqueont BtBhabitues& manipuler physiquementleurs instrument imaginaire et choisir la man&e dont il d&ire en
instruments:enregistreursB bandemagnbtique,matCrie1de stu- jouer. Un monde qui lui rkvklera de nouvelles possibilite’s
dio dot6 de boutons, de potentiom&es, etc. 11sont acquis une expressives.
pratiquecompositionnellebaste sur l’acc8ssimultanBaux divers
param&tresdes appareils d’enregistrementet de traitement de
L’exptrience acquiseen composantavec des instruments
son. 11ne suff3 done pas de leur offrir un programmepuissant;
analogiques
et numkiques nous a convaincu de l’intbr&t musiil faut Bgalement,sous peine de limiter leur cr6ativit6, penser
l’interface de manibre 2 leur permettre un acc&ssimultan6aux cal qu’il y a ?I corrkler 1’6volution temporelle des diffkents
diffdrents parambtres.Or, si la plupart des logiciels disponibles paramkes des outils de synthkseet de transformation sonore.
font un effort de prCsentation.ils souffrent souventd’un manque I1 semble en effet que I’auditeur per$oive I’existence des lois
d’accbs ais aux valeurs de leurs paramktres.En effet, la solu- qui guidentl’&olution desmatkaux sonores.Cela secomprend
tion souvent adoptte, qui consiste B afficher B I’tcran des lorsque l’on sait que les structuresc&kbrales qui rdgissentnotre
potentiometresvirtuels manipuk 3 l’aide de la souris,ne permet perception auditive se sont presqueessentiellementformCes5
pas de modifier plusieurs paramatressimultan6ment.Ce point I’Ccoutede sonsd’origine naturelle ou mkanique. Or ceux-ci
est cependantd’une importancecapitalecar la musiqueconcr&te presententle plus souvent un haut degr6 de corr6lation entre
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Son utilid pour la
Direction gvitesse de lecturedes Cchantillons gCnCrationd’un
grain individuel
Effet: transoositionfrtouentielle
Fig. 2: Transpositionet modificationdu dhulement temporelh partir du tampon
amplitude,hauteuret timbre. Correlationque I’on peutattribuer
au fait quecesparam&tresne sontque les diversesfacettesd’une
dissipatilon d’energiem&anique sousforme acoustique.C’est
ainsi,par exemple,que JamesBeauchampa pu synthttiseravec
beaucoupde r&&me des sonsde trompetteen exploitantles lois
qui lient amplitudeet richesseharmoniquedansles sonsnaturels.

qui peut soit deciderd’explorer st?pa&mentIes effets phasing,
choruset echo,soit passercontintimentd’un effet ziI’autre.Dans
le casde I’instrumentde synthesegranulaire,on pourra choisir
n’importe quel domainequi ira de la synthtse granulaireii la
generationde structuresrythmiquesen passantpar le brassage
et la fragmentation.

Bien queIes sonsd’origine numtrique ne soientplus tenus
de respecterces rbglesde dissipationd’energie,il nous semble
utile de reduire dans certainscas le domainede variation des
parametresd’un processussonoreen cr.&antartificiellementdes
lois de variationsconjointesqui reduisentle nombrede degres
de liberte du systemeet creent differents sous-domaines qui
correspondentchacun a des familles distinctes de morphologies.Ceslois implicites son&pequespar l’auditeuretcontribuent
a donnerplus de credibilitt aux morphologiesainsi gdnertes.

Instrument de synthkse granulaire
3.1 GCnikalitb

Ce principe de synthbseest bien connu: il consiste a
un grand nombre de courts BvCnements sonores, les
grains, atin de ge’ndrerdes structures sonores complexes.
L’instrument se distinguecependant
par la grandeplagede variation des paramttres (la duree des grains peut varier de 10
millisecondesB plusieurssecondes)et par l’approcheadoptee
pour sacommande.L’accts est immediat:on selectionnele son
sur lequel on desiretravailler et I’on peut sansplus attendrele
Nous pensonsqu’une architecturelogiqueA deux niveaux transformer en manipulant un boitier MIDI de seize
peut aider les compositeurs B genbrer des morphologies potentiombtres qui permettent de modifier en temps reel tous
cohdrentessanslimiter le potentielsonoredes instruments:
Ies parambtresde Ia synthtse: duree, enveloppe,amplitude,
(I) au niveau inferieur, on implante des algorithmesde frequence,durt?edu silenceentre grains consecutifset valeurs
syntheseou de transformationsonorequi permettent de modides facteurs aleatoires. Les echantillons necessaires 3 la
fier Ies param&res de man&e totalement independante,en generationde chaque grain sont pr6IevCs dans un son de IO
s’effor$antd’etendreleur plagede variation au-delhdeslimites secondesstock6 en memoire qui peut &tre parcouruB vitesse
variable ou de maniere aleatoire. On peut gendrer de cette
habituelles.
(2) au niveausup&ieur, on cr6e plusieursinstrumentsqui manierejusqu’8 32 voix de synthtsegranulairepar carte ISPW.
commandentde man&e differentel’algorithme sous-jacent,en Elles sont ensuite repartiesdans un espacestereophonique,
limitant Ies domainesd’excursion de certainesvariableset/au quadriphonique,hexaphonique ou octophonique au choix. Cet
en c&ant des liens entrecertainesd’entre elles. Ceci equivautB algorithme,qui autoriseun contrBlep&is des microstructures
ouvrir plusieursfen&es sur le mondede toutesles possibilitds et une densit de grains importante, pet-met de gCn6rer une grande
sonoresd’un algorithme: chacunepermettantde I’examiner vat-i&t de tramessonoreset de structuresrythmiqueset spatiales
suivant un autre point de we. Chaqueinstrumentaidel’utilisateur suivant les valeurs des paramttres et la nature sonore de
ZIexploreravecplus d’eficacite un sous-domaine
particulierr4gi l’echantillon de depart.
par des Iois sp&ifiques. En bout de chaine,l’auditeur percevra
intuitivementl’existencede ceslois et seratend de croire que le
De plus, l’accts direct B tous les parametres par
son qu’il entendawait pu avoir une originer&Ale.
l’intermediaire d’un clavier et d’un boitier de potentiometres
permetde modelerentempsreel lesevolutionsmorphologiques:
I1 convient bien entendude donneraux compositeursles transposition,rarefaction-densification,regroupement-dispermoyensde modifier aisementles instrumentsdu niveausup&ieur sion, vitessede lecturedu fichier son, etc.
en fonction de leurs gouts et de leurs besoins.11spourrontainsi
choisir librement les limites auxquellesil dbsirent se mesurer.
I1 est Cgalementpossiblede commanderd’un seul geste
Un peu comme I’utilisateur d’une Iigne de retard numtrique, des evolutions complexeset coordonneesdes parametres de
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accumuler

alagedu point de lecture

Fig. 3: Dtkalage du point de lecture des voix successives

manitre B gentrer des morphologies sonores suivant les
principes que nous avons expose plus haut. Nous utilisons
l’interface “Circ” developpr5eB I’IRCAM par GerhardEckel
qui pet-met,a l’aide de la souris, d’interpoler entre plusieurs
configurations de pammetreslocalis& sur la circonference
d’un cercle. Nous etendonstgalement ce concepten nous servant du Data Glove pour parcourir un espaceuidimensionnel,
sous-domaine de l’espace & 16 dimensions de toutes les
combinaisonspossiblesdes parambtres.

qui permet de creer un continuum sonore en associantles voix
a deux, voix principaleset voix comph?mentaires,
en faisant
en sorte que chaquegrain disparaissedans un fondu-enchaTn6
qui coincide avecla naissanced’un autre. Dansce cas,lestemps
d’attaque,de maintien, de rel5chementet de retard de la voix
complr?mentairecorrespondentrespectivement aux temps de
rellchement, de retard, d’attaque et de mai.ntien de la voix
principale.

deux

Les temps de maintien et de retard, ainsi que l’amplitude
Entin, l’acces MIDI autorise l’ecriture et l’edition de de chacun des grains peuvent &re soumis B des variations
l’evolution temporelle de tous les param&resdans n’importe aleatoiresrbglablesen intensite.
quel sequenceurdu commerce, tandis que l’environnement
Remarquonsque nous avons opte pour des variations non
MAX permet la programmation de structuresde commande
lineaires des parametresde temps. de manibre & permettre de
algorithmiques sophistiquees.
couvrir toute la plage de variation utile a l’aide des 128 valeurs
qu’autorisent les contr8leurs continus MIDI. Ceci correspond
3.2 Fonctionnement
Chacune des 32 voix de synthesegranulaire pet-metde bien aux attentesperceptives:le passaged’une dureede 5 ms a
gdntrer unesuccessionde grainsdtterminCspar trois categories 6 ms est signiflcatif, celui de 2000 ms a 200 1 ms ne l’est pas.
de parametres:les parametresd’enveloppe, ceux de transposition et ceux qui permettentde choisir l’tchantillon sonoreti 3.2.2 Les param&tres de transposition
Le son preleve(voir ci-dessous)dansun son prealablement
utiliser pour la generationdesgrains. Des paramttresglobaux
g&rentI’activation, la d&activation et la synchronisationdes stock4en mtmoire vive peut i&e transposedansune gammede
32 voix. D’autres set-ventZIsClectionnerles sons sur lesquels plus ou moins deux octaves,par pas de demi-tonset de cents,3
on desire travailler, h sauverou B rappelerdes configurations l’aide de potentiometresou B I’aide d’un clavier et de la molette
de parambtres,ainsi qtr.5 interpoIer entre un certain nombre de Pitch-Bend.La moitle sup&ieurede la course du potentiometre
corresponda unelecturede l’echantillondansle sensnormal,alors
de ces configurations.
que la moitie inferieurecorresponda la lecture a l’envers.
3.2.1 Les paramhes

d’enveloppe et les deux modes

On pout aussisuperposerun facteur de variation aleatoire
de fonctionnement
11ssont classiques:temps d’attaque, de maintien et de de la transposition.
rel&hement ainsi que retardentre le declenchementdesgrains
successifs.Deux modes de fonctionnementsont disponibles: 3.2.3 Les paramhres de gestion des &hantillons
le mode normal (voir figure 1A), qui permet de gerer 32 voix
Le son utilise pour gCn&er chacun des grains n’est pas
independantes,et un mode fondu-enchain6(voir figure 1B) synthetique; il est prelevC dans un tampon memoire de 10

ii;;,

At At

At

= retardde declenchement

Fig. 4: Retard de dklenchement des voix successives
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secondesoil I’utilisateur a pr&lablement stock6le son sur lequel
il desire travailler. Nous d&rirons ici les paramstres qui
permettentde choisir les fragmentsde sonutilids pour construire
les grains. Tout d’abord on d6finit des points de debut et de fin
afin de dC1imiterla zone utile du son pour, par exemple, isoler
un mot ou une syllabe dansune phrase.Un parami?tred&ermine
ensuite le sens et la vitesse de deplacementdu point B partir
duquel les tchantillons sont lus entre ces limites. La valeur 1
correspondti un dkroulementtemporel identique 2 celui du son
original. Les valeurs sup&ieures Zi 1 provoquent la lecture
accbl&e du son, tandis que les valeurspositives inf&ieures B 1
rdalisent des extensionstemporelles. Il est possible de stopper
compl&tementle ddplacement(gel) ou de choisir des vitesses
extimement faibles (il n’y a pasde limite inf&ieure), de manitre
a rdaliser des extensionstemporellestri%impressionnantes.Les
valeurs nCgatives correspondent h une lecture du son “3
l’envers”. Remarquons que ce sens et cette vitesse de
ddplacement sont distincts des paramttres similaires qui
rCgissentla transposition (voir figure 2). 11est ainsi possible,
dans le domaine temporel. de modifier indtpendamment la
frequence d’un son et son diroulement temporel. La qualit
sonore la plus naturelle est obtenue dans le mode fonduenchain& Mais les param&res d’enveloppe, indbpendantsdes
facteursde transpositionfn?quentieIIeet de distorsiontemporelle,
peuventmodifier profondkmentle timbre: desgrains~5s courts,
sans variation alCatoirede duree, permettent par exemple de
crBerdes effets similaires 3 la modulation en anneau.

grains de chacune des voix. Les grains resteront cependant
parfaitementsynchronisCspour autantque les facteurs de variation aICatoiredes temps de maintien et de retard soient nuls.
II sufft done de dtclencher les voix g des moments pr&zis
pour cr6er desstructuresrythmiques stables.Et il suffit de jouer
sur les facteursaltatoires p&it&s pour d6synchroniserles voix
plus ou moins progressivement.
Un ensemblede boires de messageMAX, numtrotdes de
0 a 32, permettentd’activer et de dtsactiver les diffdrentes voix
individuellement ou globalement a l’aide de la souris. On peut
Cgalementutiliser les touchesd’un clavier de commandeMIDI
ou les boutonsd’un boitier MIDI programmable.Et il est a tout
momentpossiblede resynchroniserles g-rainssansinterrompre
la synth&se.Une variable r&gle le retard entre l’activation des
voix successivesde man&e a cr6er des structuresrythmiques
(voir figure 4). Selon I’assignation des voix de synthbseaux
sorties audio, diverses structuresspatiales se superposentaux
structuresrythmiques.
4 CONCLUSIONS

Cet instrumentdepasseles limites habituellesde la synthbse
granulaire. II couvre un vaste champ op&atoire qui inclut le
brassage, la fragmentation et la gtnCration de structures
rythmiqueset spatialescomplexes.Son acds gestuelet sa facilitk
d’utilisation le mettent & la portte d’un plus grand nombre de
compositeurs.

Un autre parami?trepermet d’associer 1 chaque voix de
C’est une premibre&ape dans la r6alisation d’une gamme
synthbseun de’calagecroissantdu point de lecture dansle tampon m6moire (voir figure 3). On obtient ainsi deseffets de phas- d’instrumentsqui offriront la possibilit6 de contreler differentes
ing (filtrage en peigne), de chorus ou d’kcho en fonction de techniquesde transformation sonore de mani& plus intuitive
l’importance du d&alage. L’effet cro?ten intensitt5au fur et & et plus naturelle.Nous pensonsque cette approchefavoriserala
mesureque l’on introduit des voix de synthsseSupplCmentaires, gCnCration de morphologies sonores plus variCes et plus
un peu comme lorsque l’on augmentele feedback d’une ligne expressivesqui enrichiront la palette sonoredes compositeurs.
de retard mais sansrisque d’accrochage.
Enfin, un param&redosel’intensit&de la variationaleatoire
du point de lecture. Les petites valeurs permettentde g6n6rer
des effets de chorus riches et naturels sansdevoir recourir B la
transposition.En augmentantla valeurde ce param&reon obtient
un effet de brassage aleatoire dans une zone du tampon de
mCmoire qui peut Ctre &endue ii I’ensemble des 10 secondes
disponibles.Une am&oration future consisteraB&-ire un module exteme qui simulera un tampon memoire circulaire et
perrnettrade traiter des sons directs.
3.2.4 Synchronisation des voix de synthke et crhtion de
structures rythmiques

Comme nousl’avons indiqut?plus haut,les voix de synthbse
sont B priori totalement indkpendantes.Lorsqu’une voix doit
gdnbrerun nouveau grain, elle consulte les variables centrales
oti elle trouvera les demibresvaleurs desparametres,modifiees
en permanencepar les mouvementsdespotentiombtres.Il n’y a
done pas de processuscentral qui g&e le declenchementdes
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DEGREES OF FREEDOM
By Laura Tdppi
latrippiQaol.com
his paperis a cumulativepiece, charting the transition
from my work as curator at The New Museum, New
York, over the pasteight years,to my current project, which is
to develop an infrastructurefor exhibition practice that operates outside and betweenexisting institutions. Reflecting on
recenttransformationsin art and exhibition practice, 1 want to
bring into focus art’s participation in a widespreadcultural shift
toward open,networked,participatory systems.The infrastructure I envision utilizes networking technologiesas part of a curatorial strategythat engageswith this environment.
When I startedat The New Museum in the mid eighties,
thematic exhibitions were a genreon the rise. Such high concept exhibitions as DamagedGoods,organizedby Brian Wallis
for the museumin 1986,were not just shows, but thematic investigations,emphasizingart’s close associationswith a wider
sphereof cultural effects. DamagedGoodshelpedto announce
the adventof “commodity art,” but also sought to illuminate a
more pervasivetrend, the “damaged”or precariousstatus of
objectsin an era of simulation. It situatedart within a mediated
landscapeof consumerculture moving into hyperdrive.
At the sametime, activist art practice was engagingthe
idea of a social aesthetic.The installation, Let the recordshow.
* -, organizedat The New Museum in 1987by curator William
Olander, is an example. Olander offered the museum’slarge
shop window on Lower Broadway to the AIDS activist group,
ACT UP, both as a platform for their sophisticatedagit-prop
and in recognitionof ACT UP’s contribution to the visual culture of our time. The installation resultedin the formation of
the smaller collective Gran Fury, which went on to use the infrastructureof the art world - administrative and interpretive
as well as financial - to gain accessto venuesotherwisebeyond their reach: subway and bus poster projects, billboards,
and the mediacoveragethat their work eventually earned. The
conceptof the curator as a cultural producer,rather than an arbiter of taste, helped carry curatorial practice further into the
realm of public culture.
During the late eighties,the art market’s bubble economy
swelled, affecting both art works and exhibitions. Increasingly
works were passinginto and through private and corporatecollections. Even major museumswere selling art from permanent collections to finance new acquisitions,as prices spiraled
upward and governmentsupport for the arts continued to diminish. Collecting art becamequite literally a futures market,
with works continually moving from collection to collection.
Circulation seemedto be supersedingstatic accumulation as
the primary condition of art.
As we moved into the nineties, the art market crashed;
public and private sponsorshipof the arts fell and continued
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falling to further lows. Mobility, fluidity, and reconfigurability
nonethelesscontinued coming to the fore in art works and exhibitions and in other institutional practices. Temporary exhibitions grew to dominate most museums’programming and permanent collections were sent into circulation.

With the rapid expansionof accessto the Internet and especially, more recently,to the World Wide Web, art institutions
are awakening to the insistent snooze alarm of cyberspace.
Leaping into the fray with home pages or other intemet sites
envisioned as elaboratedorgans of public relations or education, they have generally given little thought to the wide rangCuriously, strategiesthat had beenenlisted underthe ban- ing programmingimplicationsposedby new technologies.Siminer of postmodernity joined with the market in dispersing art larly, efforts to broaden audiencesand to engage viewpoints
from its “permanent”embracewithin the confines of museum and materials outside the field tend toward an assimilationist
and private collections. Artists and curators increasingly de- model, leaving basic programming structuresuntouched.
flected art out of the traditionally pristine precincts of museum
and gallery display, to traffic in spacesfreighted with the everyIn art as in other fields, processcontinuesto displace prodday. Performative works and artists’projects used the infra- uct, ceding center stageto the design of open systemsthat instructureof the presentinginstitution as a kind of material com- vite changealong with participation on the part of users.Correponent of the piece, and engagedthe viewer in the processpro- spondingto this landscapeof linked sites and dynamic systems,
ducing the work. Exhibitions and artists’projects reflecting on I envision a distributional approachto exhibitions, one that I’m
collecting practicesformed an ever widening stream. All these pursuing through a project called Drawing ON Air. In this netdevelopmentsin art and exhibition practice seemedto index a worked curatorialmodel, the Internet will serveto map projects,
broad basedprocessof cultural restructuringaround accumula- work, and practiceswidely distributed acrossspaceand time as
tion, with collections being recast as controlled systemsof cir- acrossdisciplines, media, and type of site. Thematic webs will
culation.
be ongoing,encouragingexchangesbetweenonline and offline
sites and allowing for the continuing development of a given
At The New Museum, an emphasison curatorial and insti- theme. Structure and process- design in the broad sensetutional innovation createdan environmentthat dovetailedwith will be treatedas equal in interest and importance to the content
these self reflexive trends in the field. I came to considertem- of the thematic web.
porary exhibitions as a distinct - and distinctly circulatory type of collection. Like an archive, and not like a display case,
Rather than establish the structure and operating mechathematicexhibitions in particular tend to emphasizethe viewer’s nisms of such an infrastructurein the abstract,we’re seekingto
navigation through the spaceof display. The growing promi- evolve it through a seriesof pilot projects. For the “adaptive”
nence of theme shows on the exhibition circuit, and of works aspectsof the infrastructure,we’re looking to developmentsin
dispersedfrom traditional venues and modes of display, rein- artificial life and complexity science,among others, for models
force the senseof steering through a variegated landscapethat map the dynamicsof systemsin a constant stateof change.
one whose elements are constantly in rotation. With this, Improvisational methodsin music and collectivist strategiesin
recombinability and reconfigurability havebecomestriking fea- art practice, and anarchic social models, will be important
tures of the field.
sourcesin considering collective forms of production. From
the field of businessmanagement,we’re importing and experiIncreasingly,thematic exhibitions echo the ways in which menting with strategic,scenariobasedplanning, and with conspaceand information are organizedin electronicenvironments, cepts such as “re engineering”and “learning organizations”pressingtoward a sort of hypertextualdesign. Individual works change oriented, networked, and arguably participatory apimplicitly invoke entire bodies of work, as well as a more or proachesto infiastructural design that the corporate world has
lessopen endedarchive of related writings, ideas,artifacts, and beendeveloping for some time.
locales. This indexical dimension highlights links within the
field of art but also connects art directly to developmentsin
The trend toward flexible, participatory structures- in
other disciplines and cultural domains. With the growing em- art works and exhibitions, in businessmanagement,in the inphasison ambient, navigational aspectsof aestheticexperience, formation/entertainmentindustry, among others - are often
on recombinability and participatory forms, art beginsto over- characterizedin terms of greaterindividual freedom. But they
ride the display paradigmthat is so much a part of modem spec- can also be understoodas marking an exponential increaseof
tacle society and so allied with the idea and history of the mu- efficiency within a consumeristculture. As currently contigseum.
ured, “interactivity” means,primarily, greasing the wheels of
consumption,while “participatory management*’
functions as a
As exhibitions broach the condition of hypertext, the lim- mechanismfor retooling the work force, including ourselves,
its of the theme show as an exhibition genre anchoredin a cir- eking out greater yields of product and profit through the encumscribed site seem to have been reached. Yet despite these croachmentof professionalconcernson what was once the space
shifts within and outside the field, curatorial practice has re- and time of private life.
mained wed to a model derived from the museum- the centralized display of a collection of objects supplementedby exCan the freedomsand constraintsthat characterizedigital
planatory texts. Meanwhile art projectson the Internet andCD- technologiesbe used toward other ends?
ROMs often ignore their grounding in offline networks of display, circulation, and exchange.
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Western art theory and practice has often been informed
by considerationsof the reader/viewer’srole in “producing”the
work. It may be useful, in taking up technology as an aesthetic
medium, to refer back to this heritage as a point of reference.
For example, the Russian Formalists considered“literariness”
to reside in those elementswithin a text that resist consumption
as information, calling attention to the materiality of language.
With this, readersrelinquish their role as mere consumersand
enter into dialogue with the text, becomingco-producersof the
work through the act of interpretation.
In our engagementwith technology,the interface figures
as a barrier to no holds barred“interactivity,” and so, implicitly,
to the freedom that it connotes. But the idea that art resides,in
part, in the resistanceof materials puts interesting spin on the
situation. Instead of seeking greatertransparencyof the interface, so that it yields more and more easily to the desireto consume, artists and curators might consider orienting their work
toward investigating the interface itself as a material resistant
to our will.
Just as the infotainment industry defines interactivity narrowly, structuring participation in the system as a speciesof
consumption, the interface is pictured as the softwareenvironment where mouse and option meet. By concentratingin part
on the design of a “post institutional” infrastructurefor exhibition practice, Drawing ON Air starts insteadfrom an extended
definition of the interface: those zoneswhere patternsof social
and economic activity, paradigms in science and technology,
and subjective structures of thought and experienceintersect,
engaging with one another in complex, mutually determining
ways. Art has a particularly decisive role to play here,holding
open the possibility that “interaction” meansparticipating substantively in the production of culture, including not just products but also the processes,that is, in the very modesof its production. The curatorial form of the theme show opensout into
an adaptive archive, an evolving system for linking works of
diversemedia, modes,and materialities. Connectingmore than
collecting, curatorswill track and fosteraestheticpracticesalong
divergentmigratory paths,as art and global capitaltogetherhack
the logic of flexible accumulation.

Q Laura Trippi 1995.
October 29
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EUKARYOTIC

VIRTUAL
REALITY
THE EMERGENT
OF ARTIFICIAL

ART
LIFE

By Jefley Ventreliu
ventrell Qstudio.sgi.com

n this paper I discuss an approachto the science of
artificial life, from the viewpoint of an artist usingtechniquesfrom this field to createimages,animations,and interactive microworlds, via computerprogramming.As a point of departure,I considercurtent popular forms of virtual reality-in
which the human subject is immersedin a simulated three-dimensional space,usually representedvisually via established
computergraphicrenderingtechniques.Thesespaceshave been
describedas “lonely”, becausethey often lack the element of
life we encountercontinuously in real reality.
I would like take a more ecosystemsapproachto inventing a virtual reality, where experienceis characterizedby interactions with adapting artificial life forms, rather than an approach where experiehceis characterizedby moving through
perspectivespaceas a virtual eye-self. The information-dynamism of artificial life does not always dependon renderingof
visual surfacesin 3D spaces,and insteademphasizesthe inner
process,growth, adaptations,andinteractionsof variousautonomous agents,possibly including a humanparticipant. It emphasizesbehavior.
Artificial life has been primarily a scientific discipline,
‘aimedat complementingtraditional biology (largely an analytic
science- the study of carbon-basedearth-life), with synthesisa form of theoretical biology. Artificial life researchabstracts
the functions of life away from one particular physical manifestationand attemptsto understandit in terms of information
dynamics.Fo‘rthis reason,many artificial life artifacts take the
form of computerprogramswhich exhibit emergentproperties
reminiscentof life.

w
H
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Some artists and computer graphicsresearchershave begun to adoptartificial life principIesand techniquesin develop
ing visual works and mechanicalautomata.When artificial life
is viewed as a new experimentalartform, a different set of issuesmay arise, issuesconcernedwith representation,cultural
implications, questionsof authorship,and the creative process.
In this paper,I trace the discoveriesin my personaljourney as
an artist inspired by biology, who becamea self-taught computer programmer.I also cite a few key thinkers and makers
who are starting to bring artificial life into the realm of a visual
and cultural study.

tual sex, or whereone can play multi-player videogameswith a
Euclidean Reality
A kind of giddiness,perhapsexperiencedby Renaissance combinationof real friends and artificially intelligent cartoon
folks, whenthey figuredout theperspecrivetrick, is backagainbut it is cast in a new light: immersive 3D computergraphics.
These new representationsof reality take the method of perspectiveinto a new realm-projective geometryis encodedas
a real-time animation algorithm.And now people can go info
thesevirtual placesandlook at what lies behindthe pictureplane
that isn’t there. It is the newer virtual reality of illusionistic
space-and it is tied ultimately to the single viewpoint of the
self.
But for me, a more intriguing virtual reality that is emerging in our culture is not about 3-space,computing vanishing
points, or being Euclidean.Artificial life rendersthe complexity of dynamical systems-chaotic realities,where boundaries
areblurred,andviewpointmay be fragmentedor many,or moot.
Here, metaphorscome from biology and the study of nature,in
which myriad living agents are intertwined in an ecological
whole which is larger than the sum of its parts.

characters-is the most interestingvirtual reality to me.
Behavior

HereI wish to recognizea virtual reality which is not characterizedby sleek,surrealpolygonalspaces,suchas we’ve seen
popularizedin the media.It is a virtual reality characterizedby
Zivingness,
which can inhabitmany kinds of visual forms, sometimes not visually recognizedas familiar objectswe’ve seenin
the world-perhaps not having any attributeswhich would allow it to be renderedin any classicalcomputergraphicalsense.
But it may exhibit behaviorsto an oddly familiar tune,like something we’ve experiencedat somepoint in our lives as earthlings
amongother earthlings.Takethe celhtlar automatonknown as
“Life”6. It intrigues,mesmerizes,and inspires the creation of
entireperiodicalsandbooks,though it consistsmerely of a rigid
squaregrid of black and white squaresblinking on and off, according to a few basic rules.Why such massinterest in such a
simple visual world? It hasto do with behavior.More recently,
at a workshopon artificial life at MlT, clunky assemblagesof
blocks and simple stick figures moving about in sparsely-rendered 3D spaceshave gained attention-why? They demonstrateevolution as a way for a population of thesesparseobjects to learn to walk or swim7. It’s in the behavior.

Virtual reality doesn’thave to be a lonely place.Many of
us who are building computer-based
media havean agenda:to
invent and thenpopulatevirtual realitieswith interacting,adap
tive, quasi-intelligententities. The human participant can become one memberof an ecological system,not merely a lone
wanderingself in a spaceof Euclideanobjects.Red reality is, DESIGNING EMERGENCE
in fact, very much about living among-communicating with, Another Kind of Paintbrush
eating, and (for some),being eatenby-other living things.
I am interestedin painting expressionsof reality with another brushthan the kind offered in commercial3D modeling,
Eukaryotic Reality
animation,and renderingpackages.I am interestedin composLynn Margulis theorizesthat certain bacteriaof the early ing computerprogramswhich in turn generatedynamical sysearthevolved such a tight symbiosisthat they mergedas meta- tems with many interactingparts,buzzing Iike life, and not beorganisms,compositeindividuals-the eukaryotesl.This is one ing constrainedto any particulardimensionality.Ten yearsago
of many critical shifts in biological evolution, where I made a strong separationfrom the arts of rendering optical
“individualness”blurs.And the cells which physicallycomprise reality.I discoveredan entirelynew visible languagetool-availyou the individual happento be eukaryoticcells. What of meta- able in it’s most basic form only to computerprogrammers:rehumansystems?Cities, nations,languages,andthe roboticcivi- cursion: self-consuming,self-feeding loops which can generlizations expoundedby Hans Moravec*. Chris Langton sug- atenon-Euclideanspaces,chaoticattractors,growingbiomorphs,
geststhat human culture should be studiedwith the samelens and self-replicatingcellular configurations.Theseever-changas that which we useto study nature3.They’re both partsof one ing visual forms spoketo me of somethingin the world that is
emergent phenomenon-life.
deeperthan what lies on the optical surface.(where classical
computergraphicssystemstexturemappolygons and raytrace
Then there’s the intemet: this massive,decentralizedor- shadows).
ganism evolves around us, like a cortex-we are immersed
within it. This net is not a visual spacethat we occupy,as BiIl
In the view of someartists,the computeris best exploited
Mitchell reminds us in City ofBirs4. It is cyberspace.And it’s not a glorified crayon,nor evenas an enhanced,magicalcanvas
an experienceabout many interacting entities-a plurality of to be paintedover with intelligent images.It is a processmacontributors to the swarm. As a network, it has its own emer- chine.It is aboutprocess- more like a musical instrumentthan
gent properties,like living phenomena.Kevin Kelley calls this a paint brush.And behavingmore like a mind, a living system,
a “vivisystemy’5.And this vivisystem includesboth the human than like a cameraor an airbrush.
and the post-human.In my lifetime I may engagein conversational email with an Al program or have screensaverfish as Genetic Tweak Animations
petsthat do my spellchecking.This multifacetedworld-where
Yearsago, as I was developinghand-drawnanimations,a
one can practice gender-bendingfor a new experiencein vir- friend suggestedthat I shouldget to know his Amiga computer
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and check out a program that lets you draw simple fractals in
BASIC. Being computer phobic, I was defiant at first, and preferred to keep drawing animation cells by hand. But in the span
of a few hours I became fascinated with this new way of describing an image, and a transformationof that image.With this
program (which looked like alphabetsoup to me), I could (very
clumsily) edit the first in a string of four numbers in the midst
of the soup to be slightly different than before, run the program,
take a frame of the computer screenwith my movie camera,
and repeat the processover and over again.The changesin the
imagesimplied that the developedfilm would reveal a complex
organism which gracefully writhed in harmonic motion, like
some underwater sea creature.As I began to contract the flu
late into the night, and as my thumb began to form a blister
from repeatedly clicking the camera,I began to recognizethe
significance of the forms and motions that were unfolding in
the as yet undevelopedfilm: simple, linear changesin one small
number in the series beget a cascadeof complex hierarchical
movementsin the form, due to the recursivenatureof the fiactal.
The code was terse and the transformationwas simpleminded,
but the generatedform was chaotic, complex and surprisingly
organic.
Tree Epiphany
Soon, I figured out how to createtree shapesusing recursive algorithms. My excitementwas like that reportedby Richard Dawkins when he first brought his biomorphs to life for his
Blind Wurchmaker software8. I began to appreciatethe vastnessof the family tree of trees (a ‘genetic space”), and had to
take a walk in the night air. I began to watch the bare tree
branches(it was winter) as they glided past my vision while I
walked down the street. I saw the trees in a new way. I saw
them growing-I saw them as grown things. This led to a trend
of looking at all things as grown from generativeforces- interacting with other things as they take shape.It was a new eye on
things asproceduralthings, not designedor created,but evolved
through a dynamism.
“Procedural modeling” was a refreshing new approachto
many in the computergraphicsworld who were growing tired
of chrome spheresand texturemappedteapots,and worlds constructed with building blocks. Some computer art purists have
suggestedthat the computer, being a dynamic information processing machine, is best at modeling dynamic phenomena:
growth, thought, evolution, language,rather than building upon
past imaging technologies and artforms. Artist Ed Zajec sees
processingtechniquessuch as recursion as a way of expressing
with as much potential as the technique of perspectivehad in
the Renaissanceg.Recursion is a motor which aids in the emergence of form, its generation,its developmentthrough time. It
also appealsto the musically-inclined.
Composing Seeds
Recursion means you can artfully composea seed(a few
numbers,an equation, a geometrical transformation,a musical
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motif, etc.)and an environmentwithin which that seedwill grow,
and then let it grow, The grown result can then be evaluated
aestheticallyand then the seedcan be re-designed,in an attempt
to createmore interesting or expressivegrown forms and motions. It’s usually difficult to relate the changein the seed with
the changein the grown thing, becausethe “embryology’‘-the
expressionfrom genotypeto phenorype, may be complex and
unpredictablelo. But after a while of doing this, one can acquire a skill at predicting the results of making such changesto
the seed.My explorationsin this activity led to an obvious ap
preach to crafting families of images and animations: to use
generic algorithms (the techniqueof modeling the dynamics of
Darwinian evolution in software). Genetic algorithms are optimizing schemeswhich use the genetic operators of reproduction, mating, mutating, and dying, to evolve a population of
genotypes (the parameterswhich determine the characteristics
of a family of images,for instance),to improve what the genotypes represent:the phenotypes (the images themselves).
The geneticalgorithm becamea tool to help me breedthese
imagesand motions, where my aestheticevaluations becamea
“survival of the fittest’*.This kind of techniqueis similar to what
Karl Sims had developed,using genetic programming (expressionsin the LISPlanguagewhich can mateand mutate)for image
breedingand animation scripting. It suggestsa possibly whole
new kind of artmaking process,which Sims called, “interactive
evolution”l l.
Evolving Animals
I had also used genetic algorithms in an experiment for
evolving populations of simple, articulated stick figures rendered in a virtual 3D world with gravity, friction, and momenturnI*. Thesewere presentedat the latestArtificial Life gathering at MIT. Variety in these populations was determined by a
genotype(a set of genescontrolling parametersfor anatomies
and motions among the body parts). These very simple shapes
evolved seemingly purposeful, and often amusing motions, as
the population evolved, driven by fitness pressuresfor locorn+
tion. They grew better proportioned extremities and rhythmic
gaits-and many unexpectedsolutions to the general task of
locomotion.
Another set of creaturesI had developedexisted in a virtual underwaterworld. Their evolutionary fitnesspressureswere
for covering more distancesin water, in any way they happened
to chanceupon. In thesepopulations,starting from random primordial beginnings,later generationsproducedlonger limbs and
wider, more coordinatedstrokes.
At the MIT conference,Karl Sims presenteda family of
3D land and underseacreaturescomposedof blocks, whose behaviorsand anatomieshadevolved purposefulbehaviorthrough
competitive situations, using the genetic programming technique13.These objects incorporateda physically-basedmodel
and embryological processdetermining morphology and mo-

tion in individuals of the population. Snapshotsof theseblock
assemblagesreveal little information, but as soon as they are
animated, one can see an obvious lifelike senseof purposein
their motions. This is the outcome of a long line of generations
in which the population had adaptedto the Darwinian pressures
set up by Sims in his simulations.
These kinds of computer animatedcharactersare not designed in the strict sense.They are evolved.Which is not to say
there is no Art in their creations.The programmerhasunlimited
choice in how to representthe schemefor which genesare expressedas body and motion. The programmeralso has unlimited choice in how to set up the environment, which kind of
physics within which to imbed the creatures,and what the evolutionary pressureswill be for survival. In terms of expressivity
and narrative potential, this techniqueis a far cry from classical
characteranimation, in which the artist has very much control
of the subtle nuancesof movement in a character.But it suggestssomenew techniquesfor making virtual charactersdo some
remarkablethings without telling them exactly how, and letting
their personalities and “body language”evoIve, through Darwinian encouragement.It is an art of crafting evolutionary dynamics, of setting up the degreesof freedom for motion and
parametersfor anatomical variation, and of crafting genotypes
and their expressionsinto phenotypes.My efforts in bringing
some of the expressivity and humor of classical animation to
this new techniquesresulted in an interactive artifact which I
call “Disney Meets Darwin”14.
Grown Art
The American school of Action Painting signifies an art of
acr, process and emergence. The painter would engagein an
energized gestural dialogue with the canvas.Each stroke (or
dribble) the painter made spoke back-dictated what the next
stroke should be. The continual iteration of the painter’s evolving vision, as it interactedwith paint and canvas,brought forth
a grown form - an expressionof a process,somethingemergent.
This may be said also of painterswho use an “automatist”ap
preach,and someabstractsurrealiststyles,in which, as the artist
assumesan alteredstate of mind, the forms semi-automatically
emergefrom the canvas.Thesestyles of painting emphasizethe
organic,and they often bring forth biomorphicforms. Why?

The use of evolutionary computation techniques,such as
genetic algorithms, suggestsnew approachesto a familiar notion: art is process.Art and designcreationsevolve in the maker’s
mind as well as in the work itself (and they also build upon the
evolved visual language which is its cultural context). In the
evolution of a creativework, visions, ideasand methodsemerge
in the maker,prior to, and simultaneouswith the act of crafting
them. They change,mutate, some die off, many live on, reproduce, and merge with others. The act of creating is partly an
evolutionary act-a bit of bottom-up emergenceand serendipity with a bit of top-down &sign and planning. The evolutionary mind is like a microcosmof nature.Richard Dawkins’term,
“memes”denotesthe ideological equivalent to biological genes
in nature16.A powerful meme(highlyflf in the Darwinian sense)
can spreadlike wildfire from mind to mind, reproducing and
combining with other powerful memes.Even within one individual, a mind ful1 of memes,and the context within which the
individual is situated, can serve as the ecosystemin which a
creative work is born. Thus, I believe that specializedgenetic
algorithms designedto aid in the creative act (“memetic algorithms”) could be designedand would become useful tools as
apprenticesto someartists and designers.
ARTIFICIAL

LIFE MEDIA

The scienceof artificial life hasbegunto trickle down from
the ivory towers in Santa Fe and eIsewhere,and into popular
print media, animation studios, computer game factories, and
art galleries. And the notion of using computational evolution
and autonomousagentsin our technologies is becoming more
commonplace.Top-down Design and bottom-up Evolution may
merge in our technological future. The Made and the Born, as
Kevin Kelley suggests,will merge into hybrid forms.
Computer Games That Play You
The experimentalinterfaceagentsdesignedby PattieMaes
and other researchersat the Media Lab can evolve to learn about
a user’s interestsand adapt to his/her style of doing work, like
sorting out email messages,for instance.Likewise, the characters and other behavioral objects in a computer game can adapt
to a player’s skill level and style of playing, as the game is being played, or over the span of many games.

In computer games,behavioral entities-moving sprites,
warships,racecars,pong balls, cartooncharacters-which were
Harold Cohen’s lifelong, continually evolving computer alreadydesignedto live in a microworld-can be madeto adapt
program “Aaron”, was conceived originally as a means for
to their worlds, through someautomatic optimization schemes,
Cohen to encode his drawing methodology, to represent it like quick geneticalgorithms or fast-adaptingneural nets.They
algorithmically in the form of an artificial intelligence work or can becomesuccessfulin their niche, able to deal with gravitaart. Aaron tirelessly generatesunique, one-of-a-kind artworks, tion or any other particular attributes of the world within the
all of which bear the unmistakablesignatureof Aaron’s master game, and to respondto the actions of humans and other enti(Cohen himself)“. Cohen has made a whole years-long art ties in predictable,interesting,or entertaining ways. Here is an
project of representingthe process of his artmaking. Which is arena in which artilicial life techniquescan, and already have
the real art of Harold Cohen, his brainchild Aaron, or the thoubegun, to be used. For instance, Craig Reynolds (inventor of
sands of works that Aaron has generated,and will continue to
the flocking and schooling “boids”, and other autonomousentigeneratewhen Cohen is no longer alive?
ties), is currently applying his techniquestowards an entertainProcess
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ment media authoring system, which will aid in the designof

computergamesl’.
Post-human Ecosystems

Perhapsthe newest and most fascinating arenafor the
propagationof artificial life is the intemet. In a virtual chat, I
may be engagedin a text-conversationwith anotherperson,
whosephysicalcoordinates are unknown,and unimportant (“the
net negatesgeometry”- MitcheW), andevenwhosegender (in
real life) is unknown, and whose“posed”identity may be artificial. “Robots”, programmedto poseas humans,populatesome
text-basedvirtual realities,too.
Primordial soups, like Tom Ray’s “‘JIierra”lg, may begin
to penetratefertile pockets in the net, and work overnight in
computerson the sleepingside of Earth, while the other side
works in the daylight. These soups will be designed to evolve
softwarefunctions which could neverbe designedby humans,
to do complex tasks.Perhapsanti-viral systemswill haveto be
bred in this way. Perhapsthe neuromuscularsystemsfor the
dinosaurs in Jurassic Park sequels will be evolved in this way.

Imagine breedingimagesor animationsor populationsof
virtual charactersin the dark comers of computermemory at
night, letting them interactand grow morecomplexasyou sleep.
As far as the future of evolutionary art and artificial life over
the net is concerned,the possibilitiesseemquite Iarge,and the
“‘medium”is very new and formless.
CONCLUSIONS
These are ‘my thoughts and musings on artificial life, and
what it signifies in terms of a new visual language and cultural

phenomenon.The art of artificial life, it seemsto me, is inherently computational,dynamic,andemergent.And it is alsoresonant with such trends as: the institutionalizedobsessionwith
genomes;the mutability of life; cyborgs; Michael Jacksonian
morphing; and the view of humanity as intimately entwinedin
the web of Earth’s ecosystem.The tools of artificial life are not
so good for renderingthe domain of ‘%Ian’*,nor the projected
spacesof a humanview on a humanworld, as Renaissance
Perspectivewas. The art of artificial life rendersthe dynamicsand
emergenceof earth-life,from which humanityemerged-as well
as many other possible (and impossible)forms of life. And in
addition to this emergentmethod of renderingreality, artificial
life is also becoming a reality in itself, as the post-human cortex
envelops the earth.

Q JeffreyVentrella,September. 1995
Rocket Science Games, Inc.
139 Townsend St.

SanFrancisco,CA 94107,USA
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he Multimedia

Thing

1T/
Multimedia: nobody is quite sure what it is, or why it
is so sexy,but everybodywants to get a piece of it. The Australian government’sCreative Nation cultural policy statement
promisedto pump over $60 million into it. About 150,OOOAustraliansalreadyown computersequippedto run the stuff. Educators,film makers,artists and con-artistsare rushing to make
interactivemultimedia titles.
Yet nobody really knows what it is that the public is sup
posedto want out of it. To be educated?Why not read a book.
To be entertained?Why not watch TV. To be engaged‘interactively’? Well, why not go down to the local bar, coffee shop or
laundromatand chat somebodyup?
When the Australian Film Commission held a conference
in Melbourneon ‘multimediaand interactivity’, over 500 people
turnedup. Everybodywantsthe phantommultimedia userswho
are supposedto be populating this new market to want something from it, but what?
The arrival of a new medium provides the opportunity to
think againabout what it is the userof the medium wants.How
is the desireof the film goer or the interactive user engagedby
the form? It also providesthe opportunity to think again about
what the resourcesare that are buried in the great traditions
from which contemporarymedia draw.
Let’s take the secondissue first. It is usually the job of a
critic to rank works within their genres,and to rank genrestoo
in orderof significance.It is also the traditional businessof the
critic to define what it is that constitutesa good novel, for example,or a classic movie.
Now, all that is fine if one presumeseither that the ‘platforms’upon which culture - and critics - stand is stable,or
ought to be stable.But if it isn’t stable,and one has no interest
in it being so, then the job of the critic looks quite different.

H

So ratherthan try to nail down what a novel is, and why it
is in somesensebetter than the lyrics to pop songs,its time to
reversethe critical engineand producesomethingquite different. This is a cue for something like cultural studies, with its
open mindedapproachto issuesof how culture works and who
benefitsfrom it. But the cultural studiesmob, with a few excep305

tions, stick to the margins of presentand past cultures.Regardlessof what the newspapercolumnistssay about it, it really is a
pretty traditionaloutgrowthof scholarlyknowledgeaboutculture.
Perhapsthe instability in media forms at the momentcalls
for a more radical approach still. Rather than all those hierarchies of culture, all those ideal forms of how things should be
that we hold in our minds unconsciously,lets think about culture as a bubbling goo of cultural forms, high, low, popular,
marginal, commercial, subsidised,everyday,ritualised.
Every time a new technology comes along, the creative
and commercial people alike will dredgethrough that goo looking for forms that might suit the new media vector. Those who
can do this with the least preconceptionwill most usually come
up with the weirdest and the most original new forms. This is
why I think the novelists and the theatrepeople were not very
successfulin Hollywood when the talkies came in. They were
too snooty. The journalists, who practiced a low and despised
craft to begin with, had nothing to lose and dove straight in.
At present,we are confronted with the opportunity of writing for, and teaching about, a new medium, and with a vast
array of genres,gamesand storiesthat might be the raw goo out
of which we make interesting multimedia.
So far, the exploitation of traditional game and story formats has concentratedon examplesof games and stories that
are already closely linked. This is particularly so with fantasy,
horror and epic stories, which for a long time have had associated with them various role playing and treasurehunt types of
games.
There are some stunningly original examplesthat go beyond that. One of my favourites is Lemmings, which turns a
particularly silly bit of Disney nature film make believe into a
quite remarkablegameprinciple. Here’s a gamewhereyou have
to stop something - the Lemmings - exceeding their limit,
whereasthe most usual game paradigm is to get somethingup
to the limit.
In order to come up with new connections between the
game and the story principle, we need to think a little more
about the kinds of desire that the user invests in the medium.
There are very few examplesof multimedia that allow for anything like the investment of sexual desire that cinema allows,
and video and TV retail at a cut rate. We now know, or think we
know, that this processis extremely polymorphousandperverse.
We don’t always fancy who we are supposedto in the movies.
One would think that there would be an interesting trade
off in multimedia between the lower resolution of the image
but much greaterflexibility in positioning oneselfand choosing
kinds of interaction and kinds of characterto interact with.
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Unfortunately, there’s been some pretty cheap and pretty
straight porn stuff authoredon cd-rom, but not much that really
draws from the rich soup of narratives of desire that exist in
popular culture broadly conceived, if not in the mainstreamof
Hollywood.
It would be a shame if the kinds of story and play that
people try to fit into multimedia were only those *pretiltered*
by cinema and video - completely different media.
Desire for empowermentis anotherlogical application for
multimedia.In cinemaphilosopherGilles Deleuze’sterms,video
gamesconstruct movement-images.The world seemsto hang
on one’sactions,andcollapseswhenone’scharacterdies.There’s
a certain dark pleasurein this, in seeing whole video worlds
wink off the screenbecausethe Princeof Persiabought the farm.
But once again, all we have so far are puzzle solving, dexterity
and shoot em ups.What other traditional game-skills might one
put in place here as the pleasurableprocessvia which one gets
to play at exerting power over an environment?
Desire to become someoneor something, desire to have
power over someoneor something,and also possibly desire to
be somewhere- else. The idea of multimedia as landscape
bearslooking at, and revisiting as a popular tradition, the tradition of the heterotopia.The fun park, the Persiancarpet,the hall
of mirrors, the folly. There’s a rich tradition there that I would
love to seeconnectto the notion of the simulation. I mean,Sim
City is fun and all that, but I’d ratherbuild the kind of cities that
exist only in movies like Barbarella, or in Prianesi’s drawings
or in the work of Archigram. The cartographicdesire is, I think,
the least explored here.
Might we discover new desiresin a new medium? I suspect not. But we might rediscoversome old ones. The movieTV-video trajectory pushed to the edgesa lot of marginal and
quirky desires that, for example, traditions of carnival, mardi
gras, or very elaborateand non-linear narratives like the 1001
Nights or the Mahabharatakept fully in play. One of the cool
things about multimedia is that it allows us to reassessour assumptionsabout thesecultural traditions, give them a new interpretationand a new leaseof life. I would love to see the epigram reborn in multimedia, for example. Or the haiku.
As with previous new media, I think whoever does the
most open minded researchinto the kinds of cultural resources
that are lying around untapped,in the archives, in folk culture,
in the margins of pop culture, will come up with the most original andchallengingstuff, andwho knows?Perhapsthe odd killer
app. We can comfortably assumethat the combined corporate
might of Hollywood and Silicon Valley - Siliwood, will turn
even Natural Born Killers into a really lame cd-rom. With a bit
of luck, talent and cultural policy guidance,we might get to do
some cool stuff around the edgesof that.

The one truism one hearsall the time about multimedia is
that it is more ‘interactive’than TV or cinema. The user has
more choicesthan the viewer. TV and cinema arepassivemediums for spectators.Multimedia is an active medium for users.
This is one truism that is absolutely untrue. All of the qualitative researchinto what people actually do with TV and cinema
shows that the audienceis an active participant in the production of meaning in these establishedmedia. It may flatter the
vanity of screenwriters, directors and producersto imaginethat
there is a great pile of squeegeesout there ready to soak up the
juice of whatever fantasy they wish to purvey, but that is not
how thesemedia work. And I don’t seehow we can even begin
to appreciatehow new media differ from old media if we begin
from fundamental misconceptionsabout the old media.

of culture, will be changedby multimedia. As with all emergent
cultural forms, it shapesour senseof the residual cultural forms
we leave in our wake - half rememberedand half forgotten.
Perhapsin 50 years time we will have a culture where everybody knows what midrash or golliard writing is, but is no longer
very interestedin the novel. Now that wouId be interesting!

2. Art Goes Interactive
There’s somethingabout new media and artists that make
them get down with each other as soon as the possibility arises
- think of those fabulous &da and surrealist 16mm films. As
soon as light, cheap,massproducedcameraswere on the scene,
so were the artists. Likewise, now that cheap(ish) mass produced multimedia interactives are a possibility, its also an art.
The curators, the critics, the editors and other aesthetic
Audiences negotiatemeaning.The accept,resist or nego- gatekeeperswill wake up to it sooneror later, but the art is hap
tiate what they see and hear depending on how it suits what pening and redefining what art might be.
they know of the world and what they want to imagine in their
heads.This is already what happenswhen people watch TV or
With a Mac, a scannerand a few off-the-shelf programs
go to the movies. The chooseto identify with Roseanneagainst like Macrornind Director, Photoshop and HyperCard,anyone
her kids, or with one of the kids againstRoseanne.They choose can do it. Which meansanyoneis doing it, which meansthere’s
to seeRoseanneas an indictment of all that is banal and detest- a lot of trash out there, both on the commercial multimedia
able in work-a-day family life; they choose to see it as a cel- market and in the electronic art world. The successof the cdebration of all they love and cherish about exactly that kind of rom game Myst has createdthe first multimedia hit, and every
life. They might identify with SandraBernhard, the lesbian- record company,publishing house and video-game firm in the
next-door.They might not. This is how culture works.As Orwell military-entertainmentcomplex of our time is out there looking
said, cultures are not manufactured.They grow of their own for the next ‘killer app’to bust this market wide open.
accord.
It may be a long time coming. In the mean time artists
Conversely,far from giving the user more ‘choices’, mul- around the planet are using multimedia toolsto create an aestimedia can be seen as empowering the creator and restricting thetic exploration of two relatedproblems.Those problemsare,
the userschoices.An author can’t control the order in which a fatly, what is multimedia art good for? What does it do that
readerreads the pagesin a book. If we want to read the ending other media don’t do? Secondly,what does making something
first, nothing can stop us. If we want to skip a chapterthat bores in this media tell us about the context for making art today?
us, we are free to do so.Wtth a ‘non-linear’book, like Adomo’s What doesit make us think and feel about the information landmagnificent collection of epigrams Minima Moralia, nothing scapeof our time?
stops us skipping the ones that bore us. But with a multimedia
title. All this can change.The creator can hide the ending from
Linda Dement’s Typhoid Mary cd-rom interactive strikes
the user. Or insist that certain screensnot come up except via you first with the intensity of its cathode colours, the lushness
other screens.Or one can demandthat the usermake the ‘right’ of its forms. Erotic and abject elementsof the female body enchoices in order to avoid being sent straight back to the start. tice and repel, but always fascinate. You wander over the imThere’sa greattext-basedwork by VNS-Matrix on theMindvirus ageswith the mouseas with a virtual hand, not quite sure if you
disc that does exactly this. If you don’t get your head around are allowed to touch.Clicking the button shifts the imagesalong,
the aestheticsand ethics of the cyberfemmeQ back to the start or reveal scrapsof text, some borrowed, some by Dement heryou go.
self, fragments of personal diaries or public pronouncements
on the managementof bodies. Rather than feeling disjunctive,
So please: let’s not go making assumptions about new the whole thing seemsrather fluid, an aestheticout of Irigaray.
media, on the basisof old media that are themselvespure preju- awareof but indifferent to masculineprinciples of order, seekdice. In fact, let’s make as few assumptionsabout new media as ing a connection between the feminine and the digital where
are absolutely necessaryto begin to experiment with it. The both becomesomethingelse in the process.
‘multimedia thing’ is at present of unknown shape and size.
Let’s keep it that way for a while.
It would be nice to seeDement’s work alongsideChristine
Tamblyn’s as it is a sort of alter ego to it, concernedin a more
In sum, there is only one thing I can say for sure,and that didactic way with the relationship of the female body and techis that our understandingof the past of culture, and the breadth nology.Dementwantsto explore what’s possiblethere,Tamblyn
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wants t critique what’s gone before. The opening screenpresentsfloral arrangementof pixellated petals, click on each and
a link in the daisy-chainof imagesthat link the bodiesof women
and machines presents itself. Since the only universalhistory,
Deleuzeand Guattaritell us, is the “history of contingency”,then
it makessenseto retell historiesin the spaceof multimedia,where
networks of links bid togetherparticularsthat could illuminate
many different stories.Let a thousandpastflowers bloom.
The Deleuze connection is much discussedin the theory
of hypermedia,a more textual cousin to the more image and art
practice basedmultimedia. Brad Miller’s Digital Rhizome cdrom straddlesboth nebulae.As a last nod to appropriation art,
Miller rips a few pages from Deleuze and Guattari’s A ThousandPlateaus,and scansthem into the digital realm.There,where
thereis no physical scale,no breathingtime, they becomephilosophicaltalismansof a world to come, an ever purer zonewhere
intensities gather along and every line of relation. Following
those plotted by Miller takes you in and through the body and
on into the universe, for scale,boundariesand identities are all
put in flux.
If Miller’s version of the emerging digital landscapeis a
cheery one, Jon McCormack offers a more irksome vision with
Turbulence,a cd-rom driving a touchscreeninterfaceand a collection of McCormack’s intense animations from laser disc.
Trained in cinema and mathematics,McCorrnack has a unique
graspon both the logical and visual dimensionsof the artificiallife terrarium he creates,using a mix of off the shelf and selfauthored software. In Turbulence, one has accessto a set of
‘scientific’ looking records of life in a virtual world. Strange
phyla not only dwell here, they grew here.

make up a hell of a lot of sentences,all equally grammatical,
all strangely senseless,and each createsa new ‘sentence’of
imagesand sounds.
Its a highly formal work, rigorous in principle and consistent in execution, and it uses the interactive form to explore
that most interactive thing of all - language. In doing so it
throws into relief the experienceof that which has a grammar
- language- in contrast to experiencesthat don’t - what
they eye sees,what the ear hears.Its a subtle evocation of the
way languageorders the other senses,where ‘orders’has the
double meaningof enforcementand sense.
Similarly formal in a senseis Marta Guitart’s Please,Touch
Me... Three screensall show much the samebeatingheart,floating in the phosphorous-whitespace of the screen. But touch
each one in turn, and eachrespondsto the touch differently, as
if it were an individual presence,not a perfect digital replica.
The work plays on the distancebetweenthe quirky personality
we all attribute to computersand their massproduced identical
identities.Where McCormack wants to explore to the max how
different the digital world can be, Guitart draws attention to
how we colonise it with our anthropomorphicassumptions.

The digital world can be a space into which we project
bodily desiresor rational plans, or it can be a world where the
infinite combinations of media imagery play free. Troy
Innocent’s Idea-On! presentsa digital infoscapewhere the extreme possibilities of mutation and relation betweenpop imagery createsa spacebeyond irony, where nothing appearsany
more to be ‘out of place’. Idea-On! is the most inventive work
I’ve seenyet in terms of the kinds of virtual geography Innocent has created. There were at last count four separatedoMcCormackconvincingly showsa world that is more than mains within the work, each organ&d around its own spatial
human-made,it is self making, where the creator seedsa space metaphor of movement. Innocent has also come up with an
with agents that grow and change and adapt of their own ac- aestheticthat makesthe most of limitations of cd-rom media:
cord. The animations give a particularly uncannyimage of this bold, back-lit colours and graphic shapesgambol gayly in a
world. Strangetriffid-like speciesgrow and pulsatewith almost world beyond fear or hope, in a theme park designed by
nauseatingfiery. What is even more disturbing is that the point Neitzscherather than Disney.
of view from which we seethesecreaturesbelongs also on the
‘other side’of the monitor, for no human eye and cameracould
A more modestwork is Innocent’s interactive techno-tune
dwell in this space, and McCormack accentuatesrather than on a floppy for the Shaolin WoodenMen’s song OHAR. Sponhides this aesthetic and theoretical problem. By creating and soredby Ollie Olsen at the techno dancelabel Psy-harmonics.
visualisingthe possibility of anothernature,McCormack obliges the Shaolin are a technoband who’s public appearancesare all
one to reflect on what is left of our strangerelation to this one. handledby czutooncharactersof Innocent’sdesign.They appear
in the video and on the floppy, and will even be downloadable
Where McCormack usesthe logical propertiesof the digi- over the net. Its a perfect commissionfor Innocent,who’s work
tal realm to createanothernature, Bill Seamanusesit to create with the Cyberdadacollective and on his own has always imaganotherlanguage,or more precisely, anotherlogic for this one. inedtheworld asa digital reahnin which the simulacnunis pushed
His Two-screencd-rom installation The Exquisite Mechanism to the limit. Here he gets to make a little piece of it that will be
of Shivers presentsa series of perfectly grammatical but not commerciallyreleasedin what is still nostalgicallycalled the real
necessarilymeaningful English sentences,each word of which world, or as one sayson the intemet - RL.
correspondsto a video imageand a sound.With the menuscreen,
you can usesubstitutepartsof one sentencefor another.You are
The mutation from art to commerce is also happening to
stuck with the grammatical form of the sentence,but you can the body of work of Toshio Iwai. In his Amiga based work,
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four ‘insects’crawl acrossthe screen.By putting colouredspots
in their path, you can make music, as the insectstrigger sounds
as they cross the coloured spots. This is loads of fun, and its
popular in any gallery where it is installed. It’s nice to seekids
having fun in an art gallery, unphasedby their surroundingsbut
engagedin a new visual experience.Spotting the potential of
Iwai’s artwork, Nintendo plan to market it commercially. The
insect music game will be supplemented by more typical
Nintendo style gamesin the finished product, but it will be the
first art-on-a-cartin l&bit video game culture.

This is the cyberfeminist aestheticploy - use the desire
to know and to seebuilt into patriarchal thinking as the hook to
shift the user’s desireselsewhere,or simply shrug them off if
they don’t get it. “In the spacebetween words she searchesfor
clues. The virus of the new world disorder takes on the
transglobal fathemet of power and ambition. Dirty work for
slimy girls.” The wit of VNS is this combination of being down
with what market culture has done to the law of desire with a
subtlemorphing of that law againstitself. T’his is art that anticipatesa market - that’s my hot tip for culture capital investors!

One art work that could easily be developed as a kind of
alternative game culture product is Game Girl by the women’s
multimedia art group VNS-Matrix. This cd-rom is a somewhat
didactic corrective to the boys club game culture - its project
is no less than a game spaceof entirely female principles. In
this game you have to “infiltrate Big Daddy Mainframe and
subvert his core architecture.”Work by VNS-Matrix, Linda
Dementand ChristineTamblynhelp to dispel the presentlypopular notion that this is an inevitable feature, overcome only by
the negative step of censorship.

Its an open question whether interactive digital art really
needsa market at all. David Blair’s Wax Web is a hypermedia
version of his extraordinaryvideo work Wax: Or the Discovery
of Television Among the Bees. Anyone with accessto a nice,
high bandwidth intemet connection can connect to Wax Web,
which is basedon the popular MOO environment.You can read
the script, look at clips, add your own annotations,in what Blair
hopes will be a collective interactive embroidery on the Wax
world.

The Amsterdam-basedmagazine Mediamatic included a
free cd-rom with their last winter issue. ‘produced’by Gerard
Van Der Kaap. The works compiled on BlindRom are of variable quality, but the interface to them has a zany, hit-and-miss
quality, like that Monty Python record that had two grooves on
the one side, so you never quite knew which you were getting.
BlindRom is that multiplied by a factor of ten, which is what
taking the idea of truly random accessfrom the analogueto the
digital realm can do for you. The idea of artists compilations,
‘produced’so that they form one matrix is a good one, though.
BlindRom is at leastlessannoyingand morecreativethan Blam!,
“Cyberfeminism suggeststhere’san intimate and possible an American concoction that seizeshold of your Mac and won’t
subversiveelementbetweenwomenand technology.”Plant,who let go of it for its dazzling display of petulance.
teachesat the famous Birmingham Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies,features in Mindvirus, a twin-floppy interacUp til now art has remained a resolutely analogueaffair.
tive “datazine.”This neatly packagedinteractive hypes itself as Paint brush moving on canvas,video camera panning acrossa
“an alternative media source. It uses its hosts to replicate co- body, performanceart of gesturesand sighs. In the appropriavertly and it feeds on its own hype. The mutation continues tion art of the 80s the disjuncture and combination of images
upon contact with the user.”By making cyberpretensionironic, emergedas an aesthetic.No longer this image or that image,
then folding the irony over again and presenting it as is, but the relation, the space,the suggestionin between. Digital
Mindvirus createsan aesthetic aura for itself that rises above media make that inbetweenthe whole of the art.
the now routine cyberboredom.The optional ‘randomiser’is a
nice touch too - with the click of the mouse you’re off on a
There’s not much to be said for the quality of the images
serendipidy ride through the stacks, or dumped into the ‘cow one can put on a monitor- issuesof quality in an image are an
zone’.
analoguenotion, all fine gradationsof line and shade.No matter how fine those gradations get with each quantum jump in
There’sa hypermediaversionof theVNS All New Genwork computer power, its still pointless to compare digital images
on Mindvirus, one of the most suscintversionsof the recursive, with their analog predecessors.What’s neededinstead is a new
hyperlinkedstory I’ve seen.VNS usethis model to build in links aesthetic.I don’t mean a new aesthetic theory, although that
that short-circuit straightback to the start, but also links that ex- will come, but a thumbnail aesthetics,a set of rough bcnchtend the story,weavingdeeperinto the maze.So far from offering marks to hold up to the new digital realm.
the user a free spaceto control, it rewards some story-choices
with more story.Think like a cyberfeminist,and more is revealed.
The first word in that thumbnail aestheticsis relation, the
Think like a dick, and its all over in seconds.
inbetween of images. What can the relations between images
VNS proposethat we look at the questionsof relation, between body and technology, male and female, inner and outer
states,from other perspectives,and that multimedia is as good
a place as any to do so. But there’s more: maybe women can
make new relationsof difference,betweenimages,bodies,identities, artefacts through this media. As cyberfeminist theorist
Sadie Plant suggests,its *masculine* orders of time, place, relation that are threatenedby the proliferation of digital difference, so maybe women gotta get with the digital flow...
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signify about what difference is in the digital realm, and what
can those differences say about the culture on this side of the
screen?This side of the screenis increasinglyinvadedby things
createdon the other side. A lot of JurassicPark cameout of the
terminal gardensof the digital world, as we know. The aesthetics of interactive art can be an exploration of what those relations in that black box are about, a communication of those
explorations back to physical spaceand time, and a meditation
on what may yet come out of the black boxes of the militaryentertainmentcomplex, coming to RL near you.
Its not that multimedia is somehowmore ‘free’than any
other media, or somehow ‘more’ interactive. Interactivity is a
quality, not a quantity. Multimedia offers different kinds of interaction, not more of it. Indeed it may even offer less. Brad
Miller’s Digital Rhizome is considerablyless interactive than
reading passagesin the book for yourself. Multimedia can actually put some of the control of relations between different
elements of the aestheticexperienceback in the hands of the
artist.
That may indeedby why it appealsto artists.You can have
your lateral thinking rhizome but make ‘em use it the way you
intended too. The trade off is that one can have relations between texts, images,sounds,movies, or one can usean interactive to drive other deviceslike McCormack’s laser-discanimations. We don’t yet have much of a concept of what kinds of
grammars sounds and shapesmight have, but an art of relations will invent them. Bill Seaman’swork already does.
In multimedia art, the artist exerts more control over the
flow of time compared to a book or a sculpture, but without
strapping the user to a relentless linear flow of time, as in a
video or performance.Its a hybrid, somewherebetweena ‘time
based’and a ‘spacebased’art form, in Lessing’s terms.And as
Lessingargued,there are things eachform doesbest, or at least
one can so argue. Sculpture may lend itself to drama better
than comedy, and to landscapenot at all. Poetry can be lyrical
but rarely succeedsat being monumental-or didactic, and so
on. So what I’m proposing is that multimedia lends itself best
to an art of relation and to imagining topographiesof relations
that transgressthose of the physical world. That at least is what
the best multimedia art at the moment does.

context has become the infinite slippage of intertexts. But the
relations *between* Q those remain. Bear with me for a while
and I’ll explain.
Plunge down one of the ‘shafts’in the CD-ROM called
Blam!, and you find yourself transportedat random to any one
of a number of cuts on the ROM. The soundtrackis something
like the attack of a dozen paint guns at point blank range.A cut
up of a cut up. You may find yourself reading Thorn Metzger’s
‘This is your final warning’. Bored, I click on the Blam! icon to
go back to the start.Only I don’t get back to the start.The screen
informs me that I’m to be subjectedto ‘Devil in a dead man’s
underwear’,an even longer Metzger poem, which is “brought
to you as your punishment for not finishing This is your final
warning.” (sigh) That’s the way it is in multimedia.
The one truism one hearsall the time about multimedia is
that it is more ‘interactive’than TV or cinema. The user has
more choicesthan the viewer. TV and cinema are passivemediums for spectators.Multimedia is an active medium for users.
This is one truism that is absolutely untrue. All of the qualitative researchinto what people actually do with TV and cinema
shows that the audienceis an active participant in the production of meaning in these establishedmedia. It may flatter the
vanity of screenwriters, directorsand producersto imagine that
there is a great pile of squeegeesout there ready to soak up the
juice of whatever fantasy they wish to purvey, but that is not
how thesemedia work. And I don’t seehow we can even begin
to appreciatehow new media differ from old media if we begin
from fundamentalmisconceptionsabout the old media.
Audiences negotiatemeaning. They accept, resist or negotiate what they see and hear dependingon how it suits what
they know of the world and what they want to imagine in their
heads.This is already what happenswhen people watch TV or
go to the movies.The chooseto identify with ROSt?aMe against
her kids, or with one of the kids againstRoseanne.They choose
to seeRoseanneas an indictment of all that is banal and detestable in work-a-day family life; they choose to see it as a celebration of all they love and cherish about exactly that kind of
life. They might identify with Sandra Bernhard, the lesbiannext-door.They might not. This is how culture works. As Orwell
said, cultures are not manufactured.They grow of their own
accord.

3. The New Abstraction

“We have to discover everything about everything. ”
Godard

If multimedia promisesanything it is the coming of a new
abstraction. Images and sounds dematerialise,lose all meaning, loose all sense of origin and authorship. That much we
already know. But while images and soundsbecome as nothing, the *relations* between images and soundsbecome the
last zone in which an aestheticsis still possible.The object has
disappeared.The image is disappearing.The artist is dead.The
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Conversely,far from giving the usermore ‘choices’, multimedia can be seenas empowering the creator and restricting
the userschoices.An author can’t control the order in which a
reader reads the pages in a book. A curator can’t control the
way a spectatorwalks around an exhibition.
With a multimedia title. All this can change.The creator
can hide the ending from the user.Or insist that certain screens
not come up except via other screens.Or one can demand that
the user make the ‘right’ choices in order to avoid being sent

straight back to the start. There’s a great text-basedwork by
VNS-Matrix on the Mindvirus disc that does exactly this. If
you don’t get your head around the aestheticsand ethics of the
cyberfemme Q back to the start you go.

tions, and you learn what it means to be in the world as the
world appearsfrom the point of view of Pure Land Buddhism.

Relations,meaning,point of view Q constraintsplacedon
any casualplay with signs. If this were a book or a show, you
So here is a medium that gives one thing, and one thing couIdjust take yourself off to the last chapter or the last chamonly, back to the artist. The ability to determinerelations.And ber and see what enlightenment is. Only there would be nothof this it is possible to createmeaning. Signs proliferate, mu- ing thereto see.Enlightenmentis not something that canjust he
tate, their relations with each other, promiscuousand obscene. had. But if you learn to live within the constraints of this work,
Audiences shimmer like a mirage on the horizon. They warp you might just get a glimpse of where enlightenment lies.
into black holes or becomepolyvalentcreatorsof their own sense
and sensibility. Objectsdematerialiseinto digit bits. Everything
We herea Iot thesedays about how multimedia is all about
a copy of a copy. Everything is permitted, and so nothing is ‘content’. Every conferenceI go to on it haspeoplejumping up
true, not even to itself. But wait! Along one dimensionand one and down going, “but what about me! I’ve got content!” Musidimension alone, the possibility of constraint returns.And with cians, visual artists, designers, script writers, sculptors.
constraint comes the possibility of making meaning.That one Everybody’s got content. Only multimedia is not about content.
dimension of the manifold, almost infinite dimensionsof aes- Content is irrelevant. You could pillage a heap of broken imthetics is relation. Relations between sounds, images, move- ages from anywhereQ like the makers of Blam! did, and still
ments, words Q between any and every form. Now the artist make meaning. Becausethat with which one makes the meancan install a limit within the work to the omnivorous desiresof ing is not the images,or the sounds,or the user friendly interthe viewer, listener, interpreter.The god-like power of!
face, its the relations between.
the other on the end of art to paw at the object, flip through
the pages,flick their eyes over the artwork and on to the next
This is where critics like David Cox who insist on the imcan be taken back and given to the artist.
portanceof the video game paradigm have a really good point.
Cox cops flack where ever he speaksor writes for introducing
A great example is the CD-ROM work Cosmology of notions from the trashy world of video gamesinto the rarefied
Kyoto. I don’t much care for the look or the sound of it, al- domain of digital aesthetics.Metaphors for what the new media
though it is a nice design all round. The truly remarkablething might be aboutdrawn from literature are OK: “Hey, Moby Dick
about it is that it hasreproduceda simulacrum not only of what is non-linear!” From the visual arts is OK: “Virtual gallery!”
Kyoto in the Heian period looked and felt like Q but what the From some dead domain of culture: “I found this old book by
worldview was of the people who lived there.
FrancesYates everybody’s forgotten on Giordano Bruno and
the art of memory!” But frankly, the best way to understand
There’s a handy reference work appendedto the CD so what multimedia does best is to think about gamesand Sims.
you can learn about Buddhism, or the customs and superstitions of the time, but that is not where the work is truly great.
Games are important becauseof the way they structure a
Watch anyone use Cosmology and like any contemporaryart- meaning through constraints.Its very simple. You don’t get to
devourer,they skip and scan,frantically waving the mouseand the next level until you figure out this level. You might need to
staccatoclicking on the button. We are impatient gods when we work fast within thoseconstraints,as in a shoot ‘em up. Or you
sit down to chew on other people’s vision and thought.
might have the contemplative puzzle solving of Myst. It depends on how arthritic your joystick hand is. But either way, a
No, what makes Cosmology truly remarkable is that as funny thing happens.By constraining the omnipotenceand the
you enter the town and interact with its inhabitants, you have omnipresenceof the user to see what they like, the game cononly two choices. You can, in your arrogance,remain as you vinces the user to see things in terms of how the other wants
are, a contemporary Japaneseor American, for example.And them to be seen.Either you kill that bossthing at the end of this
you won’t get very far. The structure of relations that are the level or you just don’t seethe next.
real art of the work won’t let you. It doesnot allow this nonchalance with meaning.A more interestingchoice is to try and unNow, most gamesdon’t have much to offer in terms of a
derstandthe world as it would have appearedto a personof the view of the world. Unless of course they happento be Cosmoltime. Then you start to make your decisions,when you meet the ogy of Kyoto. But the possibility is there for many more games
guard, or the priest, or the gambler,accordingto someoneelse’s like Cosmology.Gamesthat oblige you to seefrom the point of
meaning making map of Kyoto, and indeed of the world. You view of the other, in order to seeat all. Of course,gamesarejust
work within the constraintsthe artists have placedin the matrix media. They can’t compel you to agreewith that point of view.
of relations that are the art of this work. The look and feel of it But given one very important condition, they can oblige you to
arejust window dressing.They are not art, they are design.The see things *from* that point of view. And with a bit of luck,
art is the in the relations. Follow along the line of those rela- once you seethings from the point of view the artist has made
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for you, you look back on yourself as an other Q now isn’t that
one of the most sublime goals of the aesthetic?
That one very important condition is desire.One must have
the desire to see,to hear, to feel whatever it is one believes is
buried within a CD-ROM, just as one must have that desire to
watch Godard’s ‘2 ou 3 ChosesQue Je Sais D’elle’, or to read
Moby Dick, to chose examples at random from the mess of
books and videos and ROMs and stuff on my coffee table at the
moment. I can fast forward the video (it boresme). I can flip to
another part of the book (becauseI feel like it). But I can’t do
that with a well crafted CD-ROM or a video game. But I want
to! Constraint createsdesire.The very fact that I can watch what
video I want, how I want. The very fact that I am inundated
with books of every kind. That my own apartmentis a museum

in freeing themselvesentirely from an order, they would cease
to mean, and Dement is no deconstructionist.The disordering
ailows a reordering,arounda deviously dyky desirefor an other
order of the body. Cyberflesh Girlmonster is all four of those
terms, dismemberedand rememberedin a new set of relations.
Again, its revealing to watch a work like this being used.
Perhapsmultimedia only becomes are when it ceasesto be
merely an art object or a text and becomes a vector Q when it

becomesa relation betweenthe actions of a user and the reactions of the work. (Or should that be the other way around?)
But I digress,and as this is not a hypertext essay,you will have
to imagine where that thought might go, were I to pursue it.
Were I to *let* you follow where it goes as you click away on
your mouse...

without walls Q bores me. I am not more cultured for not suf-

fering the scarcity of good books and art that plagued, say,
Diderot or Kant. I am more bored. But that I *know* that there
is something hidden in this CD-ROM, that excites me.

So there’sDement’s work, with a warning sign on it that it
“may offend.” So of course the group of teenageschool boys
on an excursion to the gallery zero in on it and play with it
eagerly.And it excites their desire. But they don’t get it. They
Somethingsimilar happenswith Sims.A sim is not a game, don’t want to get it. A cyberlesbianremapping of the relations
becausegameshave levels and scoresand all the paraphernalia of the visceral with the sign is not something they’re ready for
of measuringachievement.A sim is a bunch of algorithms that yet. And yet it touches their desire. Around and around they go,
make a bunch of factors all vary in relation to each other. So if
learning how to make it go back and back and back to the screen
I tweak this variable, all the others are affected.Which is all a that showsthe little line of throbbing cartoon cocks. Stuck in an
bit too abstractfor most people,except if I make the variables a infantile repetition, the rest of the work remains a mystery to
tax rate and a few different kinds of expenditure and a set of
flows in space. Still too abstract? OK, here’s a bit of land on

them. And so it should. Not by the coercive prohibition of censoring the image Q people often complain about Dement’s work

your computer screenQ now build a city. Or here’sa nice place
for an ant colony Q let’s be ants! Sim City, Sim Ant, Sim Tower,
there’s a bunch of theseon the market now. Whatever the window dressing,they are basically about relations,just like Blam!
or Cosmology. You make choices within a set of constraints

and ask that it be removed. But the work itself involves a constraint. You simply don’t get to read her fantasy stories, or see
the mutating flesh of images, if what holds you endlessly fascinated is the dancing line of harmless little penes,all wriggling

in a row.

that gradually reveal themselves in the way events unfold on

the screen.Most Sims are pretty unimaginative,although there
is something about learning how ants think that I find radically
othering.

For an image too remain sacred,there must be a limit to
how it may be used,or where it may be used, or by who it may
be used.The avant garde aestheticsof confrontation, of shock,
of exposure with which Blam! still flirts now needs its comple-

The possibility is there to make an art of pure relations.
The various cellular automataprograms that you can get come
even closer,but they are a little too lacking in concretedetail to
be really aesthetically interesting. Its getting the combination
of concrete particulars with very abstract relations that is the
aesthetic problem for our time.

Linda Dement’s work Cybertlesh Girlmonster is another
take on this. Like cybetfemme theorist Sadie Plant, Dement
has drawn a positive connection between the othernessof the
point of view of woman and the space of multimedia. Forget
the tentative steps in this direction of Donna Haraway. Dement
has the will and the nerve to *become* the monster,the cyborg

Q the artist. In her CD-ROM body parts form weird and mutant
couplings with each other. It is as if they separatedthemselves
from thei’ host bodies. It is as if each expresseda desire of its
own. A / d yet they are not set free entirely. If they did succeed
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ment. To go with it we need to create a spacein which certain
imagesmay be restricted in terms of the kinds of relations they
may enter into in the world. It doesn’t matter which images.
The sacred is a kind of relation. What is sacred to a western
desert Aborigine is different from what is sacred to a redneck
fundamentalist. But both preserve a certain limit to the relations imagesmay enter into. There is no contradiction between
wanting to free one’s self from institutions like the church or
state that coerce obedienceto a certain content of the sacred,
and wanting the right to restore the condition of being sacrosanct to certain images. That making sacred, by limiting relations, is what multimedia can do. Precisely because multimedia
is nothing but relations.
Abstraction, as it was conceived in the 50s. was still too
tied to the materiality of the art object, the specificity of art
history and the context of fine art institutions. Abstraction has

nothing to do art for its own sake,self consciouslyreflecting on
its materials,its history and its context. That was not and is not
abstraction,that is a rarefied and ultimately uninterestingformal game.To abstract is to free relations from *any* impediment, not just conventions of representation.To abstractis to
free the aesthetic from art itself. Which is precisely what has
been happening on the fringes of every new media form that
technology and the market has cooked up in modem times.
But how free do the relations between any possible sign
have to be before we start to desire somethingdifferent, something perhaps quite the opposite? The World Wide Web is a
little glimpse of what a pure rhizome of dematerialisedvectors
might be like. What if everyonein the world had their own Web
site? (According to the Lycos Internet Catalogue,there are already 3.6 *million* Web pages out there...) Millions of little
bunchesof relations betweenwords and imagesand sounds,all
freely pillaging and reacting and relating to eachother! No more
materiality of the aestheticobject Q any image can be copied
from anywhereto anywhere.No more ownershipor moral right
in the creation Q anyonecan do anything with any work as they
please!No more division betweenthe artist and the audienceQ
everyoneis equally a creator! The result?The abstractionof art
from art itself Q the end of meaning.

We have to discover the limit to discovering everything
everything.We have to rediscoverthe joy of the unknown
other, hovering on the other side of discovery, always pure, always unobtainable,always barred by relations we have yet to
understand.If we reimagine the limit, transgressiontoo might
seem interesting again. And in multimedia, we have the most
perfectly abstractspaceto date with which to do it.
about

Q McKenzie Wark 1995
McKenzie Wark is the author of Virfual Geogruphy: Living Wh
GIobd Media Evem, and lectms in media studies at Macquarie
University in Sydney, Australia.

Already there are somedangerousattemptsto rope of possibilities, and some done in the name of the ‘sacred’.Like the
sacred right of media conglomeratesto make money off their
stockpiles of images. Or the policing of what imagesand stories can lurk out there. Child pornography! Recipesfor drugs
and bombs! There will be many more battles on what one can
do with what imagesand sounds,where and with whom. For it
is in creating restrictions amongst these relations that institutions and communities prove to themselvesthat they exist. We
are what we prohibit ourselves from becoming; we prohibit
ourselvesfrom becoming by not even knowing that there may
be something else to desire to becomeQ and we do that with a
ban on certain images.
Perhapsartists to&y need to fight on two fronts. One is
defending people’s right to put up on a Web site or in a gallery
whatever the hell they like. Personally I would like to see
Serrano’s Piss Christ and a few choice Mapplethorpescopied
and recopied and distributed digitally all over the planet. But
on the other hand, is it not time to offer the possibility of participating in the mystery of the sacred?The desirethat Cosmology of Kyoto answers is actually the same as the desire
Cyberflesh Girlmonster answers.The desire for relations between images and words that may be different, but which have
certain disciplines and constraints programmed into them. A
sacred spacein which one must make ones self becomewhat
the other wants in order to accedeto one’s desire for it, rather
than always being able to have the other any way one chooses.
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ILLUSIONS

OF REALITY
By Lunny Webb

little over threeweeksagoI attendedthe SIGGRAPH
conferencein Los Angeles.For almost a week I wanderedthrough the exhibition floor viewing sometimesextraordinary new technologywith a feeling of awe. I rememberedmy
last SIGGRAPH of five yearsago,and I was overwhelmedwith
the incredible changesthat had taken place in that short time.
My excitement,however,camewith a heavy doseof apprehension as I was also constantlyconfrontedwith the reality of how
little I know. I was reminded of walking the midway of my
county fair as a child. Gaping at the colorful and exotic entrancesto “Egyptian Ella, lady of a thousandveils” or “ The
Alligator Man, raisedby alligators from birth” I can still hear
my mother say, ” Don’t look in there; you don’t want to see
that.”But now that I have the dubioustitle of “adult,” I am free
to go in every booth. I retired every evening that week with the
feeling that my harddrive was full and with the hauntingsuspicion that my mother was probably right.
Recently, at the University of Georgia, we conducted a
nationalsearchfor a Full time position in “ComputerArt.” In a
connectedfaculty meeting,a seniorpainting professoraskedif
I could define this new area.I cannotor perhapswill not, for if
we define computer art, it becomeslimited by its definition,
and the potential of this new tool is virtually limitless. For some
traditionalist, however,“Computer Art “ is an oxymoron. For
othersthe computeris one of the most exciting creativetools to
ever come along. For me, the computer’spower can be both a
seductressthat leads me into kinky aberrationsof my normal
artistic direction, or a forthright facilitator in achieving images
not otherwisepossible.
I originally took on this new medium not becauseI was
seduced,but becausefor our graphic design students to find
work, they had to know it. In my initial three year pilgrimage
into the new languageof computeracronyms,my imagemaking,
for all public purposes,ceased.I was working, learning, struggling, fighting the computer.I did volumes of weird creations.
Somewerereally quite interesting,but, they all, however,lacked
( ? ). Some were clever, somejust bizarre.None of them, however, had much meaning beyond their flashy technology,and
there lies the rub. This stuff is tedious, sometimespainful, to
learn.But it cando extraordinary,unbelievablethings.It is, therefore, easy to becomeso fascinatedwith your new found wizardry that the “magic” startstelling the wizard what to do.
Much, if not most, of the digital imaging beingdone today
yields resultswhich are obviously createdwith the use of these
remarkablecomputertools. Odd distortions and montageswith
transparentoverlappings or combinations of the computer’s
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version of traditional pen, pencil, and brush tools with photographicsourcesappearto be the mostpredominantresult.Maybe
this is as it should be, exploring and investigating a new medium, pushing to seein what new directions of creativeexpression it can take us.
For me, however, It was not until I quit trying to show off
my new tricks that I started making images I began to have
some respectfor.
It is when the medium overshadowsthe idea that it makes
me uncomfortable with what I seein much of the new computer
generatedimages. Experience,however,does not bring with it
immunity, and even the most reservedof us can be wowed. I
am tremendously excited by much of the computer generated
art being produced today, but I wonder if I like it becauseI am
drawn to the magic of its messageor the “Jeez, how’d they do
that?’

Within this setting, my subjects are almost universally
outdoor images,some urban, mostly rural. Man, or some indication of his existence,frequently appearsto be a necessary,
while not prominent, component.In some instanceshe is obvious, in others subtle,but in the best of situations, he is upstaged
by his surroundings.This demotion of man to a subordinate
statusis the result of a personal prejudice. I often perceive an
essencein things around me that is so apparent it becomesa
tangible entity in itself. An old house, familiar place, or summer breezecan have a distinct presence.I relate to this presence
at least passivelyif not actively. A favorite old chair becomesa
friend, and the rich scent of an oak fire consoling. I am easily
humbled by the power of a summer storm but at the sametime
feel an odd reassurancein its omnipotent show of force. There
is a timelessquality about these things. We find solace in sunsetsand oceanviews perhapsbecause they are always different
but always there. They are the constant; we are the transient
element.It is this relationship betweentemporal and continual
that I find intriguing.

I attendedan opening recently of a collection of engravings by the remarkableJohn Taylor Arms. I am attractedto his
work becauseof his sensitivity to subtle lighting relationships
and unusual lighting situations. I revere his work with a sense
of awe for his incredible, almostinhuman,craft and detail.Arms
felt “art” had two elements:the spiritual and the technical skill.
He believed the spiritual content was by far the most important.
He also felt, however, that the mastery of one’s medium and
perfection of technique was what allowed the spiritual idea to
achieve greatness.

The most important factor in determining the successof
my work, however, would be in its ability to re-createthe essenceor mood of a particular setting. To this end, I have found
the use of light to be my most valuable tool. I have always had
a fascination, if not an obsession,with light and how it affects
the spirit of a subject.Our perception of a subject is determined
by its lighting, and yet we frequently are not aware of this ever
presentbut subtle force. The essenceof any subject can change
poetically, dramatically,or mystically dependingon the quality
of light. Strong sunlight can have an oppressive,suffocatingly
While far from a master of my medium, I too strive to still heat or be viewed as a wash of bright purifying light. The
create work that has as its essencea spiritual quality. So I will rapidly changing light of a late afternoon summer storm often
prefacemy discussionof my computertrickery with my artistic createsa simultaneouscontrast of colors and moods, for exdirection.
ample, splendor and gloom. The mystery of a silver moon can
cast a quiet peaceor createa crisp tension.A specialmagic can
In general my images seek tp re-createmore of the spirit be felt during a dawn or dusk full of transientlight. During these
of a place or occurrence than the actual place or occurrence times there is a mixture of calm and constant slow changelike
itself. They are documentaryin their attempt to recorda posture the movementof the hand on a clock. You can’t seeit move, but
rapidly vanishingfrom the SouthernAmerican experience.They every minute is new. The use of unique lighting then becomes
are editorial in that they are a reality greatly temperedby senti- the primary tool I useto createthe specific mood, or the characment.
ter, of a subject or place.
While my Southernchildhood of the fifties leavesno illusions of this turbulent period of transition, I am never-the-less
indebted to a heritagegenerouswith colorful dustomsand genteel tradition. For me, things Southernare based,in large part,
on a devout respect and reverencefor the land, a love of life,
and a conftrmed necessityfor time to reflect. Thesequiet times
for reflection and genteel relationships are perhapsby themselves inconsequential,but they create in unison what I feel is
at the heart of Southernconscience.My imagesareborn of these
things, not so much from a senseof nostalgia, as from an attempt to record this disappearingsentiment once native to the
soulh.

This characterof a particularsetting,however,is often times
very subtle. For this feeling, or unique quality, to be apparent,I
must focus on its “essence”by deleting or adding information.
In most instances,it is what I take away, more than what I add,
that improves the image.The images,then, are not just attempts
to faithfully recordreality in the form of a photograph.They try
to portray, in a photographicmedium, an image which in reality
never existed, but, through numerous manipulations, more
clearly conveys the mood or characterthat attractedmy attention to the subject initially.
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There is an inherent quality of truth, or reality, a photograph has that a drawing or painting, regardlesshow tightly
renderedit is, never has. People wiI1 acceptalmost anything as
reality if it is a photograph, becausethey believe that “photographs don’t lie.” My approach,therefore, is for the computer
to be mostly transparentor invisible. I try to create illusions
that stay just inside the edge of this photographictruth, images
difficult or impossible for film to record, or creationsof what
would result from a photographically utopian world where everything is where you want it and the lighting is always just
right. My images were never real, but hopefully still contain
enough of a photographic essencethat the viewer will readily
acceptthem as believable.
Q Lanny Webb 1995
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602
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R E S O L V ING T H E 2 D D IL E M M A :’ R E P U R P O S ING
YOUR 2D ART
E M E R G ING ART PRACTICES

B y A n n e tte W e intraub
anwccQcunyvm.cuny.edu

n this p r e s e n ta tio n , I w a n t to p r o p o s e a
r e c o n textualization
o f 2 D digital a r t, a n d o p e nth e
q u e s tio no f h o w digital still i m a g e sc a n b e r e m o v e dfrom th e
c o n fin e so f e a s epl a i n tin ga n dta k e no u t into th e streetsto s e e k
a w i d e ra u d i e n c e .
It’s a c o m m o n p l a coef critiqueso f 2 D digital a r t, th a t2 D
i m a g e sa r eirrelevant.W h a t’susuallyi m p l i e din this analysis,is
th a t interactiveo r m o v i n gi m a g e sr e p r e s e ntht e n e w g r o u n d ,
a n dstill i m a g e s - r e g a r d l oe fscso n te not r intent-don o t.Thisview
w a sreiterated
a t a r e c e n St IG G R A P HP a n e l“‘M
, u s e u mW
s ith o u t W a lls”,in w h i c h th e m o d e r a to ra,fte r giving a c a p s u l er e g
view o f visuali m a g e r ya n d spatial e n g a g e m e n bt e g i n n i n with
th ec a v ep a i n tin g se,n d e dwith a n i m a g eb y a fa m o u sa r tistw h i c h
h e r e fe r r e dto a s “still just a p a i n tin g .”It’s c o m eto th e p o i n t
th a t s o m einteractivea n d m u ltim e d iaa r tistsd o n ’te v e nw a n t
th e i r w o r k h u n g n e x t to 2 D a r t, a n d th e r e ’salso alwaysth e
struggleo v e rth e lights-ono r lights-offinstallation.
Thisis a n a r r o wa n ddismissivep e r s p e c tivea ,n do n ew h i c h
is w e a k e n ebdy th e lack o f a substantialcritiqueo f interactive
a n dm e d iaa r t. Y e t it is true th a t th e tim e is l o n g p a s tfo r very
disparate
w o r k to b e s h o w nto g e th esim
r p ly b e c a u sit’s
e all 2 D
a n ddigital.T h e r ea r eto o m a n yd i v e r g e nat p p r o a c h easn dp r o cesses.T h eresultd o e so fte n a p p e acr h a o tica n du n fo r m e dT. h e
c o m m o noriginso f digitala r t a r en o te n o u g ho f a factorto m itig a tesignificantdifferenceso f c o n texta n dc o n te n t.W o r k s e e n
u n d e rth e s econditionsr e p r e s e n neither
ts
th e individuala r tists
n o rth e d o m a ino f 2 D a r tvery weli. S o w h a t’sa 2 D a r tistto d o ?
F o r th o s eo f u s w h o r e s p o n to
d still i m a g e sth, e r ea r es o m e
possibledirections.L o o k i n ga t th e w o r k itself (as o p p o s e dto
th e curatorialissueso f th e m es h o w so r exhibitioninstallation),
severala p p r o a c h e sm e r g eto: e x t e n dstill i m a g e sinto a n environmentalcontext through wall art, sited pieces a n d public c o m -

m issions;to u s eth e “p u b l i s h i n g m
” e ta p h oor f b r o a d s i d easn d
a r tistsb o o k s a; n dto d e v e l o pa m o r e“active”still i m a g eth r o u g h
g r o u pcollaborations
a n d instalIation.I’d like to fo c u sp r i m a rily o n th e first o f th e s ea p p r o a c h eth
s ,a to f e x t e n d i n gstill ima g e sinto th e e n v i r o n m e n t.
1
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A s a n a r tist m a k i n g still i m a g e sa m o n go th e rwork, I’v e

b e e nm o v e dto r e e x a m i nth
e e c o n textfo r m y work, a n dto look
a t th e specialfactorsth a t c o n texte n tails.I’v e l o n g b e e nc o n 317

cemed that exhibitions of 2D digital art are still sited in the
easelpainting mode, limited by scale,methodsof printing, and
presentationwithin the very traditional languagesof framing
and hanging. Images shown in this way don’t usually engage
the spaceor interact with each other, nor do they reacha wide
or diverse audience.I have tried to resolve some of thesequestions in my own work, by making very large prints, and by exhibiting grouped (and unframed) pieces,but questionsof context and audienceremain.
Over the past sevenyears, I have been working with a visualvocabularyof architecturalforms, developingimageswhich
create an immersive constructed environment within the picture plane. Recently I’ve become interestedin sited work and
public projects as a meansof placing my work in a wider environment.As a finalist for three public art projects,I’ve begunto
look at some of the issues this involved, and have examined
some of the ways still images become part of our visual environment.

In his introduction to the essaysin “Variations on a Theme
Park,” Michael Sorkin describes the emergence of the
ageographicalcity, which he says “eradicatesgenuine particularity in favor of a continuous urban field.” Digital technology
plays a part in this process,promoting the mechanismsof simulation and the theme-parking of urban life, and creates what
So&in calls Cyburbia. Yet the intervention of art, solicited or
uninvited, can break the spell of suburbanboredom or add a
humanizing touch to urban dissonance. Sanctioned, or
unsanctioned,high tech or lo-res, images integrated into the
environmenthave a resonanceand make contact in a way that
confronts and redefinespublic space.

For much of contemporaryart history, fine art imageshave
beensegregatedfrom daily life and cloistered in special spaces,
while the flow of massmedia has capturedthe public sphere.A
resiting of digital 2D imagesfrom galleryspaceto the realspace
can not only liberate2D work from the constraintsof easelpainting, but offers the promise of diminishing the distancebetween
these two spheres,and restoring the connection with a more
In “Learning from Las Vegas,”Robert Venturi and Denise diverse public.
Scott Brown talk about learning from the existing landscapeas
a way of questioning how we look at things. While their comQ Annette Weinttaub 1995
ments were directed at architects,their methodology and study
of the vernacular in images,signs, and symbols is of wider interest.As I considereda meansof moving beyondthe easelpainting framework of 2D imagery,and beganto think aboutmaking
a connection with a wider audience,I started to examine images in my immediate landscape,that of lower and mid-Manhattan.There were some interesting models.There is a surprising amount of still image integration in both commercial and
non-commercial sites (wall paintings, billboards, bus posters)
and ‘&non-official”sites (anonymousimages,postersand handbills). While many of the wall images I am showing (DKNY,
WearA Glove I, Bond St. Jazz, Stolni, Crunch, Calvin Klein)
are commercial images, their prevalenceis an issue of financing and opportunity and not of function. Public commissions
provide another alternative for siting work in public spacesas
the MTA Arts for Transit program demonstrates,with projects
ranging from permanentinstallations to temporary light boxes
and billboards. Someexhibition curators,notably at venueslike
the summerart festival in Atlanta, solicit proposalsfor billboard
works. There is also the realm of guerrilla sites, the unofficial
handbills and postersthat appear,becomepart of the landscape,
and then are paperedover.

Interestingly, the technology of digital imaging facilitates
this proliferation of images. The Calvin Klein billboards on
limes Squareuse digital printing to createimagesthat are produced on short turnaround and can be changedfrequently; the
accessibility of digital printing is also an important factor for
the anonymousor unofficial art sites as well.
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VISUAL

BOUNDARIES?

A DISCUSSION OF THE IMPACT
OF TECHNOLOGY IN DESIGN
AND VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
By Andrea Wollensak;
Moderator

Klaus Kempenaars,
New York City

Ingeborg Bloem,
Amsterdam

Gabrielle Giitz,
Stuttgart

Ming Tung,
Ampang, Malaysia

esign studies and visual theory have become transformative critical practicesthat question boundaries
and ideologies.This discussion will present issues related to
visualcommunication,designandmediaasthe accessiblespaces
in betweenthe now establishedpositions in media art.
PROCESS
The dialogue and image developmentof Usual Boundaries? occurredelectronically throughoutthe month ofAugust.
The presentationis the result of that discussion.The contentof
the visual works addressthe topics discussed.For the exchange,
all the participantsusedMacintoshsystemswith a commonapplication format (Adobe Photoshop).
At the presenttime, no real-time interactiveon-line space
exists for the exchangeof text and images that supportsa diverseand heterogeneous
set of client computing environments.
Some homogenousspacesare being developed(e.g. inPerson
for Silicon Graphics), but are targeted for high-end workstations, making them expensiveand necessitatingthat all users
have powerful workstations with high speedintemet connections. Spacesin commonusethat allow for multi-user real-time
interaction tend to support lowest-common-denominator(e.g.
can be run on any platform including a vtlO0 “dummy” terminal) text-basedenvironments,such as internet relay chat (IRC)
and markup languages.Another recent developmentis the use
of clients that allow for cross-platform image exchange(e.g.
Adobe Acrobat), although this is currently oriented more towardssimplifying file exchangeratherthancreatinga real-time
collaborativemultimedia spacefor image development.
Although originally conceivedas a server for interactive
on-line role playing, the ramificationsof a MOO (a “Multi-User
Object-OrientedDungeon/Domain”or “Mud-Object-Oriented”)
as a set of spaces(rooms or conferences)with interactive objects suggestsa powerful metaphorfor directions in which to
develop the nascenttechnologyof on-line visual collaborative
space.Musical usesof a MOO environmenthave, for example,
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used instruments as objects whose musical sequencescan be
edited and played by any of the participants in that space.The
inevitable extensionof this type of interactivecollaborationinto
the visual realm should be guided by the needsof the creative
artists involved and their collective understandingof the integration and extension of the creative processinto this type of
environment. One important method in which artists and designers can contribute to this development is by prototyping
visual models of ideal electronic environments.Suchparticipation will serve to provide useful models for software engineers
and also to stimulate new ways of thinking about multi-user
interactive spacesfor artistic collaboration.

The infiltration of Dutch and British design is here (Malaysia). The newestlook and typefacesare all here.The Malaysian designersand studentslook to the west, and not inwards.
KLAUS: Our responsibility is to listen and understanddifferent views and to interact upon that foundation. Input from
different cultures is imminent to really understandinga global
vision.

I do not believe that blurred identities becomea normative
condition. We might want to think or make multi-cultural images,but in the end they just representa momentum, yet colIapsesin the ghetto of real life, where status, sexuality, mixed
PARTICIPANTS
racesarebuilding new barrierswith the samemeaningandcause.
The participants include: Klaus Kempenaarsin New York As soon as we try to overlap or blur identities, we will build
City, IngeborgBloem in Amsterdam,GabrielleG&z in Stuttgart, replacements.
Ming Tung in Ampang, Malaysia. All of the participants are
practicing graphic designersprimarily working in print media,
Let’s face it, their never will exist a blurred cultural comand now exploring multimedia and electronicforms of designed munity, becauseour instinct is basedon distinctions to identify.
information.
As human beingswe are trappedin judging identities and when
we are talking about identities we automatically mean boundThe intention of this discussionwas to addressissuesaf- aries.We are constantlyoverthrowing common identities, with
fecting the concept and practice of design within an electronic the result to keep the sameold structure.
collaborative space.The participants, in light of their diverse
geographiccontexts,examinedthe conditions imposedby their
MING: The ‘blur’ that you are talking about is also about
relation to technology in terms of their own approachesto vi- ‘pre-segregation’.For example, Malaysia - the Land of three
sual communications.Each participant was posedthe sameset dominant races and cultures. A small elite educatedand influof questions:
encedby overseas(UK, USA, Australia, etc.). The infiltration
of internationalcompanieson a relatively naive market.Ameri-within an environmentlargely determinedby technology, can t.v. show and tastespenetratingin. A young country queswhat is meantby regionality and universalityof place?
tioning what it is, and recognizing the huge influence of the
-are individual identities effected in electronic construc- West on its young.
tions?
-does technology negateregionahsm?
We were surprisedat the relative easeour work is accepted

hereand in Singapore.Are thereany cultural boundariesor limiFrom the above questionsthe participants issuesevolved tations-or, are our observerspre-segregated?Is this not an inciiinto the following topics:
cation of this ‘blur’ that you can take work from one continent
to anotherand find work? Or, of western colonization?
borders and cokmkations
(Malaysia)
design and global issues
(Amsterdam)
Perhapswe cannot segregateby race and culture, but by
fmntier/frontline/suweillance
(Stuttgart)
attitude.
respecting local spirits. maintaining distinctions to
identities
(NewYork City)
GABIUELLE: I have also existed in an area defined by
blurred
boundaries.Growing up looking at the ‘wall’ in Berlin
Borders, boundaries and colonizations
KLAUS: Visual boundaries?Do we mean boundariesof andevery Sun&y enjoying homemadecake in Grandma’s(eastwesterncolonization?Are we talking about a new form of west- em) kitchen. As a child I was conscious of the ‘other’side, I
em colonization? Do we really all contribute to blur identified was educatedto differentiate, to segregate.When this boundboundariesor is most of the influence resulting from an over- ary/barrier fell, the absurdity of the condition was confirmed.
whelming dominance of western ideas?
Now the eastis fully equippedwith technology, and in an
electronic
environmentthe boundariesbecomedefined by attiMING: Graphic design is a western commodity. It is only
tude
and
status
- ie. who can afford the equipment?
of use if the society strives to be more like the west. Klaus talks
of a new form of western colonization, I agree.
MING: I think the concept of boundaries,or more specific
visual boundaries( meaning graphic design, visual communi320

cation) is, in the first place, related to one’s status.If one has
lots of money it is possibleto take an airplane(or buy it) and fly
to a desertedtropical island in Malaysia, or anywhereone desires to go. One is able to experiencethe (visual) differencesof
many cultures. Technology is available to the privileged, and
boundariesare digitally blurred. The incorporation of the computer in design has been a great factor in a universal look.

INGEBORG: The control of the individual by ‘power’is
evident. for example, surveillance systemsintroduced by digital technology : recordedmessagesystemsand the collection of
data.

There is a clear economic/power division dominated by
western (colonized) influence. The division betweenthe computer literate and illiterate.

MING: Well, technology does control our final form and
(somewhat)the content of our work... technology changesour
processesof working, it also separatesthose who have knowledge/powerand those who do not.

KLAUS: What you are saying implies that our dominant
tools (technology) are ultimately controlling our messages(?).

‘Culture’is status?In Malaysia, culture andheritageis conFor an individual without those resources(in Malaysia),
sidered ‘old, old fashioned or ‘not modem’, ‘not new’(A second-hand market is virtually nonexistent).
boundariesare defined by the kampong and the edges of the
jungle.
The direction of visual influenceseemsto clearly comeFrom
the west to the east.Doesthe west learn from the eastas well?
Respecting local spirits
Distinction to identity
Design and global issues
INGEBORG: It will be necessaryto position technoIogy
KLAUS: Next to the written word, imagery will carry the not just as a tool but as a cultural form that can be manipulated
communication, representingthe local site for a global inter- as it is needed.
ested public. There is no doubt in location, as every attempt to
blur will weaken the position and the messageeventually only
KLAUS: I am not interested in the idea of ‘culture’ to
serve as self esteem of the producer without communication changeinto a MTVtsation, I rather observe existing ideologies
value.
and create in exchangewith local expertise a custom tailored
solution. More often I seevisions with cross-culturalbackground
INGEBORG: It’s crazy that we think of the world as a and they certainly tell their story, but at the sametime it makes
global village and think of blurring borders while there have me wonder if we really are trying to understandeach other?
never been more borders than in the last few years.I am thinking of the wars in the former Yugoslavia.Neighbors[?] fighting
INGEBORG: I agree with Klaus, there seems to be less
with each other without really understandingthe other.
listening and more talking in image-making today. I think we
are also terrorized by a few multi-nationals which have more
One may think that the intemet reducesthe distancebe- power than the politicians. The voice of the individual/citizen
tween people but it doesn’t make a difference when I’m going is quiet if not silent. We hear and seeelemental soundbites,reto the pub next door and only talk to certain people or when I ducedto mediaextravaganzas.
The individual is loosing its voice
browse through the intemet newsgroups.The only advantageis in electronic space.
that you don’t judge people by the way they look. Peoplewith
the sameinterest find each other but besidesof that?
KLAUS: As we are heading for the next millennium the
biggest task will be to understandour cultural boundaries and
(What really fascinatesme about our professionis that we to createfrom there an energy.Today our increasingawareness
can browse through different view points and visions of cul- of the smallnessof our planet and the fragility of life upon it,
tures and intentions. At this moment I work simultaneouslyon commends to us a sensitivity to the cultural identities and
a variety of diverse projects that all have different audiences achievementsof all people. Creating for a global public calls
from the Dutch police, a multinational clothing manufacturer on respectinglocal spirits. Unity in diversity.
for children, andelectronicpublishinghouses.Theseclientshave
different representationsand publics. I becomean actor,enter0 1995
ing and exiting realms other than my own.

Frontier/frontliue/ surveillance
GABRIELLE: I think the characteristicsof identification
and identity in technology are often altered by desireand fascination. The individual is often de-centered,while desire is fixated on power.
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THE METAPHOR
OF
TOUCH IDENTIFICATION,
PERSONALITY AND
CONTACT WITHIN THE SCREEN
By Andrea Zapp
zappQ rz.uni.leipzig.de

/I

am currently teachingin a film academyin Germany
which has a very long tradition in the narrative and
documentaryfilm. My task and my aim is to bring the subject
of new media closer to students,who researchmainly the classical ways of creatinga media work, like a movie or a IV feature. But not only underthis educationalaspectI try to establish
in my teachingand researchan evolutionary line betweenearly
media works and actual developments.The early avantgardist
film theoryat the beginningof this centuryoffers in its excitement
aboutnew waysof expressiona lot of parallelsto thediscussionat
the end of the century.From the technologicalexperimentsthe
way to the drama had to be found, trying to gain the viewers
participanceand men&I involvement.I will attemptto sum up a
very wide and challengingfield in brief main thoughts:
For Rudolf Arnheim the creation and reception of media
and art is a very subjectiveaction - as thereis the subjectiveeye
of the cameraand in the following the difference between the
“real” image of the world and the “constnrcted”image of the
film - and the montageas an intellectual appealto inner discussion and combination. Bela Ballsz talks of the imaginary immersionof the viewer with the help of subjectivecamerameans,
changeof perspectives,the viewer is identifying with the hero,
is falling over the cliffs. Walter Benjamin completesthis intention of building up an exchangebetweenmediawork and viewer,
when he constatesthe loss of the aura of an art work by the
massorientatedtechnologicalapparatus.Facing fascismhe saw
a democraticpotential,becausethe distancedand menacingeffect of the divine art work is dissolving and a link betweenthe
work and the viewer can be estabIished.The unique object of
cult is replacedby the innovative searchfor acceptance,as an
offer or requestby the author.

H
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Formgiving, subjectiveconstruction,involvement and democracy are the early words and the metaphoricaldialog between film and viewer finds an echo in the contemporarycreation of artificial realities, virtual worlds and interactivity. That
soundseasy,but it’s not. The nowadaysmetaphoresof participation and involvement within the screencan be complicated,
naive, manifold and overloaded,all in one. There is still a certain euphoria, which is in danger to generalizethe subject of
new media,interactivity and virtuality. The terms even seemto
be emptyandmisdefinedbeforethey havebeenresearchedprop
erly. The film avantgardistslonging to get the people into their

Together with the shift of body sensesthrough virtual touch a
reinforced sensud perception and ‘immersion seemspossible;
The joint of subjectivereality, communicative competenceanti
emotional social exchange in a virtual space leads to a very
important factor of the term interactivity -how far can we bring
in anddevelopour personalityandcommunicatewith eachother
A hierarchical abstractshowssomestateof the art: Closed by entering a virtual interactive media surrounding.
systemsof interactive Multi Media - keyboard basedapplicaThis symbiosisof real and virtual presence,reality and fictions, are based on touch and sensor& action to a certain extend, but they representstill a front-position and distancebe- tion leads to the metaphoricalmeaning of the net itself and its
tween medium, virtual drama world and observer.The more virtual cities, communities, discussion groups or flirts. Cominformation based,structural and playing aspectsand the pos- munication fields and meetingplacesare createdspontaneously
sible parallel montage and navigation system are the real ad- and together with the open contents they get their own strucvantageand far more interesting for a dramaturgicaldiscussion, ture. Access is individual and possible from everywhere and
then the interactive potential, multi media works are mostly the performing and still isolating effect of installation works
advertised with.
seemsto dissolve.As in the projects mentionedabove,personal
contact in a selfconstructedcyberspaceis in the center of atIn a secondstepthe artificial world of the computergener- traction. Subjectiveexperienceand knowledge is brought from
ated cyberspaceallows a highly immersive effect and a con- the personal room to change autodynamically the data room.
scious sensualmovement to enter a space.It destroysthe clas- Nevertheless in this the term online is very important to make
sical attitude of the spy hole, through which we perceive the the distinction betweena just simpler and faster plop in your
world and opens alternative places of being. But at the same mail box and the metaphoreof the inhabitants of the global viltime the instrumentariumand apparatus being involved by head- lage.
sets etc. and the artificiality of the perceived spacerestricts a
real identification. So the immersion as it is often described,is
In a first conclusion we find out that insteadof communifar more based upon troubling the balance feeling of a body cating with a machine to discover informations, an effective
than upon the prickly mental shiver of marching into an unde- interactive work has to be a media based surrounding which
finable space.The ideological gap betweencomputergenerated offers the most highest level of involving the viewers personalworld and real world is even reinforced.
ity. Like the symbolic immersion by taking over the identity of
the film hero in a dark cinema for two hours, also the virtual
An interesting interim are experimental forms, I like to call room has still to be based upon the participants imagination and
“borderline-works”:The interfacewhich allows the involvement creativity to find more intellectual and complex ways to interin the media surrounding,on the frrst glance seemsto be very act. The technology has to disappear as much as possible in
banal,like changinga computergeneratedpaintingwith eyemove- this, to make the sensualshift of real and virtual worlds posments,creatingimageson a screenby touchinga plant or turning sible.
round in a chair. Basic sensualmovementsare extendedto interfere, the interface is an absolutepart of the non-technicaldaily
The more a viewer is able to integrate his body and mind
life. High technologyis hiddenbehindthe most simpleobjectand and establisha communication, the more an interface turns out
the activity is based on reality, but throwing a virtual shadow.Or to be “interhuman”- as a projection field of the viewers world even more, the reality is reflected and projectedinto the virtual the more a cyberspacechangesfrom a place of escapeor obser(considerLynn Hershman’swork for instance).
vation into a place of reflection and momentary reality, so that
we might talk of a virtual consciousnessas a metaphore.As a
We walk a step further aheadin the field of telepresence. consequenceIt is necessaryto question the terms a bit more in
The participants act together from very remote places,but find the theoretical discussion.Interactivity is no more an exciting
themselvesin the same blue box projection space,instead of phenonema,which garanteesanyhow the new kick, it is even
facing each other they share the same virtual room. The envi- nearly a hundred years old and was called identification or inronment becomesa meeting-point and its inner design is char- tellectualdialog, as I tried to symbolize at the beginning.Within
acterizedby the fact that he is just another room we are trans- this evolutionaryprocessof taking more andmore part in a media
work in a literal sensehelps to formulate questions:The more a
constructedmedia room offers sensualbody functions and sub
jective influence.the more it can be perceivedasselfdeterminent
or evenas true?Could the former identificationwith the screened
movie turn into a virtualconsciousnessin a cyberspace?

ferred into for the time being involved. We forget about technology, we just sit on a sofa in New York with a person may be

from Brazil and we act in New York and Brazil at the same
time. The point of concentration is how we interact with each
other as individuals on a virtual stage. Contrary to computer
generatedfigures and objects, this artistic method of telecommunication is basedon a high social meaning and on emotions.

work, “interactivity’ has to be replaced by new terms like the

potential of access,activity and interference,to clarify the steps
aheadfor a more decentanalysis.The virtual room and its interaction has to split up into new categories and a catalogue of
esthetical means. Like in the beginning of the century the
formgiving drama in the technological experiment is not found
yet. Therefore a more detailed and critical evaluation of the dif323

ferences between actual narrative structures, fictional meetingpoints, symbolism and at least effectiveness in new technologies is necessary and interesting.

8 Andrea Zapp 1995
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